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ABSTRACT 
 

Energy history is essential to understand modern Cuba and U.S.-Cuban relations. 

This dissertation demonstrates that Cuba's lack of hydrocarbon energy sources shaped the 

ambitions and limits of the Cuban nationalist project and the nature of U.S. influence in 

Cuba from the Republic's founding in 1902 through the Revolution's early years. The 

ecology, economics, and politics of energy were central to Cuba's economic (under-) 

development; the character of Cuban nationalism; the exercise and eclipse of U.S. power 

in Cuba; and the Revolution's origins, course, and outcome.  

This transnational study blends the sources and methods of economic, diplomatic, 

cultural, and environmental history, analyzing sources from archives in five countries, 

including Cuban, U.S., British, Mexican, and Venezuelan government documents; oil 

industry public-relations materials and trade journals; and the U.S. and Cuban popular 

and business press. Through them it traces how diverse Cuban and North American 

actors – diplomats, politicians, businessmen, oil workers, journalists, technocrats, 

revolutionaries, consumers – created and acted upon transnational discourses about 

energy, development, and independence in Cuba. Cubans across the political spectrum 

equated modernity with rising energy consumption and viewed oil in nationalist terms, 

believing that Nature had endowed the island with great, but unfulfilled, promise as an oil 

producer and that Cuba's oil industry should be developed for the nation's benefit.  
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Cuban domestic politics, global oil economics, and the foreign policies of the U.S. 

and other oil powers encouraged private efforts to develop Cuba's oil industry in 

partnership with multinational oil firms. But Cuba confounded expectations by producing 

very little oil, exposing the contradictions in successive governments' economic programs 

and in Cuba's oil culture. These three factors then realigned in 1960 to favor the 

industry's nationalization, as revolutionary officials implemented an alternative vision of 

statist oil nationalism and economic development. A U.S. oil embargo sought to cripple 

Cuba's economy, but failed to overturn the Revolution, as Cuba became – reluctantly – 

dependent on Soviet oil. The Revolution is thus reinterpreted as both a culmination and a 

new beginning in modern Cuba's search for energy security, development, and true 

independence, and as a challenge to the U.S. energy empire in the greater Caribbean. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the summer of 1960 the Cuban revolutionary government led by Fidel Castro 

faced a showdown with three major multinational oil companies and the United States 

government over the future of Cuba's oil industry. At stake, as the U.S. ambassador 

recalled in his memoir, was nothing less than "the very existence of that Revolution."1 

Cuba's government, as part of a plan for rapid industrialization and economic 

development, had agreed to import 900,000 tons of crude oil, about a quarter of Cuba's 

annual consumption, from the Soviet Union as part of an exchange for 800,000 tons of 

Cuban sugar. But the only oil refineries in Cuba able to turn this crude oil into usable fuel 

were owned by the local subsidiaries of the U.S.-based Texaco and Standard Oil of New 

Jersey and the Anglo-Dutch multinational Royal Dutch Shell; these plants produced 

almost all the oil products consumed on the island, derived from crude they imported 

from their affiliates in Venezuela, since Cuba produced almost no crude oil of its own.  

When the new head of Cuba's National Bank, Ernesto "Che" Guevara, ordered 

these foreign companies to refine the Soviet crude, the Argentine-born revolutionary 

forced them into a difficult choice. Agreeing to displace their Venezuelan affiliates' crude 

with Soviet oil would violate all economic logic for these vertically-integrated 

multinational firms; refusing would likely provoke the Cuban government to seize their 

plants in order to refine the oil itself. Company executives consulted with senior officials 

in the U.S. State and Treasury Departments, who encouraged them to refuse and pledged 

to support them in the ensuing conflict with Castro. The companies duly refused 

Guevara's order, and the Revolution and U.S-Cuban relations passed a point of no return.  

																																																								
1 Philip Bonsal, Cuba, Castro and the United States (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1971): 150. 
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Events escalated rapidly. The Cuban government seized control of the refineries. 

The companies, supported by the U.S. government, imposed a worldwide oil embargo on 

Cuba, cutting the island off from all "Free World" oil supplies, which threatened to bring 

the entire Cuban economy to a halt, since practically all economic activity in Cuba – 

electricity generation, road and rail transport, industry, municipal water works, 

mechanized agriculture – depended on fuel oil, diesel fuel, and gasoline produced from 

imported crude oil. As Castro explained to the Cuban public, the oil embargo was "the 

first great trap" laid by the U.S. government to try to overthrow the Revolution.2 The 

Eisenhower administration soon also halted U.S. imports of Cuban sugar; the oil and 

sugar embargoes, they hoped, would either force Castro to back down and moderate his 

revolution's course, or cause such economic hardship that the Cuban people would rise up 

to oust the government. Instead, the Soviet Union stepped in to purchase Cuba's sugar 

and supply Cuba all the oil it needed, saving Castro's government and cementing a new 

Cuban-Soviet alliance. Far from backing down, Castro nationalized around $1 billion in 

U.S. property on the island, including the Jersey Standard and Texaco refineries, in what 

was the largest uncompensated foreign expropriation of U.S. property in history. In 

October Washington imposed a general export ban and other economic sanctions, and in 

January 1961 severed diplomatic relations, which stayed frozen for fifty-four years. 

Castro declared the revolution socialist and integrated Cuba's economy into the Soviet 

bloc, in large part on the basis of oil-for-sugar trade. Fifty-seven years later, the U.S. oil 

and broader economic embargoes, and the revolutionary government, still endure. 

																																																								
2 "La Primera Gran Zancadilla Contra Nuestra Revolución," Revolución, June 11, 1960, 1. Unless noted 
otherwise, all translations from the Spanish are my own.  
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This dissertation examines the deep origins, proximate causes, and contingent 

outcomes of the Cuban oil crisis of 1960, a conflict whose legacy still deeply shapes the 

Cuban economy and U.S.-Cuban relations today, and one whose roots lie nearly a century 

earlier, before Cuba achieved independence from Spain by way of a U.S. occupation. The 

core argument is that Cuba's energy insecurity profoundly shaped the ambitions and 

limits of the Cuban nationalist project and the nature of U.S. influence in Cuba from the 

Republic's founding in 1902 through the Revolution's pivotal early years of 1959-61. The 

ecology, economics, and above all the politics of energy were central to the formation 

and assertion of Cuban nationalism; to the exercise and eclipse of U.S. power in Cuba; to 

the crisis of Cuban capitalism and the country's transition to socialism; and to the origins, 

course, and outcomes of the Revolution. Simply put, understanding modern Cuban 

history requires putting energy at the center of our analysis. 

How and why did oil become the vital pivot upon which, in the crucial summer of 

1960, the fate of the Cuban Revolution and the history of U.S.-Cuban relations would 

turn? The answers to this question lie much deeper in Cuban history than the turbulent 

months after Castro came to power in January 1959, or even than the beginning of his 

revolutionary movement in 1953. Indeed, their roots lie in 1882, when the twelve-year-

old Standard Oil Company chose Havana Bay as the site of its first foreign refinery, 

thirteen years before an earlier generation of Cuban revolutionaries would launch their 

third and final independence war against Spain, which culminated in U.S. intervention in 

1898 and the ensuing birth of a neocolonial Cuban Republic. Oil, revolution, nationalism, 

and U.S. influence in Cuba have a long and complex history of interconnection, a history 

whose importance, until now, has been almost totally overlooked.  
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Posing this initial question leads inexorably to reframing it as part of a larger one: 

how has energy, particularly the island's dependence on imported hydrocarbons, shaped 

modern Cuban history, including, but not limited to, the character of Cuba's relations 

with the United States? This question can only be answered by crossing the boundaries 

not only of Cuba, but also of historical sub-fields. Understanding Cuban energy history 

requires addressing the problem using the sources and methods of economic and business 

historians, environmental historians, political historians, diplomatic historians, and 

cultural historians. Cuban energy history is also, inevitably, transnational. Starting in the 

mid-nineteenth century, Cuba's reliance on imported energy integrated the island into an 

emerging network of hydrocarbon production, transportation, and consumption in the 

circum-Caribbean region, centered on the United States and controlled for the most part 

by U.S.-based corporations, but also drawing in Mexico, Venezuela, the Dutch West 

Indies, and other neighboring countries, as well as the British government through its 

connection to Shell. This network's emergence was bound up in the broader rise of U.S. 

power and influence in the region in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  

Cuba was part of an American energy empire. While coal had been the foundation 

of this empire in the late nineteenth century, oil quickly became its lifeblood early in the 

twentieth century. The American oil empire was "American" in two senses. The first 

derives from the way English-speakers in the United States use the term, to refer to things 

pertaining to themselves and their country. This aspect highlights the fact that the empire 

was controlled above all by U.S.-based oil companies, and overseen by the U.S. 

government in Washington. Until the late 1940s, when the U.S. became a long-term net 

oil importer, much of the oil that circulated in the empire was produced in the United 
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States itself, with many of the oil-importing Central American and Caribbean countries – 

including Cuba – dependent on imports of oil originating in U.S. fields, as well as on the 

capital, refining and distribution technology, and marketing networks of U.S. companies. 

The second sense of the "American" oil empire reflects the predominant use of 

the terms "América" and "americano" by Spanish (and Portuguese) speakers throughout 

Latin America, that is, to refer to the peoples, places, and things of the entire Western 

Hemisphere, especially that part of the hemisphere south of the Río Grande and Strait of 

Florida. Gradually, over the course of the twentieth century, Latin American governments 

challenged direct U.S. control of the American oil empire, by asserting greater ownership 

of their subsoil resources, greater powers to regulate, tax, and share in the profits of the 

foreign oil companies, and greater control over production, refining, and marketing 

through state oil companies. Latin Americans' efforts to make the American oil empire 

less North American and more americano were one of the defining themes of the history 

of the hemisphere's oil industry and of twentieth century inter-American relations. 

Like other empires, the American oil empire was diverse and decentralized, a 

collaborative "project," to borrow John Darwin's description of the British Empire.3 It had 

a recognizable imperial capital in the United States, centered on Washington, DC 

																																																								
3 Darwin describes the British Empire as a collaborative endeavor of the British state, business, settlers in 
the dominions and colonies, colonized elites, and a diverse host of other actors who bought into the British 
imperial system. John Darwin, The Empire Project: The Rise and Fall of the British World-System, 1830-
1970 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). Henry Kamen, meanwhile, depicts the Spanish 
empire in the Americas (and Iberia and the Philippines) as a similarly collaborative project in which Dutch, 
Portuguese, English, German, and Italian capital, expertise, naval and military power, and other 
contributions, plus the collaboration of indigenous elites in the Americas and Filipino and Chinese 
merchants, were essential. Henry Kamen, Empire: How Spain Became a World Power, 1492-1763 (New 
York: Harper Perennial, 2003). On the question of the U.S. as an empire in comparison to British, Spanish, 
and other predecessors see, among many other works, Charles S. Maier, Among Empires: American 
Ascendancy and its Predecessors (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006); Maier's characterization of 
the U.S. up to the 1970s as an "empire of production," whose power derived from the export of 
manufactured goods and capital, is particularly useful, as U.S. industry and capital accumulation were 
possible largely due to the country's control and exploitation of domestic and foreign energy resources.  
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(policymaking, government administration, diplomacy), New York City (finance and 

corporate administration), and the Gulf Coast states (oil production and refining). Its core 

provinces were the oilfields and refinery complexes of Mexico, Venezuela, and the Dutch 

West Indies. And it had its periphery in the other countries of the Americas, whether they 

were import markets like Cuba, minor producers like Colombia, or, often, a combination 

of both. As in other kinds of empires, control over the production, flow, and consumption 

of hydrocarbon energy in the American oil empire was decentralized, shared among 

major oil firms headquartered in the U.S., their producing and marketing affiliates located 

abroad, independent companies (whether North American, Latin American, or mixed), 

Latin American governments, organized labor, investors, and others whose stake in the 

success and legitimacy of the empire allowed it to survive and thrive.  

Just as continental European manpower, expertise, and business ties had helped 

make the Spanish empire, so too did Royal Dutch Shell play a significant role in the 

twentieth-century American oil empire. Headquartered in the Netherlands and Britain, 

capitalized there and in the U.S. and Canada, the "Shell Group" of companies did a 

quarter to a third of its total business in the U.S., where it had huge investments in 

production, refining, and marketing; it also had joint ventures all over the world with 

U.S.-based oil companies; and in Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela, and the rest of the Americas, 

it operated in a region that the company, and the British and Dutch governments, 

recognized to be Washington's sphere of influence.4 For all these reasons, Shell rarely 

diverged on matters of policy from the U.S. oil companies and from Washington, doing 

so only tactically and with considerable reluctance, as we shall see in the case of Cuba. 

																																																								
4 Anthony Sampson, The Seven Sisters: The Great Oil Companies and the World They Made (New York: 
Viking, 1975): 11-13. 
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The energy, capital, and expertise of the American oil empire were essential to the 

development of modern Cuba's economy, culture, and politics. The U.S. government 

acted to maintain this empire under U.S. control, both through a baseline level of support 

for U.S. companies' activities in Cuba and the region and, in moments of crisis, through 

active intervention in Cuban affairs. While Washington and the oil companies were able 

to fend off challenges to their control of this empire in Cuba in the 1930s and 1940s – 

challenges revealed and analyzed here for the first time – new domestic and international 

conditions in 1960 allowed the Revolutionary government to do what previous Cuban 

governments had tried, but failed, to do: transcend U.S. control of Cuba's energy supply.  

Accordingly, this study traces the rise and evolution of Cuban oil nationalism. 

Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, some Cubans began to develop a national 

consciousness separate from that of Spain. Visions of national progress and modernity 

based on rising consumption of hydrocarbon energy were inherent in, and indeed 

constitutive of, this emerging nationality. After independence in 1902, Cuban modernity 

and Cuban oil nationalism continued to develop, accelerating after the mid-1920s under a 

series of governments that put economic nationalism and development at the center of 

their programs, rhetorically and often also in substance. Various Cuban and North 

American actors – diplomats, politicians, oil executives, technocrats, journalists, refinery 

workers, development experts, wildcat drillers, revolutionaries, and ordinary citizen-

consumers – all contributed to and acted upon these discourses about energy, 

development, and modernity in Cuba. Energy, in sum, played a central role in shaping 

Cubans' ideas and practices about industrialization and development, and, ultimately, 
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about national progress and independence, phenomena that were at once nationalist in 

ambition and transnational in authorship and perspective. 

Over time, several narratives coalesced about energy and its relationship to Cuban 

nationalism and Cuban modernity. Cubans, and foreigners working in Cuba, agreed that 

rising consumption of energy was desirable, indeed necessary, for national development 

and national progress. Cuba, however, lacks coal-bearing geology, and its hydropower 

and hydroelectric potential are insignificant. Cubans came to see the island's lack of coal, 

hydropower, and oil as obstacles to the modern nation that they were seeking to build. 

This energy insufficiency came in the form of a paradox, which only seemed to grow 

more frustrating over time: Cuba was (and is) surrounded by what was until the 1960s the 

richest oil-producing region in the world, the vast circum-Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico 

oil belt that encompasses the Gulf Coast states of the U.S. and Mexico, northern 

Venezuela, and the island of Trinidad. Moreover, the island of Cuba itself had 

considerable surface manifestations of subsoil combustible hydrocarbon deposits, such as 

pitch seepages, asphalt deposits, and natural naphtha pools and gas vents.  

Cubans of all political orientations viewed their island's potential oil production in 

nationalist terms, arguing that Cuba's anticipated oil deposits should be brought into 

production for the benefit of the nation as a whole. Decades of oil exploration, however, 

led to the discovery of only four small oil fields, whose production was never enough to 

make a real difference in Cuba's energy insecurity. They were, however, enough to cause 

several ephemeral oil booms that awakened Cubans' aspirations for self-sufficiency, and 

lead to severe disappointment, and the discrediting of the incumbent governments and of 

the oil companies themselves, when Cubans' visions of imminent oil wealth went unmet.  
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The foreign oil companies, backed by U.S. and international experts, depicted 

themselves as partners in Cuba's development, importing the fuels and building the 

refineries that modernized the island's economy and supplying the capital and expertise 

needed to search for and find oil in Cuba. Successive Cuban governments worked to 

attract foreign investment in the industry to further the nation's development, even as the 

state over time asserted more and more power to regulate and tax these companies. Other 

Cubans, however, developed counter-narratives depicting the foreign companies not as 

partners, but rather as obstacles, to Cuba's economic development and independence. The 

companies, they charged, were blocking the discovery and production of Cuba's hidden 

oil wealth, keeping Cuba in a state of dependence and underdevelopment. While the 

former narrative of partnership held sway in Cuba through the 1950s, the latter, which 

incubated in the decade before the Revolution, came to shape the new government's 

policies after 1959, and led, in the end, to the oil conflict of summer 1960 and the 

transformation of the Revolution both at home and in its foreign relations.  

 

Connections: Modern Cuban History, International History, Energy History 

This study draws upon and contributes to three principal fields of historical 

scholarship. The first is the historiography of modern Cuba, particularly the issues of 

Cuban nationalism, nation-state formation, and political economy, in the context of 

modern Latin American history. Historians of modern Latin America have long explained 

the region's history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by focusing on how export-

oriented commodity production and foreign capital and imperialism shaped national and 
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regional history after independence as they had during the colonial era.5 This study of 

Cuban energy history, by contrast, suggests that this prevailing framework is incomplete 

without also taking into account how the availability and control of energy resources 

shaped, and was shaped by, commodity production and foreign influence in the region. 

"Sin azúcar, no hay país." The oft-cited aphorism, "Without sugar, there is no 

country," attributed to José Manuel Casanova, head of Cuba's sugar-mill owners 

association in the 1930s and 1940s, speaks to how export-oriented sugar monoculture 

shaped much of modern Cuban life. From the late eighteenth century on, sugar's 

expansion brought wealth to many Cubans but also created a host of problems typical of 

plantation societies throughout the Americas: slavery and a legacy of racial oppression, 

vast inequalities of wealth and power, uneven economic development, boom-and-bust 

cycles, over-reliance on foreign markets and capital, and environmental degradation.6 As 

Louis Pérez, Jr. has observed, "Sugar shaped the national character" more than any other 

factor in Cuban history, for better and often for worse.7   

Given its hegemonic role as Cuba's dominant export, sugar has overshadowed all 

else in the historiography of modern Cuba's economy. Studies of non-sugar sectors, and 

in particular of efforts toward industrialization, are rare in Spanish and almost 

																																																								
5 These themes are central to influential interpretive survey texts such as John Charles Chasteen's Born in 
Blood and Fire and Tulio Halperín Donghi's Historia Contemporánea de América Latina. John Charles 
Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire: A Concise History of Latin America. 2nd. ed. (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 2006); Tulio Halperín Donghi, Contemporary History of Latin America. Ed. and trans. John 
Charles Chasteen (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993). On commodities and foreign capital in the 
region see especially the essays in Steven C. Topik and Allen Wells, eds., The Second Conquest of Latin 
America: Coffee, Henequen, and Oil during the Export Boom, 1850-1930 (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1998). 
6 For two now-classic treatments see Manuel Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio: Complejo Económico Social 
Cubano del Azúcar, 3 vols. (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1978), and Ramiro Guerra, Sugar and 
Society in the Caribbean: An Economic History of Cuban Agriculture [1944] (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1964). For more recent historiography see César Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom: The Plantation 
Economy of the Spanish Caribbean, 1898-1934 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999). 
7 Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba: Between Reform and Revolution (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006): xiv. 
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nonexistent in English, with none of the latter published in fifty years.8 In his classic 

book Contrapunteo Cubano del Tabaco y el Azúcar (1940), Cuban sociologist Fernando 

Ortiz juxtaposed the impact of sugar and tobacco, the island's secondary cash crop, on 

Cuban socio-economic history and culture. For Ortiz tobacco was quintessentially Cuban 

and virtuous, indigenous to the island, produced by independent, artisanal small farmers 

and steadily employed skilled workers, and sold all over the world. In contrast, 

sugarcane, introduced by the Spanish, brought only the evils of latifundia (huge 

landholdings), slavery and unskilled seasonal labor, social and racial inequality, boom 

and bust, and dependence on a single market.9 As Pérez has recently observed, in the 

more than 75 years since Ortiz's Cuban Counterpoint, historians have been most reluctant 

to move beyond viewing Cuban history through the lens of sugar.10  

Shifting the focus to energy offers a counterpoint of its own: between sugar and 

oil, the latter being inextricable from sugar as the most influential commodities shaping 

the history of twentieth-century Cuba. Oil profoundly shaped the development of Cuba's 

economy, including that of the sugar industry itself and Cubans' efforts to diversify away 

from it, and Cuba's political history, both by its presence as the source of most of Cuba's 

energy consumption and by its absence in Cubans' quest for domestic energy production. 

As energy historian Rolf Peter Sieferle argues, "The history of energy is the secret history 

																																																								
8 Raúl Shelton and Alberto Arredondo, Stages and Problems of Industrial Development in Cuba (Miami: 
Cuban Economic Research Project, 1965). See also Gonzalo Rodríguez, El Proceso de la Industrialización 
de la Economía Cubana (Havana: Editorial Ciencias Sociales, 1980). María Antonia Marqués Dolz, Las 
Industrias Menores: Empresarios y Empresas en Cuba, 1880-1920 (Havana: Editorial Política, 2002). 
Antonio Santamaría and Consuelo Naranjo, eds. Más Allá del Azúcar: Política, Diversificación y Prácticas 
Económicas en Cuba, 1878-1930 (Aranjuez, Spain: Doce Calles, 2009).  
9 Fernando Ortiz, Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar [Havana, 1940] (New York: Knopf, 1947). 
10 Louis A. Pérez, Jr., "Approaching Change and Changelessness in the Historiography of Cuba," Cuban 
Studies/Estudios Cubanos 44 (2015): 130-4. 
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of industrialization."11 Reframing Cubans' struggle for economic development as an 

energy problem resurrects the secret history of Cuban industrialization, and its limits.  

Studies of Cuban energy history and the oil industry in Cuba are sparse. Using 

Cuban and foreign government publications, the economist Jorge Pérez-López has 

constructed a statistical picture of energy production in post-Revolutionary Cuba, with 

some factual reference to the prerevolutionary 1950s, and examined the economics of 

Soviet-Cuban oil-and-sugar trade after 1959.12 There are, however, no English-language 

historical works on Cuban oil or energy before 1959.  

Two Cuban historians in the 1980s addressed the oil industry's pre-revolutionary 

history. Both works reflect the goals, opportunities, and limitations of historiography 

produced in Cuba in that period.13 Erasmo Dumpierre's 70-page polemic La Esso en 

Cuba: Monopolio y República Burguesa (1984) draws on an uncatalogued collection of 

Treasury documents at the Archivo Nacional in Havana dealing with tax policy toward 

Standard's refinery and sales after 1925, and uses these sources, often out of context, to 

indict what the author sees as Standard's rampant exploitation of Cubans, with successive 

Cuban governments appearing either as victims or collaborators.14 Alberto Batista Reyes' 

																																																								
11 Rolf Peter Sieferle, The Subterranean Forest: Energy Systems and the Industrial Revolution (Cambridge, 
U.K.: White Horse Press, 2001): 61. 
12 Jorge Pérez-López, "Energy Production, Imports, and Consumption in Revolutionary Cuba," Latin 
American Research Review 16:3 (1981): 111-37; Pérez-López, "Sugar and Petroleum in Cuban-Soviet 
Terms of Trade" in Cole Blasier and Carmelo Mesa-Lago (eds.) Cuba in the World (Pittsburgh: University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1979). 
13 On Cuban historiography's role as "a handmaiden of the Revolution" intended to reinforce and 
disseminate state-approved narratives, see Louis A. Pérez, Jr., "In the Service of the Revolution: Two 
Decades of Cuban Historiography, 1959-1979." Hispanic American Historical Review 60:1 (February 
1980): 79-89 (quotations). For an expansion of this argument see Pérez, The Structure of Cuban History: 
Meanings and Purpose of the Past (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013): 186-284. For a 
further critique of the "analysis-denunciation" style of Marxist-nationalist Cuban historiography see the 
essay by the influential Cuban historian Oscar Zanetti Lecuona, "Medio Siglo de Historiografía en Cuba: 
La Impronta de la Revolución," Cuban Studies/Estudios Cubanos 40 (2010): 74-103. 
14 Erasmo Dumpierre, La Esso en Cuba: Monopolio y República Burguesa (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias 
Sociales, 1984). Dumpierre writes that this collection, from the Fondo Especial de Obras Públicas in the 
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Infidelidades de Tres Hermanas (1986) is a more substantial narrative history of the oil 

industry in Cuba that includes coverage of Standard, Shell, Texaco, and the Sinclair Oil 

Company, as well as Cuban-owned firms, from the late nineteenth century to 1960. Based 

on interviews with 171 former employees of these firms conducted in Cuba in the late 

1970s and early 1980s, and on published Cuban sources, it is rich in anecdote and 

narrative detail, and chiefly valuable for recovering the voices and actions of Cuba's oil 

workers, who remain elusive in most surviving written primary sources. It is limited, 

however, by its shallow treatment of the companies' management and the U.S. 

government, by its inattention to broader economic and political contexts on and off the 

island, and by its lack of footnotes or other citation of sources.15  

Both of these works uncritically present the expropriation of 1960 as an 

achievement of Cuba's economic independence. Neither makes use of the many relevant 

sources produced off the island, or locates the oil industry in the broader economic and 

energy history of Cuba and of the region as a whole. Connecting energy to the broader 

history of Cuban nationalism and nation-state formation both before and after the 1959 

Revolution, and to the international history of the greater Caribbean, allows for a more 

comprehensive and nuanced history of oil and energy in Cuba – and of Cuba as a whole. 

In recent decades, a consensus has emerged among historians who depict the 

emergence and evolution of Cuban nationalism from the mid-nineteenth century through 

the early Revolutionary period as an effort by Cubans of all races and walks of life to 

build an independent, sovereign, modern, prosperous, inclusive, and socially just nation-

																																																								
Secretaría de Hacienda, which administered a gasoline tax to fund public-works spending from 1925 on, 
was unprocessed at the time of his research; it remains so three decades later, and is unavailable to scholars.  
15 Alberto Batista Reyes, Infidelidades de Tres Hermanas: El Mundo Subterráneo de la Esso, la Shell y la 
Texaco en Cuba (Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1986). 
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state despite the island's legacy of Spanish colonialism, U.S. intervention and hegemony, 

sugar monoculture and economic underdevelopment, and social, economic, and political 

inequality and exclusion.16 Absent from this scholarship, however, is any analysis or 

acknowledgement of energy's critical role in Cuban modernization and state-formation 

efforts, of the gap between Cubans' aspirations for a modern, developed and independent 

nation, on the one hand, and the island's inability to fuel that nation's economy, on the 

other, and of how this problem, in turn, shaped Cuba's development efforts and its 

relations with its oil-rich neighbors and the wider world.  

The problem of how to fuel the political economy of this elusive new Cuba, and 

of how to manage Cuba's place in the inter-American and global energy system, has 

confronted every Cuban regime since the 1920s. Each Cuban administration, from that of 

Gerardo Machado (1925-1933) to Ramón Grau San Martín (1933-4, 1944-48) and Carlos 

Prío Socarrás (1948-52), to Fulgencio Batista (1933-44, 1952-8), and finally to Fidel and 

Raúl Castro (since 1959) has staked its legitimacy on enhancing Cuba's economic 

security, modernity, and independence. While each one asserted the power of the state to 

develop and regulate Cubans' access to energy, each tried but failed to fully overcome the 

obstacles posed by the island's energy deficiency and insecurity. Focusing on energy 

therefore causes us to reinterpret the 1959 Revolution – its origins, ambitions, processes, 
																																																								
16 Pérez, Cuba Between Empires, 1868-1902 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1983); Pérez, 
Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, 1902-1934 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1986); Pérez, On 
Becoming Cuban: Identity, Nationality, and Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1999); Ada Ferrer, Insurgent Cuba: Race, Nation, and Revolution, 1868-1898 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1999); Alejandro de la Fuente, A Nation for All: Race, Inequality, and Politics in 
Twentieth-Century Cuba (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001); Marifeli Pérez-Stable, 
The Cuban Revolution: Origins, Course, and Legacy. 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); 
Lillian Guerra, The Myth of José Martí: Conflicting Nationalisms in Early Twentieth-Century Cuba 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005); Guerra, Visions of Power in Cuba: Revolution, 
Redemption, and Resistance, 1959-1971 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013); Gillian 
McGillivray, Blazing Cane: Sugar Communities, Class, and State Formation in Cuba, 1868-1959 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2009); Robert Whitney, State and Revolution in Cuba: Mass 
Mobilization and Political Change, 1920-1940 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 
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and outcomes – as part of a longer story of the goals of Cuban nationalist development 

and state formation and the limits imposed on that project by the island's ecology and the 

regional and global political economy of energy. The pivotal oil conflict of 1960 is 

therefore best understood as at once a culmination and a new beginning in modern Cuba's 

ongoing search for energy security and economic and political independence.  

Tracing Cuban oil nationalism over the longue durée from the origins of the 

Republic through the early years of the Revolution highlights one of the principal goals 

of, and obstacles to, the realization of the Cuban nationalist project, and reveals key 

continuities, as well as divergences, across regimes and periods in Cuban history that too 

often have been analyzed in isolation from each other. Cubans who welcomed foreign 

investment in the oil industry were no less "nationalist" that those who did not. Within a 

consensus that greater oil production and consumption were necessary for economic 

development, they sought different means to the same end: a modern, prosperous Cuba, 

one in which vast amounts of oil produced from the island's own subsoil would fuel the 

creation of new and diverse industries and lead to long-awaited economic development 

and security for the nation as a whole. Their differences were over means, not ends. 

Given the predominance of cultural approaches in the recent historiography of 

Cuba, especially in English, this study further contributes by bringing political economy 

back in, drawing upon and reconciling cultural history, with its attention to discourse, 

representation, and language, on one hand, and the study of the economic and indeed 

ecological structures and material conditions underlying the formation of these narratives, 

on the other. Oil nationalist discourses arose and evolved in Cuba due to the unique 

structural conditions of Cuba's place in the American energy empire, material conditions 
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that shaped the economic and political choices available to Cuban governments; but 

discourse also took on the power to influence these choices, by giving Cubans both the 

incentive and the confidence to attempt to transcend the constraints that Cuba's energy 

insecurity imposed. Cubans made their own history (as Marx put it) not in circumstances 

of their own choosing, by trying to transcend the constraints of their inherited 

circumstances in order to create an independent, prosperous, oil-fueled future. 

Second, foregrounding energy forces a reconsideration of the historiography of 

relations between the United States and Cuba, and more broadly, of the international and 

transnational histories of the Americas. From the late nineteenth century through 1960, 

few if any countries had closer political, economic, and cultural ties with the United 

States than did Cuba; since then few if any have been so deeply and consistently opposed 

politically, even as ties of history, culture, and migration continue to bind them together. 

The closeness and complexity of these ties have left no shortage of bilateral studies of 

U.S.-Cuban political and economic relations based on in-depth research in declassified 

U.S. government archives, supplemented with published U.S. and Cuban sources.17 

Scholars have also begun to analyze the complex cultural linkages between the two.18  

																																																								
17 For an overview that also covers cultural relations see Pérez, Cuba and the United States: Ties of 
Singular Intimacy 3rd ed. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2003). On the late colony and early 
Republic see Pérez, Cuba Between Empires, Pérez, Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, and Jules R. 
Benjamin, The United States and Cuba: Hegemony and Dependent Development, 1880-1934 (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1974). On the period between the revolutions of 1933 and 1959 see Irwin F. 
Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-1945 (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1973), Vanni Pettiná, Cuba y Estados Unidos, 1933-1958: Del Compromiso 
Nacionalista al Conflicto (Madrid: Catarata, 2011), and Benjamin, The United States and the Origins of the 
Cuban Revolution: An Empire of Liberty in an Age of National Liberation (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1990). On the U.S. and the revolution of 1959 see Morris H. Morley, Imperial State and Revolution: 
The United States and Cuba, 1952-1986 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), Thomas G. 
Paterson, Contesting Castro: The United States and the Triumph of the Cuban Revolution (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1994), and Lars Schoultz, That Infernal Little Cuban Republic: The United States 
and the Cuban Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009).  
18 Here Pérez, On Becoming Cuban, and Pérez, Cuba in the American Imagination: Metaphor and the 
Imperial Ethos (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008) stand out, as does Marial Iglesias 
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A study of U.S.-Cuban relations through the lens of a specific and pivotally 

important industry offers new insight into this history. We have interpretive overviews of 

U.S. business in Cuba, but few in-depth studies of actual businesses or industries, 

especially outside of sugar.19 Petroleum was among the largest categories of U.S. 

investment in Cuba (along with sugar, railroads, utilities, mining, and banking) at the 

time of the mass expropriations in 1960, and the oil industry merits an in-depth study for 

this reason alone. But the importance of oil in U.S.-Cuban relations goes far beyond the 

value of U.S. investment. Focusing on U.S. oil companies' and the U.S. government's 

control over Cuba's access to energy reveals the previously overlooked ways in which 

energy was a foundation of U.S. power and influence in Cuba. It also reveals how 

successive Cuban governments – not only that of Fidel Castro – tried to escape or 

mitigate the country's dependent and insecure position within the American oil empire, 

casting new light on the agency and degree of independence sought – if not achieved – by 

Cuban regimes often depicted as wholly subservient to U.S. imperialism. It also allows us 

to analyze the factors – ecological, economic, and political – that constrained Cubans' 

abilities to transcend the island's place in the U.S. empire, and how these factors shifted 

over time to produce the conjuncture that led to the climactic turn of 1960.  

																																																								
Utset, A Cultural History of Cuba During the U.S. Occupation, 1898-1902 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2011). There are also excellent studies of cultural exchanges through tourism, 
migration, sports, and music, among other topics. 
19 An overview is Robert F. Smith, The United States and Cuba: Business and Diplomacy, 1917-1960 
(New Haven: College and University Press, 1960). Thomas F. O'Brien, "The Revolutionary Mission: 
American Enterprise in Cuba," American Historical Review 98:3 (June 1993): 765-785, and O'Brien, The 
Revolutionary Mission: American Enterprise in Latin America, 1900-1945 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996): 205-47, focus on sugar and the electric-power utility. It is telling, for example, that 
the best study of Cuban mining – an important export industry and the only sector besides oil refining in 
which U.S. capital was dominant in Cuban before 1898 – is now over seventy years old. Antonio Calvache, 
Historia y Desarrollo de la Minería en Cuba (Havana: Editorial Neptuno, 1944). On mining see also 
Lisandro Pérez, "Iron Mining and Socio-Demographic Change in Eastern Cuba, 1884-1940," Journal of 
Latin American Studies 14:2 (November 1982): 381-405. An important study of Cuba's railways – in which 
U.S. firms competed with British capital – is Oscar Zanetti and Alejandro García, Sugar and Railroads: A 
Cuban History, 1837-1959 [Havana, 1987] (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998). 
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Energy also draws our attention to the under-appreciated but crucial role of third 

countries in shaping U.S.-Cuban relations at critical points. A focus on oil helps to 

highlight the agency of other Latin American governments in what is too often told as a 

story of U.S.-Cuban relations in which the ecological, economic, and political 

geographies and dynamics of the wider region and the globe are neglected.20 Oil 

connected Cuba not only to the United States, but also to Mexico and Venezuela, Aruba 

and Curaçao, the United Kingdom and, after 1960, the Soviet Union. At key moments – 

the Cuban Revolution of 1933, the Mexican oil nationalization of 1938, and the Cuban oil 

crisis of 1942, along with the crisis of 1960 – the capacity and willingness (or not) of 

companies and governments in these third countries to provide Cuba with sources of oil 

outside the control, even in defiance, of the U.S. oil companies and Washington would 

profoundly influence political events in Cuba and the course of U.S.-Cuban relations. The 

choices made by the Mexican and Venezuelan governments and their state oil companies, 

and by the British government through its relationship with Shell, were of decisive, but so 

far overlooked, significance in shaping U.S.-Cuban, and in 1960, Cuban-Soviet, relations. 

While scholars have sought to analyze the impact of the Cuban Revolution on the rest of 

Latin America, very little attention has been paid to how Latin America shaped the 

																																																								
20 Histories of Cuban relations with countries other than the United States, especially before 1959, are rare 
and often rather shallow. This study draws upon Christopher Hull, British Diplomacy and U.S. Hegemony 
in Cuba, 1898-1964 (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013); Felicitas López Portillo, Cuba en la Mirada 
Diplomática Mexicana, de Fulgencio Batista a Carlos Prío Socarrás, 1933-1952 (Mexico City: 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 2008), and Julio Portillo, Venezuela-Cuba: Relaciones 
Diplomáticas, 1902-1980 (Caracas: Editorial Arte, 1981). After 1959 the historiography is becoming 
stronger, but remains uneven and fairly undeveloped. See Christopher M. White, Creating a Third World: 
Mexico, Cuba, and the United States during the Castro Era (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico 
Press, 2007); Arthur K. Smith, "Mexico and the Cuban Revolution: Foreign Policy-Making Under 
President Adolfo López Mateos, 1958-1964" (Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell University, 1970); Olga Pellicer 
de Brody, México y la Revolución Cubana. (Mexico City: El Colegio de México, 1972); Renata Keller, "A 
Foreign Policy for Domestic Consumption: Mexico's Lukewarm Defense of Castro, 1959-1969," Latin 
American Research Review 47:2 (2012): 100-119, and Keller, Mexico's Cold War: Cuba, the United States, 
and the Legacy of the Mexican Revolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
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Cuban Revolution, whether in its origins or in how and why it unfolded as it did.21 Oil 

was one of the only significant products that Cuba traded with its mainland Latin 

American neighbors, the rest of Cuban trade being overwhelmingly with the U.S. and, 

secondarily, Europe. Oil history therefore helps connect the history of Latin America, 

particularly Mexico and Venezuela, to Cuban history.  

Leading historiography of inter-American relations and of the Americas in the 

world in the twentieth century has recently sought to reinterpret the hemisphere's 

international history as a "long Cold War" and "a century of revolution," one of "layered" 

or "converging" conflicts in which local, national, and transnational forces struggled over 

competing visions of progress, development, and justice, conflicts with deeper roots in 

the economic, social, and political legacies of the colonial era and the first century of 

mainland Latin American independence.22 Odd Arne Westad, meanwhile, interprets the 

Cold War in the Third World as a contest over competing U.S. and Soviet modernizing 

models, appropriated, modified, and contested by Third World nationalists.23  

Bringing energy history into this story reminds us that these twentieth-century 

conflicts over modernizing programs were embedded not only in this deeper history but 

also in particular environments, in which aspects of nature such as land, water, disease, 

and energy were crucial, both by creating the conditions in which Latin American, North 

																																																								
21 On the impact of the Revolution in Latin America see, among many other works, Jonathan C. Brown, 
Cuba's Revolutionary World (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2017); Thomas C. Wright, Latin 
America in the Era of the Cuban Revolution. Rev. Ed. (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2001). 
22 Greg Grandin, Last Colonial Massacre: Latin America in the Cold War (University of Chicago Press, 
2004); Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniela Spenser, eds. In From the Cold: Latin America's Encounter with the 
Cold War (Durham: Duke, 2007); Grandin and Joseph, eds., A Century of Revolution: Insurgent and 
Counter-Insurgent Violence in Latin America's Long Cold War (Durkam: Duke University Press, 2010); 
Hal Brands, Latin America's Cold War (Harvard University Press, 2012); Mark Lawrence and Julio E. 
Moreno, eds. Beyond the Eagle's Shadow: New Histories of Latin America's Cold War (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico, 2013). 
23 Odd Arne Westad, The Global Cold War: Third World Interventions and the Making of Our Times 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 
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American, and extra-hemispheric actors exercised their own political agency, and by 

becoming the objects of contestation themselves. Cubans discussed and debated how best 

to develop the island's energy resources – real and imagined –among themselves and with 

North American and other foreign state- and non-state actors. These debates were part of 

a larger contest over the means and ends of national development and independence, and 

over Cuba's place in the Americas and the world, influenced by both national and 

international forces in changing contexts. Writing the "secret history" of energy's role in 

Cuban industrialization efforts, therefore, also entails rewriting the history of Latin 

America's long Cold War. 

Exploring Cuba's place in the American oil empire reshapes the broader 

historiography of the United States in the world. As several scholars have shown, control 

of hydrocarbon energy has been a core factor underpinning the rise and durability of U.S. 

power in the world since the late nineteenth century. While numerous scholars have 

explored the assertion of U.S. power over oil production in Latin America and the Middle 

East, and others have demonstrated that U.S. companies' control of oil exports from these 

regions gave the U.S. considerable influence in a postwar Europe that was transitioning 

from coal to oil fuel, the place of oil-importing developing countries in the U.S. oil 

empire has received hardly any attention.24 By contributing to Cubans' evolving visions 

of modernity and progress predicated upon ever-rising consumption of hydrocarbon 

energy, and by controlling Cubans' access to that energy, U.S. state and non-state actors – 
																																																								
24 Works that are global in scope include Peter A. Shulman, Coal and Empire: The Birth of Energy Security 
in Industrial America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015); Stephen J. Randall, United States 
Foreign Oil Policy Since World War I: For Profits and Security. 2nd ed. (Montreal: McGill/Queen's 
University Press, 2005); Daniel Yergin, The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, and Power. Rev. Ed. 
(New York: New Press, 2008); David S. Painter, Oil and the American Century: The Political Economy of 
U.S. Foreign Oil Policy, 1941-1954 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986); Painter, "Oil and 
the American Century," Journal of American History 99:1 (June 2012): 24-39; Tyler Priest, "The 
Dilemmas of Oil Empire," Journal of American History 99:1 (June 2012): 236-51. 
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government officials, oil company executives, advertisers, technocrats, drillers, 

speculators – helped to make modern Cuba what it became. This project therefore helps 

to connect two literatures – on U.S. influence in Cuba and the greater Caribbean, on one 

hand, and in the global oil industry and global energy history, on the other – that have not 

before been brought together. 

The transnational, multilateral economics and politics of energy are essential to 

understand both why the U.S. turned to economic warfare against Castro's government in 

1960 and why that policy was doomed to fail to overturn the Revolution even as it 

imposed significant burdens on the Cuban government, the Cuban people, and their new 

Soviet patrons. The history of the U.S. oil empire in Cuba is therefore also the story of 

the rise, apogee, and eclipse of the U.S. empire in Cuba as a whole; of how U.S. power in 

the greater Caribbean was exercised; of how Cubans and other Latin Americans 

negotiated and, at times, challenged that power; and of how one island nation in the 

Caribbean sought independence from that empire, but found, in the end, that such 

independence could come only partially, ambiguously, and at great cost. 

Third, this study contributes to the emerging field of energy history, particularly 

the energy history of the Americas. In the last few decades, scholars of a variety of 

backgrounds – history of science and technology, environmental history, interdisciplinary 

environmental studies, sociology, cultural history and historical cultural studies  – have 

begun to trace and critically examine societies' changing relationship with energy. 

Several of these works are global in scope.25 Others explore the history of energy 

																																																								
25 Vaclav Smil, Energy in World History (Boulder: Westview, 1994); Bruce Podobnik, Global Energy 
Shifts: Fostering Sustainability in a Turbulent Age (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006); Alfred 
W. Crosby, Children of the Sun: A History of Humanity's Unappeasable Appetite for Energy (New York: 
Norton, 2006); Edmund Burke III, "The Big Story: Human History, Energy Regimes, and the 
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production, transportation, and consumption in the United States, and analyze the 

environmental and social implications of what has long been the most energy-intensive 

society in human history.26 More recently, cultural historians and interdisciplinary 

American-studies scholars have argued that modern U.S. culture is itself in many ways a 

product of abundant fossil-fuel energy, which has shaped cultural assumptions and 

discourses about abundance, progress, wealth, and independence.27 An important study 

by Roger Olien and Diana Davids Olien, for example, traces the evolution of discourses 

about the oil industry in U.S. popular and political culture from the 1860s through 1945.28  

Reinterpreting Cuban developmental nationalism through the lens of the island's 

energy resources and energy regimes advances the study of Cuban environmental history, 

which has tended to focus on issues of climate, disease, and, of course, the environmental 

impact of sugar.29 Energy history has a great deal to contribute to this conversation. 

Historians of energy in Latin America have often framed their projects in terms of the 

intersection of oil and nationalism, reflecting the role of foreign companies in developing 

																																																								
Environment," in Burke and Kenneth Pomeranz, eds., The Environment and World History (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2009): 33-52; Timothy Mitchell, Carbon Democracy: Political Power in the 
Age of Oil (London: Verso, 2011); Brian Black, Crude Reality: Petroleum in World History (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2012). 
26 Martin Melosi, Coping With Abundance: Energy and Environment in Industrial America (New York: 
Knopf, 1985); David E. Nye, Consuming Power: A Social History of American Energies (Cambridge: 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1998). Christopher F. Jones, Routes of Power: Energy and 
Modern America (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2014). 
27 Bob Johnson, Carbon Nation: Fossil Fuels and the Making of American Culture (Lawrence: University 
Press of Kansas, 2014; Stephanie LeMenager, Living Oil: Petroleum Culture in the American Century 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Ross Barrett and Daniel Worden (eds.), Oil Culture 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014).  
28 Roger M. Olien and Diana Davids Olien. Oil and Ideology: The Cultural Creation of the American 
Petroleum Industry (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000); 
29 Leading works in this emerging literature are Pérez, Winds of Change: Hurricanes and the 
Transformation of Nineteenth-Century Cuba (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001); 
Sherry Johnson, Climate and Catastrophe in Cuba and the Atlantic World in the Age of Revolution (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2011); Mariola Espinosa, Epidemic Invasions: Yellow Fever and 
the Limits of Cuban Independence, 1878-1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). Reinaldo 
Funes Monzote, From Rainforest to Canefield in Cuba: An Environmental History Since 1492 (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008). Sergio Díaz-Briquets and Jorge Pérez-López, Conquering 
Nature: The Environmental Legacy of Socialism in Cuba (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2000). 
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the oil industry in the region, and the ensuing efforts of labor and governments to exert 

greater control over this resource. However, this literature has almost always been 

focused on oil production, not consumption, and concentrated on the major exporters 

Mexico and Venezuela and the South American giants Argentina and Brazil.30  

Drawing upon both the established and the emerging approaches in energy 

historiography, this study shares Latin Americanists' traditional focus on the question of 

oil and nationalism, but does so in a context not of oil production, which was almost 

negligible, economically speaking, in Cuba in the period under study, but rather of one of 

imports and consumption and imagined or anticipated production.31 Despite Cuba's very 

different place in the American oil empire, oil nationalism was every bit as consequential 

in twentieth-century Cuban history and the history of U.S.-Cuban relations as it was in 

that of major producers and exporters like Mexico or Venezuela. Cuba, like Mexico or 

Venezuela, became an "oil country," and Cuban culture, like U.S. culture, became an "oil 

culture," even if the material basis for this national culture was different in Cuba's case. 

																																																								
30 A recent historiographical essay on the field shares these assessments. Marcelo Bucheli, "Trends in the 
Historiography of the Latin American Oil Industry," Business History Review 84:2 (Summer 2010): 339-
62. The most comprehensive regional history is George Philip, Oil and Politics in Latin America: 
Nationalist Movements and State Companies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). Leading 
works on oil and nationalism in producing countries and/or large consuming countries include Lorenzo 
Meyer and Isidro Morales, Petróleo y Nación: La Política Petrolera en México, 1900-1987 (Mexico City: 
El Colegio de México, 1990); Jonathan C. Brown, Oil and Revolution in Mexico (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993); Myrna Santiago, The Ecology of Oil: Environment, Labor, and the Mexican 
Revolution, 1900-38 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Peter S. Smith, Oil and Politics in 
Modern Brazil (Toronto, Macmillan, 1976); Carl E. Solberg, Oil and Nationalism in Argentina: A History 
(Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1979); Nicolás Gadano, Historia del Petróleo en la Argentina: 
Desde los Inicios Hasta la Caída de Perón (Buenos Aires: Edhasa, 2006); Fernando Coronil, The Magical 
State: Nature, Money, and Modernity in Venezuela (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997); and 
Miguel Tinker Salas, The Enduring Legacy: Oil, Culture, and Society in Venezuela (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2009). The notable exception is an article-length study of Chilean governments' oil 
nationalist policies and relations with Shell and Jersey Standard. Marcelo Bucheli, "Multinational 
Corporations, Business Groups, and Economic Nationalism: Standard Oil (New Jersey), Royal Dutch-
Shell, and Energy Politics in Chile, 1913-2005," Enterprise & Society 11:2 (June 2010): 350-99. 
31 The parallels between Cuba and Brazil – which also established a state monopoly on oil exploration and 
production before the discovery of significant oil deposits, but after decades of rumor and anticipation that 
such a discovery was imminent – proved to be striking. See Smith, Oil and Politics in Modern Brazil. 
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Combining historical political economy with the cultural history of energy therefore 

yields a unique and innovative analysis of oil and nationalism in an oil-importing Latin 

American country, in transnational perspective. In doing so, it helps us rethink the greater 

Caribbean as an American energy empire, united by the transnational flow of 

hydrocarbon energy and by the negotiation and contestation of the political and economic 

power that control of this energy conferred. 

 

Sources 

A comprehensive transnational history of energy, development, nationalism, and 

empire in Cuba requires consulting a wide variety of primary sources, located in fifteen 

libraries and archives in five countries on three continents. These sources are distributed 

about evenly between periodicals and other published primary-source material and 

unpublished archival sources.  

  Cuban periodicals and U.S. periodicals about Cuba constitute one of the 

principal source bases. The Cuban Republic had a vibrant daily and weekly press of 

diverse political viewpoints, restricted at times, but never stifled entirely, by censorship 

of politically sensitive topics during times of dictatorship. Through major Cuban 

newspapers such as El Mundo, Noticias de Hoy, and Diario de la Marina, and later 

Revolución, and general-interest magazines like Bohemia and Carteles, we can access 

what Cubans of diverse political orientations were reading and writing about oil and 

energy and their role in Cuban politics, tracing over time the evolution of Cuban oil 

nationalist discourses and practices. Major U.S. newspapers, which maintained 

permanent correspondents in Cuba, also reported on developments in the oil industry in 
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the broader context of Cuban politics. The business press of both countries, such as the 

Wall Street Journal and Cuba Económica y Financiera, proved quite valuable. Oil-

industry trade publications such as the Oil and Gas Journal, Cuba Petroleum News 

Digest, Boletín Petrolero Cubano, the Cuban government's Boletín de Minas, and 

specialized publications and other cultural production by the oil companies – 

advertisements, stock prospectuses, pamphlets, magazines like Esso Agrícola and Cliente 

Shell for employees or clients, and other public-relations materials – all provide 

information, most of it from the point of view of management and capital but often 

touching on labor and the consumer as well. This contemporary published material about 

Cuban oil history – practically all of it analyzed here for the first time – allows us to 

reconstruct the Cuban and foreign oil companies' activities, to trace their efforts to shape 

Cuban oil discourse, and to understand Cuba's place in the global oil industry.  

  Declassified government archives in Cuba and the United States are the second 

essential source base, for they provide insight into what the published record cannot: the 

behind-the-scenes processes that led to the public actions taken by government officials 

and, often, the oil companies, oil workers, and other business and labor actors. Here the 

State Department collections at the U.S. National Archives II in College Park, Maryland 

proved the most fruitful repository. Thousands of pages of declassified documents show 

how U.S. officials developed and implemented their policies towards Cuban energy, and 

the relationship of energy to broader U.S. policy toward and influence in Cuba. When the 

mounting conflict between Havana and Washington in 1959-60 moved the locus of U.S. 

policymaking from the day-to-day level of the State Department to the highest levels of 

the White House, the declassified records of senior Eisenhower administration officials 
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housed at the Eisenhower Presidential Library in Abilene, Kansas, and the Kennedy 

Presidential Library in Boston, Massachusetts, give further insight into U.S. policy and 

relations with the oil companies.  

The official U.S. documents, when mined carefully, yield far more than just a 

view of U.S. policy. U.S. diplomats reported regularly from the island on political and 

business developments, and were in close and regular contact with Cuban officials and oil 

company officers in the U.S. and in Cuba. The U.S. archives therefore often contain 

internal Cuban government and oil company documents, and records of conversations 

with government officials, managers and investors in the oil industry, journalists, and 

others. These diplomatic sources and their accompanying documents therefore help 

provide context and private information that help us to read the published sources and 

view public actions by oil workers, management, capital, consumers, and state officials in 

more sophisticated ways.  

Third-country diplomatic archives help provide additional insight into both Cuban 

and U.S. actors. British Foreign Office and Ministry of Fuel and Power officials were in 

close and frequent contact with Shell, just as the State Department was with U.S. oil 

companies, and so provide the same sorts of information about Shell's activities in Cuba. 

Given that the relevant oil companies' archives are not open to outside researchers, the 

British and U.S. diplomatic documents are the best, and indeed only, way to gain a 

measure of access to the internal views and decisions of the foreign oil companies in 

Cuba. The British documents also provide valuable insight into U.S. policy towards 

Cuba; at moments of crisis, British policy was often coordinated with, but at times 

diverged from, that of the U.S. Furthermore, not only the British, but also the Mexican 
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and Venezuelan governments became crucial actors themselves, at key moments such as 

the Revolution of 1933, the passage of Cuba's 1938 oil law, the fuel crisis of 1942-4, and 

the pivotal summer of 1960. The Mexican archives reveal hitherto-unknown activities of 

Mexican diplomats and oilmen in Cuba, and Cuban efforts to make deals with Pemex. 

The British, Mexican, and, to a more limited extent, Venezuelan diplomatic documents 

therefore reveal previously unknown actions and details of these governments' vital 

interventions in Cuban oil matters unavailable from other sources, helping us to 

reinterpret previously well-understood events and revealing the existence of new ones.   

Unpublished Cuban archival sources also make important contributions, despite 

the difficulties of archival availability and access that hinder all research on twentieth-

century Cuba and that too often deter researchers from attempting it. The Biblioteca 

Nacional "José Martí" contains rare oil-industry and Cuban government pamphlets 

unavailable elsewhere. In general, records from the Cuban departments regulating the oil 

industry – chiefly Agriculture (which held responsibility for minerals, waters, and 

forests) and Treasury, as well as the offices of the president and cabinet – either were 

never preserved and catalogued or else are unavailable to researchers; this is equally true 

for the periods before and after the Revolution of 1959. There are, however, a few 

valuable exceptions. The Archivo Nacional de Cuba becomes an important resource for 

the 1940s and especially the 1950s, when the establishment of the Banco Nacional de 

Cuba and its affiliated state and parastatal financial institutions brought the Cuban state 

more actively into the financing and financial oversight of private Cuban oil companies. 

These National Bank records – analyzed here for the first time – provide a valuable 

window onto the activities of several Cuban-owned oil companies and their relations with 
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the Cuban state; they reveal a new and often surprising picture of both the Prío and 

Batista governments' relationships to foreign and domestic capital in the oil industry. A 

few relevant documents available from Cuba's Foreign Ministry, also analyzed here for 

the first time, shed further light on Cuban oil diplomacy at key moments. 

After 1959, the internal workings of the Revolutionary government, even more so 

than those of its predecessors, often remain mysterious due to the lack of available 

internal documents. The papers of Antonio Núñez Jiménez, the Communist geographer 

who became Director of the Instituto Nacional de Reforma Agrara (National Agrarian 

Reform Institute, INRA), provide a partial but illuminating exception. Over the course of 

1959 and 1960 INRA gradually took over first the regulation of, then the ownership and 

operation of, Cuban industry, as well as agriculture, making it, among other things, the 

parent body of the new state oil company, the Instituto Cubano del Petróleo (ICP). A 

number of INRA and ICP documents are found among Núñez Jiménez's personal papers 

in the archive of his eponymous foundation in Havana. Pending sweeping changes in the 

declassification and accessibility practices of the Cuban government, these provide the 

only available primary sources from inside the Cuban leadership's discussions of the 

island's energy issues in the Revolution's early years. For the Soviet side, this study relies 

on secondary sources that are based on the memoirs of and interviews with relevant 

Soviet officials and on the few relevant declassified Soviet documents that were made 

accessible to other scholars in the 1990s. Combining these accounts of Soviet activities 

with the Cuban archival sources consulted here for the first time yields a new and 

revealing account of how oil, more than anything else, drew the Cuban revolutionaries 

and the Soviets together. 
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This study, therefore, draws on a varied and comprehensive array of sources, most 

of them never before consulted or analyzed, in order to provide by far the most 

comprehensive and multifaceted analysis yet undertaken of Cuba's energy history in its 

national, transnational, and international dimensions, and of the U.S. energy empire in 

Cuba.   

 

Chapter Overview 

This study proceeds chronologically and is divided into two parts, each with four 

chapters; the first half covers the period before the revolution of January 1959, and the 

second focuses on the pivotal first two years of that revolution. The first half begins with 

a short Prologue that sketches in broad contours the energy history of colonial Cuba, 

from the arrival of the Spanish in 1492 through Cuban independence and the founding of 

the Cuban Republic after the end of the U.S. occupation of 1899-1902. It frames the 

events covered in the subsequent chapters as arising from the island's environmental 

history, through the decisions made by Cubans over the course of the nineteenth century 

to embark on a path of economic development that far exceeded the island's sustainable 

carrying capacity, in particular its energy resources. At independence, Cuba's transition 

from an organic to a fossil fuel-based energy regime was already well underway, in ways 

that had already integrated Cuba's economy and politics with those of the United States.  

Chapter One continues the analysis of this energy transition after independence in 

1902, in particular its second phase in the 1910s, when Cubans began adding petroleum-

based fuels including gasoline and fuel oil to the coal that had already begun to transform 

the island's energy system. It examines the interconnections between energy and the rise 
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of discourses of economic nationalism, and in particular economic diversification and 

industrialization, in the 1920s, and ends with an examination of the important, but 

heretofore overlooked, role of oil companies and oil workers in the Revolution of 1933 

and in the rise of Cuban strongman Fulgencio Batista.  

Cuban and foreign capitalists in the 19th and early 20th centuries locked Cuba 

into an economic development path that entailed long-term dependence on imported 

fossil-fuel energy. The island itself lacked the energy resources, in technologically and 

commercially useful forms, to sustain the energy-intensive economy that emerged on its 

territory in roughly the century between 1830 and 1930.  Modern Cuba – that is, Cuban 

modernity – was (and remains) inherently unsustainable. Much of Cuban politics and 

political economy in the middle third of the twentieth century – including, most notably, 

the early years of the Cuban Revolution after 1959 – can be understood as an effort to 

find solutions to the economic, political, diplomatic, and even cultural challenges that 

arose as a consequence of this development path. 

Chapter Two examines the transnational contests over Cuban oil nationalism in 

the post-revolutionary 1930s, in particular Batista's populist assertion of state power to 

regulate gasoline prices, and the long process that led to the drafting and adoption of 

Cuba's first comprehensive oil law in 1938, a process in which Mexican, as well as U.S., 

influence was heavy. With an eye on Mexico's history of oil production and its 1938 oil 

nationalization, Batista, the chapter argues, responded to pressures from U.S., Mexican, 

British, and Cuban forces to chart a middle course of state-supervised but private-sector 

oil nationalism that he and many Cubans and North Americans believed would soon 

bring about the discovery of significant oil deposits in Cuba.  
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Chapters Three and Four analyze the growing contradictions of Cuban oil 

nationalism in the 1940s and 1950s. Chapter Three examines the politics of energy in 

Cuba's democratic era between 1939 and 1952. While Cuban and foreign oil companies 

searched for, but did not find, major oil deposits in Cuba under the terms of Batista's 

1938 law, and elected politicians promised, but did not deliver, honest and effective 

government and economic development, the island's energy insecurity was laid bare by 

fuel shortages during World War II and the early Cold War. Cuba's close alliance with 

the United States won Cubans no relief or exemption from the U.S. program of wartime 

oil rationing. While Cubans took growing pride in their country's oil-fueled 

modernization, the restrictions on imports and the failure of exploration efforts on the 

island left them ever more vulnerable to political and economic forces beyond their 

control; their elected leaders' corruption, mismanagement, and unfulfilled promises, in oil 

as in so much else, created a growing gap between expectation and reality.  

Chapter Four further probes these contradictions in the new political context of 

Batista's dictatorship of 1952-8. Without the benefit of the democratic legitimacy he 

enjoyed in 1940-44, Batista cast his regime as a developmental dictatorship, and saw the 

development of Cuba's oil industry, both in production and refining, as the key to his 

economic and political success. Batista's efforts to stimulate foreign and domestic 

investment in oil led to the construction of three state-of-the-art refineries that made the 

island self-sufficient in refining capacity. Despite another exploration boom in 1954-7, 

however, Batista's stimulus policy failed to lead to the discovery or production of 

significant oil deposits in Cuba, and the island remained as dependent as ever on 

imported crude. The explorationa and refinery booms only further heightened the 
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contradictions between Cubans' visions of a modern, industrialized, and independent 

nation and the reality of their continuing dependence and underdevelopment.  

By the end of 1958, Cuban governments of all stripes – populist, nationalist, 

democratic, and authoritarian – had all largely failed to deliver on their promises of 

economic independence via oil-fueled industrialization. The second half of this study 

proceeds to trace how the tensions and contradictions in Cuban oil nationalism built up 

during the previous decades reached their climax and resolution during the first two years 

of the Revolution.  

Chapter Five examines how the Revolutionary government began to act on 

several of the key themes of oil nationalist discourse that several of its key officials had 

developed while in opposition during the 1950s, culminating in new legislation governing 

oil exploration and production and, in February 1960, the oil-for-sugar trade deal with the 

Soviet Union. In just over a year, the Cuban state had moved from cooperation to 

competition and then to looming conflict with the foreign oil companies in its effort to 

rapidly advance Cuba's development.  

Chapter Six puts oil at the center of the mounting crisis in U.S.-Cuban relations 

from the fall of 1959 through the late spring of 1960, showing how the politics and 

economics of energy brought the Cuban government into conflict with the oil companies 

and the U.S. government and set the stage for the ensuing showdown. Chapter Seven then 

provides a new and comprehensive transnational history of the oil crisis of summer 1960, 

and shows how the actions of the major and independent oil companies and the British, 

Venezuelan, and Mexican governments, as well as of the U.S., Cuban, and Soviet ones, 

were vital in bringing about the result, in which Cuba, against its government's wishes, 
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was cut off entirely from Western Hemisphere oil and left with no other choice but to 

depend completely on Soviet oil. It analyzes the efforts of the U.S. government and the 

oil companies to use the "oil weapon" to try to oust Castro, and the reasons why these 

efforts were doomed to fail.  

Chapter Eight examines how the Cuban government and its supporters used oil 

nationalism to explain and defend this sudden course of events and to cement its hold on 

power in the second half of 1960, and recovers some of the voices and actions of the 

Cuban oil workers who dissented from this new course. Oil nationalism, it shows, 

transformed and radicalized the Revolution both domestically and internationally into 

something few Cubans had expected: a Soviet-aligned, socialist state, in which austerity 

was expected to be only a temporary trial on the road to long-awaited economic 

development and energy independence, now to be achieved through state socialism.  

 

Explaining Cuban History Through Energy 

The Cuban Revolution stands among the iconic social revolutions of the twentieth 

century, with profound resonance both in the Cold War between East and West and in the 

history of Latin America and the global South. As contemporary observers recognized, 

this world-historical significance derived in large part because the Cuban Revolution 

drew together the century's two great revolutionary currents, the socialist revolution and 

the nationalist or anti-imperialist revolution.32 This study considers Cuba's Revolution as 

being the fruit also of a third revolutionary process, one that transformed the whole world 

over the course of the twentieth century: the fossil-fuel revolution. 

																																																								
32 The Moroccan Mehdi Ben Barka made this observation during the preparations for the Tricontinental 
Conference of Third-World revolutionaries in Havana in January 1966. “Introduction,” First Solidarity 
Conference of the Peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin America (Havana: OSPAAAL Secretariat, 1966): 1. 
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There has long been a fundamental contradiction at the heart of the Cuban 

Revolution: a revolution justified by its leaders and its supporters in terms of the defense 

of national sovereignty and the pursuit of Cuban economic and political independence 

ended up trading a dependent relationship to the United States for one of dependence on 

the Soviet Union.33 This dissertation explains how this paradox came to pass, presenting 

it as the product of Cuba's long-term relationship to energy, and in particular of the 

island's dependence on imported fossil fuels, a path dependence that gave rise to much of 

the economic and ideological impetus for the Revolution and that made its turn to Soviet 

economic support possible, necessary, and – Cubans believed at the time – temporary. 

Analyzing what was new about the Revolution's approach to Cuba's energy 

challenges also highlights that in energy – as in other areas of Cuban life – the 

Revolutionary Government was employing novel means to achieve long-standing Cuban 

goals. Indeed, employing energy as a lens through which to view the early Revolutionary 

period in the context of what came before makes the continuities between pre- and post-

revolutionary Cuba stand out as much as the differences. The leading figures in the 

Revolution and their supporters shared many common assumptions and accumulated 

narratives about energy with generations of Cubans who had come before – including, it 

should be noted, with many of their political opponents. There is much that was truly 

revolutionary about the Cuban Revolution, including its nationalization of the island's 

subsoil resources and oil industry; but there is also much that was not particularly new or 

revolutionary about its view of energy's role in Cuban political economy or its discontent 

																																																								
33 For an empirical analysis comparing Cuba's degree of economic dependence on the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union during the Revolution's first two decades see William M. LeoGrande, "Cuban Dependency: A 
Comparison of Pre-Revolutionary and Post-Revolutionary Economic Relations," Cuban Studies/Estudios 
Cubanos 9:2 (July 1979): 1-28.  
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at Cuba's place in the American energy empire. This project therefore helps shed light on 

both the continuities and the new departures across Cuba's pre- and post-1959 divide, a 

threshhold that, all too often, is taken as a definitive break in Cuban history. 

Contemporary observers and subsequent historians have advanced no shortage of 

explanations for why the Cuban Revolution arose and then unfolded as it did. An over-

determined event if ever there was one, the Revolution has been attributed to the long-

term legacy of colonialism and imperialism; to the ill effects of sugar monoculture; to 

underdevelopment, or to uneven economic development, or to a revolution of rising, and 

unmet, expectations; to a nationalism that was at once radical and frustrated; to a long-

term struggle for social justice; to authoritarian or totalitarian forces of the Left who 

diverted or betrayed these impulses for their own ends; and to the heavy-handed and 

reactionary influence of a North American hegemon that blocked less radical change and 

pushed Cuban politics toward radicalization. Each of these explanations is incomplete 

without considering their basis in Cuba's energy history, which helps to explain how 

imperialism functioned in Cuba, how and why the transition away from sugar proved so 

difficult, how Cuban (under)development and Cuban nationalism evolved as they did, 

how socialism and the Cuban and Soviet communists gained purchase in a revolution that 

was largely not of their making, and why U.S. responses to Cuban nationalism were as 

intransigent and ultimately counter-productive as they were. Employing energy as a new 

lens to view modern Cuba provides new answers to longstanding and fundamental 

questions at the heart of Cuban history, the history of U.S.-Cuban relations, and the 

history of the greater Caribbean.  
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PROLOGUE 
Colonial Cuba and the Limits of the Organic Energy Regime, 1492-1902 

 
For most of its history, the economy of colonial Cuba, like all economies 

worldwide, functioned according to the rules of the "organic" or "somatic" energy 

regime, in which photosynthesis converts solar energy into stored energy in plant 

biomass, which is then consumed and transformed into work by human or animal bodies, 

or released as heat and light when wood or other biomass is burned as fuel.1 Warm, 

sunny, fertile, and heavily forested, the "Pearl of the Antilles" was blessed with many 

natural advantages in this energy regime. Cuba's indigenous Ciboney and Taíno peoples 

cultivated yuca, maize, beans, squash, and other crops, and made use of no more 

elaborate shelter than wood-and-thatch huts. Spanish colonizers used the island's natural 

endowments to build the colonial economy in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth 

centuries. Cattle thrived in Cuba's grasslands, forests provided forage for pigs and ample 

firewood for fuel, and the island's climate and soil were favorable not only for food 

production but also for lucrative cash crops such as tobacco, coffee, and above all, 

sugarcane. The colonial economy was also based on the exploitation of human muscle: as 

																																																								
1 Environmental and energy historians use the terms "energy regime" or "energy system," interchangeably, 
to refer to the ways that societies use energy, describing the sources of energy and the technologies used to 
gather and store it and convert it into work, heat, and light. Modifiers like "organic," "biological," and 
"somatic" are used to describe the energy regime based on wood and other combustible biomass, food, and 
human and animal muscle, and early wind- and water-mills, which typified all human societies until the 
late eighteenth century. Terms like "inorganic," "mineral," "fossil-fuel," and "hydrocarbon" describe our 
current energy regime based chiefly on coal, oil, and natural gas and the use of steam, electricity, and 
internal combustion (modern wind, solar, hydroelectric, tidal, geothermal, and nuclear power are included 
awkwardly and inaccurately under these terms, but their weight in our recent energy mix remains minor). 
"Energy transition" or "energy shift" describes the historical movement from the former system to the latter 
over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and its prospective replacement, in turn, by 
another energy system in the future. See Edmund Burke III, "The Big Story: Human History, Energy 
Regimes, and the Environment," in Edmund Burke III and Kenneth Pomeranz, eds. The Environment and 
World History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2009): 33-52; J.R. McNeill, Something New 
Under the Sun: An Environmental History of the Twentieth-Century World (New York: Norton, 2000): 17-
21; Alfred W. Crosby, Children of the Sun: A History of Humanity's Unappeasable Appetite for Energy. 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 2006); Vaclav Smil, Energy in World History (Boulder: Westview Press, 1994), 
and Smil, Energy Transitions: History, Requirements, Prospects (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2010). 
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the indigenous population collapsed due to disease, violence, and despair, enslaved men 

and women of African origin were forced to do much of the conversion of food energy 

into work. But for the masters of the colonial economy, at least, the danger of slave revolt 

was the principal, manageable downside to the organic energy regime for three centuries.   

Sugar production was recorded in Cuba as early as 1595, but remained small-

scale and peripheral to Cuba's economy until late in the eighteenth century.2 Sugar's rapid 

growth after the 1780s, however, began to expose the limits of the organic energy regime. 

The most thorough study of the colonial Cuban sugar industry makes clear the four 

natural factors, beyond labor, that each plantation and mill complex (ingenio) required: 

grassland, livestock, access to port, and forest. Each suggests the limits that the organic 

energy regime placed on the sugar's expansion, in Cuba as throughout the Caribbean.3   

Livestock, chiefly oxen and mules, did much of the work of plowing the soil, 

hauling the cane from the field to the mill and the sugar and molasses from the mill to 

port of embarkation, and powering the trapiches (mill rollers) that squeezed the cane 

stalks to extract the juice. Some grassland, in turn, had to be reserved as pasture or for 

cultivating feed for these animals, and also as garden plots for the slaves and for other 

food production, limiting the area of each estate on which cane could be planted. 

Forests provided the mills' fuel source, and also lumber for construction, both of 

which the sugar industry required in large quantities. Ingenios were voracious consumers 

of firewood. Once pressed from the cane stalk in the trapiche, the cane juice was boiled 

and evaporated in order to separate the sugar crystals from the molasses and other liquids, 

																																																								
2 Alejandro de la Fuente, "Sugar and Slavery in Early Colonial Cuba," in Stewart B. Schwartz, ed. Tropical 
Babylons: Sugar and Slavery in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1450-1680 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2004): 116-57. 
3 Manuel Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio: Complejo Económico Social Cubano del Azúcar. Vol. I (Havana: 
Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1978): 378. 
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and from impurities, a process that consumed considerable fuel. Compared to other, less-

forested Caribbean islands, Cuban sugar production, particularly the kettle system used 

for evaporating the cane juice, was fuel-intensive. Planters faced a constant tension 

between the desire to clear-cut forests in order to plant more land in cane and the need to 

conserve and manage forests to ensure ready access to fuel and construction material.  

Even before Cuba's sugar boom began in the 1790s, hacendados (sugar planters 

and mill owners) had faced shortages of firewood resulting from over-exploitation of 

adjacent forests. They also disputed with colonial authorities that were concerned that the 

irreparable loss of the island's old-growth hardwoods was a strategic threat to Havana's 

shipyard and so to the Spanish navy and merchant marine. Furthermore, the deforestation 

of the island's sugar zones was producing worsening environmental problems, including 

erosion, flooding, loss of soil nutrients and fertility, and reduced crop yields.4  

The steam engine transformed Cuba's sugar industry and raised new energy and 

environmental challenges. Steam power was widely adopted in Cuban mills beginning in 

the 1790s, replacing animal power in driving the trapiches. By 1860, almost three out of 

four mills on the island, producing over 90% of its sugar, used steam power.5 The 

inauguration of the Havana-Bejucal railroad in 1837 made the colony only the seventh 

polity in the world, and the first outside Europe and North America, to move freight and 

passengers by steam locomotive, fully a decade before the first railroad came to 

metropolitan Spain. Cuban railway mileage grew rapidly in the ensuing decades, and 

facilitated the rapid expansion of sugar production. With cane hauled from the field to the 

																																																								
4 Reinaldo Funes Monzote, From Rainforest to Canefield in Cuba: An Environmental History since 1492 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008).  
5 Alan Dye, Cuban Sugar in the Age of Mass Production: Technology and the Economics of the Sugar 
Central, 1899-1929 (Stanford, 1998): 30-31, 72-3. In the 1790s, Cuban sugar technicians experimented 
with wind- and water-powered trapiches, which proved ineffective. Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio, 54, 83-7. 
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mill and sugar from the mill to the port in railroad cars instead of oxcarts, plantations 

could grow in size and efficiency. Vast interior areas, inaccessible to port by river and too 

distant for economical transport with animal power by road, could be cleared and planted 

in cane. Transportation had been removed as a limit to growth, but only if fuel for the 

locomotives could be supplied; and thus the burden on Cuba's forests continued to grow.6 

Steam power lifted some of the key technical and energetic limits to the 

production and transportation of Cuban sugar. Furthermore, the influx of British and 

especially North American technicians, who influenced Cuban engineering and business 

practices well beyond the mere grinding of cane, helped begin to draw Cuban capitalists 

into the North American business and cultural orbit.7 But the insatiable appetite of sugar 

mill and railroad boilers for firewood, and the clearing of forest to plant cane, were 

posing increasingly urgent energy problems and degrading the island's environment. By 

midcentury large swathes of Havana and Matanzas provinces, the island's chief sugar 

zones, were stripped bare, and the cost and difficulty of obtaining wood fuel was rising. 

As early as 1837, Cuba began importing firewood from the United States.8 

Bagasse (bagazo), the pulpy husks of the cane stalk that are the leftovers of the 

milling process, did provide a potential alternative fuel source. In contrast to firewood, its 

availability rose in tandem with, not opposition to, sugar cane cultivation. Bagasse, 

however, had to be dried before it would burn efficiently in pre-industrial ingenio 

furnaces, which meant hauling and storing the bulky biomass. The wooden casas de 

bagazo in which the bagasse was dried were notoriously prone to fire, making pulp's use 

																																																								
6 Oscar Zanetti and Alejandro García, Sugar and Railroads: A Cuban History, 1837-1959 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1998): 1-166; see also Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio, 151-2.  
7 Jonathan Curry-Machado, "'Rich Flames and Hired Tears': Sugar, Sub-Imperial Agents, and the Cuban 
Phoenix of Empire," Journal of Global History 4:1 (March 2009): 33-56. 
8 Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio, 157-63. 
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as fuel dangerous, as well as laborious. Furthermore, using bagasse as fuel meant it could 

not be spread as compost to fertilize the cane fields to boost yields, as was customary. For 

these reasons, Cuban mill operators preferred firewood, using dry bagasse, alone or 

mixed with firewood or charcoal, only when wood fuel became locally scarce and costly. 

Firewood shortages often prompted hacendados in the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries to simply dismantle their operations and relocate to a still-forested area.9  

As throughout the world, the organic energy regime imposed limits to economic 

growth through the zero-sum nature of decisions over land and energy use. Cuban forests 

could be conserved and managed sustainably for long-term fuel supply, or clear-cut to 

open up land for planting and for one-time use as fuel. Cleared land could be planted in 

cane, or in food crops for human and animal workers, but not in both at the same time. 

Bagasse could be used as fuel, or as fertilizer. After winning the legal right in 1815 to 

clear privately-owned land without the state intervening to preserve the forests, Cuban 

hacendados chose to maximize sugar production over all else, clear-cutting forests and 

importing food and fuel (as well as slave and coolie labor) in order to bring as much land 

into cane cultivation as possible. Cuba's sugar economy had entered a new, highly 

lucrative but locally unsustainable, phase of its development. A mounting and widespread 

fuel crisis threatened the sugar industry by the 1840s. Citing the high cost of firewood 

and the ecological problems caused by deforestation, hacendados and others convinced 

the Spanish authorities to grant the duty-free importation of coal in order to reduce fuel 

costs and slow the rate of deforestation.10 As elsewhere in the industrializing world, 

Cuban capitalists found the solution to their energy needs and the exhaustion of local 

																																																								
9 Ibid, 197-201, and Funes, Rainforest to Canefield, 55-9. 
10 Funes, Rainforest to Canefield, 124-52. 
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forests by transcending the organic energy regime and tapping what energy historians 

have called the "fossilized sunshine" of the "subterranean forest" found in fossil fuels.11  

Energy from coal was a key factor allowing the fully mechanized, industrial-scale 

sugar mill complex known as the ingenio central, usually shortened to central, that arose 

in Cuba after the 1870s to displace the smaller, semi-mechanized ingenios. Very capital-

intensive, the centrales used multiple steel rollers to grind the cane, vacuum pans to 

evaporate the cane juice, and centrifuges to more rapidly separate the sugar and molasses; 

all were driven by steam power generated by burning wood or, increasingly, coal. Steam 

coal, too, replaced firewood as fuel for the railroads that were now essential for bringing 

the cut cane to the centrales from canefields miles away, for sugarcane must be milled 

within 24 hours of being harvested or its yield of sugar drops dramatically, and only vast 

quantities of cane, grown over large areas, could make such capital-intensive enterprises 

economical. Coal imports, first from Britain and later chiefly from the United States, 

began in mid-century, and by 1860, Cuba was importing 92,000 tons of coal annually.12 

By 1893, shortly before the start of Cuba's final war of independence from Spain, imports 

had grown to 350,000 tons, and Cuba was the largest foreign market for U.S. coal.13  

Economic and social historians remark upon the profound changes in Cuban 

society in the decades after the end of the Ten Years War (1868-78) and the Little War 

(1879), Cuba's first wars for independence. The agricultural stage of sugar production 

																																																								
11 "Fossilized sunshine" is from Crosby, Children of the Sun. On coal's foundational role allowing 
European industrialization by transcending the limits of the organic energy regime see Rolf Peter Sieferle, 
The Subterranean Forest: Energy Systems and the Industrial Revolution (Cambridge: White Horse Press, 
2001) and E.A. Wrigley, Energy and the English Industrial Revolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010).  
12 Moreno Fraginals, El Ingenio, vol. I, 157-63. On the rise of the central model more generally see also 
Dye, Cuban Sugar; Julio LeRiverend, Economic History of Cuba (Havana: Ensayo Book Institute, 1967): 
164-233; and César Ayala, American Sugar Kingdom: The Plantation Economy of the Spanish Caribbean, 
1898-1934 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1999): ch. 6-7.  
13 J.R. Bradley, Fuel and Power in Latin America (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1931): 122-5. 
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(growing and harvesting the cane in the fields) was separated from the industrial stage 

(grinding and processing the cane in the mill). This bifurcation, along with the gradual 

abolition of slavery during the 1880s, led to the emergence of two new social classes: the 

cane farmer (colono), who either owned his own land and sold cane to a central or was a 

tenant farmer on vast plantations (latifundia) owned by the mills, and a rural proletariat 

of cane-cutters (macheteros) and other sugar workers, who eked out a precarious 

existence working for a daily wage during the harvest season (zafra). These two large 

classes existed as dependents of the massive agro-industrial centrales and their railroad 

networks, and of the capitalist hacendados who owned them.14 The emergence of this 

socio-economic order in Cuba can be understood as a consequence of the economies of 

scale and the eradication of distance brought about by the shift to the new energy regime. 

As sugar mills' energy consumption grew rapidly, technicians sought to lower 

their fuel bills by developing furnaces capable of burning fresh bagasse, without the need 

to store and dry it first. Technical innovations in the 1870s and 1880s meant that starting 

in the 1890s, modern centrales could burn all the fresh bagasse they produced in order to 

generate steam power. Once started up with coal, the grinding process itself became 

practically self-sustaining, though coal was still needed for the centrales' railroads, for 

the steam-powered machines that lifted and moved the cane and its derivatives, and for 

operations after the grinding season when bagasse had run out.15 Using bagasse as fuel 

																																																								
14 In addition to the economic histories cited above, see also the classic work of Ramiro Guerra y Sánchez, 
Sugar and Society in the Caribbean: An Economic History of Cuban Agriculture [1927] (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1964), and, on the emergence and political importance of the colonos, Gillian 
McGillivray, Blazing Cane: Sugar Communities, Class, and State Formation in Cuba, 1868-1959 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2009). 
15 Dye, Cuban Sugar in the Age of Mass Production, 67-101.  
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lowered the centrales' fuel bills and slowed the growth rate of coal imports.16 Given its 

bulk and low energy content relative to coal, however, bagasse was not economical to 

transport for use as fuel outside of the centrales where it was produced and consumed.  

Coal, therefore, also came to power many other Cuban economic activities 

outside the sugar industry over the second half of the nineteenth century. Beginning in 

the 1850s it provided Havana, and later other cities, with urban lighting via the 

combustion of gas produced from pulverized coal. Coal generated electricity in Havana 

beginning in 1885, and in several other Cuban cities in the ensuing decade. It powered 

colonial Cuba's few non-sugar industrial activities, such as mining and rum distilling. It 

moved people and goods between cities and towns on railroads and in steamships, and it 

whisked habaneros across town and back and forth to the emerging suburbs on a new, 

electrified streetcar system, installed during the U.S. occupation of the island from 1899 

to 1902.17 As modernity came to late-colonial Cuba, modeled along North American 

lines, it came, as in the north, via ever-increasing consumption of fossil-fuel energy. 

Pushing beyond the limits to growth imposed by the island's endowments under 

the organic energy regime (however generous these had once seemed), late colonial 

Cuba's sugar-driven economy had outgrown the capacity of the island's land and energy 

resources to sustainably fuel itself. In the new energy regime based on the combustion of 

fossil fuels and the use of steam and electrical power, the island's natural endowments of 

sun, soil, and forest counted for little, and its deficiencies came to matter in important 

																																																								
16 However, Cuban hacendados continued to face tradeoffs between fuel source (wood, coal, or bagasse), 
soil fertility, and forest sustainability. Decomposing bagasse had traditionally been used as fertilizer in the 
cane fields; its use as fuel instead led to declining fertility from nutrient exhaustion in existing fields, 
therefore raising the incentive to clear forests in order to plant cane in nutrient-rich virgin soil, or, later, to 
import chemical fertilizers. Funes, Rainforest to Canefield, 188-94. 
17 Louis A. Pérez, Jr., On Becoming Cuban: Identity, Nationality, Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1999): 73-4, 117-18. 
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ways. Cuba has no coal deposits. Its small rivers lack the drop in elevation and the 

strength and regularity of flow, especially in the dry season (November through April), to 

produce significant hydraulic power or hydroelectricity. And as the rest of this work will 

show, Cuba confounded expectations by producing very little petroleum. Modern Cuba's 

economic development, therefore, came to depend on imported fossil fuels, raising the 

problems of what we today call energy (in)dependence and energy (in)security.  

Hydrocarbon deposits had been known in Cuba for centuries. The Spanish 

explorer Sebastián de Ocampo used natural seepages of chapapote (tar or pitch) at 

Havana Bay and Cárdenas Bay to re-seal his leaky ships. Spanish chroniclers reported 

these seepages and other bituminous deposits near what is now Camagüey in central 

Cuba. Later, the famous Prussian naturalist Alexander von Humboldt noted hydrocarbon 

(probably asphalt) deposits at Guanabacoa on his visits to Cuba in 1800 and 1804-5.18 

Given the rising importance of fossil-fuel energy in the nineteenth-century Cuban 

economy, entrepreneurs and the Spanish authorities sought to develop sources on the 

island. As early as 1859 the colonial state – which under Spanish law held ownership of 

all subsoil minerals – granted the first of what became 57 concessions in all six Cuban 

provinces for the private commercial exploitation of asphalt, which was most useful as 

pavement or sealant, but could be used as fuel in its semi-solid or liquid states, or 

pulverized and heated like coal to produce gas for lighting.19 After visiting asphalt 

deposits in Pinar del Río and Havana provinces in 1880, Pedro Salteraín y Legarra, the 

colony's Inspector-General of Mines, wrote to the Governor-General to lament that many 

																																																								
18 C.W. Hayes, Report on a Geological Reconnoissance of Cuba (Washington: n.p., 1901): 86-97; Cuban 
Economic Research Project, A Study of Cuba (Coral Gables: University of Miami Press, 1965): 102-3, 174.  
19 Ibid; Antonio Calvache, Historia y Desarrollo de la Minería en Cuba (Havana: Neptuno, 1944): 57-9, 
80-1. 
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of them had fallen into disuse, despite having supplied fuel to nearby mills. In remarks 

that would find many echoes in Cuba for decades thereafter, Salteraín was bullish on 

hydrocarbons' potential to contribute to Cuba's economy, but frustrated that officials and 

entrepreneurs had not adequately developed and exploited Cuba's potential in this area:  

I have on several occasions written about this fuel that the Island's soil contains in 
such abundance, and it is quite lamentable that no effort has been made to exploit 
it in its numerous and varied applications in the country's industry and above all 
in its agriculture; it would surely bring about great mining development and 
immense benefits in the regions in which, I repeat, this precious product abounds, 
but it has been the object of only few exploitation efforts of little importance, and 
for want of more intelligent and economical effort, means of employment of this 
and other substances of the country, almost forgotten, are not utilized, whether it 
is to create new industries or as a powerful aid to those already in existence.20   
 

Asphalt production for fuel and paving in Cuba and for export continued through the 

colonial era and beyond, though never approaching the scale that Salteraín envisioned.  

Some effort was also made to develop liquid hydrocarbon fuels in colonial Cuba. 

The Spanish granted concessions to exploit the shallow deposits of naphtha, a rare, 

naturally occurring light petroleum liquid similar to gasoline, at Motembo in 1881 

[Figure 1]. But these wells – the first productive hydrocarbon wells drilled in Cuba – 

were abandoned due to technical problems and were then destroyed during Cuba's final 

war of independence of 1895-98.21 The Spanish also granted rights to explore for 

petroleum on 474 hectares in Matanzas and Oriente provinces beginning in 1873, only 14 

																																																								
20 Pedro Salteraín y Legarra, "Informe Geológico-Minero sobre las visitas de inspección a las minas de las 
provincias de Pinar del Río y Habana, dirigido al Gobernador-General de la Isla de Cuba," March 23, 1880, 
in "Documentos para la Historia de la Minería en Cuba," Boletín de Minas 4 (January 1918): 69-76. 
21 Abel del Río, Motembo, 1880-1944 [pamphlet] (Havana: Maza, Caso y Cía, 1944), Cuban Heritage 
Collection, University of Miami [UMCHC]; José Isaac Corral, "Investigaciones Sobre el Petróleo en 
Cuba," Boletín de Minas, 9:8 (August 1925): 1-11. "Motembo" means "land of fire" in the local indigenous 
language, reflecting the tendency of the natural gas vents and naphtha pools to spectacularly catch fire. 
Before the wide adoption of internal-combustion engines, petroleum liquids of this octane range, being 
highly volatile, were dangerous and of little commercial use; nineteenth-century refiners often discarded 
gasoline as waste, while selling heavier, more stable products like kerosene, gas-oil, asphalt, and lubricants. 
Corral states that production at Motembo totaled 60,000 gallons, and that it was used in its natural state in 
early internal-combustion engines.   
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years after the birth of modern oil drilling in western Pennsylvania.22 A well near 

Lagunillas in Matanzas produced a reported 100,000 gallons (2,381 barrels) of crude oil, 

and the owners built a small plant to distill kerosene.23 Reporting on these activities in 

1888, the Diario de la Marina newspaper hoped that oil would provide a new source of 

wealth, and that "with it we will resolve one of the main problems related to our sugar 

industry: the need for inexpensive fuel."24 But this operation, too, perished in the war. 

The destruction of the infant enterprises at Motembo and Lagunillas would establish two 

enduring themes in modern Cuban oil history: revolutionary turmoil would often frustrate 

the development of the oil business in Cuba, and Cubans' hopes for domestic oil 

production as a solution to the island's energy dilemmas would be repeatedly dashed. 

	

Figure 1 The first productive hydrocarbon well drilled in Cuba, at Motembo, 1881. Abel del Río, 
Motembo, 1880-1944 (Havana: Maza, Caso y Compañía, 1944). (Cuban Heritage Collection, University of 
Miami Library). 

																																																								
22 Boletín de Minas 17 (1938) is a list of all mining concessions granted in Cuba from 1859 to 1937. 
23 Union Oil Company, El Aceite Crudo en Cuba. [pamphlet] (Havana: n.p., 1917). Biblioteca National 
"José Martí," Havana [hereafter BNJM]. 
24 Diario de la Marina, April 25, 1888, quoted in Funes, Rainforest to Canefield, 194. 
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More durable was the presence in Cuba of foreign oil companies, starting with the 

oldest and greatest of them all, the Standard Oil Company. In 1882 John D. Archbold, a 

partner of John D. Rockefeller's in founding Standard Oil, and his Cuban business partner 

Enrique Connill chose a site on the banks of the Almendares River west of Havana for 

Standard's first foreign refinery, a small plant processing 60 barrels per day of imported 

U.S. crude.25 At the time, Standard's exports consisted overwhelmingly of finished 

products, chiefly kerosene and lubricants, rather than crude oil. But the Cuban refinery – 

an affiliate known as the West India Oil Refining Company, in which the Standard Oil 

Trust and Connill each held a 50% stake – benefited from Spanish protectionist policies, 

which placed high tariffs on kerosene but low ones on crude oil in order to encourage 

domestic refining both in Spain and the Spanish Caribbean.26 U.S. petroleum received 

duty-free entry into Cuba as part of a reciprocity agreement with Spain in 1891, further 

smoothing Standard's entry into the Cuban market.27 After a fire at this plant in 1895, 

Standard moved to a new site in the Belot area of Regla, across Havana Bay from the 

colonial city center. Standard would call the Belot refinery complex home through 

several upgrades and expansions until it was nationalized in 1960; it is still refining 

today, under state control. Its main products at the time were kerosene and gas-oil, which 

were replacing coal gas and charcoal as a cleaner light source and cooking fuel.28  

																																																								
25 Esso Standard Oil Company of Cuba, Esso in Cuba: 1882 to Expropriation [pamphlet] (Coral Gables, 
1960); 2.207/H18, ExxonMobil Historical Collection, University of Texas at Austin [hereafter EMHC]. 
26 Ralph W. Hidy and Muriel E. Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business: A History of the Standard Oil Company 
(New Jersey), 1882-1911 (New York: Harper, 1955): 125-8, 258. Based on internal company documents, 
the authors report that in the late 1880s and again a decade later, Standard had "investigated" the prospects 
for oil exploration and production in Cuba, but decided against investing in drilling.  
27 "Reciprocity with Cuba," New York Times, April 21, 1891, 1. The reciprocity pact was nullified in 1894, 
however, which hindered U.S.-Cuban trade and helped provoke the renewal of the Cuban insurrection in 
1895. Pérez, Cuba Between Empires, 1878-1902 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1983): 30-1. 
28 Esso Standard Oil Company of Cuba, Historia de una Industria [pamphlet] (Havana: c. 1954); BNJM. 
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Sugar prosperity, Cuban nationalism, industrial-age modernity, linkages with the 

United States, and fossil fuel consumption all took root in Cuba over the second half of 

the nineteenth century, in interconnected and often mutually reinforcing ways. Cuban 

cities and sugar estates acquired the technology and energy infrastructure of modernity – 

railroads, streetcars, gaslights, electricity, oil refineries – before Spain. The U.S., not 

Spain, was the main market for Cuban sugar and the source of the technologies and 

energy regime that were transforming Cuban life. As Cuba's economy and material 

culture integrated with that of the north, elite and ordinary Cubans contemplated a 

nationality separate from Spain, one based on a self-consciously modern sensibility in 

which Cuban sovereignty was to be the means to achieve material and cultural progress, 

and in which the U.S. example was the main reference point, both for Cubans seeking 

annexation to the U.S. and for those hoping to emulate or improve on it independently.29  

The Cuban Republic, inaugurated in 1902 at the close of the U.S. occupation, 

inherited a relatively high per-capita consumption of energy. In its first fiscal year (July 

1902-June 1903) the new republic imported 451,119 metric tons of coal (1,236 tons per 

day), and over 150,00 barrels (415 barrels per day) of crude oil and petroleum-fuel 

products. At a total cost of over 2.3 million pesos (1.8m for coal and 559,257 for oil, one 

peso being equal to one U.S. dollar), fossil fuels made up almost 4% of total imports by 

value, a fact that understates their importance since so much economic activity was 

																																																								
29 By highlighting energy's role in shaping the emergence of Cuban modernity, this interpretation builds 
upon those of Louis Pérez in Cuba Between Empires and especially On Becoming Cuban, 5-95. Debates 
over race, citizenship, progress, and justice were also central to the formation and contestation of Cuban 
nationalism, driven especially by the demands of Cubans of color and others "from below." See Ada Ferrer, 
Insurgent Cuba: Race, Nation, and Revolution, 1868-1898 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1999), David Sartorius, Ever Faithful: Race, Loyalty, and the Ends of Empire in Spanish Cuba 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), and (on the 1890s and their aftermath) Lillian Guerra, The Myth of 
José Martí: Conflicting Nationalisms in Early Twentieth-Century Cuba (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2005): 1-118. These works explore the cultural and ideological origins of and contests over 
Cuban nationality, but without examining the ongoing energy shift driving social change on the island. 
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impossible without them.30 Biomass remained a key fuel source, particularly bagasse in 

sugar mills and wood and charcoal for domestic cooking and lighting in poor and rural 

homes (urbanites who could afford it were shifting to kerosene and electricity). No 

statistics exist for the consumption of biomass energy in this period, but a team of 

economic historians has demonstrated that in 1900 Cuba's annual consumption of 

"modern" energy – coal, oil, and hydroelectricity, the latter being insignificant in Cuba – 

stood at 158.3 tons of oil equivalent (TOE) per thousand inhabitants, exceeded in Latin 

America only by Uruguay (360.3 TOE/1,000 pop) and Chile (189.5). Not coincidentally, 

these three countries were among the region's most prosperous.31  

At independence, therefore, Cuba's energy transition was well underway. So, too, 

was its dependence on imported fossil fuels under North American control. The political 

economy of energy, the goal and the process of Cuban economic development, the 

politics of Cuban nationalism, and the assertion and contestation of U.S. influence in 

Cuba would remain deeply intertwined over the ensuing sixty years, and beyond.     

																																																								
30 República de Cuba, Ministerio de Hacienda, Comercio Exterior: Año Fiscal de 1902-3 (Havana, 1903). 
31 Uruguay prospered through ranching and meatpacking for export; like Cuba by 1900, it lacked domestic 
forest and hydrocarbon resources, and had transitioned early on to burning imported coal. Chile's domestic 
coal deposits and the centrality of energy-intensive mining and metallurgy to its economy explain its high 
coal consumption. M. d. Mar Rubio, César Yáñez, Mauricio Folchi, and Albert Carreras, "Energy as an 
Indicator of Modernization in Latin America, 1890-1925," Economic History Review 63:3 (2010): 769-804.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
Energy Transition and the Rise of Developmental Nationalism, 1902-1935 
 
Cuba's final war for independence and the ensuing U.S. occupation produced an 

outcome most Cubans had not anticipated or desired. As a condition of the U.S. 

withdrawal on May 20, 1902, the U.S. government insisted on limiting the sovereignty of 

the new Cuban Republic through a treaty and corresponding clause in Cuba's constitution 

known as the Platt Amendment, through which the new Cuban government conceded 

"that the United States may exercise the right to intervene for the preservation of Cuban 

independence, [and] the maintenance of a government adequate for the protection of life, 

property, and individual liberty." In the "Plattist" republic, Cuban politicians exercised 

power only within the bounds set by Washington, with U.S. intervention – political or 

military – always a latent and often a present factor. The economic complement to U.S. 

political hegemony was a bilateral Reciprocity Treaty through which Cuba granted a 

range of U.S. products tariff preferences of 20-40% over imports from third countries, in 

exchange for preferential access to the U.S. market for Cuban agricultural goods, chiefly 

sugar and tobacco. Reciprocity reinforced the dominance of plantation monoculture in 

Cuba and hindered the diversification of Cuba's products and trading partners. Cubans, 

except the sugar interests and the elite minority who desired and anticipated U.S. 

annexation in the near term, lamented the neocolonial character of Cuba's mediated 

sovereignty. A transnational contest over the meaning and means of genuine economic 

and political independence would define Plattist Cuba through 1933 and beyond.1   

																																																								
1 Louis Pérez, Jr., Cuba Under the Platt Amendment, 1902-34 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
1986): 47-87. On the economics of reciprocity see also Oscar Zanetti, Los Cautivos de la Reciprocidad: La 
Burguesía Cubana y la Dependencia Comercial (Havana: Ministerio de Educación Superior, 1989). On 
politics and ideology see also Lillian Guerra, The Myth of José Martí: Conflicting Nationalisms in Early 
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This chapter places the production, consumption, and flow of hydrocarbon energy 

at the center of Cuba's nation-state formation process from independence through the 

Revolution of 1933. Rising fossil-fuel energy consumption continued to transform the 

Cuban economy and to provide the basis for Cubans' conception and experience of 

modernity. Energy consumption and oil nationalism became central components in the 

broader emergence of developmentalist nationalism as a core aspect of Cuban politics, 

especially after 1920. As petroleum began to replace coal as the key energy source in the 

Cuban economy, the island's oil industry grew in importance and prominence, and oil 

companies became associated in Cuban culture with progress and development. As a 

corollary, however, to this narrative of progress, the oil firms began to acquire what 

would prove to be an enduring association in Cuban culture with corruption, exploitation, 

and intrigue. The rise of this narrative led Cubans to push for the intervention of state 

power in the oil industry in the interest of the nation. At the end of this period, amidst 

political and economic crisis and revolutionary and counter-revolutionary upheaval in 

1930-1935, Cuba's first oil crisis also briefly highlighted the potential power of Cuban oil 

workers, foreign oil companies, and the U.S. government to disrupt Cubans' access to oil; 

the resolution of this crisis helped consolidate the power of Fulgencio Batista, who would 

become the dominant actor in Cuban politics for the next twenty-five years.   

 
Energy, Economy, and Modernity in the Early Republic 

 
Cuba made the political transition from colony to republic amidst an energy 

transition already underway. In the first two decades of the Republic, during which time 

world prices and demand for sugar remained generally high, the process of rebuilding and 
																																																								
Twentieth-Century Cuba (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), and Pérez, The Structure 
of Cuban History: Meanings and Purpose of the Past (Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 2013): 117-69. 
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modernizing the Cuban economy unfolded in large part with U.S. capital and in the 

image of North American modernity. U.S. investment – concentrated chiefly in sugar, 

transportation, utilities, communications, and mining – and Cubans' eager adoption of the 

fruits and trappings of mass consumption rapidly transformed the economy and everyday 

life on the island. "In the short space of ten years," historian Louis Pérez writes in his rich 

exploration of this process, "Cuba had catapulted into modernity."2  

 The electrification of the island's urban areas and agro-industrial centers was 

indicative of this process. The central "Amistad" in Güines became the world's first 

electrified sugar mill in 1913, and most Cuban centrales subsequently adopted electricity 

either partially (for lighting) or fully (for the machinery also, replacing steam). Mills 

generated their own electricity in on-site power plants, fueled by bagasse during the sugar 

harvest-and-grinding season (zafra) and from coal or (starting in 1918) fuel oil in the off-

season (tiempo muerto) and when bagasse supply ran out.3 Coal-fired electrification in 

the island's urban areas advanced through the activities of Cuban- and U.S.-owned 

electric companies, which consolidated in the 1920s under the Compañía Cubana de 

Electricidad, a subsidiary of the Electric Bond and Share Company of the U.S. In the 

Republic's first three decades electricity spread to Havana suburbs Marianao, Regla, and 

Guanabacoa, and to other cities and large towns across the island. Urban Cubans began 

adopting the same domestic appliances as their North American counterparts. Electricity 

also provided light, and often also power to the machinery, in Cuba's few non-sugar agro-

industrial processing facilities and factories, such as meatpacking plants, canneries, 

																																																								
2 Louis A. Pérez, Jr., On Becoming Cuban: Identity, Nationality, Culture (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 1999): 145. 
3 Nivio López Pellón, "Casos y Cosas de Nuestros Ingenios," Bohemia 48:39 (September 23, 1956): 31-2. 
Pérez, On Becoming Cuban, 330. 
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distilleries, cement plants, and breweries. Havana's electric streetcar system expanded, 

and trolleys were also installed in Santiago, Cienfuegos, Matanzas, and Camagüey.4 

Fossil fuels were reshaping other aspects of Cuban transportation. Railroad traffic 

continued to expand, in tandem with sugar exports and other economic activity.5 The first 

automobiles had arrived on the island in 1899, early in the U.S. occupation, and car 

dealerships proliferated thereafter, including the first Ford affiliate in 1913. By 1925 

there were over 25,500 automobiles registered in Cuba, along with 1,300 buses and 9,700 

tractors and trucks. There remained, however, over 28,000 horse- and ox-carts, 1,100 

horse-drawn coaches, and 15 animal-drawn omnibuses. Cuba's transition to motorized 

transportation was still quite incomplete at this point, especially in the countryside, where 

draft animals would predominate into the 1950s and beyond.6 But in the cities, the shift 

was clear; in 1929 Havana, with one car for every 23 residents, was comparable to New 

York, which had one for every 25 (though the latter also had a subway). Nationally, Cuba 

stood third in Latin America (behind Mexico and Argentina) with one car for every 79 

people. Motorization began to transform Cuba's landscape: from a mere 256 kilometers in 

1898, Cuba's paved roads expanded to 2,481 km a decade later; by the time the Central 

Highway (discussed below) was completed in 1931, the total had reached 5,000 km.7  

The steady urbanization of Cuba during the Republican period can be viewed as a 

consequence of Cuba's energy transition. A majority of Cubans lived in cities and large 

towns by 1930. Streetcars powered by coal-fired electricity and petroleum-fueled buses 

and automobiles made possible the growth of Havana's suburbs like Marianao, El 

																																																								
4 Pérez, On Becoming Cuban, 120-23,  
5 Oscar Zanetti and Alejandro García, Sugar and Railroads: A Cuban History, 1837-1959 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1998): 194-296.  
6 Data in Lionel Soto, La Revolución del 33, vol. I (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1977): 250-1. 
7 Pérez, On Becoming Cuban, 117, 282, 336-40.  
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Vedado, and Miramar and their incorporation into the city's expanding footprint, with 

similar processes taking place in Santiago, Cienfuegos, and other large cities.8  

As in the United States in the same period, petroleum-fueled automobility was 

becoming an essential part of many Cubans' everyday lives for business and pleasure, and 

one of the markers of modernity and middle-class comfort. In launching its regular 

"Automovilismo" section in 1917, the liberal newspaper La Lucha both reflected and 

encouraged the rising appreciation of the merits of the "autocar" and the truck among 

"forward-thinking [progresista] and practical businessmen" as well as those seeking more 

"comfortable" and "luxurious" personal travel.9 A mere decade later, Bohemia magazine, 

Cuba's largest-circulating weekly and a window onto urban and middle-class Cubans' 

tastes and aspirations, opined that, "The automobile is the vehicle of prosperity and 

progress." So essential was automobility becoming to Cuban modernity that Bohemia 

declared cars an "indispensible means of transportation and not a luxury item."10 

Modern transportation and booming sugar production led to rising energy 

consumption. Cuban independentistas who had advocated separating from "backward" 

Spain in order to promote Cuba's material and cultural progress were validated, if fossil-

fuel energy consumption stands as a measure of modernization. By 1913 Cuba's 

consumption of hydrocarbon energy reached 391.7 tons of oil equivalent (TOE) per 

thousand inhabitants, surpassing Spain (274 TOE/1,000) and behind only Uruguay (450) 

and Chile (503) in Latin America and the Caribbean, though still well behind the U.S. 

																																																								
8 Ibid, and Hugh Thomas, Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom (New York: Harper & Row, 1971): 1093. 
9 "La Utilidad Práctica del 'Autocar' Como Vehículo de Transporte," La Lucha, June 24, 1917, 12.  
10 "El Automóvil Como Medio Indispensable de Locomoción y Como Artículo de Lujo," Bohemia 
(February 27, 1927): 45. 
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(7,869.8 TOE).11 That year Cuba imported a record 1.44 million tons of coal (almost all 

from the U.S.), worth $4.8 million.12 Coal imports peaked at over 1.5m tons in 1918.13 

Rising energy costs preoccupied Cuban capitalists and their elected officials 

during the Republic's first decade. "The coal companies drown the country in misery," 

the chair of the Cuban Congress's Finance and Budget Committee Ibrahím Urquiada 

complained in June 1912. A ton of U.S. coal could be laid down in the port of Havana for 

$3.40, duty-free, he claimed, but sold for up to $11 in Pinar del Río province. "For years, 

many years," Urquiada wrote, sugar planters and other agricultural and industrial interests 

had urged duty-free entry for oil products also. Lamenting that Cuban industry was in "a 

state of inconceivable inferiority" due to "lack of means and [state] protection," Urquiada 

welcomed a bill submitted to his committee proposing to import U.S. fuel oil duty-free, 

calling the bill "a work of progress and civilization" that would "favor agriculture and 

promote the establishment of new and more formidable national industries."14 

It was not until 1917, however, that the Cuban Congress acted to promote oil 

consumption. Changes in the regional political economy of energy facilitated this shift. 

Coal prices continued to rise in the U.S., and so also in Cuba, while Mexican oil 

production was booming despite the revolutionary turmoil in that country. Mexican crude 

and residual fuel oil were cheaper to produce than their U.S. equivalents, but given the 
																																																								
11 M. d. Mar Rubio, César Yáñez, Mauricio Folchi, and Albert Carreras, "Energy as an Indicator of 
Modernization in Latin America, 1890-1925," Economic History Review 63:3 (2010): 769-804.  
12 República de Cuba, Ministerio de Hacienda, Comercio Exterior, 1913 (Havana, 1914). Notes to this 
publication will cite Comercio Exterior followed by the year of the data. The peso was pegged to the dollar 
at 1:1, and both circulated in Cuba until the Banco Nacional de Cuba was established in 1949; business 
with foreign firms was done in dollars. Cubans used the $ sign to refer to both, as will this dissertation. 
13 Comercio Exterior, 1918. That year, total fuel imports (coal plus crude oil and refined oil products like 
kerosene, gasoline, and gas oil), were 5.5% of the country's total imports by value.  
14 The bill proposed the tariff exemption only for fuel oil intended for use in sugar mills and irrigation 
machinery; the Havana Chamber of Commerce wrote to urge that the same relief apply to oil regardless of 
the industry. Ibrahím Urquiada (Presidente, Comisión de Hacienda y Presupuesto, Cámara de 
Representantes) "Ponencia" submitted to the Comisión, June 10, 1912; Legajo 405, Orden 19, Fondo 
Donativos y Remisiones [hereafter FDyR], Archivo Nacional de Cuba, Havana [ANC].  
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20% tariff preference that U.S. petroleum enjoyed under the Reciprocity Treaty, they 

were uncompetitive in the Cuban market. When Cuba's Congress in June 1917 practically 

eliminated tariffs on heavy fuel oils across the board, however, it leveled the playing field 

and made Mexican fuel oil competitive.15 Fuel oil consumption began to take off rapidly 

in Cuba in 1918, as railroads, power plants, factories, and sugar mills began to switch 

from coal to oil to reduce fuel costs. Seeing an opportunity to break Jersey Standard's 

monopoly in a growing market, Texaco and Sinclair Oil, both of the U.S., and the 

Mexican subsidiary of Shell, the Anglo-Dutch giant, began importing and marketing 

Mexican fuel oil in Cuba. The tariff change and competition among these firms meant 

that by decade's end, while a ton of steam coal sold for $8 in Havana, a ton (6.5 barrels) 

of heavy fuel oil would cost around $10 but provide at least 50% more energy.16 The 

environmental legacy of the deforestation of Cuba's nineteenth-century sugar zones also 

drove the shift to oil: centrales in the west of the island, where firewood was scarcest and 

demand and prices for coal highest, took the lead in converting to oil. One mill operator 

told the Wall Street Journal that switching to fuel oil saved him up to $30,000 per year.17  

By 1925, the year Cuban fossil-fuel consumption hit its pre-World War II peak, 

annual Cuban oil imports had risen to over 8.5m barrels – an average of 23,428 barrels a 

day (B/D), up from a mere 711 B/D only a decade earlier. Despite the ongoing adoption 
																																																								
15 "Un Escrito Sobre el Petróleo y la Ley Que Se Pretende Pasar en el Senado," La Lucha, June 6, 1917, 2 
(quotation). "Con Gran Sorpresa Fué Aprobada en el Senado la Ley Concediendo Libre Entrada al Petróleo 
Crudo," La Lucha, June 21, 1917, 1. See also Erasmo Dumpierre, La Esso en Cuba: Monopolio y 
República Burguesa (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1984): 4-5. 
16 United Kingdom Legation in Havana [hereafter UKL] (D. Cowan) to Earl Curzon (Foreign Office 
[hereafter FO]), Despatch 5, February 20, 1919, and memo, "Information Desired by H.M. Petroleum 
Executive for year ending December 31, 1919," December 18, 1919; Ministry of Power [hereafter POWE] 
33/1710, United Kingdom National Archives [hereafter UKNA]; J.R. Bradley (Minerals Division, U.S. 
Department of Commerce), Fuel and Power in Latin America (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1931): 122-5 (on prices); "Anglo Mexican Petroleum Company," in Emilio Roig de Leuchsenring, ed. El 
Libro de Cuba: Obra de Propaganda Nacional (Havana: República de Cuba, 1925): 788 (on Shell). 
Depending on the grade of each, fuel oil yields 50%-100% more energy per unit of mass compared to coal. 
17 "Cuba Becoming Larger Market for Fuel Oil," WSJ, February 21, 1919, 8.  
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of fuel oil, a further 1,807 tons of coal were still imported daily.18 Cuba's consumption of 

fossil-fuel energy was at this point comfortably the highest per capita in Latin America, 

at 509 TOE per 1,000 people yearly. This figure becomes more significant when recalling 

that sugarcane bagasse was the main fuel for Cuba's chief industry, and that Cuba – 

unlike the hemisphere's other energy-intensive economic dynamos in Argentina, Chile, 

Venezuela, Mexico, and North America – had no significant coal or oil production.19  

While the Reciprocity Treaty did hinder Cuba's economic diversification overall, 

the preservation of at least partial sovereignty over tariff policy did allow Cuba's refining 

industry to escape the fate of Puerto Rico's, where the U.S. colonial authorities exempted 

kerosene from all duties, leading to the prompt closure of West India's small Puerto Rican 

refinery and the saturation of the market with products refined in the U.S. The Cuban 

government, by contrast, set high tariffs on light products including kerosene and 

gasoline, making them uncompetitive with those produced from imported crude at West 

India's Belot refinery, the only one in Cuba.20 As Sinclair and Shell took over much of 

the fuel oil market, Standard's affiliate retained a near monopoly on sales of kerosene and 

gasoline in Cuba. An apparent effect of this monopoly was to keep prices high: In 1919 

Standard's gasoline sold for 46¢ per gallon in Havana, and up to 50¢ per gallon in the 

provinces due to added distribution costs, while other brands were 10-15% higher still.21 

Cuban consumers paid more than twice as much for gasoline as their U.S. counterparts. 

																																																								
18 Comercio Exterior, 1925. 
19 Chilean consumption stood at 490 TOE per 1,000 people, with Argentina at 333, Venezuela and Trinidad 
& Tobago each at 294, and Mexico at 188. In contrast to Cuba, all of these were significant producers of 
coal, oil, or both, and the latter three were major oil exporters. The United States – the world's largest 
economy and largest producer and consumer of coal and oil – consumed over 8,800 TOE per 1,000 people. 
Rubio, et al., "Energy as an Indicator," 785. 
20 Ralph W. Hidy and Muriel E. Hidy, Pioneering in Big Business: A History of the Standard Oil Company 
(New Jersey), 1881-1911 (New York: Harper, 1955): 527. 
21 UKL Havana, "Information Desired by H.M. Petroleum Executive for year ending December 31, 1919," 
December 18, 1919; POWE 33/1710, UKNA. 
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Retail gasoline prices in New Orleans (main port of embarkation for Cuba's imports of 

U.S. crude and oil products) were 18¢-21¢ per gallon in the early 1920s, against 43¢-

46.5¢ in Havana. The roughly 25¢ spread was only partially explained by added shipping 

costs, the 13¢ per gallon import tariff, and Cuba's 1.5% sales tax. Standard, many Cubans 

believed, reaped fat profits through its control of the Cuban market.22 

Given its refining monopoly and dominant marketing position, Standard Oil and 

its Belot refinery came to symbolize both Cuba's entry into oil-fueled modernity and the 

ambiguity of just what was "Cuban" versus "American" about the island's oil industry. 

Marketing its kerosene as "luz brillante [brilliant light]" and, nationalistically, "luz 

cubana," West India touted them as "model products, burning uniformly, producing no 

smoke and giving a beautiful light. This signifies confort for the home."23 As Louis Pérez 

has argued, Cubans' use of the homophone neologism "confort" instead of the standard 

Spanish "comodidad" demonstrates the North American influence on Cuban consumers' 

evolving notions of "comfort," domesticity, and modernity.24 Its use in this context 

suggests a North American association of the modern "comfort" provided by luz cubana.  

Some Cubans echoed the company by touting its cubanidad and modernity. The 

state-sponsored Libro de Cuba: Obra de Propaganda Nacional, a gilded 900-page 

illustrated tome published in 1925 to celebrate the progress achieved under the Republic, 

gave the firm a glowing two-page profile. The 41-hectare Belot refinery complex was "a 

city more than a factory," and "one of the most picturesque corners of Havana, one little 

																																																								
22 Howard H. Tewksbury (Commercial Attaché) memo, enclosed in U.S. Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana 
(Ambassador Harry F. Guggenheim), despatch 964, December 22, 1931; 837.6363/44, Box 5980, U.S. 
National Archives and Records Administration II [hereafter NARA]. All NARA documents cited in this 
chapter are from the Central Files, 1910-39, General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 59.  
23 West India Oil Refining Company advertisement, La Lucha, December 1, 1916. 
24 Pérez, On Becoming Cuban, 85. 
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known to habaneros and tourists." Employing over a thousand people, Standard paid 

$3.8m in taxes and $800,000 in wages annually, the vast majority of the latter to Cuban 

households, including that of its Cuban administrator, Juan A. Alonso, "it being a noble 

characteristic of the 'West India' that from the highest officials to the modest day-laborer, 

the Cuban element predominates up to 98 percent, leaving only certain technical 

positions to the special competence of foreigners." By refining all the crude oil produced 

at Bacuranao (discussed below), as well as imported U.S. crude, the Belot plant also 

allowed oil exploration and production in Cuba to develop. Alluding to the firm's North 

American provenance while proudly claiming it as authentically Cuban, the profile 

concluded: "For the size of its capital invested, its technical perfection, the able 

administration in which trained elements from this country predominate, and the 

ascendancy it has gained in the consumer market, the West India Oil Refining Company, 

closely linked with the powerful Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, indisputably 

figures among the great national industries of the Cuban Republic."25 

Amid Cuba's growing dependence on imports from the multinational companies, 

some entrepreneurs tried to find oil on the island. The Cuban state – which like its 

colonial predecessor held ownership of all subsoil minerals – granted various oil 

concessions to small Cuban firms, including some to resume naphtha production at 

Motembo. The Union Oil Company, founded in 1914 with Cuban capital and Cuban and 

U.S. directors, became the first firm to find and produce crude oil in independent Cuba.26 

After pumping three to ten barrels per day at Bacuranao, 15 miles outside Havana, during 

																																																								
25 "West India Oil Refining Co. of Cuba," El Libro de Cuba, 786-7. When the Standard Oil Trust dissolved 
in 1911, responsibility for its Cuban operations passed to the largest of its offspring, Standard Oil Company 
of New Jersey. Later the West India subsidiary would be renamed the Standard Oil Company of Cuba, S.A.  
26 Antonio Calvache, Historia y Desarrollo de la Minería en Cuba (Havana: Editorial Neptuno, 1944): 80-
82. This Cuban firm was not affiliated with the U.S. oil company of the same name, based in California. 
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summer 1916, its "Santiago" well erupted that December in what Pablo Ortega, head of 

Cuba's Bureau of Mines, called "a potent jet" of crude at a rate of 150 B/D, an event 

whose "great importance," he predicted, "must mark a new era in Cuba's [oil] industry."27 

Union Oil's promoters were quick to advertise the potential significance of their 

discovery. In doing so they established what would become an enduring pattern in Cuban 

history of viewing Cuba's oil potential with reference to its oil-rich neighbors. In one 

surviving promotional pamphlet from 1917, Union reminded potential Cuban investors 

that Mexico's oil prospects at the start of the decade had appeared to be the same as 

Cuba's: both had well-known pitch seepages, natural gas vents and other surface 

indicators of subterranean oil deposits. A few years later Mexico was the world's second-

largest oil producer, and "Cuba will be the second Mexico in the production of crude oil," 

the company asserted. "We don't promise much, but there are well-founded reasons to 

expect, without any illusions, that with our drilling we will find oil production that will 

yield 10,000 barrels per day, the minimum production that one can expect from an oil 

well." With false modesty, Union's boosters had predicted a daily production figure that 

was seven times national consumption, all from a single well. Urging investors to pile in 

while they could, the promoters pointed out that shares in Mexican oil companies like El 

Águila and Huasteca that once sold for $0.50 were now worth $100. The same, they said, 

could happen in Cuba with Union Oil shares, which were offered for only $1 each.28 

News of Union's strike and exuberance such as this led to a flurry of concession 

denouncements, as many as a hundred by the decade's end, filed by more than thirty 

																																																								
27 Pablo Ortega, "Introducción," Boletín de Minas 3 (July 1917): 2-3. Ortega was Director of Mines and 
Forests in the Department of Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor. 
28 Union Oil Company, S.A., pamphlet, El Aceite Crudo en Cuba (Havana, n.p., 1917); Biblioteca Nacional 
José Martí [hereafter BNJM].  
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firms; Cuba's first oil boom was underway. In the ensuing three years, four times as many 

oil wells (72) would be drilled in Cuba as in the entire previous history of the island (18), 

almost all of them shallow wells (500-1500 feet) by small Cuban and U.S.-Cuban outfits, 

although Jersey Standard and Gulf Oil did register claims and drill one, unproductive 

well each.29 To further stimulate the nascent exploration industry, the Cuban government 

in summer 1917 lifted all duties on the importation of oil exploration equipment. At the 

same time, a Cuban official went to the U.S. to study the feasibility of importing U.S. 

equipment to build and operate a state-owned oil refinery to compete with Standard's 

Belot plant and further stimulate domestic oil exploration, production, and 

consumption.30 This project, however, came to naught, and no such refinery was built. 

 Foreign governments soon took interest in Cuba's oil boom. Reporting on Cuba's 

oil potential to Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt, a U.S. geologist 

was dismissive of the Cuban firms behind the oil fever when he observed them in April 

1917. Union, he said, was the only "fully equipped drilling outfit" in Cuba at that time, 

and had chosen its site on no more sophisticated basis than its proximity to an asphalt 

deposit, a rather unscientific course. "It has all the appearances of an operation solely for 

the purpose of raising capital for the benefit of the promoters," he concluded. But if real 

experts should get involved in the business, he wrote, "We believe that careful geological 

consideration and the proper location of tests will uncover a large number of deposits."31  

Soon after, in June 1917, the U.S. Consul General visited Cuba's oil patch, "about 
																																																								
29 "Information Desired by H.M. Petroleum Executive...," op. cit., UKNA 
30 "Cuban Government to Build Experimental Oil Refinery," WSJ, August 11, 1917, 1. 
31 L.G. Huntley (Richmond Levering Company), "Report on the Probable Oil Producing Possibilities of the 
Island of Cuba, for Franklin D. Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy," enclosure to Joseph C. Hill 
(Richmond Levering Company) to Jordan H. Stabler (Chief, Division of Latin American Affairs [hereafter 
LA], Department of State [DOS]), April 7, 1917; 837.6363/2, Microfilm #488, Reel #90, NARA. Unique 
among the sources consulted, Huntley reported that Union Oil's founders included "two Mexican refugees," 
presumably Mexican oilmen fleeing the turmoil of the Mexican Revolution.  
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which so much is being said and printed at the present time." Rumor had reached the 

consulate that Union's well was producing sixty barrels per hour – or 1,440 b/d, more 

than enough to supply the entire nation. "Authoritative sources" however, informed the 

consul that current production was actually 90 b/d, with a second well capable of giving 

another 40 b/d but capped for lack of storage tanks. There was reportedly also a 10-15 b/d 

well nearby, owned by the Cuban Petroleum Company, another small Cuban firm.32  

The British Consulate later echoed these assessments, reporting in late 1920 that, 

"There has been a considerable number of claims registered for oil lands, and many 

companies have been drilling. The promoters of these companies are in the main men 

devoid of all geological knowledge of the district that they were testing, and in many 

cases the machinery that they employed as well as their staff of mechanics and labourers 

was very inadequate." Most wells were too shallow, 1,000 feet or less. "The consensus of 

opinion amongst numerous American geologists who have visited the island," however, 

"is that there are good reasons for believing that wells drilled to a depth of over 3,000 feet 

in ground selected by experts may prove to be satisfactory commercial undertakings."33 

The speculative, amateurish, and exaggerated character of this wildcat drilling 

during Cuba's first oil boom, alluded to in these diplomatic reports, provided the 

foundation of what would become a long-term narrative that associated the Cuban oil 

business with disappointment, bad faith, and outright fraud. Ortega complained publicly 

in early 1918 that many of the upstart oil companies founded in the previous year had not 

been filing reports on their activities with the national Bureau of Mines, as they were 

																																																								
32 US Consulate-General Havana, Despatch 1337, June 25, 1917; Microfilm #M488, Reel #90, NARA. The 
initial release of pressure when the impermeable stone cap above an oil field is first breached can push 
great quantities of oil to the surface, giving an inflated sense of the field's volume; in small fields like the 
one at Bacuranao, production soon stabilizes at a more modest rate.  
33 Extract from UK Consulate, Havana, Annual Report for Cuba, 1920; POWE 33/1710, UKNA. 
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required to do, leaving his office in the dark about their operations. He also leveled an 

implicit criticism at the provincial-level authorities responsible at the time for registering 

and supervising oil and other mining concessions; in Havana Province, he wrote, 

"denouncements for petroleum and asphalt continue to be presented in considerable 

numbers, to the point where by now more than its entire territory has been claimed, 

which is to say, that many of the most recent denouncements must have been 

superimposed on others made earlier, and which have, consequentially, a better claim."34 

He did not say whether this situation resulted from inadequate information or skill in the 

hands of provincial authorities, or from their openness to bribery by speculators, or both.  

Writing in the state mining bulletin in 1925, José Isaac Corral, Ortega's successor 

as head of the Bureau of Mines, tried to restore legitimacy to the oil industry and rekindle 

exploration activity after the boom had turned to bust. Corral first put some of the blame 

on Cubans' misguided faith in self-styled foreign experts: "We do not wish to say 

anything about the lack of skill of the personnel employed by the companies to drill the 

wells," he wrote passive-aggressively, "although this has had much to do with the 

abandoning many of the wells that had been started, and desisting from drilling others 

that had been projected. Nor do we wish to say anything about the unreasonable demands 

of the expert drillers coming from other countries, who have been the cause of much 

dissatisfaction and expense to the mining companies that contracted with them."  

Rather, the main problem for Corral was short-termism and speculation by Cuban 

boosters. "Many enterprises lack the necessary cash to carry out their projects for drilling 

wells, on account of the bad financial organization of the companies, which, actuated by 

a spirit of unhealthy speculation, wait only until the shares thrown on the market attain a 
																																																								
34 Pablo Ortega, "Reseña Sobre la Minería en 1917," Boletín de Minas 4 (January 1918): 1-7. 
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sharp rise," and then cash in, leaving the rest of the shareholders to lose their investment 

when drilling was paralyzed for lack of funds. The result, Corral lamented, was  

A serious weakening of the credit of the enterprises, ...[which] causes the 
available cash to be exhausted just when it is most needed to complete the drilling 
that was begun. This has undoubtedly been one of the most notorious causes of 
the failure of the oil companies, by the discrediting of those firms that try to float 
their shares in order to raise the funds needed to complete the drilling. It will take 
some years until the public will again take any interest in business of this sort, 
since so much wrong has been committed and so much swindling carried out.   
 

Corral bemoaned the oil business's shady reputation because it was blocking 

development of what he saw as Cuba's promising oil potential. Given its commercial 

asphalt deposits, the naphtha wells at Motembo, and real, if modest, oil production at 

Bacuranao, he argued, "Those who deny that oil in remunerative quantities can be found 

in Cuba have no scientific basis for their statements. The indications are so numerous, so 

characteristic, and are met with over such a large territory ...that there is no doubt 

whatsoever that Cuba has important petroliferous deposits." Along the north coast where 

serpentine and sedimentary rock formations converged, he argued, "the outlook could not 

be more encouraging," since "no soundings have been made of the most important areas 

which therefore remain shrouded in mystery." He was "fully convinced that oil deposits 

of sufficient importance can be found in Cuba to merit exploitation and yield profits." 

As an antidote to irrational exuberance, Corral suggested that oil investors in 

Cuba needed more reasonable expectations not based on wild comparisons to Cuba's oil-

rich neighbors. Investors, he said, "should disregard the rules and methods practiced in 

other countries... and confine themselves only to the study and observation of Cuban 

deposits, taking as the standard those places where favorable results have been obtained 

[already]," namely Motembo and Bacuranao. "Although they may not compete in 
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importance with the most famous oil wells of the U.S. and Mexico," he conceded, more 

fields like these "would nevertheless be enough to lighten the constant tribute that Cuba 

has to pay to foreign countries for fuel." Promising profitable returns on millions of pesos 

in capital from a single producing well, Corral chided, "is an absurdity," but investors 

could earn good returns as long as boosters did not "give the productive wells a fictitious 

value far beyond the truth." His admonition seems a direct rebuke to Union's promises 

eight years earlier, and suggests that such excesses were all too common.35 

When measured against Cuba's growing oil imports, and the wild optimism of 

Cuban boosters, Cuban oil production during the 1917-20 boom amounted to little. Total 

annual production on the island actually peaked in 1918 at 23,108 barrels (an average of 

just 63 b/d), dropping to a mere 3,500 barrels (less than 10 b/d) by 1925. Measured 

against imports of crude and fuel products that rose from 3,692 b/d to 23,428 b/d in this 

same period, domestic oil production made hardly any contribution to Cuba's oil 

consumption, or any dent in the $11.4 million in hard currency (almost 5% of total 

national imports by value) that Cuban importers were sending abroad to pay for oil.36 

During a period of overall economic prosperity, such costs seemed bearable enough. But 

ruinous speculation and boom-and-bust commodity cycles were not confined to Cuba's 

oil industry. When disaster struck the sugar industry in the 1920s, Cubans would begin to 

confront the island's energy dilemmas in more urgent and politically significant ways. 

																																																								
35 José I. Corral, "Investigaciones Sobre el Petróleo en Cuba," Boletín de Minas 9:8 (August 1925): 1-11. 
Soon after, two North American boosters echoed Corral's sentiments, lamenting the "lack of honest, 
conscientious effort" by foreign experts and investors and their Cuban partners to study Cuban oil geology 
and responsibly educate the public about the industry's potential. The speculative boom and bust, they 
wrote, "retarded further efforts, and cast the mantle of uncertainty" on any effort to fund oil exploration in 
Cuba. William E. Butler and Perry Reeves, "The Oil Possibilities of Cuba," [pamphlet], February 1927, 
enclosed in Butler and Reeves letter to Orestes Ferrara, May 16, 1927; Caja 395, Número 4, FDyR, ANC. 
36 Production data from Cuba Económica y Financiera 34:400 (July 1959), based on data from the Bureau 
of Forests, Mines, and Waters of the Ministry of Agriculture. Imports calculated from Comercio Exterior. 
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Economic Crisis and the Rise of Developmental Nationalism  

Cuba's economy in the 1910s was riding a four-decades-long cycle of sugar 

prosperity, interrupted only by the devastation of the independence war. World War I 

brought further riches to Cuba's sugar-driven economy, already booming through strong 

prices and demand in the prewar U.S. and global markets. Cuban fortunes rose still 

further at war's end, as renewed demand in Europe (where beet-sugar production was 

devastated) and the end of wartime price controls in the U.S. sent sugar prices sky-high. 

In the "Dance of the Millions," prices rose from 7.28¢ per pound in November 1919 to a 

high of 22.51¢ in May 1920. The 1919-20 zafra sold for over $1.02 billion, more than the 

value of all of the lucrative 1900-1914 crops combined. Easy credit fueled both planting 

and speculation until prices, inevitably, collapsed: to 10.78¢ in September 1920 and 

5.51¢ by December. The 1921 zafra brought ruin to Cuban planters, and hardship to 

workers and firms across the island. Prices would stabilize, but remain generally low, for 

the rest of the decade. A long cycle of sugar-driven Cuban prosperity had ended.37 

Amidst the economic turmoil, many Cubans also faced disappointment with the 

Republic's first generation of politicians. Partisan conflict – some of it ideological, over 

competing visions of the nation, but most of it crassly material, over access to state jobs 

and patronage – had often flared into armed insurrection and U.S. intervention under the 

Platt Amendment. Protesting the 1906 re-election bid of Cuba's first President, Tomás 

Estrada Palma of the Moderate (later, Conservative) Party, the opposition National (later, 
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Liberal) Party took up arms, prompting a second U.S. occupation until 1909. The Liberal 

José Miguel Gómez (1909-12) yielded power to the Conservative Mario G. Menocal 

(1912-16), but the transition saw the violent suppression of a redemptive movement led 

by Afro-Cuban activists in 1912. The Liberals revolted again in 1917 after Menocal 

engineered his re-election until 1920. U.S. gunboats and Marines were dispatched both 

times, and U.S. mediation was invoked again to resolve the disputed 1920 election, which 

saw Alfredo Zayas (an ex-Liberal who had pacted with Menocal to defeat Gómez) 

inaugurated for what would be a famously corrupt 1921-25 term. With so much of the 

economy in foreign hands and Cuban sovereignty a farce, Cuba's politicians – often 

veterans of the independence struggle – mostly proved to be little more than unprincipled 

and avaricious caudillos, manipulating the Republic's institutions and voters, the leverage 

offered by the prospect of U.S. intervention, and the resources of U.S. business interests 

to gain power and wealth for themselves and patronage for their clients.38    

Frustration with the political bankruptcy of the "Plattist" Republic would combine 

with anxiety over the volatility and ensuing stagnation of the sugar economy to motivate 

diverse groups of Cubans in the 1920s to call for serious change in the nation's economic 

and political life. Faced with the ills of monoculture and the domination of the Cuban 

economy by U.S. (and, in a few sectors, Spanish and British) firms, Cuban commentators 

and business associations lobbied the state to renegotiate the reciprocity treaty and adopt 

protectionist policies to nurture Cuban industry. Intellectuals and student groups urged 

the rejuvenation of national culture; along with the Veterans and Patriots Movement, 

representing disillusioned soldiers and activists from the independence struggle, they also 
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sought the restoration of honesty in government. With employment and wages being 

squeezed, the Veterans' Movement and other groups also called for the defense of Cuban 

labor against foreign competition, particularly migrant West Indian contract workers in 

the sugar fields and Spaniards and North Americans in industry and commerce. Cuba's 

first organized labor federation, the Confederación Nacional de Obreros Cubanos 

(CNOC), and the Cuban Communist Party, both founded in the mid-1920s and closely 

associated, also began to work on behalf of Cuban labor. All of these emerging groups 

agreed on the need to uphold national sovereignty and abolish the Platt Amendment.39 

All of these diverse movements were explicitly nationalist in goals and rhetoric, 

seeking the realization of a more just and prosperous Cuba for the Cubans and the 

assertion of national interests over foreign and Creole-but-"anti-Cuban" ones. Some – the 

Communists and fellow travelers in the Liga Anti-Imperialista and the Ala Izquierda 

Estudiantil (Student Left Wing) – pushed beyond the consensus of liberal capitalism and 

close association with the United States that had been hegemonic in Cuban politics, to 

advocate a more radical anti-imperialism and revolutionary socialist transformation. But 

many of those seeking merely the stabilization and diversification of Cuban capitalism, 

the re-legitimization of liberal electoral politics, and the more robust defense of Cuban 

interests in dealings with the United States found their champion in the "business 

nationalism" of the Liberal candidate elected president in 1924, Gerardo Machado.40  

In addition to pledging to restore honesty in government and serve only one term, 

Machado in 1924 called for state intervention to stabilize, develop, and diversify Cuba's 
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economy, goals that every subsequent Cuban government would espouse for forty years 

and beyond. Machado pledged to use state power to tame sugar's volatility by restricting 

cane planting and coordinating exports to prop up prices, and to foster industrialization 

and agricultural diversification through protective tariffs and state-funded transportation, 

irrigation, and other infrastructure projects. With "Water, roads, and schools" his slogan, 

Machado won a strong mandate by vowing to consolidate Cuba's political independence 

by advancing its economic independence. His developmentalist economic nationalism 

sought to satisfy popular pressure for a more stable and prosperous economy less subject 

to foreign domination and monoculture's booms and busts, while reassuring Cuban 

capitalists, foreign investors, and Washington through its pro-business orientation.41  

Rising oil consumption was inherent in Machado's program. The Liberals' 1924 

election platform called for the duty-free importation of all fuels and raw materials in 

order to foster industry by reducing energy and input costs.42 His 1927 Customs-Tariff 

Law reduced the duty on crude oil to stimulate the refining industry.43 His signature road 

projects, including a 1,250-kilometer Central Highway across the island, implied rising 

consumption of gasoline by expanding motorized transport. Standard expanded the Belot 

refinery's capacity to 3,000 b/d, and added facilities to produce asphalt from crude oil, to 

meet the growing fuel and paving needs of Machado's modern, motorized Cuba.44  

																																																								
41 Machado's business background as a former vice-president of an electric company and as owner of a 
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43 The crude-oil tariff reduction was part of a broader effort to favor raw-material imports and domestic 
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Machado used the state's regulatory and taxation powers over fuel imports and 

sales to try to increase motorization and fuel consumption, lower retail prices, and raise 

the tax revenues used to promote economic development. A new gasoline tax was the 

main source of funding for the major Public Works Law of 1925, which was to fund the 

various infrastructure projects. Under this law the government slashed the import duties 

on gasoline (from 16.25¢ per gallon to 1¢, or from 13¢ to 0.8¢ on U.S. gasoline with its 

20% preference) and replaced them with a 10¢ per gallon sales tax applied uniformly 

regardless of origin. The goal was to stimulate competition between Standard's gasoline, 

produced in the Belot refinery from imported crude, and Shell and Sinclair brands, 

imported in finished form (chiefly from the U.S., given its preference). At the same time, 

the classification standards for different petroleum derivatives were revised, closing off 

numerous ambiguities and loopholes which the oil firms, Standard in particular, were 

often accused of exploiting in order to evade customs duties and/or charge higher prices 

for low-grade products.45 Machado claimed proudly in his 1934 memoir that, "All the 

corrupt abuses [corruptelas] that had prevailed around the importation of crude and 

refined oil disappeared under the inquisitorial gaze of the Treasury."46 This claim, at 

least, amidst an otherwise excessively self-satisfied account, appears justified. When the 

tariff regime and classifications came up for discussion again in 1934, Standard's general 

manager in Havana admitted to the State Department that the 1925 revisions had cut into 

the firm's formerly "handsome" profits in Cuba, reducing them to around 5% annually.47 

The piecemeal adjustments to the fiscal regime on crude and gasoline presaged a 
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more comprehensive reform of the government's fuel policies. In December 1928 

Machado's Secretary of Public Works hired the petroleum geologist Dr. Van H. Manning, 

former head of the U.S. Bureau of Mines and of the American Petroleum Institute trade 

association, as a consultant with a mandate to recommend revisions to the tax and tariff 

regime for all hydrocarbon fuels in order to reduce consumer prices, stimulate 

consumption, and raise government revenues to pay for infrastructure projects.48 

Manning later explained to the U.S. embassy's commercial attaché that he recommended 

replacing all import duties on fuels with consumption taxes, as had been done with 

gasoline. "The frank purpose of all this," the attaché wrote to Washington, "is to open up 

the Cuban consumptive market to free competition between all the oil companies of the 

world. The Cuban government believes that the action it took in regard to gasoline broke 

the [Jersey Standard] monopoly," benefiting Cuban consumers and the Cuban treasury. 

Having lost much of the fuel oil and now gasoline markets to competition from 

Shell and Sinclair, Standard would not take the potential loss of its control of the Cuban 

kerosene, diesel, and gas-oil markets lying down. "The Standard Oil Company has been 

very active in applying to the Ambassador and perhaps at Washington for assistance in 

meeting what its officials regard as a menace in the plan of Dr. Manning," the embassy 

reported. Standard's behavior highlights the duality of its position as at once a "Cuban" 

and "American" company, a contradiction that the embassy pointed out: "The contention 

of the Standard Oil interests is that this refinery has acquired rights as a Cuban national 

industry which entitles it to protection against imports by competing companies. At the 
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same time that these interests are advancing this plea before the Cuban government, they 

are asking the assistance of the American government on the plea that the value of their 

property and going business and of their investment in Cuba will be destroyed by this 

action."49 The outcome would await a decision to implement Manning's recommendation.         

Given the overlapping actions and the indirectness of the reforms, it is difficult to 

gauge their impact during Machado's early years in power. One unintended consequence 

was that the small-scale production of naphtha at Motembo halted entirely for seven 

years, until Machado exempted naphtha from the gasoline tax, which had made this 

natural product uncompetitive on price with refined gasoline.50 Gasoline imports surged 

after import duties were cut in 1925 (from 6.8m gallons in 1925 to 36m in 1926 and 

49.6m in 1928), and crude imports for refining at Belot fell in tandem, as Standard lost 

market share to its rivals' gasoline. Retail gasoline prices fell by half, to 23.5¢ per gallon 

in Havana by 1930, down from 46.5¢ a decade before. The spread versus prices in New 

Orleans also narrowed, from 25¢ to 16¢, of which 10¢ was due to Machado's 1925 Public 

Works tax.51 Gasoline consumption accordingly rose from 39m gallons in fiscal year 

1925-6 to a high of 51m gallons in 1929-30.52 But the total volume of imports of crude 

oil and fuel products combined remained fairly steady: 7.4m barrels in 1924, 8.5m in 

1925, to 6.7m in 1928 and 7.6m in 1929 (coal imports were also stable). The leveling off 

of Cuban energy consumption, despite falling prices and state efforts to stimulate it and 

the economy as a whole, must be seen in light of the period's broader economic history. 
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Rather than the broad-based economic development he had promised, Machado 

presided over the stagnation and collapse of Cuba's economy, undermined first by the 

sugar cycle he had hoped to escape, and then by the global Depression. Sugar revenues, 

and thus the Cuban economy as a whole, stagnated in the late 1920s before plunging with 

the onset of the Great Depression. From an already low 2.18¢ per pound in 1928, Cuban 

sugar fell to an all-time low of 0.57¢ in 1932 – below the cost of production. Restrictions 

on planting failed to prop up prices. The total value of the Cuban crop fell from $229.1m 

in 1929 to a paltry $53.7m in 1933. Thus squeezed, mill owners and colonos cut wages 

for sugar workers by up to 75%. Furthermore, the length of the zafra was reduced from 

130 days in the mid-1920s to as few as 62 days by the early 1930s; tens of thousands of 

sugar workers, therefore, earned a fraction of what they used to during the zafra, and 

spent fully ten months a year in the tiempo muerto with neither work nor pay. Unlike 

other sugar downturns, the Depression hit Cuba's entire economy: tobacco and other 

agricultural revenues also collapsed. Imports, too, plummeted as household and business 

incomes dried up. Industries, merchants, and other firms closed or cut staff; by 1933 

roughly 250,000 heads of household (responsible for one million of Cuba's four million 

souls) were unemployed. 60% of the population lived in abject poverty on less than $300 

per year; a further 30% lived marginally on $300-$600. As tax revenues dwindled, 

Machado raised rates – often burdening the very industries he had earlier stimulated – 

and turned to spending cuts and foreign borrowing. State employees saw layoffs and 

wage cuts; schools were closed, public works spending slashed. To plug budget gaps, 

Machado (a fierce critic of his predecessors' foreign loans) borrowed $89m from Chase, 

J.P. Morgan, and other U.S. banks between 1926 and 1930.53  
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    Before the Depression had set in, Machado, backed by all the major political 

parties, had cast aside his no-reelection pledge, and on May 20, 1929 he was inaugurated 

for a new, six-year term under a new constitution. The consensus around all-party 

cooperativismo and personal continuismo frayed, however, with the onset of the 

economic crisis. Some politicians began to defect. Popular discontent led to waves of 

strikes in spring 1930, organized by the Communists and the CNOC. In response, 

Machado banned demonstrations and adopted increasingly authoritarian measures to 

maintain power.54 With clouds darkening over Cuba's economy and his own presidency, 

Machado and his government would turn increasing attention to Cuba's oil industry. 

 

Oil and Politics in the Late Machadato 

Between 1928 and 1932, Machado's administration pushed a bold plan to replace 

much of Cuba's motor gasoline with alcohol fuel; proposed a comprehensive regulation 

of oil exploration; modified the tax regime in an effort to ease barriers to entry in oil 

exploration; and faced a contentious debate over implementing Manning's tax and tariff 

reforms. The politics of oil in this period would demonstrate Cubans' growing attention to 

oil production and consumption as a driver of economic development. They also 

demonstrate Cubans' well-founded association of the oil industry with the favoritism and 

rent-seeking that had discredited the Republic's political class, and oil's power to rally 

nationalistic sentiment against monopoly and foreign domination of the Cuban economy. 

The first initiative began in May 1928 when the president of the Cuban Senate, 

Clemente Vázquez Bello, head of the Liberal Party and a close ally of Machado, began 
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introducing a series of bills to restore tariffs and raise the sales tax on gasoline, and to 

mandate the mixing of alcohol distilled from Cuban molasses with gasoline to produce a 

motor fuel blend patriotically called "carburante nacional." A further proposal was to 

create a government commission to take control of the entire Cuban molasses supply to 

provide the distilleries with sufficient raw material to meet all of Cuba's motor fuel needs. 

The stated goals of the measure, which Vázquez Bello called the "Law for the Protection 

of the Sugar and Alcohol Industries," were to prop up Cuba's sugar sector by creating 

new demand and to create jobs in the distilling industry. Beneath the façade of import 

substitution, nationalism, and job creation, though, may have lurked less noble motives: 

government officials and their associates, including Vázquez Bello himself, owned all the 

industrial-alcohol distilleries in Cuba, and stood to profit from the windfall. Sugar mill 

owners rallied to thwart the measure, as they would be blocked from opening their own 

distilleries or exporting the molasses for a higher price, and the bill stalled in Congress.55 

Soon after, in April 1930 Vázquez Bello introduced the first comprehensive 

legislation to regulate the "upstream" side of the oil industry – exploration and production 

– in Cuba, which had heretofore proceeded under the general mining code, which was 

mostly inherited from the 1860s and 1870s, with some modification in 1913 and 1924. 

Part of the impetus for the reform seems to have been the fact that the archaic, vague, and 

at times contradictory provisions of the existing code had deterred many oil firms, 

especially foreign ones, from investing in oil exploration, given that disputes over 
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ownership and taxation were likely to arise if any significant oil discoveries occurred.56 

But Machado's government, based on the disappointments of the 1917 oil boom, also saw 

the existing legal regime as inadequate to ensure the rights of the state and the interests of 

the public. In a message to Cuba's Congress on November 7, 1927, Machado called for 

new legislation to govern oil exploration. Cuba's existing laws, Machado explained, did 

not give the state adequate means – such as an annual tax on the area of the concession, 

or mandatory minimum exploration activity within a fixed period – to compel concession 

holders to bring their tracts into production or to else return them to the state to grant to 

others who would. With the oil boom and bust, he lamented, "In recent years individuals 

and foreign companies have made large denouncements for oil, and upon failing to find 

the oil quickly or even to form a company to do so, they have left the country, leaving the 

land embargoed and the Government... powerless to make use of these tracts, or even to 

receive any payment or benefit for the rights that it has ceded practically for free." 

While making oil discoveries less likely, Machado went on, existing law was also 

inadequate to regulate production of any oil that was found, and so revisions were needed 

"to guard us against the complications that may arise if, as the frequent manifestations 

and the opinion of the experts both indicate, oil were to be found in commercial 

quantities." Confident in Cuba's oil potential, Machado cast a wary eye at Mexico, where 

"complications of an international nature" – that is, with various U.S. oil companies and 

Shell, and so with Washington and London – had arisen as the Mexican government tried 

to modify Mexico's oil laws to assert greater rights for the state.57 Machado urged doing 
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in advance what Mexico was trying to do after the fact, separating exploration from 

production concessions, limiting both to a fixed term, and imposing tax and drilling 

requirements sufficient to compel concessionaires to develop their tracts or return them to 

the state. Furthermore, it should emulate countries "where the Government is reserving 

certain potentially oil-producing fields to carry out studies and exploration in them itself." 

By acting with foresight, Machado argued, Cuba could "take those measures deemed 

necessary to guarantee the rights of the State without harming those of private business." 

Cuba's Bureau of Mines welcomed Machado's message, reprinting it in its official 

bulletin and commenting approvingly, saying that, "The recommendations are so apt, and 

the failure to pay heed to them entails such danger to our mining industry's future," that 

Congress should promptly give oil "the attention it deserves." Cuba's oil resources, the 

editors argued, could play a "very important role" in Cuba's economy, "especially at this 

moment in which, due to the crisis afflicting our principal national product, there is so 

much discussion of the different sources of wealth of which we can avail ourselves."58  

The Bureau's Director, José Isaac Corral, was the principal author of the oil-

exploration bill of which Vázquez Bello became the public face. Given its author's career 

as a civil servant and his earlier efforts to remove the stain of speculation and dishonesty 

from Cuba's oil business, as well as Machado's stated motives in calling for the 

legislation, we should see the oil-exploration bill as a good-faith and essentially 

technocratic effort to stimulate and regulate the oil industry for the overall benefit and 

development of the nation, rather than as a vehicle for personal enrichment by politicians 
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or their associates, as Vázquez Bello's alcohol bill appears to have been, at least in part.59 

Vázquez Bello and Corral envisioned a strong role for the state as regulator, and 

even direct participant, in the oil industry. The bill reaffirmed that the state, as in the 

colonial era, held "direct ownership" of subsoil combustible minerals, and could grant 

concessions for their commercial exploitation to private interests, imposing a new limit of 

30 years, and mandating that foreign firms were only eligible to receive concessions 

through a subsidiary domiciled in Cuba and under the sole jurisdiction of Cuban courts. 

Private operators would pay an annual concession tax (2¢ per hectare during first five 

years, then 20¢ thereafter) and a 10% royalty on production above 100 b/d. The bill went 

farther, though, by declaring coal and oil to be "of public utility" and making concessions 

subject to expropriation "when in the opinion of Congress it agrees with the interests of 

the Republic." Furthermore, firms were to offer at least a 49% stake to Cuban investors or 

the state, and the state could reserve lots in any concession for exploitation only by 

private Cuban-owned companies or "for direct exploitation by the State." A labor clause, 

similar to those proposed in other sectors at this time of mass unemployment, mandated 

that at least 80% of the positions – technical and managerial as well as unskilled labor – 

and 60% of the wages paid by each firm be reserved for Cuban nationals.60  

The effort to impose fair and durable regulations in order to spur oil exploration 

won public approval, at least in the pro-Machado press. El País noted that, "Cuba, a 

nation close to Mexico, has oil wells [of its own] and we can not yet affirm or deny our 

prospects for this resource, which reaches fabulous proportions in the Aztec republic. 
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Coal and oil are anxiously sought after all over the world, and their discovery spurs greed 

and, as a consequence, lawsuits, which can be avoided through adequate legislation." 

Cuba, the suggestion went, could emulate Mexico's oil wealth, while avoiding the 

controversies among foreign and domestic capital, labor, and governments that were 

coming to plague Mexico's oil industry.61 The Diario de la Marina also approved, 

arguing that, "Our mining laws need a radical transformation to bring about the 

exploitation of our mineral deposits, if we want Cuba to advance in this area of public 

wealth." The paper praised Vázquez Bello's "studious and progressive spirit," his "solid 

preparation," and the "diligent care that he lends to the nation's wealth."62  

State Department observers, however, reacted dubiously. An officer in the 

Division of Latin American Affairs in Washington, aware of Vázquez Bello's other 

entrepreneurial activities but seemingly ignorant at the time of the oil bill's actual 

authorship, suspected "the possibility that the proponents of this legislation and/or their 

associates aim at monopolistic control... of such hitherto ungranted oil resources as Cuba 

may have."63 Edward Reed, the U.S. Chargé d'affaires in Havana, expressed skepticism 

about both the general spirit and the specific terms of the bill, calling it "symptomatic of 

the spirit of nationalism which has for some time past informed Cuban legislation in 

economic matters and of which the author of the measure is one of the leading 

exponents." The prospective expropriation at Congressional whim of any oil fields that 
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U.S. companies might develop "would almost surely lead to trouble in the future," he 

warned, while also predicting that foreign firms would be put off by the labor nationality 

requirements, which they were likely to find "drastic if not impractical."64 In the State 

Department's view the Machado administration, usually seen as a reliable partner for U.S. 

business interests, was proving disappointingly nationalistic on the oil issue. 

Executives at the Atlantic Refining Company, a U.S. oil firm, confirmed the State 

Department's suspicions about the bill's particulars. For two years Atlantic had been 

making preliminary surveys in several regions of Cuba with an eye toward registering 

concessions and exploring for oil under the existing mining laws. Calling the bill 

"absolutely unworkable in its present form" and "even more restrictive than any of the 

several laws which have been discussed from time to time in either Mexico or Colombia" 

in a memo to the State Department, they wrote that many objectionable provisions – the 

high taxes and royalties, the labor clause, the threat of expropriation, the state reserve 

tracts, the minority stake for Cuban capital or the state, and its retroactive application to 

pre-existing claims – presented "such serious impediments... as to effectually discourage 

any attempts by this Company and in the opinion of the writer by the petroleum industry 

in general" to register or develop any Cuban oil lands under its terms.65 

 Vázquez Bello could not gain traction for his bill in Congress as the parties 

shifted their focus to the legislative elections scheduled for fall 1930. In the meantime 

Machado took executive action to stimulate oil exploration. Claiming inspiration from a 

recommendation by the Bureau of Mines to streamline the concession process, Machado 
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issued a decree, Number 768, on June 7, 1930, waiving, for three years, the requirement 

that applicants for oil concessions make an up-front cash payment of $1.50 to $2 per 

hectare. He depicted the measure as a stimulus to the oil industry, "so that it may recover 

from its decay and constitute an important sector in our national wealth."66 

The effects of Decree 768, however, proved to be perversely counter-productive 

to Corral's mission to restore legitimacy and activity to oil exploration in Cuba. As Reed 

reported, the required payments had limited the filing of oil claims to firms that were at 

least serious enough to raise sufficient capital to pay up front, and in practice to those 

ready to drill. Within a month of the decree, however, a few well-connected Cuban and 

North American speculators, who were reportedly instrumental in spurring Machado to 

issue it, claimed over 4m acres, including the entire Isle of Pines off Cuba's southwest 

coast. Were it not for Machado's edict, these claims would have raised $8m in fees for the 

state; instead, the speculators could sit on their tracts for free. They reportedly had no 

plans to drill, only to sell their rights to legitimate oil firms, whose aspirations they 

effectively blocked, and to whom they could dictate strong terms. "The matter has been 

characterized as a scandal in the local opposition papers," Reed reported, with 

commentators denouncing the "conspiracy" and "fraud" against the national interest.67  

Years later, with Machado out of power, the Bureau of Mines would disavow any 

responsibility for Decree 768. The edict, Corral's deputy Enrique Cayado wrote in 1937, 

"was erroneously decreed as having been inspired by ideas emanating from the Bureau." 

Rather, "the truth is that said Department was counseling legislative measures in tune 

with the current times" to harmonize the interests of the state and private capital. Instead, 
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the poorly-conceived decree had given rise to "hundreds" of lawsuits at the provincial 

level over disputed concession claims, due to the "incongruence" of its provisions and 

those of the general mining code that had remained in effect. "It is a shame," Cayado 

wrote, "that the proposed Combustible Minerals bill outlined by the Bureau of Mines was 

not widely discussed, when the need was felt to give our Republic a modern mining law, 

whose enactment would have been beneficial to the interests of all and free of the doubts 

and vacillations on legal questions that Decree 768 has introduced."68    

In the wake of the initial outrage over speculation in oil concessions, another 

controversy arose in November 1931 when the Senate – spurred by the Cuban Treasury's 

increasingly dire straits – finally moved to reform the tax and tariff regime on coal and 

oil, approving a proposal by Public Works Secretary Carlos Miguel de Céspedes based on 

Manning's recommendations.69 Tariffs were to be abolished on coal imports, and reduced 

to 0.1¢ per gallon (4.2¢ per barrel) on crude oil, fuel oil, gas-oil, tractor fuel, and diesel, 

and 1¢ per gallon on gasoline and kerosene; they were to be replaced by sales taxes of 4-

8¢ per gallon, and 80¢ per ton on coal. According to Céspedes' strongly worded message 

presenting the plan, Manning's report "brought to light the regime of injustice and 

exploitation that exists" in Cuba's fuel business and offered a path out of this "intolerable 

situation" and "an incalculable benefit" for consumers and the public purse.70  

Press commentary on the bill was largely favorable. In a front-page editorial in 

support, the Diario de la Marina pointed out that by Céspedes' estimates retail prices for 

tractor fuel – an important factor in agricultural diversification – would fall from 23¢ to 
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18¢ per gallon, and for kerosene from 35¢ to 23¢ or 24¢, while government revenues 

would also rise by $520,000 per year just from these two products. The only shame, the 

editors argued, was that Manning's recommendations hadn't been implemented sooner.71 

But the management and workers of Standard Oil's Cuban subsidiary perceived an 

injustice of their own, seeing the new regime as an attack on their firm. Shortly after the 

Senate approved the bill, some 300 workers at the Belot refinery met in the town hall in 

Regla, with the mayor in attendance, and resolved to protest to Congress against the bill. 

They claimed that by eroding crude oil's tariff advantages over most refined products, the 

reforms would make fuels produced at Belot uncompetitive with those refined abroad, 

forcing the plant's refining operation to cease and be converted into merely an import and 

distribution terminal; most of the plant's 300 workers, they claimed, would lose their jobs 

as a result.72 In a statement run in the Marina they appealed in gendered terms as male 

breadwinners on behalf of the 300 families that "will fall into misery," and denounced in 

nationalistic terms a measure that would effect "a free and advantageous competition of 

products produced in foreign countries against the plants established in this country."73 

But the Marina's editors were unmoved. Breaking Standard's "monopoly," they 

argued, would spur competition and thus lower prices. This, they concluded, was the 

lesson of the 1925 gasoline tax reforms, and "the entity that had practically owned the 

trade in that fuel" would likewise be the only one to suffer under this new reform. Belot 

would likely stay open anyway, but "It will not, in the future, obtain the huge profits that 

it now does, because they will pass in part to the people and to the state." The public 
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good, they argued, outweighed any damage to "private... vested interests."74  

Other Cuban industrialists, however, joined Standard in criticizing the measure. In 

an open letter to President Machado, the National Manufacturers' Association argued that 

the changes would actually lead to higher coal and fuel-oil prices, and make Cuban 

industries, sugar especially, uncompetitive with foreign producers. It would also put an 

end to the domestic refining industry, not only causing 300 Cubans to lose their jobs, but 

also making Cuban consumers pay for refining done abroad rather than at home. 

Furthermore, it "would extinguish, as if by a spell," private oil exploration efforts in 

Cuba, as any crude oil discovered would have to be sent abroad to be refined and then re-

imported as fuel products, at prohibitive cost. The reforms, they concluded, contradicted 

the import-substitution policies of the Machado government – of which their association's 

members had been leading proponents and beneficiaries – by causing Cubans to import 

finished products that could instead be produced or refined domestically.75 

Calling it "the most important issue" before the Congress, the Marina ran daily 

exhortations to Cuba's House of Representative to follow the Senate's lead and quickly 

approve the reforms.76 Beset with petitions, protests, and motions to delay, however, as 

opposing interests lobbied against it, the bill stalled in the House through November.77 
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This gave Standard's management time to weigh in, which it did through a series of 

articles placed in the Marina under the headline "The Standard Oil Company of Cuba 

Speaks," signed by the firm's general manager in Cuba, A.E. Buchanan.  

Standard's arguments were both economic and patriotic. Economically, the 

articles demonstrated that the falling price of gasoline in Cuba had pre-dated the 1925 

tariff reforms, and argued that it was due to oversupply in the U.S., where most of Cuba's 

gasoline originated. Supported by detailed analysis of production costs, import and 

consumption volumes, and tax versus tariff burdens, and alleging that Manning's figures 

were inaccurate, the articles argued that retail prices for kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil, and 

other products would actually increase as a result of the reforms.78 

Standard also pleaded their case as a Cuban industry deserving protection from 

the Cuban government. With roots in Cuba for fifty years, the firm had invested almost 

$4 million in the Belot refinery, and contributed $6.91 million to the Cuban economy 

annually, through payment of salaries, pensions, insurance, utility bills and taxes, and for 

purchase of materials. It was the only oil company to invest in Cuba on such scale, as the 

others did their refining abroad. The "fabulous profits" that Belot allegedly generated had 

amounted to $147,000 that year, or a modest 3.68% return on capital invested: "Where is 

the 'exploitation' that we practice?" Standard asked rhetorically. If refining in Cuba was 

such a fabulous business, why did other firms not break Standard's alleged "monopoly" 

by opening their own refineries, since Standard enjoyed no special concession?79 

President Machado's policy had always been to protect "national industries, which are all 

those domiciled in this country," Standard argued, but this new regime was "diametrically 
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opposed" to that goal, as it placed Cuba's only refinery, with all that it had contributed to 

300 Cuban families and the national economy over five decades, on the same level as 

foreign plants. Urging readers "to reflect on the consequences of our actions and the 

words we use to promote them," the last of the articles closed by arguing that, "It is clear 

that these consequences will be the closure of the Belot Refinery, which is a considerable 

part of the national economy [que algo representa en la economía nacional], and higher 

prices for the consumer of oil products, without increasing thereby the State's receipts."80 

U.S. embassy documents suggest that there may have been more behind the 

attacks on Standard and its public defense. The fiscal regime had become a three-

cornered fight between Standard, which opposed the reforms in order to preserve its 

refinery's competitive advantage, the other oil companies (Shell, Sinclair, and Texaco), 

which supported the bill in order to erode them, and the Cuban government, but the 

newspapers were not disinterested parties themselves. "The opposition existing between 

the oil companies operating in Cuba is very bitter, and in all probability there is some 

exaggeration by both interests," the U.S. trade representative in Cuba reported. "The 

Standard Oil Company is widely accused of attempting to secure legislation, customs 

rulings, etc. favorable to them by unethical means. Likewise the stronger of the so-called 

independent companies are reported to follow similar tactics." While several newspapers 

"have severely attacked the Standard Oil Company" since the bill's introduction, only the 

Marina had given Standard space to make its own case. "Undoubtedly these articles had 

to be paid for," he concluded, "and it is not improbable that other papers would have 

published similar articles had their price demands been met. It appears that some of the 

newspapers have bitterly attacked the Standard Oil Company in the hope that a 
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substantial subsidy will be forthcoming for the discontinuance of this." Only a detailed 

study of the firms' operating costs and revenues and of the reforms' likely impact could 

resolve the controversy, and no such study, beyond Manning's, had been made public. 

Since U.S. firms were on both sides of the dispute, the Embassy would not intervene.81 

With the economics of the dispute up for debate, and influence over public 

opinion apparently up for sale, discussion of the bill in the House turned largely on 

opposing appeals to Cuban nationalism. Some representatives objected that the version of 

the bill passed in the Senate directed revenues from the fuel taxes not to the Treasury's 

general fund, but rather to the special fund that paid off Machado's public-works bonds, 

many of which "are in the hands of foreign entities that would be the only beneficiaries" 

if the Senate's version were enacted into law.82 One representative, Néstor Mendoza, 

spoke against the bill, warning of the "enormous harm to national industries" that the 

reforms would cause; he was speaking, he assured his listeners, "in the interests of the 

people of Cuba" who had elected him, and not of Standard, which, he admitted, 

employed him as one of its lawyers. Interrupted several times by representatives 

attacking the "privileges" and "monopoly" that Standard allegedly enjoyed and claiming 

that Standard under-reported its profits, Mendoza denied the accusations and replied that 

there was nothing stopping other firms from establishing refineries of their own in Cuba.  

Proponents of the bill took a nationalistic stand of their own, "against the interests 

of foreign companies, against the most powerful company in the world," to applause and 

shouts of "bravo" from colleagues on the floor and the public in the gallery. One even 
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invoked the spirit of the martyred Antonio Maceo, heroic general in the independence 

war who had opposed both Spanish and U.S. imperialism, declaring that, "if he were 

present in this session, surely he would vote in favor of the people, and in favor of the 

approval of the law." Debating until midnight on successive evenings, the House passed 

the bill in principle, but lack of a quorum prevented final approval and reconciliation of 

its various amendments in both chambers before the Congress entered its winter recess.83  

The significance of all this public attention and controversy surrounding the oil 

business in Cuba in the early 1930s was both practical and discursive. Practically 

speaking, the tariff preference for U.S.-origin oil continued to hinder lower-cost Mexican 

or Venezuelan oil from displacing it in the Cuban market. Cuba remained dependent on 

expensive imported fuel, with unresolved disagreements over how best to use the state's 

power over taxes and tariffs to lower consumer prices, stimulate the oil industry and the 

country's industrialization more broadly, and buttress government revenues amid the 

economic crisis. Domestic oil production remained insignificant, and prospects for future 

exploration were blocked by speculation over oil lands and lack of legislation to properly 

regulate the industry and attract large-scale, especially foreign, investment.  

Discursively, the Cuban public, journalists, and their elected officials increasingly 

equated the oil industry both "upstream" (exploration and production) and "downstream" 

(refining and marketing) with rent seeking, cronyism, profiteering, shady dealings, vested 

interests, monopoly, and foreign exploitation. These discourses were not always 

internally consistent: Standard, for example, could be attacked as exploitative, foreign, 
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and/or a monopoly, but also lauded (by its managers and workers, and others) as 

authentically Cuban and a unique contributor to the nation's development and prosperity. 

Cubans extolled the salutary effects of free competition (in fuel marketing), but also 

demanded state protection of domestic and/or favored interests (sugar, distilleries, the 

Belot refinery, domestic industry). Foreign (that is, North American) actors were often 

portrayed as exploitative and untrustworthy: witness Corral's jabs at foreign experts, and 

the myriad attacks on Standard. But association with foreign capital and expertise also 

conferred legitimacy, as seen in brand names like "La West India," "La Standard Oil 

Company of Cuba" and "La Union Oil Company," the latter of which was funded and 

operated entirely in Cuba. And Cuban capitalists or speculators were behind some of the 

worst scandals, as in the post-1916 oil boom, Machado's Decree 768, and Vázquez 

Bello's alcohol scheme, the latter two of which implicated the state itself. In Cuba's oil 

industry the lines between patriots and swindlers, Cubans and foreigners, were blurred. 

All sides of these debates, however, employed a common language and set of 

beliefs that equated oil with development and prosperity and saw greater oil production 

and consumption as benefitting the nation. Furthermore, all called for state intervention in 

oil and energy to advance national progress and prosperity and to defend the interests of 

Cuban workers, consumers, and business. Within this consensus, Cubans differed mainly 

in how they defined these interests and how the state should advance them. 

It is difficult to define what, exactly, Machado's "energy policy" was based on the 

sum of his and his allies' interventions in the oil industry. Machado and Vázquez Bello 

simultaneously pursued policies that would have tried to promote oil exploration (through 

Corral and Vázquez Bello's exploration bill); that allowed speculators to effectively block 
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oil exploration (Machado's Decree 768, betraying its stated intention); that promoted 

greater competition between oil companies in order to reduce consumer prices for 

gasoline and other fuels (the 1925 gasoline tax-and-tariff reforms and the 1931 bill to 

implement Manning's revisions on other fuels); and that proposed prohibitive taxes on 

gasoline to make it uncompetitive with alcohol fuel. The common thread of these 

initiatives was the assertion of state power to intervene in the energy sector to promote or 

protect domestic industry and employment, develop domestic oil production and refining, 

and support the financial health of the state – and in some cases of its leaders and their 

associates, the line between the two being at times nebulous.  

Whatever Machado's inchoate vision for the Cuban energy sector, he was unable 

to realize it due to the breakdown of the political process in the context of economic 

crisis. The legislature largely deadlocked after 1931, as politicians defected from 

Machado's once-hegemonic coalition. Politics once again came to be contested in part 

through violence. In August 1931 former President Menocal, the Conservative caudillo, 

and Carlos Mendieta, a Liberal who broke with Machado to found a new opposition 

party, the Unión Nacionalista, staged an armed rebellion. Its failure saw the leading 

Machado opponents in the established political class imprisoned or exiled. New forces 

emerged to advocate revolutionary socio-political transformation, to be achieved through 

militant and clandestine resistance. Chief among them were the "ABC," a secret society 

of nationalist and corporatist bent, mostly made up of middle-class professionals; the 

Directorio Estudiantil Universitario (University Student Directorate) and its offshoot Ala 

Izquierda Estudiantil, based at the University of Havana; and the Communist Party and 

the labor movement, which had survived fierce repression. Attacks on property and 
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clashes with police proliferated so that by summer 1932 Machado suspended the 

constitution, imposed censorship, and declared martial law. Assassination attempts on 

machadista officials and extrajudicial killings of opposition activists became common. 

Among the victims was Vázquez Bello, shot dead by the ABC in September 1932.84 

 The chaotic last years of the Machadato were not auspicious for wholesale 

legislative revision of the regimes governing fuel taxes and tariffs or oil exploration, and 

neither initiative was enacted. Atlantic Refining officers met several times with Machado 

to try to get the exploration law revised and re-submitted to Congress. In January 1931 

Atlantic's chairman and a vice president personally gave Machado "assurance that there 

exist in Cuba excellent oil deposits " and received his blessing and a pledge of support for 

their exploration efforts.85 But the meeting apparently prompted no legislative action.  

The lack of urgency appears in part to have been due to Atlantic's reluctance to 

resort to bribery or other inducement to the administration or Congress. In a memo 

recounting a September 7, 1932 meeting with Machado, later shared with the State 

Department, the company described a delicate dance around how best to facilitate the 

legislative process. "The President expressed his complete sympathy with our viewpoint," 

stating that his administration wished "to give the industry every encouragement 

consistent with the public interest," the memo states. Furthermore, Machado disavowed 

any self-interest on his part or by his family and friends, insisting that "in these matters he 

had no interests other than those of Cuba." An exchange between Machado and Mario 

Lazo, the firm's Cuban lawyer and facilitator, merits quotation in full: 
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Dr. Lazo asked the President about the handling before Congress – a question 
which may have suggested to the President an inclination on our part to engage in 
an effort before Congress to have a law passed. – Whatever may have been the 
inspiration of the president's answer, he stated that the Company could rely upon 
getting everything within reason as a matter of right; and that no legislation in the 
enactment of which money had been spent had ever become a law under his 
administration, and that he personally had seen to the defeat of several in which 
the use of money had been suspected. The General [Machado] was anxious that 
this point be well impressed... and we answered ... that the Company would only 
ask what was considered essential to the proper development of the industry, and 
what Cuba could properly grant; and that the Company would engage in no 
campaign or expenditures to bring about any desired legislation, this being left 
entirely to the voluntary action of the government. 
 

There are a number of ways to read this remarkable document. Machado's 

protested disinterest in personally profiting may have been genuine, or a veiled invitation 

that Atlantic chose to ignore. The "campaign or expenditures" Atlantic disavowed could 

have been the kind of media blitz that Standard had deployed against the tariff reform 

bill, or a campaign of lobbying and/or bribery among congressmen. The mooted 

"voluntary action of the government" was likely Lazo and Atlantic's suggestion that 

responsibility for greasing Congressional wheels (by whatever means) lay with Machado, 

who was to seek his compensation (political or financial) from others, and not them.86  

Further insight comes from the company's account of a follow-up meeting a 

month later between Lazo's law partner Jorge de Cubas and Eugenio Molinet, the Cuban 

Secretary of Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor. At a previous meeting Molinet had 

protested that given the political climate and the prospect of imminent legislative 

elections, the time was not apt for such potentially controversial legislation. In the 

interim, political violence – and Vázquez Bello's assassination – had clearly rattled 

Molinet, who was now adamant that he would not stick his neck out on Atlantic's behalf, 
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insisting "in frankness that he would not press this matter in the slightest way" since 

"under the existing political situation, neither he nor the President knew whether they 

would be dead within a week or fifteen days, and that under these circumstances, he 

could not see how they would occupy themselves with a matter of this kind."  

Molinet suggested "that if we were in a hurry we should present our project to the 

Congress through some friendly representatives or senators." Cubas insisted in response 

that Atlantic would drop the matter entirely if bribery was required, it being against 

company policy "to proceed surreptitiously through congressmen," and stating "that the 

President himself had indicated to... Dr. Lazo that as long as he was in power no one had 

to give up money in order to obtain legislation and that he had vetoed any in which it was 

supposed that money had been used." Molinet, like Machado, denied any interest in being 

personally compensated, but held firm in refusing to advocate in Congress. "He said to 

me besides," Cubas reported, "that whenever petroleum matters came up, many people 

thought it was something that 'smelled badly,' that is to say, in which money had been 

given, and that he did not wish any such thing to be said of him." In closing, Molinet 

lamented that, "It was a pity that Vasquez Bello had died, as he would have been of great 

assistance in speeding the matter along."87 By this point the state of Cuban politics and 

the reputation of the oil business in Cuba were such that even honest politicians and firms 

feared being tarred by association with the more unsavory aspects of their respective 

vocations, leaving the business and regulation of oil only to the unscrupulous. 

While Atlantic refused to get its hands dirty in Congress, the worsening political 

and economic situation was drawing Shell, Sinclair, and especially Standard deeper into 

Cuban politics. By late 1932 default loomed on repayment of Machado's public-works 
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loans from U.S. banks, calling into question the Cuban state's solvency and what 

remained of Machado's legitimacy. In September a Cuban Senator by the name of 

Gronlier introduced a remarkably bold bill to grant Standard a 40-year monopoly on the 

sale of oil products in Cuba, in exchange for the firm assuming Cuba's entire $200 

million national debt, both external and internal. Although some Cuban newspapers 

reported that the company was exploring the proposal, Standard officers denied any 

intent to pursue it.88 The U.S. embassy reported that the seemingly desperate scheme was 

not supported in any way by the Machado administration, and that "at the present time it 

would seem that Senator Gronlier is the only person who takes the project seriously."89  

More serious was an effort by Machado himself to leverage the oil companies' 

interest in the stability of Cuba and of his own administration. Facing either default 

(which would undermine his standing in New York and Washington) or deeper spending 

cuts and layoffs of state employees in order to pay foreign creditors (thereby eroding 

what remained of his support among Cubans), a desperate Machado sought a lifeline 

from the oil firms. In November 1932 he pressured them to pay their customs duties for 

oil imports in the first half of 1933 in advance, in order to allow Havana to meet its 

obligations under a debt-restructuring plan being negotiated with Chase and other banks.  

Harry Guggenheim, the Herbert Hoover administration's ambassador in Havana, 

opposed the plan, warning that it would be "an extremely unpopular measure and will 

create ill will against the United States." He predicted that, "The feeling will prevail that 

to bolster up an unpopular dictatorship American oil companies and banks are loaning 
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money which will immediately be sent out of the country and promptly repaid by 

additional taxes and a further curtailment of government salaries. Furthermore, in my 

opinion this plan will not prevent default but merely postpone it." Better a partial default 

now, he argued, than see Machado drag Cuba deeper into debt, austerity, and bondage to 

Wall Street.90 In response to Guggenheim's request for guidance as to what, if any, advice 

to give the oil companies, the State Department ordered him to keep silent, ruling that to 

oppose the advance would be an improper interference in Cuban internal affairs and the 

banks' and oil firms' business.91 Cubans would never know of the misgivings held by the 

ambassador they derided as "Guggenado" for his perceived support of the President.92 

With no objection from the U.S. government, Standard, Sinclair, and Shell made a 

total of $1,835,000 in advance payments on taxes and import duties in December 1932.93 

Censorship kept political criticism out of the Cuban newspapers, but in March 1933 

Guggenheim, soon to end his tour in Havana upon the inauguration of Franklin Roosevelt 

in Washington, reported that as anticipated, "There has been a widespread campaign of 

responsible criticism and propaganda" against the oil companies and banks.94 Despite this 

backlash, Standard and Sinclair advanced another $2 million in June 1933 to allow the 
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government to service its debts and pay state employees' salaries to avert a strike.95  

Though they had been frustrated at times with particular aspects of Machado's oil 

policies, Standard and the other oil companies, judging by their voluntary bailout, 

continued to see their best interest as supporting his government as a bulwark in the 

wider cause of preserving – or rather, by 1933, restoring – Cuban economic and political 

stability. But by 1933 authoritarian nationalist modernization and "business nationalism" 

under Machado were on the verge of becoming unsustainable. It would fall to Machado 

and Hoover's successors to try to effect the restoration of Cuban stability. 

 

Oil and the Revolution of 1933 

By 1930, Machado's promises of honest and democratic government and 

economic development and prosperity had proven hollow; by 1933, he had failed even as 

an authoritarian modernizer. The pressures that began building in Cuba the late 1920s 

finally exploded into revolution in 1933. Starting in the spring of that year, and lasting 

into 1935, Cuba was engulfed in waves of strikes, three changes of government, and 

popular mobilization for revolutionary social and political change. As the previous 

sections have shown, the political economy of energy had been central to the economic 

turbulence of the 1920s in Cuba; the politics of oil, in particular, had helped expose the 

limits of Machado's promises of nationalist development. Oil and energy were seldom an 

explicit focus of political debate during the Revolution of 1933, as they would be during 

Cuba's next revolutionary period beginning in the late 1950s. The Communists and their 

associated labor confederation, the CNOC, called in general terms for the eventual 
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nationalization of industry and the end of Cuba's exploitation by foreign monopolies, but 

did not specifically focus on oil exploration, refining, or marketing.96 The ABC, in its 

program for economic reform, called for the "rescue" of undeveloped mineral 

concessions, such as those held by oil speculators under Machado's 1930 decree.97 But 

these and other revolutionary movements focused overwhelmingly on the need for 

change in the sugar industry, land ownership, the defense of Cuban labor, foreign debt, 

the achievement of full national sovereignty, and other urgent Cuban problems.  

This is not to say, however, that oil and energy were unimportant in how the 

revolution unfolded. The rest of this chapter argues that contests between newly militant 

oil workers, oil company management, and successive Cuban governments over the flow 

of oil to Cuban consumers were an important, but heretofore largely overlooked, aspect 

of the revolutionary and counter-revolutionary struggle. For Cuban labor, foreign capital, 

and those in control of (or aspiring to control) the power of the Cuban state, maintaining 

public access to oil fuels was a demonstration of power and legitimacy. For Cuban 

leaders and for the U.S. State Department, the disruption of that access and to the revenue 

it generated threatened to undermine their prestige and continued hold on power. 

In May 1933 veteran Latin America hand Sumner Welles arrived in Havana to 

represent the new Roosevelt administration, with instructions to restore political stability 

and help revive the Cuban economy as a profitable market for U.S. exports. In this first 

test of Roosevelt's Good Neighbor policy, Welles would seek to carry out his mission 

without overt U.S. political or military intervention. Quickly coming to see Machado as 
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an obstacle to renewed stability, Welles, as an ostensibly "friendly and unofficial" 

mediator, worked for three months to maneuver him out and install what Welles saw as 

the "responsible" opposition, in order to preempt the rise of more radical forces.98  

Combined with pressure from Welles, a general strike in July 1933 finally forced 

Machado's hand. Building off of worker mobilizations throughout the spring, the strike 

began in the transportation sector on July 25, when Havana's bus drivers went on strike in 

protest when the mayor, José Izquierdo, imposed a tax on bus fares and ordered them to 

refuel only at Sinclair stations, from whom he apparently exacted tribute.99 Streetcar and 

truck drivers, stevedores, and taxis soon joined the bus drivers, halting the movement of 

people and goods into and around the capital. Encouraged – though not always directed – 

by the Communists and the CNOC, the strike paralyzed the country by August 4.100    

With everyday activities at a standstill and Machado clinging to power, Standard 

Oil of Cuba gave the appearance of standing by the embattled president. An executive at 

Standard Oil of New Jersey headquarters telephoned Edwin Wilson of the State 

Department Latin America bureau on August 8, and reported that Standard's workers in 

Cuba, and those of the other oil companies, had joined the general strike. But whereas 

Shell and Sinclair had closed their service stations, Standard's management in Cuba had 

allowed the Cuban army (which remained loyal to Machado) to operate their stations, 

preserving access to fuel for those drivers bold enough to still be on the street. Standard 

was "apprehensive of being put in a false position, as favoring Machado," Wilson noted, 
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and had sought his advice. Wilson replied that Washington did not intend to intervene in 

Cuba, beyond Welles' efforts as mediator, and that the firm must decide for itself how to 

proceed.101 In the wake of Standard's bailout payments to keep Machado's government 

solvent, and the accusations lobbed at it during the legislative controversies of the 

previous few years, Standard justifiably feared worsening its already poor public image. 

Once censorship was lifted after Machado was forced from office, these criticisms could 

be published. The prominent nationalist historian and Machado opponent Emilio Roig de 

Leuchsenring, for example, denounced Standard as one of the leading Yankee interests 

guilty of "fortifying the machadista dictatorship and exploiting... the Cuban people."102 

On August 12-13, Machado resigned, under intense pressure from Welles, and 

turned over power to a cabinet backed by the establishment opposition politicians and the 

ABC, with the anodyne diplomat Carlos Manuel de Céspedes as President. Welles set to 

work trying to put the new government on a sound economic footing, burdened as it was 

by a floating debt of $45-50 million, including $10-15m in unpaid government salaries, 

against annual revenues of only $42m. The task, Welles lamented, was made harder by 

the absence of several million pesos in tax and customs revenue from the oil companies, 

one of the state's main revenue streams, due to their advances to Machado.103  

The general strike was lifted upon Machado's resignation, and the oil workers and 

many others went back to work; but labor peace did not return to Cuba, and the Céspedes 
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government struggled to assert control throughout its short life. Newly organized sugar 

workers and other agricultural laborers were at the forefront, occupying sugar mills and 

other facilities to demand better pay and working conditions and the right to unionize; 

urban workers made similar demands. The CNOC, backed by the Communist Party, 

emerged from Machado's repression to organize workers in every sector. Communists 

helped politicize the labor action, urging workers to form soviets and protest Céspedes' 

cabinet as an extension of the old regime and U.S. imperialism.104 Management was 

distraught. "A delegation of 30 of the most prominent American businessmen in Cuba" 

visited Welles on August 29, "exceedingly disturbed by the social and labor unrest," as he 

reported, to warn him "that Communist agitators 'under the pay of Russia' are seizing this 

opportunity through the formation of unions and the promotion of syndicalism to plan the 

overthrow of [Céspedes] and the installation of a Communist regime."105  

Standard Oil's management shared in the general apprehension. In an internal 

memo from the managers of the Belot refinery to Jersey Standard's head office on 

September 5, subsequently shared with the State Department, the Havana management 

reported that, "As far as we can determine the plan is to unionize every industry and 

group them into syndicates such as a syndicate for all oil companies and these syndicates 

in turn will be grouped into one large syndicate. The scheme is communistic." Firms 

refusing to allow their workers to organize were expected to face boycotts by workers 

who had; Havana's dockworkers, for example, were refusing to offload goods for non-

unionized industries. In Standard's case, "The garages, for example, will be in a syndicate 
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and would refuse to handle our products and the railroads would refuse to move them." 

Standard's bosses admitted to facing "a ticklish situation" with their staff. In their 

view, strong-arm union tactics were overriding the favorable contrast between their firm 

and the other oil distributors in Cuba. The union "had little to work upon" with Standard's 

employees, the memo said, but "had no trouble in immediately signing up the employees 

of Shell and Sinclair," which paid unskilled workers 10¢ per hour versus 25¢ at Standard. 

"So far as we can see 85 or 90% of our own men are against this and would prefer to be 

let alone, but they have been threatened in one way or another so they have had not much 

choice in the matter... [and] through fear they are gradually getting them in hand." 

At a meeting with labor delegates on September 4, Standard's management tried 

to make a case against their workers joining an industry-wide federation. Their main 

tactic was to exploit the divisions between their workers and those of the other 

companies. In addition to having always paid higher wages than their competitors, "We 

pointed out to them that we were the only refinery in the Island and all the other 

companies were importers. Our interests as well as our employees' interests were distinct 

from all others; [therefore] it would be very foolish for them to entangle with the others 

and be made to fight their battles and that this Company would be made to suffer [by the 

syndicate] to the same extent as companies who had exploited their employees." 

Referring to the politics of the Manning report and the fuel tariff fights in the recent past, 

for which they blamed their competitors, Standard's bosses reminded their workers, "That 

these companies, as they all know, had made several attempts to have this refinery closed 

down and they would be laughing up their sleeves if what they had failed to do by 

attempts to manipulate the law, they would accomplish thru our own employees who 
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would suffer most." The message amounted to a warning that to join a union federation 

with workers from the rival companies would see union bosses force them "to fight the 

battles of others" against their own interest, which allegedly lay with their own company. 

Labor militancy, particularly the threat that other unions could block distribution 

of Standard's products, was forcing management to cede ground to their workers and 

resort to persuasion rather than coercion. Having been "very careful not to take any stand 

from which we will have to back down later thus losing face," Standard's management 

hoped that their employees, if not those of their competitors, would soon cool down; they 

admitted, though, that "we may never get back to our old situation." Relief, if it came, 

would be through another change in government, which seemed imminent. The memo 

ended by hoping "that a strong hand will take control to bring order out of the chaos."106 

Standard, like everyone else in Cuba, was watching events at the Camp Columbia 

barracks outside Havana. On September 4 a group of non-commissioned officers, 

motivated by a combination of revolutionary politics and grievances over pay and 

promotions, mutinied and took control of the Cuban army. Visited by members of the 

Student Directorate, which opposed the Céspedes government, they agreed to endorse the 

students' broad political program, declared Céspedes deposed, and proclaimed a 

revolutionary government. Dr. Ramón Grau San Martín, a physiology professor 

imprisoned under Machado, was soon named President, he and his cabinet ministers 

chosen for their support among the revolutionary students; one of the leaders of the 

"Sergeants' Revolt," the formerly unknown 32 year-old stenographer Fulgencio Batista, 
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was quickly promoted to Colonel and appointed the new chief of the army.107  

In the short term, from the point of view of U.S. business and the embassy, the 

situation had gone from bad to worse. Furious and embarrassed at the swift collapse of 

the Céspedes cabinet that was largely his handiwork, Welles refused to confer U.S. 

recognition on Grau's government. Reporting that it was led by "extreme radical" and 

"frankly communistic" elements, Welles objected to the revolutionaries' pledges to forge 

"a new Cuba" and "liquidate the colonial structure that has survived in Cuba since 

independence," and their prompt unilateral abrogation of the Platt Amendment; on a more 

basic level, he objected to their independence from the U.S. and from him. Pushed out by 

the September 4 coup, the old political parties, which Grau dissolved by decree, and the 

ABC likewise opposed the new government, but were too divided among themselves to 

oust it. Welles once again set about building a coalition to retake control of the state.108  

The opposition of U.S. business interests helped stoke Welles' animosity to Grau's 

government. Businessmen who had suffered through the turmoil of the late machadato 

and the continued unrest under Céspedes reached the limits of their patience as Grau 

failed to re-impose labor discipline and issued decrees threatening their interests. These 

would include a 40% cut in electricity rates, an eight-hour day, enforcement of the right 

to unionize, a ban on importing seasonal West Indian labor and a "Nationalization of 
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Labor" rule that at least 50% of every commercial and industrial firm's employees be 

Cuban nationals, and an agrarian reform to redistribute uncultivated land and give 

campesinos title to the plots they occupied. Worse still, in businessmen's eyes, the student 

regime allowed the far left to operate freely among workers and agitate for even more.109  

U.S. business leaders – from sugar mills, United Fruit, mining companies, and the 

American Chamber of Commerce of Cuba, among others – begged Welles and the State 

Department for support against the revolutionaries and their own workers. Production, 

imports, and distribution of food and other essentials were "partially paralyzed," Welles 

reported, and business confidence evaporating. "American companies – utilities, 

importers, sugar mill owners – cannot and will not do business under present conditions," 

Welles told Grau and the student leaders at meetings in mid-September, warning that 

urban food supplies would run out and the Cuban Treasury stand empty within weeks 

unless the students put aside what he saw as their radicalism and naïveté for "a more 

patriotic and conciliatory attitude" to business and the politicians.110 

Welles and the business class came to see Batista as the wielder of the firm hand 

they craved; as he consolidated his control of the army, they encouraged him first as a 

moderating force, and then as an alternative, to his erstwhile revolutionary allies.111 In an 

oft-cited meeting on October 4, Welles told Batista that, "in my judgment he himself was 

the only individual in Cuba today who represented authority," as his command of the 

army made him the only one able to suppress "the Communistic and extreme radical 

elements" in the cities and countryside. "This I told him had rallied to his own support the 
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great majority of the commercial and financial interests in Cuba who are looking for 

protection and who could only find such protection in himself." Welles urged Batista to 

mediate between the students and the politicians in order to bring about a Cuban 

government in which the public, the political parties, business, and foreign governments 

could have confidence.112 Days later, after receiving visits from "all the important 

business and financial groups in Cuba," which likely included Standard and perhaps other 

oil firms, Batista told Welles that he now saw Grau's government as "a complete failure." 

He pledged to use the army to arrest Communist agitators and "restore order" with "a 

firm hand," and to use his influence to form a government with broader support.113 

The oil companies were soon publicly implicated in the standoff with the Grau 

government. Revolutionary worker and student militias had been requisitioning gasoline 

from Havana service stations, at times at gunpoint, without payment.114 The oil workers, 

meanwhile, were by late September demanding not only improved wages, benefits, and 

working conditions and recognition of their new unions, but also the replacement of all 

foreign managers by Cubans and veto power over hiring and dismissal. Facing what they 

saw as armed robbery with impunity at the pump, and unacceptable demands from their 

staff, the management closed gasoline stations, suspended oil imports, and threatened to 

lock their workers out. As fuel supplies were disrupted, Havana newspapers alleged that 

Welles had instigated an oil embargo in order to paralyze Cuba's economy and bring 

about Grau's ouster. Welles, both publicly and in a secret cable to Washington, denied 

any contact with the oil firms, insisting that any actions they took had been decided on 

their own. Interior Minister Antonio Guiteras, the anti-imperialist socialist who led the 
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government's left wing, absolved Welles of responsibility, but he and other officials 

vowed that the state would, if necessary, obtain oil supplies directly from the Mexican or 

Venezuelan governments, or by bartering Cuban sugar for Soviet oil, if the companies 

persisted in a course that would harm the nation and the revolution.115  

Before examining the denouement of the oil crisis, a comment on Guiteras' 

allusion to state-to-state oil deals is necessary. Neither the Venezuelan nor Mexican 

governments – the hemisphere's two principal oil exporters outside the U.S. – had state 

oil companies in 1933; Petróleos Mexicanos would be founded in 1936, and become a 

state monopoly in 1938, while the Compañía Venezolana de Petróleo, forerunner of 

Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A., was not founded until 1960. At this time both governments 

received cash royalties from the firms producing oil in their territories, but did not 

produce or market oil themselves. There was recent regional precedent, however, for 

potential Soviet oil supplies to Cuba. In 1929 and 1930 the government of Argentina had 

negotiated – but not consummated – a deal to import Soviet crude oil to process in its 

state-owned refinery; in 1931-2 the Chilean government entertained, but also declined, 

offers to barter Soviet oil products for Chilean nitrates; and Uruguay's government in 

1932 began importing and marketing Soviet fuel products and building a state refinery 

intended to process Soviet crude.116 It is unclear how Guiteras envisioned such a state-to-

state deal to work, or what he or others in the Cuban government knew about the Soviet 

forays into the Southern Cone or about the Mexican and Venezuelan states' role in the oil 

business. The seriousness and credibility of his threat, therefore, should not be overstated; 
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its chief significance is to demonstrate that as early as the Revolution of 1933, Cuba's 

anti-imperialist left was looking to Latin American and Soviet state oil companies (real or 

imagined) as alternatives to Cuba's dependence on Shell, Standard, and Sinclair.  

Guiteras ordered the oil workers and management to avoid a work stoppage, and 

his representatives brokered a truce and set a negotiating deadline of November 5. But 

when talks broke down on October 27, the Shell workers went on strike. Managers at all 

three firms imposed a lockout, having agreed in advance to do so jointly in the event of a 

strike at any of them.117 According to the British Minister, Grant Watson, Shell's manager 

turned the keys to Shell's Havana storage depot over to him, in order to keep workers or 

revolutionary militia from seizing control; this apparently had been the plan for all three 

firms. As the lockout had left 2.5 million gallons of fuel "entirely unguarded," Watson 

appealed on Shell's behalf to Batista, who sent soldiers to guard Shell's facilities. Sinclair 

and Standard's managers, however, failed to deliver their keys to Welles, for unclear 

reasons.118 One likely explanation is that execution of the plan fell apart amid the general 

chaos. But it is also plausible that they feared that involving Welles would have further 

politicized their disruption of Cubans' fuel supply, turning what was ostensibly a labor 

dispute into the sort of embassy-coordinated oil embargo that Welles had just publicly 

denied. Welles makes no mention of such a plan in his three cables on the matter. 

Batista, it seems, resolved that neither management nor labor would obstruct 

Cubans' access to fuel and other necessities. He issued a statement on October 28 that 

"The Army will guarantee order and the freedom to work," a resolution welcomed in the 
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conservative press.119 Batista's soldiers took control of Standard and Sinclair's facilities, 

expelled the managers – who were "threatened with death" if they interfered, according to 

Watson – and ordered the workers to make fuel deliveries and sales themselves despite 

the management's protests. Batista having demonstrated its resolve, and his own, the 

government forced the staff back to work under management's authority on the 30th.120  

Welles rationalized that the army's control of fuel supplies was justified by public 

necessity under martial law; the only intervention he reported making on Standard and 

Sinclair's behalf was to reach out directly to Batista and to the officers of the army units 

involved – notably bypassing Grau, Guiteras, and all other civilian officials – to ask that 

the soldiers give receipts for the fuel dispensed and the trucks commandeered.121 But the 

political fallout of the oil crisis was not lost the Cuban public, according to Watson. 

"Such is the demoralisation of the American enterprises in Cuba," he reported, "that the 

companies made no protest, so far as I can tell, and the American Ambassador did not 

intervene. The managers, in consequence of these proceedings, have lost all moral 

authority over the workers, an important factor in these troublous times." Although the 

Grau government and the U.S. oil firms "have suppressed all mention of this incident in 

the press," he reported, "it is well known locally," and as knowledge of "the inaction of 

the United States authorities" spread by word of mouth among the public, he concluded, 

"American prestige in Cuba has probably reached its lowest ebb."122  

Before the oil conflict, and even more so after it, Welles and his colleagues in 
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Washington recognized that public controversy over his interventions in Cuban politics 

was making his presence in Cuba untenable and even counter-productive to U.S. 

interests. Plans for his departure were announced three weeks later, and he left Havana on 

December 12. He changed positions as planned with the new U.S. ambassador, Jefferson 

Caffery, who had been temporarily acting as Assistant Secretary of State for Latin 

American Affairs pending Welles' return from Havana to assume that role himself.123  

For the first, but not last, time in Cuban history, a standoff involving mobilized oil 

workers, the embattled management of the foreign oil companies, a revolutionary 

nationalist Cuban government, and the U.S. government led to the disruption of Cubans' 

access to oil. A united front of the Anglo-American oil firms had tried to use their control 

over Cuba's oil supplies to resist demands from labor and the revolution. But lack of 

effective coordination between them and the officials of their home governments had 

undermined the companies' action, allowing Cuban government forces to break the firms' 

united front and maintain fuel supplies in the short term. Batista's prompt intervention, 

and Welles' and the companies' acquiescence, prevented this show of force by the state 

from continuing past the point of no return, where a long-term standoff would have 

forced the government to either back down or take permanent control of the oil firms' 

distribution facilities and try to supply them through state-to-state oil deals in Latin 

America or the Soviet Union, as Guiteras had suggested. The controversy came and went 

in less than a month, the army intervention lasting a few days, not long enough to force a 

true test of wills over Cuba's long-term oil supplies, only the distribution of existing fuel 

stocks on the island, and before Batista had to openly and irrevocably side with either 

Grau and Guiteras, on the one hand, or U.S. business and the embassy, on the other. 
																																																								
123 Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista, 63-85 
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Batista was the principal beneficiary of this brief disruption of Cubans' fuel 

supplies and its rapid resolution at his hands. U.S. officials and U.S. and Cuban business 

had already looked to him and the army for stability and order. The old-line politicians 

now saw him as a kingmaker who could restore them to office. The Left – Guiteras inside 

the government, the Communists outside – saw Batista as a threat, and urged Grau to arm 

the workers, peasants, and students, move against Batista, and radicalize the revolution. 

But Grau vacillated, declining to carry out his supporters' plans to have Batista arrested or 

killed, while Batista, with Welles and Caffery's blessing, negotiated patiently with the 

politicos to build a coalition to oust him. When Batista withdrew the army's support from 

Grau, he gave in without a fight, resigning on January 15, 1934. After a few uncertain 

days, Batista, the architect of the transition, installed Carlos Mendieta of the Unión 

Nacionalista as President, who in turn confirmed Batista as chief of the armed forces and 

the power behind the presidency. Within a week, Washington conferred recognition on 

Mendieta's government, having withheld it from Grau for four months.124 

The deposed Grau complained, rightly, that Washington and U.S. business 

interests had worked to undermine his government from the start. In a published defense 

of his regime's economic reforms he lamented that the oil companies' financial support 

for Machado had deprived the revolutionary government of millions in badly-needed 

revenue, undermining its ability to pay state salaries, service its debts, and implement its 

goals of economic nationalism.125 He and his followers would regroup in exile to form a 

center-left reformist party, the Partido Revolucionario Cubano – Auténtico, to continue 

																																																								
124 Argote-Freyre, Fulgencio Batista, 110-35; Carrillo, Cuba 1933, 232-95; Aguilar, Cuba 1933, 163-229; 
José A. Tabares del Real, La Revolución del 30: Sus Dos Ultimos Años (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias 
Sociales, 1973): 140-184. 
125 Ramón Grau San Martín, "El Nacionalismo Auténtico y sus Leyes," Bohemia 26:30 (August 26, 1934): 
9, 125-6. 
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the "authentic" September 4 revolution that Batista, in their view, had usurped.   

The Cuban Left, meanwhile, mobilized against what they and Cuban historians of 

similar bent would call the "Mendieta-Batista-Caffery Government." The Communist 

Party held its second national congress in April 1934 and adopted a militant program of 

direct mass action. Workers and campesinos were urged to down tools, take up arms, and 

occupy land, sugar mills, and workplaces, forming local soviets as a prelude to seizing 

state power. Cuba would then win its "complete national independence" by abrogating 

the Platt Amendment and reciprocity treaty, expelling Caffery, and nationalizing the main 

industries. The Party's allies in the CNOC, Anti-Imperialist League, and Student Left 

Wing helped mobilize support for this program.126 The new National Syndicate of 

Mining and Petroleum Workers joined the 27 federations that made up the CNOC at its 

fourth national congress in 1934.127 Unaffiliated with the Communists but sharing similar 

goals, Guiteras formed an armed group, Joven Cuba (Young Cuba), to fight for a 

socialist, anti-imperialist revolution. His plan (which Fidel Castro emulated two decades 

later) was to wage guerrilla war in the rural interior and urban underground and train an 

insurrectionary force in Mexico for an amphibious landing in Oriente Province.  

Spurred on by the Communists, Joven Cuba, and student and labor groups, 

popular mobilization and political violence remained constant, with daily bombings, 

sabotage, and shootings. Led by port, railroad, utility, and sugar workers, labor 

disruptions would continue throughout 1934, with Batista's troops forcibly suppressing 

strikes in an effort to maintain basic services and ensure completion of the 1934 zafra. 

																																																								
126 Tabares del Real, La Revolución del 30, 282-9.  
127 The oil workers did not, however, hold any seats on the 41-person CNOC Executive Committee. 
"Estatutos de la Confederación Nacional Obrera de Cuba," [1934], reproduced in Instituto de Historia del 
Movimiento Comunista y de la Revolución Socialista de Cuba, El Movimiento Obrero Cubano: 
Documentos e Artículos. Vol. II (1925-1935) (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1977): 597-621. 
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The mobilization culminated in a general strike in March 1935. Students and professors 

began it, soon joined by doctors and other professionals, state employees, and workers in 

public transport and utilities, and agriculture and industry. With as many as 500,000 

participants, the strike was larger than the one that had brought down Machado. Mendieta 

declared a state of war and imposed martial law, decreeing the death penalty for bombing 

and arson, and for sabotage against food distribution or power, light, or water service.128 

Most oil workers again joined the general strike (Standard reported that 80% of its 

workers went out); with fuel deliveries halted, Cubans once again faced a total shutdown 

of transportation and industry. But in contrast to the confusion of fall 1933, there was 

unity of purpose and execution between the oil companies' management, the Cuban 

government, and Batista's army. With management's approval, soldiers drove delivery 

trucks for all three main oil companies, maintaining fuel distribution across the island; 

meanwhile soldiers, sailors, and police operated streetcars, buses, and other public 

transport, and guarded the Cuban strike-breakers and foreign staff that worked to 

maintain other essential services. The strike soon collapsed in the oil sector as in general, 

and in its wake, the oil firms took measures to purge their workforce of agitators and 

ensure that labor would not trouble them again. With the government's encouragement, 

they fired all of the staff that refused to return to work when given 24 hours' warning.129 

Mendieta's labor officials were deaf to these oil workers' appeals for reinstatement.130  

Mendieta and Batista were determined to break the Cuban left and tame the forces 
																																																								
128 This account of the political movements and conflicts of 1934-5 is based primarily on Whitney, State 
and Revolution, 122-148, and Tabares del Real, La Revolución del 30, 293-316. 
129 UKL Havana (Watson) despatch 28, March 16, 1935; A3036/228/14, FO 371/18676, UKNA; USE 
Havana (Caffery) embtel 51, March 11, 1935; 837.5045/350, and embtel 59, March 13, 1935, 
837.5045/6162, both in Box 5947, NARA; J.D. Phillips, "Cuba is Paralyzed by General Strike," NYT, 
March 12, 1935, 1, and "Mendieta Breaks the Strike in Cuba," NYT, March 13, 1935, 1. 
130 USE Havana (First Secretary H.F. Matthews) despatch 4690, November 26, 1935; 837.5045/371, box 
5947, NARA. 
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of popular mobilization for good. During the general strike they jailed a thousand labor 

and political activists. Those who survived the violence and avoided arrest were purged, 

as the government dissolved the unions that had led the strike and disbanded the CNOC. 

Cuba's Communists would soon abandon insurrection and adhere to Moscow and the 

world communist movement's new strategy of popular-front anti-fascist coalition politics. 

Guiteras remained defiantly underground in armed opposition, but died in a shootout with 

the army in May 1935, and without him Joven Cuba would dissipate. With labor and the 

insurrectionist left tamed, a five-year Cuban revolutionary process had come to a close. 

 

Conclusion 

The political economy and political discourse of energy during Cuba's "first 

republic" established several themes and patterns that would endure through the second 

republican period (1934-1958) and into the revolutionary era beginning in 1959. Rising 

oil consumption drove the modernization of Cuba's agro-industrial and urban economies, 

as it did throughout much of the North Atlantic world with which Cuba was tightly 

integrated. But the characteristics of a distinctly Cuban oil nationalism began to emerge. 

As multinational oil companies like Shell, Sinclair, and Jersey Standard became vitally 

important parts of Cuba's economic life, they – especially Standard – were seen as both 

foreign and Cuban companies, linking the island to energy sources, capital, and technical 

expertise from abroad, but also making vitally important contributions to the Cuban 

economy as employers, taxpayers, drivers of industrial development, and symbols of 

national progress. Oil had become essential to, and representative of, Cuban modernity. 

Regulation of and intervention in the oil business became one of the means by 
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which those in control of the Cuban state, under successive administrations, sought to 

exercise and extend the state's legitimate authority and advance what officials and 

supporters saw as the national interest against those interests – speculators, foreign 

monopolies, Sumner Welles – accused of working against them. Gerardo Machado, 

Cuba's first developmentalist dictator, had hoped to use state power to promote domestic 

oil production and to stimulate the industry in other ways, but his ambitions for oil-fueled 

economic development and independence were undermined by economic depression, 

political crisis, and the negative effects of his own poorly-conceived decrees.  

The pride that Cubans began to take in their oil-fueled modernization, however, 

was often inflected by a degree of hostility to the perceived exploitative, dishonest, and 

"anti-Cuban" activities of the oil companies, which became targets for a more 

confrontational strain of Cuban nationalism by commentators, politicians, and, in 1933, 

revolutionaries. By making bailout payments to Machado and then allowing the Cuban 

army under Machado and then Batista to operate its facilities, Standard, in particular, and 

the other companies to a lesser degree, acquired a reputation of support for and 

collaboration with the forces of reaction and repression in Cuba. Perceived corruption 

and exploitation in the oil business, however, were by no means the exclusive preserve of 

the multinational firms. Cuban capitalists and state officials themselves were often 

implicated in speculation, rent seeking, and other shady dealings in the energy sector. 

They also shared some of the blame with foreigners for the unfulfilled expectations that 

had been raised by the short-lived oil boom of 1917-20, and for the perception that the oil 

firms earned fabulous profits by charging inflated prices and avoiding taxes.  

Finally, the brief disruption of Cuba's oil supplies during the labor disputes of 
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1933 highlighted the country's energy insecurity. Vulnerable to action by the Cuban oil 

workers "from below" and by foreign bosses and/or U.S. officials "from above," Cuba's 

oil-fueled modernity, in the near total absence of hydrocarbon energy production on the 

island, rested on a precarious foundation.131 At the time, this realization prompted 

Antonio Guiteras and others in the short-lived revolutionary government to briefly look 

to potential alternative sources of supply from Latin American and Soviet state oil 

companies. In the longer term, it would prompt a more vigorous effort to promote the 

search for oil on the island. With the pursuit (or at least the rhetoric) of economic 

development and independence becoming the common denominator of Cuban political 

discourse, oil nationalism and energy insecurity would become ever more central to 

national politics and to Cubans' relations with their oil-rich neighbors in the years ahead.   

																																																								
131 Political scientist Timothy Mitchell argues that the materiality of liquid oil fuels makes oil supplies less 
vulnerable than solid coal to disruption (in his phrasing, "sabotage") by labor. Timothy Mitchell, Carbon 
Democracy: Political Power in the Age of Oil (London: Verso, 2011). Cuba's experience in 1933 and 1935, 
when the unskilled Cuban military was able to maintain oil distribution despite the oil workers' strikes, 
appears to confirm this argument, but only up to a point. It is important to note that these military 
interventions consisted of the relatively unskilled distribution of imported refined products; there is no 
evidence that soldiers attempted to operate the Belot refinery or any producing oil or naphtha wells on the 
island, tasks that were almost certainly beyond their abilities. The contrast with Cuba's experience in 1960, 
when its fuels were produced almost entirely in Cuban refineries from imported crude, making the loyalty 
and skill of the refinery workers vitally important, will be examined in chapters 7 and 8.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
Oil Nationalism Between Extremes: Batista, Mexico, and the United States, 1934-1938 

 
Having helped bring about the ouster of the revolutionary government of Ramón 

Grau San Martín, the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration in 1934 began work to shore 

up the post-revolutionary regime of provisional President Carlos Mendieta and army 

chief Fulgencio Batista, in order to restore political stability and revive Cuba as a market 

for U.S. exports. Burnishing the new regime's nationalist credentials, the two states 

agreed to abrogate the Platt Amendment, removing the legal basis for the kind of overt 

U.S. intervention that FDR had already abjured through the Good Neighbor policy. Grau 

having presided over Cuba's first default, the two governments worked with U.S. banks 

to restructure Cuba's debt, and concluded a new reciprocal trade pact, which stabilized 

Cuba's sugar sector by granting Cuban sugar a reduced tariff and a fixed quota in the U.S. 

market (set annually and unilaterally by the U.S. Congress), and which expanded the 

market for U.S. exports by lowering Cuban duties on many U.S. products.1  

Marxist Cuban historians and U.S. historians influenced by dependency theory 

have highlighted how the reciprocity treaty and tariffs preserved and even deepened 

Cuba's over-reliance on export agriculture, particularly sugar monoculture, and on the 

U.S. market, and hindered Cuba's economic diversification and industrialization.2 

Although U.S. oil companies were expected to be its beneficiaries, the New Deal/Good 

																																																								
1 Jules R. Benjamin, The United States and Cuba: Hegemony and Dependent Development, 1880-1934 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1974): 171-182; Benjamin, "The New Deal, Cuba, and the Rise 
of a Global Foreign Economic Policy," Business History Review 51:1 (Spring 1977): 57-78; Irwin F. 
Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-45 (Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press, 1973): 84-137; Lloyd Gardner, Economic Aspects of New Deal Diplomacy (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1964): 47-63.  
2 Among US-based historians see Benjamin, United States and Cuba, and Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba Under 
the Platt Amendment, 1902-34 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1986): 317-40. For leading 
Cuban scholarship see Oscar Zanetti, Los Cautivos de la Reciprocidad: La Burguesía Cubana y la 
Dependencia Comercial (Havana: Ministerio de Educación Superior, 1989), and Oscar Pino Santos, El 
Asalto a Cuba por la Oligarquía Financiera Yanqui (Havana: Casa de las Américas, 1973). 
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Neighbor approach to Cuba's oil industry offers a partial exception to this story, one in 

which U.S. investment was intended and expected to stimulate Cuban production and 

reduce its reliance on a product (if not on capital and expertise) imported from the U.S., 

and to help diversify Cuba's economy and even facilitate its industrialization.   

Large-scale oil exploration in Cuba, however, required a government willing and 

able to attract considerable foreign investment or to make such an investment itself, or 

both. Oil policy became a means by which Cuba's old political forces, which retained 

considerable influence after 1933, and the disparate constituents of the revolution 

struggled against each other and among themselves to consolidate control of the state and 

to claim the mantle of the Revolution's true heirs and guarantors of the nation's 

development and prosperity. In a transnational contest involving multinational oil 

companies, Cuban workers and consumers, Cuban politicians, and foreign governments 

in Washington, London, and Mexico City, the Cuban state's regulation of the oil business, 

both upstream (in exploration for and production of crude oil) and downstream (in 

refining and marketing of oil products) remained intertwined with larger debates over the 

means of Cuban economic development and the assertion of Cuban nationalism. In a 

period when Mexican oil nationalism seemed to threaten the very existence of the 

American oil empire, contests among different strands of Cuban oil nationalism acquired 

hemispheric significance.    

 
 

False Starts Toward an Oil-Exploration Law 

Throughout Roosevelt's long presidency, Sumner Welles – first as FDR's personal 

envoy in Havana in 1933, then as Assistant Secretary for Latin American Affairs to 1937, 
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and finally as Undersecretary – and his State Department colleagues encouraged oil 

exploration in Cuba. This policy had begun before Gerardo Machado's ouster. In June 

1933, soon after his arrival in Havana, Atlantic Refining Company representatives sought 

Welles' support for their efforts to persuade Machado and the Cuban Congress to pass an 

oil-exploration law that would give Atlantic and other firms sufficient regulatory and 

fiscal assurances to allow them to invest in drilling. Recognizing Cuba's energy problem, 

Welles was sympathetic. "The discovery of petroleum in major quantities would be of 

unquestionable economic value to Cuba," he wrote to Washington. The island's poor 

hydroelectric potential and dependence on imported fuel "obviously is a serious handicap 

to industrial development.... The discovery of petroleum... would not only give some 

additional employment but would give present and future industries the advantage of 

lower-cost fuel." If output exceeded domestic demand, oil could even bring new export 

revenue. Given these benefits, and his mission to stabilize Cuba's economy, Welles 

deemed it "entirely reasonable" to urge Machado to enact a law facilitating oil drilling. 

Presented with the draft law that Atlantic hoped to submit to Congress, however, 

Welles set a pattern of U.S. diplomats' cautious attitude for the next five years. Asking 

for approval to urge Machado and Congress to consult with Atlantic and push the law, 

Welles also asked that U.S. experts verify that Atlantic's draft was fair to Cuba. Made 

wary by recent conflicts in Mexico and elsewhere in Latin America between U.S. oil 

firms and host governments and publics that felt they were getting a bad deal from the 

companies, Welles warned against giving official U.S. support to oil legislation in Latin 

America "in any case where it might be justly claimed that such legislation would result 
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in the accrual of immoderate benefits to the American or other foreign companies."3 It 

was, he argued, "highly desirable" that "such a law should be drafted in such a manner as 

to protect satisfactorily the rights of the Cuban people while at the same time providing 

fair and reasonable guarantees to foreign capital."4 In response to Welles' request for oil 

laws to offer as models for Cuba, the State Department and Atlantic representatives in 

Washington sent Welles a "digest" of recent laws – from the U.S., Iran, Iraq, Venezuela, 

and Colombia, notably omitting Mexico – of varying degrees of generosity to the 

companies and host country, to help inform the drafting of Cuba's law.5 But their arrival 

coincided with the collapse of Machado's and then Céspedes' governments; amidst the 

revolutionary turmoil, neither Welles nor Atlantic raised the matter with Grau.6  

The 1933 revolution did not address oil exploration, but after Grau's ouster in 

January 1934, key revolutionary groups did outline visions for Cuba's oil industry. The 

Communists' April 1934 manifesto called for "all the commanding heights of the 

economy in imperialist hands" to be seized and nationalized, specifically citing railroads, 

sugar mills, public services, and mines – the latter, in Cuban usage, often including both 

combustible and metallic minerals. Standard's refinery and the companies' importing and 

marketing networks were unlikely to escape nationalization, or foreign (and perhaps even 

																																																								
3 US Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana (Chargé d'affaires, a.i. Sumner Welles) Despatch 23, June 2, 1933; 
837.6363/56, Box 5980, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration II, College Park, MD 
[NARA]. All State Department documents in this chapter are from Record Group 59, Central File, 1930-39.  
4 USE Havana (Welles), despatch 50, June 28, 1933; 837.6363/57, Box 5980, NARA. 
5 Department of State [DOS] Division of Latin American Affairs [LA] memorandum of conversation 
[memcon], "Judge Lipscomb of Atlantic Refining Company," with Jefferson Caffery and Laurence 
Duggan, July 12, 1933; DOS (Caffery) despatch 57, July 12, 1933, despatch 63, July 14, 1933, and 
despatch 64, July 14, 1933, to Welles; all in 837.6363/57 and 837.6363/58, Box 5980, NARA; and DOS-
LA (Duggan) despatch 124 to Welles, August 16, 1933; 837.6363/59A, Box 5980, NARA. 
6 USE Havana (Secretary H.F. Matthews) despatch 1244, August 30, 1934, 837.6363/63, box 5981, NARA. 
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Cuban) firms to receive concessions to drill for oil in Cuba, if the Party had its way.7  

Antonio Guiteras' Joven Cuba vowed in its October 1934 manifesto to redeem 

Cuba from "colonialism" and achieve "the complete independence of her economy" and 

politics through a "socialist" and "frankly nationalist" revolution. Land reform, state 

farms, and cooperatives would revolutionize agriculture. Industrial policy would begin 

with the "abolition of the monopolies, beginning with articles of prime necessity," and 

proceed with "socialization of the means of production." Public services would be 

nationalized, and "basic industries" brought under state control or regulated to prevent 

"concentration" by imperialists or monopolists. Foreign-owned oil importing, refining, 

and marketing firms therefore seem certain to have been more strictly regulated, probably 

made to compete with a state firm, and perhaps eventually expropriated and nationalized. 

Upstream, Joven Cuba called for "nationalization of the subsoil resources." In 

what was likely an effort to overturn the effects of Machado's decree 768 (discussed in 

Chapter One), mineral concessions already granted were to be "reviewed" by the state 

and canceled if not brought into production within three years or left idle for two 

thereafter. The rhetoric of "nationalization" and the required drilling activity aside, 

however, the program did not differ substantially from that which José Isaac Corral and 

Clemente Vázquez Bello had proposed, with Machado's support, in 1930. Concessions 

could be granted to private firms incorporated in Cuba, and limited to thirty years, with 

mandatory "participation" by the state, a term that could mean a royalty payment or a 

minority stake. The state could expropriate concessions in the public interest, and declare 

																																																								
7 The manifesto reads: "Para la confiscación y nacionalización de todos los resortes de mando económico 
en manos de los imperialistas (empresas, ferrocarriles, minas, centrales, empresas de servicios públicos, 
bancos, etc.)." José A. Tabares del Real, La Revolución del 30: Sus Dos Ultimos Años (Havana: Editorial 
de Ciencias Sociales, 1973): 282-9.  
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a "National Reserve" over minerals or tracts it did not wish to concede to private firms.8 

Rejecting both Marxism and the "individualism" of the pre-revolutionary order, in 

November 1934 the leaders of the ABC group laid out a capitalist and highly corporatist 

vision for the "Total Renewal of Cuba" through "the cooperation of the classes in the 

service of the nation." Though lacking specifics for the oil industry and most others, they 

set "reconquest for the Cubans of the sources of wealth" on the island as a goal, one best 

accomplished through private enterprise "conditioned to social or collective utility" by 

state oversight.9 The ABC presumably stood by its pledge, stated in its founding 1932 

manifesto, to effect the "rescue of mining property conceded but not exploited."10 

In exile, Grau also lamented that the sources of Cuba's agricultural and industrial 

wealth were mostly property of foreigners. "Cuba should be for the Cubans," Grau stated 

in a series of lectures in 1935, asserting what became the slogan of his Partido 

Revolucionario Cubano–Auténtico (PRC-A). Although his emphasis was on the need for 

land reform and agricultural diversification, Grau did argue that, "Although Cuba has not 

been singled out especially as a mining country, it does possess, however, great riches 

enclosed in its subsoil," citing its production of metals (manganese, copper, and iron) and 

hydrocarbons (asphalt and naphtha). Even as foreign firms monopolized mineral 

concessions, foreign observers tended to downplay Cuba's potential, but "We do not 

share [this] assessment," he stated; "We believe, on the contrary, that this mineral wealth 

of Cuba is to a great extent undeveloped, and that the Cuban State should take the 

																																																								
8 Comité Central de la Organización Joven Cuba, "Programa," October 1934, in Olga Cabrera, ed., Antonio 
Guiteras: Su Pensamiento Revolucionario (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1974): 183-98. 
9 Comité Central del ABC, "Hacia la Cuba Nueva: El ABC Ante la Crisis de la Revolución," in Doctrina 
del ABC: Manifiesto-Programa y Otros Documentos Básicos (Havana: Editorial Cenit, 1942): 39-78.  
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appropriate steps to prevent the subsoil from continuing to pass into foreign hands."11   

Independent U.S. experts also encouraged the development of Cuba's mineral 

wealth. At Mendieta's invitation, the New York-based Foreign Policy Association sent a 

team of academics and experts in economics, public health, and the social sciences to the 

island in mid-1934 to study and then recommend reforms to Cuba's political and 

economic systems. Its economic prescriptions focused heavily on the sugar industry and 

agricultural diversification, believing that Cuba was destined to remain predominantly 

agrarian. But they did conclude that, "it may be possible for private enterprise or the 

government to develop certain industrial and mineral products, at least to a limited 

degree." They recommended that a full geological survey of the island be done (the last 

having been undertaken during the U.S. occupation at the turn of the century), and that 

"in framing new mining legislation, care should be taken not to give a single group any 

monopoly on the right of prospecting, and reserving adequate royalties for the state."12 

Therefore, despite the Communists' hard line, other revolutionary groups 

approached the oil industry (explicitly or implicitly) in ways broadly congruent with 

Vázquez Bello's 1930 oil bill, advocating state intervention to regulate, and possibly 

compete with, private firms, and to stimulate Cuban ones, in order to bring Cuba's 

presumed untapped oil wealth into production for the good of the nation. This suggests 

that in the post-revolutionary 1930s there was much common ground in the oil 

nationalisms of the old-style politicos and of several revolutionary factions on upstream 

matters, despite their differences on downstream oil activity and foreign and domestic 

																																																								
11 Ramón Grau San Martín, La Revolución Cubana Ante América (Mexico City: Ediciones del Partido 
Revolucionario Cubano-Auténtico, 1936): 36-7. 
12 Foreign Policy Association, Problems of the New Cuba: Report of the Commission on Cuban Affairs 
(New York: Foreign Policy Association, January 1935): quote at 483.  
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capital more broadly. U.S. experts, meanwhile, and the State Department's Latin America 

section under Welles's direction, likewise hoped to see Cuba's oil wealth promptly 

brought into production with what they saw as robust guarantees for the interests of the 

Cuban state and public. All parties agreed that the foremost priority was preventing one 

or a few foreign firms from monopolizing and/or blocking development of Cuba's oil 

potential. For a skillful Cuban government, this common ground could provide the basis 

for a state oil policy that could make oil nationalism a source of broad political support. 

As Mendieta and Batista consolidated their power after January 1934, Atlantic 

saw new hope for securing a favorable oil-exploration law. To gain influence with the 

new regime, Atlantic collaborated with Rogelio Díaz Pardo, an investor and former 

Liberal Congressman with ties to Mendieta's circle. Díaz Pardo had been floating a draft 

oil law of his own, and proposed to combine his with Atlantic's and use their joint 

influence to have Mendieta's provisional government – which ruled by decree, with 

Congress dissolved since the Revolution – enact it into law. Word reached the U.S. 

embassy, however, that Díaz Pardo hoped to use Atlantic's influence to help secure what 

Cubans call a "chivo" (goat), or what North Americans call "pork barrel" legislative 

favoritism or graft. Díaz Pardo, it seems, had exploited Machado's Decree 768 to claim 

conditional denouncements over 12 million hectares – three-quarters of Cuba's entire 

national territory – for only nominal fees. The chivo in his bill was to extend all such 

denouncements for five years, with required payment of only 1 centavo per hectare; by 

contrast, new concessions would be limited to 16,000 hectares at one peso each. Díaz 

Pardo would therefore be able to block oil exploration in Cuba except on his vast claims, 
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which he could sell or "farm out" (for a share of the production) to legitimate oil firms.13  

When rumor of Díaz Pardo's scheme and his ties with Atlantic got out, indignant 

independent Cuban newspapers resorted to French to denounce the "scandalous 'affaire'" 

of the "powerful business being done among foreign companies and persons connected in 

official circles to make a mockery of legal rights and obtain a splendid windfall."14 

Calling Díaz Pardo's scheme "embarrassing," Atlantic officers confessed to Jefferson 

Caffery, who had replaced Welles as U.S. ambassador in Havana, that they regretted 

associating with him, as the resulting scandal and public scrutiny were hindering their 

efforts to persuade Mendieta's cabinet to enact a law.15 Atlantic's chief counsel, Joel 

Lipscomb, confided to Caffery that, "He realizes that any oil law may be subject to 

criticism and that if one is passed with some big 'chivo' public opinion might well force 

this or any succeeding government to take measures against the Company."16 And so 

Atlantic began working with the Secretary of Public Works, Enrique Ruíz Williams, to 

draft a clean bill that would curb Díaz Pardo and avoid a backlash against their firm.17  

Spurned by Atlantic, Díaz Pardo instead made a deal with Shell to farm out his 

concessions for a 7.5% royalty, and in November 1934 Shell began collaborating with 

Atlantic and Ruíz Williams on a draft law.18 But by February 1935 Shell changed tactics. 

Betraying Díaz Pardo, it sought to insert a chivo of its own: through a clause that would 

void all previous oil claims and contracts, Shell hoped to push Díaz Pardo off his tracts 

																																																								
13 USE Havana (Caffery) despatch 1405, September 24, 1934, 837.6363/66, Box 5981, NARA. 
14 Original: "Está circulando el rumor insistente, de que está incubando un fuerte negocio entre Compañías 
Extranjeras y personas relacionadas en las esferas oficiales, para burlar derechas y obtener espléndidas 
ganancias." "Con el Petróleo Se Prepara un 'Affaire' Escandaloso," El Crisol, September 24, 1934, 1. 
15 USE Havana (Caffery), despatch 1405, September 24, 1934, op cit.  
16 USE Havana (Caffery) despatch 1452, September 28, 1934; 837.6363/68, Box 5981, NARA. 
17 USE Havana (Matthews) despatch 1627, October 18, 1934; 837.6363/75, Box 5981, NARA. 
18 USE Havana (Matthews) despatch 1850, November 7, 1934; 837.6363/77, Box 5981, NARA. 
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and claim them for itself, avoiding paying him the royalty they had agreed.19 To cover its 

flank, meanwhile, Shell agreed on a joint venture with Jersey Standard, Compañía 

Petrolera "La Estrella," in which Standard held a one-third stake. Shell's manager in 

Cuba, André Poliakoff, confidentially shared the secret portion of the pact with the 

British minister: Standard ceded operational control of Estrella's exploration efforts to 

Shell, and agreed not to conduct any exploration in Cuba on its own; in return, Shell 

would not compete with Standard's Cuban refinery by building one of its own.20 

Caffery was not in touch at this point with Shell or Standard, and believed that 

Atlantic had been naive, but not corrupt, blaming Diáz Pardo alone for the "shady 

dealings." He warned Mendieta to study the matter carefully before signing any decree-

law.21 Affirming to Washington that he would "very much like to see an adequate oil law 

enacted," he worried that "if a corrupt law is enacted at this time, the parties participating 

therein will only be sowing trouble for themselves in the future," once Cuba returned to 

elected government through a constituent assembly, which was supposed to be convened 

within a year. An oil law with "objectionable and dangerous features" decreed by a 

provisional regime, Caffery warned, "would unquestionably become the target for attacks 

in the Constituent Assembly and without a doubt interested American oil companies 

																																																								
19 Shell shared this plan confidentially with Lipscomb of Atlantic Refining, who claimed to find them so 
"disgusting" that he divulged them to the U.S. Embassy. USE Havana (Matthews) despatch 2655, February 
13, 1935, and despatch 2834, March 5, 1934; 837.6363/79 and 837.6363/80, Box 5981, NARA. 
20 United Kingdom Legation [UKL] Havana (Minister Grant Watson) despatch 139 to John Simon (Foreign 
Office [FO] American Department [A]), November 22, 1934; POWE 33/1710, United Kingdom National 
Archives [UKNA]. The stakes in Estrella were 40% for the Royal Dutch/Shell Group, 26.67% for Canadian 
Eagle (a firm in which Shell held a stake), and 33.33% for Jersey Standard. Donnelly to Matthews, 
"Standard Oil Company and Shell-Mex Company," USE Havana memo, July 16, 1937, enclosed in USE 
Havana (Matthews) despatch 9401, July 17, 1937; 837.6363/190, 5981, NARA, and Shell aide-memoire to 
FO-A, "Cuba, Exploration," January 12, 1959; AK1531/1, FO371/139490, UKNA. 
21 USE Havana (Caffery) despatch 1392, September 21, 1934, 837.6363/65, despatch 1429, September 26, 
1934, 837.6363/67, and despatch 1468, September 29, 1934, 837.6363/70, all in Box 5981, NARA. 
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would be criticized severely," and perhaps expropriated or hit with confiscatory taxes.22  

By spring 1935, as Mendieta's public standing declined amidst his government's 

violent repression of labor, both Lipscomb and Caffery began wondering if the oil matter 

was best left to the next, elected government. Laurence Duggan, one of Welles' deputies, 

supported this view. "Vaguely drafted oil legislation has lead to difficulties in a number 

of Latin-American countries" for the U.S. oil companies and government, he reminded 

Welles in May, difficulties "easily avoided in Cuba by the adoption of a sound law to 

begin with." Therefore, Duggan argued, "The matter should be considered carefully and 

leisurely. There appears to be no pressing urgency, and no reason why the Provisional 

Government, which, it is hoped, is bending its energies toward elections, should take up 

this involved matter." Better long-term security via a clean, fair, and democratically 

enacted law, Duggan felt, than short-term gain and long-term conflict via a bad decree.23 

With a wary State Department reluctant to intervene to support a law by decree, 

Atlantic pushed ahead on its own for the rest of 1935. Ruíz Williams and José Isaac 

Corral of the Cuban Bureau of Mines each produced draft laws of their own, and Atlantic 

prepared a composite draft to reconcile the two. Experts at the U.S. Bureau of Mines 

reviewed this draft at the State Department's request, pronounced it generally sound, and 

proposed a few modifications.24 Caffery reported that Atlantic was "not at all pleased" 

with some of the suggestions, which included reducing the maximum area of each 

																																																								
22 USE Havana (Caffery) despatch 1521, October 5, 1934; 837.6363/71, Box 5981, NARA. 
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concession and tightening requirements for drilling within the first five years.25 But after 

more modifications and another review in Washington, Atlantic declared itself ready to 

submit the bill to the cabinet for enactment and requested the embassy's endorsement.26   

The return of electoral democracy to Cuba, however, raised complications. U.S. 

officials had been urging a return to constitutional rule as the way to legitimize the post-

revolutionary order, maintain power in moderate hands, marginalize the revolutionaries, 

and prevent a slide into either renewed civil war or an open Batista dictatorship. Caffery 

worked with Batista to forge a coalition of moderate and pro-U.S. politicians, and the 

elections in January 1936 gave congressional majorities to the three-party coalition 

(Liberal, Unión Nacionalista, Acción Republicana) that they built, with the opposition 

mostly conservative partisans of ex-President Mario G. Menocal. The revolutionary 

groups – Communists, Auténticos, some of the ABC, and Joven Cuba – boycotted and 

won no seats, their leaders mostly in exile, prison, hiding, or the grave. Power remained 

with the Plattist politicians and a new generation cut from the same cloth. Acción 

Republicana chief Miguel Mariano Gómez, Batista and Caffery's candidate and son of 

former President José Miguel Gómez, was elected President, with Federico Laredo Brú of 

the Unión Nacionalista (a member of the short-lived Céspedes cabinet in 1933) as Vice 

President. José Barnet, a diplomat and political nonentity, occupied the provisional 

presidency for the transitional period. Batista, of course, remained the army chief.27   

																																																								
25 USE Havana (Caffery), despatch 4183, October 8, 1935, 837.6363/93, and despatch 4212, October 12, 
1935, 837.6363/94, Box 5981, NARA. 
26 USE Havana (Matthews) despatch 4615, November 19, 1935, 837.6363/100, USE Havana (Caffery) 
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For the companies and State Department the resumption of congressional politics 

raised anew the specters of corruption and nationalist grandstanding that had plagued 

legislative attention to oil matters before the Revolution. Fearing, as they confided to 

Caffery, "that after the inauguration of Congress in April the consideration of such a law 

would be subject to extreme delays and the vagaries of politics," Atlantic hoped to push 

the decree through the provisional government before Congress convened.28 Welles now 

agreed, authorizing Caffery to urge the outgoing cabinet to enact the law itself, adding 

that, "For your confidential information, it is believed that if this matter is not disposed of 

prior to the assumption of office of the new Congress, its resolution may be indefinitely 

delayed, and an inferior law ultimately enacted."29  

Unlike Atlantic, however, Shell and Standard seemed content to sit on their 

concessions indefinitely, were unprepared to start drilling, and did not wish to see a law 

enacted in which they had no voice in drafting. They pressured president-elect Gómez 

and the cabinet to block it, forcing Atlantic, with help from U.S. diplomats in Washington 

and Havana, to hastily negotiate modifications to satisfy Standard. The State Department 

then blessed the revised bill and Caffery urged the provisional cabinet to enact it along 

with a host of other decrees at their final session. However, "Its members were worn out 

and confused by the multitude of legislation which had been under consideration during 

the previous 72 hours," Caffery reported, and so "when suddenly an entirely new (to most 

of them) proposed law was thus injected at the last hour covering so permanent and 

important a matter as oil development, it was naturally viewed with suspicion and 
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28 USE Havana (Caffery) despatch 5216, January 30, 1936; 837.6363/103, Box 5981, NARA. 
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dismay." The caretaker President Barnet "firmly declined to consider the question or to 

affix his signature to the law if passed, stating that he felt that jamming through such a 

bill at the last hour could not but raise a 'serious public scandal.'" Batista, when asked by 

Caffery to intervene, also cautiously ruled in favor of further study of the bill, pledging as 

consolation, however, "to use his influence in Congress to obtain its early enactment."30   

The return to elected government did, indeed, bring delays, heightened economic 

nationalism, and renewed pursuit of graft. In May 1936 Díaz Pardo renewed his efforts to 

extend his conditional denouncements, reaching out to a powerful senator, Ramón Zaydín 

of Acción Republicana, who had been tasked by President Gómez (his brother-in-law) 

with reviewing the oil legislation. Caffery's deputy H. Freeman Matthews reported that 

Atlantic's manager in Cuba, Charles Ford, told him that "Zaydín is known to be desirous 

of 'improving his financial situation' and would, [Ford] fears, attempt to derive some 

personal benefit from the enactment of the oil law."31 The Liberal Senator Miguel Calvo 

Tarafa also approached Atlantic and hinted at providing legislative service for personal 

gain.32 Caffery personally urged the cabinet and congressional leaders in May and June to 

take up and pass an honest and comprehensive oil law, and advised against extending the 

conditional denouncements in light of their controversial origins in Machado's decree and 

the likelihood that their extension would slow the law's passage and harm its public 

perception.33 But no progress was made. By November, Gómez's Agriculture Secretary 
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José Gómez Mena had produced a new draft of his own, one that imposed higher taxes, 

more burdensome state-reserve provisions, and stiffer requirements for employing Cuban 

technicians and labor than in earlier drafts, eliciting complaints from the oil companies.34  

By late 1936, therefore, North Americans' fears about the complicating effects of 

even a circumscribed and neo-Plattist electoral democracy were proving well founded. 

Atlantic's draft law had been delayed for six months amid official inaction and pursuit of 

graft, and now competed with Gómez Mena's less favorable draft. Atlantic was ready to 

drill within weeks of a satisfactory law being enacted, with full support from the U.S. 

government. But Cuban politics again fell into turmoil. President Gómez proved too 

independent for Batista's liking, resisting the military's extension into Cuban social and 

educational affairs and refusing to defer to the army chief on political matters. Batista 

forced a showdown in December 1936 and put aside all pretence of civilian autonomy, 

engineering Gómez's impeachment by Congress and elevating the more pliable Laredo 

Brú to the presidency. Batista's political dominance and presidential aspirations were now 

undeniable.35 The future of the oil industry, and much else, in Cuba was now his to chart. 

 

Oil and Batista's Populist Turn 

Recent scholarship on Batista emphasizes that he always saw himself as the 

architect and steward of the September 4, 1933 revolution and not, as critics alleged, its 

betrayer or suppressor. "Many want to forget that I am the chief of a constructive social 

revolution, and see me as a mere watch-dog of public order," he reminded the Havana 
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Post in June 1937.36 Batista had made his initial foray into social policy in 1936 by 

creating a network of rural schools staffed by sergeant-teachers, a program that won him 

public acclaim and precipitated his conflict with the jealous Gómez. With the willing 

Laredo Brú as his civilian figurehead, Batista transformed himself from a military 

strongman and the iron fist of U.S. and Cuban capitalists in 1934-5 into a populist, even 

social-democratic nationalist and elected civilian president by late 1940, maintaining his 

support among conservative Cubans and U.S. interests while also gaining the backing of 

many of those he had once suppressed, chiefly organized labor and the Communists. The 

key to Batista's transformation and achievement of elected office was his promotion of a 

corporatist program that sought to balance the goals and reconcile the conflicts between 

capital and labor, business and the public, and Cuban and foreign interests, and that 

embraced many of the goals and policies of the revolutionary coalition of 1933.37 Though 

existing scholarship on the Colonel's populist turn has wholly overlooked it, Batista's oil 

policies were a key element in building his new political identity and electoral base. This 

becomes clear when examining Batista's personal interventions in the drafting and 

passage of Cuba's first comprehensive oil-exploration law between January 1937 and 

May 1938, and his and Laredo Brú's actions in 1937 to regulate gasoline prices.  

When the dust settled after Batista defenestrated Gómez in December 1936, U.S. 
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officials and Atlantic Refining Company officers approached Laredo Brú and Batista 

hoping to move forward with the oil legislation. Most of the conditional denouncements 

filed under Decree 768 had by now expired, removing a major obstacle to the law's 

passage by rendering moot speculative claims like those of Díaz Pardo. In January 1937 

Atlantic's manager in Cuba, Charles Ford, met with Laredo and Batista, as did 

Ambassador Caffery, who reported that Ford had "found the President both well posted 

on the subject and apparently quite interested in the question of oil legislation." Batista, 

for his part, had "displayed considerable interest in the possibilities of oil development in 

Cuba, both from the Government revenue standpoint and from the expected increased 

employment," while discussing the matter with Caffery. During a 45-minute session with 

Ford, "Batista asked a number of pertinent questions" regarding state revenues to be 

derived from taxes and royalties and regarding the prospects for employment of Cuban 

laborers and technicians, and then pledged to study Atlantic's latest draft law carefully.38  

In early 1937, however, Batista and Laredo's main preoccupation with Cuba's oil 

industry was not with its "upstream" (exploration and production) side, but rather 

"downstream," in the marketing of oil products. Controversy erupted in late January over 

retail gasoline prices, pitting Standard, Shell, and Sinclair against much of the Cuban 

press and public opinion. Automobile ownership remained beyond the reach of the vast 

majority of Cuba's four million people; in 1935 there were 17,728 automobiles in Cuba, 

half of which were for private use and the rest for-hire, commercial, or official vehicles.39 

Beyond the small car-owning elite, however, gasoline prices affected Cubans through the 

cost of public transportation on buses (which were gasoline-fueled in this period) and 
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taxis and in the cost of goods transported by truck. Taxi and bus drivers were also a 

powerful and well-organized constituency, able to influence political events by disrupting 

public transportation, as seen in the 1933 and 1935 general strikes. This controversy 

therefore gave Batista a chance to buttress his government's nationalist and populist 

credentials as champion of the Cuban public interest against the foreign oil companies. 

The controversy arose from a price war in 1936 between the three large oil firms 

and the upstart Galena Oil Corporation. Founded with U.S. and Cuban capital, Galena 

entered the Cuban market by selling imported gasoline at prices well below the 31¢ per 

gallon that gas stations affiliated with Standard, Shell, and Sinclair had been charging for 

some time in Havana (distribution costs added up to 5¢ more to prices in the provinces). 

The three established firms responded by cutting their own prices to as low as 25¢. After 

Standard bought out Galena, the three raised prices, first to 27¢, and then, in late January 

1937, to 29¢, evoking what the U.S. embassy 

called "a storm of protest" by consumers, 

especially Havana's taxi drivers, "which has been 

played up in the local press."40  

Even the conservative Diario de la Marina, 

normally sympathetic to business and U.S. 

interests, denounced the "violent and abusive" 

action by "aggressive and extortionist 

enterprises." Reporting that Laredo had ordered 

the commerce department to investigate the 
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matter, and in the meantime frozen prices at 27¢ – with Batista's army and police to 

enforce that price – the paper applauded this "defense of the collective interest" against 

the "extortionist monopoly." In the accompanying editorial cartoon, Liborio, the plucky 

avatar of the humble and righteous Cuban people, confronts a capitalist caricature 

representing "The Gasoline Trust" [Figure 2].41  

Mindful that Gómez's perceived inattention to ordinary Cubans' economic woes 

had facilitated his impeachment, Batista and Laredo saw a chance to position themselves 

as defenders of the consuming public, and they reaped political rewards for the state's 

intervention. H. Freeman Matthews – in charge of the U.S. embassy for much of the year, 

as Caffery rotated out in March and was replaced in September by J. Butler Wright – 

reported that the government's action in freezing prices at 27¢ and ordering an 

investigation "has been received with great popularity."42 Cuba's largest buyer of 

gasoline, the powerful Cooperativa de Ómnibus Aliados bus cooperative, praised "the 

civil and military authorities" for their "prompt and appropriate [oportuna] action."43 In 

early February the cabinet took a page from Grau and Guiteras' revolutionary book, 

decreeing that prices of "articles of prime necessity," including gasoline, could be raised 

only with official approval.44 In the meantime Havana's lead prosecutor charged the three 

firms with collusion; an investigating judge ordered them to submit documents to justify 

their pricing practices; and the Treasury Secretary announced his own investigation.45 

 The oil companies denied the collusion allegations and insisted that the price rise 
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was economically justified, as they had been selling at a loss. On January 29 they 

privately agreed with the cabinet to obey the 27¢ price ceiling for two weeks, to give the 

government time to verify this claim and to prepare public opinion for a permanent price 

rise. But the cabinet delayed taking action, allowing the furor in the press to go on.46 On 

February 24 Standard and Sinclair took out separate, full-page advertisements in major 

newspapers to defend themselves. At a retail price of 27¢, they claimed, they were losing 

from 4¢ to 6¢ per gallon. Stating that the firm "cannot remain silent against the judgment 

of the press," Standard's ad explained that a gallon of gasoline could be produced in the 

US and shipped to Havana for between 5.8¢ and 6.1¢. Handling and administrative costs 

in Cuba added 4.5¢; the gas stations' mark-up was 4¢; and Cuban taxes were 17¢. Thus, 

Standard's break-even retail price in Havana was around 31.5¢.47 Sinclair made a similar 

case, and added a patriotic and developmentalist aspect, arguing that prices "must rise if 

the oil industry is to continue to exist and be an important factor in the commercial and 

economic development of Cuba." Sinclair's employees, 88% of them Cubans, and Cuba's 

tax revenue, to which Sinclair had contributed $2.6 million in 1936, would be "seriously 

affected" if Sinclair shut down its loss-making gasoline business, the ad warned.48  

The firms' appeals to economic logic and developmentalist nationalism fell on 

deaf ears, however, amid a rising tide of statist and nationalist pressure from Cuban labor 

– chiefly the drivers' unions – the press, and the Cuban Congress. Stating in early March 

that "the entire Cuban press has fought against the proposed price rise, and denounced, 

furthermore, the formation of a 'trust' of the firms exploiting that business in our 
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country," and citing various reports that the oil companies' profits on gasoline sales alone 

were up to $4 million per year, Senator Zaydín introduced a motion to create a powerful 

Senate commission to oversee and regulate the oil industry. The commission was to 

determine if the three firms had colluded to fix prices. But it was to go much farther, to 

study also the feasibility of creating a state refining and marketing company to compete 

with private firms. It was also to study the formation of a state "Petroleum Institute" with 

regulatory power to ensure competition, uniform standards for products and services, 

"reasonable but not excessive profits" for the oil firms, "fair prices" for consumers, and 

sound wages, benefits, and working conditions for employees across the industry, and to 

help bring about the "redistribution of profits between capital and labor."49   

The taxi drivers' union, the Omnibus Aliados union, and other labor spokesmen 

delivered a statement to the Secretary of Commerce in late March, arguing that the price 

hike was unjustified and urging the government to carefully investigate "manipulations" 

of prices by importers and retailers "who abusively exploit this trade." They, too, called 

for the state to enter the oil business, arguing that, "Cuba, through treaties and 

commercial agreements ...can compete with and cancel out the gasoline companies" by 

establishing a state-owned refinery and acquiring oil "in great quantities from Venezuela 

and other countries that produce it and want to supply it to our nation."50  

Even President Laredo's former Liberal Party, still burdened by its past 

associations with the Machado dictatorship and U.S. business interests, took a statist and 

nationalist line. In April the party newspaper El Heraldo Liberal attacked the companies 

and called for the state to take over Cuba's oil industry. The firms selling fuel products in 
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Cuba "have nothing Cuban in them [no tienen nada de cubanas]," the paper stated, 

except their poorly-paid laborers. It called on Congress to mandate a 25¢ price ceiling all 

over the island, in effect lowering prices in the provinces to match those decreed in 

Havana. "But more than any other measure," the paper went on, "the government should 

decide to establish a national oil monopoly, as Spain, Bolivia, Argentina, and Mexico 

have already done [sic]." The paper's arguments were strategic, given oil's vital role in the 

national economy, as well as economic and patriotic: 

Oil and its derivatives... are a public service. Without oil there are no functioning 
electric plants; no sugar harvest; no streetcars, no automobiles, no buses, no 
trucks, no boats, no railroads. A basic prudence, a rudimentary foresight, counsels 
the Government to control these articles that are so indispensible for the 
development of the country's commercial activities. With a national oil monopoly, 
while taking hold of an instrument that should not be in foreign hands, the 
government could make fuel cheaper and obtain for its own benefit the fantastic 
profits that now run like a river of gold toward foreign banks.51 
 

The author's premise, however, was not accurate. Of these countries only Bolivia 

had a true vertically integrated state-owned oil monopoly at the time, having expropriated 

Jersey Standard's upstream activities and established a state importing and marketing 

monopoly one month earlier. The Spanish state was expanding its 30% stake in a national 

monopoly otherwise controlled by private Spanish banks. Mexico's embryonic Petromex 

and Argentina's established Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales competed with private 

firms in production and marketing.52 As in 1933, these allusions, and the unions' 

invocation of Venezuelan oil in the absence of a state oil company there, suggest that 

their authors' desire to exit the orbit of the oil multinationals coincided with ignorance or 
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over-estimation of the condition of the state oil sector in the wider Hispanophone world. 

As in previous public controversies and journalistic attacks on the oil companies, 

there may also have been more to the newspapers' editorial lines than meets the eye. 

Commenting to Washington on the Liberal editorial, Matthews pointed out that the oil 

firms had not recently placed paid advertisements in that paper as they had in other major 

dailies.53 Indeed, after Sinclair and Standard had paid for the ad campaigns examined 

above, both El Mundo and Diario de la Marina toned down their criticism and accepted 

that the companies were losing money at the current retail price. The Marina warned 

against rash action by the state, and called for a calm and deliberate examination of the 

issue, in which the voices of the companies and consumers, as well as the drivers' unions, 

would be heard.54 El Mundo started to blame excessive taxes for the high prices.55 Even 

if, as Matthews suggested, some of the hostile and statist rhetoric elsewhere in the press 

(and perhaps also in Congress) arose at least partly from a cynical effort to extort money 

from the oil companies, it is likely that this rhetoric still shaped the terms of the debate 

and Cuban public opinion more broadly. Matthews acknowledged that the oil companies 

had "placed themselves in a very vulnerable position with respect both to the Government 

and the public" by selling at lower prices for months to undercut Galena.56 

Despite meeting frequently with Cuban officials in February and March, the oil 

firms' management eventually lost patience as the cabinet delayed its oft-promised 

resolution. On direct orders from their headquarters, all three firms summarily raised 

prices to 29¢ on April 19. Matthews anticipated that the move "may well provoke a storm 
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of public protest, and it can hardly fail to be regarded... as an open attempt on the part of 

the oil companies to 'defy' the Cuban Government."57 Standard's vice president in Cuba, 

Dalton Hayes, visited him to request diplomatic assistance "in forestalling any possible 

Government action" against the companies, and in "impress[ing] upon the Cuban 

authorities that the companies are determined to continue with the present increase" and 

then raise prices to 31¢ in the future. Hayes told Matthews that "if the Government takes 

measures to prevent the sale of gasoline at the new figure all three companies will 

withdraw from their Cuban business," leaving Cuba with no gasoline. Up to a point, 

Matthews sympathized with the companies, who "have exercised considerable patience 

over the last three months," he felt, by continuing to sell at a loss. However, he chastised 

Hayes and the others for escalating matters and ignoring his earlier offers to intercede.58 

While continuing to confront the companies publicly, the Cuban government 

began to seek an accommodation. Standard's boss in Cuba, J.A. Alonso, was summoned 

at 1:30 AM on April 20 to negotiate on behalf of all three firms with Secretary of State 

Juan Remos (a fact that seems to further confirm the firms' collusion). Hayes later told 

Matthews that Remos had told Alonso "that he [Remos] had been discussing the situation 

with Colonel Batista and that the latter was much annoyed at the companies" for breaking 

negotiations and raising prices without warning. Remos asked them to forbear on raising 

prices and instead resume their press campaign justifying the increase, and "categorically 

promised that, if the companies would do this, at Friday's [April 23] Cabinet meeting the 

Government would definitely issue a statement authorizing the price increase." But the 
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companies refused, not trusting Remos and the cabinet to keep this latest promise.59  

According to Matthews, Remos prevailed upon the Cuban press not to comment 

against the latest price rise. But the gag order either failed or was soon lifted in order to 

pressure the companies, and the front page of Información on April 22 denounced the 

"clear and obvious collusion" by "the Gasoline Trust" in jointly threatening to cut off 

Cuba's gasoline. The paper argued that national honor was at stake, and that "the 

Government must act energetically in this unprecedented case" by overturning the 

"abusive price," by force if necessary.60 The Marina, more soberly, remarked that, "the 

matter gives all the appearances of a challenge," to be met with "zeal and energy."61 

The companies and the government appeared to dig in. The cabinet met on April 

22 and announced that it "cannot accept" the companies' "non-fulfillment" of their 

understanding not to raise prices until the official investigation had finished, omitting that 

it was two months late in doing so.62 Hayes reiterated to Matthews that the firms' head 

offices were "absolutely determined not to sell another gallon" at less than 25¢ wholesale 

(29¢ retail), and were prepared to suspend gasoline sales entirely.63 The affair, Hayes 

acknowledged, had become "a gigantic game of bluff."64 Given its public statements and 

the attitude of the Cuban press, Matthews observed, "The Government will find it 

difficult to agree to the price increase without a serious loss of prestige."65  

Prestige, indeed, seemed to be the government's chief concern. Laredo and Remos 
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visited the embassy on April 26; as Matthews reported, Laredo "was obviously perplexed 

and desirous of reaching a solution which would cause the least possible embarrassment 

to the Government. He said he merely wanted 'advice' and asked whether I thought the 

companies were actually losing the sums stated," as he distrusted the figures they had 

submitted. In response, Matthews wrote, "I told President Laredo Brú that, while I did not 

approve of the tactics and methods the American concerns had followed, I did feel that 

they are, in fact losing substantial sums.... I indicated that I did not believe they could 

continue to undergo such a loss and that if they stopped selling in the Cuban market and a 

shortage of gasoline ensued a very delicate and difficult situation, both for his 

Government and for the companies, would ensue." Both Cubans, he reported, "supported 

my view that a definite solution should be reached immediately." Matthews, Laredo Brú, 

and Remos worked out a compromise, which the companies accepted: they would raise 

the wholesale price they charged the service stations from 23¢ to 25¢ per gallon, but the 

retailers' margin would be cut from 4¢ to 3¢, for a new retail price in Havana of 28¢, until 

Congress conducted an investigation and authorized prices to rise further. 

Matthews was "pleased" by the settlement and took credit for breaking the 

impasse by suggesting the cut in the retailers' margin. Pointing out that the crux of the 

problem still lay in Cubans' lack of trust in the companies' cost declarations, he suggested 

to Hayes that they urge the government to have Cuba's embassy in Washington obtain 

data on wholesale costs of oil products in the U.S. and freight costs to Cuba and share 

this data with Congress and the public.66 Assistant Secretary Welles, however, did not 

approve of Matthews' offers to intervene, since the Cuban government's regulation of gas 

prices "is, in my judgment, most decidedly a matter in which we should not interfere." 
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Welles' motive was pragmatism about public opinion as much as respect for Cuban 

sovereignty. Given the oil firms' reputation for price-fixing in the U.S. and in Cuba, "For 

it to be recognized in Cuba that representatives of the United States Government were 

intervening in behalf of the oil companies would create a highly unfortunate impression." 

He ordered Matthews to take no further action without prior approval from Washington.67 

While handing off to Congress, the Laredo-Batista government reasserted its 

populist credentials. In his message to Congress explaining the matter and calling for an 

inquiry, Laredo justified the state's intervention in social terms, invoking "the clear need 

for the State to exercise the tutelary function inherent in its social ends" by regulating the 

oil business in order to reconcile "the legitimate interests of the companies with those of 

the consuming public." Given oil's irreplaceable role fueling the nation's transportation 

and industry, Laredo argued, it was impossible "to defer to the economic law of supply 

and demand" since in the global market and especially in Cuba, a few large firms "could 

arrive at an understanding to avoid free competition ...or to fix a willful [desconsiderado] 

price for fuel, with evident prejudice to the interests of the consuming public."68 In 

populist, post-revolutionary Cuba, consumers' access to gasoline at a fair price was now 

seen as a socially significant matter of state, and not of the unfettered market.    

Laredo's message spoke of the "urgent necessity" of resolving the matter. But 

whether due to legislators' lethargy or distraction, or a deliberate effort to delay so as to 

let passions cool or even bury the matter entirely, Congress showed no urgency to act, 

beyond making speeches against the oil companies in the usual, general terms. Submitted 

on May 4, Laredo's message was not read into the record for three weeks, at which point 
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no procedure or schedule for the investigation was set.69 Meanwhile the executive 

branch's inquiry commission, appointed in February, lay dormant into October.70  

Exasperated, the companies complained to the new U.S. ambassador J. Butler 

Wright that their several appeals to Batista and Laredo had failed to yield a solution.71 

Finally the firms' presidents wrote to both men on December 11, expressing "regret" at 

the government's diffidence: the cabinet's commission had begun meeting again in early 

October "after an apparent recess of eight months," but had not even set a date for its 

report, much less issued it, even though all the necessary information was either available 

to Cuban diplomats in the U.S. or from the companies in Cuba. They informed Laredo 

and Batista that they were raising prices by 3¢, to 31¢ per gallon (the rate before the 

Galena price war), "which even then does not cover our cost."72 Another round of outrage 

ensued, as the press denounced the companies' "open rebellion."73 Batista assured the 

public that the cabinet would resolve the issue promptly, and on December 20 it assented 

to a price rise, but only to 29.5¢ per gallon in Havana. Laredo again urged Congress to 

resolve the matter by legislation.74 The U.S. embassy did not intervene, but reported that 

the public accepted the new provisional price "without undue agitation."75  

The significance of this year-long controversy over gasoline prices lies in its 

confirmation of the continuing public hostility to Standard, Shell, and Sinclair, and more 

importantly in its role in expanding the Cuban state's intervention in the economy and in 
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exemplifying Batista's populist turn. The long-awaited government inquiry concluded in 

January 1938 that the three companies had, indeed, acted as a virtual monopoly to collude 

in fixing gasoline prices, and determined via comparison with U.S. prices that gasoline in 

Cuba was artificially expensive. Over the objections of the island's business community, 

expressed in free-market organs such as Cuba Económica y Financiera, Laredo requested 

and received from Congress permanent authority for the executive to fix price ceilings on 

gasoline and other "articles of prime necessity," taking into account the interests of 

consumers and data submitted by the companies in sworn declarations.76 From this point 

until the oil industry's total nationalization in 1960, the gasoline business in Cuba would 

be, as before, an oligopoly in which a few multinational firms collaborated to fix prices, 

but they would do so from now on in concert with and supervised by the Cuban state. 

Batista and Laredo had successfully positioned their government as the people's 

champion, taking enhanced powers to supervise and intervene in Cuba's economy for the 

public interest, though without going so far as to expropriate (or even, apparently, punish) 

any oil firm, create a state oil company, or cause friction with Washington, which 

assented to the state's new role. Batista, whose influence on the gasoline issue was mostly 

offstage, would be at the forefront of a similar approach to resolving the long-awaited oil 

exploration law. While publicly confronting Standard, Shell, and Sinclair over gas prices, 

Batista and his closest advisors worked closely with them and with Atlantic to draft and 

secure passage of this law. Even more than the gasoline issue, the history of the upstream 

law shows how Batista used a populist but pro-business oil nationalism to build his 

electoral base among both conservatives and the Cuban left, and to assert his (and Cuba's) 
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independence from US control without alienating Washington or US business interests. 

Batista tasked his close friend, Agriculture Secretary Amadeo López Castro, with 

overseeing the oil law's drafting. López Castro impressed José Isaac Corral – still the 

Director of the Bureau of Forests, Mines, and Waters within the Agriculture Department 

– with his "fertile enthusiasm" for developing Cuba's mineral resources. Corral used the 

platform of the official Boletín de Minas (revived, with López Castro's blessing, after an 

eight-year hiatus due to budget constraints) to rekindle enthusiasm for Cuba's mining and 

oil prospects and to stress the need for legislative action. "The indications that oil 

deposits exist in our subsoil, in promising quantities, are stronger [más vehementes] all 

the time," he wrote in April 1937, pointing to Atlantic and Shell's large denouncements 

and recent geophysical studies. Production of oil and other minerals, he wrote, "can 

contribute efficiently to financing the nation's economic structure, as it is a source of 

wealth that positively exists in reality, but one that finds itself in need of legal injections 

to awaken it from the inactivity in which it lies prostrate, due to the defective form of the 

concessions granted that lack any sort of obligation to the State and to the nation." There 

was, Corral argued, an "urgent necessity for the National Congress to pass laws that 

promote their development, and that concede to the State a just participation in the value 

of the minerals enclosed in the subsoil," doing away with the problems of speculation and 

dormant concessions by imposing drilling requirements and annual surface taxes of 

sufficient rigor that "those who took said concessions in the name of mere speculation or 

cornering the market [acaparamiento] would definitely abandon them."77 

In May, López Castro worked with Corral, Atlantic executives, and Cuba's 
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ambassador to Washington, Pedro Martínez Fraga, to produce a revised draft.78 Martínez 

Fraga told Matthews that Laredo Brú was "enthusiastically" in favor and ready to submit 

it to Congress immediately. But Batista, although "quite favorably disposed toward the 

bill," was "desirous of giving it more detailed study before definitely approving it."79  

Batista's caution was politically prudent. Having just contained the furor over 

gasoline prices and won public acclaim through Laredo's message to Congress, Batista 

and his civilian partners were well aware that the oil business was a hot-button nationalist 

issue. In May and June the Diario de la Marina ran editorials urging the government to 

be firm with the oil companies when revising Cuba's exploration laws. The series 

criticized the "negligent policy" of successive Cuban governments regarding the oil 

companies' exploration activities, the state having failed to require any technical reports 

on their activities or send Cuban engineers to join in and learn from their work. The 

Cuban state, the editorials lamented, had been guilty of "a disconcerting passivity" 

toward promoting and supervising oil exploration, despite oil's vital role in modern life.80    

The physical and imagined geography of oil exerted logic of its own, producing 

confidence in Cuba's oil prospects. "70 percent of the world's oil is produced within the 

geographic arc constituted by Florida, Louisiana, Texas, Mexico, certain of the Lesser 

Antilles, Venezuela, Trinidad and our Republic," one of the editorials pointed out. "We 

are, in effect, the only ones not to concern ourselves so far with finding out if this 

treasure is buried in the bowels of the nation. Is there oil in Cuba? Let's find out." The 

supposed "correspondence" between Cuba's Jurassic and other geological strata and those 

of its oil-producing neighbors, and "manifestations like asphalt and other liquid and 
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gaseous hydrocarbons [especially those at Motembo and Bacuranao] make us, and the 

technicians, confident in the existence of petroleum in the national subsoil." For these 

reasons, Atlantic, Shell, and others had done extensive surveys, and were ready to begin 

commercial production once a law was passed to regulate and protect their investments.81  

In revising the oil legislation, the paper argued, the government should study how 

Venezuela, Argentina, and especially Mexico had "defended the public patrimony" of 

their oil resources against undue foreign exploitation.82 Through an appropriate law, 

Cuba could extract "advantages" from the companies and develop the country "on the 

basis of equity and collaboration" with them. As a contrast it evoked the colonial past, 

warning that overly generous concession terms and lax regulation would leave Cuba 

underdeveloped, exploited by the "monopolies," and "condemned, in the immediate 

future, to the languid and squalid life of a colonial trading post [factoría]."83 

While the conservative press pushed for the state to be firm in regulating and 

taxing private oil companies, others in summer 1937 went further still, urging the state to 

compete with them as well. In addition to the several projects for a state oil company 

analyzed above, which focused on downstream activity, there was also the bill introduced 

to the House of Representatives in June by the Liberal Tomás Galdós, to regulate the 

upstream side of Cuba's oil industry. Reminiscent of Vázquez Bello's 1930 oil bill, the 

Galdós bill declared Cuba's oil deposits to be a "public utility" under the "absolute 

dominion of the state," which could grant concessions to private firms domiciled in Cuba, 

for a maximum of thirty years, reserving 20% of the concession area for the state and 

exacting a 10% royalty (with a further 2% for the landowner). The Galdós bill went still 
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further, however, by also proposing to create a Compañía Nacional del Petróleo de Cuba 

through sale of $150 million in shares to the public, to engage in all aspects of the oil 

business on its own account, and to support the work of privately-held Cuban oil firms. 

The law's premises and goals give further insight into the state of oil nationalist 

discourses at this pivotal moment in Cuba's oil industry. The bill stated that the history of 

commercial production at Motembo and Bacuranao, the opinions of Cuban and U.S. 

geologists, and foreign firms' denouncement of large concessions were all "evidence of 

the existence in our subsoil of great quantities of petroleum, a magnificent reality for 

Cuba, [and] ...sign of the important role that our country is called to play very soon on the 

oil industry scene." Confident in Cuba's oil prospects, the bill argued that Cuba "should 

adopt measures leading toward the rational nationalization of this natural resource, to 

avoid its total monopolization by very few firms, and to... stimulate, facilitate, and even 

obligate the drilling of wells that will put into circulation this wellspring of wealth in the 

shortest possible time." The "nationalization" envisioned, though, was not a state 

monopoly over Cuba's oil. Rather, it would "bring into concert three interests: that of the 

State, owner of the mineral substance; the landowner [above the concession]; and of the 

entrepreneur, owner of the capital, that is, the basic instrument to bring about exploitation 

of the mineral substance, in a way that proportionally benefits these three entities."84    

Indeed, the ubiquity of the term "nationalization" in the discourse around Cuba's 

oil potential in the years after the 1933 revolution highlights both the commonalities and 

the divergences among the various views of and projects for Cuba's upstream oil sector. 

Cubans of all political stripes – from the Communists, Joven Cuba, and the ABC in their 
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1934 manifestoes, to Grau on his 1935 lecture tour, to the old-style politicos and their 

offspring in the congressional parties and the Laredo-Batista government, to the liberal 

and conservative press – shared the belief that Cuba had great promise as an oil producer, 

and that the island's oil deposits were property of the nation and should be brought into 

production as soon as possible, for the betterment and development of the nation as a 

whole. All, furthermore, believed that the Cuban state should play a more active role in 

promoting the rapid development of Cuba's oil resources, and, in most cases, in the 

downstream sector as well. They differed among themselves, though, or were as yet 

uncommitted, on the precise role the state should play. Should Cuba's oil resources be 

developed only by a state monopoly; by a state oil firm working in parallel to private 

concessionaires; or by private firms (foreign or only Cuban?), under sufficiently rigorous 

state regulation and intervention to ensure rapid development of the industry and fair 

distribution of the benefits among capital, labor, and the public? 

These sort of fundamental questions were in play beyond the oil industry in the 

summer of 1937. In July Batista unveiled his sweeping "Three-Year Plan" (Plan Trienal), 

a legislative package for developing and reordering Cuba's economy along corporatist 

and social-democratic lines. Calling it the "Three Hundred-Year Plan," skeptics argued 

that its goals (many of them venerable reformist and leftist ambitions) were beyond the 

means of Cuba's sclerotic economy – still plagued by high unemployment, low sugar 

prices, and public debt – to finance, and exceeded the proper reach of a government 

produced by boycotted elections. But for Batista, the plan set his agenda heading into the 

constituent assembly elections that he was expected to call in 1938 and for his ensuing 

presidential candidacy. Rights and benefits for labor – a minimum wage, eight-hour day, 
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paid vacation, severance, health insurance, pensions, and maternity leave – were 

guaranteed or enhanced. A major "Sugar Coordination Law" brought the new national 

association of colonos (cane farmers) into a corporatist arrangement with the mill-owners 

association and the sugar workers union, with the state coordinating the fixing of prices, 

wages, and production quotas and the allocation of profits among these three. An agrarian 

reform was proposed to give campesinos title to unused land and group them into 

cooperatives. State subsidies for inputs and machinery were to promote diversification of 

agriculture. To diversify the economy, it proposed a national bank and development fund, 

a merchant marine and fishing fleet, and a stimulus for the mining industry.85 

Batista made the discovery and production of oil in Cuba – another long-held but 

elusive Cuban goal – a key piece of this national-development vision. "Batista has 

personally informed me that the new oil law is one of the important items in his famous 

Three Year Plan," Matthews reported after a meeting with the colonel on July 8. Given 

oil's sordid history and reputation in Cuba, however, Batista remained cautious: "He 

added that... unfortunately Congressional appetites, at the thought of possible personal 

gain, had been whetted. A number of Congressmen, he indicated, feel that they should 

receive personal compensation from interested oil concerns for their votes in favor of an 

oil law. For this reason, he said, and to avoid any possible allegations of 'chivo' he 

planned to appoint [a] commission" of officials and technocrats to study the matter and 

hold open public hearings before they drafted the bill and submitted it to Congress.86  

Batista's appointments to the fifteen-member commission reflect the importance 
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of the law and his intent to build broad support for it. Its chair was López Castro, Batista's 

right-hand man on economic matters, well respected as Agriculture Secretary and also the 

author of the Sugar Coordination Law. Joining him were three Representatives, including 

Galdós, and two Senators, representing all the main government and opposition parties in 

Congress, though not the abstentionist ABC, PRC-A, or Communists. The technocrats 

were Miguel Villa, a professor and president of the Cuban Society of Engineers; Antonio 

Calvache, a geologist in the Society; Eduardo Montoulieu and Enrique Ruíz Williams, 

veterans of the Public Works department with an interest in oil; and Corral of the Bureau 

of Mines. The companies – Shell (speaking for Estrella and Standard), Sinclair, Atlantic, 

and the Cuban-owned Motembo naphtha firms – were represented by their Cuban 

lawyers, Batista insisting that only Cubans be on the commission.87 As in the past, Ford 

and other Atlantic executives gave U.S. diplomats regular updates on the process, often 

passing along internal first-hand reports from their delegate, the lawyer Jorge Cubas. 

Matthews reported that López Castro privately told Ford that he would support 

the draft that they had drawn up with Corral "'on all points except where Colonel Batista 

has expressed a desire for modification' and that he would recommend certain changes 

suggested by Batista in those instances." With voters no doubt in mind, Batista intervened 

to enhance the benefits to Cuban workers, citizens, and the state.88 Batista – who was 

then seeking, through the Sugar Coordination Law and other measures, to gain support 

among colonos and other small and middling landowners – added a 1% royalty to the 
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landowner, in addition to the 10% state royalty.89 Also at Batista's insistence, concessions 

were limited to one thirty-year term (as in Mexico and Colombia, and a decade less than 

in Venezuela), down from renewable forty-year terms in the earlier draft.90 One-eighth of 

each concession was to be a "State Reserve," to be worked by the state or leased back to 

the concessionaire or a Cuban firm, at the state's discretion. Overruling López Castro, 

Batista mandated that the state reserve apply retroactively to concessions made under 

previous legal regimes, as well as to new ones; he stood firm against stiff resistance from 

Shell and Atlantic, with the latter at one point threatening to abandon Cuba entirely.91  

Pointing out that applying a retroactive state reserve was unprecedented in world 

oil history, Atlantic protested in writing to López Castro, and put feelers out to the State 

Department seeking its support to try to pressure Batista to back down.92 State's Latin 

America division, however, was unsympathetic. "Something may be said on both sides of 

the case," one official wrote in an internal memo. "The Company may have expected to 

retain all the favorable features of the old law and obtain nothing but favorable features in 

the new. But is it surprising that there be some bitter with the sweet in the new as there 

was in the old? The new is a vast improvement; it is a workable law. ...A blunt but very 
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realistic question would be whether the Company prefers this or no law."93 After a cold 

reception in Foggy Bottom, Atlantic sent similar feelers to the US embassy in Havana, 

which was powerless to intervene without instructions to do so from Washington.94  

The final point of contention was labor. Amid persistent mass unemployment, 

Batista and Laredo had recently taken another populist-nationalist policy from Grau and 

Guiteras and reinstituted the revolution's "Nationalization of Labor" decree, known as the 

"Fifty Percent Law," mandating that all businesses employ Cubans in at least that 

proportion, with limited exemptions for high-skilled positions. Furthermore, firms with at 

least ninety employees were required to fill their executive positions with Cubans.95 

Given that there were hardly any Cubans with experience in large-scale and technically 

advanced upstream oil work, Atlantic and Shell expressed concern to U.S. and British 

diplomats, respectively, about Batista's insistence that these laws apply in the oil fields.96  

On the vital issues of mandatory minimum drilling and state oversight, the 

officials and legislators sought to balance the desire to oblige concession holders to drill 

early and often, in order to bring Cuba's anticipated oil wealth into production rapidly and 

prevent them from sitting on their undeveloped reserves as under the previous regime, 

against the danger that unduly burdensome requirements would deter firms from claiming 

tracts in Cuba in the first place.97 Sharing in the general confidence in Cuba's promising 

oil prospects, but mindful that the quantity and quality of Cuba's oil resources remained 

unproven, López Castro argued "that what Cuba needed was drilling, ...and that once the 
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first drilling were initiated Cuba did not need any more advertisement to the oil world."98 

In the end, drilling requirements were imposed on a sliding scale, rising in tandem with 

the concession size, from one 4,000-foot well in the first ten years of small concessions 

(up to 800 hectares) to one well in the first five years on each 24,000 hectares of large 

concessions, which were limited in size to 300,000 hectares, to accommodate Atlantic's 

holdings, which were the largest in Cuba. Companies were required to submit quarterly 

reports on their activities. Concessions would lapse if these requirements were not met.99  

Other provisions of the law in its final form also reinforced Cuban sovereignty 

and sought to ensure that Cuba's oil contributed to the nation's overall development. As in 

previous proposals, Cuba's oil was declared "of public utility and social interest," whose 

ownership "pertains to the Nation," with concessions to be granted only to Cuban firms 

or Cuban-domiciled subsidiaries of foreign ones under "exclusive jurisdiction of the 

courts and authorities of the Republic." Oil exports were not permitted until national 

demand had been met, with all production to be offered for sale in Cuba at market prices, 

a prudent measure given that Atlantic's interest in Cuba was partly driven by its being 

"crude-short" (with excess refining capacity) in the U.S.100 To spur the growth of the 

domestic refining industry, a 1.5% export tax was placed on crude oil, but not refined 

products, and the state's royalty of 10% was reduced to 9% if the oil was refined in Cuba. 

Private refineries were also "obligated to refine petroleum of the State" (presumably from 

the state reserve or paid as a royalty in kind) on request and for a fee. Royalties and taxes 

were to be paid into a "Special National Development Fund" and similar municipal funds, 
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exclusively for financing educational, agricultural, mining, and public-works projects.101  

While not foreclosing the possibility, the law did not make any provision to 

establish a state oil company. The commission had apparently considered, but quickly 

dismissed, this option; based on information from Ford, Matthews reported that when the 

text of the Galdós bill was reviewed at an early meeting, "many of its provisions," chiefly 

the capitalization of a state oil company, "proved to be so absurd that the bill was, in 

effect, laughed out of court and even its author, who is a member of the commission, was 

frank to say he did not know much about its provisions."102 At a time when Cuba's 

economy remained moribund due to restricted sugar crops and low sugar prices, and 

when the Cuban state was struggling to restructure and pay off $85 million in public-

works debt left over from the Machado years, raising millions (the Galdós bill had 

proposed $150m) for a state oil company may, indeed, have been absurd.103 But the 

dismissal of the state oil company, the ultimate fate of Cuba's oil law, and the peculiar 

fact that Galdós should be ignorant of the contents of his own bill can only be understood 

in light of the heretofore-unknown activities of Mexican diplomats and oilmen in Cuba, 

and of the contested politics of relations between Havana, Washington, and Mexico City.  

 

The Combustible Minerals Law and the Cuba-Mexico-U.S. Triangle 

By late 1937, Atlantic's Charles Ford was "frankly pessimistic" about the 

prospects for passage of an oil law under which his firm could confidently invest in 

drilling in Cuba. The congressmen and technocrats on the committee were preparing the 

final draft without the oil companies' lawyers, and the fate of the retroactive-reserve and 
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labor questions was uncertain. Furthermore, as Ambassador Wright's deputy, Willard 

Beaulac, reported after meeting with Ford in October, "Some time ago the Secretary of 

Agriculture had warned [Ford] that, sooner or later, his company would be approached by 

members of the committee who would expect gratuities in return for their cooperation. 

Mr. Ford stated that this development had now taken place and that he anticipates 

considerable difficulty with the Congressional members of the committee, both at this 

time and, should an adequate law be drafted, when the law reaches Congress." Ford 

assured Beaulac "that both his company and the Shell company... are determined not to 

pay gratuities and that rather than do so they will abandon, for the time being at least, 

their efforts to bring about the enactment of an oil law."104 Frustrated, Ford was unable to 

get a meeting with the normally accessible López Castro to air his grievances. Two 

months later, after another visit, Beaulac reported that Ford "is unable to explain the lack 

of progress... and is very fearful that the Executive will submit to Congress a bill under 

which, if passed, the companies would not feel justified in working." A disheartened 

Ford, "while not requesting assistance from the Embassy, made it clear that he would 

welcome any assistance that the Embassy might give him."105 

In general, Ambassador Wright sought to reduce the pervasive influence in Cuban 

domestic affairs that his predecessors in the U.S. embassy had long exercised, and tried to 

work through normal civilian channels rather than with Batista.106 Oil, however, proved 

an exception. Having received "discretionary authority" from Welles, Wright eventually 
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decided to raise the oil matter during a general conversation on U.S.-Cuban relations with 

Batista on March 14, 1938, stressing Atlantic's good faith in working with López Castro 

"to afford Cuba the benefit of the Company's long experience in such matters in order 

that the legislation might be adequate and based upon proper practice." Wright reported 

that, "Colonel Batista appeared much interested in and thoroughly conversant with the 

matter and stated that he considered adequate [oil] legislation of great importance to his 

country" and had pledged to discuss Atlantic's concerns with López Castro. By this point, 

however, Wright had a second motive to raise the issue, this being "the reported efforts of 

Señor Reyes Spíndola, the Mexican Chargé d'affaires, to influence this legislation."107 

Octavio Reyes Spíndola y Prieto, a career diplomat, was on his second posting in 

Havana, having been Chargé d'affaires of Mexico's legation during the tumultuous 

months of June 1933 to January 1934. Implementing Mexico's "Estrada Doctrine," he had 

automatically and promptly conferred recognition on the student-soldier government after 

the September 4 revolution – making Mexico the first and for a full month only 

hemispheric to recognize Grau's regime, in stark contrast to Welles' aloofness. He then 

worked to mediate between the various Cuban factions, seeking to stabilize the 

revolutionary government and avert U.S. intervention. These actions won lasting 

gratitude from many revolutionaries, including Grau and Batista, and enmity from Cuban 

conservatives, who called for, and then welcomed, his reassignment.108 Returning as 

chargé in January 1938, Reyes Spíndola would again insert himself into Cuban politics at 

a pivotal time in relations between Havana, Washington, and Mexico City.  
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Tensions had been mounting in Mexico's oil industry for decades and boiled over 

in spring 1938. The foreign companies refused to meet Mexican workers' demands for 

better wages, working conditions, and voice in management, and resisted government 

efforts to exact higher taxes and reclaim control of concessions. Breaking the stalemate, 

and fulfilling a nationalist goal in Mexico's 1917 constitution, President Lázaro Cárdenas 

nationalized the oil industry on March 18, 1938, expropriating 17 firms, creating a state 

oil monopoly, Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex), and becoming an anti-imperialist hero to 

many Latin Americans, especially on the left. Diplomatic conflict ensued with the U.S. 

and U.K. London took a hard line, deeming the expropriation unlawful, demanding its 

reversal, and breaking diplomatic relations. Roosevelt's government conceded Mexico's 

right to expropriate, but backed the companies' demands for full and rapid compensation. 

The companies, Washington, and London all worried that Mexico's confiscatory oil 

nationalism would establish a precedent across Latin America and the Middle East.109  

In response to the expropriation, Jersey Standard, Shell, Sinclair, and the other oil 

firms imposed a global boycott of Pemex, believing (wrongly, as it turned out) that 

Mexican technicians alone could not run the industry effectively. They refused to handle 

Mexican oil and blocked sales of rail cars and tanker ships in which to export it, and 

blocked sales of machinery for Mexican oilfields and refineries. Despite Cárdenas' push 

for domestic industrialization under his Six-Year Plan, only half of Mexico's oil 

production was consumed at home, making it imperative to break the export embargo. 
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With the U.S., Britain, and the companies working against it, Pemex sought new markets, 

in the Axis nations and with independent or state oil companies in the Americas.110  

Nearby Cuba presented a prime target. It was already the seventh-largest market 

for Mexican oil exports (the vast majority of which had been to the U.S. and U.K.), at 2% 

of total exports by volume in 1937.111 There was ample market share for Pemex to take: 

Cuba had imported about three-and-a-half million barrels of oil products in 1937, at cost 

of up to five million dollars, but its crude and gasoline came from the U.S., its fuel oil 

mostly from Venezuela via refineries in Aruba and Curaçao.112 The companies sourced 

only $482,244 of that (all of it fuel oil) in Mexico.113 But with Standard, Sinclair, Shell, 

and Texaco all boycotting Mexican oil, Cubans (private or state) would have to set up 

their own firm in order to defy them and import directly from Pemex; to import crude oil, 

not just refined products, a Cuban-owned refinery would also need to be built, as Cuba's 

only significant refinery, Standard's Belot plant, was now closed to Mexican crude.  

Given the pending oil legislation and the several proposals for a state oil company 

in Cuba, it is unsurprising that various schemes were soon initiated. Given Reyes 

Spíndola's crusading reputation as the revolutionary "Red Knight of the Foreign Office," 

and his personal ties with Cubans in and out of government, it is also no surprise that the 

Mexican chargé was central to this Mexican effort in Cuba both publicly and behind the 

scenes. Despite scholars' efforts to trace the history of Mexico's oil diplomacy in this 
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period, these moves and their importance in Cuba – reconstructed here from Mexican and 

U.S. diplomatic archives and the Cuban press – have gone unexamined until now.114   

In public, Reyes Spíndola presented Mexico's case and encouraged Cuba to also 

take greater control of its oil industry. He appeared on Cuban radio shows supporting the 

expropriation, among other public-diplomacy activities.115 The influential center-left 

magazine Bohemia, Cuba's most popular, invited him to publish an article on the 

controversy, reminding readers that he had "won so many and such deep affections 

among us through his brilliant and fraternal action during the last days of the Machado 

dictatorship and the agitated period following it." Reyes Spíndola's essay depicted a story 

of predatory capitalism, environmental degradation, and exploitation of Mexican workers 

and the nation. "Rivers of gold emigrated every day for foreign countries," he wrote, 

"while there remained in the land where this treasure flowed only misery, desolation, 

diseases and sorrows." In his telling, the interests of the nation, for development and 

social justice, and of the oil multinationals, for maximum profits, were incompatible: 

"The mission of the companies is different: to extract black gold at the lowest possible 

cost, and to leave in the country which gives it to them nothing but scrap iron, rotten 

lumber, and the sad remembrance that in that region passed the devouring monsters of 

men and wealth." After two decades of conflict with the companies, Mexico had won "a 
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new independence" by nationalizing its oil. His implicit message to Cuba was clear.116  

Most Cuban commentators welcomed Mexico's action, and many argued that 

Cuba should emulate it at home. Mexico's policy was celebrated in intellectual circles, 

such as the University of Havana's Economic Geography program, one of whose 

members praised the Mexican government's "dignity and grandeur" and argued that, "For 

Cubans, the Mexican example must be a guiding light."117 Reyes Spíndola reported to 

Foreign Secretary Eduardo Hay on March 30 that Cuban public opinion "of different 

ideological tendencies" was "for the most part favorable and approving" of the 

expropriation.118 The chief exception was the conservative Diario de la Marina, long a 

critic of the Mexican Revolution's anti-clerical and collectivist currents, which noted the 

falling value of the Mexican peso and predicted that the expropriation and diplomatic 

conflict would sow economic chaos.119 

In contrast, centrist Cuban papers lavished praise on Cárdenas, calling him "an 

example to [Latin] America." Declaring the expropriation to be "founded on solid reasons 

of public utility," El Mundo argued that, "Indo-America should stand as one behind the 

upright attitude of the Mexican Chief Magistrate, to salute the herald of the economic 

independence of our peoples – peoples immeasurably rich, but deplorably poor, with their 

enormous riches sequestered and put in hock by a bunch of gangsters, racketeers, and 

unscrupulously unpatriotic sellouts [secuestradas y pignoradas por una cuadrilla de 
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gangsters, racketeers, y vendepatrias sin escrúpulos]."120 Another op-ed asked 

rhetorically, "Is now not the time for each country to defend its wealth and put a just 

compensation on that which is extracted from its soil?"121  

El País was also broadly supportive, printing Cárdenas' message justifying the 

nationalization in full.122 An opinion piece argued that Cárdenas had "put in practice one 

of the most important principles of the ideology of renewal amongst our peoples, victims 

of imperialist capital." In the face of the oil companies' boycott, the author offered the 

"solidarity" of the Cuban people, and perhaps offered Cuba as a market, declaring, 

"Mexico: Here we are."123 Another editorial, exemplifying the rising confidence and 

confrontational character of Cuban oil nationalism in this period, made the connection 

between Mexico and Cuba's oil industries even more directly. "If there is oil in Cuba – 

and it is a demonstrated fact [cosa averiguada] that there is – that oil should be for the 

Cubans," the paper argued. "It would be simply stupid for us to allow this subsoil wealth 

to escape us, as we have allowed the land itself to escape us" by selling it to foreigners. 

Pointing to the "renewed enthusiasm for denouncements" as foreign companies' 

confidence in Cuba's oil prospects grew, the paper called on the government "to prevent 

plunder by professional claimants [piratería por denunciantes de oficio] with the intent to 

transfer their concessions to foreign companies," as had happened in the past. Rather, the 

author argued, "It is necessary to declare oil of public utility and to review the existing 

denouncements and even to apply the law of expropriation to the exploitations that lie in 

foreign hands. That way we will avoid bothersome situations like those currently 
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confronting the sister republic of Mexico, whose political life and internal peace find 

themselves constantly disturbed through the greed of foreign businessmen."124  

Farther to the left, the Auténtico party newspaper took a similar line, lauding 

Cárdenas as "Defender of Mexican sovereignty" and "Exemplar of America," and linking 

the oil conflict to Grau's "intervention" of the Cuban Electric Company in 1933-4.125 

Enduringly hostile to the Roosevelt administration for its role in Grau's ouster, the PRC-

A condemned FDR for backing the expropriated companies' demands for compensation, 

and for tolerating dictators across the region (including, it went unsaid, in Cuba); all of 

Latin America, it argued, should emulate Cárdenas' firm stand against US imperialism.126 

The paper also reported a rumor that Cuban capitalists planned to start a company "to free 

Cuba from exploitation by the foreign companies" by importing oil from Mexico, with 

support from Mexico's government and possibly also Cuba's. The Auténticos urged the 

Cuban government to back the venture, thereby "struggling, as the neighboring Republic 

struggles in exemplary fashion, for our economic independence."127   

Amid impassioned debate over both Cuba and Mexico's oil future, practical 

efforts to link the two countries were slowly getting underway. On March 30, three days 

after Reyes Spíndola's Bohemia article appeared and less than two weeks after the 

Mexican nationalization, Carlos Manuel de la Cruz, who had been the Liberal Party 

candidate for president in the 1936 Cuban elections, approached Reyes Spíndola to share 

a proposal by private Cuban interests to build two refineries, one at Manzanillo in 
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southeast Cuba with a capacity of 1,000 b/d (around 10% of Cuban consumption), and a 

second on Cuba's north coast, to import and refine Mexican crude and market the 

products in Cuba. De la Cruz suggested that the Cuban government was open to investing 

in the project, and that Mexican investors could do so as well.128 The chief of Pemex's 

export arm, the Exportadora Nacional de Petróleo, was interested enough to request more 

information from Reyes Spíndola, who passed along further details from de la Cruz.129 

On May 6, Pemex sent two representatives to Cuba to try to gain a foothold in the island's 

market.130 Reyes Spíndola informed the Foreign Secretary on May 18 that he had 

"enthusiastically assisted" this mission, putting them in touch with Cubans who could 

"solve the problem of the sale of crude oil in this Republic."131 A new Cuban firm, the 

Island Service Corporation, bought a 30,000-barrel tanker from a molasses exporter and 

dispatched it to Mexico's Gulf oil port of Tampico on May 11 to take on a cargo of 

Mexican oil; US diplomats reported that the tanker's owners intended it for regular Cuba-

Mexico service once a Cuban-owned refinery was built to process Mexican crude.132 

Also in April, another Liberal politician, Senator Francisco Rosado, submitted a 

new bill to establish a "National Petroleum Refinery" in Havana. Rosado proposed a 

mixed enterprise. Two million shares would be sold at one peso each; the state would 

own 25% and name the board until the remaining shares were publicly held, and draw on 

a recent public-works bond issue to advance $2 million more. The bill cited the high cost 

of fuel in Cuba, the likelihood that a new world war would soon drive prices higher, "the 
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probabilities of obtaining petroleum from Cuban soil," and "the proximity of countries in 

which are great quantities of oil" as reasons for a national refinery. However, Beaulac 

reported, there was "no evidence that the Administration is supporting this bill."133   

While not publicly backing an oil deal with Pemex, Batista did seem to approve 

of Reyes Spíndola's actions. In a ceremony at the Mexican legation on April 11, a smiling 

Batista awarded his friend the Distinguished Service Medal.134 The decoration made 

waves in political circles. "Batista's continued intimacy with the Mexican Chargé 

d'affaires is the subject of comment in Habana," Beaulac reported, and "conservative 

elements in Cuba seem to be seriously concerned over this relationship. They feel that 

Reyes Spíndola is endeavoring actively to influence Colonel Batista's policy, and have 

little confidence that his advice will coincide with Cuba's long-range interests" or the 

health of its relations with the United States. Beaulac reported that Spíndola was again 

mediating among Cuban factions, urging Batista to have Laredo name an Auténtico to the 

cabinet as the first step in a détente with Grau. Furthermore, he wrote, "It is generally 

believed that Reyes Spíndola has warned Colonel Batista against consenting to the 

passage of a petroleum law under which foreign companies will be willing to operate."135 

But by late April the tide in Cuba began to turn against Reyes Spíndola and the 

statist approach to the oil industry in both countries. On April 18 a motion was introduced 

in Cuba's House of Representatives to congratulate the Mexican government for the oil 

nationalization, but opponents blocked the motion by denying it a quorum.136 A few days 

later, the House passed the "Combustible Minerals Law" submitted by López Castro's 
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drafting committee, containing no provision for a state oil company. 

Cuban conservatives rallied to support the oil law and oppose the national refinery 

project and the prospect of an oil-fueled alliance with Mexico. The Liberal Senator José 

Manuel Casanova, head of the hacendados association and a leading conservative close 

to Batista and Laredo, published an op-ed on Cuba, Mexico, and oil in the Diario de la 

Marina. Cubans' "ideals" and "sympathies" may be with Mexico, he wrote, but their 

economic interest was with the U.S. and U.K. and their oil companies. "The prosperity of 

Mexico has no bearing whatsoever on the destiny of our people," he argued, as trade 

between the two countries was insignificant; Cuba's fortunes depended overwhelmingly 

on Cuban sugar's price and market share in the U.S. and British-imperial markets. For 

this reason alone, he argued, Cuba should stay out of Mexico's oil dispute. 

Moreover, Casanova wrote, "There is a further argument, of frankly nationalistic 

flavor, which would counsel this position." For Cuba, a country with large deposits of 

iron, copper, manganese and chrome, "the discovery of petroleum in her subsoil would 

represent a rapid industrialization along diverse lines, and result in the definite end of its 

status as an essentially agricultural, one-crop country." To develop its oil, however, Cuba 

needed the help of the Anglo-American oil firms, since, "Unfortunately Cuba can count 

upon no capital for the discovery of petroleum and rapid organization of its exploitation, 

...and therefore her future along these lines will in the long run have to depend upon the 

securing of foreign capital." These companies' expulsion from Mexico could be a boon if 

they should turn their attention to Cuba, Casanova pointed out, and, "Contributing to such 

a possibility, the House of Representatives has just voted a Petroleum Law in which the 

interests of the State are so effectively protected that this bill may be considered to be one 
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of the most severe oil laws ever promulgated in the world, the interests of the companies 

having been to such degree subordinated to the interests of the Cuban people." Praising 

Mexico's seizure of the oil companies, he argued, would be a rash and counter-productive 

act by a country trying to attract those same firms to drill in its territory.  

Speaking to the machinations of Reyes Spíndola and his would-be Cuban 

partners, Casanova wrote that, "Someone has stated that we may look to Mexico for 

obtaining oil in great quantities and at costs so low as to permit us not only to 

industrialize ourselves along diverse lines but to also refine it and export gasoline and 

other derivatives." This, he argued, was "an illusion." Facing the boycott, Pemex may 

offer low prices now, but prices were sure to rise in time, since the desire to raise 

Mexican oil workers' wages had led to the nationalization in the first place. Moreover, he 

argued, "no country can industrialize itself solely on the basis of purely foreign oil and 

dependent on the permanent character of a benevolent price agreement." Rather, Cuba's 

long-term interest lay in finding Cuban oil, on the island, which required the foreign 

companies' capital and expertise, and in which Mexico had no interest, since Cuban oil 

production would cost Mexico a market and create instead a new competitor. "From this 

it may be inferred that every act, every move, every gesture by which the possibility of 

discovering oil in Cuba is postponed or delayed, will be all very fine for Mexico and 

extremely bad for Cuba," Casanova wrote, not quite accusing Reyes Spíndola of trying to 

sabotage Cuba's oil discovery by interfering in its oil law. When it came to oil, Casanova 

concluded, "The interests of Mexico and Cuba are diagonally opposed."137  

Conservative Cuban opinion was clearly closer to Casanova's view than to Reyes 

Spíndola's. Wright reported that much of Casanova's op-ed was actually written by the 
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Marina's right-wing editor, José Rivero, a close ally of Laredo's government, "thus giving 

it in my opinion additional significance as indicative of the opinion advanced by a 

newspaper organ generally considered to be officially inspired."138 The Marina continued 

opposing the motion to congratulate Mexico as an "inopportune and negative gesture" 

when Cuba needed British and US help to raise sugar prices and boost its economy.139  

Given the struggling economy, the paper also deemed Rosado's mooted National 

Oil Refinery "practically impossible given the State's financial situation." It bears noting 

that the New York Times shared this view, and that the February 1938 bond issue of $85 

million that Rosado referred to was intended to consolidate and cancel existing, overdue 

public-works debts to restive U.S. creditors, not for new projects.140 Rather than this 

scheme, the Marina argued, Congress should enact the upstream law, heeding Mexico's 

example "in order to not commit the error of imitating it," since Mexico's oil policy was 

"popular, but contrary to the vital interests of her economy." Once the world's second 

largest oil producer, Mexico had in recent years driven the companies to curtail their 

drilling "by imposing hard-line tax and social measures," and would now "ruin" the 

industry with the nationalization and boycott. In contrast, the paper praised Venezuela, 

which, it said, had achieved "economic progress" by adopting "the only policy able to 

attract capital, which is to not skimp on advantages for the investor."141 Throughout the 
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world, oil exploration had required the capital and expertise of the big multinationals, the 

Marina argued, and, "Cuba cannot subtract herself from this norm. She will not be able to 

advance in this sense with only her own resources." And so the best course was to legally 

assure both the companies and the nation "what is logically theirs," attracting the needed 

investment while preventing "excessive influence or control by foreign capitalism."142 

Bohemia magazine, generally critical of the Batista-dominated governments for 

their undemocratic and militaristic aspect and their ineffectiveness in addressing Cuba's 

fundamental problems, nevertheless endorsed the government's oil law. Reporting on the 

"enormous" potential oil wealth of the Manzanillo region in mid-April, the magazine's 

Oriente correspondent argued that, "If instead of lavish, useless, and ruinous public 

works, the Government focused on stimulating and lifting up these sources of wealth, not 

only would the national economy gain profitable advantages, but the notable misery in 

the countryside would also be alleviated somewhat, especially during the agonizing 

period of the tiempo muerto." Therefore, he argued, "It is essential for Congress – or 

whoever it may be! – to resolve the [oil] mining bill that sits awaiting promulgation."143 

Pragmatic oil nationalism prevailed in Cuba's Congress. On May 5 the Senate 

followed the House by passing the Combustible Minerals Law with large majorities in 

both the pro- and anti-Batista parties. Ambassador Wright reported that, "There is no 

doubt that the passage of this bill has been desired even by the elements of the Opposition 

who... went to particular pains to explain the reason why they associated themselves with 

the Government's intense desire to obtain petroleum legislation which would increase the 

national resources and at the same time safeguard both the national and foreign oil 
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interests from the difficulties, dangers and errors which have characterized the oil 

situation in Mexico."144 Senator Zaydín, minority leader on behalf of his brother-in-law, 

the deposed ex-President Gómez, exemplified the cross-party consensus around 

developmentalist oil nationalism by speaking in favor, calling the imminent production of 

Cuba's oil "a blessing for our patria."145 López Castro spoke in similar terms to the 

press.146 President Laredo Brú promptly signed the bill into law on May 9. 

Atlantic and Shell objected to the law's labor and retroactive-reserve clauses to 

the end. With the bill passed in the House and pending in the Senate, both sought to meet 

with Batista to press their case; the British legation also intervened on Shell's behalf.147 

These appeals, however, did not sway U.S. officials. E.B. Swanson, an oil expert in the 

Interior Department, told the State Department that "his personal feelings would be rather 

with the Cuban Government in this matter" of the state reserves.148 Pointing out that the 

one-eighth state reserve was attractive compared to the one-half reserves in established 

producing countries like Venezuela and Colombia, and that the 10% royalty was on par 

with others in the region, Swanson concluded that the Cubans "could dictate far more 

onerous terms," and that their insistence on retroactivity was "not wholly unreasonable" 

given that, unlike in Mexico in 1917, the companies had not yet begun drilling or found 

and produced any oil in Cuba. The companies, Swanson argued, should accept these 
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terms, rather than leave the door open to Mexico-style rancor and confiscation later.149  

In the end the law gave existing concession-holders a choice to either apply the 

state reserve retroactively or pay much steeper annual acreage taxes ($5 per hectare 

versus 10¢). The labor provisions also reflected a compromise: up to five foreign 

technicians per shift were allowed on each well during a concession's first ten years, 

which were to be an apprenticeship period for the Cubans who would take over, after 

which only a foreign foreman and one driller were permitted. There were no limits on 

downstream technicians or geologists for ten years, but all jobs in the industry were to be 

filled by Cubans "whenever possible," and after ten years, 85% of personnel (that is, 

more than in other industries) had to be Cuban.150 The staunchly conservative Cuba 

Económica y Financiera, hostile to the government's pro-labor turn, anticipated that these 

labor provisions would present an "obstacle" to investment, "given the biased [parcial] 

action that the Minister of Labor has been unfolding toward the working class with total 

disregard to the rights of employers, and given the outcome of this problem in 

Mexico."151 However, these requirements did not deter either Shell/Estrella or Atlantic 

from planning to drill immediately.152 Wright reported that the law's final terms were "as 

acceptable to the Atlantic Refining Company as is possible under the circumstances."153  

While the foreign firms were content enough with the law, some oilmen in Cuba 

did question its wisdom. Ruby Hart Phillips, the New York Times correspondent, wrote 

that, "Cuba's prospects of becoming an oil-producing nation have improved considerably 
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with enactment of this special legislation, but certain provisions will undoubtedly have to 

be modified if the hoped-for development of the industry should materialize." She 

reported that, "Independent operators term the law 'confiscatory.' Large companies 

holding concessions here seem to feel that a firm basis, heretofore lacking, has been 

established on which work can be started, but they agree that many features of the law are 

objectionable to prospective investors." The independents – not consulted in the drafting 

process, unlike Shell, Standard, and Atlantic – claimed that the thirty-year duration of 

production concessions was too short, and the taxes, royalties, and state reserves too high, 

to attract much "wildcat" drilling in an unproven oil country. Meanwhile, "Those who 

look forward to prompt development of possible oil fields criticize the law on the ground 

that drilling requirements are far too lax and may hinder rather than push operations;" 

large holders had to drill in the first five years, but could then sit on their concessions for 

thirty more. Thus, "The principal purpose of the law, which is to bring new investors into 

the island and force development of potential petroleum lands, has been largely defeated, 

it is believed."154 Much depended, therefore, on Estrella and Atlantic's prompt success.   

For its part, the State Department – beset with tension in Mexico between a desire 

to uphold private enterprise and preserve U.S. access to Mexican oil, on one hand, and 

the need to shore up pan-American unity as war loomed in Europe and Asia, on the other 

– saw in Cuba's oil law the best elements of the New Deal and the Good Neighbor Policy, 

the latter premised on the belief that giving Latin Americans a greater share of the 

benefits from their commodity exports would promote long-term economic and political 

stability in the region and inter-American relations.155 Now Undersecretary, Sumner 
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Welles was relieved and proud to see Cuban oil nationalism diverge from Mexico's 

example. Writing to Secretary of State Cordell Hull, Welles called the outcome 

"encouraging and highly satisfactory." When Atlantic had approached him about an oil 

law in 1933, Welles explained, he believed "that the essential thing to do was prevent this 

Government from being confronted with a situation in Cuba comparable to the situation 

with which we have been confronted in Mexico." He felt that, "the desirable thing was 

for Cuba to adopt the most modern, liberal oil legislation possible which, while granting 

to foreign capital investing in oil fields fair and reasonable security, should at the same 

time provide for the Cuban people and for the Cuban Government the utmost measure of 

benefit from their subsoil wealth which they could receive and yet at the same time 

attract the investment of foreign capital." This principle, he said, had guided the Cubans 

drafting the bill and the advice of the "impartial experts" in Washington who consulted.     

Equally gratifying for Welles was the oil law's honesty. President Laredo Brú, in 

signing the law, had announced "that he considered it one of the most important acts 

passed during his administration, and that he was particularly gratified to sign it because 

it was probably the only oil bill in the history of the American continent that had been 

passed by a legislative body without there having ever arisen a suspicion of graft or 

corruption in connection with its passage." Likewise, Atlantic's O'Connor had visited 

Welles "to express his very deep appreciation" for the Department's help, and had been 

"particularly satisfied to tell me that the Company could assure me that not one nickel 

had ever been spent by them in obtaining the passage of this legislation, although they 

had received innumerable requests to do so." O'Connor and Welles felt that, "this created 
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a precedent which would be very helpful to American business interests in Cuba."156 In 

these ways, Cuba's oil law was seen as a legislative model for the country and the region. 

Other foreign observers saw Cuba's oil policy as confirmation that despite the 

greater assertion of economic nationalism, Cuba under Batista remained broadly pro-

business and aligned with the US and UK. Phillips wrote in the New York Times that, 

"The nationalistic spirit, awakened by the Grau administration and deliberately fostered 

by politicians since then, has reached such a point that it is generally conceded that 

should Colonel Batista adopt an extreme program of 'Cuba for the Cubans' he would 

instantly become the idol not only of the masses but of every youthful revolutionary 

sector in the island." In this vein, she wrote, Reyes Spíndola and the Cuban left had 

pushed, with "some success," for closer trade and political ties. "However, no one expects 

the colonel to depart from the semi-conservative policy he has been following," she 

wrote, given that Cuba's prosperity depended completely on the U.S. sugar quota and 

reciprocity treaty. The oil law and the failure of the proposals to build a state refinery and 

congratulate Mexico for the oil expropriation, among other developments, she reported, 

exemplified Batista's chosen course for Cuba.157 British diplomats in Havana and London 

drew the same conclusion and noted the contrast with Mexico.158 

Caught between his bond with Reyes Spíndola and the popularity in Cuba of 

Cárdenista populism and anti-imperialism, on one hand, and the reality of Cuba's 

dependence on US and British markets (for sugar) and capital (for oil drilling and much 

else), on the other, Batista tried to make the best of the latter while associating himself, 
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up to a point, with the former. Pinning a medal on his friend, after all, cost nothing, and 

allowed Batista to borrow some of Mexico's cachet and to reassert that he, not Grau, was 

the "authentic" leader of the 1933 Revolution that Spíndola had won praise for assisting. 

Meeting with Wright on April 28, Batista took pains to insist that his bond with Spíndola 

"was due solely to personal friendship and not through any necessary affiliation of 

policy." Wright saw it as "more than of coincidental interest that these asseverations... 

should be forthcoming a few days in advance of the passage by the Cuban Congress of 

the Petroleum Law." For Wright, the law was a clear defeat for Mexico and affirmed 

Cuba's pro-US and pro-business orientation: "The passage of this law... has caused great 

satisfaction in both American and Cuban circles; it has established a valuable precedent 

in the stand which we must take in this country against any proposal of expropriation 

without remuneration; and the strength of public opinion in this regard cannot but have 

been a serious setback to the plans and activities of Señor Reyes Spíndola."159 

Mexican diplomats and oilmen did indeed see Cuba's new oil law as a setback, 

but hopefully a temporary one. Benjamín Hurtado de Mendoza, a Mexican oilman 

resident in Cuba for a decade, had written to Cárdenas from Cuba in March to 

congratulate him on the nationalization, telling the president that, "My principal objective 

is that Cuba, so long as it does not produce oil, should distribute it for itself, as Spain and 

other countries do, giving Mexico the opportunity to be its supplier."160 After Cuba's oil 

law was signed in May, Hurtado wrote to Foreign Secretary Hay to urge that Mexico 

keep trying to penetrate the Cuban market. Revealing that he had helped author the 1937 

Galdós bill proposing a state oil company, Hurtado wrote that, "Fully one year ago, the 
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first petroleum law was submitted to the House of Representatives, reviewed and 

modified by me on the basis of 'nationalization,' but the established interests gained 

ground and paid for another [los intereses creados les ganaron terreno y pagaron una], 

only benefitting their interests, which was the one just approved." Given the absence of 

other accusations of bribery around the oil law, and the many assurances to the contrary 

by Cuban politicians, company executives, and US diplomats, Hurtado's assertion could 

be nothing more than sour grapes, or else unique evidence that the law and the companies 

were not as virtuous as claimed. Regardless, he expected a more nationalistic and statist 

oil policy once Cuba fully returned to democracy, closing with the prediction that, "When 

the Constituent Assembly comes it will be modified to the benefit of the Cuban 

people."161 Hay replied to urge Hurtado to keep in touch with Pemex's export manager.162 

Also with an eye toward the future, the indefatigable Reyes Spíndola continued 

his activities. He had been working for months to negotiate a trade agreement for Mexico 

with Cuba, which had given rise to speculation that he was seeking terms under which 

Mexican oil products could better compete in Cuba. In an interview, Reyes Spíndola 

issued an ostensible denial, phrased in such manner as to still suggest this possibility. 

Mexico, he said, would buy Cuban sugar, tobacco, cement, and manganese, and give 

Cuban fishermen tax-free rights in Mexican waters, in exchange for most-favored-nation 

status. In the projected agreement, he said, "the word petroleum is not even mentioned," 

contrary to rumors in commercial circles in Havana that Cuba would start to buy all of its 

oil from Mexico. He explained the practical and legal obstacles to such trade on the 

Cuban side in terms that practically dared self-respecting Cubans to remove them: "The 
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tariff protection conceded to American gasoline in the Reciprocity Treaty between Cuba 

and the United States is of such nature that the purchase of Mexican gasoline for import 

to Cuba is totally prohibitive, and furthermore, there is no national refinery in which to 

refine crude oil, it being the case that Cuba is property of the Standard Oil Company."163  

Reyes Spíndola's efforts to push Cuba leftwards and closer to Mexico created 

controversy. Wright reported that "criticism of his intrusion in the internal affairs of Cuba 

becomes daily more noticeable."164 Cuban diplomats confessed to the US embassy that 

Batista had instructed them to negotiate the trade pact as a gesture of solidarity with 

Mexico, even though there was little prospect of more trade between the two countries, 

which had little to offer each other without a radical change in Cuba's oil industry and 

relationship with the US and UK.165 Seeing little to gain and much to lose, Cuban sugar, 

tobacco, and alcohol interests, the Cuban Chamber of Commerce, and other Cuban 

business leaders opposed the pact.166 In public, Reyes Spíndola still insisted that "my 

mission in Cuba is strictly apolitical," that Mexico respected the principle of non-

interference, and that his friendship with Batista "is well above national interests."167 

Privately, he complained in a dispatch to Mexico City that, "The reactionary elements in 

Cuba miss no opportunity to obstruct any and all efforts toward closer ties, always fearful 

that Mexican influence in this country will disturb the placid well-being they enjoy."168  

Passions reached a peak in the summer of 1938. In early June Cuba accepted 
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Mexico's request to represent Mexican interests in Britain after London severed 

diplomatic relations. But the cabinet decided at the same time to jettison the commercial 

treaty "to offset any belief or accusation that the acceptance of such representation 

implied concurrence in Mexico's economic policy, especially ...with regard to the oil 

industry," US diplomats reported.169 Then on June 12 the Auténticos, Communists, 

Acción Republicana, and other opposition and leftist groups organized an "Homage to 

Mexico" in Havana's Polar Stadium. Speakers lauded Mexico's oil nationalization; 

Communist labor leader Lázaro Peña urged Cuba to emulate Mexico and nationalize its 

sugar mills, railroads, and utilities, and his party chair Juan Marinello declared that, 

"Mexico at present is the Cuba of tomorrow." Reyes Spíndola addressed the crowd of 

15,000 and introduced Cárdenas himself, who spoke via audio link from Tampico.170 The 

Auténticos tried to play down the Communists' role, but the conservative press panned 

the event as "a communist fiesta" that was "not a gesture of the Cuban people to the 

Mexican people, but rather a gesture of Cuba's leftists to Mexico's leftist government."171 

Batista's friend had become a public political inconvenience. The colonel 

contrived a fishing trip in order to be away from Havana during the Homage to Mexico, 

and he and civilian government officials were notably absent.172 Wright reported that, 

"Reyes Spíndola has been criticized in many quarters for having accepted an invitation to 

appear and to speak at a meeting of this kind at which officials of any branch of the 

																																																								
169 Briggs memo to Duggan and Welles, June 8, enclosing USE Havana (Wright) despatch 814, June 2, 
1938; 612.3731/6, Box 3322, NARA. 
170 "Fué Magnífico el Homenaje Tributado el Domingo al Pueblo y Gobierno de México," El Mundo, June 
14, 1938, 1. "Labor Leaders Urge Cuba to Seize Foreign Enterprises," Wall Street Journal, June 13, 1938, 
3. "Mexico is Hailed by Cuban Throng," NYT, June 13, 1938, 5. 
171 USE Havana (Lawton) despatch 853, June 14, 1938; 812.6363/4230, box 5451, NARA. "Una Sola 
Verdad en la Fiesta de La Polar: La Intransigencia Roja," Avance, June 13, 1938, 1 (quotes); "Sobre el 
Mitin de Ayer," Avance, June 14, 1938, 1; "Impresiones," DDLM, June 14, 1938, 4. 
172 USE Havana (Wright) despatch 848, June 13, 1938; 812.6363/4196, box 5450, NARA. 
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Government were conspicuous by their absence." Batista, he wrote, "said to me that he 

believed the Mexican Chargé d'affaires to be a very ill-balanced individual and that he 

had come to the conclusion that it was his unpleasant duty to call to the attention of Señor 

Reyes Spíndola the unfortunate circumstances which had attended his recent activities." 

An officer on the colonel's staff told Wright that after this closed-door conversation with 

the Mexican Chargé, Batista had pronounced him "a nuisance."173 Reyes Spíndola's role 

in the homage and his complaints in the press about the rejection of his trade pact 

prompted his critics in Cuba's Congress to formally suggest in early July that the 

diplomat be declared persona non grata for interfering in Cuba's domestic affairs.174 

Though not officially expelled, Reyes Spíndola did transfer to Chile by early 1939.175 

By contrast, the government joined a counter-program organized by Casanova 

and the Unión Social-Económica de Cuba, a pro-US business association. On July 3 a 

banquet at the Hotel Nacional honored the U.S. and U.K., and on the 4th of July, 

following a parade of tens of thousands down the Paseo del Prado to the U.S.S. Maine 

monument on the Malecón, an "Homage to the North American People and Government" 

took place at the Teatro Nacional, celebrating U.S. democracy, the Good Neighbor 

Policy, and U.S.-Cuban amity. President Laredo Brú gave the welcome address, 

Ambassador Wright the closing, with Batista, congressional leaders, foreign diplomats, 

and other political, business, and cultural luminaries in attendance; non-communist labor 

leaders were a late addition to the program at Batista's suggestion, to give the event less 

																																																								
173 USE Havana (Wright) despatch 871, June 22, 1938; 712.37/11, box 4110, NARA. 
174 "Debate en la Cámara Respecto a la Conducta del Representante Diplomático de México," DDLM, July 
6, 1938. USE Havana (Lawton) despatch 912, July 6, 1938; 612.3731/7, Box 3322, NARA.  
175 López Portillo, Cuba en la Mirada, 72. According to the SRE, Mexico named a new ambassador to 
Cuba on January 1, 1939, and Reyes Spíndola's tenure as Chargé officially ended on February 1. 
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of a conservative and elite air.176 Contrasting the diverse official and popular support for 

the July 4 event with the confrontational and leftist flavor of the Mexican homage, 

Wright felt that for the U.S., "the results have been almost embarrassingly gratifying."177 

 

Conclusion 

Culminating between March and July 1938 with the passage of the Combustible 

Minerals Law and the dueling homages to the U.S. and Mexico, the politics of oil provide 

a useful window into broader Cuban political dynamics and into relations between Cuba, 

the United States, and Mexico in the period between the consolidation of the Batista-

Mendieta government in early 1934 and the Constituent Assembly elections in 1939.   

Oil politics help us understand the goals, methods, and limits of Batista's populist 

turn and the careful balancing that it entailed. The confrontation between the Laredo-

Batista government and the gasoline distributors in 1937 exemplifies Batista's new role as 

champion of the public interest and Cuban consumers against large foreign enterprises. 

The gasoline-price conflict helped secure for the Cuban executive branch the power to 

impose price ceilings on "articles of prime necessity," reinstituting – permanently, it 

turned out – one of the revolutionary Grau government's populist measures that Mendieta 

had previously overturned. The critical difference was that such power in the hands of 

Batista or the civilian cabinet he controlled was exercised in cooperation with the oil 

																																																								
176 Reyes Spíndola despatch 362, July 6, 1938, III-1248-8, SREMEX. USE Havana (Wright) despatch 893, 
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companies and with the consent of the U.S. government, rather than in defiance of them 

as under Grau. Reflecting the broader trend toward corporatism and regulatory 

intervention in the economy, as seen also in the 1937 Sugar Coordination Law, Batista 

brought the Cuban state into partnership with capital and business, on the one hand, and 

labor and consumers, on the other, in order to reconcile conflicts and promote the welfare 

of all concerned, including, of course, Batista's government itself. The soldier-turned-

politician managed both to win popular acclaim by keeping prices lower than they 

otherwise would have been, and to maintain the gratitude of business and the 

acquiescence of Washington by averting potentially greater conflicts. 

At the heart of Cuban oil politics were diverging visions of oil nationalism. For 

Reyes Spíndola and many on the Cuban left and center-left, the multinational oil firms 

were obstacles to Cuba's development, having fundamentally diverging interests from the 

Cuban nation. Upstream, they could be expected to engage in speculation and sit on their 

concessions or exploit them for short-term profit, but not to respect Cuba's sovereignty or 

its long-term developmental and social interests; downstream, they would collude to 

inflate prices and exploit Cuban consumers. Others of more conservative orientation like 

Casanova, López Castro, Corral, Laredo, and Batista, and press organs like the Diario de 

la Marina and Cuba Económica y Financiera, were willing to perceive shared interests 

with the foreign companies, and to see them as partners in, not obstacles to, Cuba's 

development. The key for these politicians, technocrats, and commentators was for the 

Cuban state to strictly oversee the companies' marketing activities to ensure fair prices, 

and to design Cuba's upstream law in such a way as to regulate and incentivize the 

multinationals to bring their skills and capital to bear in order to promptly and thoroughly 
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develop Cuba's anticipated oil resources, and to secure the maximum and proper benefits 

for the Cuban state, workers, and the nation as a whole from this expected oil wealth.  

This pragmatic, regulated private-sector oil nationalism should not be confused 

with the laissez-faire, inertia, and entreguismo ("handover-ism," surrender of the national 

patrimony to foreigners) that had prevailed in Cuba's oil industry before the Revolution 

of 1933, when surface taxes, royalties, mandatory drilling, and limits on the duration and 

area of concessions had been nonexistent, and state oversight of marketing minimal. The 

new regime governing upstream and downstream activity was a significant expansion of 

state intervention into the oil industry, to the extent that when these policies were 

criticized, it was often from the right, by those who objected in principle to price ceilings 

or thought the upstream law went too far in its nationalistic labor, state reserve, and 

royalty terms. Moreover, Batista's oil policy overlapped significantly with the visions put 

forward by other revolutionary groups like Joven Cuba, the ABC, and the Auténticos, as 

well as the more activist currents in the Liberal Party going back to Vázquez Bello in 

1930, all of whom had called for stricter oversight, regulation, and taxes to prevent 

private, especially foreign, concessionaires from monopolizing Cuba's oil lands and 

leaving them undeveloped. Sharing with these groups the common Cuban belief that the 

island held rich oil deposits waiting to be exploited, Batista and López Castro saw a 

partnership with the multinational firms as the most efficient way to develop this resource 

as rapidly as possible, and tried to craft the upstream law in order to allocate this 

anticipated wealth in ways that would foster the Cuban economy's overall development. 

Batista's Combustible Minerals Law and Three-Year Plan diverged from the more 

statist currents of Cuban oil nationalism by declining to create a state oil company to 
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compete with private firms. In hindsight this omission seems a missed opportunity, given 

that this venture would have had broad support in Cuba and that the Good Neighbor ethos 

would have made it hard for Washington to oppose it. But even the conservatives never 

ruled a state oil firm out. The opposition to such an enterprise was never philosophical, 

but always presented in economic terms, in light of the cash-strapped Cuban state's 

inability to raise the funds necessary for such a capital-intensive project. The related 

opposition to an oil deal with Pemex was also founded on economics and diplomatic 

necessity more than ideology; importing "hot" Mexican oil was logistically impossible 

without a Cuban-owned refinery and distribution network, and posed a threat to the sugar 

quota and access to capital and markets on which the entire Cuban economy depended, 

given London and Washington's dispute with the Mexican government. Even the Marina 

had touted Mexico's "defense" of its oil as a model, before drawing the line when 

Cárdenas' expropriation threatened to draw Cuba into the conflict. Should the diplomatic 

and economic circumstances change, the Cuban state remained free to enter the oil 

business and/or make a deal with Pemex. In the meantime, the oil law's labor clauses 

were designed to train, for the first time, a skilled pool of Cuban petroleum engineers. 

This prevailing vision of oil nationalism was largely congruent with the wishes of, 

but by no means imposed by, the U.S. State Department and the foreign oil companies. 

U.S. officials and the companies' Cuban lawyers had been consulted in drafting the oil-

exploration law, but the final draft was the work of Cuban officials and legislators only. 

The efforts of Ambassadors Caffery and especially Wright to influence the law, 

meanwhile, were less intrusive and decidedly more subtle than those of Mexico's envoy 

Reyes Spíndola and oilman Benjamín Hurtado de Mendoza. The New Deal ethos 
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prevailing in the U.S. government and the Good Neighbor agenda guiding the State 

Department's Latin Americanists like Welles, Duggan, and Wright sought a more 

equitable balance between supporting the operations of private U.S. oil companies and 

addressing the grievances of Latin American governments and public opinion. Chargé 

Matthews helped to broker a compromise between the gasoline distributors and the 

cabinet during the price controversy, but was ordered to stand down by Welles. Backed 

by Swanson in the Interior Department, State's Latin America Division pushed the 

companies to accept the terms that Batista's government offered for the upstream law, 

rather than holding out for more or walking away entirely. Having been presented terms 

that were broadly acceptable, the companies held out for a freer hand in labor matters and 

for the exclusion of their older denouncements from the mandatory 1/8 state reserve, but 

when met with a relatively cold reception to their appeals to U.S. diplomats, they 

accepted Batista and López Castro's terms. Having seen the once-profitable industry they 

had built in Mexico under the old laissez-faire regime gradually eroded after 1917 and 

then catastrophically expropriated in 1938, the companies were more receptive to State's 

counsel to make concessions to Cuban oil nationalism up front in order to lock in 

sustainable conditions for the long term. Rather than the two-dimensional versions of 

Batista's entreguismo and imperialist diktat that sometimes populate depictions of U.S.-

Cuban relations after 1933, this relationship is better seen as one in which Batista 

asserted a mild and gradualist form of Cuban nationalism broadly acceptable to U.S. 

interests, which made concessions, in turn, to avert more radical alternatives.178  

																																																								
178 The oil industry therefore lends credence to the thesis put forward by Vanni Pettiná in his recent 
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between the post-1933 generation of Cuban politicians and the Roosevelt administration. While Pettiná 
depicts this compromise as coming to fruition under the Auténtico governments beginning in 1944, the 
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Cárdenas' Mexico confronted the Anglo-American oil empire head-on. To say 

that Batista was no Cárdenas is to ignore the fact that, when it comes to energy and the 

political and economic constraints it imposes, Cuba was no Mexico. Lacking Mexico's 

established oil production, Cuba remained dependent on Shell and the U.S. companies for 

fuel, expertise, and capital investment. But after 1938, Cubans believed that they did so 

temporarily, with the expectation that this expertise and investment would soon provide 

the means for Cuba to produce its own oil, and thus, to transcend its dependent position 

within the American oil empire and achieve economic independence and development. 

In addition to confirming Batista's political skill – as the colonel secured passage 

of legislation that had eluded Cuban governments for nearly a decade, apparently without 

succumbing to the expediency of bribery or chivo – the Combustible Minerals Law 

marked a turning point in Cuban politics. Along with the sugar and tobacco coordination 

laws and the various labor and social-insurance protections, it was one of the most 

important pieces of the Three-Year Plan, and its impact was expected to be equally 

important. It was also the last piece of the Plan to be enacted into law, as Batista 

announced in early May that the rest of the package would be suspended for lack of 

government funds for its implementation. Instead, the remainder of the Plan became part 

of the pro-government coalition's platform heading into the Constituent Assembly 

elections.179 On May 10, 1938, the day after President Laredo Brú signed the oil law, the 

government announced that a date would soon be set for this vote, which was eventually 

																																																								
1938 oil law suggests that it was in place even before the full transition to democracy under the 1940 
Constitution and the election of Grau in 1944. Vanni Pettiná, Cuba y Estados Unidos: Del Compromiso 
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179 Phillips, Island of Paradox, 186-7; Argote-Freyre, Fulgencio Batista, 250. 
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held in November 1939.180 After a decade of dictatorship, political violence, revolution, 

repression, provisional governments, and electoral boycotts, Cuba was entering a period 

of full political freedom and electoral democracy. Batista himself was widely expected to 

stand for President in the elections to follow under the new constitution.181 

Although beginning to distance himself from Reyes Spíndola in public, Batista 

still had use for him in private. Throughout 1938, Spíndola secretly helped broker an 

entente between Batista and Cuba's Communists, one that became a full-fledged political 

alliance. The thaw began in summer 1937, amidst Batista's early populist turn, when he 

gave the Communists permission to form a front party, the Unión Revolucionaria, and 

they began muting their criticism of him. Both sides then explored but failed to 

consummate a pact with the Auténticos, who distrusted the Communists for opposing 

Grau's government in 1933 and Batista for deposing it. Instead, Batista and the 

Communists embraced each other. The strongman-turned-politician saw Communist help 

as a way to win working-class and labor votes and to keep the Cuban left and center-left 

divided; the Communists saw Batista as a means to full legalization and a renewed role in 

the unions, and as a bulwark in a popular front against fascism and Francoism in Cuba's 

large Spanish community.182 Batista allowed the Communists to freely publish their daily 

newspaper, Noticias de Hoy, in May 1938; in July they agreed to join the pro-government 

coalition in the Constituent elections, and the Unión Revolucionaria-Comunista operated 

openly after September. Batista also gave Communists a free hand in a reinvigorated 

labor movement, allowing Lázaro Peña to be elected head of the new national labor 

federation, the Confederación de Trabajadores Cubanos (CTC), which held its first 
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congress in January 1939 with some funding and organizational support from Mexico's 

CTM labor federation and its leftist head, Vicente Lombardo Toledano.183  

Batista's populist and democratic evolution was complete. He felt secure enough 

now to also allow the Auténticos to operate freely, and in December 1938, Grau returned 

from his five-year exile. All the political parties began organizing for the Constituent 

Assembly elections to be held in November 1939. A sense of optimism prevailed in the 

public at large, as Cubans looked ahead to their country's democratic future. Optimism 

and anticipation prevailed, too, among watchers of Cuba's oil industry. Cubans looked 

ahead to a free, progressive, and prosperous new era fueled by Cuban oil. 

																																																								
183 On Batista, labor, the Communists, and Mexico see Rubén de León, El Origen del Mal: Cuba, un 
Ejemplo (Miami: Service Offset Printers, 1964): 319-330; Thomas, Pursuit of Freedom, 706-15; Argote-
Freyre, Fulgencio Batista, 253-5; and Whitney, State and Revolution, 165-71. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Optimism, Insecurity, Hegemony: Energy and Politics in Democratic Cuba, 1939-1952  

 
From 1939 to 1952 Cuba enjoyed its longest and fullest period of political 

freedom and multi-party democracy. Army chief Fulgencio Batista still ruled through 

figurehead civilian President Federico Laredo Brú from December 1936 through October 

1940. But Cubans voted freely in November 1939 for delegates to draft a new 

constitution and then in presidential and congressional elections in June 1940, 1944, and 

1948. Although opportunistic party-switching, vote-buying, patronage, and outright graft 

remained common, the winners of these votes claimed legitimate mandates and the losers 

generally accepted the results with few allegations of fraud or intimidation, in contrast to 

the many discredited elections and armed revolts in the Republic's history. Freedom of 

expression and association were the norm, the exceptions being national security-related 

censorship and restriction of pro-Axis activity during World War II and the temporary 

and controversial closure of the Communists' newspaper in 1950-1. But all of Cuba's 

political parties organized and campaigned freely, forming coalition governments in 

which legislative and executive power reflected their strength at the polls. These ranged 

from the Communists on the far left and the Partido Revolucionario Cubano-Auténtico 

(PRC-A) on the reformist center-left through the traditional centrist and conservative 

parties – chiefly Demócrata, Republicano, and Liberal – and the conservative, corporatist 

ABC on the right. Since March 10, 1952, when Batista's military coup returned Cuba to 

dictatorship, sham elections, and armed revolution and counter-revolution, Cuba has 

experienced nothing like its open and pluralist long 1940s in a sustained way again. 

Cuban politicians of all parties converged toward populism, corporatism, and 

social democracy, pushed by the tribulations – tyranny, depression, popular mobilization, 
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revolution – of the first half of the 1930s, the political strength of organized labor in the 

CTC union confederation, and the goal of national unity against fascism. The Auténticos 

held a plurality in the Constituent Assembly, and the 1940 Constitution reflected their 

influence, that of the now-gradualist Communists, and Batista's populism more than it did 

Cuba's liberal and Plattist tradition; it was seen at home and abroad as quite progressive, 

with strong protections for civil, workers', and women's rights and ambitious goals for 

social welfare, public education, land reform, and other causes. Coalitions under its semi-

parliamentary system (in which a directly-elected executive president appointed ministers 

drawn from and accountable to Congress) always drew one of the left-leaning parties into 

the government. Batista retired early from the army and was elected President in 1940 

heading a right-left "Socialist-Democratic Coalition" of Liberals and Democrats backed 

by the Communists; his wartime unity cabinet was the first in the Americas to include a 

Communist minister, albeit without portfolio. The Auténticos Ramón Grau San Martín 

(1944-8) and Carlos Prío Socarrás (1948-52) won their presidencies backed by the 

Republicans. Dissident Auténticos led by the charismatic Eduardo Chibás launched a new 

social-democratic anti-corruption party, the Partido del Pueblo Cubano (Cuban People's 

Party), known as the "Ortodoxos," in 1947, further cementing center-left populism as 

Cuba's dominant political idiom. Voters expected, and all parties promised (and at times 

delivered) protection and benefits for workers and the poor, defense of the nation's 

sovereignty and economy, and job-creation, patronage, and redistribution by the state.1 

																																																								
1 On Cuban populism and corporatism between 1934 and 1952 see Gillian McGillivray, Blazing Cane: 
Sugar Communities, Class, and State Formation in Cuba, 1868-1959 (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2009): Ch. 8; Antoni Kapcia, "Fulgencio Batista, 1933-44: From Revolutionary to Populist," in 
Authoritarianism in Latin America Since Independence, Will Fowler, ed. (Westport: Greenwood Press, 
1996); Harold D. Sims, "Cuba," in Leslie Bethel and Ian Roxborough, eds., Latin America Between the 
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Given its unique place in Cuban history, there is a dearth of historical scholarship 

on the 1940-52 era.2 Its interstitial nature, after the revolutionary cycle of the late 1920s 

through 1933-35, and before the one beginning in 1952 and culminating in 1959, makes it 

an interregnum for scholars focused on the causes and course of either revolution. 

Scholarship published in Cuba since 1959 must conform to the government's hegemonic 

grand narrative, which tends to pass over these years as mere prelude to Batista's 

dictatorship and the liberation of Castro's revolution; in practice, historians off the island 

likewise tend to begin their analyses of the Revolution's roots in 1952.3 The existing 

scholarship focuses on three inter-related issues: the horse-trading and demagoguery of 

the era's mercurial and often cynical coalition politics (pejoratively called politiquería); 

the blurred lines between electioneering, patronage, and violent organized crime 

(gangsterismo); and the era's notorious corruption.4 Studies of U.S.-Cuban relations are 

also few and general compared to the trove of work on the period after 1952.5  

Much work therefore remains to understand Cuban politics and, especially, 

political economy in this period, both through the prism of Cuban national politics and 

																																																								
2 It is covered, of course, in general surveys, but it is telling that after 45 years, the relevant chapters of 
Hugh Thomas, Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom (New York: Harper & Row, 1971): 706-88, remain vital. 
Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba: Between Reform and Revolution 3rd. ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
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3 On grand narratives see Lillian Guerra, Visions of Power in Cuba: Revolution, Redemption, and 
Resistance, 1959-1971 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013), and Louis A. Pérez, Jr., 
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5 It is best covered in Vanni Pettiná, Cuba y Estados Unidos: Del Compromiso Nacionalista al Conflicto, 
1933-59 (Madrid: Catarata, 2011) and (on Batista's presidency) Irwin Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista: 
Good Neighbor Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-45 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1973). 
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through Cuba's relations with the United States and other neighbors during World War II 

and the early Cold War. This chapter therefore seeks to contribute to the urgent task of 

understanding Cuba's democratic era on its own terms, and not just within the larger 

narrative of Cuba's twentieth-century history and the revolutionary eras that bookend it.6  

Energy history provides a useful way to explore broader Cuban political dynamics 

and democratic Cuba's relations with its neighbors, particularly Mexico as well as the 

United States. Energy encapsulates the hopes and fears, optimism and disappointment 

that Cubans experienced in this era. In the larger arc of the Republic's history, the period 

exhibits both new departures and familiar patterns. Cubans pushed in 1939-52 against 

their energy insecurity and the causes of their underdevelopment in creative and myriad 

ways. But the environmental, economic, political, and diplomatic obstacles to this effort 

proved insurmountable, and Cubans failed to transcend their dependent place within the 

U.S. energy empire. The goals and limits of this effort, in turn, provide a window onto 

the ambitions and shortcomings of Cuba's social-democratic moment, and the factors and 

techniques that allowed the U.S. government to maintain U.S. political and economic 

hegemony in Cuba. Examining Cuban democracy and Cuban oil together helps us better 

understand the promise and the unsavory aspects, and ultimately the elusiveness, of both. 

 
Old Patterns, New Departures  

 

Optimism and Disappointment in Oil Exploration 

 
The passage of the Combustible Minerals Law in May 1938 inaugurated a period 

																																																								
6 In this task the chapter heeds the call of Steven Palmer, José Antonio Piqueras, and Amparo Sánchez 
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of optimism that large-scale commercial oil production in Cuba was imminent. Claimants 

registered over 400,000 hectares' worth of oil-exploration concessions by the end of 

1939, and an additional 11,000 hectares for the exploitation of naphtha (natural gasoline) 

deposits already known.7 For the first time, large foreign oil firms, as well as small Cuban 

outfits, conducted sustained drilling operations on the island. Expectations ran high. 

Cuban mining engineer Alberto Quadreny hailed the oil law's passage in an 

interview in the Diario de la Marina newspaper. He blamed "the incapacity of all those 

governments we have suffered under" for failing to support oil exploration and hindering 

the development of Cuba's oil through bad regulations. Cuban investors, he lamented, had 

also been reluctant to invest in oil exploration, wrongly believing that only foreign firms 

had sufficient capital to do so effectively. And so, despite Cuba's many indications of 

subterranean oil deposits – seepages of natural gas, asphalt, and naphtha – Cuban oil 

exploration had been mere "scratching the surface," Quadreny argued, with no systematic 

surveying or deep drilling, a similar situation to that in Mexico prior to its oil boom in the 

1910s. "Now, for the first time in our history," he said, there was sound legal basis for 

investment in drilling, and so a similarly oil-rich future beckoned for Cuba, especially if 

the state followed up with infrastructure improvements and/or subsidies for the industry.8  

The Marina's editors likewise saw the oil law as the start of a new era. "Oil exists 

in the Island's subsoil," they wrote, according to experts who pointed to indicators like 

naphtha and asphalt to predict "the discovery of considerable oil basins." However, they 

lamented, "our subsoil has remained for the most part unexploited," amid the failure of 

earlier legislative efforts, even as Cuba's sugar industry alternated between ephemeral 
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booms and prolonged stagnation. "Now, facing the threat of an economic crisis whose 

solution cannot yet be foreseen," with sugar prices and demand weak, "it is urgent that 

we expand our economic horizons, to create new wealth, to stimulate the production of 

raw materials, to create viable industries." Petroleum being "one of the most hopeful 

possibilities" for economic recovery and diversification, the Marina anticipated that, 

"The discovery of oil wells could signify a new economic era for Cuba."9 

Optimism ran especially high in Cuba's oldest hydrocarbon region, the Motembo 

naphtha fields. Rogelio Díaz Pardo, a Liberal politician and oil investor, founded a new 

company, Petrolera Nacional de Motembo, in January 1939. Within weeks it announced 

that its first well was already producing naphtha (at a modest 24 B/D), with production of 

crude oil predicted to follow shortly.10 That year a new trade journal, Oro Negro [Black 

Gold] was launched, as a booster for Cuba's oil industry and Motembo in particular. "We 

can say that the oil and [natural] gasoline boom has begun in Cuba," declared Ramón 

Franco, one of its contributors. Also likening Cuba's untapped oil potential to that of 

Mexico at the turn of the century, he wrote that, "We are optimistic and faithfully 

convinced that this is the year for oil in Cuba."11 "In this very year," he declared, "Cuba 

will join the oil-producing markets of the world."12 Díaz Pardo told his fellow Senators 

three years later that Motembo was "an enormous field of experimentation, and the most 

positive hope for making Cuba into an oil-producing country." Wherever naphtha was 

produced – California, Alberta, Baku – he pointed out, crude oil had also been found.13 

																																																								
9 Editorial, "La Legislación Petrolera," DDLM, May 6, 1938, 4. 
10 Petrolera Nacional de Motembo advertisement, Noticias de Hoy [hereafter Hoy], February 17, 1939, 5. 
11 Ramón Franco R., "El Petróleo en México y en Cuba: Antecedentes Históricos," Oro Negro: Revista 
Minera, Agrícola, y Comercial, 1:3 (May 17, 1939): 6; Biblioteca Nacional "José Martí," Havana [BNJM]. 
12 Ramón Franco R., "Cuba: Un País de Mañana," Oro Negro 1:3 (May 17, 1939): 9; BNJM. 
13 Rogelio Díaz Pardo, "Motembo, y el Impuesto de 4 1/2 Centavos por Galón de Nafta Extraída del 
Subsuelo Nacional," [pamphlet] (Havana, 1942); BNJM. 
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Oil boosters contrasted Cuba's past as a sugar exporter with its expected future as 

an oil country. With the U.S. Congress favoring home-grown sugar and Cuba's quota 

facing further cuts, Oro Negro's editors asserted that soon "the ruin of Cuba's sugar 

industry will be complete." Therefore, they argued, echoing a theme rising in Cuba since 

the 1920s, "We must look for substitutes as new sources of national wealth." And just in 

Cuba's hour of need, "When the sugar structure seems to collapse, a substitute of more 

firm and powerful economic potential appears: oil." The United States would soon be a 

net oil importer, they pointed out, and Cuban oil fields, while saving millions on 

imported fuel, were also natural suppliers for the U.S. market.14 In preparing to drill, 

Atlantic and Shell also saw Cuba's geography as advantageous for exporting to the U.S.15 

For some Cubans the interest of large foreign firms, while confirming Cuba's oil 

potential, also posed a threat, adding further nationalist urgency to boosters' push to raise 

investment. Oro Negro's editors warned that, with the support and "influence" of the U.S. 

government behind them, "Foreign capitalists will monopolize [Cuba's oil], in the same 

way that sugar production has been monopolized in our Republic, converting this country 

into a production factory of United States capitalism, without economic independence." 

To avert this prospect they urged Cuban investors – not just "millionaires" but also 

modest ones – to invest in Cuban oil firms.16 "Let us do all that is possible and within our 

																																																								
14 "Transformarse es Vivir: Ante la Ruina del Azúcar, la Esperanza del Petróleo," Oro Negro 1:6 (June 12, 
1939): 11; BNJM. 
15 United Kingdom Legation [hereafter UKL] Havana (Minister Grant Watson), Despatch 48-E to Foreign 
Office [FO], May 11, 1938; A4037, FO 371/21451, United Kingdom National Archives, Kew [UKNA]. 
Department of State [hereafter DOS], record of telephone conversation [telcon], "Activities of the Atlantic 
Refining Company in Cuba," Ellis O. Briggs (Assistant Chief, Latin America Division [DOS-LA]) with 
Joel Lipscomb (Atlantic Refining Company), January 3, 1939; 837.6363/234, Box 5981, U.S. National 
Archives and Records Administration II, College Park, Maryland [hereafter NARA]. All NARA documents 
cited in this chapter are from the General Records of Department of State, Record Group 59; almost all are 
from the Central Files, also known as the decimal file; those from the Lot Files are indicated as such. 
16 Editorial, "La Industria Petrolera en Cuba," Oro Negro 1:4 (May 29, 1939): 2; BNJM.  
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reach," Franco argued, "with faith and optimism therefore to see ourselves in the near 

term added to those peoples who struggle to achieve their economic independence."17 

Led by Atlantic and Shell (the latter leading the Estrella joint venture with Jersey 

Standard), the foreign companies were indeed looking to strike oil in Cuba. Both firms 

began drilling in late 1938, Atlantic near Remedios in Santa Clara Province and Shell 

near San Antonio de los Baños in Havana Province.18 By the end of 1940 Atlantic (six) 

and Shell/Estrella (three) had drilled a total of nine test wells of 2,200 to 6,000 feet. All 

nine were sealed up and abandoned, however, with no oil production reported.19 Having 

worked to enact a law to facilitate foreign investment and drilling, Cubans and foreigners 

alike faced the disappointment of dry holes and unfulfilled expectations. 

For some Cubans, the surprising failure of Shell and Atlantic's exploration push in 

1938-40 led not only to disappointment, but also disbelief. Rumors arose that these 

foreign firms had actually discovered oil, but had sealed their wells to keep these deposits 

secret from their competitors and the Cuban government and public, waiting to exploit 

them at some later time of tighter supply and higher prices. Communist journalist Jacinto 

Torras, in his pseudonymous column for the party's daily Noticias de Hoy, acknowledged 

these rumors in 1942, stating that "up to the present the existence of petroleum has not 

been reliably proven, although great polemics (scientific and unscientific) have been 

elaborated on this matter, there being some who come to attribute to the large oil 

																																																								
17 Franco, "Un País de Mañana," op. cit. For similar arguments about potential oil exports to the US, the 
need to diversify the economy, and the imperative to avert monopolization of Cuba's oil by foreigners, see 
"Las Tres Razones para la Extracción del Petróleo," Oro Negro 1:4 (May 29, 1939): 5; BNJM. 
18 UKL Havana (Watson), despatch 22, December 6, 1938; POWE 33.1710, UKNA. C.H. Lieb (Standard 
Oil of New Jersey [hereafter SONJ]) letter to DOS, September 21, 1943, enclosing memo, "Standard Oil 
Company (N.J.) – Producing Activities and Program in Cuba;" 837.6363/9-2144, Box 4692, NARA. 
19 Antonio Calvache, Historia y Desarrollo de la Minería en Cuba (Havana: Neptuno, 1944): 100-102. 
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companies, driven by their private and selfish interests, the occultation of oil deposits."20 

Antonio Calvache, a geologist in the Cuban Society of Engineers who had helped draft 

the 1938 oil law, gestured toward these theories in a 1944 book, putting some of the 

blame on Cuban officials for failing to hold the companies accountable or verify the 

presence or absence of oil. "Both the work of drilling and the work of sealing or 'closing' 

the wells in all cases was done with absolute discretion and without official auditing or 

technical intervention," he wrote. "All that is known for sure is that oil did not flow from 

these wells, even though in the course of several of them strata were penetrated that are 

impregnated with oil and emanations of gas."21 Far from a new era of oil wealth, 

therefore, the first years of Cuba's social-democratic era brought fresh disappointment, 

and the origins of a narrative that blamed the lack of oil production not on the geological 

absence of oil deposits in Cuba but on the conspiratorial machinations of foreign 

companies working against Cuba's interests, abetted by the negligence of the Cuban state.  

The hard truth was that despite the high expectations, Cuba entered the 1940s 

producing no crude oil of its own. The small Bacuranao field petered out in 1935 after 

yielding a modest 145,000 total barrels since its discovery in 1916. The renewed activity 

at Motembo increased naphtha production there from 860,682 gallons (20,492 barrels) in 

1936 to 4.4 million gallons (104,184 bbl) in 1939 and 5.5m gallons (130,976 bbl) by 

1941. A natural analog of refined gasoline, the naphtha met about 10% of Cuba's motor-

fuel needs, but no more.22 Cuba remained almost totally dependent on foreign 

hydrocarbons to generate electricity and fuel its agriculture, industry, and transportation. 

																																																								
20 Juan del Peso [Jacinto Torras], "La Escasez de Combustible Es el Problema Más Agudo que Sufre la 
Economía Nacional," Hoy, August 13, 1942, 1. 
21 Calvache, Historia y Desarrollo, 101. 
22 Cuban Bureau of Mines data, in "Producción en Cuba de Petróleo y Nafta," CEYF 34:400 (July 1959): 27 
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Business, Politics, and Special Interests: Standard, Naphtha, and Alcohol  

Energy consumption data confirm that the 1930s had been a lost decade for Cuba. 

Cubans' pre-1945 fossil-fuel consumption had peaked in 1925, when they imported about 

8.5 million barrels of petroleum fuels and 659,000 tons of coal. Annual imports held 

steady through 1929 at 6.7m to 7.3m barrels of oil and 616,000-632,000 tons of coal. But 

the Depression and the stagnation of Cuba's sugar-driven economy saw imports drop to a 

low of 2.1m barrels and 294,000 tons in 1933, then remain at 3.3m-4.4m barrels and 

300,000-333,000 tons – half of the 1925 peak – for the rest of the 1930s.23 Falling coal 

and fuel oil demand reflected small sugar harvests and lower industrial output, rail traffic, 

and electricity use. Lower gasoline consumption reflected declining motor-vehicle use; 

remarkably, there were 30% fewer cars (17,728 versus 25,500) and 10% fewer trucks 

(8,802 versus 9,700) in Cuba in 1935 than 1925.24 The march of fossil-fueled modernity 

in Cuba – a leader in Latin America for nearly a century – had stalled, and even reversed. 

But demand for energy, particularly oil, would rise starting in 1940. The outbreak 

of war in Europe was first a mixed blessing for Cuba, raising sugar prices but impeding 

sugar and tobacco exports to the continent. But then the U.S. government lowered its 

duty on Cuban sugar in 1940 and again in 1941, and approved $25 million in new loans 

for public works and agricultural diversification.25 Accordingly, in 1941 Cubans imported 

207 diesel-fueled tractors, plus 117 more in early 1942 before exports from the U.S. were 

halted, compared to only 50 in 1940; U.S. programs including Lend-Lease also sent used 

																																																								
23 Import data from República de Cuba, Ministerio de Hacienda, Comercio Exterior (Havana, annually). 
24 Data for 1935 from Foreign Policy Association, Problems of the New Cuba: Report of the Commission 
on Cuban Affairs (New York: Foreign Policy Association, 1935): 437. Data for 1925 from Lionel Soto, La 
Revolución del 33, vol. I (Havana: Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, 1977): 250-1. 
25 Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista, 188-92. The Cuban peso was pegged to the U.S. dollar at 1:1. 
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tractors to Cuba to aid diversification efforts.26 The mechanization of agriculture that 

would sweep much of the developing world after World War II was already underway in 

Cuba. The number of motor vehicles rose by 12%, from 43,949 in 1937 to 49,541 in 

1941, and gasoline consumption jumped by a quarter, from 48-50m gallons a year in 

1937-9 to almost 63m in 1940.27 Then in early 1942, after Japanese occupation removed 

Dutch East Indian and Philippine sugar from the markets and the U.S. and Cuba entered 

the war, the Roosevelt administration agreed to purchase Cuba's entire, unrestricted 1942 

sugar crop at 2.65¢ per pound to secure wartime supplies. The annual zafra, which earned 

$120m from 2.9m tons in 1938 and rose to $140m from 2.7m tons in 1940, grew to 4m 

tons and $256m for 1942, giving Cuba its strongest sugar revenue and labor market since 

the mid-1920s.28 Sugar prosperity was returning, and with it rising energy demand. 

Amid these ups and downs in Cubans' fortunes and demand for energy, in the 

context of the island's scant production of hydrocarbons, the Cuban state faced familiar 

dilemmas in energy policy. Batista and his majorities in Congress sought to encourage 

fuel production on the island, but faced the familiar tradeoff between keeping prices low 

for Cuban consumers or maintaining the fiscal health of the state through taxes on oil 

products, which provided a vital revenue source. Capital and labor demanded protection 

or subsidies from the government on nationalistic or populist grounds, and longstanding 

habits of legislative chivo (rent-seeking and graft) in the regulation of the oil business 

																																																								
26 Statistics from "Importación de Tractores Agrícolas," CEYF 26:303 (June 1951): 46. Prime Minister 
Ramón Zaydín, letter to Minister of State J.A. Martínez via Cuban Embassy Washington, February 4, 1943, 
enclosing memo from Carlos Hevia [Head, Office of Price and Supply Regulation], February 4, 1943, 
837.6363/363; Laurence Duggan (Chief, American Republics Division [RA]) memo to RA, enclosing 
memcon, "Cuban Gas Oil," Duggan with Ambassador Aurelio Concheso and Secretary of the Presidency 
Amadeo López Castro, November 12, 1943; 837.6363/495, both in Box 4691, NARA. 
27 "Vehículos Inscriptos en Cuba," CEYF 26:301 (April 1951): 79. This includes buses, trucks, and "other 
motorized vehicles" as well as autos. "Consumo de Gasolina en Cuba," CEYF 25:290 (May 1950): 16. 
28 Pérez, Between Reform, 213-5; Gellman, Roosevelt and Batista, 188-92, 201-3; Thomas, Pursuit, 728-35.  
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persisted, all of which created friction among Cuban interests and between them and the 

United States. The Standard Oil Company of Cuba, the Motembo naphtha producers, and 

Cuban alcohol-fuel distillers were at the center of these conflicts in this period. 

The Standard Oil Company of Cuba's Belot refinery on Havana Bay remained 

Cuba's only significant oil refinery at this time, at around 3,000 barrels per day (b/d) 

capacity. With up to $10 million invested in the plant alone, a near monopoly on refining, 

and dominant market share in most oil products, this Standard Oil of New Jersey affiliate 

was one of Cuba's leading industrial firms.29 Its managers and workers did not hesitate to 

invoke this status to defend their interests, as seen in the 1931 tax dispute in Chapter One. 

A move to impose new taxes on the plant in summer 1939 elicited a similar response.  

Facing budget problems as they sought to service Cuba's debts and create jobs 

through public-works spending, Batista and Laredo's government turned to Standard's 

refinery. Sales taxes and import duties on oil products already provided the Cuban state 

around seven million pesos a year, more than 10% of its revenue. In May 1939 pro-

government legislators introduced a general revenue bill that moved to add new taxes on 

the refining of oil products including kerosene, tractor fuel, gas-oil, and lubricants. The 

measure was expected to raise up to $600,000, at Standard's expense since prices for 

these products were fixed by the state and the cost could not be passed on to consumers.30 

Standard resisted, stressing developmentalist nationalism and the defense of Cuban jobs.  

In memoranda to Cuban officials and business leaders, Standard, as in 1931, 
																																																								
29 Belot's reported value ranged from $5-10 million; Standard also owned Cuba's largest distribution and 
retail network. Bonsal, memo "Cuban Petroleum Situation," August 10, 1939; 611.3731/2131, Box 3148, 
NARA. Standard sold 75% of the gas-oil, 60% of the kerosene, 40% of the gasoline, 90% of the refined 
asphalt, 27% of the fuel oil, and 32-47% of the lubricants and paraffin waxes in Cuba in 1940, far more 
than any competitor in each category except for fuel oil, where Sinclair had more than half of the market. 
U.S. Consul-General Coert DuBois, despatch 2512, March 15, 1941; 837.512/598, Box 4670, NARA. 
30 Philip W. Bonsal (DOS-RA) memo to Briggs and Duggan, July 25, 1939; 837.512/483, Box 5962, 
NARA; Bonsal memo, "Cuban Petroleum Situation," August 10, 1939; 611.3731/2131, Box 3148, NARA.  
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framed itself as a Cuban company, arguing that "the national oil refining industry" 

merited protection from the government of "our nation." The new taxes, Standard pointed 

out, would erode the advantage that Belot's products enjoyed against competitors' 

products refined abroad, which faced steep import tariffs (13-14¢ per gallon in the cases 

of kerosene and tractor fuel) in order to encourage refining in Cuba. The bill would result 

in "the hampering of production and sale of a Cuban product in order to favor the sale of 

an imported foreign product. Were this new policy to be followed, we would revert to 

colonial days, to the general astonishment, since it is a policy generally followed in every 

country to protect national industry." At a time when Batista's backers among the 

governing parties and the Communists vied with the Auténticos to claim ownership of the 

1933 Revolution, Standard attacked the taxes as betraying revolutionary values: "Cuba 

would depart from that nationalistic policy which since the year 1933 has been increasing 

as a measure against unemployment and towards the economic freedom of the country, 

always endeavoring that the products consumed by the Cuban people be manufactured by 

Cuban labor" so that Cuba would retain the value added.31 Business advocates including 

the hacendados (sugar-mill owners) association and the editors of Cuba Económica y 

Financiera supported Standard on these nationalist and developmentalist grounds.32 

Standard also argued that the new taxes betrayed Cuban workers. The tax burden, 

Standard claimed, would exceed the plant's profits and so force it to shut down to avoid 

operating at a loss. "Some four hundred workmen," management argued, "will all be 

																																																								
31 Standard Oil of Cuba memo, "Refuting a Bill Presented to the Senate on June 19, 1939 by Senators 
Francisco Rosado and Arturo Illas, on Taxes on Cuban Production of Petroleum Derivatives," July 6, 1939 
(USE translation), enclosed in USE Havana (First Secretary Willard Beaulac), despatch 2190, July 18, 
1939; 837.512/481, Box 5962, NARA. 
32 Asociación Nacional de Hacendados, "Informe Sobre el Proyecto de Ley de Impuestos," enclosed in 
USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2265, August 5, 1939; 837.512/500, Box 5962, NARA. "Una Arbitraria 
Proposición de Ley Sobre los Derivados del Petróleo," CEYF 14:160 (July 1939): 15-16. 
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doomed to the breadlines" by this "unfair and unsocial" measure. The plant paid a half a 

million pesos a year in wages, more than its reported annual profits of around $310,000; 

therefore, Standard argued in a populist flourish, "Cuban labor received a larger profit 

from the industry than did the operating company itself. It therefore follows that the 

protection offered by the tariff to the industry favors principally the Cuban working 

class."33 Tugging at heartstrings on behalf of the many workers of twenty years' service 

who "would be thrown into the street and turned into public charges," Standard asked 

incredulously "Can the Government provoke such a situation? ...Can it be affirmed that it 

is sound social and economic policy to throw a large number of laborers out of work?"34 

The refinery workers themselves argued in similar terms in defense of their livelihoods 

and the nation's economy in an open letter to Congress and the public, appealing also to 

Cuban labor's new champion, "Colonel Batista [who] hears us and guides us."35  

Faced with this threat to Cuban jobs, the bill's authors modified it to empower the 

government to invoke public necessity and "intervene" the plant – assuming temporary 

management, but not ownership, a practice prominent during the revolution, when Grau 

had intervened the Cuban Electric Company – in order to protect the workers if Standard 

moved to lay them off or suspend operations. If the firm did not relent, the state was then 

authorized to nationalize the refinery, compensating Standard with bonds to be funded by 

the plant's future revenues.36 Commentators noted the resemblance to Mexico's recent oil 

nationalization, in which the expropriated firms had been given a similar compensation 

																																																								
33 Memo, "López Blanco Tax Bill on Petroleum By-Products," August 4, 1939, enclosed in F.C. Pannill 
(SONJ) letter to Wright, in USE Havana despatch 2272, August 5, 1939; 837.512/502, Box 5963, NARA.  
34 Standard Oil of Cuba memo, "Refuting a Bill...," op cit. 
35 "Los Obreros y Empleados de la Refinería de Belot: Al Pueblo de Cuba," Finanzas, August 9, 1939. 
36 "Proyecto de Ley," enclosure to USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2251, August 1, 1939, enclosed in 
Bonsal memo to Welles, August 2, 1939; 837.512/494, Box 5962, NARA.  
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scheme, wholly insufficient in their eyes and those of the U.S. and British governments.37  

As had often been the case when Congress dealt with oil matters, chivo lurked 

behind the tax bill. One U.S. diplomat wrote that, "It is generally reported that the tax bill 

has now become an instrument for blackmailing local industries," with legislators 

proposing taxes on a given industry in order to extract bribes for their removal or defeat; 

Cuba's breweries, for example, had reportedly paid to remove a mooted tax on beer.38 "A 

very reliable source in the Cuban Government" told the embassy "that the House has 

divided itself into committees, each of which is to approach one or more industries which 

would be affected... and endeavor to make 'arrangements' with those industries."39 It is 

not known if Standard executives were approached by or made payoffs to Cuban 

legislators to defeat the refining taxes. But the taxes were dropped by late August.40  

Another explanation for the government's retreat is that the pressure on Standard 

and other U.S.-owned businesses threatened Batista's ongoing negotiations for a debt 

settlement with U.S. banks and a supplementary trade agreement with the U.S., a deal 

Batista needed to bolster his coalition's political standing ahead of the constituent 

assembly elections in November. Cuba's ambassador in Washington, Pedro Martínez 

Fraga, opposed the taxes and warned Batista in early August that they would lead to the 

failure of the negotiations and his resignation.41 With U.S. diplomats taking a hard line, 

insisting that a deal depended on Batista's cracking down on what they saw as corruption 

																																																								
37 "Cuban Tax Bill Holds Hint of Expropriation," Wall Street Journal, August 3, 1939, 2. Standard also 
pointed out that Cuba's 1901 constitution required prior indemnification for expropriated private property. 
Standard Oil Company of Cuba memo, "El Impuesto Sobre el Petróleo y sus Derivados," August 8, 1939, 
enclosed in USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2278, August 8, 1939, 837.512/511, Box 5963, NARA. 
38 USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2192, July 19, 1939; 837.512/485, Box 5962, NARA. 
39 USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2262, August 3, 1939; 837.512/498, Box 5962, NARA. 
40 USE Havana (Beaulac) despatch 2290, August 10, 1939; 837.512/514, and despatch 2236, August 22, 
1939; 837.512/529, both in Box 5963, NARA. 
41 DOS memorandum of conversation [memcon], Mr. Lancaster (National City Bank) with Bonsal, August 
3, 1939; 837.512/508, Box 5963, NARA. 
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and waste in public spending, Batista was in no position to squeeze U.S. firms for cash or 

cause a diplomatic crisis by nationalizing a prominent U.S.-owned property. As Philip 

Bonsal – then a mid-level officer on the State Department's Cuba desk, and later 

ambassador to revolutionary Cuba – pointed out in a memo, the disparity in power 

between the vulnerable Cuban government and Jersey Standard, one the world's largest 

companies, meant that "the Cuban Government is somewhat at a disadvantage" in the 

standoff. "Obviously, the company is in a position to shut down the refinery without 

having to consider the bearing of such action upon its general prosperity." Batista, for his 

part, had no such leverage.42 The taxes were dropped, Jersey officers thanked the State 

Department for its support, and Batista got his new trade agreement in December.43 As 

during the debate over Cuba's oil-exploration law the previous year, Batista needed U.S. 

economic and political support too badly to risk a rift with Standard and Washington by 

asserting state control over this major part of Cuba's oil industry. Though managers and 

workers stressed their firm's cubanidad to Cuba's government and public, Standard Oil of 

Cuba was ultimately protected by its North American affiliation and U.S. power. 

Though he retreated from the measure in 1939, Batista would place new taxes on 

Belot's production once political circumstances changed. In February 1942, in the second 

year of his presidency and having recently declared war on the Axis alongside the U.S., 

Batista used his wartime emergency powers to impose new taxes by decree. Standard 

																																																								
42 Bonsal memo, "Cuban Petroleum Situation," August 10, 1939, op cit. Refinery runs at Belot amounted to 
less than half of 1% of Jersey Standard's worldwide runs of almost 850,000 B/D in 1939. Henrietta M. 
Larson, Evelyn H. Knowlton, and Charles S. Popple, New Horizons: History of the Standard Oil Company 
(New Jersey), 1927-1950 (New York: Harper & Row, 1971): 200-1. 
43 Pannill letter to Duggan, August 8, 1939; 837.512/521, Box 5963, NARA (thanks); Wright, memo, 
"Conversation with the Secretary of State," August 17, 1939; Beaulac, memo, August 17, 1939; Bonsal, 
memo to Briggs and Welles, August 21, 1939; Bonsal, memo to Briggs, August 22, 1939; and DOS 
(Welles), Instruction 1091 to Wright, August 25, 1939; all in 611.3731/2132, Box 3148, NARA 
(negotiations). On the debt and trade talks see also Gellman, Roovselt and Batista, 165-171. 
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faced new levies of 0.25¢ per gallon of crude refined and 2.8¢ per gallon of kerosene and 

2.24¢ per gallon of tractor fuel produced. In addition, consumers faced an added sales tax 

of 0.1% on all oil derivatives and a further 1.4¢ per gallon on kerosene and 10¢ per 

gallon on gas-oil or diesel for use in vehicles on public roads (that is, trucks and buses, 

but not tractors). The decree authorized equivalent cuts in import duties on these 

products. The new regime was expected to raise some $366,000 for the state and lower 

retail prices by helping imports compete with Belot's kerosene and gas-oil, as had been 

the case with gasoline after 1925. Standard and Cuba Económica y Financiera renewed 

their objections to this betrayal of Cuba's longtime protectionist policy.44  

In contrast, the Communists' newspaper Hoy lauded the measures as "worthy of 

praise" even if they did not go far enough, in its view, to erode the "illicit margins" 

Standard allegedly earned on such products as kerosene, which Hoy claimed were as high 

as 12¢ a gallon on a fuel that wholesaled for 17.25¢. "This problem has been raised year 

after year," the paper argued, "without being able to overcome the power and the millions 

of the powerful octopus that is Standard Oil." Hoy accused Standard of adopting an 

"intransigent" and "threatening" attitude, and urged the government not to tolerate cuts to 

jobs, hours, or output by this "all-powerful enterprise, accustomed to imposing its dictates 

over and above sovereign states."45 Amid the wartime emergency, however, Standard 

made no move to cut staff, and U.S. diplomats did not protest. In (eventually) managing 

to balance the goals of lower retail prices, higher state revenues, defense of domestic 

industry and Cuban labor, and harmonious relations with the U.S., President Batista 

managed in wartime what had eluded aspiring candidate Batista in peacetime. 

																																																								
44 "Una Discriminación Contra la Industria Refinadora del Petróleo," CEYF 17:191 (February 1942): 15-16. 
45 Editorial, "Impuestos a Derivados del Petróleo," Hoy, February 11, 1942, 2. 
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Batista also used the state's fiscal powers to stimulate production of alternative 

motor fuels from Cuban resources. The state had facilitated the growth of Cuba's naphtha 

industry by legally exempting naphtha from the 2¢ a gallon general sales tax on gasoline; 

in practice, the authorities also allowed naphtha retailers to avoid the public-works 

gasoline tax, which dated to 1925 and had risen to 13¢ per gallon by 1941. Given its 

inferior performance, naphtha was only competitive with refined gasoline because of its 

lower price due to its tax exemptions: gasoline then retailed at 29.5¢ a gallon, of which 

15¢ was tax, while tax-free naphtha sold for as little as 12¢. In 1941 naphtha's exemption 

was legally confirmed until such time as it supplied 30% of Cuba's motor-fuel demand.46 

Subsidies were also the foundation of Cuba's other domestically produced motor 

fuel: industrial alcohol, which was distilled from sugarcane molasses and blended with 

naphtha or gasoline to produce a fuel Cubans patriotically called carburante nacional. As 

discussed in Chapter One, the Machado administration had proposed to stimulate this 

industry by mandating the blending of alcohol into all gasoline, but retreated due to 

opposition from the oil companies and also sugar interests, who argued that they could 

export molasses at a higher price than that necessary to produce alcohol at a cost to make 

carburante competitive with pure gasoline.47 But advocates for an alcohol mandate kept 

making their case, and the industry's economics were disputed amid fluctuating molasses 

and oil prices; the Foreign Policy Association mission of 1935, for example, had 

recommended alcohol fuel as a potential industry "deserving of careful study."48 But even 

absent an official mandate, motor-alcohol consumption rose from 25,000 gallons in 1930 
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to 2.9 million gallons in 1933, 3.1m gallons in 1939 and 3.6m gallons in 1940, helping to 

slow the growth of gasoline consumption and imports. Like naphtha, carburante nacional 

was exempt from gasoline taxes, and most carburante was a blend of alcohol and Cuban 

naphtha, the foreign oil companies – Shell, Sinclair, and Standard – being loath to erode 

their market by adding alcohol to their gasoline.49 

These gasoline distributors decried the tax breaks as an unfair subsidy of $1.5 

million a year to the naphtha and alcohol interests which had allowed them to supply ever 

more of Cuba's motor-fuel market – almost 17% by 1940.50 The tax breaks, moreover, 

violated the U.S.-Cuban reciprocity treaty, which required Havana to tax both countries' 

products at the same rates. But U.S. diplomats advocated benign neglect. The embassy, 

one officer wrote in March 1941, "believes that an increase in Cuban production of 

natural naphtha or gasoline would be a desirable development for many reasons," chiefly 

its contribution to Cuban employment and self-sufficiency during the European war, and 

argued that closure of the naphtha firms or alcohol distilleries "would be an undesirable 

development especially under existing conditions." He urged that any official objections 

to the violation be of "pro forma character, and that they would not have to be pressed, at 

least for the time being."51 On orders from Washington, the ambassador made a routine 

complaint in May 1941, which the Cuban authorities seem to have duly ignored.52 

Meanwhile an Auténtico Congressman, Alejo Cossío del Pino, made a new push 

for a carburante mandate, submitting a bill in spring 1941 to require blending of 60% 
																																																								
49 "Nueva Proposición de Ley Sobre Carburante Alcohol-Gasolina," CEYF 16:181 (March 1941): 15-17. 
50 USE Havana (Assistant Commercial Attaché Charles Ducoté) memo, "Cuban Tax Bill Proposes Changes 
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alcohol to 40% gasoline in all motor fuel. The mandate, he argued, "would transform the 

alcohol industry into one of the country's most important, effectively contributing to the 

fight against unemployment and mitigating hunger and destitution in our countryside" by 

raising demand for sugar labor. The hacendados, though, managed again to block the 

mandate, objecting on economic grounds since they would be forced to sell molasses to 

Cuban distillers at 3¢ a gallon when they could export it to the U.S. at 4.5¢.53 Cossío del 

Pino and the editors of both centrist (El Mundo) and left-wing (Hoy) papers then alleged 

that the "Alcohol Trust" of twenty-odd distilleries was conspiring to raise carburante's 

price to as high as 45¢ per gallon.54 Both the distillers and the hacendados valued their 

profits above the causes of greater employment and national self-reliance in fuel. Without 

a government mandate, carefully fixed price, and large tax breaks and subsidies 

facilitated by U.S. indulgence, alcohol-based carburante nacional would struggle to 

overcome the economic forces that had long made Cuba a gasoline importer and a sugar 

and molasses exporter, as long as normal political and economic conditions prevailed.  

 
Cuba's Wartime Energy Crisis 

 

Normal conditions, though, did not prevail after December 9, 1941, when Cuba's 

Congress voted unanimously to join the U.S. at war against the Axis. Geographically, 

Cuba was vital for guarding shipping and air routes between the Atlantic, Caribbean, 

Gulf of Mexico, and mainland North and South America and the Panama Canal. 

Economically, Cuban sugar was a vital foodstuff for Allied armies and home fronts, and 
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also provided the raw material for industrial alcohol used to produce military necessities 

including explosives and synthetic rubber. Cuban resources and U.S.-Cuban military and 

economic cooperation, therefore, were vital to hemispheric defense and the Allied war 

effort. But as an island whose economy had long relied on exporting sugar and tobacco 

and importing seemingly everything else, including staple foods and nearly all its fuel, 

Cuba was especially vulnerable to disruption of its maritime trade. Shipping difficulties 

and import scarcities would severely disrupt Cubans' economy and everyday lives. 

The interaction of wartime production and energy insecurity was the central 

dynamic of Cuban political economy in 1942-5. The island's latent energy insecurity, 

briefly exposed during the 1933 Revolution, became an acute energy crisis that lead to 

fuel rationing, economic dislocation, and recriminations that bent, but did not break, the 

bonds of wartime national unity among Cubans and of the U.S.-Cuban alliance. As noted 

above, historians have sorely neglected Cubans' wartime experience; this section begins 

the work of uncovering and analyzing that experience, focusing on what Cubans of all 

walks of life and political persuasions saw as its most urgent problem.  

World War II was a war of oil. Tanks, trucks, ships, and airplanes had insatiable 

appetites for diesel, fuel oil, and gasoline. War industries relied on oil-based fuels and 

lubricants, along with coal. Infrastructure for oil production, refining, and distribution 

was often attacked in this "total war." Allied control of Western Hemisphere oil was a 

key to victory; the Allies consumed roughly 7 billion barrels of crude between Pearl 

Harbor and V-J Day, 5.8 billion of which were produced in the U.S., while lack of oil 

often fatally hampered the overextended German and Japanese war machines. 

Recognizing oil's centrality to the war, Roosevelt created the Office of the Petroleum 
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Coordinator for National Defense (OPC) in May 1941, which in 1942 became the 

Petroleum Administration for War (PAW). Working with a Petroleum Industry War 

Council (PIWC) of the Anglo-American oil company bosses, the PAW became an 

unprecedented partnership of business and government to coordinate the companies' 

production and distribution to meet the Allies' military and civilian oil needs.55 

Cuba's wartime oil insecurity was fundamentally a problem of transportation. As 

early as summer 1941, diversion of U.S. oil tankers to supplying Britain in its battle with 

Germany had complicated the shipment of oil to Cuba and other Caribbean islands and to 

the U.S. East Coast from the U.S. Gulf, Aruba, and Curaçao. Cuba needed about two full 

tanker deliveries a week (110 tankers annually) to meet its regular oil needs; Standard Oil 

of Cuba's boss warned Cuban authorities in August 1941 that scarcity of tankers would 

lead to fuel shortages in Cuba unless the government and the companies began to 

coordinate with each other and with the OPC.56 The PIWC and OPC set up a Petroleum 

Supply Committee for Latin America (PSCLA) to rationalize Western Hemisphere oil 

shipments in order to free tankers for Atlantic, and after Pearl Harbor, Pacific service.57  

Then entry into the war brought German submarine attacks on U.S. merchant 

ships, especially oil tankers. Fifty U.S. tankers were sunk in the greater Caribbean from 

February to May 1942 – 40% of all the U.S. tankers lost worldwide during the war.58 To 

maintain civilian morale, censors kept news of lost tankers out of the Cuban press.59 But 

memoirs of the time recall walks along the Malecón, Havana's seafront promenade, 
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through ankle-deep oil washed up from tankers torpedoed offshore.60 Coastal blackouts 

were imposed in the entire region, and ships were required to sail in convoys with anti-

submarine air and naval escorts. These and other measures blunted the U-Boat threat by 

mid-1943. But the tanker shortage would restrict Cuba's oil supply for the rest of the war. 

Confounding Cuba's fuel insecurity problem, the onset of war coincided with a 

renewed conflict over gasoline prices, in which Batista's government faced pressure from 

labor as well as the oil companies. A month before Pearl Harbor, the companies had 

appealed for Cuba's government to approve an increase in the gasoline price, arguing that 

fighting in Europe and Asia had raised oil prices in the U.S. and the costs of shipping and 

maritime insurance, and that the ceiling price of 27¢ wholesale and 29.5¢ retail in Havana 

– unchanged since 1937 – forced them to sell at a loss of 2¢ a gallon, for $1 million in 

losses annually.61 The government took no action, however, and on March 31, 1942 

Sinclair informed Batista's close aide, Secretary of the Presidency Amadeo López Castro, 

that for these reasons it was suspending its gasoline sales and would furlough its workers. 

"Gasoline rationing must begin immediately," López Castro confidentially advised 

Batista on April 1, explaining that Sinclair had let its gasoline stocks run out, and that 

Shell and Standard's were dangerously low, due to the tanker and price problems.62 On 

April 4 Batista decreed Cuba's first-ever fuel rationing measure, cutting gasoline 

deliveries for sale to private drivers by 50%, exempting public transport and the 

military.63 The conservative press conceded that with similar rationing now underway in 
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the United States, it was only fair for oil importers like Cuba to also tighten their belts.64  

Batista, however, was soon inundated with appeals from labor unions and elected 

officials. Facing layoffs, Sinclair employees, service-station operators, and other labor 

groups implored Batista to allow the companies to raise prices by up to 5¢ instead of 

imposing rationing. Otherwise, they wrote, "thousands of family men will be thrown out 

of work."65 The authorities in Las Villas (formerly Santa Clara) province expected Batista 

to save jobs, by intervening Sinclair if necessary.66 A Liberal congressman from Oriente 

informed Batista that, "A considerable representation of workers from the syndicates of 

the oil industry, garages, and bus companies of this province have been visiting me to 

make known to you their protest about the gasoline rationing, in which measure they 

suspect some scheme [maniobra] by the company."67 Taxi-drivers unions, in contrast, 

preferred rationing to a price rise, but argued that they should be considered public 

transport and thus exempt.68 On April 9 Batista also conceded to raise the wholesale price 

by 4¢, from 27¢ to 31¢, with a new retail price in Havana of 34¢; prices remained higher 

in the provinces due to extra distribution costs, with the highest (39¢ retail) in Oriente.69 
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While the oil unions had called for a price rise, the Communists and wider labor 

movement denounced it as extortion by the oil companies. The multinationals "have been 

fighting for some time to produce an increase in the price of gasoline. They are trying 

now to take advantage of the war, a propitious conjuncture for speculation and lucre, to 

achieve their aspirations," Jacinto Torras warned in Hoy.70 All through April Hoy 

condemned the "artificial scarcity" as "veritable blackmail."71 The Communist-led CTC 

labor federation issued a statement arguing that, "The gasoline shortage... has a definitely 

artificial character," because the shipping problems were "insufficient to leave Sinclair 

totally without gasoline... and to permit the other two companies to threaten us with 

suspending the nation's supply." Rather, the CTC argued, "The quite clear motive behind 

the shortage has been an increase in price. This entirely economic cause is proven by the 

importing companies' offers to bring all the necessary gasoline if the government agrees 

to lower taxes or concede a price increase." Renewing the Cuban left's earlier calls for a 

statist solution to Cuba's fuel insecurity, the CTC urged the government to break the "Oil 

Trust" monopoly by negotiating directly with oil-exporting governments for fuel.72  

A frustrated oil executive lamented to the State Department "that the people in 

Cuba think the prospective gasoline shortage is only a question of price and not a 

question of transportation." It was necessary, he argued, "to enlighten the Cuban people 

as to the realities of the situation."73 In a sense, though, the tanker and price problems 

were inseparable, and the debate a false one: the war had raised the companies' costs, 
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gave them reason or excuse to demand a higher price, and increased their leverage with 

Batista; with the tanker crisis forcing them to curtail shipments all over the hemisphere, 

Cuba could only secure its share of this scarce tanker capacity if the companies would 

turn a profit on their deliveries. The episode was the first of many wartime reminders that 

Cuba's energy security depended on economic and strategic forces beyond Cubans' 

control, and that many Cubans, especially among labor and the left, were deeply 

suspicious of the oil companies and demanded that the state defend Cubans' interests. 

The price increase solved the immediate crisis of the threat to suspend imports, 

but the tanker shortage and war effort required comprehensive fuel rationing. In mid-May 

1942, Batista created an Office of Price and Supply Regulation (Oficina Reguladora de 

Precios y Abastecimiento, ORPA) to oversee rationing, pricing, and distribution of fuel 

and other scarce essentials, headed by Carlos Hevia, a respected political independent 

who had served in Grau's 1933 cabinet.74 With varying degrees of effectiveness and 

acrimony, ORPA worked with other Cuban authorities, the PSCLA, the companies' 

bosses in Cuba, and the public to develop and enforce a fuel-rationing regime. Following 

PSCLA policy, the companies suspended competition and formed a "pool" committee to 

coordinate their Cuban operations. Like the other countries of Latin America, Cuba was 

allocated a quota of 40% of its 1941 consumption of each oil product for "non-essential" 

civilian use, in order to save tanker space; activities deemed essential to the war economy 

received 100% of their needs. Examination of the cases of gasoline, fuel oil, and diesel 

shows that Cubans met the oil crisis through austerity and development of alternatives, 

but that fuel shortages did create significant political, economic, and social problems. 
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Gasoline Rationing and Its Discontents 

Gasoline rationing was the first and most remarked-upon austerity measure. Hevia 

warned the public on May 25 that unrestricted consumption would exhaust Cuba's quota 

and cause "absolute paralysis of traffic" within a month. In June 1942 Cubans got the first 

– and sadly far from last – experience of ration cards in their history. Private automobile 

owners received coupons for 7 gallons of gasoline a week, taxi drivers 18 gallons. Bus 

lines were ordered to reduce consumption by 10%. Supplies to industrial and commercial 

firms were first cut by 15%, though Hevia hesitated to burden them further for fear of 

causing unemployment that would jeopardize morale and political stability.75 Cuban and 

U.S. observers, though, noted that compliance with even this initial regime was lax. 

Many gas stations submitted inflated 1941 sales figures so that their 60% cut was in fact 

less; customers requested, and the companies delivered, fuel above the quota. A black 

market [bolsa negra] in gasoline arose, at prices three or four times the official one.76 

Cubans across the political spectrum expressed outrage at the selfishness of those flouting 

or exploiting the gasoline-rationing regime, but differed over whom to blame.  

The Communists led the charge, using fuel austerity to make larger points about 

capitalism, privilege, and patriotism. Hoy condemned unscrupulous gas-station owners 
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who engaged in fraud, favoritism, and black-marketeering.77 It also chided Congressmen 

for legislating themselves a "privileged" ration of 6 gallons a day – twice that of taxi 

drivers – and suggested that some black-market supply came from them.78 [Figure 3] 

"Fuels are among the products whose shortage is most vitally affecting the national 

economy," Hoy editorialized in July, arguing that sacrifices must be "fair and equitable" 

for all: "The whole nation's conscientious and voluntary cooperation cannot be obtained 

when each evening we see a long line of shiny cars 

parade on the capital's boulevards, or while luxurious 

pleasure yachts keep entertaining people who do not 

feel like we are at war."79 When Hevia declined to 

ban evening and Sunday driving, Hoy blamed 

"pressure from the big [business] interests, the 

magnates, the 'proper ladies,' who live on the war's 

margins, making a life of wastefulness and luxury, 

with total heedlessness." Such decadence, Hoy 

argued, risked the lives of tanker crews and the 

livelihoods of workers facing layoffs due to fuel shortages.80 In the fall Hoy urged ORPA 

to intervene garages or even whole oil companies that sold gasoline above the quota.81 

Conservatives joined the Communists in calling for fairness in fuel rationing. The 

editors of Cuba Económica y Financiera urged ORPA to more vigorously enforce the 
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Figure 3: A for-hire driver resents 
Congressmen's generous gasoline ration. 
Hoy, April 25, 1942. (Library of Congress). 
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rules, "that the burden may fall evenly and fairly on all."82 Rather than the oil companies 

or black-market profiteers and consumers, however, they blamed over-consumption on 

the "complacency and lack of character" in the ORPA staff tasked with enforcing the 

regime, who had allowed Cubans to over-consume for months, underestimating the 

gravity of the situation and the resolve of the PAW authorities to enforce the hemispheric 

quotas, despite what the authors conceded to be the "good will and good intentions" of 

Hevia and other senior ORPA officials.83 

While they disagreed as to whom to blame most for the fuel crisis, commentators 

across the political spectrum agreed on its significance. "The fuel shortage is the gravest 

problem confronting the national economy," Hoy declared in August, now affirming the 

tanker shortage (not corporate greed) as the root cause. "Fuel, in the form of [fuel] oil, 

gasoline, or gas-oil, is the essential element for motorized and railway transport, for 

electricity generating plants, for agricultural tractors and irrigation pumps, and for 

industries in general. Its shortage affects all the nation's productive activities, partially or 

totally paralyzing them."84 The hard-right, red-baiting Diario de la Marina was in rare 

agreement, declaring that, "The greatest disturbance that we suffer amid all the others is 

the lack of fuel, which threatens to leave us in the dark and paralyze the nation's entire 

life."85 "Everyone knows," averred the conservative Avance, "that the oil shortage is 

causing the gravest disruptions in the country."86 For the centrist El Mundo the fuel crisis 
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was likewise "the gravest of the problems the war has brought us so far."87 Humorists 

applied Cuba's tradition of choteo (satirical humor) to their plight. In one Marina cartoon, 

a potential buyer balks at the seller's inflated asking price for a decrepit used car, but is 

told that it's a bargain given all the gasoline in the tank.88  

The gasoline crisis worsened in late summer and fall 1942. Labor and business 

representatives "practically invaded" ORPA's offices, Avance reported, demanding that 

their quotas be raised.89 Bus service was suspended in Santiago, the country's second city, 

and routes in Havana and others were reduced to save fuel, disrupting commutes and 

especially burdening the urban poor, causing "very serious danger to public order" in the 

Marina's view.90 Five hundred bus drivers marched on ORPA and the Prime Minister's 

office to demand more restrictions on private autos so as to save fuel for buses.91 Rations 

were cut, and in October and November ORPA temporarily banned all gasoline sales to 

private drivers.92 Nevertheless, civilian gasoline supplies ran out entirely for several days 

in November in Santiago and for a full week in May 1943 all over the country.93  

As the gravity of the gasoline shortage set in, commentators called for new, 

national solutions to the problem. "We are feeling the consequences of having not 

developed sources of national production on time, in our own interest," Hoy's editors 
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lamented.94 The "national problem" of fuel security would only find its "true and final" 

solution "now and for ever," another author argued in El País, through "a national 

solution," the development of fuel sources on the island.95 These and other Cubans 

looked to two Cuban products – naphtha and alcohol – as alternative motor fuels.  

As seen above, the naphtha firms took pride in being Cuba's only producers of 

liquid hydrocarbons. In April 1942 Batista had decreed a 4.5¢ per gallon tax on naphtha, 

to maintain the same price spread with gasoline. The naphtha producers protested anew 

against this assault on "one of the few industries rooted in cubanidad" on the island, a 

"noble source of employment and collective well-being" for 1100 workers, their families, 

and the whole nation, doubly pernicious "in these difficult moments in which fuel has 

become an urgent national necessity and sources of employment objects of government 

protection."96 Díaz Pardo used his role as chair of the Senate Mining Committee to hold a 

hearing opposing the taxes affecting his firm, and Prime Minister Carlos Saladrigas held 

hearings of his own.97 Skeptics saw the companies' "garlanded phrases" and appeals to 

the heart at this hearing as more fit for a poetry festival than a debate on tax policy.98 But 

both the Marina and Hoy opposed the tax on what the latter called "the national fuel... 

necessary now more than ever for the national supply."99 Batista retreated and lifted the 

tax.100 But despite the tax break and fervent drilling, reported naphtha production actually 

declined, from 6.7 million gallons in 1941 to 5.9m in 1942, 4.2m in 1943, 4m in 1944 

and 2.35m by 1945; it was widely held, though, that at least some of this decline reflected 
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under-reporting and diversion of the fuel to the black market.101 But whether sold legally 

or not, there was just not enough naphtha to solve Cuba's motor-fuel crisis on its own. 

Cubans looked anew to alcohol-based carburante nacional for deliverance from 

the fuel crisis and for their long-term economic independence. Alcohol, the Marina 

indicated, "can solve the classic problem of the lack of national fuel and contribute, 

furthermore, directly or indirectly, to the country's industrialization."102 Hoy celebrated 

the fact that the war emergency had empowered the Cuban state to try to overcome "the 

obstacles that existed to solving the problem of denatured alcohol, provoked by the desire 

for lucre and the selfishness of certain circles of the country," namely the sugar magnates 

and oil companies.103 "Alcohol, the Cuban national fuel, ... [has] been held back and 

smothered by the pressure of foreign interests opposed to the development of the national 

economy," Hoy's Jacinto Torras wrote. By overcoming "the most powerful international 

monopoly that has ever existed: the oil monopoly" and mandating the blending of alcohol 

into gasoline, he wrote, Cubans were solving the immediate crisis, "but we are also doing 

more. We are taking the first steps toward the future, developing the national productive 

forces, as the firmest basis for achieving Cuba's definitive economic liberation."104 

Spotting a golden opportunity, the National Distillers' Association appealed to the 

government to make carburante's use obligatory and to subsidize the industry so that it 

could finally overcome the oil companies' advantages in competitiveness and capital.105 
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Carburante posed three challenges: setting a price, solving technical problems in 

alcohol-gasoline blending, and fueling the distilleries. ORPA settled the price in late 1942 

by negotiating to withhold millions gallons of molasses allocated for sale to the U.S. at 

13¢ a gallon, selling them instead to Cuban distilleries at 7¢.106 This yielded a carburante 

retail price of 40¢ a gallon – 6¢ more than pure gasoline, but competitive given Cuban 

drivers' desperation.107 A formula of 65% alcohol to 35% gasoline or naphtha, modified 

in 1943 to 75% and 25%, solved the technical aspects.108 Drivers griped that carburante 

damaged engines, though officials insisted that the harm was often due to gas stations or 

drivers adding pure (black-market) gasoline to carburante, in the mistaken belief that 

more gasoline would aid performance (instead, it caused the alcohol to separate into its 

own layer).109 ORPA gradually overcame carburante's technical problems, and Cubans, 

lacking other options, grudgingly accepted its performance and price.  

ORPA reported in December 1942 that as long as alcohol and naphtha production 

kept pace, "the country can little by little normalize distribution" of motor fuel and 

maintain "all necessary services."110 By October 1943 U.S. petroleum attaché William 

Marshall wrote that due to "the excellent progress" with alcohol, the total supply of motor 

fuel for non-essential uses was 75-80% of the 1941 level, though Cuba's gasoline-import 

quota remained at only 40%.111 Cubans would continue to chafe at the motor-fuel 

rationing; in summer 1944 Standard Oil of Cuba's employee magazine was still 

emphasizing the need to remain patient and polite when dealing with customers angry at 
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the rationing, providing scripted talking points to mollify disgruntled clients.112 But 

despite its shortcomings, carburante had alleviated a severe motor-fuel crisis into a 

chronic, manageable burden. "The country in general should give recognition to Cuba's 

distilleries" Cuba Económica y Financiera declared a few months after the war ended, 

"for having saved the nation's economy during wartime from certain disaster."113 

The chief drawback of carburante, however, was the fuel-oil needs of the 

distilleries themselves. Distilling roughly 400 gallons of molasses into 100 gallons of 

alcohol consumed 60-70 gallons of fuel oil.114 Thus, each 100 gallons of carburante 

(even at the optimum ratio of 75% alcohol to 25% gasoline) required importing 25 

gallons of gasoline and around 49 gallons of fuel oil, saving only a quarter of the tanker 

space, not counting the imported fuel used to produce the sugar and molasses in the first 

place, or the loss in the refining process (of up to 10%) if the fuel oil and/or gasoline 

were produced at Belot from imported crude. Distilleries, therefore, were a crucial front 

in a wider effort to find substitutes for imported fuel oil in Cuban industry. 

 

Fuel Oil and the Search for Solid-Fuel Substitutes 

Cuban industry's transition from coal to fuel oil – begun, by coincidence, during 

World War I – was nearly complete as Cuba entered World War II. Railroads, distilleries, 

sugar mills, and industrial plants had practically all converted to oil. Consumption of coal 

– every lump of which was imported, nearly all from the U.S. – had fallen from up to 1.5 

million tons a year in the 1910s to 189,000 tons in 1941, while consumption of fuel oil 
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rose from practically zero in 1916 to 5.5 million barrels for 1941.115 ORPA and U.S. 

officials urged industries to convert their boilers and engines from fuel oil back to coal, 

which came on barges from Florida and did not take up scarce oil-tanker capacity, and to 

utilize solid fuels found in Cuba, like asphalt, wood, and sugarcane bagasse.116 Distillers 

duly turned to coal and wood.117 Most Cuban locomotives, originally designed for coal, 

were easy to revert, and since 90% of the sugar industry's fuel oil use was in the private 

railroads that hauled cane, sugar, and byproducts (the mills themselves burned bagasse), 

great savings were possible. But designating sugar and railroads as "war-essential" and 

entitled to 100% of their oil needs weakened owners' resolve to pay for the conversion 

and the higher cost of coal over oil, though U.S. officials still urged them on.118  

The principal wartime fuel-oil drama concerned the Compañía Cubana de 

Electricidad (CCE), the U.S.-owned utility that generated 95% of Cuba's electricity. The 

firm had run its provincial generating plants on fuel oil for years, but had only converted 

its main power plant in Havana from coal to oil over the course of 1941, finishing in the 

last months of the year. Cuba's largest single fuel-oil consumer (at around a quarter of the 

national total), the CCE had seen its fuel-oil needs grow by over 50% during the second 

half of 1941 (from a monthly average of 99,500 barrels to 151,200 barrels) with 

remarkably bad timing, given the newfound urgency to reduce oil imports.119  
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The company's initial efforts to encourage consumers to save electricity, and such 

early steps as mandatory 11:00 PM lights-out did little to curtail consumption.120 Indeed, 

electricity sales in 1942 exceeded those of 1941, since many small firms in non-essential 

industries that had formerly generated their own power switched to grid power when 

ORPA cut their fuel oil or diesel supplies.121 U.S. officials complained in fall 1943 that a 

year and a half into the fuel crisis, "little, if any progress has been made" in rationing 

electricity.122 Ambassador Spruille Braden warned that stricter rationing was essential to 

avert the "severe blow" of mass blackouts later if Cuba's fuel-oil quota was exhausted.123  

The company protested. "We have done everything possible to carry out rationing 

of non-essential services, and we believe these efforts have been reasonably successful," 

having saved 87,500 barrels (nearly a full tanker) of fuel oil that year, one executive 

wrote to Marshall. "Residential consumption is already absurdly low compared with 

American standards," he argued, while some 34% of sales powered "absolutely basic 

requirements for civilian life and health" such as municipal water and sewage works and 

streetcars; "frankly," he wrote, "[we] do not see any possibilities for further restrictions 

without causing immense damage to the Cuban economy" through general blackouts.124 

Marshall was unsympathetic, believing that the firm could do more to save current and 

try substitute fuels, and dismissing its warnings of hardship as "simply propaganda."125  

Marshall's skepticism aside, the CCE had taken the lead in exploring Cuban 
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asphalt as a substitute fuel. In summer 1942 Cubans enthused over an experimental plant 

at Bauta working to distill liquid fuels such as diesel and heavy fuel oil from asphalt.126 

Jacinto Torras saw the plant as "one positive aspect" produced by the oil crisis: "the 

sharpening of investigations to discover and exploit productive sources in our own 

soil."127 Hoy urged the state to give financial and technical aid.128 ORPA sent technicians 

from the CCE and Standard Oil to study the plant in August 1942. But their report was 

discouraging. The liquid products were too sulfurous for most engines or boilers; adding 

colloidal asphalt to fuel oil would only marginally stretch supplies. Despite the "honest 

and patriotic effort," they concluded, "the project is neither practical nor economical."129 

But Cubans' hopes that domestic asphalt would solve their chronic and acute fuel 

problems were undimmed. The war, Avance argued in March 1943, "obliges us to seek a 

solution to the problem through our own resources." Unconsciously evoking the spirit of 

the Inspector-General of Mines six decades earlier, Avance's editors wrote that "Only a 

few months ago – after four centuries of colonialism and four decades as a republic! – we 

began to 'discover' asphalt, whose miraculous deposits extend over all the national 

territory."130 That month Batista decreed that oil concessionaires must also develop any 

asphalt deposits on their tracts, "urged on in this respect by the urgent necessities of the 

war, and moreover because the... industrialization of the country would be assured 

through solution of the national fuel problem."131 But a U.S. technical mission reported 
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that despite Cubans' "considerable interest," the island's asphalt deposits were too poor in 

quality to substitute for fuel oil or coal without uneconomic and impractical refining.132 

In the end, the only way for the electric company or others to save large quantities 

of fuel oil without sacrificing output was to revert back to coal. Urged on by ORPA and 

the U.S., between April and September 1943 the CCE spent several tens of thousands of 

pesos laboriously reversing the process it had only finished in late 1941, re-converting 16 

of the 24 boilers in its Havana power plant back to coal, in order to save 36,000 barrels of 

fuel oil per month and allow Cuba to meet its allotted quota of 40% of non-essential fuel-

oil consumption.133 But then in October and November 1943, an unexpected glut of fuel 

oil stocks at refineries in Texas, Aruba and Curaçao and a coal-workers' strike in the U.S. 

led to a sudden reversal of the relative pressures on coal and fuel oil. Washington gave 

instructions that Cuba's conversion to coal should cease, and even be reversed if possible. 

Ambassador Braden contained what must have been his frustration and that of many 

Cubans by the time he replied to confirm the reversal of policy, requesting "greater 

advance notice" ahead of any more policy shifts of similar magnitude "so that confusion 

and embarrassment can be avoided."134 The electric company halted and partially undid 

its conversion to coal, and supplies of coal and fuel oil, supplemented by domestic solid 

fuels, remained austere and precarious, but adequate, in Cuba for the rest of the war.135 
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The Plight of the Guajiro: Gas Oil and Kerosene  

While Cuban naphtha and alcohol blunted the motor-fuel crisis caused by cuts in 

imported gasoline, and imported coal and domestic solid fuels kept mass industrial 

layoffs and electricity cuts at bay until the fuel-oil squeeze eased in late 1943, there were 

no clear solutions to the problem of gas oil (diesel fuel) in Cuba. Diesel was the lifeblood, 

not of well-off car owners or working taxi drivers, like gasoline, or of big sugar, railroad, 

or utility firms with lobbying clout, as with fuel oil; rather, besides trucking firms and 

public buses, gas oil was mostly used by Cuban farmers in tractors and irrigation pumps. 

Sugar being classified as war-essential, colonos (cane farmers) received 100% of their 

gas oil needs. But growers of other crops were not so fortunate, and the effort to reduce 

Cuba's non-essential gas oil use by 60% led to serious hardship in the countryside. 

Efforts to diversify Cuban agriculture away from its near total focus on sugar – a 

goal often discussed, but seldom acted upon, since the early 1920s – gained momentum 

in the early 1940s. With financial support from the U.S., Cuba implemented programs to 

foster cultivation of beans, rice, corn, potatoes, peanuts, and other staples, spending 

hundreds of thousands of pesos on subsidized seeds and loans for machinery. The 

potential benefits were considerable: moderation amid sugar's booms and busts, greater 

wartime food security for the island, relief from the rising cost of imported food, and 

steady work for thousands of guajiros (the Cuban term for an agricultural worker or small 

farmer, equivalent to campesino).136 But the program also highlights Cuba's dilemma in 

all diversification efforts, agricultural or industrial: achieving greater self-sufficiency in 
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food or other production only came by deepening Cuba's dependence on imported oil.  

Cuba's target of 40% of non-war-essential gas oil consumption proved impossible 

to reach. As López Castro explained to the State Department, fully 50% of Cuba's gas oil 

was used as tractor fuel, and much of the other half was for irrigation pumps; therefore, 

the machinery essential to the U.S.-backed diversification program was useless without 

diesel fuel, and unlike gasoline or fuel oil, there was no alternative fuel available at the 

time for diesel engines.137 "Gas oil is in no sense a luxury fuel," a U.S. embassy officer 

observed, "and in the absence of effective substitutes, any curtailment of its use must 

almost invariably result in a proportionate curtailment of some essential activity." 

Moreover, using 1941 as an annual baseline for Cuba's 40% quota underestimated Cuba's 

gas oil needs, as so many tractors, pumps, and other farm machines had been imported in 

late 1941 and early 1942 and so had not fully contributed to the 1941 figure.138  

Efforts to curtail fuel consumption caused hardship across the Cuban countryside. 

Many farmers ran their irrigation pumps and tractors only one or two days a week. Lack 

of fuel caused whole crops to be lost through inadequate watering or delays in harvesting; 

other fields were never planted at all.139 Protests and petitions for relief flooded the 

President and Prime Minister's offices from farmers all over the island. In one striking 

example, a thousand campesinos, their rice, bean, corn, and other crops in danger of 

failing, rode up to thirty kilometers on horseback to petition Batista in person for more 

gas oil when he made a New Year's visit to the town of Majagua in Camagüey in 1944.140  
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Worsening the blow of the crop failures and reduced demand for rural labor was 

the fact that campesinos also faced shortages of another vital oil product. Most of Cuba's 

kerosene was consumed in the countryside, as cooking fuel and the only light source in 

mud-and-thatch bohío homes, which were almost never connected to the electricity and 

gas grids. The 60% reduction in non-essential kerosene supplies, therefore, largely struck 

the poorest Cubans. Kerosene had an official ceiling price, but hoarding and black-market 

reselling were rampant.141 The "essential fuel for the Cuban campesino" Jacinto Torras 

reported in 1943, "is being sold at extortionist prices, according to constant complaints," 

with speculators seldom caught or punished.142 Black-market prices for charcoal, the 

other main fuel in poor homes, also reached twice the official price.143 Consumers 

convinced ORPA to set up local bodies made up of military officials, delegates from the 

local campesino association and labor unions, and retailers to oversee kerosene 

distribution in November 1943.144 But problems continued into 1944.145 In the fields and 

in their unlit homes, Cuba's guajiros suffered most from the fuel scarcity.  

With agrarian life and food production imperiled, Cuban officials gave up on the 

gas oil target, and instead turned to diplomacy. While non-essential fuel oil, kerosene, 

and gasoline use was near 40% by the end of 1942, gas oil was stuck at 75%, despite the 

hardship inflicted.146 In May 1943 ORPA, the companies, and the U.S. embassy agreed 

that the 40% target was impossible, and that the agrarian program required fuel even 
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above the 1941 level.147 But for a full year, senior officials including López Castro, the 

new Prime Minister, Ramón Zaydín, and Ambassador Aurelio Concheso would appeal 

for more gas oil, to be told that there were neither tankers nor product to spare.148 

Desperate, they proposed in February 1944 to further cut gasoline imports by 6m gallons 

by reducing drivers' carburante ration, to free tanker space for 6m gallons of gas oil.149  

Even with the gradual implementation of this swap, consumers and the 

government remained in dire straits. In April 1944 the Compañía Cubana de Petróleo 

(discussed below) imported a shipment of 161,000 gallons of gas oil from Mexico and 

appealed for it to be exempted from the quota.150 The new Foreign Minister, Jorge 

Mañach, a distinguished public intellectual, practically begged the unyielding Braden for 

leniency or at least for an appeal to his superiors. As Braden reported, "The Minister said, 

'Please, Mr. Ambassador, do not tell me that it is impossible to do this. This is vitally 

important for our internal economy, and if we must be denied, please let Washington do 

it.'" Braden, however, recommended "very strongly that this gas oil should not be 

furnished to Cuba ex-quota, as it would establish a very bad precedent" and undermine 

efforts to curtail waste and to implement the gas oil/gasoline exchange.151 The State 

Department concurred, fearing that the entire PSCLA pool regime "would be completely 
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stultified if ex quota shipments are permitted."152 But as with fuel oil, an unexpected 

windfall for Cuba soon appeared: demand for diesel fuel in the U.S. was largely seasonal, 

it being used as heating oil in the north, and when U.S. refinery stocks grew excessive in 

summer 1944, additional supplies were allocated for Cuba.153 This, plus the six-million-

gallon swap, made diesel availability adequate, if tight, for the last year of the war. 

 

U.S.-Cuban Relations and the Politics of Oil and Corruption 

As the above examples demonstrate, the size and proper distribution of Cuba's 

fuel quotas often became the subject of bitter recriminations among Cubans and between 

Cubans and the U.S. authorities who controlled the island's oil supplies. Cuban 

consumers consistently appealed to ORPA and other Cuban authorities for relief or 

special exemptions from the fuel rationing regime, and criticized inadequacies and 

inequities in its administration. Officials in Batista's government, for their part, appealed 

often to the State Department and PAW for increases in or exemptions from the quota. 

U.S. officials receiving these requests were often frustrated by what they saw as 

Cubans' sense of entitlement. "Cuba is making some effort to face her problems 

realistically," one State Department official wrote in June 1942, but "in other respects, 

Cuba is behaving petulantly, expecting the United States to guarantee prosperity in return 

for the country's loyalty."154 In July Concheso delivered the first of many appeals for oil 

above the quota.155 The U.S. responded brusquely: Cuba’s total reliance on imported oil 
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and close alliance with the U.S. did not justify exception to the hemispheric rationing 

regime. "I made clear to the Ambassador that the treatment Cuba was receiving was 

identical with that of other non-petroleum producing countries," the officer reported.156 

Braden warned the Cuban public in August against "recurring waves of optimism" and 

"false hopes" that Cuba would receive extra oil.157  

The hardship that Cubans professed to experience due to fuel shortages generally 

failed to move U.S. officials. While acknowledging fuel scarcity as one of the "principal 

causes of unemployment" at the time, the State Department emphasized in late 1942 that 

"The overall economic position is not as unfavorable as the Cubans themselves seem to 

believe, as 1942 has been an excellent year for the sugar mills, the estates, the railroads 

and mining."158 Cuba's fuel situation "is no worse and perhaps even a little better" than 

elsewhere in the region, Bonsal observed, since its principal industry, sugar, was exempt 

from rationing.159 Marshall wrote in December that, "the situation at this moment, while 

of course far from satisfactory, is not considered critical or tragic. ...Belts have been 

tightened, and while there is hardship in many directions," austerity was not yet likely to 

cause "serious social disturbances."160 A June 1943 Board of Economic Warfare report 

captured the prevailing U.S. view: "Cubans have been far behind most countries [in the 

region]... insofar as fuel economy is concerned. There is but little effort, initiative, and 

ingenuity in Cuba in meeting the war situation. ...The general attitude appears to be that 

somehow or another the United States will take care of them."161 
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Some North American frustration was due to a perception that too much of Cuba's 

fuel was wasted through corruption. As several historians have shown, government jobs 

in the Cuban Republic were coveted as opportunities for personal gain, and much of 

Cuban politics functioned through patronage flowing from office-holders to subordinates 

and clients. Voters and populist politicians – that is to say, practically all Cuban 

politicians after 1933 – often saw politics as transactional: an incumbent's access to state 

office and resources came with the obligation to spread the largesse to supporters and 

constituents as well as the implicit right to enrich himself and his associates.162 Despite 

decades as a businessman and diplomat in Latin America, Ambassador Braden was 

shocked and dismayed at the extent of official corruption in Cuba, particularly "the 

parasitic group surrounding the President."163 In November 1942 he bemoaned the 

worsening "graft and corruption" and "the general disintegration since last July of the 

Government as a functioning administration." Avarice, ineptitude, and indifference, 

Braden warned, were undermining the management of the war economy and U.S. aid.164 

Both ORPA and U.S. officials specifically lamented corruption in the distribution 

of fuel, and saw it beginning at the top. Ellis Briggs of the embassy relayed Hevia's 

dismay at the tone of a meeting with senior cabinet officers in September 1942: 

According to Hevia the conversation was largely devoted to a discussion of 
Cuba's moral right (because of cooperation with the United States, etc) to receive 
a generous allowance of petroleum products and to schemes for promoting all 
kinds of industries and projects as 'war essentials.' Apparently Zaydín and López 
Castro spoke passionately and at length about 'Cuba's right to generous terms,' 
and much time was wasted discussing various pet schemes of the officials present 
to assure maximum supplies. For example, [then Foreign Minister José] Martínez 
is interested in a nearby brick factory... – therefore bricks are a war essential; 
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López Castro has a rice enterprise near Manzanillo – therefore oil for pumps for 
irrigation is a war essential; and so on down the line. Hevia said he tried to 
interrupt some of the more flamboyant statements made by the Prime Minister 
[Zaydín] but that this was a voice crying in the wilderness. 

 
Hevia attributed the cabinet's lack of support for and compliance with ORPA's directives 

to officials' resentment of his efforts to stem corruption. His chief antagonist in the 

presidential palace, he told Briggs, was Batista's longtime aide, the notoriously corrupt 

Major Jaime Mariné. Briggs reported Hevia's belief that "Since Mariné has various extra-

curricular activities involving utilization of restricted supplies or commodities, he is 

gunning for Hevia." Pledging U.S. backing for his cause, Briggs talked Hevia out of 

resigning at this time, but conceded that, "in the last analysis it is true that unless he 

receives the backing of his own Government, his office cannot function effectively."165 

As Mariné's rank would suggest, Cuba’s armed forces were fertile ground for 

corruption in this period. Historian Louis Pérez has demonstrated that Batista's toleration 

of self-enrichment by military officers facilitated the Cuban army's generally reliable 

support for him after 1933.166 As Hevia's remark above suggests, the military's exemption 

from rationing and its control of fuels and other materials during the war facilitated graft. 

A Senate committee investigating the fuel problem in January 1943, for example, 

identified the military as a key source of black-market gasoline, along with the Motembo 

naphtha firms, taxi drivers illegally re-selling part of their quota, and foreign diplomats. 

The U.S. embassy denied the latter charge, at least in its own case, but concurred on the 
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others, especially the army and Motembo.167 When ORPA pledged in November 1943 to 

crack down on the black-market diversion of naphtha by having soldiers supervise the 

Motembo fields, U.S. officials saw the army as part of the problem: "The Embassy is 

very doubtful as to the success of this latter project, as there is every reason to believe 

that high military officials themselves are involved in 'black market' operations."168 

Military and government corruption proved too much for Hevia. He resigned in 

August 1943, frustrated that his many appeals to the cabinet for more adequate staff and 

funding and stronger political support for ORPA had gone unheeded; especially 

demoralizing, he told U.S. officials, was an April decree that allowed the military to 

requisition fuel and machinery without approval or even consultation from ORPA, which 

gravely undermined ORPA's work and opened the door to even more wanton waste and 

graft.169 Hevia penned an article in Bohemia magazine defending ORPA's record despite 

its "lacking the necessary resources and means," praising the "inestimable cooperation" 

of the U.S. authorities, and notably omitting any thanks for Cuban civilian or military 

officials.170 The press received Hevia's departure with dismay. Business and labor groups, 

even in sectors hard hit by rationing such as public buses, urged him to stay; many, like 

Bohemia's commentary page, a staunch critic of corruption, feared that a less upright 

successor would make ORPA an enabler of graft.171 With Hevia gone, U.S. officials 
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would take increasing responsibility for policing corruption and waste in fuel distribution.  

The leadership crisis at ORPA came, perhaps not by coincidence, at the onset of 

campaigning for the June 1944 elections. With Batista ineligible for re-election, his 

former and current Prime Ministers, Saladrigas and Zaydín, were his chosen successors 

atop the coalition's ticket. From January through June the government sought to deploy 

the usual pre-election public works spending spree, using the military as the conduit. But 

U.S. officials could block these projects by refusing to provide fuel on a war-essential 

basis. Braden and other embassy officers vetoed fuel requests for a slate of plans for 

"hospitals, sanatoria, boulevards, highways" because "most of the projects have no 

military characteristics… whatsoever," despite their army sponsorship. Braden warned 

Washington that, "Although some of these projects may be laudable in purpose, they are 

entirely for civilian use and are not even remotely connected with the war effort," being, 

instead, conceived "for political purposes, and with the object of providing a source of 

graft for their proponents."172 The president's brother, Francisco "Panchín" Batista, for 

example, won support in his bid for mayor of the Havana suburb of Marianao at least 

partly by promising a spate of public works.173 But U.S. officials denied the fuel for these 

projects, which they saw as being pushed "largely for political campaign purposes."174 

Commentators at the time, and historians subsequently, have emphasized that 

most Cubans and the government itself expected Batista's candidates to win the 1944 

elections. While Batista's decision not to use the army and police to rig or influence the 
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vote was important, it also merits noting that U.S. control of Cuba's fuel hindered the 

incumbents' use of public works to dole out patronage and win votes. Though "Panchín" 

Batista still won his mayoral race, and the coalition held its majority in Congress, the 

U.S. use of fuel controls to curtail public works spending likely hindered the coalition's 

overall campaign. Cuban voters’ discontent at unemployment, inflation, corruption, and 

the black market certainly helped propel Grau and the Auténticos to the presidency.175 

 

Mexican Oil, U.S. Hegemony, and the Limits of Cuban Independence 

With the U.S. authorities in the PSCLA unsympathetic to Cuban appeals for more 

oil, Cubans naturally looked to the one potential supplier outside the pool. The Anglo-

American oil companies had continued their global boycott of Mexican oil, as it was 

produced in oilfields and refineries expropriated from them – illegally, they insisted – by 

the Mexican government in 1938.176 The Mexican Foreign Ministry archives show that in 

the prewar period Mexican diplomats and officials of the state oil monopoly Petróleos 

Mexicanos (Pemex) had continued their efforts (seen in Chapter Two) to circumvent this 

embargo and promote oil exports to Cuba. Mexico's embassy in Havana helped make 

contact between Pemex and the new Compañía Cubana de Petróleo, known as Cumex, 

founded by Cuban investors in 1939, which contracted to import Mexican fuel oil.177 

Mexico's Ambassador, José Rubén Romero, then helped thwart Standard, Shell, and 

Sinclair's efforts to smother Cumex, publicly affirming that they had no legal right to 
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embargo Cumex or its clients, the expropriation’s legality having been upheld in Mexican 

courts.178 Cumex then survived a price war when these firms cut their fuel oil prices by 

15% (20¢ per barrel) to match its own, and rebuffed their offers to buy Cumex out.179  

The united front began to crack, though, in May 1940 when Sinclair settled its 

claims with the Mexican government.180 With one of the three main multinationals in 

Cuba ending its boycott of Pemex, the political and logistical obstacles to Cuban imports 

appeared to ease. In November 1940 Ambassador Romero proposed to the Cuban Sugar 

Stabilization Institute (ICEA), the state body coordinating Cuban sugar production and 

exports, to barter 250,000 barrels of Mexican fuel oil per month – around three-quarters 

of Cuba’s consumption – for 50,000 tons of Cuban sugar, with Sinclair to distribute the 

oil in Cuba. President Batista, Romero indicated, had already "favorably received" the 

proposal.181 But U.S. diplomats discouraged the deal, telling the head of one of the major 

Cuban-owned sugar companies "confidentially, that in the Embassy's opinion, it would be 

unfortunate for his company to carry out the transaction," given Mexican oil's still-

disputed status, the Sinclair settlement notwithstanding.182 The ICEA evaded the offer.183  

Though the Cuban government demurred at this point, Mexican exports to Cuba 

were nevertheless rebounding after a hiatus of nearly two years. Mexico’s share of 

Cuba’s fuel oil imports rose from zero in 1939 to ten percent in 1940 and more than one-
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third (1.6m barrels) in 1941.184 Cumex imported 22,000-28,000 barrels of fuel oil each 

month, and also leased the old Union Oil topping plant at Bacuranao to refine 50 b/d of 

Mexican crude.185 In 1941 a British sugar-trading firm arranged, this time apparently 

without involving the ICEA, to swap the 50,000 tons of Cuban sugar for Mexican fuel oil 

to distribute in Cuba via Sinclair, and the U.S.-owned Consolidated Railways of Cuba 

imported up to 800,000 barrels of Mexican fuel oil for cash.186 By September 1941, with 

war looming, the State Department determined that it had “no objection” to such trade.187  

But while Washington pressured Mexico's government and the holdout companies 

to settle their dispute and so remove a major irritant in inter-American relations, the latter 

pressed their boycott. Mexican diplomats and a Mexican oilman, Benjamín Hurtado de 

Mendoza, tried anew to influence Cuban oil policy, lobbying Congress in spring 1941 to 

pass another bill they had drafted to facilitate the importation of Mexican products, which 

were still hindered by Cuba's 20% tariff preference for U.S. oil. But Standard and Shell 

worked against the bill behind the scenes, Romero reported, with apparent success.188   

The prospects for Cuban-Mexican oil trade improved in early 1942. In April the 

remaining oil companies, under pressure from Washington, reached a settlement with the 

Mexican government of Manuel Ávila Camacho, recognizing the expropriation and 

ending their boycott, though Jersey Standard would remain hostile and drag its feet on 

implementing the deal into early 1943.189 Pemex, in part due to this lingering enmity, did 
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not integrate into the PSCLA until 1943.190 The settlement coincided with the onset of 

fuel rationing and anxiety in Cuba. Mexican diplomats reported on the fuel shortages in 

the second quarter of 1942, seeing a chance for Pemex to "saturate" Cuba's market.191 

"Cuba's Government is preoccupied with the immediate solution of the fuel problem 

because of the very grave situation it confronts," Romero reported in July, when Cuba's 

Foreign Minister contacted him about importing Pemex products to ease Cuba's crisis.192  

Mexico was eager to supply all the oil Cuba wanted, and both governments 

believed that Mexican oil would not count toward the PSCLA quota. The problem was 

how to transport it.193 On the eve of the Americas' entry into the war, Pemex controlled 

eight Mexican-flag tankers.194 But U-Boats sank five of them in early 1942, and Mexico's 

government confined the remaining three to coastal waters and forbade open-water 

shipments to Cuban or other ports without naval escort. Given that the Cuban and 

Mexican navies were not up to submarine-hunting on their own, Mexican oil shipments 

to Cuba required U.S. Navy escorts, and thus Washington's approval.195 Despite the 1938 

Mexican nationalization, 1942 settlement, and Pemex's independence from the PSCLA, 

Cuba's access to Mexican oil remained subject to U.S. hegemony.  

In contrast to 1938, when Cuban conservatives had wanted nothing to do with 

Pemex, the Cuban press of all political stripes in 1942 welcomed Mexican oil as the 
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solution to a national crisis. The Marina, until recently Cuba's harshest critic of Mexico's 

oil nationalization, now implored the U.S. in the name of "continental fraternity" to 

convoy Pemex oil to Cuba to stave off "the most terrible threat that the war has brought 

us," the collapse of Cuban transport, agriculture, and industry.196 "We cannot live with 

the Sword of Damocles suspended above the nation's head, under the eternal threat that 

the lifeline that sustains us could be cut, producing the catastrophe of a certain national 

demise," it argued, demanding that the government secure oil from Mexico and the U.S. 

at any cost.197 Papers as diverse as El País, El Mundo, Avance, and Hoy all endorsed a 

deal with Mexico and urged Cuban officials to vigorously press Cuba's case to the U.S.198  

With the whole country thus behind him, Saladrigas led a Cuban mission to 

Mexico in September and October 1942, keeping in daily contact with Batista and the 

Foreign Ministry as he sought to secure the oil and escorts. Having confirmed Mexico's 

support, Saladrigas reached out to the U.S. Ambassador, George Messersmith, who had 

recently transferred to Mexico City from Havana. Cuba's 40% non-essential quota, 

Saladrigas told him, was "entirely inadequate" and was not only causing economic 

dislocation and unemployment, but also sowing the seeds of political instability. The U.S. 

refusal to allocate more oil, despite Cubans' contributions to the war effort, was "a severe 

blow" to Cuban morale, Saladrigas claimed. With Pemex willing to provide the oil and 

tankers, detailing a few U.S. Navy escort ships to rescue a loyal ally from its "morally 
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inferior situation" was, he argued, a necessary and appropriate act of solidarity.199  

Messersmith was convinced, and bombarded Welles, Duggan, and Bonsal with 

letters on Cuba's behalf, stressing its unique vulnerability to reduction of its oil supply.200 

But the State Department, with a broader hemispheric and indeed global view of wartime 

oil matters, remained unmoved. Max Thornburg, in charge of State's oil bureau, was 

unequivocal. With the PAW working to integrate Mexican oil and tankers into the 

PSCLA pool, he wrote, a special arrangement for Pemex tankers and U.S. escorts to ship 

Mexican oil to Cuba above the quota was "completely out of order. One such instance 

and the pool is finished."201 Welles ordered Messersmith in Mexico City and Braden in 

Havana to make it clear that Cuba would receive neither approval nor escort for Mexican 

(or any other) oil outside the pool or above the quota.202  

In January 1943 Thornburg delivered the same message during a 75-minute talk 

with Ambassador Concheso in Washington, who in turn assured Thornburg that he would 

advise Batista "to cease his efforts to use the Mexican tankers independently of the pool 

and to collaborate most fully with us in facilitating pool operations."203 After detailed 

follow-up discussions with Thornburg, Commercial Attaché Felipe Pazos (later the head 

Cuba's National Bank under both Prío and Castro) explained the stakes in a memo to 

Concheso. "The purchase of oil from Mexico could mean our exit from the 'pool' system, 
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with the possible consequence of losing our current supplies, and in all cases the 

quantities we obtained from that source would be deducted from our general quota," 

Pazos wrote. If Cuba broke from the pool and trusted its fate to the three Pemex tankers, 

and they were then to be sunk, Pazos warned, Cuba would be left entirely without oil.204 

Despite this reality, Cuban officials including the ambassador in Mexico, and 

Mexican diplomats and Pemex representatives in Havana, continued to try to arrange 

Mexican sales to Cuba. In spring 1943 the Mexican embassy arranged to submit another 

bill in the Cuban Senate to cut tariffs on diesel and kerosene in order to make Pemex fuel 

competitive with Standard's.205 But after speaking with Cuba's Foreign Minister, Romero 

reported that even with tariff reform, a deal with Pemex had "very little prospect for 

success" as long as the U.S. refused to provide escorts and insisted on counting Mexican 

oil against Cuba's quota.206 Probing U.S. resolve, the Cuban Electric Company bought 

some 25,000 barrels of fuel oil from Pemex in February 1943, and later confessed to U.S. 

officials that they did so as a "test case to determine if they can or cannot get fuel oil 

outside of and in addition to their rationed quota," the firm having had "assurances from 

high Cuban officials" that their purchases of Mexican oil would not count.207 Braden and 

Hevia (before he resigned) both rebuked the CCE, and Braden made another public 

statement in March to clarify that contrary to any suggestions by Mexican diplomats or 

Cuban officials outside ORPA, all Mexican oil counted against Cuba's quota.208 
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 Romero asked permission from Mexico City to protest to the PSCLA for 

impeding Mexico's access to the Cuban market.209 But the head of Pemex was then in 

Washington seeking U.S. financial and technical assistance for Pemex refineries, and the 

foreign office ordered Romero to keep silent since "we consider that any declaration of 

yours on this matter could jeopardize the negotiations."210 After concluding these talks 

successfully, Mexico did issue a formal note to the U.S., though by then the PSCLA's 

evident resolve made the protest largely symbolic.211 Mexico would not risk its tankers 

on the open sea, nor would it jeopardize its larger economic and strategic relationship 

with the U.S. by defying the PSCLA in order to marginally expand exports to Cuba. For 

Mexico, as for Washington, much larger issues were at stake beyond Cuba's plight. 

 

Assessing Cuba's Wartime Oil Crisis 

For Cubans, the lessons of the wartime experience were harsh and profound. The 

war highlighted the island's energy insecurity and the vulnerability of Cuba's economy – 

urban and rural, industrial and agricultural – to the blockade or even mere constriction of 

oil imports. Such core aspects of Cuban modernity and national identity as electricity, 

motorized transport, and even the sugar industry itself, were revealed to rest on a rather 

precarious foundation. Most Cubans would have been shocked to be told that the island's 

imports of petroleum fuels were actually higher during the war than before it: from 
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approximately 6.5 million barrels in 1941, oil imports fell to 5.8m barrels during 1942, 

the most acute year of the tanker crisis, but then rose to 7.1m in 1943 and 7.5m in 1944, 

the last full calendar year of the wartime quotas.212 The increase, though, reflected 

consumption by the Cuban and Allied military and economic sectors deemed war-

essential such as mining and sugar. For Cubans engaged in activities non-essential to the 

war effort, as we have seen, the disruption and hardship were real, and at times, severe. 

That the austerity, anxiety, and acrimony caused by fuel scarcity never escalated 

to the point of economic collapse or civil unrest was due to a combination of factors. 

Cubans of all walks of life and political orientations consented to the sacrifice of fuel 

rationing, so long as they perceived the burdens to be shared fairly and equitably; Cuban 

oil nationalism, usually expressed through aspirations toward rising consumption, was 

also applicable against the threat of austerity, a pattern we will see again in 1960. The 

U.S. government, the oil companies, and Cuban officials, meanwhile, worked to ensure 

that Cuban businesses and consumers had the fuels they needed, when they needed them, 

to stave off chaos or collapse, despite the precariousness of supplies. While Cubans 

frequently criticized ORPA's administration of fuel rationing and, in particular, the failure 

to suppress the black market, the government maintained sufficient access to oil such that 

the Cuban public never seriously challenged the basic legitimacy of the regime. In this 

regard, the Cuban people and their government were fortunate to be surrounded by oil 

exporters and to be on the winning side in this war of oil. A few more torpedoed tankers, 

and a little less patience on the part of Cuban consumers, ingenuity by Cuban and U.S. 

technicians, and diligence by the ORPA and PSCLA administrators, and Cuba's wartime 

oil crisis, and its economic and political consequences, could have been much worse.  
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The war also revealed the diplomatic limits of Cuba's economic independence, 

nearly a decade after the abrogation of the Platt Amendment. The relative security that 

Cuba enjoyed as a U.S. ally and a member of the U.S.-controlled hemispheric oil pool 

came at a cost. The U.S. government's control over U.S. oilfields and influence over the 

multinational oil companies made Cuba's fuel supply subject to Washington's larger 

strategic priorities, continental and now global in scope, in which the needs and desires of 

Cuba's government and public were but a small part. Batista's government was always 

open to importing more oil from Mexico, particularly after the expropriation dispute was 

settled in 1942. But during the wartime emergency Cuba's government faced a stark, and 

dangerous, choice, the same one it would face again in 1960: defy the U.S. government 

and break with the multinational oil companies, trusting the island's fuel supply to a state 

oil company outside the U.S. oil empire, or accept both the relative security and the 

constraints on consumption and economic diversification that were inherent in being part 

of that empire. Even after Pemex overcame the companies' boycott, the Cuban and 

Mexican states together still lacked the necessary means – especially tankers and naval 

escort vessels – to risk a full exit from the U.S. energy empire, and lacked the political 

will to challenge it, beyond probing U.S. resolve to enforce its oil policy and pleading 

that some Cuban-Mexican oil trade be allowed above Cuba's quota. To do otherwise at 

this point, as Cuban, Mexican, and U.S. officials all recognized, would be for Cuba to 

risk disaster. The economics, geopolitics, and geology of energy in the region combined, 

for now, to keep Cuba where it had been for decades: dependent, and at once secure and 

insecure, within the orbit of the U.S. government and the multinational oil companies. 
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Emerging Contradictions in the Postwar Era 

 
Cuba's wartime oil crisis illustrates the phenomenon that social scientists call 

"path dependence" – the tendency of choices made in the past by a particular society to 

narrow that society's options in the present and future. In this case, the war revealed that 

Cuba's dependence on imported oil to fuel practically all economic activities – motor and 

rail transport, agriculture, industrial production, electricity generation and other utilities – 

was so complete as to be essentially irreversible in any short- or even medium-term 

scenario without causing economic chaos or even societal collapse. Simply put, Cuban 

modernity required a constant supply of foreign oil. There could be no turning back. 

The final months of the war did, however, bring a political transition. The 1940 

constitution prohibited the incumbent president from standing again for at least eight 

years. In June 1944 Batista surprised many by allowing his chosen successor Saladrigas 

to lose at the polls to Ramón Grau San Martín, the physiology professor who had been 

Cuba's revolutionary president for 127 days until Batista ousted him in January 1934. At 

age forty-three, Batista – born into poverty, drawing a military pension and presidential 

salary since 1940 – somehow retired to his estate in Florida a very rich man. Grau's 

inauguration in October 1944 began eight years of Auténtico government, with his Prime 

Minister Carlos Prío Socarrás succeeding him as President in October 1948.  

Cubans vested great hopes in Grau, Prío, and the PRC-A to fulfill the unrealized 

promise of the 1933 Revolution and 1940 Constitution, namely the consolidation of 

democracy and honest government, the advancement of economic development and 

independence, and the defense of national sovereignty: in short, a free, just, and 

prosperous "Cuba for the Cubans." As numerous historians have argued, the Auténticos 
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not only failed to meet these expectations, but plumbed depths of negligence and 

corruption matching or exceeding those of their ignoble predecessors Batista, Machado, 

and the early republican caudillos. The ills that the Auténticos perpetrated, enabled, or 

failed to suppress are well known – nepotism; black-marketeering; embezzlement; 

misappropriation of public funds on sinecures (botellas), rent-seeking (chivo), and 

frivolous public works; organized crime (gangsterismo) and political violence 

(pistolerismo); and inertia in the face of Cuba's chronic socio-economic problems and 

dependence on sugar and the United States. While Grau and Prío's commitment to 

democracy, civilian rule, and freedom of speech and the press favorably set them apart 

from Cuban leaders before and since, their many failings discredited not only themselves, 

but the entire post-1940 political order, paving the way for Batista's March 1952 coup.213 

Viewing the Auténtico period through the lens of Cuba's energy history further 

illuminates the era's promise and contradictions. The wartime problems of energy 

insecurity and black-market fuel sales would continue into the postwar years, and Grau's 

efforts to address them were often inadequate. Once freed from the wartime and postwar 

supply problems, the trend toward rising oil consumption truly took off, as Cuba 

followed the same oil-fueled development path as the United States in the postwar years. 

The Cuban nationalist narrative linking oil consumption with modernity and national 

progress fully flowered in these years. But faced with continuing discontent at price and 

supply controversies downstream and the failure to find commercial oil deposits 

upstream, Cubans also further developed counter-narratives critiquing the oil companies' 
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self-proclaimed role as partners in Cuba's progress and the government's claim to be 

promoting Cuba's oil-fueled development. Cubans increasingly saw energy insecurity as 

a brake on industrialization and economic independence. Late in his term, Prío would 

belatedly turn to using state resources to stimulate oil exploration by private Cuban firms. 

But the Auténticos' incompetence, corruption, and unfulfilled promises – in energy as in 

much else – helped to erode support for their government and facilitate its ouster. 

 

Demand, Supply, Insecurity, and the Government Response 

Cuban oil consumption, as we have seen, had stagnated between the mid-1920s 

and the early 1940s. The factors that renewed the growth in energy consumption in 1940-

2 – larger sugar crops, higher electricity consumption, rising motor vehicle use, and the 

incipient mechanization of agriculture – were restrained by wartime restrictions on fuel 

and machinery imports. With these constraints lifted in the postwar, these demand factors 

would rapidly drive Cuban energy consumption to new heights. The devastation of 

European beet and Asian cane sugar production made Cuban sugar as essential to the 

postwar recovery as it had been to the war effort. From 1946 through 1948, Cuba 

received strong revenues in the U.S. and world markets from large zafras; an anticipated 

downturn was postponed by the outbreak of the Korean conflict in 1950, which again led 

to favorable quotas and good prices. After the 1946 zafra of 3.9m tons and $350m, crops 

would be between 5.1m and 5.9m tons and earn $512m to $675m through 1951. On the 

whole, Grau and Prío presided over a period of sugar prosperity.214 Economic indicators 

reflected the mood. Electricity consumption nearly doubled, from 371m kilowatts in 
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1944, the last full year of rationing, to 706m in 1951.215 The number of tractors in Cuba 

rose by nearly a factor of ten in just five years, from 1,888 in 1946 to 10,376 in 1951.216 

Registered motor vehicles tripled, from 39,823 in 1944 to 126,866 by mid-1951.217  

Energy consumption rose accordingly. Coal would resume its prewar decline 

toward irrelevance in Cuba's economy, but imports of crude oil and oil products more 

than made up for it and rose steadily: 7.5 million total barrels in 1944 and 9.1m in 1945, 

equaling the prewar record from 1925 even while still under rationing, and then 10.2m in 

1947, 11.1m in 1949, and 12.8m in 1951.218 Gasoline consumption, for example, surged 

from 18.4m gallons under rationing in 1944 and 33.3m in 1945, to 51m in 1946 and 

roughly 120m gallons in 1950 and 130m in 1951.219 By comparison, while U.S. gasoline 

consumption rose by a formidable 42% between 1945 and 1950 as the iconic postwar era 

of suburbanization and car culture began, Cuban consumption rose by 360% (albeit from 

a lower base).220 With oil exploration in Cuba (discussed below) continuing to yield no 

significant production, Cuba's dependence on imported oil only grew, and rising 

consumption made Cuban energy security even more precarious than before the war. 

With the end of the war in Europe in May 1945 and the Pacific in August, the 

U.S. lifted oil export controls and rationing, disbanding the PSCLA on October 31.221 In 

mid-November ORPA ended rationing and other restrictions – but not price ceilings – on 

gas oil, fuel oil, kerosene, and all other oil products in Cuba except gasoline and 
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carburante. These remained rationed, the blending of alcohol (at 67%-75%) into gasoline 

mandatory except for buses, trucks, and military vehicles. The black market for pure 

gasoline, therefore, persisted, and even grew, in 1946.222 Calling the entire Grau cabinet a 

"black-market government," Hoy charged that state officials, as well as the oil companies, 

were profiting from the illicit trade in fuel, as in many other controlled items.223 

Distillery owners and their workers, meanwhile, pressured the government to 

make the carburante mandate permanent by law, fearing that the industry would decline 

and layoffs ensue if restrictions on gasoline were lifted and carburante had to compete 

freely with pure gasoline.224 Cuban officials' apparent sympathy for these interests 

prompted the State Department to instruct the U.S. embassy to "use [the] most persuasive 

arguments at its disposal to discourage" a carburante mandate, as it would erode U.S. oil 

firms' gasoline market in Cuba.225 But many Cubans also opposed the mandate. Sugar 

mill owners chafed at having to sell molasses to the distilleries at 5.6¢ a gallon when they 

could export it for 13¢, and drivers still resented carburante's poor performance and high 

price compared to pure gasoline (40¢ a gallon versus 34¢).226 Cuba Enconómica y 

Financiera estimated in June 1946 that in the year since the war, carburante had cost 

Cuban drivers an extra $4.5m, hacendados $5m through the molasses differential, and the 
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Cuban treasury $4m in lost revenue from import duties and sales tax on gasoline.227 Grau 

soon relented and lifted the mandatory use of carburante along with all other rationing 

restrictions on gasoline except the price ceiling. The U.S. embassy did not have to 

intervene.228 Standard's boss in Cuba remarked a few years later that the only people 

sorry to see the end of gasoline rationing were "the Cuban officials who conducted its 

operations with enjoyment of more than their customary authority."229 

Hoy denounced Grau for failing to protect the alcohol industry and predicted that 

its inevitable decline would put hundreds of men out of work.230 In contrast, Standard Oil 

of Cuba celebrated the end of gasoline rationing and tried to erode some of carburante's 

nationalistic marketing advantage by reminding consumers that its gasoline was "made in 

Cuba by Cuban workers" at the Belot refinery.231 [Figure 4] The unspoken difference, of 

course, was that Standard imported its raw material. It was 

mere months before renewed supply insecurity would lead 

Cubans to rue the abandonment of carburante.  

Postwar oil production in the United States could not 

keep pace with the rapid rise in consumption; in 1948 the 

U.S. became a net oil importer, which it has been ever since. 

The oil companies, Congress, and the Truman administration 

struggled to find policies to reconcile often conflicting goals: 

keeping U.S. consumer prices low and supplies adequate, 
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Figure 4: Esso celebrates the end 
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12, 1946. (Library of Congress). 
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protecting high-cost but politically influential independent U.S. oil producers from a 

flood of cheap Middle Eastern imports, ensuring the U.S. multinationals' profitable 

control of foreign oil, and maintaining domestic oil reserves and production capacity for 

strategic reasons, given the risk of war against the Soviet Union. U.S.-flag tanker 

capacity also failed to keep pace with growing world demand.232 Mexico, too, was 

nearing net-importer status as Pemex's output failed to keep pace with rising demand 

from Mexican industry and consumers.233 The upshot for Cuba was higher prices and 

renewed insecurity, as Standard, Shell, and Sinclair struggled to adapt to the new era. 

The pattern of conflict over prices followed by supply insecurity that had played 

out in Cuba in 1941-2 repeated itself in 1946-8. While freeing the sale of gasoline in 

summer 1946, Grau had lowered the ceiling price by 2¢ a gallon (to 32¢ retail in 

Havana), believing that prices should fall with the war over. But facing tighter supply and 

higher prices in the U.S. and higher labor costs in Cuba, the companies agitated to raise 

prices.234 Claiming losses of 1.5¢ a gallon, they informed the government in October 

1947 that they were again suspending imports and would sell no more gasoline beyond 

their current stocks except at a new price – denying that this action was an ultimatum 

while in effect threatening to leave Cuba without gasoline within a month.235 The bus 
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companies, drivers' unions, and the CTC again resisted any talk of a price increase, and 

the embassy reported that, "the press in general has taken a decided stand against the 

Government's approving any increases."236 Hoy, predictably, went further, accusing Prío, 

Commerce Minister César Casas, and "the insatiable band of speculators" around them of 

making a corrupt deal with the oil companies "to enrich themselves... from the heights of 

power at the expense of the people's hunger and the ruin of Cuba's economy."237 In late 

October the government conceded to raise wholesale prices by 3¢, but cut the gasoline 

tax by the same amount, in effect subsidizing the oil companies out of foregone tax 

revenue in order to avoid passing the increase on to consumers.238  

As in 1942, however, price was only half of the story. In 1947, as U.S. surpluses 

available for export shrank inexorably and as the emerging Cold War with the Soviet 

Union prompted new concerns in the U.S. about oil and security, the major oil companies 

and the Truman administration used export licenses and outright quotas to restrict the 

outflow of increasingly tight U.S. oil products. Whereas in the early postwar period the 

companies had assured 100% of their clients' needs in the Caribbean region, in early 

January 1948 Washington announced that total exports would be reduced to 12m barrels 

in the first trimester of 1948, down from 17m in the corresponding period in 1947; Cuba's 
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quota was 425,000 barrels, a reduction of 15%, despite rising demand.239 By the end of 

January the companies and State Department planned further cutbacks to supply Cuba 

and neighboring countries with only 80% of their needs.240 By now Cuba's fuel oil came 

from Aruba, Curaçao and Mexico; but the restriction of U.S. exports of gasoline and of 

crude for refining at Belot, which at the time produced 99% of Cuba's gas oil (along with 

other products), would lead to brief but severe shortages of these two fuel products.241  

Shortages of gasoline and diesel spread across Cuba in January 1948. The oil 

companies cut deliveries to service stations by up to 50%, and urged them to prioritize 

essential customers. In the absence of any direction from the government, retailers started 

informal rationing on their own, limiting sales to 5 gallons at a time.242 Long lines of 

private cars formed, some drivers sleeping in their cars overnight so as to have a chance 

the next morning before supplies inevitably ran out. Police intervened as scuffles broke 

out at service stations in Matanzas, and local officials began issuing ration cards on their 

own authority.243 The gasoline black market returned, after a hiatus of less than two 

years; prices reached $1.20 per gallon in Havana and up to $1.50 in the interior – four to 

five times the official price.244 Distribution of perishable foods broke down, and black-

market fuel prices worsened the bolsa negra in staple foods and other price-controlled 
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items, as truckers and wholesalers passed the cost on to their customers. Garbage rotted 

in the streets of Camagüey after pickup was suspended.245 The crisis came just at the start 

of the zafra, and lack of fuel for (often brand-new) trucks, tractors, and cane-loaders 

forced many colonos to delay the harvest and at least two mills to stop grinding.246 The 

situation, Hoy observed, "recalls that of the second half of 1942."247 Fans of the Marina's 

cartoons may have noted the recycled choteo from that year: a buyer happily pays an 

inflated price (2,500 pesos) for a decrepit used car because of its full tank [Figure 5].  

Some on the Cuban left sensed a new plot 

by the companies to gain leverage for another 

price hike. Rogelio Caparrós bluntly charged in 

Bohemia that in 1946 "the companies faked 

[fingieron] a 'shortage,' which disappeared when 

the government gave a subsidy of three centavos 

per gallon," and that "another 'shortage'" this time 

was equally artificial.248 Hoy likewise saw the 

action as naked extortion, and also interpreted the 

U.S. government's moves to restrict oil exports as 

a politically motivated act in the emerging Cold 

War, denouncing the policy as "a means of pressuring and blackmailing" countries that 
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Figure 5 A cartoonist lampoons the new 
fuel shortages. Diario de la Marina, 
January 28, 1948. (Library of Congress). 
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depended on U.S. oil and "an act of war, of blackmail by North American imperialism" to 

keep Europe and Latin America weak and vulnerable to U.S coercion.249 Company 

executives and the Standard workers' union were moved to rebut these charges, publicly 

affirming that the shortage was due only to lack of supply and tankers in the U.S. and that 

they did not plan to raise prices in Cuba.250 

But for commentators across the political spectrum, the Grau administration was 

the focus of outrage for its failure to anticipate the crisis and for its inept response. For 

nearly three weeks, cabinet officials were either silent or denied outright that there were 

fuel shortages or a black market, despite ubiquitous evidence of both.251 El País deemed 

Ministry of Commerce and its boss "useless."252 El Mundo blasted the "culpable 

negligence or inexcusable ignorance" of an administration that was neither fixing the 

problem nor even explaining its cause. The government's "lack of foresight, still more 

lamentable because it is habitual," it argued, "is responsible for this muddle, this 

combination of blunders" that even jeopardized the zafra.253 In contrast, the paper 

ruefully observed, stood "the lamentable efficacy and activity of the speculators."254 

Black-marketers, "not always without official connection," stood to be the main 

beneficiaries this official ineptitude.255 For the Marina the fuel crisis was more evidence 

of the administration's "carelessness and lack of foresight" in economic affairs, which had 
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created a mood of "national disgust."256 Hoy likewise saw the Grau government's inaction 

as "proof of [its] total incapacity."257 The fuel crisis became the latest in series of supply 

shocks with basic items (condensed milk, powdered milk, lard) caused by speculation and 

official ineptitude, maladies Hoy saw as "characteristic... of the government of disarray 

and disorder, of arbitrariness and incapacity, over which Ramón Grau San Martín 

presides." "The immense majority" of Cubans, Hoy opined, were fed up.258  

Harold Tewell of the U.S. embassy reported on the political fallout, at least 

among the urban elite and middle class. "Like many Americans, the average Cuban [sic] 

takes immense pride in owning an automobile, and to be deprived of or curtailed in its 

use touches a vulnerable spot, but not more vulnerable than an administration that is 

feverishly seeking to point up its accomplishments" ahead of the June 1948 election, 

Tewell observed. "The Cuban Government came in for repeated outbursts of abuse, and 

reporters and editors appeared to roll with relish the effervescent epithets hung with 

devastating disdain upon officials having any connection" with the matter, he wrote.259 

In late January the government belatedly began to seek solutions through the two 

usual channels: alcohol fuel and third-country oil supplies. The Foreign Minister told the 

press on January 21 that he had met with the ambassadors of Mexico and Venezuela 

about arranging imports from these governments; he expected no objection from 

Washington since Cuba was merely making up for supplies unavailable from the U.S.260 

Mainstream and communist papers endorsed such trade, though Hoy observed that Cuba's 
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high tariffs on non-U.S. oil products under the reciprocity treaty and the companies' 

desire to keep control of Cuba's market would be "powerful obstacles."261 But no such 

state-to-state deal was reached. A scheme by the hacendados and colonos associations to 

share the cost with the government and import 429,000 barrels of what U.S. officials 

considered "gray market" gasoline, to be refined from Venezuelan royalty crude, fell 

apart when the Miami trading firm implementing the deal could not find a refinery in the 

U.S., Mexico, or West Indies to process the crude.262 

Instead, Grau's government turned once more to alcohol fuel, less than two years 

after deciding to end the mandate and subsidies that had kept the industry afloat. Sales of 

alcohol for carburante had fallen from 10m liters a month to 500,000.263 Vindicated, Hoy 

editorialized that "now the whole country can see what it meant to abandon carburante 

nacional to its fate, leaving the nation's economy at the mercy of whatever [gasoline] 

supply the United States wants to give it."264 At the end of January the government froze 

the export of 40m gallons of molasses, ordered it sold to distilleries at 5.6¢ a gallon 

instead of for export at 22¢, and restarted production of carburante (at 65% alcohol) to 

make up the shortfall in motor-fuel supply.265 But rather than blend alcohol into all 

gasoline, the government ordered service stations to sell both pure gasoline and 
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carburante to each customer at a ratio of three gallons to one. But as Hoy pointed out, the 

policy was "counterproductive, since these two fuels should not be mixed, and so in the 

majority of cases the buyers calmly pour the extra gallon of carburante they are obligated 

to acquire down the drain."266 Such was the absurdity of the final months of Grau's term. 

Rather, it was the incoming administration of Carlos Prío that reached a more 

lasting solution to the alcohol question. Over the course of 1948 Cuban experts developed 

new techniques to produce a higher-purity alcohol (98-100% anhydrous) that mixed 

better with gasoline than the 95-96º alcohol formerly used. Adding between 8% and 20% 

high-grade alcohol to gasoline raised the octane rating and thus performance.267 Prío 

therefore decreed that high-grade alcohol be produced and sold for blending into all 

gasoline, with the new fuel to be known as combustible nacional to distinguish it from 

carburante. Distilleries received a government subsidy of 18¢ per gallon of alcohol, in 

order to allow the fuel to retail (by the oil companies, who did the blending) at 32¢ a 

gallon in Havana (up to 35¢ in the provinces), the same price as pure gasoline.268 From 

this point on, alcohol blending (usually between 8% and 15%) was mandatory for the fuel 

used in all private and commercial cars and trucks; only public buses and military and 

other official vehicles used pure gasoline.269 Prío, seemingly, had found a way to keep the 

distilleries running and at least make a dent in Cuba's ever-growing imports of gasoline. 

But as with much else with "El Presidente de la Cordialidad," the solution came 

with a price. As part of a study of Cuba's economy, World Bank experts estimated that 

the 14.4m gallons of motor alcohol produced in 1950 cost the state $4.6m ($2.59m 
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through the subsidy to distillers, and $2m in gasoline taxes foregone through its 

displacement by alcohol) – a sum equal to 2% of the national budget – without factoring 

in the lost revenue to hacendados from the molasses that could be exported for up to 

twice the cost of the imported gasoline that the alcohol displaced. The Bank advised that 

the state could at least trim the subsidy to the distillers by a few cents a gallon.270 Though 

of dubious economic utility, the subsidy's true purpose was at least partly political, as a 

source of graft for Prío himself. The U.S. embassy reported in 1951 that, "A local alcohol 

distiller of excellent reputation today advised the Embassy in confidence that... 5¢ of each 

18¢ paid by the Government [per gallon to each distillery] is returned directly to 

President Carlos Prío or to his designated agent," a kickback that would have totaled 

$720,000 in 1950.271 Combustible nacional, therefore, gave only the appearance of 

economic nationalism through greater self-sufficiency in fuel, especially since the 

postwar distilleries again ran on imported fuel oil; rather, it was a state-subsidized make-

work scheme for the distilling industry and a colossal chivo for Prío and his associates. 

The oil companies gradually normalized Cuba's supplies by April 1948, and no 

notable shortages occurred thereafter.272 In addition to further staining the Auténticos' 

record and saddling taxpayers with an uneconomic and indeed fraudulent alcohol 

subsidy, the long-term outcome of the motor-fuel crisis of 1948 was to accelerate the 

reorientation of Cuba's sources of oil away from the United States. In February Grau 

issued an emergency decree – with Washington's consent – to lower the duties on non-
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U.S.-origin gasoline and gas oil to equal those on U.S. light products, to facilitate imports 

of Venezuelan-origin products via offshore refineries in the Dutch West Indies.273 Prío 

would extend these decrees indefinitely in 1951.274 Whereas refineries in the U.S. had 

always supplied nearly all of Cuba's light fuel products, by the mid-1950s Venezuelan-

origin gasoline, kerosene, aviation fuel, and gas oil would take over the Cuban market, as 

had already happened with fuel oil, where Mexico's market share also declined. By the 

late 1950s, as we shall see in the next chapter, Venezuelan-origin crude and products 

would almost completely supply the Cuban market. This is not to say, however, that 

North American influence over Cuba's access to oil had lessened. The same U.S.-based 

companies – Jersey Standard, Sinclair, and Texaco, plus Shell (Anglo-Dutch-controlled 

but with extensive operations in the U.S. and partnerships with U.S. firms) – still 

controlled Cuba's oil imports, refining, and marketing. Cuba's place in the U.S. oil empire 

was evolving logistically, but it remained as dependent as ever. The root cause of this 

dependence, of course, was the ongoing failure to find oil on the island.  

 

Exploration and Production: Jarahueca and Cárdenas Bay 

 During and after the war, foreign majors and Cuban wildcatters continued to 

explore for oil in Cuba. Their efforts, however, led to little new production, and made 

little difference in Cubans' continuing struggle to overcome their country's energy 

insecurity. But these companies' results were just promising enough to add a new layer in 
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the frustrated and enigmatic narrative of Cuban oil history, and further urgency to the 

many commentators arguing for new directions in upstream oil policy.  

Between 1943 and 1948, Shell, Standard, and Atlantic did significant survey work 

and test drilling in Cuba. The State Department lent its full support, facilitating the 

importation of equipment and allocating fuel for drilling. "In spite of the many failures in 

Cuba to date we are still optimistic that commercial oil production will be found," a 

Jersey Standard executive assured State in 1943. Standard took a 1/2 stake in Atlantic's 

concessions in Pinar del Río, and the two drilled a deep test well in late 1944.275 Atlantic 

and Shell did geophysical surveys and core drilling in northern Las Villas and Camagüey 

that same year. 276 All three firms continued surveying after the war, but then suspended 

exploration in Cuba by 1948, though they did not relinquish their concessions.277 A 

decade after Cuba had enacted a law designed to facilitate exploration by these three 

large foreign companies, they had found no oil, and seemed to have stopped trying. 

While the foreign companies continued to disappoint, a small Cuban outfit briefly 

raised Cubans' hopes when it struck oil outside the small town of Jarahueca in Las Villas 

province in November 1943. An oil well owned by the Compañía Petrolera Jarahueca, a 

group of local investors, blew up to a thousand barrels of light-gravity oil nearly a 

hundred feet in the air before its pressure dropped enough to allow workers to cap it and 

stabilize production at some 47 barrels (2,000 gallons) a day. ORPA promptly took 
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control of the oil, which could mostly be used in diesel engines in its natural state.278   

Cubans, then in the midst of wartime fuel rationing and the gas oil shortage, 

briefly saw salvation – and more – at hand. Alejandro Vergara, Hevia's successor as head 

of ORPA, reported that, "this would appear to be a region which is very rich in 

hydrocarbons, with a great reserve of oil."279 The press was optimistic. "This occasion is 

not the first time that the discovery of petroleum mines occupies attention in Cuba," the 

Marina observed in an illustrated feature story, "but the most recent case reaches the 

status of urgent news," given that a significant oil field "would help greatly to remedy the 

fuel shortages caused by the war."280 Observing that, "one of the truly basic weak points 

of our economy has been the lack of adequate fuel production," Hoy saw the discovery as 

having "extraordinary significance for the present and future of our country" well beyond 

near-term relief from the wartime crisis. "With abundant [metallic] minerals and cheap 

and abundant fuel," the editors wrote, "we will have the most solid bases for Cuba's 

industrial and agricultural expansion."281 Given that domestic oil production "can render 

such incalculable benefits to our country's development," Hoy called for vigorous state 

intervention to assist the field's humble owners, rather than see the opportunity "go down 

the drain with private enterprise, which perhaps lacks sufficient resources. Dealing with 

such a vital matter for Cuba, the State should give all its support to make it triumph."282 

Geology, logistics, and political-economic factors, however, combined to make 

Jarahueca far from transformative. The initial well had to be abandoned after salt water 
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seeped in.283 The concession's owners did lack the capital to invest much in the field's 

development, or to drill deep wells beyond 1600 feet.284 Transporting equipment to the 

field and oil from it was formidably difficult. The closest railroad was 9 kilometers from 

the oilfield in the town of Jarahueca; the dirt roads between them "can be considered 

some of the most impassible on the island," the Marina reported. Men traveled on 

horseback, machinery and oil barrels on carts pulled by dozens of oxen, a journey that 

could take 24 hours during the dry season and was often impossible after rain. The closest 

highway was 25 kilometers away via even muddier cart-paths and two river crossings.285 

The scene resembled the oil industry's birth in the mid-nineteenth century more than it 

did contemporary operations in the U.S., Mexico, Venezuela, or Middle East. 

Batista's cabinet promptly pledged to improve the roads, but a year later, a month 

into Grau's term, Hoy's correspondent reported that this work had not begun. Drilling 

equipment was stranded at the rail station, and drilling had been halted for two months, 

ironically due to lack of fuel for drills and pumps. "Such are the contradictions that hold 

back the development of Cuba's economy," the author lamented. Likening Jarahueca's 

oilmen to Cuba's underdog independence armies of 1868-98, Hoy argued that, "It is 

imperative to stimulate their production, to protect them against the oil trusts, to reduce 

the taxes imposed on them to a minimum, and to satisfy their needs in the best possible 

conditions. The Cuban state should help these veritable mambises of today, who fight to 

liberate us economically."286 But Grau, like Batista, neglected to give stimulus or other 

aid, though the firms at Jarahueca, like those at Motembo, were often able to avoid filing 
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reports on their production and so skirt their tax obligations, though whether this was due 

to official incompetence, well-placed bribes, or a policy of benign neglect is not clear.287  

Soon after Grau's inauguration the Senate's Mining Committee, chaired by 

Rogelio Díaz Pardo, held hearings to seek suggestions on how to promote oil exploration. 

Among the questions posed was whether the state "should rest confidently on private 

initiative for the development of the oil industry in Cuba, or if, in addition, it should take 

direct action" in exploration and production itself, and/or provide financial aid to private 

explorers.288 Standard and Shell officers later told U.S. and British diplomats that "the 

whole atmosphere of the hearing... was distinctly favorable to the conduct of the oil 

business by private enterprise," although Díaz Pardo and many other Cuban politicians 

were "frankly disappointed" that no significant oil deposits had been found after a nearly 

decade of exploration, and "referred to old rumors of oil having been found but [the] 

wells capped by [foreign] companies" who chose to keep the deposits in reserve.289 But 

these hearings led to no significant action either from Congress or the administration. 

Jarahueca, like the now-defunct Bacuranao field before it, proved to be a small, 

geologically anomalous field in serpentine rock, and production never amounted to much. 

From 2,539 barrels in 1943, output peaked at 127,979 barrels in 1947, and fell to 12,915 

by 1951. Meanwhile the Motembo naphtha field, Cuba's only other liquid hydrocarbon 

																																																								
287 The Jarahueca crude was refined at two small distilling plants erected nearby, which also apparently 
avoided many tax and reporting requirements. USE Havana (Howard) despatch 1422, April 11, 1946, 
837.6363/4-1146, and despatch 1963, July 30, 1946, 837.6363/7-3046, both Box 5598, NARA. 
288 The committee was chaired by the Liberal Rogelio Díaz Pardo, and included, among others, 
conservative Batista allies Emeterio Santovenia and Santiago Rey Perna, future Prime Minister and 
President Prío, and Eddy Chibás, soon to quit the Auténticos and start the Ortodoxo party. Senado de Cuba, 
Comisión de Asuntos Mineros, Informacíon Pública sobre Petróleo: Cuestionario que Ha de Someterse a 
las Personas y Representantes de Entidades que Concurran a Tomar Parte en la Información Pública 
Abierta por la Comisión de Asuntos Mineros del Senado (November 13, 1944) [pamphlet]; BNJM. 
289 L.F. McCollum (SONJ) memo, "Cuba," to Charles Rayner (DOS Petroleum Adviser), February 6, 1945, 
837.6363/2-645, Box 5598, NARA ("whole atmosphere"); UK Consulate New York, telegram 7 to 
Ministry of Fuel and Power, January 9, 1945, POWE 33/1710, UKNA ("frankly disappointed," "rumors"). 
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producer at the time, declined steadily in these years, from 99,608 barrels in 1943 to 

14,724 by 1951.290 Domestic petroleum production, therefore, continued to make hardly 

any contribution to Cuban consumption: Jarahueca and Motembo combined to produce 

1.5% of Cuba's total oil supply in 1945, and imports rose to 99.8% of supply by 1951. 

	  

Figure 6: President Carlos Prío inaugurates the Gulf Oil well at Cárdenas Bay. Prío (with hat and tie) 
breaks a champagne bottle on the rig (left), and chats (right) between Cuban Gulf Oil Co. General Manager 
Robert Macaulay and Mrs. Macaulay. Diario de la Marina, August 13, 1949 (Library of Congress). 
	

Faced with these disappointments, President Prío and Cuba as a whole greeted 

Gulf Oil Company's opening of Cuba's first offshore oil well in 1949 with great fanfare. 

With Shell, Standard, and Atlantic having suspended exploration in Cuba, and low-cost 

production booming in the Middle East, Gulf was the only oil major still exploring in 

Cuba. "The feeling in Cuba" the U.S. embassy reported "is, 'Gulf is the last chance.'"291 

Gulf had spent some $2.5m surveying since the war, and $500,000 more on Cuba's first 

offshore oil platform in Cárdenas Bay. Prío himself inaugurated this well in August 1949, 

along with some 100 dignitaries including Prime Minister Manuel Antonio Varona, other 
																																																								
290 "Producción en Cuba de Petróleo y Nafta," op. cit. These figures are from the official ones kept by the 
Cuban government, and may reflect under-reporting for tax-evasion purposes, as several other sources 
suggest; but the overall insignificance of domestic production in Cuba's oil supply is clear.  
291 USE Havana (Connell) despatch 644, March 23, 1950, 837.2553/3-2350, and despatch 817, April 10, 
1950, 837.2553/4-1050 (quotation), both Box 4728, NARA. 
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ministers, Cuba's ambassador to the U.S., and the U.S. chargé in Cuba, hosted by the 

Gulf subsidiary's boss and the ubiquitous Díaz Pardo, now a former Senator and advisor 

to Gulf. The Cordial President broke a champagne bottle on the rig and flipped the switch 

to start the drilling, then returned to shore to tell the guests and journalists that, "I have 

been greatly impressed by the Cuban Gulf Oil Company's efforts in search of oil, which 

are of such nature that they should enjoy the collaboration of all Cubans, since nobody 

can be unaware of what enormous significance the discovery of fuel in our subsoil would 

have for our economic future." Embracing offshore oil's potential to diversify and 

develop Cuba's economy with a confidence that, in hindsight, was unwarranted, Prime 

Minister Varona added that, "Cuba's prosperity is joined to the success of this well."292 

Cuban commentators shared Prío and Varona's anticipation. The Marina called 

the event "an historic date ...that signifies a great step of economic advancement under 

the Government of Doctor Prío."293 Rogelio Caparrós acknowledged in Bohemia that, 

"We Cubans have always looked with a certain envy at those countries that possess 

abundant oil wealth," especially nearby Mexico and Venezuela. Referencing the latter's 

famous offshore oilfield, Caparrós dared to dream that Cárdenas Bay could soon become 

"Cuba's Maracaibo." Becoming self-sufficient or even an exporter of oil, he wrote, 

"would radically change the canvas of the national economy" and "would liberate us from 

the slavery of sugarcane monoculture, with who knows what unexpected and prosperous 

results."294 Even the global oil trade press took note. World Oil reported on Gulf's activity 

and Cubans' excitement, acknowledging Cuba's potential but warning that, "Caution 

																																																								
292 "Inicia Cuba la Perforación de Pozos de Petróleo en el Mar," DDLM, August 13, 1949, 1 (quotations). 
See also "Inician Labores en un Pozo Petrolero," El Mundo, August 13, 1949, 12; "Prío Inaugurates Oil 
Well Drilling in Cárdenas Bay," Havana Post, August 13, 1949, 2.  
293 Editorial, "Temas de Hoy: Petróleo de Cuba a la Superficie," DDLM, August 13, 1949, 4. 
294 Rogelio Caparrós, "Cárdenas, Maracaibo de Cuba," Bohemia 41:33 (August 14, 1949): 82-85. 
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against building up great expectations at this moment is the better part of wisdom."295 

In the end, this wariness was vindicated. Gulf struck heavy oil in several layers 

starting at 2,500 feet; but most of the project's geologists determined the formation's 

commercial prospects to be unpromising, and in December 1949 the firm decided to 

abandon the well between 5,000 and 6,000 feet.296 Cubans, naturally, were dismayed. The 

U.S. embassy reported that "Some Cuban press reaction to the announcement... was 

unfavorable and left a question in the mind of the public as to whether the abandonment 

of the well was justified." Some of Gulf's Cuban geologists and others in Cuba's Bureau 

of Mines insisted that there was a decent chance of finding commercially viable light-

gravity oil if drilling was continued to 15,000 feet, at additional cost of $250,000 or so. 

Mindful of the controversy, Gulf, via a statement by Díaz Pardo, offered to turn the 

platform and well over to any entity, state or private, willing to assume its operating costs 

and pay Gulf a modest royalty on any oil produced. But neither private capital nor the 

Cuban state took up the offer, and in January 1950 Gulf sealed the well and took down 

the platform. The embassy reported that the Cuban government "was rather shocked at 

the abandonment of operations at Cárdenas," but was grateful that Gulf submitted a full 

technical report on the well and its surrounding geology.297 

Critical voices were still to be heard, however, outside the government on the 

political left. "I must say without beating around the bush that the State missed an 

interesting opportunity by not taking up the option to continue that well" and confirming 
																																																								
295 Sigurd Scholle, "Cuban Activity Resumed," World Oil (October 1949), enclosed in USE Havana 
(Connell) despatch 805, October 9, 1950; 837.2553/10-950, Box 4728, NARA. 
296 USE Havana (Butler) embtel 400, November 23, 1949, 837.6363/11-2349, and USE Havana (Butler) 
Airgram A-1513, December 19, 1949, 837.6363/12-1949, both in Box 5598, NARA. 
297 USE Havana (Connell) despatch 58, January 10, 1950, 837.2553/1-1050, Box 4728, NARA. Gulf would 
continue its exploration activity in Cuba through 1951, but abandoned its second deep test well in February 
1952. USE Havana (Connell) despatch 658, September 21, 1950, 837.2553/9-2150, and USE Havana 
(Green) despatch 2073, June 5, 1952, 837.2553/6-552, Box 4728, NARA.  
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or disproving the geologists' minority report, argued Pedro Muñiz in Bohemia. Muñiz 

identified himself as a Peruvian supporter of his country's APRA party, an economically 

nationalist, anti-imperialist, pan-Latin American social-democratic party that had helped 

inspire the PRC-A's founders; he would soon take up a post as an oil and mining advisor 

in Cuba's new National Bank.298 On the far left, Honorio Muñoz, one of Hoy's editors, 

advanced what was coalescing into a full-fledged conspiracy theory to explain why 

Atlantic, Shell, Standard, and now Gulf had failed to produce any oil in Cuba despite 

their extensive exploration. "People say that in Cuba's subsoil there is much [oil]," 

Muñoz wrote. The companies, he claimed, had actually confirmed that there was oil in 

Cuba, but were keeping it as secret reserves, "sequestered, with great harm to the Cuban 

national economy and to our development as a nation." The foreign majors, he alleged, 

had "decided on a plan to prevent Cuba from exploiting and developing this latent wealth 

in her subsoil," because "it is not in imperialism's interest" for Cuba to do so, but rather to 

force Cuba to import fuel from these firms' oilfields and refineries abroad. Compounding 

the crime, Muñoz argued, was the complicity of "the lackey government that permits and 

facilitates this policy of oppression and retardation of our country" by failing to hold the 

companies accountable or to develop Cuba's oil and other mineral riches itself.299 

The experience of the Gulf well at Cárdenas Bay – high hopes, disappointment, 

and political recrimination – exemplifies several core aspects of Cuban oil nationalist 

discourses that were becoming ever more prominent in the postwar period. As Cubans 

consumed more and more imported oil and failed to find any on the island, various actors 

																																																								
298 Pedro E. Muñiz, "¿Hay Posibilidad de una Industria Petrolera en Cuba? (II Parte)" Bohemia 42:28 (July 
9, 1950): 20-22. Ameringer writes that at its founding in 1934, "the Auténtico Party took its inspiration 
from APRA." Ameringer, Cuban Democratic Experience, 12. 
299 Honorio Muñoz, "Correo Dominical con Epifanio Carrelero, Campesino de Cuba," Hoy, January 15, 
1950, 1. Muñoz made his argument in the form of a dialogue with a fictional Cuban campesino. 
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in Cuba – oil company managers, politicians, Cuban and foreign experts and technocrats, 

journalists and other commentators – tried to come to terms with oil and energy's 

evolving place in Cubans' ongoing quest for economic development and independence. 

 

Oil Nationalist Discourses: Energy, Development, Democracy, (In)Dependence 

The wartime and especially postwar years saw several inter-related narratives 

about oil and energy in Cuba consolidated and expressed with rising urgency. Simply put, 

Cubans, and foreigners working in Cuba, were paying more attention to the role of 

energy production and consumption in shaping Cuba's economy and politics, and they 

were making several arguments about energy and policy that were cohering into 

recognizable narratives and discursive patterns, each of which would persist through the 

next decade and shape Cuban politics into the Revolutionary era after 1959. First, Cubans 

and others increasingly saw an urgent need for the diversification and, to the extent 

possible, industrialization of the nation's economy, and saw energy as a vital factor in this 

process. Second, the multinational oil companies, especially Standard, depicted 

themselves as agents of, and indeed partners in, this process of nationalist development. 

Third, while Cubans and others agreed that oil was the key to Cuba's modernization, 

many commentators saw Cuba's lack of oil and other energy sources as a barrier to 

industrialization and economic independence. Fourth, Cubans pointed to historical, 

geological, and geographical evidence to argue that the island had real, and as yet 

undeveloped, promise as an oil producer. Fifth and finally, a consensus existed that 

Cuba's government should do more to help bring about the discovery and production of 

oil on the island, though there were widely diverging opinions as to what, exactly, the 
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state should do. The cumulative result was to push oil and energy increasingly to the 

center of conversations about Cuba's economic and political future, to create a climate of 

impatient discontent at Cuban oil's present state, but also of hope for its future. 

  The movement for agricultural diversification and industrialization, stalled since 

the machadato and then reinvigorated somewhat between 1937 and 1941, lost momentum 

during the war. This was due largely to two obstacles, the first being wartime constraints 

on fuel and other inputs, as we have seen, and the second being the return of sugar 

prosperity, which eroded the sense of urgency that had driven much of the interwar 

advocacy for diversification. These conditions notwithstanding, some Cubans continued 

to make the case for prioritizing diversification. Amadeo López Castro was one advocate, 

as founding director of the National Development Commission (Comisión de Fomento 

Nacional) in 1941. Gustavo Gutiérrez Sánchez, another leading voice, would advise all of 

Cuba's governments, batistiano and auténtico, as head the War Economy Board (Junta de 

Economía de Guerra) and the postwar National Economy Board from 1942 through 

1953. Looking ahead in 1943 to Cuba's postwar era, Gutiérrez argued that Cuba must 

"mobilize the nation's resources in support of agriculture, industry, and commerce, with 

the objective of diversifying our production," deeming it urgent to prioritize solving the 

"characteristically Cuban problems" of finding new industrial uses for sugar derivatives, 

"ordering" mineral and agricultural production and exports, rationalizing the financial 

system, and fostering "the production of national fuel" from alcohol and other sources.300 

Little progress was made on these goals during the Batista and Grau presidencies, 

with the growth, near-death, and revival of the alcohol-fuel industry being the main, 

																																																								
300 Gustavo Gutiérrez Sánchez, La Problemática Cubana de la Post-Guerra (Havana: Editorial Lex, 1943): 
7-11. The text originated as an address to the Sociedad Cubana de Estudios Históricos e Internacionales. 
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ambivalent exception. But Prío campaigned in 1948 with diversification at the center of 

his platform: "I keep saying, in disagreement with those who argue that Cuba is and 

should remain an agricultural country, that the way to overcome our economic problems 

is to convert our nation into an industrial country," he said when outlining his platform.301 

Distancing himself from Grau's corruption and indolence, and promising a more honest, 

competent, and activist government, Prío managed to win a plurality in a four-way race 

against the conservative Liberal-Democrat pact, the weakened and isolated Communists, 

and the insurgent Ortodoxos led by the anti-corruption muckraker Eddy Chibás. 

Prío created new bodies to manage Cuba's diversification and development. These 

included the Banco Nacional de Cuba, which began functioning as Cuba's first central 

bank in April 1950 under the direction of the economist Felipe Pazos, and the Cuban 

Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank (Banco de Fomento Agrícola e Industrial 

de Cuba, BANFAIC), to provide credit for diversification and development projects 

starting in December 1950. At Prío's behest, Gutiérrez and the National Economy Board 

produced a comprehensive "National Program of Economic Action" to guide 

development policy. The postwar sugar boom, Gutiérrez warned, could not last forever, 

and Cubans should acknowledge "the need to face up to reality," that sugar could not 

provide employment and wealth for a growing country even in boom times. To cushion 

the inevitable downturn while there was still time, Gutiérrez and his team devised a three-

part plan for "defense and stabilization" of sugar, crop diversification, and "rational 

industrialization." The Program envisioned a slate of reforms to taxes, credit, tariffs, and 

labor rules; investment in education; foreign trade deals; programs for agricultural 

																																																								
301 "Detalló Ampliamente su Programa de Gobierno en el Club Atenas Anoche el Candidato de la Alianza, 
Dr. C. Prío," DDLM, May 6, 1948, 1. See also Pettiná, "A Preponderance of Politics," 739. 
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mechanization, fertilization, irrigation, and diversification; and industrialization through 

the growth of agro-industrial processing (of sugar derivatives, fiber crops, fruit, dairy, 

and meat products), mining, and "production and exploitation of national fuels."302  

Foreign advisors endorsed this program. The Truman administration agreed with 

Prío's development efforts, but made it clear, to Prío and Cuba's dismay, that government 

grants or loans (through the Point Four program or Ex-Im Bank) would not be made 

available to help fund them. Economically, the Good Neighbor era was definitely over, 

and there would be no Marshall Plan for Latin America; Cuba, like the rest of the region, 

was encouraged to create conditions attractive to private investment.303 Prío would 

borrow $200m from U.S. banks in late 1949, leading critics like Chibás to argue that if 

officials hadn't wasted and embezzled so much money, Cuba wouldn't need foreign 

loans.304 Prío turned also to the World Bank, which sent a team of experts to analyze the 

entire economy over six months in 1950. The Bank's thousand-page report broadly 

echoed the goals of Gutiérrez's National Program, seeing the modernization and 

diversification of agriculture as the basis for the stabilization of Cuba's monocultural 

economy and its gradual industrialization, though the Bank placed far more emphasis on 

the Cuban state's failings and the need for structural reforms to overcome what it saw as 

the obstacles posed by organized labor, state bureaucracy, and economic nationalism.305 

Foreign oil companies were enthusiastic participants in this modernization 

																																																								
302 Gustavo Gutiérrez, Presente y Futuro de la Economía Cubana (Havana: Junta Nacional de Economía, 
1950). Bohemia also serialized and published excerpts of the Program between April 2 and April 30, 1950. 
Leading Cuban economists including Rufo López-Fresquet and José Antonio Guerra of the Finance 
Ministry and Julián Alienes of the National Bank participated in the project. 
303 Pettiná, "Preponderance of Politics," and Cuba y Estados Unidos, 59-100. On "trade not aid" and U.S.- 
Latin American relations in these years see Stephen G. Rabe, "The Elusive Conference: United States 
Economic Relations with Latin America, 1945-1952," Diplomatic History 2:3 (Summer 1978): 279-94. 
304 Ameringer, Cuban Democratic Experience, 107. 
305 IBRD, Report on Cuba.  
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project, upstream and especially downstream, given that, as with similarly ambitious 

development plans under Machado two decades before, rising oil consumption was 

inherent in this development vision. In general, the foreign companies had conducted 

their exploration work relatively quietly, a lack of publicity that was noted by both Cuban 

and foreign commentators. The Gulf Oil festivities at Cárdenas Bay analyzed above are 

the notable exception. Díaz Pardo published an op-ed in the Marina the day after the 

event; for his new employer, he pointed out, this well was just another one of the 

thousands Gulf had drilled all over the world. "For Cubans, in contrast," he wrote, "the 

problem has a more specific significance of limitless repercussions in the economic order 

of things. The big oil companies need oil, wherever it may be; we Cubans need it 

precisely in Cuba, as means of economic liberation and national prosperity." Gulf, and 

any firm investing in oil exploration in Cuba, he wrote, was "an ally and promoter 

[propulsor] of the most brilliant economic future of our country."306 The core theme of 

Gulf's publicity was therefore that the firm was a partner in Cuba's development. 

Independent firms also embraced the language of partnership. Veteran North 

American and Venezuelan oilmen joined a few Cuban investors to form the Cuba-

Venezuela Oil Voting Trust in 1948, bringing 24 concessions in Cuba on nearly seven 

million hectares (17m acres) under common management and pooling their capital for 

exploration. With favorable reports from U.S. surveyors – the fruit of two years and $1m 

in initial investment – in hand, the Trust hosted 25 leading Cuban capitalists in 

September 1950 to invite them invest in their drilling program.307 Contrasting the Trust 

																																																								
306 Rogelio Díaz Pardo, "Perforación Petrolera en Cárdenas," DDLM, August 13, 1949, 19. 
307 Voting trustees included former President of Jersey Standard in Venezuela Henry E. Linam, California-
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with the unscrupulous oil speculators of Cuba's past, Warren Smith, the Trust's chairman, 

told these businessmen that, "We came to Cuba to exploit oil – not Cubans. The best 

evidence thereof is that we did not ask Cubans, who knew neither us nor oil, to share the 

initial risk. This, the greatest gamble, we assumed ourselves." But given the promising 

survey results, he said, "as foreigners, we would now be remiss in our duty" if they did 

not invite Cubans to join the venture. Looking ahead, Smith explained that, "There may 

come a time when Cuba's oil wealth will awaken envy and ambition. We should not then 

want to feel as foreigners on foreign soil but as partners of outstanding Cuban friends."308 

The partnership narrative was even stronger in Cuba's downstream sector, pushed 

above all by Standard Oil of Cuba, the dominant refiner and marketer of oil products in 

the country. In the Auténtico years and continuing through the 1950s, Standard's public 

relations efforts in Cuba grew in scope and sophistication, reflecting the new attention 

that the parent company, Jersey Standard, began to pay to public relations during and 

after the war. One aspect of this new era in marketing was the addition of "Esso," long 

used as a brand name for various products, to the Cuban affiliate's name, which became 

"Esso Standard Oil Company of Cuba" in 1950.309 Standard's advertisements in Cuba 

continued to stress the quality of Standard's products, as they had for decades; but these 

were increasingly overshadowed by campaigns emphasizing Standard's role as an agent 

of Cuba's broader modernization, a partner in a nationalist development process, and a 

good corporate citizen in a progressive (and prior to the 1952 coup) democratic country. 

																																																								
Development Minister Gustavo Herrera. USE Havana (Connell) despatch 658, September 21, 1950, 
837.2553/9-2150, and despatch 805, October 9, 1950, 837.2553/10-950, both Box 4728, NARA. 
308 "Address Delivered by Mr. Warren W. Smith at the American Club of Havana," September 28, 1950, 
enclosed in USE Havana despatch 805, op. cit. 
309 On Jersey Standard's strategies around public relations and corporate responsibility and their extension 
into Jersey's foreign affiliates in the period 1942-50 see Larson, New Horizons, 628-61, 769-83. 
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Standard emphasized how its products contributed to Cuba's agricultural and 

industrial modernization. "For our nation, perhaps more than for any other, oil is a vital 

part of the economy and the driving force of progress," given that Cuba lacked coal 

deposits and hydroelectric potential, the affiliate's Public Relations Department explained 

in a 1951 pamphlet Historia de Una Industria, which traced the firm's history in Cuba 

since 1882, highlighting its products' role in the sugar industry, electricity generation, and 

rapidly modernizing transport and agriculture.310 Specific advertisements and features in 

major magazines and newspapers and in company publications – including a bimonthly 

magazine for farmers, Esso Agrícola, published starting in 1945, and a weekly radio 

program of the same name starting in 1948 – elaborated on Standard's contributions to 

modernizing agriculture (tractor fuel, lubricants, pesticides),311 to industrialization 

(lubricants, fuel oil),312 motorized transport (gasoline, motor oil, and a new state-of-the-

art asphalt plant for paving),313 and domestic comforts (household insecticides, liquefied 

petroleum gas for cooking).314 A 1951 ad campaign on the theme of "A National Industry 

Since 1882" emphasized that, "the refining of petroleum in the national territory means 

for Cuba a more rapid and regular supply of oil products, so indispensible for the 

development of a modern nation," and that the Belot refinery "guarantees the regular and 

affordable supply of the oil products the nation requires for its industrialization and 

development." Standard was, "in sum, an industry with deep roots in Cuban soil, that 

																																																								
310 Esso Standard Oil Company of Cuba, Historia de una Industria (n.d. [c. 1951]); BNJM.  
311 Esso Standard Oil Company of Cuba advertisement, Bohemia 41:5 (January 30, 1949): 91. "Cuba," Esso 
Oilways 3:4 (July-August 1950): 22-25; BNJM. 
312 Standard Oil Company of Cuba advertisement, CEYF 21:248 (November 1946): 8. 
313 Standard Oil Company of Cuba advertisement, Hoy, June 6, 1945, 5; Esso Standard Oil Company of 
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Elabora El Mejor Asfalto del Mundo," Bohemia 43:14 (April 8, 1951): 36-8. 
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works day after day to make itself proud of its contribution to the well-being and progress 

of the nation in which it has carried on its industrial activity for seventy years." 315 

 Standard also argued that it was not only an agent of Cuba's economic progress, 

but also a model employer and corporate citizen. The firm continued to highlight its 

yearly contribution of $15m to Cuba's economy in wages and taxes, and its providing 

"stable and well-compensated employment" for 847 Cubans.316 Standard had touted these 

sorts of themes and numbers before, but only defensively, when faced with tariff or tax 

reforms or confiscation; their consistent use in general marketing to this extent was new, 

and reflected the mood of the times. Another campaign showed the benefits the workers 

enjoyed. Staff at all grades and skill levels earned salaries "that compare favorably with 

the highest in the industry" and were well above the Cuban average.317 All employees had 

health and accident insurance and inflation-adjusted pensions. 40% of Standard's staff in 

Cuba had been with the firm for twenty years or more, 100 of them thirty or more.318 

Workers could now receive primary and secondary adult education and English-language 

training at the Centro de Superación Esso (Esso Self-Improvement Center); their 

children, and others in the neighborhood, attended primary school, under U.S. and Cuban 

flags and a portrait of José Martí, at a schoolhouse at the refinery complex. Furthermore, 

Standard offered in-house courses in professional and technical subjects (Petroleum 

Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, Accounting, Sales, etc.) to help employees advance, 

and sent select staff to the U.S. for further training.319 Employees, the campaign 
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emphasized, felt "a sense of belonging" to what was now called "La Familia Esso."320  

Standard's public relations entered the civic and cultural realms as well. The firm 

sponsored a twice-daily news program, "El Repórter Esso," and a "Civic Institutions" 

program weekly on the CMQ radio station.321 It commissioned Cuban artists including 

the world-renowned Wilfredo Lam to paint murals on each of the seven floors of its new 

administrative building, opened in 1951 in the posh Vedado neighborhood across from 

the Hotel Nacional. Commenting in Bohemia, Jorge Mañach, public intellectual and 

sometime politician, was not impressed either with the building ("entirely devoid of 

architectural character") or the murals ("our painters have done, in a sense, what they 

could"). But Mañach argued that, "What we should celebrate first is that unheard-of 

initiative of a company (a foreign one, we should add) in the service of Beauty and of 

Cuban culture." Most business in Cuba, he argued, "still preserves much of the primitive 

spirit of the factoría [colonial trading post] that from the start characterized the island's 

economy. It was, as is well known, an extractive spirit, not a giving one; it aspired to take 

from the land and community and give nothing in return." He contrasted "three or four 

large, somewhat enlightened enterprises, conscious of what they owe to the country and 

the people from whom they prosper," whose ranks Standard seemed to be joining.322 

Standard's public relations also occasionally touched on political themes. In part 

this was an outgrowth of the war, when a few Standard ads had stressed the firm's role in 

providing the fuel that would lead to victory over Axis tyranny.323 The threats of fascism 

and communism brought a "Declaration of Principles" from Jersey Standard's board, 
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published in the Cuban affiliate's Revista Esso magazine for employees in 1946. "It is 

clear that there are now two creeds in conflict in the entire world: a belief in ever-greater 

freedom and responsibility for the individual, against a belief in the growing authority of 

the State," it read. The board declared Jersey's opposition to "blocs and economic 

monopolies," barriers to international trade, and "excesses of nationalism," and its belief 

that "the prosperity of any nation is intimately connected with the freedom that its people 

enjoys," since enterprise flourished in conditions of individual liberty, which Standard 

would uphold.324 The Historia de una Industria pamphlet of 1951 embraced this spirit. 

The Cuba affiliate's president wrote of the firm's "loyalty as members of a community in 

which we have undertaken our industrial activities for almost eight decades," and its 

"duty to inform that community's constituents of our past deeds, of what we are now, and 

of our future plans, as guarantee of our good faith, in recognition of our responsibility as 

citizens of a democratic nation, and as proof of our full confidence in the national 

destiny." Standard saw itself fostering not only Cuba's prosperity, but also its democracy: 

"In our opinion, it is precisely by developing our activities democratically under a free-

enterprise system, and bringing well-being, economic security, and the satisfaction of 

being able to aspire to a better tomorrow to the bosom of so many Cuban homes, that we 

make our most important contribution to the nation's grandeur [engrandecimiento]."325 

Most Cubans, however, envisioned their nation's grandeur not just as an oil 

consumer, but also as a producer; Standard's ads, for this reason, avoided the fact that the 

myriad products refined at Belot depended, ultimately, on foreign crude.326 The supply 
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crises of 1942-4 and 1948 only reinforced this dissonance, as we have seen above. Even 

beyond periods of acute crisis, however, Cubans felt anxiety at the country's energy 

deficiencies. The more urgently Cubans advocated and worked to diversify and develop 

their economy, the more the country's lack of domestic oil and other energy production 

seemed an obstacle, and the more discovery of oil seemed the key to its realization. 

Some of Cuba's most prominent intellectuals bemoaned the country's energy 

deficiencies as a principal obstacle to development. "The lack of coal and oil constitutes a 

basic disadvantage in any attempt at large-scale industrialization in our country, as it 

obliges us to import vast quantities of fuel which raises the cost of production and makes 

competition with foreign products difficult," the geographer and economic historian Leví 

Marrero wrote in his Elementos de Geografía de Cuba, a leading educational text.327 

Marrero and Herminio Portell Vila, another distinguished historian and journalist, both 

lamented the fact that despite having large deposits of iron, nickel, and chrome, Cuba had 

no steel industry, and instead exported these metals in their unrefined state, to be 

processed abroad where cheap coal and oil made manufacturing economical.328 For these 

and other Cubans, the lack of domestic oil was all that stood between Cuba and that 

iconic achievement of postwar Third-World industrialization, a national steel industry.   

Foreign observers likewise saw energy deficiency as a barrier to Cuba's 

development, and the search for oil and other fuels a priority. Both the World Bank 

mission and the United Nations' Economic Commission for Latin America (CEPAL in 

Spanish) reported in 1951 that the poverty of Cuba's energy resources was a basic 

obstacle to industrialization. Charcoal and firewood could not be scaled up for modern 
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industrial use, and Cuba's forests were already too degraded anyway. Cuba's hydropower 

potential, CEPAL pointed out, was the lowest per capita of any Latin American country, 

and second lowest in absolute terms after the Dominican Republic. Cuban asphalt had 

been tried and failed as fuel during the war. Bagasse could power sugar mills, but its use 

as fuel there cannibalized a potentially valuable raw material for other products like pulp 

for paper; and its plentiful supply was a symptom of, not a cure for, sugar monoculture. 

"To date, Cuba's lack of fuels has been a great economic disadvantage," the Bank 

concluded, and looking ahead, "without a domestic fuel supply, heavy industry is 

impractical." Accordingly, as CEPAL put it, "The discovery of oil in quantities adequate 

to satisfy the national need would help solve one of the country's essential problems."329    

The Peruvian Pedro Muñiz also saw Cuba's lack of coal and oil as an "indubitable 

limitation" that "weigh[s] very unfavorably upon any effort to implement a serious and 

comprehensive industrialization plan," not the least by costing Cuba $30m a year in hard 

currency for fuel imports. Coal and/or oil had made the U.S., U.K, and Germany into 

world powers, he observed, and oil could make Cuba great as well: "If exploitation of 

appreciable quantities of oil were to be added to ...her extraordinary capacity for sugar 

production," he wrote, "it would be possible to assign to the Island of Cuba a first-class 

continental standing. ...Cuba would become the England of the New World, if her oil 

wealth came to equal that of her sugar, and if, furthermore, the men empowered to direct 

her future were up to the great task of such an important historical mission. Such could be 
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the extraordinary significance of oil in the democratic land of Martí."330  

For Muñiz, and the Prío administration that would soon employ him, as well as 

for other voices in Cuba at this time, oil, sugar, and democracy were three pillars of a 

promising future. Standard, as seen above, occasionally equated the private oil business 

with the promotion and defense of democracy. Writing, like Muñiz, in Bohemia (itself a 

longstanding paladin of Cuban and Latin American democracy), the Cuban author Roger 

Lauria likened the struggle to diversify Cuba's economy to the struggle to liberate its 

people from tyranny. "Cuba is in the process of freeing herself from the dictatorship of 

monoculture," Lauria wrote in early 1949. "What can Cuba count on to liberate herself 

from the agonizing ups and downs of sugarcane monoculture? The answer is easy: oil."331 

A strong consensus among opinion-leaders in Cuba, therefore, held that oil 

production was the missing key to prosperity and national progress. This narrative, 

furthermore, was evident in official circles. Prío and Varona's remarks at the Gulf well at 

Cárdenas are prominent examples noted above. Gustavo Gutiérrez's comprehensive 

National Program of 1950 classified "production and exploitation of national fuels" and 

"oil exploration and production" as "Category B" priorities "needing rapid development," 

rated between the "urgent" and "slower but constant" categories. His target for new oil 

production was 1952.332 Citing the "anxiously awaited riches of our possible oil future," 

Gutiérrez, the most important official tasked with designing and implementing 

development policy in these years, conceded that "oil and its derivatives will continue to 
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be one of the unknowns to be resolved in the problem of Cuban industrialization."333  

In approaching this mystery that was Cuba's elusive oil, Cuban and North 

American observers looked to history, geology, and geography. "After those scandalous 

'affaires' in which fake oil men swindled the citizenry with dirty tricks, the search for 

'black gold' came to be among us a cause of mistrust and suspicion," Lauria wrote. This 

mistrust notwithstanding, some Cuban "pioneers" had managed to find oil at Motembo, 

Bacuranao, and most recently Jarahueca. These fields, Lauria argued, had not been 

maximized; it had been said "a thousand and one times" that deeper drilling in Motembo 

was "an urgent necessity," to determine if crude oil lay below the naphtha layers, as had 

been the case in western Canada; production at Jarahueca likewise "has not been taken 

seriously" and could be "intensified." Cuban and foreign geologists affirmed that beyond 

these established fields, several areas had a "splendid future" as oil producers, although 

"Cuba is perhaps the most difficult country in the world to study geologically," due to its 

poor rural roads and the vegetation that covered much of its soil.334 Pedro Muñiz likewise 

pointed to Cuba's history of real, if modest, production at these three fields, pointing out 

that most drilling had been wildcatting, informed by observable surface features rather 

than modern geological and geophysical investigation. Cuba, he insisted, had "immense 

oil-producing probabilities." Other commentators, as we have seen, had since the 1910s 

pointed out that Cuba was geographically surrounded by oil-producing regions on the 

Gulf coasts of the U.S. and Mexico and Venezuela's north coast; Muñiz added geological 

rigor to this geographical argument. Geologically, he wrote, the island is an extension of 

northern South America at the end of the Superior Miocene formation, meaning that it 
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should share the oil-producing geology of Venezuela, Trinidad, Colombia, and Peru.335 

The strategic geography of oil also worked in Cuba's favor. The Cold War made 

both U.S. officials and oil executives anxious to see Western Hemisphere production 

capacity increase, to ensure ample and accessible oil supplies in the event of a new world 

war.336 The Cuba-Venezuela Trust pointed out in a memo to potential investors that in 

addition to being part of "the same broad belt of oil-bearing formations" running from 

Alberta through Oklahoma, Texas, and Louisiana to Venezuela, Colombia, and Trinidad, 

Cuba was the closest Latin American country to U.S. East Coast markets and refineries – 

closer, indeed, by 800 miles than were the oil ports of the U.S. Gulf Coast, Tampico, or 

Venezuela. The Cold War, the Trust said, was a threat to Middle East oilfields and 

refineries, "so far from home" and "so close to the southern airfields of Russia." Cuban 

oil, they argued, was more defensible and reliable.337 Journalists and consultants likewise 

saw rising strategic imperatives to develop Western Hemisphere oil.338 The U.S. embassy 

observed that, "New interest in Cuba's petroleum outlook" had been driven "mainly by 

the world situation and its accompanying desire on the part of the major companies to 

learn of reserves easily accessible in an emergency."339 History, geology, and geography 

therefore all seemed to indicate Cuba's oil promise and favor its development.  

Yet significant oil production remained elusive, raising the question of what, if 

anything, should be done to help uncover the oil that so many agreed should be there. 

Foreign commentators often held that conditions in Cuba were already conducive to 
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exploration. The World Bank deemed Cuba's Combustible Minerals Law "sound and 

equitable."340 The Cuba-Venezuela Trust called Cuba's legal climate the best anywhere, 

"an oil man's deal," with favorable terms for drilling obligations, taxes, and royalties 

compared to Canada, Venezuela, or other oil countries; moreover, they emphasized, "the 

dogma of nationalization is out of bounds in Cuba."341 Journalists J.E. Kastrop and Ruth 

Sheldon Knowles agreed. Cuba offered some of the hemisphere's best prospects, 

Knowles told Bohemia, given its favorable concession terms, close ties with the U.S., and 

faith in free enterprise. "The Cuban people do not believe in nationalization," she stated 

confidently, asserting that Cubans shared her belief that oil "is the responsibility of 

private business and the Government should not participate in the development of oil."342  

But the dominant opinion, especially among Cubans, was that the state should do 

more to bring about the discovery of oil. Writing in 1944, Antonio Calvache, one of the 

authors of the 1938 oil law, explained that its logic had been to "coordinate the interest of 

the State with that of the companies," stimulating the industry's development while 

ensuring "that the country should obtain the maximum benefit." It was vital, he wrote, for 

both sides of the partnership to "comply with their respective obligations" under the law. 

If they did not, he warned, "The outcome will be counterproductive."343  

Already in 1944 there were signs that this partnership was not working. As seen 

above, the foreign companies' surprising lack of production was deeply disappointing; 

some Cubans blamed administrative failures by the Cuban authorities. Calvache 

acknowledged in 1944 that the oil industry had been allowed to develop "completely 
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disconnected from the administrative sector of the State and free of all financial 

oversight."344 The foreign majors maintained "the greatest secrecy about the results of 

their investigations" Leví Marrero observed that year, creating a dissonance between their 

lack of production and the affirmations of Cuban experts that oil existed in commercial 

quantities.345 Muñiz argued that the law's requirements that companies submit technical 

reports were "notoriously insufficient," leaving the state with "deficient information" 

about their activities and Cuba's resources.346 Gustavo Gutiérrez conceded as late as 1951 

that the government still did not have sufficient understanding of Cuba's oil potential, due 

to the "secrecy" of the exploration work and "the lack of contact" between the state and 

the companies, "which, in general, are able to avoid official supervision of their work and 

official knowledge of their results, in both technical and economic aspects."347  

The dismay at the opacity of the companies' exploration and the state's lack of 

oversight could bleed into conspiracy theories. Cuba's Communists, as seen above, were 

the chief purveyors of this conviction, which only deepened after Gulf Oil's prominent 

failure in 1949. The party's weekly Vanguardia Cubana assured readers in November 

1950 that "conclusive proof can be given of the existence of fabulous quantities of 

combustible minerals in our territory, sufficient for Cuba to become a highly 

industrialized country." However, the author maintained, the foreign oil companies, 

"interests opposed to our industrial development," were holding these deposits in reserve, 

while "Cuba's government, submissive to northern imperialism, neither knows nor cares 
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to find out what is in our subsoil."348 Muñiz, self-identified as a non-communist APRista, 

addressed this theory with more nuance. "Would it be fantastic to suppose that, even if 

there is oil in Cuba, the interests of the big exploration trusts would be to keep that fuel as 

duly recognized strategic reserves, unjustly holding back its production?" he asked. 

"Such a supposition seems adventurous [aventurado], but so long as the Cuban state 

lacks the means and knowledge necessary to intervene in the complicated politics of oil 

within its own orbit, there remain question marks, perhaps exaggerated, but founded upon 

experiences that haven't fully been forgotten."349  

To address these failures, Cubans and foreigners recommended reforms to both 

institutions and to policy. Before he became head of the Dirección de Montes, Minas, y 

Aguas (Bureau of Forests, Mines, and Waters) in the Ministry of Agriculture, Calvache 

recommended in 1944 that mining and oil deserved their own bureau within that ministry, 

the better to provide "administrative tutelage" to the industry as a repository of technical 

data, an advisor to the legislative and executive branches, and a facilitator of cooperation 

among companies and between them and the state. This would be part of an overall 

"policy oriented to stimulate [fomentar], adequately and with a nationalist sentiment, the 

exploitation of Cuba's mineral resources."350 The World Bank's report seven years later, 

with Calvache now in charge of Montes, Minas, y Aguas, went farther, recommending 

that that the bureau become its own ministry, rather than continue as a small and under-

funded afterthought within an Agriculture Ministry focused overwhelmingly on sugar and 
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tobacco and other crops.351 Regardless of the institutional structure, reforms were also 

suggested to clean up the administration. The Agriculture Ministry, Lauria complained, 

had only meager funds to help promote the oil industry, and these were mostly used to 

pay "botelleros," Cuban slang for politically connected do-nothing officials.352 Portell 

Vila lamented in 1951 that the Comisión de Fomento Nacional had long been a vehicle 

for "pork barrel" spending that had wasted ("politiqueado") millions on politically 

motivated public works, rather than investing in industrial "development" in the U.S. 

sense or fomento in the Latin American sense, where governments in Chile, Venezuela, 

and Brazil had invested productively in oil drilling and refining and in hydroelectricity.353 

Reformers also demanded specific new directions in the state's oil policy. Some 

were as mild as enforcing existing requirements under the 1938 law. During the supply 

crisis of January 1948, the Marina argued that the government should "obligate" owners 

of oil concessions "who have had excessive and unjust considerations prejudicial to the 

national interest" to pay their surface taxes and meet their drilling obligations. The paper 

spoke for many Cubans when it argued that "an effective, efficient, and constructive 

government," which, in their view, Grau's certainly was not, "should waste no time in 

deciding to obligate, in the name of public interest, oil concession-holders to carry out 

exploration on their concessions" or renounce them to others who would. The law's 

provisions, it lamented, had been "converted, it appears, into a dead letter."354 For Lauria, 

in contrast, the law was too strict. Cuba, he argued, "Should fight to attract foreign 

'independents,' today working to find black gold in countries with more advanced and 
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liberal oil legislation than ours. But the State, so far, has done nothing in favor of the oil 

industry. Its action has been negative, since it has proclaimed laws that slowed down its 

development rather than increasing it." The thirty-year term of concessions, for example, 

was too short to be attractive, he argued.355 Muñiz, meanwhile, looked to domestic capital 

and bemoaned the "lack of state orientation and assistance to Cuban producers" like those 

at Jarahueca, an argument the Communists had been making for years, as seen above.356 

Even the World Bank argued that Cuba's government, perhaps with U.S. aid, should fund 

a detailed and comprehensive topographical and geological map of the island, to be made 

available to private firms to help them select concessions and drilling sites.357  

There was, finally, the question of the Cuban state moving into oil exploration for 

itself. Foreign opinion, at the World Bank and among journalists like Knowles, was 

opposed, and the U.S. government discouraged state oil companies as a matter of 

principle.358 The Cuban Senate, as seen above, had considered but declined to act on this 

possibility in 1945. Glen Ruby, a geologist and oilman hired as an Agriculture Ministry 

consultant in 1946, told the U.S. embassy that his advice would be that "government 

development and production of petroleum is entirely impracticable."359 But both Lauria 

and Muñiz chastised the state for squandering the 1/8 reserve the law granted it in each 

concession, making no effort either to develop them itself or auction them off to firms 

who would, as Venezuela did; Lauria wrote that these tracts either lay "abandoned" or 

were given as "powerful gifts for certain political personages," to use for speculative 
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profit.360 Muñiz argued moreover that the state should explore for and produce oil itself, 

not as part of a policy of "exclusionary oil nationalism" to bar or crowd out private 

enterprise, but rather "as a counterweight and control" to foreign companies and a means 

"to guard against the exploitation of our riches, to obtain for the nation a greater benefit 

from its products," and to build the knowledge and skill of the state's technicians and 

officials, "avoiding their remaining at the mercy of the obviously biased and restricted 

information provided by the big foreign companies."361 The Cuban Communists' view of 

the state's role was consistent with this position, at least in the short term.362 

The cumulative effect of all these arguments about oil and development in Cuba 

in the postwar period was to push Prío's government to take a more active role in 

promoting oil exploration. The U.S. embassy reported in January 1951 that, "There has 

been a noticeable change in the Government attitude towards petroleum companies, 

especially those continuing exploration activities. The Government's new encouragement 

has not as yet developed into new legislation but has led to expectation of favorable 

legislation in 1951."363 While Prío did not move to modify the 1938 law, as some had 

expected, his administration did begin to give financial and technical stimulus to Cuban 

oil companies. In February 1951 it suspended all taxes and duties on the importation of 

oil-exploration machinery for five years. Furthermore, in May 1951 the Comisión de 

Fomento Nacional, now headed by Carlos Hevia, appropriated $500,000 to purchase a 

National 75 rotary rig capable of drilling to 10,000 feet, intending to lease it on favorable 
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terms to Cuban firms.364 On March 4, 1952, the government suspended the 10¢ per gallon 

sales tax it had collected on gasoline produced in two small refineries (each of 1,000 B/D 

or less) that had opened in the 1940s at the Jarahueca field and in the nearby town of 

Cabaiguán. This tax relief had two goals. The first was to allow the Cuban owner of these 

properties, the Refinería Cabaiguán, S.A. group, to continue refining despite the falling 

production at the Jarahueca field that supplied them. Second, and more consequential in 

the long run, it was intended to help this firm finance a drilling program with the support 

and oversight of the Development Commission, using this government-owned rig.365  

More than twenty years after Clemente Vázquez Bello and José Isaac Corral had 

first proposed the creation of a state oil company, and nearly fourteen years after Batista 

had secured passage of Cuba's first comprehensive exploration law, the Cuban state under 

the direction of Carlos Prío and Carlos Hevia was, for the first time, providing money, 

equipment, and technical assistance to an independent Cuban oil company to drill for oil 

in Cuba, as well as tax relief to help stimulate Cuban-owned oil refining on the island. 

This new policy of stimulus and subsidized partnership between the Cuban state and 

private Cuban capital in the service of Cuba's oil-fueled economic development appeared 

to be the future direction for the Auténtico party. Hevia had moved from the position of 

Foreign Minister, which he occupied from 1948 into 1950, to minister without portfolio 

and head of the Development Commission, where he oversaw the new partnership with 

the Cabaiguán group. As the PRC-A candidate for president in the June 1952 elections, 
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Hevia was running on a more statist platform than either of his two predecessors, 

promising greater state intervention to produce and distribute wealth and bring about the 

country's more rapid economic development, while still respecting the sanctity of private 

property and the desirability of foreign investment where they served these goals.366  

Hevia was running against an Ortodoxo candidate, Roberto Agramonte, whose 

party was leading the polls but still reeling from the suicide of its charismatic founder 

Chibás; polling far behind were Batista, in a distant third as the candidate of the right, and 

the Communists in fourth. Had he managed to overtake Agramonte, Hevia would likely 

have implemented this economically nationalist and dirigiste vision as president, and 

would have justly won some credit for the oil that would be discovered, with the state's 

National 75 rig, on the Cabaiguán group's concession at Jatibonico in 1954. But Cuba's 

next oil boom would take place, not under conditions of democracy, as Cubans expected, 

but rather under a dictatorship. On the morning of March 10, 1952, a mere six days after 

the decree of tax relief to the Cabaiguán group, Batista, having assumed the leadership of 

a conspiracy of junior army officers, led a bloodless coup that ousted Prío and pre-

empted the elections.367 Cuba has not held an open, multi-party election ever since.  

 

Conclusion 

In the summer of 1949, Prime Minister Tony Varona had rhetorically joined 

Cuba's future to that of the Gulf Oil offshore well. Three years later, Gulf's explorations 

had failed, and Varona and Prío's government had been overthrown. It would be too 

facile to argue that a major oil discovery in Cuba, whether by Cuban or foreign capital, 
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would have saved the Auténtico government, and Cuban democracy, from its demise. 

Grau, Prío, and the rest of the PRC-A had done much to discredit themselves and to pave 

the way for Batista's coup, and Batista himself had already begun to discredit the post-

1940 constitutional order during his own elected presidency. But this chapter has argued 

that the development of Cuba's energy industry, upstream and down, contributed to 

shaping broader Cuban political history during the democratic era of 1939-52. Officials' 

paeans to achieving economic development and economic and political independence 

were increasingly dissonant with the manifest, and worsening, reality of Cuba's energy 

insecurity. Their vows to provide administrative effectiveness and honesty were mocked 

by the corruption and black marketeering that were prominently associated with the 

distribution and sale of fuel, and by the failure of state officials to adequately supervise 

the oil industry, enforce the terms of the Combustible Minerals Law, and foster the 

production of oil for the good of the nation. Cuba's democratic administrations promised 

their people many things during the period 1939-1952. Chief among these were honest 

and effective government in the national interest and economic development and 

independence. Despite some encouraging signs, they failed to deliver them, and energy 

provided Cubans with near-daily reminders of these unfulfilled promises. 

North American hegemony over Cuban energy peaked during the first half of the 

1940s. With nearly all of Cuba's crude oil and refined oil products, as well as all of its 

coal, being shipped from the United States, the Roosevelt administration retained the 

same potential leverage over Cuba's access to energy that its predecessors had. But the 

strategic imperatives of a global war now led U.S. officials to act on that leverage, taking 

direct control, through the PAW and PSCLA, over Cuba's (and the rest of the Americas') 
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hydrocarbon fuel supply. Cuban officials' strenuous efforts to circumvent this control and 

secure additional oil for Cuba from Pemex, a state oil company outside Washington's 

control – a policy that Cubans, especially on the left, often advocated, almost reflexively, 

during other times of conflict with the U.S. government and oil companies – came to 

nothing, as Cuba and Mexico lacked the economic and logistical capacity and political 

will to take the considerable risk of declaring true independence from the U.S. oil empire.  

The wartime experiences of quotas and fuel rationing, and their brief reprise in 

early 1948, were uncomfortable demonstrations to Cubans of all walks of life that their 

modern economic order rested, in the end, on the capacity and inclination of U.S. oil 

firms and the U.S. government to provide them with the fuel they depended upon for 

practically all economic activity. The prevalence of the black market and other unsavory 

aspects of the oil business and its regulation by the state, meanwhile, reflected the worst 

of the longstanding Cuban malady of chivo that struck many Cubans as even more 

offensive and hypocritical given that its enablers were not the old-style caudillos of the 

pre-1933 era but rather ostensibly nationalist, populist, elected social democrats. 

This U.S. hegemony became indirect in the postwar period, as the U.S. ceased to 

be the direct source of Cuba's oil imports. The Truman administration consented to a 

longstanding Cuban goal of equalizing Cuba's tariffs on U.S. and non-U.S. oil products; 

but with no oil surplus to export, Washington was merely surrendering a preference from 

which it could no longer benefit. The reality of U.S. companies' control over Cuba's oil 

supplies, now sourced from Venezuela and its offshore refineries, was unchanged. 

Cubans, for their part, tried to escape, or at least mitigate, their dependent place 

within the U.S. oil empire. Batista's outreach to Mexico represented one, diplomatic, 
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aspect of this effort. The push to develop "national" alternative fuels was another. But 

here, economic and technical obstacles likewise proved formidable. Cuban asphalt was of 

little utility as an alternative to imported fuel oil. Blending sugarcane alcohol into 

carburante nacional played a palliative role during the war, but was never economical 

compared to imported pure gasoline, and its persistence in the postwar period reflects the 

politics of populism and chivo more than it does economically sound import-substitution. 

The island's ecological constraints, meanwhile, continued to mean that bagasse, wood, 

charcoal, and hydroelectricity were not feasible solutions to Cuba's energy problems. 

Only finding and producing large quantities of oil on the island, Cuban and 

foreign observers recognized, would liberate Cuba from its insecure dependence on U.S.-

controlled oil. And here the democratic era brought both familiar patterns and new 

departures. The exploration activities of 1939-49 echoed, or rather amplified, the 

experience of the 1917-20 oil boom: initial optimism, tantalizing signs of new 

production, and widespread disappointment and recriminations against both the industry 

and the government that regulated it. The oil industry's association, upstream as well as 

downstream, with graft, exploitation, and chivo, and with the continuing elusiveness of 

energy independence, were now firmly established narratives in Cuban culture. 

But the democratic era also brought new directions in Cuban oil nationalism, 

discursively and in practice. Following the establishment of direct government regulation 

of fuel prices in 1937 and the passage of the Combustible Minerals Law in 1938, the 

Cuban state continued to extend its intervention into the oil industry. The Batista, Grau, 

and Prío administrations used tax and concession policy, technical assistance, and direct 

subsidies to stimulate the development of "national" fuels including naphtha, alcohol, and 
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asphalt. In the final months of his truncated presidency, Prío and his designated successor 

Hevia even brought the state into direct partnership with private Cuban capital by 

providing additional subsidies to the Refinería Cabaiguán group and leasing them the 

new state-owned oil rig on favorable terms. Though Prío stopped short of creating a state 

oil company, the state was now an active player in the search for oil in Cuba. 

Driving this newly activist policy was the fact that Cubans both inside and outside 

government, as well as foreigners working in Cuba, increasingly saw energy as central to 

the country's economic and even political development. In the postwar era nationalist 

arguments about the need for economic diversification and development became regular 

and leading items in mainstream print media like Bohemia magazine and daily 

newspapers across the political spectrum, as well as in the rising popular medium of radio 

through programs such as Esso Agrícola. Energy was a primary concern in the 

development plans that Cuban officials and foreign technocrats and advisors were 

publishing with increasing urgency and frequency. And Prío and Varona's role in the 

Gulf Oil festivities at Cárdenas Bay indicate that oil nationalism was increasingly 

prominent at the highest levels of government, and seen as a vote-winner.  

The foreign oil companies, especially Standard, increasingly depicted themselves 

as partners in Cuba's economic modernization, and even in the consolidation of Cuba's 

democracy. With postwar Cuba's oil consumption growing at impressive rates, the 

companies' products were, indeed, helping to modernize Cuban agriculture, industry, 

transportation, and everyday life. But their assertions of partnership did not go 

unchallenged. Rising in tandem with it were counter-narratives that depicted the foreign 

companies not as agents of and partners in Cuba's development, but rather as obstacles to 
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it. Cuban wildcatters at Motembo, Bacuranao, and Jarahueca produced nowhere near 

enough oil to make a difference in Cuba's energy security; but they did find just enough 

to give Cubans hope that there was much more oil waiting in island's subsoil, and to 

highlight both the opacity and the surprising failure and of the foreign companies' 

exploration efforts. Downstream, Cubans, especially, but far from exclusively, on the 

political left, continued to meet periodic price and supply controversies with indignation, 

and to cast blame both at the foreign companies and at their own governments.   

By early 1952, fundamental contradictions were becoming more and more 

apparent in Cuba's relationship with oil. History, geography, and geology all suggested 

that the island should contain commercial oil deposits; but the only production was in the 

hands of small local companies of modest means, while the big foreign companies had 

invested millions but had not produced one drop. Cubans were proud of, and sought to 

expand upon, their country's modernization as indicated by rapidly growing electricity 

generation, motor vehicle and tractor use, and petroleum consumption. But 

modernization, as always, only exacerbated Cuba's dependence on imported energy. In 

the absence of oil production on the island, Cuban economic development and economic 

independence were incompatible. In March 1952, Batista inherited these contradictions. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Envisioning Petroleum and Progress in a Developmental Dictatorship, 1952-1958 

 
From the military coup of March 10, 1952, until his flight into exile on the night 

of December 31, 1958, Fulgencio Batista ruled Cuba as a military dictator. The right-

leaning political parties – Liberal, Democrat, and Batista's vehicle for the aborted 1952 

elections, Acción Unitaria (later Acción Progresista) – fell in line to support the new 

regime. The leadership of the powerful national labor federation, the Confederación de 

Trabajadores de Cuba (CTC), cooperated in exchange for guarantees of labor's recent 

gains and of the union leadership's access to patronage and graft. Student groups and the 

established anti-Batista parties – the Partido del Pueblo Cubano (the "Ortodoxos"), the 

Partido Revolucionario Cubano-Auténtico of the ousted President Carlos Prío, and the 

Communist Partido Socialista Popular, which was driven underground by 1953 – 

protested but proved incapable of offering coherent and effective opposition. Various 

civic dialogue initiatives through 1956 failed to yield a plausible path back to 

constitutional government. Batista won a boycotted election at bayonet point in 

November 1954, and claimed a four-year term as President, to run into February 1959.  

But his rule by force only grew more severe as the locus of opposition shifted by 

1957 from civic action to revolutionary insurrection. The rebels included armed wings of 

the Auténticos and Ortodoxos; the Revolutionary Directorate (Directorio Revolucionario, 

DR), originally based at the University of Havana; dissident labor activists; and, most 

prominently, the Twenty-Sixth of July Movement (Movimiento Revolucionario 26 de 

Julio, MR-26-7), led, among others, by a young former Ortodoxo, Fidel Castro. Castro, 

his brother Raúl, and their collaborators were imprisoned after failing in an audacious 

attempt to spark a revolution by seizing the Moncada military barracks in Santiago de 
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Cuba on that date in 1953; released in an amnesty in 1955, Castro went into exile in 

Mexico, where he trained a small guerrilla band who took to the hills in eastern Cuba 

after an amphibious landing in December 1956. Other 26th of July activists built an 

underground network in Santiago, Havana, and other cities, engaging in propaganda, 

strikes, sabotage, bombings, and other insurrectionary activity and sending supplies, 

weapons, and recruits to Castro's small but growing guerrilla force in the Sierra Maestra 

mountains of Oriente Province. Castro and the guerrillas gradually gained primacy over 

the political opposition, and, more importantly, over the MR-26-7 urban underground and 

other revolutionary groups like the DR and Communist Party, which were decimated by 

relentless and bloody repressive action by Batista's police and army. By late 1958, the 

MR-26-7 controlled rural Oriente and encircled Santiago; the guerrillas descended from 

the Sierra Maestra and Escambray mountains to fight Batista's demoralized forces on the 

central plains. Belatedly, army officers and the United States tried to push Batista out and 

install a third force to prevent Castro from taking power, but the army collapsed, Batista 

fled into exile, and the rebels took control starting on January 1, 1959.1  

																																																								
1 The literature on the politics of the Batista dictatorship and the insurrection that produced the Cuban 
Revolution of 1959 is vast, and it is difficult to separate post-revolutionary mythmaking from the historical 
reality, particularly in scholarship published in Cuba, where the government controls the historiography of 
the insurrection and revolution. For recent synthetic overviews see Luís Martínez-Fernández, Revolutionary 
Cuba: A History (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014): 15-44, and Louis A. Pérez, Jr., Cuba: 
Between Reform and Revolution 3rd. ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006): 219-36. Influential 
early histories include Hugh Thomas, Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom (New York: Harper & Row, 1971): 
789-1064, and Ramón Bonachea and Marta San Martín, The Cuban Insurrection, 1952-59 (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 1974). Historians have recently renewed attention to the urban resistance, 
using previously unexamined archival sources and oral history to broaden our understanding of the struggle 
beyond the iconic guerrillas in the mountains, revealing particularly the key roles of women, organized 
labor, and the urban underground as a whole. See Gladys Marel García-Pérez, Insurrection and Revolution: 
Armed Struggle in Cuba, 1952-1959 (Lynne Rienner, 1998); Julia E. Sweig, Inside the Cuban Revolution: 
Fidel Castro and the Urban Underground (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002); Michelle Chase, 
Revolution Within the Revolution: Women and Gender Politics in Cuba, 1952-62 (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2015): ch. 1-3; Steve Cushion, A Hidden History of the Cuban Revolution: How 
the Working Class Shaped the Guerrilla Victory (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2016). The best 
account of U.S. policy is Thomas G. Paterson, Contesting Castro: The United States and the Triumph of the 
Cuban Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994). 
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Batista's dictatorship transformed both the economics and the politics of Cuban 

oil. In the absence of any sign that the U.S. government might provide development aid, 

Batista and his advisors believed the discovery and production of oil in Cuba to be the 

only means to achieve industrial and agricultural diversification and thereby stabilize the 

Cuban economy during a cyclical sugar downturn. They therefore committed to using the 

growing power of the Cuban state to further encourage and facilitate private exploration 

for oil in Cuba. The discovery of a new oil field at Jatibonico in May 1954, and the 

exploration boom that followed under a law-decree providing stimulus to oil exploration, 

brought the pre-existing narratives about Cuba's unrealized oil potential firmly and 

urgently into Cuba's public sphere. Cuban and foreign oil firms and geologists, Cuban 

journalists and commentators, and the Batista regime itself all contributed to the public 

discourse associating Cuban oil consumption and production – real and anticipated – with 

economic development and national progress. The narrative of Cuba as an island 

endowed by Nature with promising – even certain – prospects as an oil producer had 

firmly taken hold across the political spectrum. For a few brief years after the Jatibonico 

strike, it appeared that Cubans' long-held visions of domestic oil production, and with it 

industrialization and economic security and independence, were about to be realized.  

But the exploration boom's failure to yield large-scale commercial production 

strengthened the counter-narrative – especially among leftist critics of Batista – that the 

interests of private enterprise and of the Cuban nation were incompatible, that the oil 

companies were either unable or – in the most conspiratorial strain of the narrative – 

unwilling to find and develop Cuba's oil deposits. The construction of the Esso, Texaco, 

and Shell refineries in 1957, meanwhile, epitomized both the successes and the failures of 
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Batista's oil development policy. These three new, state-of-the-art plants made the 

growing Cuban market self-sufficient in refining capacity, and the tens of millions of 

dollars invested exemplified Batista's success in attracting foreign investment in Cuba's 

modernization. But the fact that the refineries remained dependent on foreign sources of 

crude oil, and that their profits largely flowed to the parent companies abroad, and, in 

Shell's case, to Batista cronies in Cuba, only highlighted the limits of Batista's – and 

Cuba's – efforts toward economic independence, and the contradictions inherent in 

Cubans' aspirations for oil-fueled modernization. By 1958, the oil industry represented 

both the best and the worst of Batista's developmental legacy, and several opposition 

activists who would become critical figures in the revolutionary government in 1959 had 

come to see oil and energy as requiring more active and urgent intervention by the state. 

 

Energy and the Political Economy of a Developmental Dictatorship 

 

Legitimizing Dictatorship Through Development 

Scholars have long recognized that, lacking the kind of democratic legitimacy he 

enjoyed during his 1940-44 presidency, Batista in the 1950s sought to justify his rule in 

economic terms, by trumpeting his regime's advancement of economic development.2 But 

the economic circumstances of his second administration were quite different from those 

of his first. Whereas his constitutional mandate had seen the revival of sugar-driven 

prosperity and the obstacle of energy insecurity, as dictator Batista had unhindered access 

to foreign oil but faced renewed stagnation in Cuba's sugar economy.  

																																																								
2 This is the core argument of Michael P. McGuigan, "Fulgencio Batista's Economic Policies, 1952-1958" 
(Ph.D. diss., University of Miami, 2012), which describes these policies in depth. Jorge Domínguez, Cuba: 
Order and Revolution (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978): ch. 4, makes the same argument. 
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Batista's coup came in the middle of the 1952 zafra, the largest to that point in 

Cuba's history, at 7 million tons; as the last "free" or unrestricted sugar crop, it was the 

peak of Cuba's wartime and postwar sugar boom. In order to sustain prices, the new 

regime withheld 1.7m tons from the market, to spread over the next five years, and 

restricted planting for subsequent years. Later zafras under the dictatorship ranged from 

4.4m tons in 1955 to 5.6m in 1958. Postwar world sugar prices had peaked in 1950 at an 

average of over 6¢ per pound, but would decline to around 4¢ in the middle of the 

decade, rebound briefly in 1956 (due to the Suez crisis) to around 5.5¢ before quickly 

falling below 4¢ again. The result was that both productivity and revenue in Cuba's sugar 

industry had reached a plateau. Cuba had produced 5.5m tons of sugar in 1925; thirty 

years later, with a population 70% larger (6 million people, up from 3.5m in 1925), Cuba 

produced 4.4m tons. Sugar had long since ceased to be an engine for growth in Cuba.3 

Indeed, the years of the second batistato saw the shortcomings and contradictions 

of Cuba's development path become increasingly apparent. On one hand, the economy 

continued to grow in absolute terms: Cuba's GNP grew by an average of 1.8% annually 

in 1952-58, and reached a record $2.8 billion in 1957. But GNP failed to keep pace with 

population growth, which averaged 2.1% per year in that period.4 Cuba's net national 

product (NNP – that is, GNP minus the depreciation of capital goods) actually declined in 

per-capita terms during Batista's dictatorship – from 362 pesos per capita in 1952 to 276 

in 1957 and 340 in 1958, the peso being pegged at 1:1 to the U.S. dollar.5 At around $300 

per year in the early 1950s, Cubans on average enjoyed the fourth-highest per-capita 

																																																								
3 Thomas, Cuba, 798-9, 1181, 1564-5. 
4 McGuigan, "Fulgencio Batista's Economic Policies," 275, 328. 
5 Cuban Economic Research Project, Stages and Problems of Industrial Development in Cuba (Miami: 
University of Miami, 1965): 97 [hereafter CERP, Stages and Problems]. 
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income in Latin America (after Venezuela, Uruguay, and Argentina), and ranked 31st in 

the world – making Cuba, statistically, more a middle-income country than a truly 

underdeveloped one.6 But as the World Bank noted, per-capita income in 1950 was 

almost unchanged since early 1920s; Cuba had made little to no progress in thirty years.7 

Moreover, beneath the absolute figure lies the fact that Cubans' purchasing power was 

declining. Cubans earned Latin American wages, but paid U.S. prices, plus the cost of 

shipping and tariffs, for imported U.S. consumer goods, clothing, and much of their food. 

Per-capita Cuban income in 1958 ($374) was roughly one-sixth that of the U.S. ($2,000) 

and just over a third of that in Mississippi, the poorest U.S. state ($1,000). Inflation was a 

severe problem in the 1950s, especially in foodstuffs and urban rents. Havana – home to a 

quarter of the population – was the world's fourth-most expensive city.8 

Cuba's development and living standards were also markedly uneven.9 The 1953 

census – the last one taken before the Revolution – revealed stark divides between urban 

areas, particularly Havana, and the rural interior of the country. With one automobile for 

every 40 inhabitants, Cuba ranked first in Latin America; Havana boasted the most 

Cadillacs per capita of any city in the world.10 Some 10.5% of households in Havana and 

5.8% of urban households nationwide owned one or more automobiles, but less than 1% 

of rural households did. City dwellers, even of modest means, tended to live in buildings 

of modern construction, with access to electricity, running water, and indoor plumbing, 

																																																								
6 Samuel Farber, The Origins of the Cuban Revolution Reconsidered (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2006): 7. 
7 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Report on Cuba: Findings and 
Recommendations of an Economic and Technical Mission Organized by the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development in Collaboration with the Government of Cuba in 1950 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1951): 7. [hereafter IBRD, Report on Cuba]. 
8 Pérez, Cuba Between Reform and Revolution, 225. 
9 For an overview of the unevenness of pre-1959 Cuban economic development see Farber, Origins, 7-33.  
10 Pérez, Cuba Between Reform and Revolution, 225-6. Overall, automobile ownership in Cuba more than 
doubled, from 70,000 to 160,000 total vehicles, between 1950 and 1958. Thomas, Cuba, 1162. 
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but the vast majority of rural Cuba's campesinos lived in mud-and-thatch bohíos without 

plumbing or electricity. 88% of urban households had electricity, compared to only 12% 

of rural homes; kerosene lamps – present in 87% of rural homes – were the latter's 

principal modern convenience.11 While it is impossible to reconstruct specific data on 

residential energy consumption, proxies such as access to cars and electricity suggest the 

vast disparities between rural and urban, comfortable and impoverished Cubans' 

relationships to energy, and thus the disparities in Cuban development as a whole.  

Batista and his advisors embraced what was by the early 1950s a transnational 

expert consensus around the imperative to reform and diversify Cuba's economy. Foreign 

experts at the World Bank, the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, 

and various U.S. academic institutions, and leading mainstream Cuban economists like 

José Antonio Guerra, Julián Alienes, Rufo López-Fresquet, Felipe Pazos, and Gustavo 

Gutiérrez Sánchez all agreed on the need for the state to promote the diversification and 

modernization of agriculture and the development of agro-industrial processing, light 

industry, and, possibly, limited heavy industry as well. To achieve these goals, the 

consensus was that Cuba needed political and economic reforms to become more 

attractive to foreign and domestic capital investment. These experts urged the Cuban state 

to combat corruption and mismanagement and to open up the labor market by making it 

easier to hire and fire workers and by curbing organized labor's power to block the 

mechanization of agriculture and industry as a threat to Cuban jobs. Most were also open 

to some degree of government stimulus to nurture new industries and support agricultural 

development projects, but believed firmly that the Cuban state itself should not directly 

																																																								
11 Oscar Pino Santos, "El Nivel de Vida del Pueblo Cubano," Carteles 40:17 (April 26, 1959): 32. Rogelio 
Caparrós, "Cuba 1953: Cómo Viven sus Habitantes Según el Censo," Bohemia 45:20 (May 17, 1953): 58-
60. See also Lowry Nelson, Rural Cuba (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1950): 201-6. 
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engage in agricultural or industrial production in its own right, but rather provide the 

necessary conditions – through regulation, infrastructure spending, and, where 

appropriate, credit and fiscal stimulus – for private business to thrive.12 This consensus, 

furthermore, was comfortably within the bounds of the prevailing U.S. post-New Deal 

and Cold War economic orthodoxy in the Truman and Eisenhower administrations. There 

would be no Marshall Plan for Latin America, and no Point Four or Export-Import Bank 

development assistance forthcoming from Washington for Cuba's economy. To diversify 

and thrive, Batista would need to attract private Cuban and foreign investment.13  

Soon after the coup, Batista and his collaborators pledged to guarantee the rights 

of both capital and labor, upholding workers' gains under the populist, corporatist 

compact since the 1930s, but also creating a more welcoming business climate.14 The 

regime, for example, lifted the 2% tax on remittance of profits out of the country, 

foregoing $16m in revenue in the short term in order to stimulate foreign investment.15 

Not content to wait for the private sector to act in its own time, however, Batista's regime 

moved aggressively to expand spending on public works and lending for development 

projects. The Banco de Fomento Agrícola e Industrial de Cuba (Cuban Agricultural and 

																																																								
12 McGuigan, "Fulgencio Batista's Economic Policies," ch. 2. For leading examples see IBRD, Report on 
Cuba; United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, The Economic Development of Latin 
America and its Principal Problems (Lake Success, NY: United Nations Department of Economic Affairs, 
1950); Gustavo Gutiérrez Sánchez, Presente y Futuro de la Economía Cubana (Havana: Junta Nacional de 
Economía, 1950); Idem, El Desarrollo Económico de Cuba (Havana: Junta Nacional de Economía, 1952). 
13 Batista's ouster and the Cuban Revolution would belatedly stir the Eisenhower administration to become 
more open to providing development aid to Latin America, though this would come as cold comfort to the 
exiled ex-dictator. Stephen G. Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin America: The Foreign Policy of Anti-
Communism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988): 26-99; Vanni Pettiná, Cuba y Estados 
Unidos, 1933-1958: Del Compromiso Nacionalista al Conflicto (Madrid: Catarata, 2011): 166-206; 
Matthew Loayza, "An 'Aladdin's Lamp' for Free Enterprise: Eisenhower, Fiscal Conservatism, and Latin 
American Nationalism, 1953-1961," Diplomacy and Statecraft 14:3 (September 2003): 83-105; Bevan 
Sewell, "A Perfect (Free Market) World? Economics, the Eisenhower Administration, and the Soviet 
Economic Offensive in Latin America," Diplomatic History 32:5 (November 2008): 841-868.  
14 See for example Santiago Rey Pernas, "Normalidad y Progreso," Bohemia 44:14 (April 6, 1952): sup. 15. 
15 McGuigan, "Fulgencio Batista's Economic Policies," 107. 
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Industrial Development Bank, BANFAIC), founded under Batista's predecessor Carlos 

Prío in 1951, expanded its loan portfolio from a modest $720,000 at the time of the coup 

to $14m by 1957.16 In 1953 Batista chartered the Financiera Nacional de Cuba (FNC), 

with capital from the Banco Nacional (which held a controlling stake) and from bond 

issues and other vehicles, to fund self-liquidating infrastructure projects like ports, 

tunnels, and airports. Public debt grew markedly under Batista, especially during the first 

half of his rule. Having already doubled from $100m to $217m under Prío between 1949 

and 1951, public debt more than doubled again by 1955, to $582m. Total public-sector 

credit issued during the batistato – loans for industry, agriculture, infrastructure, utilities, 

public services, and other credit – rose to a formidable $1.25 billion by the end of 1958.17 

As during his consolidation of power in the late 1930s, Batista sought to parley 

developmentalist nationalism into an electoral mandate. Having suspended the 1940 

constitution and headed a de facto government since March 1952, Batista scheduled 

elections for November 1954, seeking to legitimize his rule. In July 1954 Batista unveiled 

his "Economic and Social Development Plan [Plan de Desarrollo Económico y Social]," 

known as the PlanDES, reminiscent of his Plan Trienal from 1937-38, and likewise 

conceived to help him make the transition from military dictator to elected president by 

way of a popular development program. Designed chiefly by the respected economist 

Gustavo Gutiérrez, who had headed the National Economy Board (Junta Nacional de 

Economía, JNE) under Prío but made his peace with Batista and served as Finance 

Minister into 1955, the Plan called for $350m in state public-works and development 

spending over four years, funded through a domestic bond issue, and a host of tax relief 

																																																								
16 Ibid, 121. 
17 Ibid, 227. 
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and stimulus measures to attract matching private investment.18 As Batista and other 

officials explained, the short-term goal was to use Keynesian counter-cyclical spending to 

prop up demand and employment during the sugar downturn, through construction of 

roads, aqueducts, hospitals, schools, and low-cost housing; in the medium and long term, 

the Plan's goal was to attract domestic and foreign investment in agriculture, tourism, and 

industry to diversify and stabilize Cuba's economy.19 "We cannot live confidently 

depending on just one industry," Batista said in an interview shortly before the election. 

Dependence on sugar, he said, had left Cuba "at permanent risk, subject to an 

international game of roulette." Under his administration, Batista promised, Cuba would 

have "greater economic growth and independence," through development of new crops 

and livestock, industry, tourism, mining, and a merchant marine.20 

The 1954 elections proved farcical. The Communists, Ortodoxos, and a Prío-led 

wing of the Auténticos boycotted the campaign; ex-President Ramón Grau San Martín 

campaigned at the head of another Auténtico faction, but pulled out just before the vote, 

denouncing fraud and intimidation by the regime. Batista won unopposed, with low 

turnout. His regime remained a military dictatorship devoid of democratic legitimacy; 

Bohemia magazine – long a champion of Cuban democracy and a staunch critic of 

Batista's authoritarian and corrupt tendencies – termed it "a Pyrrhic victory."21  

																																																								
18 Gutiérrez resigned as Finance Minister in 1955 in protest at the regime's misappropriation of state funds; 
leveraging his prestige and Batista's desire to keep him on to bolster the government's legitimacy, Gutiérrez 
took up a new position heading a new autonomous advisory body, the Consejo Nacional de Economía 
(National Economic Council); McGuigan, "Fulgencio Batista's Economic Policies," 213-14. 
19 "Con el Plan de Defensa Económica deseamos modificar la estructura de nuestra economía, dice 
Batista," Diario de la Marina [hereafter DDLM], October 18, 1954, 2; Aníbal Hernández, "Qué es el Plan 
de Desarrollo Económico y Social de Cuba," Bohemia 46:41 (October 10, 1954): sup. 12. 
20 Rodolfo Rodríguez Zaldívar, "'No Admito la Hipótesis de Perder Frente a Grau,' Declara el General 
Batista," Bohemia 46:44 (October 31, 1954): 72. Having retired in 1940 at the rank of colonel, Batista was 
promoted to major general when he retook control of the military through the March 10 coup. 
21 Editorial, "Victoria Pírrica," Bohemia 46:45 (November 7, 1954): sup. 5. 
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After the vote, Batista reaffirmed that he would devote his administration to 

Cuba's economic development and independence.22 Development under the PlanDES 

became even more the core of the dictatorship's public self-justification for rule, 

especially as the main opposition shifted from the political parties to clandestine 

revolutionary groups. To implement the Plan, Batista in early 1955 chartered a third 

credit institution, the Banco de Desarrollo Económico y Social (BANDES), with initial 

capital of $15m and plans to raise $100m through bonds. As the regime's hold on power 

grew more tenuous, the BANDES budget was raised to $450m by 1958, in an effort to 

project Batista's image of developmental progress.23 On the fifty-fifth anniversary of the 

Republic's founding in 1957, for example, Cubans were urged to buy "Economic 

Independence Bonds" to achieve the national sovereignty only partially won in 1902.24  

 

Energy and Batista's Developmental Vision 

 Just as stimulating oil exploration via the Combustible Minerals Law had been a 

major part of Batista's Plan Trienal in 1937-8, energy was key to the developmental 

dictatorship of the 1950s. In one major example, the Financiera Nacional put up some 

$15m to support a private consortium that received a concession to build Cuba's first 

hydroelectric plant. This river-diversion and dam-building project aimed to remake the 

Hanabanilla and Jibacoa river basins in southern Las Villas province, creating a 23 

square-kilometer reservoir for flood control and irrigated agriculture, and generating 82m 

Kilowatt-hours per year of electricity – adding 10% to Cuba's generating capacity. The 
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project's logic seemed impeccable. As economics writer Nivio López Pellón observed 

approvingly in Bohemia, "The high cost of electricity has impeded large-scale industrial 

development in Cuba." The plant was expected to generate power for 1.2¢ per Kilowatt-

hour, compared to the 6-10¢ that the Compañía Cubana de Electricidad monopoly 

charged for current generated by burning imported fuel oil. The project, López Pellón 

predicted, would become "a driver [punto de arranque] to create great industrial zones" 

between the dam at Salto de Hanabanilla and the city of Cienfuegos.25 But the project 

was plagued by cost overruns and delays; approved in November 1953 and expected to 

take less than three years, it was unfinished when Batista fell five years later.26  

But given the modesty of the island's rivers, visions of hydroelectric "white gold" 

(as López Pellón termed it) were minor compared to Cubans' continued fixation on "black 

gold." Oil exploration and production in Cuba were negligible when Batista took over. 

Total domestic production of liquid petroleum – crude oil from the Jarahueca field and 

naphtha from Motembo – was 20,054 barrels for the entire year 1952, less than 0.1% of 

national demand of around 13.5m barrels; Cuba produced enough oil in the year 1952 to 

supply the country for half of one day, national consumption being around 37,000 barrels 

per day.27 Economic development, in the absence of domestic oil discoveries, would only 

worsen this gap. Moreover, Cuban refining was lagging behind the rapid growth in oil 

consumption; early in Batista's rule, refining capacity in Cuba was under 10,000 barrels 

per day (b/d), of which Esso Standard Oil of Cuba's Belot plant on Havana Bay was 
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8,700 b/d, with the rest being the 1,000 b/d Cuban-owned Refinería Cabaiguán outside 

Jarahueca.28 Cuba was therefore importing a greater proportion of its oil in refined form, 

which raised the cost of imported fuel. At $36m for oil and $1m for coal in 1953, fossil 

fuels had risen to make up 7.6% of Cuba's total imports by the end of 1953.29  

Cuba's postwar boom in energy consumption meant that the perennial Cuban 

dilemma of energy and development was as strong as ever in the Batista years: how to 

achieve economic independence by modernizing and diversifying agriculture and 

growing new industries, when such development would entail higher energy consumption 

and thus greater dependence and hard-currency expenditure on imported oil. Petroleum 

exploration and refining were therefore central to Batista's development strategy, and, 

increasingly, to Cubans' discussions of their country's development prospects. 

As seen at the end of the previous chapter, by the time of Batista's coup, a strong 

current of opinion existed among economists, journalists, and other experts in Cuba that 

the country's lack of oil and other energy production was a significant barrier to 

economic development, and that urged the Cuban state to play a more active role in 

fostering the search for oil. This current of thought carried over into the batistato. A 1953 

article in the conservative business journal Cuba Económica y Financiera addressed the 

energy challenge inherent in Cuba's industrialization. The author pointed out that Cuba 

lacked coal, natural gas, hydropower potential, and forests, and while there were 

"diverging opinions" about its oil prospects, neither the large foreign firms, nor Cuban 

capitalists, nor the Cuban state had proven able to find and develop Cuba's oil. Energy 

costs made it harder for Cuban manufacturers to compete with U.S.-manufactured goods, 
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but raising tariffs in order to protect Cuban products in their home market would likely 

invite U.S. reprisals that would endanger Cuba's sugar, tobacco, and other agricultural 

exports, which would, in turn, further limit Cuba's ability to import fuel for industry. 

Lack of domestic energy was therefore a serious obstacle to industrial development: 

"Cuba currently encounters great difficulties in maintaining and developing light 

industry, due to this high cost of motive power generated exclusively with imported fuels, 

and only with great difficulty could it build heavy industry, based on the importation of 

coal and coke" in order to make use of its metallic minerals in steelmaking and other 

heavy manufacturing. Departing from the paper's usual free-market orientation, the 

author called for the Cuban state to take the lead in promoting oil exploration and also in 

researching ways to develop Cuban asphalt and peat deposits as fuel.30  

Segundo Ceballos, a former BANFAIC vice president under Prío, made a similar 

case. "In the modern era," he wrote, "comprehensive economic growth requires ample 

and cheap sources of fuel. The importation of fuels establishes a state of economic, and 

even political, dependence that can hinder and even frustrate any deliberate and scientific 

program of growth. It is one of the basic problems that Cuba must address." However, 

despite the small-scale production at Motembo and Jarahueca, "The possibilities offered 

by the oil denouncements covering vast areas of the country have been neglected." 

Ceballos blamed "inertia" among both investors and the state, blaming the latter for 

failing to amend Cuba's oil law so as to more easily repossess dormant concessions.31  

Others joined in recommending changes to Cuban government policy. Some 

urged the state to establish training centers for Cuban petroleum geologists, to provide 
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more funding to the Forests, Mines, and Waters bureau so that it might overcome the oil 

companies' secrecy and conduct exploration itself, and to amend Cuba's oil laws to better 

regulate private oil firms in the public interest.32 Herminio Portell Vilá, a journalist and 

historian influential in Ortodoxo circles, lamented in Bohemia in July 1952 that despite 

nearly thirty years of promises by Machado, Batista, Grau, and Prío, "the Cuban nation is 

as vulnerable economically [now] as in 1920." Drawing an oblique parallel to 

contemporary Cuba, he pointed out that Venezuela had been ruled by military 

dictatorships for most of its history, but noted that its oil-fueled economy was booming 

and industrializing. "If all of a sudden Cuba's oil wealth, that lies sealed at depth of 

thousands of feet by virtue of the provisions of the Oil Law of fourteen years ago and the 

strategic conveniences of the great powers, were to be exploited, there would be an 'oil 

zafra' twelve months of the year here," instead of the "fictitious prosperity" of the sugar 

market, he wrote.33 Fuel rationing during the world war had highlighted Cuba's energy 

insecurity, he argued in another piece.34 And yet, he lamented, "inexplicably, there is no 

national plan for exploration and development of oil deposits." "Is it possible" Portell 

Vilá asked, "that we are living in such a state of backwardness and irresponsibility?"35  

Across the political spectrum, then, from business conservatives to the Auténtico- 

and Ortodoxo-affiliated opposition, Batista faced significant calls early in his dictatorship 

to address Cuba's energy deficiencies. The discourse of Cuban oil nationalism now 

demanded vigorous state support for oil exploration. Despite the history of production at 
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Motembo, Bacuranao, and Jarahueca, Jesús Masdeu lamented in another Bohemia article 

in September 1953, Cuba ranked dead last in oil production in Latin America. Geologists 

agreed that "very great quantities" of oil remained in these fields, at depths beyond the 

reach of the companies operating there. The reason, Masdeu argued, was simple: the 

owners and operators of these fields "are Cubans of the most modest means who have 

systematically refused to transfer the extraordinary potential of their mines to... foreign 

millionaires who would take abroad the wealth that should be enjoyed by the owners..., 

the Cuban people, and the Republic." Only aid from the Cuban state, Masdeu argued, 

would allow Cuba to make good on its "extraordinary oil promise."36 

Activity began to stir within Cuban officialdom. Antonio Calvache, the long-

serving Director of Forests, Mines, and Waters, told an international oil conference in 

Tulsa, Oklahoma in May 1953 that although Cuba already had one of the world's most 

equitable oil laws (authored, among others, by Calvache himself, as seen in Chapter 

Two), he planned to urge the government to amend the law so as to better attract private 

drilling investment. He told the New York Times that he would suggest doubling the 

maximum concession area (to 1.5m acres), waiving taxes on independent firms whose 

test wells turned out dry, and turning the 1/8 state reserve in each concession back to 

private operators.37 The next month, Gustavo Gutiérrez's Junta Nacional de Economía 

suggested different modifications to the law in an internal memo to the Banco Nacional. 

Concessionaires, the JNE wrote, should be allowed to extend their thirty-year term by ten 

years at no cost, and then for ten more if they agreed to pay an extra 2.5% royalty (for a 

total of 12.5%) in that final decade; the goal was to encourage investment in drilling and 
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production late in the life of mature concessions. The Junta also suggested replacing the 

annual concession tax of 15¢ per hectare with a yearly minimum investment of 4¢ per 

hectare in exploration activity during the first fifteen years of a concession. The 

application process for oil concessions should also be streamlined, they suggested.38   

In 1954, Batista's administration was stirred to action, issuing major decrees to 

stimulate both exploration and refining. At a luncheon in February with U.S. and British 

diplomats and oil company officers, Batista's longtime economic advisor and head of the 

Comisión de Fomento Nacional (National Development Commission), Amadeo López 

Castro, made what Harold Randall, one of the U.S. diplomats present, saw as "some 

rather significant statements." Randall reported that López Castro "pointed out that Cuba 

must very definitely recognize that she can no longer live by sugar alone. ...That if she 

aspires to avoid unsatisfactory social and economic conditions, she must diversify." Oil 

was the key to these aspirations. Speaking, he said, "in the name of President Batista," 

López Castro stated that, "the one outstanding development which could salvage Cuba 

from its present economic problems would be the discovery of petroleum in commercial 

quantities." As architect of the 1938 oil law, López Castro "still considers that law as 

sound" both for private companies and for the public interest."39 But López Castro – like 

many Cubans, as seen in Chapter 3 – had come to believe that foreign majors like Shell 

and Jersey Standard, to whom the 1938 law had been geared, "were not as of now 

interested" in finding oil in Cuba "and that by reason of their already substantial reserves 
																																																								
38 Junta Nacional de Economía, "Informe y Proyecto de Revisión del Proyecto de Ley-Decreto de 
modificación de la Ley de Minerales Combustibles, que presenta el Departamento de Economía Interna de 
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39 U.S. Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana (Economic Counselor Harold Randall) despatch 1026, February 
23, 1954; 837.2553/2-2354, Box 4728, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration II, College 
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[in other countries] they were more interested in reserving Cuban exploration and 

possible production for a later date." Accordingly, Randall wrote, the regime's new goal 

was to attract small independents to Cuba.40 To that end, López Castro announced that 

the government was prepared to match private investment in oil drilling dollar for dollar. 

In July 1954 the regime enacted a major stimulus measure through Law-Decree 

1526. Acknowledging that, "Obtaining petroleum in commercial quantities would be an 

extraordinary contribution to the development of the national wealth, especially when 

considering that our country has no other available possibilities for obtaining other 

sources of energy," the government resolved "to create a temporary regime of attraction 

for the investment of capital, national as well as foreign," in oil exploration. For a term of 

five years, Decree 1526 cut the annual tax on exploration concessions from 15¢ to 5¢ per 

hectare; allowed 30-year production concessions to be extended for 10 years at double 

(20%) royalty; exempted any firm raising $1m for drilling from several taxes, notably the 

10% tax on corporate profits; and simplified the application process for concessions. The 

BANFAIC, BANDES, and FNC were authorized to make loans for oil exploration.41 

While Batista's critics would later accuse his regime of giveaways and other 

sweetheart deals with the oil companies – with some justification, as we shall see – it is 

worth noting that at the time, the stimulus disappointed many oilmen. "Petroleum 

interests in Cuba are not pleased with the provisions of Decree 1526," the U.S. embassy 

reported. "While some satisfaction has been expressed as to the 2/3 reduction of annual 
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surface taxes on exploration concessions, greater generosity had been expected of the 

Batista Government which on several occasions has expressed itself as recognizing the 

urgent necessity of discovery of commercial quantities of oil in Cuba." The corporate-tax 

exemption did not benefit small firms with less than $1m in cash on hand; the ten-year 

extension was half as long as many had hoped, and the 20% royalty in that period was 

higher than expected.42 The terms were certainly less generous than those the JNE had 

suggested to the Banco Nacional, and they did not address the state reserve as Calvache 

had recommended. Raúl Cepero Bonilla, an economics columnist and opponent of the 

regime, noted in Carteles magazine in early August that the decree "has merited the 

criticism of all sectors" of upstream firms in Cuba "except (and this could be significant) 

that of the so-called large foreign companies." Cepero wrote that López Castro did not 

even seem aware of the work being done by the JNE and Banco Nacional technical 

staff.43 Addressing some of these concerns, the decree was quickly amended to further 

revise the application process to remove bureaucratic impediments and opportunities for 

fraud or corruption; to grant the tax exemptions to any firm that drilled 4,000 feet, instead 

of those raising $1m; and, most notably, to offer a government loan of up to $666,666 at 

6% interest to any firm that invested $1m in drilling, to be repaid only if oil were found.44 

While acting to stimulate oil exploration through this package of tax breaks and 

risk-free loans, Batista's regime also sought to stimulate the building of oil refineries in 

Cuba. Like the upstream stimulus decree, the roots of the refinery stimulus lie in the last 

year of the Prío administration. In late 1951, Jersey Standard's head office had decided to 
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move ahead with a plan to invest at least $17m to expand and modernize the Belot 

refinery, planning to roughly triple its capacity to 22,000 b/d. Esso had presented its 

proposal to Prío on January 31, 1951, with the president responding favorably and 

pledging to appoint a commission from the JNE to study the project in depth. Standard, 

however, was reluctant to proceed without assurances on two issues: the lifting of certain 

refining taxes, and reassurance that "the disturbed labor situation throughout Cuba and 

the apparent although insignificant trend towards nationalization" would not lead to the 

risk of the state taking over the refinery in the context of a labor-management dispute, a 

specter that had recently haunted Cuba's railway and utility companies.45  

On the labor front, Standard had little to worry about. The U.S. embassy reported 

that in Cuba's oil industry in 1951, "Labor relations were so peaceful as to contrast 

sharply with labor relations in many other industries." Esso, in particular, had been 

known for years for its positive employee relations, its generous in-house education and 

recreation opportunities, and its high wages compared both to the other oil companies in 

Cuba and to other industries on the island.46 This tranquility continued after the coup. Oil 

workers both upstream and downstream were notably absent from the frequent contract 

disputes, slowdowns, strikes, and other actions that pitted workers against managers, 

government negotiators, and Batista-affiliated CTC labor bosses in a host of other 

industries – utilities and communications, ports, railways, public transportation, textiles, 

cigar-making, banking, and sugar – during the first several years of the dictatorship.47 

The necessary tax breaks came through Batista's Law-Decree 1758 of November 
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2, 1954. In September the U.S. embassy reported that, "final decision and announcement 

of Esso on the expansion is dependent upon guarantees by the Cuban Government with 

respect to tax exemptions on operations and duty and tax exemptions on equipment 

required."48 Batista's decree acknowledged that, "Several oil companies have requested 

from the Government the establishment of a tax and economic regime that will guarantee 

the stability of investments" in new refineries. The decree duly granted tax- and duty-free 

importation of refinery parts and construction equipment for the projects, and allowed the 

firms to deduct interest paid on loans (foreign or Cuban) for this work from their 

corporate tax burden, locking in this fiscal regime for twenty years. Citing "the possibility 

and even probability in the near future of the production of national oil," and conceding 

that cheaper fuel was "an indispensible condition for the economic development of a 

country that, like Cuba, finds itself on the path of growing industrialization," the decree 

located the refinery stimulus firmly within the regime's industrialization drive and the 

prevailing discourses of oil nationalism and development in 1950s Cuba.49  

In sum, a strong transnational consensus held that the state needed to do more to 

foster the development of Cuba's oil industry in order to advance the diversification and 

development of Cuba's economy as a whole. Seeing the growth of a Cuban oil industry as 

vital for the country's economic future, Batista's regime acted on this consensus in 1954, 

enacting a host of regulatory changes, tax breaks, and credit measures to promote private 

oil exploration and expand oil refining capacity. The results of this approach would 

transform Cuba's refining sector; upstream, meanwhile, it would help stimulate an oil 
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boom that would have important implications for the future of Cuban oil nationalism. 

 

Refining, Marketing, and the Appearance of Progress 

The refinery-stimulus decree helped usher in a building boom that transformed 

Cuba's downstream oil industry.50 In the fall of 1954 both Esso and Shell announced 

plans to build state-of-the-art refineries on Havana Bay. Esso expanded its earlier 

proposal and ended up increasing the Belot refinery's capacity from 8,700 to 36,500 b/d 

by 1959, installing the latest technologies such as fluid catalytic cracking. Instrumental in 

the expansion was a $10m loan to Esso Cuba from the Financiera Nacional, funded by 

bonds sold to five Cuban banks; the other $20m for the expansion came from the parent 

company, Standard Oil of New Jersey.51 Shell invested $25m of its own to build a new, 

28,500 b/d refinery close to the Esso plant in Regla. A year later, Texaco announced that 

it would build a $15m, 20,000 b/d refinery outside Santiago de Cuba. The Shell and 

Texaco plants benefited from several additional tax breaks decreed by the Finance 

Ministry, as well as, in Texaco's case, roughly $15m in tax remissions for the company's 

expenditures on road construction, harbor dredging, and port infrastructure near the 

refinery on Santiago Bay.52 The owners of the Refinería Cabaiguán also doubled the size 
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of their plant, to 2,000 b/d.53 All told, the boom saw over $75m in private investment. 

Given their importance to the Cuban economy, the magnitude of the public and 

private capital invested, and the prominence of the multinational firms involved, the new 

refineries were bound to take on public and even political significance. While Texaco did 

not engage in extensive national public relations in Cuba, Esso and Shell did, and the 

contrast between these firms' approaches, and that of the Batista regime itself, to 

publicizing the new refineries highlights the oil industry's political importance amidst the 

increasingly contentious political climate in the last two years of Batista's dictatorship.   

Esso continued to deepen the public-relations efforts it had been developing since 

the war, depicting itself as a partner in 

Cuban progress. Historian Louis Pérez 

has argued that the 1950s were the 

peak of Cubans' identification with 

U.S.-style consumer culture, 

aspirations that, given the inflation 

and economic anxiety of the period, 

were increasingly out of reach for 

many Cubans who had thought 

themselves comfortably middle 
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Figure 7 Esso advertises petrochemical "marvels."  
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class.54 Esso's advertising continued to emphasize the range of its products and the 

myriad ways in which the firm contributed to this modern consumer culture that Cubans 

enjoyed, or aspired to. Esso ads in this period touted not only the quality of its gasoline 

and motor oil and the role of its fuel oil and lubricants in Cuba's industries, but also the 

petrochemicals that made possible such consumer "marvels" as lipstick, vinyl records, 

detergent, adhesive bandages, drinking straws, shoe polish, plastic storage bags – "little 

things, to be sure, but nothing is truly little if it allows you to live better."55 [Figure 7]  

As seen in Chapter Three, during the Auténtico period Esso and others had begun 

to rhetorically associate Cuba's oil industry with Cuban democracy. The establishment of 

Batista's dictatorship obviously complicated this effort, but it also coincided with two 

major milestones in Cuban history: the fiftieth anniversary of the Republic's founding on 

May 20, 1902, and the centennial of the birth of national hero José Martí on January 28, 

1853, events that prompted deep angst among Cubans ashamed to see the progressive 

republic Martí had envisioned devolve into just another petty Caribbean dictatorship.56 

Esso's public relations around these dates embraced a broad-spectrum Cuban nationalism, 

but evaded mention of Batista's regime. Ads around the May 20 anniversary affirmed that 

Esso "has shared with the Cuban nation its fifty years of progress," and embraced "the 

memory of those who spared no sacrifice to create a free and prosperous nation," but they 

did not comment on the lack of political freedom in Batista's Cuba.57 To mark Martí's 

centennial the firm put out a special issue of La Familia Esso with an essay on his life 
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and work by distinguished nationalist historian Emilio Roig de Leuchsenring, prefacing it 

by affirming Esso's commitment to advancing Martí's ideals for "our Patria" despite all 

obstacles and setbacks – eliding what those contemporary obstacles may have been.58  

The year 1957, meanwhile, was the seventy-fifth anniversary of Standard's 

presence in Cuba, and the firm marked this occasion with another campaign celebrating 

its contributions to Cuban progress, in which the expanded Belot refinery figured 

prominently. Ads noted how far both company and country had come, contrasting 

Standard's humble beginnings in Cuba in 1882, with its tiny 50 b/d refinery producing 

kerosene, with the state-of-the-art plant about to open at the end of the year, producing a 

range of modern products to fuel Cuba's progress.59 "Being able to contribute in this way 

to the economic development of the Cuban people, Esso Standard Oil, S.A. feels that it 

fulfills its commitment, as a responsible company, to grow at the pace of progress at 

which the Nation grows," another ad read, under the tagline, "Esso progresses with 

Cuba." [Figure 8] Charles J. Griffin, the plant's general manager, told the press that, "The 

Cuban people deserve the credit for the achievement of this project. Their energy, their 

enthusiasm, their desire for progress and their belief in free enterprise and free 

competition have driven the economic progress of the country, resulting in a constant 

growth in demand for oil products."60 The emphasis on the agency of the Cuban people 

and nation – and the silence about the role of their current government – is notable.  

																																																								
58 La Familia Esso: Suplemento Martiano, January 28, 1953, BNJM. Esso also ran an ad marking the event. 
Esso advertisement, Bohemia 45:5 (February 1, 1953): 35, and Carteles 34:4 (January 23, 1953): 107. 
59 Esso advertisement, Bohemia 49:4 (January 27, 1957): 91. Other ads in this campaign ran in Carteles 
38:2 (January 13, 1957) and CEYF 32:370 (January 1957): 8. 
60 "Ampliación de la Refinería Esso Belot," Boletín Petrolero Cubano 1:14 (April 6, 1956): 1. 
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Figure 8 Esso celebrates its refinery expansion. Bohemia (April 22, 1956). (Library of Congress) 
 

Standard's public-relations efforts, and the degree to which it associated itself 

with the Cuban nation rather than the Batista regime, appear to have won the firm a 

degree of goodwill from liberal Cuban opinion-makers. In the 1950s, unlike the years of 

the Machado dictatorship and the Revolution of 1933, denunciations of Standard as a 

"monopoly" or "imperialist" corporation are absent from the mainstream, non-Marxist 
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Cuban press. Portell Vilá, the Ortodoxo-leaning commentator, noted Standard's vast 

investments in Cuba's development, and wrote that "I can state in truth that it interests 

itself in the culture, the well-being, and the progress of Cuba in a liberal manner [con un 

criterio liberal]" to a much greater extent than did other large U.S. firms in Cuba.61 

Shell, by contrast, did not hesitate to link its refinery expansion to the Batista 

regime. Julio C. Iglesias, the first Cuban-born president of Shell de Cuba, was 

notoriously supportive of Batista, and the two made a concerted effort to publicly 

celebrate the new refinery as both a contribution to Cuba's industrial development and as 

a validation of Batista's rule. As work was nearing completion in December 1956, 

favorable, photo-illustrated articles ran in Bohemia and Carteles magazines. Despite 

running under different by-lines, they shared language, with the same passages appearing 

as either direct quotes from Iglesias or as the words of the author; their fawning tone 

suggests that they were paid Shell press releases and/or content pushed by Batista's 

propagandists, who combined censorship of pro-revolutionary or excessively critical 

commentary with generous subsidies to the press for favorable coverage.62 Both articles 

welcomed the refinery as a step forward for Cuban economic development and 

independence. Once Shell's plant was up and running, Iglesias says in Bohemia and the 

author writes in the Carteles version, "Cuba will have completed another chapter in the 

ascendant stage of her evolution as a country in control of her own destiny." The Carteles 

version included remarks from Iglesias praising Batista for decreeing the stimulus that 

had allowed Shell, Esso, and Texaco to build their new plants. Both pieces praised 

Iglesias as a "craftsman [forjador] of a progressive policy between foreign capital and the 

																																																								
61 Herminio Portell Vilá, "Inversiones Norteamericanas," Bohemia 47:34 (August 21, 1955): 8. 
62 Batista reportedly paid the press $1m a month in bribes and subsidies. Pérez, Cuba Between Reform, 230. 
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Cuban worker." In the Carteles version Iglesias echoes this frequent batistiano theme and 

alludes to the political and labor unrest throughout Cuba, praising the spirit of "solidarity" 

shown by all ranks of Shell personnel, "That loyal disposition that held firm in the worst 

economic circumstances, in the terrible episodes of social convulsion, and that I offer as 

the best proof that it is possible to harmonize the aspirations of capital and labor."63  

Batista himself threw the switch to start up the 

Shell refinery at its grand opening on March 30, 

1957, barely two weeks after dozens of Directorio 

Revolucionario fighters had shot their way into the 

presidential palace and narrowly failed to assassinate 

him [Figure 9].64 To an audience of cabinet officials, 

foreign ambassadors, Shell staff and senior officers 

from Shell in Europe, Batista pronounced himself 

"honored and happy" to see Cuba's growing refining 

industry advancing the nation's development "under 

the protection of legislation which we initiated and 

the promulgation of which is an honor to us."65 A 

full-page Shell ad in Bohemia reinforced this pro-

regime message. "We should give thanks to the honorable President of the Republic," 

Iglesias stated, "who ha[s] made the reality of the Refinería Habana possible." The plant, 
																																																								
63 Carlos M. Castañeda, "Con la Terminación de la Refinería Habana Comienza un Futuro," Bohemia 48:51 
(December 16, 1956): 116-18; Adrián de Lara, "La Refinería 'Habana' Afirma su Fe en el Progreso 
Económico de Cuba," Carteles 37:53 (December 30, 1956): 46-47. 
64 On the DR assault on the palace, the reprisals that followed, and the politics of the various 
insurrectionary groups in the first half of 1957 see Bonachea and San Martín, Cuban Insurrection, 106-33, 
Thomas, Cuba, 925-33, and Sweig, Inside the Cuban Revolution, 12-28. 
65 "Inauguró Batista la Refinería Shell," El Mundo, March 31, 1957, A1. See also USE Havana (Price), 
despatch 648, April 2, 1957; 837.2553/4-257, Box 4373, NARA. 

	Figure 9 President Batista and Julio 
Iglesias inaugurate Shell's refinery. El 
Mundo, March 30, 1957. (Library of 
Congress).
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he wrote, "is an important contribution to Cuba's industrial development and represents a 

practical example of foreign capital well oriented toward assisting the economic progress 

of a country that offers full guarantees. This is confidence in Cuba."66 [Figure 10] 

	

Figure 10 Shell announces its new refinery. Bohemia (April 7, 1957). (Library of Congress) 

																																																								
66 Compañía Petrolera Shell de Cuba, advertisement, Bohemia 49:14 (April 7, 1957). 
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The latter argument – that private capital had confidence in the security of their 

investments under Batista – had been a frequent batistiano talking point since before the 

launch of the PlanDES in 1954, and the regime often pointed to the millions being 

invested in refineries as proof of the success of its policy of attracting foreign industrial 

investment.67 On the Republic's fifty-fifth anniversary in May 1957, Joaquín Martínez 

Sáenz, the president of the Banco Nacional and another longtime Batista associate, 

explained in Bohemia that in its five years in power the government had made "great 

advances in the order of economic independence through diversification," and pointed to 

the $79m in new oil refineries as evidence that Cuba was ever closer to achieving internal 

economic stability independent of the sugar export cycle. "The realization of all this is 

what is called economic independence" he wrote. "When that task is finished, with the 

effort of all, we will be able to say that colonialism is definitively in the past and that 

Cuba is no longer either politically or economically a country subordinated to any foreign 

power. The ideal of Cuba Libre e Independiente will then be a reality achieved."68 

The refinery boom transformed the economics of Cuba's oil industry. Once the 

new plants were all in operation at the end of 1957, Cuba's refining capacity had grown 

from under 10,000 b/d to nearly 85,000, which left the island with spare capacity above 

consumption, which was estimated at c. 55,000 b/d by that point.69 By the final year of 

Batista's dictatorship, more than half of Cuba's oil imports by volume came as crude oil 

																																																								
67 For example, government bond advertisements continued to cite the Esso and Shell refineries along with 
other industrial investments as evidence that "private capital has faith in the future;" Fondo para el 
Desarrollo Económico y Social advertisement, Carteles 35:41 (October 5, 1954). On panels and at 
symposia on the Cuban economy, pro-government economists such as Julián Alienes would highlight the 
refinery projects and upstream oil investment. See for example the economists' comments in Mario Greitin, 
"Opinan los Técnicos Sobre las Perspectivas Económicas para Cuba en el Año Entrante," Carteles 36:1 
(January 2, 1955): 29-30, and Oscar Pino Santos, "Los Técnicos se Reunen para Discutir el Presente y el 
Futuro de la Economía Nacional," Carteles 36:39 (September 25, 1955): 46.  
68 Joaquín Martínez Sáenz, "Cuba Libre e Independiente," Bohemia 49:20 (May 19, 1957): 40. 
69 USE Havana (Price), Despatch 761, April 19, 1956; 837.2553/4-1956, Box 4373, NARA. 
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(mostly from Venezuela) rather than refined products, capturing the value added in 

refining for the Cuban economy.70 Iglesias estimated this savings in late 1958 to be $18m 

a year, in hard currency.71 For the first time in its history, Cuba actually exported oil 

products, exporting 10,000 -15,000 b/d, mostly fuel oil and diesel, valued at $12m-

$15.6m, to other Caribbean islands, and even some to the U.S., in 1957 and 1958.72  

And yet there was a certain hollowness at the core of the refinery boom. Late-

batistato Cuba was self-sufficient in refining, and even sold refined products abroad, but 

practically all the crude processed in these plants was still imported. The refineries were 

tangible and highly evocative symbols of Cuba's new industrial modernity. But the reality 

was that the island was as dependent as ever on imported energy. Batista himself 

implicitly acknowledged this dissonance in his address at the Shell refinery, remarking 

that "I have the hope that, some day, the opening of this refinery will mark the beginning 

of a better era for Cuba and that it may promote sufficient capital [to drill in Cuba] so that 

the day arrives that it is not even necessary to import oil."73 A year and a half later, as 

military defeat and political collapse closed in around Batista in the fall of 1958, his ally 

Julio Iglesias celebrated the progress made in Cuba's oil industry in a speech to an 

association of Cuban executives, citing the $150m invested, upstream and down, in 

Cuba's oil industry, the achievement of refining self-sufficiency, the twenty thousand 

Cuban families supported by the industry, and the 50 million pesos a year in taxes it paid 

																																																								
70 In 1956, 79% of Cuba's oil imports by volume had been refined products; as the new plants gradually 
came on line in 1957 this fell to 69% and then 46.5% in 1958, the first full year in which all three new 
refineries were fully operational. It bears noting that Sinclair continued to market imported refined products 
(chiefly fuel oil and gasoline), and that Shell, Esso, and Texaco imported some products, such as aviation 
gasoline and lubricants, not produced in their Cuban refineries (Data calculated from Comercio Exterior). 
71 "La Industria Petrolera y la Economía Nacional" Cliente Shell 4:30 (Sept/Oct 1958): 20; BNJM 
72 Data from Comercio Exterior, 1958.    
73 Batista quoted in Alberto Batista Reyes, Infidelidades de Tres Hermanas: El Mundo Subterráneo de la 
Esso, la Shell, y la Texaco en Cuba (Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1986): 125. 
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to the state. He closed, however, by acknowledging the missing piece of Cuba's oil-fueled 

modernization: "I wish to end my remarks expressing what I believe to be everyone's 

wish: That Cuba in the very near future may join the world market as an oil producer and 

that all the crude refined in Cuba's plants may be the product of our own soil."74 Coming 

mere weeks before Iglesias, like Batista, would flee into exile, the statement reads as a 

fitting coda for the oil industry's paradoxical development during the Batistato. Behind 

these statements lies the history of a 1954-58 oil-exploration boom in Cuba, a story that, 

while neglected in other histories of the era, was critical to shaping Cubans' expectations 

for, and disappointments in, their country's future, and the fate of Batista's regime. 

 

"Oil is the Talk of the Nation" – The Exploration Boom and its Impact 

 

The Roots of Jatibonico 

Though they never acknowledged it in public, Batista and López Castro had 

inherited their policy of giving regulatory and financial stimulus to private oil exploration 

from their deposed predecessors Prío and Carlos Hevia, who had spent $500,000 to 

purchase a National 75 rotary rig for the National Development Commission and granted 

a tax break to a Cuban oil consortium to allow it to fund a drilling program using this rig 

(as seen in Chapter 3). The Batista regime would expand this stimulus policy, and the 

result would be the discovery of a new oil field at Jatibonico, and a four-year oil boom 

that would reshape discourses of Cuban oil nationalism with deep political consequences. 

The consortium in question was the "Grupo Jarahueca-Motembo," a group of 

firms that owned the refinery at Cabaiguán, producing concessions at Jarahueca, and 
																																																								
74 "La Industria Petrolera y la Economía Nacional" Cliente Shell 4:30 (Sept/Oct 1958): 16-20; BNJM 
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exploration concessions in Las Villas and Camagüey. The principal figures in the 

"Grupo" included Antonio Iglesias, a lawyer for Esso Standard Oil of Cuba and brother 

of Julio Iglesias of Shell, and Sixto Mesa Alomá. Iglesias gave the Grupo an association 

with Batista's circle, and other notable stakeholders came to include Francisco "Panchín" 

Batista, the dictator's brother and governor of Havana province, and Col. Onelio Piedra, 

chief of Batista's feared Buró de Investigaciones.75 He also brought valuable ties to Esso, 

which agreed to supply the Cabaigúan refinery with crude when output at the Jarahueca 

field declined, and purchased and distributed the refined products on the Grupo's behalf; 

without this steady business, the small refinery would have struggled to stay solvent.76 

  Support from the Cuban state was also essential to the Group's success. After the 

coup Batista's regime extended the gasoline-tax exemption Prío had granted, and loaned 

the firm $40,000.77 A $100,000 BANFAIC loan followed in February 1953 to fund 

drilling in Jarahueca; despite the high risk of failure, Pedro Muñiz – the Peruvian mining 

advisor who joined the bank before the coup and remained in his post afterwards – 

approved the loan given "the importance of stimulating national oil production."78 The 

Development Commission honored Prío's pledge and lent the Group its National 75 rig, 

																																																								
75 Guillermo Jiménez, Las Empresas de Cuba 1958 (Havana: Editorial Ciencias Sociales, 2004): 337-9; 
Batista Reyes, Infidelidades, 186-98.  
76 From 1952 through at least 1957, Esso sold between 19,000 and 28,500 barrels of crude per month to the 
Cabaiguán refinery, valued at $80,000-$125,000, and purchased 12,000-19,000 barrels of kerosene and 
gasoline, valued at c. $100,000-$150,000, for a balance of c. $15,000 - $70,000 in favor of the Group in 
most months. "Convenio," Esso Standard Oil Company (Cuba) with Distribuidora de Productos de 
Petróleo, SA, May 14, 1951; Leg 504, Exp 13, FBN, ANC. Antonio Iglesias to Rafael Dalmau (Jefe de 
Crédito, División Industrial, BANFAIC), January 6, 1953; Leg 768, Exp 15, FBN, ANC; Esso to Dalmau, 
"Operaciones Realizadas con Refinería Cabaiguán," November 1953-September 1956; Leg 770, Exp 1, 
FBN, ANC. BANFAIC auditors estimated that in 1953, the value of the refinery and other plant was 
$228,000, generating a profit of only $13,217 on sales of $970,422 – that is, a 1.3% annual profit. Alberto 
Farnós and Julio A. Díaz (Departamento de Crédito y Fiscalización, BANFAIC), "Refinería Cabaiguán, SA 
- Préstamo F-10 Fiscalización de sus Estados Financieros," May 27, 1954; Leg 768 Exp 16, FBN, ANC. 
77 Batista Reyes, Infidelidades, 196-7 
78 Pedro Muñiz (Asesor, Departamento de Minas, BANFAIC) to Gerente Industrial, "Refinería Cabaiguán 
y sus Exploraciones Petroleras en Jarahueca," September 25, 1952, and Muñiz to Gerente Industrial, 
"Refinería Cabaiguán, S.A. (Grupo Jarahueca-Motembo)," February 9, 1953; Leg 769 Exp 2, FBN, ANC.  
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on condition that they drill at least 32,000 feet, pay a 15% royalty up to $750,000 if oil 

was found, and agree not to abandon any wells without approval – a clause reflecting the 

common suspicion that the foreign majors' sealed test wells concealed unexploited oil.79 

Later that year, the BANFAIC, fatefully, loaned $275,000 more to allow the Group to 

begin drilling on its Jatibonico concession. "The extraordinary benefits of such an 

operation's success are undeniable" the bank's report on the application stated, citing 

"employment for countless people with highly remunerative wages," savings on foreign 

exchange for oil imports, and "accelerating the country's industrial development." But 

mindful of the "marginal" profitability of the Group's refining arm, the bank prudently 

mandated that the funds be spent only on drilling, not as "a State subsidy" for the 

refinery, terms to be enforced by regular audits.80 The government's leading mining 

engineer, Antonio Calvache, visited Jatibonico to consult on the work.81 In March 1954, 

short of cash with their well "Echeverría No. 1" at 8300 feet, the firm petitioned, 

successfully, to tap their $25,000 deposit on the rig to fund a few more weeks' drilling.82  

In sum, official support for the Group exceeded $400,000 in loans, plus the tax 

exemption, technical advice, and the rent- and risk-free use of the state's drilling rig. The 

BANFAIC records suggest that despite the Group's ties with the Batista regime, this aid 

went through a legitimate application and approval process by the bank's technical staff, 

																																																								
79 "Contrato," Comisión de Fomento Nacional (Ing. José Menéndez y Menéndez) with Petróleo Jarahueca 
S.A. and Refinería Cabaiguán SA (Sixto Mesa y Alomá), January 18, 1953; Leg 796, Exp 1, FBN, ANC.  
80 BANFAIC División Industrial, Junta de Crédito (Vice-Presidente Carlos DuQuesne y de Zaldo, Gerente 
Adolfo H. Suárez, and Jefe de Crédito Rafael Dalmau) memo to BANFAIC Junta de Directores, May 5, 
1953; BANFAIC División Industrial, "Schedule de Fiscalización de Préstamos, Refinería Cabaiguán, 
Préstamo #10 (Fomento)," September 8, 1953; both Leg 768, Exp 17, FBN, ANC. 
81 Ing. Antonio Calvache (Director de Montes, Minas, y Aguas, Ministerio de Agricultura) and Ing. Jorge 
Brodermann (Ingeniero en Jefe, Comisión Técnica de Geología y Minería), "Informe Sobre Perforación en 
la Búsqueda de Petróleo en Jatibonico," February 15, 1954; Leg 768, Exp 16, FBN, ANC. 
82 Suárez, DuQuesne, and Dalmau, memo to Junta de Directores, "Solicitud de la Refinería Cabaiguán SA 
para que se le entreguen los $25,000.00 retenidos en un depósito en efectivo en esta Institución, amparando 
fianza prestada a la Comisión de Fomento Nacional," March 30, 1954; Leg 768, Exp 17, FBN, ANC. 
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which took pains to ensure that its funds were used to drill for oil, and not for the owners' 

other financial interests.83 This stimulus, moreover, was rooted in the Prío era, and was 

consistent with Batista's overall policy of aiding independents' exploration work.  

In this regard the experience of the other leading Cuban exploration firm in the 

1950s, the Compañía Petrolera TransCuba, is instructive. TransCuba was formed in 1953 

by a few prominent Cubans led by sugar magnate Viriato Gutiérrez, banker José Ignacio 

de la Cámara, and José M. Bosch of the Bacardí rum company. The firm shared officers 

with and became the exploration arm of the Cuba-Venezuela Oil Voting Trust (CVOVT), 

which (as seen in Chapter 3) held some 6.7m hectares (17m acres) of unexplored 

concessions in Cuba. The founders' plan was to raise enough capital in Cuba to convince 

U.S. investors of Cubans' belief in and resolve to develop the island's oil potential.84   

TransCuba's fundraising efforts embodied discourses of private-sector Cuban oil 

nationalism that had developed over decades. A share prospectus explained that Cuban 

oil "would assure us the possibility of industrialization and economic independence," and 

would benefit all Cubans, not just the firm's shareholders. "We wish to make a collective 

effort of self-improvement, for the well-being of all."85 Sugar magnate Alejandro Suero 

Falla, a TransCuba director, wrote to a senior BANFAIC official that by providing a path 

to industrialization, domestic oil production "can even be the salvation of Cuba."86 

																																																								
83 McGuigan writes that while Batista installed supporters at the senior management level of the 
BANFAIC, including the new boss, Emeterio Santovenia, the mid-level and technical staff hired under Prío 
and Justo Carrillo generally remained in their posts after the coup, and were seen as qualified, competent, 
and politically neutral technocrats. McGuigan, "Batista's Economic Policies," 122. 
84 José M. Bosch letter to Santovenia, January 23, 1953, and Carlos N. Párraga letter to Muñiz, February 
13, 1953, both Legajo 768, Exp 7, FBN, ANC. Principal officers in the new firm included Treasurer José 
Ignacio de la Cámara (Trust Company of Cuba), First Vice-President Bosch (Bacardí), and President 
Viriato Gutiérrez, Second Vice-President Alejandro Suero Falla, and Executive Director Laureano Falla 
Gutiérrez (all of the Sucesión Falla-Gutiérrez sugar dynasty). Jiménez, Las Empresas de Cuba, 492-3.  
85 TransCuba Oil Company share subscription and cover letter, July 10, 1953; Leg 768, Exp 14, FBN, ANC 
86 Alejandro Suero Falla letter to DuQuesne, September 22, 1953; Leg 768, Exp 14, FBN, ANC. 
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This discourse found a welcome reception in the BANFAIC, but only within the 

bounds of a prudent credit policy. "The need for the country to achieve oil production 

that at least allows it to supply its present demand and that also meets the demands of 

future agricultural and industrial development is a well-known fact," Pedro Muñiz wrote 

in a memo on TransCuba in early 1953. Cuba's lack of coal and oil cost the country tens 

of millions a year in hard currency, and was "an indubitable limitation" that "would 

weigh most unfavorably on any attempt to advance any important plan of comprehensive 

industrialization." Only extensive drilling, Muñiz argued, could resolve "the paradoxical 

situation of oil in Cuba," namely that "in all the world, Cuba is considered one of the 

countries presenting the most surface indications of petroleum in its territory," with its 

many asphalt, pitch, and naphtha seepages and natural gas vents; "the problem is not to 

know if there is oil in Cuba or not, since personally I harbor no doubts that there is, but 

rather to drill where it can be found in commercial quantities." The absence of a state oil 

company in Cuba, in contrast to Mexico or Argentina, meant that it fell to the BANFAIC 

to support private exploration, "even in a limited fashion, in indirect representation of the 

Cuban State." Muñiz recommended, in principle, that the bank loan TransCuba up to 

$200,000, as long as 80% of it went to drilling, and as long as the firm raised sufficient 

funds itself first.87 But by February 1954, TransCuba had raised only $350,000 in Cuba, 

well short of their $2m goal, and had no commitments from U.S. investors. The bank 

denied their application for a $200,000 loan as too risky, since even with that sum, the 

firm would lack the funds to drill more than one or two test wells, on unproven ground.88  

																																																								
87 Pedro Muñiz memo to BANFAIC Gerente Industrial, "Informe re: Carta del Dr. José M. Bosch, Santiago 
de Cuba, Enero 23, 1953," February 19, 1953; Leg 768, Exp 7, FBN, ANC. 
88 Muñiz to Suárez, "Informe re Cía Petrolera Trans-Cuba," March 12, 1954, and BANFAIC Junta de 
Crédito Industrial memo to BANFAIC Junta de Directores, March 16, 1954; Leg 768, Exp 14, FBN, ANC. 
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By the end of that year, however, two developments pushed the government to 

open its purse strings. First, TransCuba partnered with U.S. investors to form the Cuban-

American Oil Company, with $1.5m to invest in drilling four 10,000-foot wells.89 

Second, the Iglesias Group was finding encouraging shows of oil while drilling on areas 

adjoining the CVOVT/TransCuba concession at Jatibonico, guided in part by survey data 

given to the government by TransCuba, drilling that would lead to the Group's discovery 

of oil in May.90 On López Castro's personal recommendation, the government made a 

$1m loan to TransCuba in fall 1954.91 Political allegiance does not seem to have been a 

factor; indeed, "Pepín" Bosch, the Bacardí executive and one of TransCuba's founders, 

had been Prío's finance minister and was known to actively oppose Batista.92  

While the corruption and cronyism of the batistato is well documented, the 

BANFAIC loans for oil exploration seem to have been politically motivated only in the 

sense that the regime saw discovering oil as important, even essential, to its political 

fortunes. The BANFAIC officials who approved the loans were, in at least one case 

(Muñiz), not Batista appointees at all, and the recipients included known opponents 

(Bosch) as well as known supporters (Iglesias) of the regime. In each case the money was 

loaned with strict conditions that it be used to drill for oil, after careful evaluation of the 

																																																								
Herminio Portell Vilá blamed the company's fundraising difficulties on Cubans' memories of the oil 
scandals of the 1910s and 1920s, when investors had been swindled out of their capital by the likes of 
Union Oil and "real or imagined" ventures in Mexico. Herminio Portell Vilá, "Cada Cuadro Habla Por Sí," 
Bohemia 45:39 (September 27, 1953): 50, 82-3. 
89 USE Havana (Green) despatch 1515, June 14, 1954, 837.2553/6-1454, and despatch 307, September 23, 
1954, 837.2553/9-2354, both Box 4728, NARA. 
90 CVOVT, "Resumé of Operations for the Period from July 1, 1952 to February 15, 1954;" enclosure to 
USE Havana (Green) despatch 1063, March 3, 1954; 837.2553/3-354, Box 4728, NARA. Ing. Carlos 
Castro and Ing. Pedro Muñiz memo to Dalmau, "Viaje de Inspección al Pozo que se Está Perforando en 
Busca de Petróleo en Jatibonico, Camaguey," March 17, 1954; Leg 796, Exp 2, FBN, ANC. 
91 Raúl Cepero Bonilla, "Actualidad Económica," Carteles, 35:38 (September 19, 1954): 49. "National 
Development Commission," CPND 9:30 (August 8, 1957): 1-2. 
92 Bosch's opposition included openly criticizing Batista's subversion of democracy, resisting pressure to 
kowtow publicly or contribute funds to the dictator's programs, and providing the MR-26-7 with funds and 
foreign contacts. Todd Gjelten, Bacardí and the Long Fight for Cuba (New York: Penguin, 2008): 155-204 
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recipients' finances. For a time beginning in 1954, it appeared as though Batista's policy 

of providing state support to private oil exploration would pay off for all involved. 

 

"Oil Is the Talk of the Nation" 

Cubans had kept abreast of the promising signs from the Group's drilling at 

Jatibonico throughout early 1954. Raúl Cepero Bonilla gave regular updates on the 

drilling progress in his column in Carteles magazine.93 Reporting on the test well's initial 

show of oil at 4145 feet, Jesús Masdeu wrote in February that Cuba was "the center of the 

vast oil-producing basin" extending from the U.S. Gulf Coast to Trinidad and Venezuela. 

Quoting an exultant Antonio Iglesias, Masedu was proud to report that, "We Cubans have 

done it ourselves!" The work, Masdeu noted, "is being carried out by Cubans, with 

Cuban capital and Cuban initiative, aided extraordinarily by the Government of President 

Batista" through the Development Commission and BANFAIC.94 Nivio López Pellón 

used similar language two months later, writing that the show of oil "indicates that we are 

in the principal part of the petroleum basin that extends from Florida to the coasts of 

Venezuela," and that this oil was being discovered "with Cuban money and through 

Cuban initiative." With oil production about to become a reality, he wrote, 'We are 'at the 

door of a new Cuba,' on the eve of an industrial and agro-industrial transformation."95 

The mood in Cuba, in short, was of keen anticipation and reinvigorated oil nationalism. 

Batista tapped into this mood in March in his speech commemorating the second 

anniversary of his coup. Referring to the state-sponsored drilling in progress, he told the 
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public that, "from the exploration currently being carried out, we hope to discover 

petroleum" so that Cuban oil would fuel "the advancement and development of our 

country's progressive industrialization."96 Just a few weeks later, Cuba's – and Batista's – 

decades-old oil dreams appeared to come true, when the Grupo's test well Echeverría No. 

1 struck oil at Jatibonico on May 1, 1954, producing at the initial rate of 280 b/d.97  

The Batista regime immediately moved to take credit for the discovery. López 

Castro claimed vindication for the Development Commission's allocation of its National 

75 rig by way of a sharp rebuttal in Bohemia to critics like Portell Vilá.98 The BANFAIC 

President Emeterio Santovenia held a triumphant press conference, hailing the discovery 

as one of "great economic significance for the country." Predicting that further drilling in 

Jatibonico would yield "several thousand" barrels per day, Santovenia went on to argue 

that "the importance of this discovery exceeds the economic value of that single well and 

even of the entire deposit." The discovery, he said, would help guide additional stimulus 

policy by the state (Decree 1526 would be issued two months later). Most importantly, he 

said, "it can oblige the large foreign companies to carry out their plans and confront the 

problem of producing oil in Cuba with greater dynamism." All of this, Santovenia 

declared, was due not only to "the resolute spirit of the entrepreneurs," but also to "the 

firm support that the State, the National Development Commission, and the BANFAIC 

provided to the company." Ignoring the fact that it was Prío and Hevia who had bought 

the rig and granted the first tax break to the Cabaiguán group, Santovenia claimed credit 
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for these actions and for the subsequent loans and technical assistance; the results, he 

said, "prove once again the resolute assistance that the BANFAIC constitutes for ...almost 

all industrial and agricultural operations now being developed in Cuba."99  

Santovenia was careful to warn that the Jatibonico field's size was unproven and 

that Cuba's energy problems were "not yet solved," and other observers also tried to 

avoid inflating expectations. Cuba Económica y Finaciera noted that work remained "in 

the experimental stages," and that Santovenia had "warned against exaggerated optimism, 

but recognized the brilliant possibilities that the Jatibonico discovery opens."100 An El 

Mundo columnist noted that, "the majority of geologists and oil technicians agree" that 

Jatibonico "is just the beginning of a great era of prosperity for Cuba." But in barely two 

weeks, the author observed, "The discovery of oil in Cuba has caused great sensation in 

our country and in the United States. There is much speculation, and it has recently been 

affirmed that within six months Cuba will be producing all the oil it consumes and even 

with excess to export. This assertion seems to us to be rather exaggerated."101 

The prevailing mood among Cubans, however, was one of nearly unbridled 

exuberance. For over two years, oil exploration was a leading topic of discussion. "Are 

there great quantities of oil in Cuba's subsoil?" journalist Oscar Pino Santos asked. "It is 

possible that there is not a single Cuban attentive to the interests of his country that has 

not asked himself that question countless times. The question, furthermore, has taken on 

an inescapable urgency in recent months." Looking back on the start of the boom from its 
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peak in late 1955, Pino Santos wrote that, "There were weeks when one could hear the 

words of irrefutable urgency in any conversation: oil, Echeverría No.1, Jatibonico." 

Simply put, he wrote, "Oil is the talk of the nation [la gran actualidad nacional.]"102 

Echoing the response to the discoveries at Bacuranao in 1918 and Jarahueca in 1943, 

observers were quick to proclaim, as Bohemia did, "a new economic era for Cuba."103  

Discovery of the new 

oilfield fit easily into the 

prevailing discourses about the 

urgency of, and barriers to, 

diversifying away from sugar. 

"The lack of combustible minerals 

has frequently been cited as one of 

the great obstacles impeding the 

large-scale industrialization of the 

country," El Mundo editorialized a 

week after the discovery. "Now, 

new circumstances open hopeful 

possibilities for Cuba in this order 

of things."104 The usual litany of 

anticipated effects was recited. Oil production would save tens of millions of dollars a 

year on imported fuel, and even generate export revenue if production came to exceed 
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	Figure 11 Bohemia magazine hails the Jatibonico 
discovery. "We could find ourselves on the threshold of a new 
era of progress and well-being for all Cubans." Bohemia (May 
16, 1954). (Library of Congress). 
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domestic consumption. It would lower transportation costs. It would facilitate growing 

new crops by making irrigation and agricultural mechanization cheaper. It would let 

Cuba's other minerals – nickel, iron, manganese – be processed in Cuba, providing the 

basis for heavy industry. By lowering manufacturing costs, oil would create stable, year-

round work for the masses of unemployed and underemployed in new industries. "One 

day not far off, it cannot but improve the standard of living not of some few, but of all 

Cubans," Ricardo Cardet wrote in Bohemia. "Cuba will no longer have her painful 'dead 

season' and will be saved from the cyclical [sugar] crises in which her economy rises or 

falls from the 'fat cows' to misery."105 Viriato Gutiérrez predicted that Jatibonico would 

bring "Cuba's true economic independence;" his partner Pepín Bosch was not alone in 

asserting that unemployment would soon disappear, since Cuba, "is at the threshold of 

true economic development."106 

The sugar industry itself seemed on the brink of transformation. Cheaper fuel for 

transport would help Cuban sugar, with its relatively high production cost, compete in 

world markets. Moreover, Cuban mills burned some 70m tons of bagasse (cane pulp) as 

fuel each year. Commentators and mill owners predicted that oil would soon substitute 

for bagasse as fuel, freeing up a valuable feedstock for new industries, like paper-making 

and industrial chemicals, long discussed, but never developed, as a means of extracting 

more wealth from the cane beyond the sugar itself.107 "As always happens among us 

when the cyclical crisis in the sugar industry recurs, as it does periodically, Cuba is full of 
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rumors and plans for agricultural diversification, for the development of new industries 

and for the exploitation of sugar cane derivatives," Portell Vilá wrote. He saw the "hope, 

more realizable every day," that oil production would let Cuba overcome "The Four 

Horsemen of the Sugar Apocalypse," pessimists who claimed that without cheap energy, 

diversifying from sugar and using bagasse as feedstock and not fuel were impossible.108  

Commentators quickly noted the symbolism of the oil discovery, which seemed to 

portend a matter of national destiny, evoking at once the past and future of the nation and 

its place in the hemisphere. Fatefully, the National 75 rig stood in a spot almost at the 

exact center of the island, in a sugarcane field owned by a colono named Juan Criollo 

("John Creole," that is, "Cuban John").109 Geographer and historian Leví Marrero wrote 

that, "In the middle of a cane field, in Jatibonico, rises the tower of the oil well that has 

produced so much expectation in the country. The photograph is symbolic: the soil, 

producing the wealth of the cane, upon which the Cuban economy has been built; the 

subsoil, in which treasures yet unexplored are found."110 Drawing on what was now a 

common geographical trope, Marrero wrote that Cuba was in the center of the great 

"petroleum empire" of the Americas, the world's richest oil region, equidistant between 

the oilfields of Texas and Louisiana, Mexico's Gulf Coast, and Caribbean Trinidad, 

Venezuela, and Colombia. Jatibonico, he wrote, could "place Cuba economically, as 

Nature already situated her, in the very center of the world's prime oil zone."111  

Predictions differed as to the extent of Cuba's impending oil production, but the 
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prudent voices struggled to be heard above the din of exuberance. Unlike Cuba's other 

liquid hydrocarbon deposits at Motembo, Bacuranao, and Jarahueca, which were found, 

anomalously, in serpentine rock, the oil at Jatibonico was in sedimentary rock formations 

typical of large oilfields in the Americas and the world.112 On the basis of this and other 

information, Jorge Broderman, a geological engineer in Cuba's Bureau of Mines, 

predicted that the Jatibonico field would be able to meet Cuba's national demand. Pepín 

Bosch was more bullish still: "I believe that in five or six months Cuba will produce 

60,000 barrels of oil per day, which will be enough not only for her consumption, but 

even enough to export. This is not a fantasy but rather a reality."113 While affirming that 

Jatibonico was "a discovery of prime importance," Ruth Sheldon Knowles, an oil 

journalist and consultant, dismissed talk of self-sufficiency as premature and "wild 

speculation."114 The Agriculture Minister caused a brief commotion in March 1955 when 

he announced, wrongly, that a single well at Santa María del Mar, east of Havana, was 

producing 1,000 b/d.115 Based on comparison to Mexican and Venezuelan geology, C.P. 

Salas, a Mexican geologist working for the Development Commission, estimated Cuba's 

"theoretical" reserves at 2.5 billion barrels, of which 15% were commercially recoverable 

(a figure that would yield some 378m barrels, or 18 years' consumption at the 

contemporary rate of 20m barrels per year).116 But Salas' caveat about recoverable 

reserves was easily lost on non-experts, who eagerly reported his top-line figure of 2.5bn 

barrels to the public.117 Several observers took Esso, Shell, and Texaco's new refineries 
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as proof that these foreign majors expected Cuba to become a large producer.118 

The international oil industry began to take Cuba seriously as an oil country. A 

Havana Petroleum Club was founded in late 1956, and within a year it had nearly 200 

foreign and Cuban members, including officers from the major multinationals, with 

permanent office and social space in the brand-new Hotel Capri in Vedado.119 In 

November 1954, resident North American editors began to publish Cuba Petroleum News 

Digest, a biweekly, English-language bulletin covering all aspects of Cuba's growing oil 

industry. "Cuban oil is starting to boom," read the Digest's opening editorial:  

For the first time in its history, Cuba seems destined to find a final answer to the 
long-disputed riddle of just where her oil lies and how much of it there is. 
...Oilmen are flocking to the island republic to see for themselves just how they 
can fit into the picture. With a domestic market of 50,000 barrels a day, 
government resolved to stay out of the oil business and to help professional 
oilmen develop virgin areas, large blocks of land rights available under favorable 
conditions and rich manifestations of future oil fields, Cuba offers the small and 
middle sized independent a better opportunity than any other petroleum area in 
the world today. Where else afield can he work so near to the United States and 
under such favorable conditions? The same is true for the larger companies which 
are once more showing indications of planned extensive drilling programs.120   
 

The Digest editors were active in contributing to and publicizing the "First Cuban 

Congress on Petroleum," a large conference at the University of Oriente in October 1955. 

Some 500 attendees traveled to Santiago in 167 delegations, 69 of which were foreign, 

including not only North Americans but also Peruvians, Mexicans, Canadians, British, 

Dutch, and French. Majors including Jersey Standard, Gulf, Texaco, Standard of Indiana, 

and Shell were represented, along with the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the relevant Cuban 
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officials. The conference saw 38 exhibits put on, films shown, and 30 papers presented 

on Cuban petroleum geology, exploration and production, refining and marketing, legal 

and regulatory regimes, and other topics. Jersey Standard's head of production for Central 

America and the Caribbean was the keynote speaker, and Felipe Pazos, former head of 

Cuba's National Bank and a world-class economist, gave the closing address.121 

Jatibonico was "a sign of hope," Pazos told the Congress. "We cannot be too optimistic, 

but we can be reasonably optimistic, warning that oil, once discovered, is not the panacea 

for the country's economic ills," which ran deeper than its energy deficiencies. However, 

Pazos said, "Oil will rid the Cuban of the inferiority complex that has held back his 

industrial development. Cuba inaugurates a new industry with oil, and she is playing at 

the present time not just one card, but indeed many cards with triumphal possibilities."122 

Jatibonico set off what Pino Santos rightfully called "an unprecedented boom" in 

oil exploration in Cuba.123 At the time of the Jatibonico discovery there were two or three 

cable-tool rigs drilling at Motembo and only three modern rotary rigs in Cuba: one lay 

abandoned at Jarahueca; one was used by Gulf in half-hearted exploration; and the third 

was the National 75 rig leased to the Grupo.124 Awakened by Jatibonico, oil firms raised 

the number of active rotary rigs to sixteen by 1956 and twenty by 1958. Having largely 
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given up on Cuba by 1952, the foreign majors resumed their survey work and later drilled 

several test wells. U.S. independents snapped up concessions. The Grupo and TransCuba 

developed more producing wells on their Jatibonico tracts, and a host of new Cuban and 

Cuban-American firms raised money and drilled all over the island. Between 1954 and 

1958 over 330 wells of significant depth, totaling over 900,000 feet, were drilled in Cuba, 

roughly ten times the number of wells as in all previous Cuban history; the $30m spent 

on exploration in this period doubled the cumulative total.125 Pausing for breath in late 

1956, the Digest's Spanish-language edition asked, "The development of the Cuban oil 

industry in the last three years has entailed such surprising changes that many are asking: 

What happened? Will it keep growing like a soap bubble that will eventually burst?"126 

In contrast to Cuba's exploration booms in 1918-20 and 1943-49, the boom after 

Jatibonico was led largely by serious oil companies on the basis of rigorous investigation, 

rather than the speculation and wildcatting that had typified Cuba's oil past. There were 

only two petroleum geologists active in Cuba in 1951, but this rose to 20 geologists and 

33 geophysicists in 1956.127 By late 1956 at least six Cuban oil firms were publicly traded 

on the New York stock exchange, and two more in Toronto, along with two in Cuba.128 

But oil fever did lead to speculation, both verbal and financial. Carteles magazine 

warned in 1955 that, "Havana is infected with North American adventurers... attracted by 

the strong smell of oil and the promise of easy riches." Some were speculators flipping 
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oil leases for a quick profit, while others were con men committing outright fraud.129 

"There has been grand talk in the bars of tourist hotels and irresponsible individuals both 

in Cuba and the United States regarding tremendous reserves, large producers, and 

enormous new fields," a Digest editor 

warned the Oil Congress. "Cheap oil stocks 

have flooded the local market. They are at 

the same time a hope and a danger. 

Intelligently conceived they permit the 

public to participate in a courageous 

venture that requires large risk capital. They 

can also constitute a danger to the public as 

the issuance of stock to finance poorly 

conceived and improperly carried out work 

may cause a public reaction against the 

entire industry."130 Some upstarts 

simply registered a claim, brought on a Yankee director or consultant to suggest 

seriousness, and sold shares for as little as one peso. One entered an unorthodox, but 

suggestive, venture with the National Lottery, a source of graft and patronage for Batista 

as for his predecessors; shareholders' certificate numbers were automatically entered in 

the lottery, giving buyers the hope to get rich quick not once, but twice [Figure 12].131 

Gradually, foreign majors and large independents initiated or resumed exploration 
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activities in Cuba. Jersey Standard had renounced its concessions, but worked to recover 

them and acquire new ones; Gulf and Atlantic reactivated their surveys and test drilling. 

Standard Oil of California (Socal) registered concessions. Large independents like the 

Union Oil Company of California (Unocal) and the Leduc Petroleum Company of 

Canada forged partnerships with Cuban concessionaires. Standard Oil of Indiana 

(Stanolind) made a significant and widely remarked-upon entry into Cuba in summer 

1955, taking a 50% stake in a venture with TransCuba and CVOVT, bringing its 

"tremendous resources and vast experience" to bear and pledging to spend $2m on 

exploration annually.132 By early 1957, a trend towards consolidation was apparent, as 

the majors and international minors bought up smaller Cuban concessions and began to 

move from surveying to drilling test wells.133 That August, Clarence W. Moore, president 

of Consolidated Cuban Petroleum Company, one of the largest of the new, listed Cuban-

American firms, told Cuba Económica y Financiera that "if only one single deep well 

with ample commercial production were to be found, Cuba would fully enter an era of 

great oil production," as the other firms would be sure to follow by redoubling their own 

efforts. The magazine continued to see "very encouraging prospects for the future."134 

In the end, however, the boom after Jatibonico echoed – indeed, amplified – the 

pattern of Cuba's previous oil booms and busts. Like Motembo, Bacuranao, and 
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Jarahueca before it, the new field proved to be merely a small producer, and the drilling 

elsewhere on the island failed to find any large deposits. Cuban production rose from a 

paltry 14,418 barrels (39.5 b/d) in 1953 to peak at 342,110 bbl (937 b/d) in 1956, then 

began dropping, to 165,226 bbl (453 b/d) in 1958. Measured against consumption that 

rose to over 50,000 b/d in that same time, Cuba's oil production remained insignificant.135 

In the second half of 1958 the Batista regime extended its stimulus for oil 

exploration, seeking to renew the flagging spirits in the industry and restore momentum 

to its development program as the insurrection against it intensified and its grip on power 

grew more tenuous. Batista had already lost the chance to preside as planned over the 

Second Cuban Petroleum Congress, originally scheduled for May 1957. In December 

1956 the planners had moved the event to Havana from the University of Oriente because 

the latter was paralyzed by student strikes.136 (Santiago became the epicenter of the 26th 

of July Movement after Castro's return to Cuba in early December). After the assault on 

the palace in March 1957, and given the worsening political climate on Cuba's university 

campuses and in the country at large, Batista's participation, and the Congress itself, were 

put off indefinitely.137 Nevertheless, in July 1958 the regime extended Decree 1526, 

which was due to expire in July 1959, for three more years, into 1962. While claiming 

credit for "decisively contributing to having our nation recognized internationally as a 

possible source of petroleum production and also creating an effective incentive for its 

exploration and exploitation" through its stimulus policy, the Batista regime now 

acknowledged that the exploration efforts undertaken "have not produced up to the 
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present the definitive results necessary for our hydrocarbons to be converted into a true 

source of national wealth.'138 In October, the government suspended all concession taxes 

for one year, allowing concessionaires to devote all their funds to drilling.139 

But with discouraging results in Cuba and output booming on their concessions in 

Venezuela and the Middle East, the multinationals lost interest in Cuba as an oil play. 

Stanolind cancelled its contract with TransCuba in November 1958, paying a $1m 

penalty after sinking $5.5m into exploration since 1955. Their Cuban partners put a on a 

brave face for their shareholders, arguing that Stanolind's decision to prioritize other 

countries "was based on factors other than geological prospects in Cuba."140 But the loss 

of a foreign major that had drilled one third of the total well footage in the country that 

year was a heavy blow to morale among Cuban oil-watchers.141 By the end of 1958, the 

Cuban oil boom was visibly flagging, and Batista's attempt to parley it into economic 

development and political advantage for his crumbling regime was growing desperate.  

 

Oil Nationalist Critiques and the Opposition 

Rather than buttressing Batista's rule, as the dictator had intended, Cuban oil 

nationalism came instead to undermine it. As seen above, Batista's officials had claimed a 

degree of credit for making the Jatibonico discovery possible, folding it into the regime's 

broader narratives as a developmental dictatorship. "As one can see, the pace of 

construction is quickening. The drilling of wells in the hope of finding abundant oil is 
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expanding, new industries are being stimulated and established, and the interest of 

national and foreign investors, confident in our regime's climate of security and 

confidence, is rising," Batista had told the public on his March 10, 1956 address.142 

The discovery did prompt some praise for the regime's stimulus policy. El Mundo 

lauded the BANFAIC's aid to the Cabaiguán group.143 Portell Vilá and a few others 

traced the policy's roots back to Prío and Hevia, but they were the exception.144 Antonio 

Iglesias ignored the Auténticos but was quick to credit his firm's success to "the 

enthusiastic cooperation" of Batista, López Castro, Santovenia, and their staffs. Veteran 

political and oil personality Rogelio Díaz Pardo commented that the BANFAIC's loan to 

Iglesias had been "heavily criticized when it was made," but was vindicated now.145 A 

puff piece in Bohemia celebrating TransCuba's first test well in late 1954 also went out of 

its way to praise "the Government's wise oil policy" of assisting Cuban firms, aid that 

was "the most complete and coordinated effort between the Government and private 

enterprise in our republican history." López Castro, attending the well's inauguration, was 

singled out for his "notable financial vision" as author of Decree 1526.146  

Oil companies, the oil trade press, and the general business press in Cuba 

welcomed the climate Batista had created for the oil industry. "The political trend in 

Cuba has been definitely favorable to the infant oil industry," the Cuba Petroleum News 

Digest editor told the Oil Congress, affirming that "oilmen will find no government in the 

world as cooperative as the Cuban government." He deemed the stimulus "constructive 
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and practical," and responsible for much of the recent exploration activity.147 Cuba 

Económica y Financiera cited the government's incentives as one of the factors making 

Cuba one of the most attractive oil plays in the world. "The tax and credit advantages and 

the country's own [rising] consumption tend to make Cuba a little El Dorado for oil," one 

author wrote.148 When Batista demanded shows of loyalty after the attack on the palace in 

March 1957, Cuba's new association of oil-exploration firms joined other business and 

labor groups in affirming their "vote of confidence" in his leadership via an ad in the New 

York Times. "Petroleum has long been in Cuba's subsoil," the drilling firms stated. "But 

the fact that today Cuba is producing oil is due to no one else but President Batista."149 

United States officials also looked with favor on Batista's oil policy. In contrast to 

the 1930s and 1940s, and especially the period after January 1959, the State Department 

files during the batistato are practically devoid of appeals from U.S. oil firms seeking 

support from U.S. diplomats for difficulties with the Cuban government. Seven months 

after the coup, Ambassador Willard Beaulac told CVOVT's lawyer "that the Government 

of the United States, and particularly the State Department, would be delighted if 

American interests should find petroleum in Cuba, and that the Embassy was prepared to 

give assistance to legitimate American interests which might want to come work here."150 

Such assistance, simply put, was not needed.151 Noting that Jatibonico "forced a complete 
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reappraisal of the Cuban petroleum potential," the U.S. Department of Commerce guide 

for investors in Cuba in 1956 counted "the general attitude of the Cuban Government and 

people both toward private initiative and toward foreign participation in the country's 

economic development" as one of Cuba's main advantages.152 While Batista was firmly in 

charge, the American oil empire ran smoothly, with scant need for U.S. intervention. 

While oilmen, the Cuban business press, and U.S. diplomats were all satisfied 

with Batista's oil policies, a diverse array of Cubans criticized them from various 

perspectives. Some did so at the margins, from within this same broadly conservative and 

pro-business consensus. But others of more leftist hue offered more fundamental critiques 

of Batista's efforts to attract private, especially foreign, investment in oil. Drawing on 

established narratives of Cuban oil nationalism, these critics envisioned alternatives in 

which the Cuban state would play a much more vigorous role not in welcoming or aiding 

private oil firms, but rather in more strictly regulating or even competing with them. 

Cuban technocrats continued to embrace the consensus that private exploitation of 

Cuba's oil resources was essential for economic development, and continued to seek ways 

for the Cuban state to better promote their discovery and production. A February 1958 

"Symposium on Cuba's Natural Resources," sponsored by the Consejo Nacional de 

Economía, brought together government officials, academic and technical experts, and 

industry representatives from Cuba, the U.S., and other Latin American countries.153 

Jorge Brodermann, a senior engineer in Cuba's Bureau of Mines, recommended to the 
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Symposium that the state be still more active in coordinating and promoting exploration 

and production of oil and other minerals. The state, Brodermann argued, should do more 

to collect and disseminate scientific and technical data, including geological maps; to 

train more Cuban geologists, engineers, and other technicians; and to subsidize, where 

appropriate, exploration and production of mineral resources.154  

Conservative, pro-business oil nationalists sometimes faulted Batista not for the 

spirit or the substance of his stimulus policy, but merely for flaws in its execution. Cuba 

Económica y Financiera editor José Manuel Álvarez Acevedo and his magazine are 

representative of this tendency. Praising López Castro's Combustible Minerals Law of 

1938 for putting an end to the laissez-faire that had prevailed under Gerardo Machado, 

Álvarez faulted successive Cuban governments, including Batista's, for failing to 

adequately staff the relevant offices in the national Bureau of Mines and the provincial 

offices responsible for overseeing the concession system. This led, he reported, to an 

absurd situation of mismanaged, overlapping, and disputed concessions, in which the area 

of registered and pending petroleum denouncements (24.5m hectares) exceeded, by one-

third, the total land area and accessible coastal shelf of the country (16.8m hectares); 

many of the most promising areas had as many as five overlapping claims. Disputes over 

concessions and bureaucratic delays, Álvarez asserted, were "the only reason why Cuban 

petroleum is not at present a great commercial resource."155 The Spanish-language Digest 

also complained of overlapping and disputed claims and overworked bureaucrats.156 The 
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sugar magnates and would-be oilmen in the Falla-Gutiérrez clan published similar 

arguments.157 Several speakers at the Petroleum Congress made similar complaints about 

confusion over maps and titles while praising the overall soundness of Cuba's oil laws.158 

At times, conservative criticism questioned not just the staffing levels, but also the 

honesty of administrators. Álvarez blamed speculators and "corrupt officials seeking 

improper advantages" from them for falsifying concession titles.159 "Certain public 

functionaries" had gone outside the law when processing denouncements, Álvarez 

complained, and disputed claims had led at least one group of investors to quit Cuba 

entirely. Cubans were confident that oil riches were near at hand, but "let them not divide 

up the lion's skin before the hunting effort underway now catches him. ...Let nobody ask 

for exaggerated and undeserved gratuities [propinas], before time. Let nobody line his 

pockets [Que no se haga granjería] through the position he occupies. ...And also let there 

be nobody so innocent – or so smart – as to pay five thousand pesos [as a bribe] for 

simple maps [of a concession], apart from daring to present them as his own when the 

civil engineers and surveyors refuse to sign off on the legal certification of a forgery."160    

Some pro-business oil nationalists were also concerned that the market for 

concessions was letting Cuba's oil come under foreign control. Álvarez urged Cuban 

investors to keep shares in TransCuba and other firms in Cuban hands and prevent 

foreigners from consolidating control of the country's oil lands.161 José Gatria went 

farther, arguing in Cuba Económica that "no nation like Cuba has so gravely mismanaged 
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the riches of her subsoil; fostering, including through financial stimulus, their passing 

into foreign hands; and arranging to squander them unreservedly in a lavish international 

giveaway." Gatria conceded that, "It is certain that Cuba needs to develop herself and that 

her expansion requires the inflow of foreign capital. But in the special case of mineral 

exploitation it should proceed with stricter criteria than that applied to other nascent 

industries," because it involved a non-renewable resource. Distinguishing between 

"constructive" foreign investment that added value and created permanent development 

in Cuba and "extortionist, harmful, and colonialist" investment that was footloose and 

purely extractive, Gatria urged the state to more tightly regulate oil investment so that it 

would serve the former ends. Such language, atypical for the sober and staunchly free-

market magazine, suggests again the exceptional nationalist importance that Cuban 

business circles attached to oil, and the degree to which even Cuba's business class was 

open to greater state intervention to preserve Cuban control of the island's oil wealth.162  

Batista's political opponents were more pointed and comprehensive in their 

criticism. Censorship of political opposition – imposed off and on during the early years 

of the dictatorship, and nearly omnipresent and increasingly draconian during its 

embattled last two years – limited opponents' ability to criticize Batista's oil policies, and 

especially to link those criticisms to broader critiques of the regime.163 The Communist 

PSP, in particular, could not publish openly, nor could the 26th of July Movement or 

other rebel groups. Nevertheless, opponents both on the center-left and the Marxist left, 

among the new revolutionaries and the old opposition, were able to use oil nationalism to 

criticize the regime and to envision a post-Batista government that would better develop 
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Cuba's oil industry – real and potential – for the good of the nation as a whole.  

Speculation and excessive foreign ownership of concessions emerged as two 

points of convergence between the kind of conservative oil nationalists examined above 

and left-leaning figures in open opposition. Raúl Cepero Bonilla was a prominent 

commentator on Cuban economic matters from a social-democratic perspective informed 

in part by Marxist economic history.164 He warned of the "speculative fever" in oil stocks 

on the Havana exchange, and linked it to the lack of other promising options for 

investment under Batista. Since "it seems that there is no other favorable prospect for the 

Cuban economy," Cepero wrote, "the enthusiasm for oil is being taken advantage of in 

one sense and another, more in the first [negative] sense than the second."165 Cepero also 

expressed concern that North Americans were crowding Cuban investors out of the 

market for shares in local oil companies like TransCuba. Cepero conceded that, "It is 

certain that the participation of foreign capital is necessary for economic development," 

but advocated that 50/50 joint ventures, like the one between TransCuba and Stanolind, 

should be the maximum extent of foreign control.166 José Pardo Llada, a prominent print 

and radio commentator from the defunct Ortodoxo party, saw foreign control of oil lands 

as evidence that "Cuba is one of the least nationalistic countries in America, despite the 

fact that our people is among those who have fought most bitterly for its independence." 

Cuba's sugar mills, banks, and utilities were in foreign hands, he lamented, and "the 

larger part of our mineral riches are in the power of foreigners, and even the 
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denouncements of petroleum possibilities are almost entirely controlled by the Shell and 

Standard Oil interests." Like many disillusioned Ortodoxos who would later back 

Castro's MR-26-7, Pardo Llada argued that Cuba needed a "nationalist-revolutionary 

doctrine" to change the country's entire "economic structure" and cultural orientation.167	

The Batista years saw the full flowering of the theory that the foreign majors were 

deliberately trying to block the development of Cuba's oil resources in order to hold them 

as a strategic reserve in case of war or depletion of their fields in the Middle East. 

Though conservatives dismissed it as "foolishness," this conspiracy theory had gathered 

strength in the 1940s, most often, though by no means exclusively, on the far Left.168 

Cepero Bonilla stated the theory outright: "It is an old policy of those large companies to 

maintain Cuba as a potential reserve deposit of petroleum. For now it does not interest 

them to explore, nor for others to exploit, this wealth."169 Less assertive commentators 

tended to raise the theory speculatively, often by way of a rhetorical question. Recounting 

that Jersey Standard, Shell, Gulf, and Atlantic had a history of secretive, apparently 

unproductive drilling in Cuba, and that they still held large concessions with no apparent 

plans to develop them, Javier Barahona asked in Carteles, "Is it that there is no oil in 

Cuba, or is it that they do not want to exploit Cuba's oil in order to keep it in reserve with 

a view to the future?" While visiting the new well at Jatibonico, Barahona wrote, "one 

doubt attacks us: Despite it all, won't the great oil interests move to stop the oil from 

flowing out of Juan Criollo's well?"170 Portell Vilá was likewise indirect, writing that, 

"there are those who assure that these companies guard their industrial secrets under the 
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protection of Cuban laws, deciding not to make great investments in the industry while 

they are allowed to keep more or less proven reserves in Cuba."171 "Unconfirmed rumors" 

to this effect circulated at the Oil Congress in 1955.172 The obvious implication of this 

theory, as Gervasio Ruíz put it in Carteles, was that, "Something must be done, and it is 

the State's job to do it," because private firms, even Cuban ones, could always be tempted 

to sell their concessions to foreigners at the right price. "Cuba cannot sit on its hands in 

the face of foreign interests that throttle our potential economy," Ruíz argued.173 

Among Cuba's Communists, the conspiracy theory was an article of faith, and it 

formed the basis for a comprehensive critique of Batista's oil policy and the entire history 

of private-sector developmental nationalism in Cuba. Antonio Núñez Jiménez, a 

geography professor and secret PSP cadre, developed a comprehensive Marxist critique 

of colonial and republican Cuba's political economy in his 1954 book Geografía de 

Cuba. "Nature blessed our island's territory with resources capable of assuring the well-

being, and more, of all its inhabitants," Núñez Jiménez explained, but Cuba had not 

developed its agricultural and mineral wealth for the good of its people because these 

resources had been captured by foreign interests and a tiny Cuban elite. Thus, "Even with 

all its great riches, Cuba is an underdeveloped and semi-colonial country." In particular, 

"National industrialization has not been achieved because of opposition by the large 

foreign monopolies," which held Cuba in underdevelopment "to maintain us as a market 

for their industrial and agricultural products and as a source of raw materials for their 

industry." Cuba, in short, was a poor nation in a rich land. "The surrender of our natural 

resources," Núñez explained gravely, "is a dagger in the heart of the national economy."  
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When it came to oil, Núñez Jiménez was unambiguous. "All are in agreement 

about the important oil reserves that our geological structures should contain," he wrote, 

recounting the history of production at Motembo, Bacuranao, and Jarahueca, and the 

opinions of Cuban and foreign experts about Cuba's potential. However, "The oil remains 

trapped in its geological strata, without rendering benefits to the nation because that is 

what suits the great foreign monopolies," Núñez charged, alleging that "the interest of 

these companies is to make it appear as though no oil exists in Cuba with the idea to 

maintain our presumptive deposits in reserve in case of war." Since the 1938 law, he 

wrote, Jersey, Gulf, and the other majors had drilled just enough wells to just enough 

depth to confirm Cuba's oil prospects, but never enough to bring them into production. 

Moreover, "they have kept their discoveries secret, in accordance with their policy of 

keeping Cuba as an oil reserve while they exploit oil in other countries." Gulf's famous 

offshore well in Cárdenas Bay, he wrote, was "a good example" of this phenomenon. 

"Struggling against all of this," Nuñez explained, "so that the land my be ours, that the 

mines be nationalized, that we may control the industries, is Cubans' great task today."174 

Núñez Jiménez's Geografía, and works like it, was suppressed by the Batista 

regime, as were periodicals officially linked to the PSP such as Noticias de Hoy. But a 

few Communists were able to skirt the censors and continue publishing in the mainstream 

press pseudonymously. The most attentive to energy issues was Oscar Pino Santos, a 

secret PSP member who wrote on economic matters in Carteles and other magazines.175 

Overwhelming evidence, Pino Santos argued, pointed to the existence of significant 
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commercial oil deposits in Cuba, resources that that "can be a decisive contribution to 

Cuba's economic development." And yet, the "paradox" and "enigma" of Cuba's oil 

history was that these resources had remained undeveloped for decades. For Pino Santos, 

blame lay with the foreign majors and the Cuban state: "The history of Cuba's oil is the 

history of a State that for years has renounced its right to take advantage of a source of 

incalculable wealth, and furthermore a basic factor for its economic development." This 

policy of "abstention" had benefited "a handful of foreign interests" who made little effort 

to drill for oil, but refused to surrender their concessions, to the detriment of Cuban 

entrepreneurs, the Cuban state, and the nation as a whole.176 

This "hands off" policy by the state, Pino Santos argued, "has been one of the 

factors most contributing to perpetuating the country's backwardness in this important 

field. And the recent ratification of that policy does nothing more than further reduce the 

possibilities of deciphering its oil enigma in the near future." Cuba's oil legislation – the 

Combustible Minerals Law of 1938 and Decree 1526 of 1954 – were inadequate, indeed, 

counterproductive, to this goal, he argued, since they allowed foreign companies to 

monopolize Cuba's potential oil zones and hold them in reserve indefinitely, while the 

state lacked the administrative capacity and political will to enforce even the trivial tax 

and royalty and minimum drilling requirements these laws imposed. To bring Cuba's rich 

oil resources into production, it was "necessary to remove the extortionist yoke of some 

great corporations and to put the basic mineral at the service of the national interest."177 

Pino Santos, like the PSP itself, was vague on just what the Cuban state should 
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do. In one essay, Pino argued for new rules requiring concessionaires to drill more wells, 

and voiding the holdings of those failing to do so. This policy, he suggested, should focus 

on the big multinationals, since Cuban firms and small foreign independents lacked the 

large concession areas and sufficient capital – regardless of any official loans or stimulus 

– to drill enough wells to transform Cuba's oil industry, as Batista and López Castro's 

policy erroneously assumed. Allowing foreign ownership but mandating more activity "is 

in no sense radically 'leftist' [no tiene nada de radical de 'izquierdista']," Pino argued, 

being a more conservative policy than that of Argentina, Mexico, or Brazil, which 

reserved oil exploration for the state alone.178 Elsewhere, however, Pino noted that these 

examples proved that a country could nationalize its oil deposits without deterring foreign 

investment in other sectors. He therefore called for Cuba to "nationalize" oil and other 

mineral deposits by reserving them either for Cuban capital or the state: "The principal 

beneficiary of the exploitation of subsoil resources (above all petroleum, nickel, iron, and 

other minerals) should be the Cuban nation. The future of the country rests on them."179  

These vague, even contradictory prescriptions were reflected in the PSP's official 

approach to the oil industry. In December 1957, the Communists' National Committee 

approved a comprehensive program, disseminated in underground circles since the Party 

could not operate openly. Among its prescriptions for achieving economic independence 

were, "National exploitation of petroleum, without intervention by the imperialist 
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monopolies, in order to guarantee for the country, cheaply and securely, the fuel 

necessary for its industrial and agricultural development." This formulation at once 

upheld the broad discourse of oil-fueled nationalist development and left open the 

question of whether domestic capital would be welcome in developing Cuba's oil, or if it 

would be the exclusive preserve of the state. Foreign ownership of oil production, 

however, appeared unlikely, as the platform specifically called for annulling "colonialist 

concessions" to foreign ranching, mining, and oil companies, and "redemption 

[revindicación], for the national patrimony, of the land, the exploitation and reserve of 

minerals, possessed by foreign individuals or corporations." Downstream, the status of 

the foreign majors' brand-new refineries and marketing operations was ambiguous. The 

platform called specifically for "immediate nationalization" only of transportation, 

utilities, and banks, and of other firms "that attack the national sovereignty or conspire 

against it, protect or finance counter-revolutionaries, violate the social laws and sabotage 

the national economy." However, foreign businesses that respected national sovereignty 

and supported Cuba's economic development were to be exempt from nationalization.180  

Cuba's Communists seemed a long way from power in December 1957, but their 

platform contained cause both for doubt and some limited hope that a future government 

under their influence would let foreign oil firms operate in Cuba. Given how Party 

intellectuals like Pino Santos and Núñez Jiménez had embraced the conspiracy narrative, 

and how direct the PSP platform was on the matter, foreign participation in oil 

exploration seemed at risk of being closed off; but there was also the chance that the state 

might choose to allow foreign exploration under more rigorous oversight, perhaps in joint 
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ventures with Cuban private capital or the state. But the foreign refining and marketing 

majors, particularly Standard, had prided themselves on being just the sort of firm that 

respected Cuban sovereignty and contributed to Cuban economic development; it is 

possible to read the Party platform as leaving open the chance that the refineries would be 

untouched. Such discussions, of course, in late 1957, were of a hypothetical nature, with 

the PSP being a small, underground, persecuted group isolated not only from the Batista 

regime but also from the rest of the opposition, including the MR-26-7.181 Pino Santos 

acknowledged both the importance of the oil question and his (and, implicitly, the leftist 

opposition's) limited capacity to do anything about it under Batista's regime. "We believe 

that the oil question is so transcendental, so important for our country's destiny, that any 

individual contribution (much less our most modest one) has little significance for now. 

The discussion about this most vital matter, therefore, must be postponed until the day in 

which circumstances allow a new and more profound approach."182 

 

Oil and the 26th of July Movement    

Fidel Castro's MR-26-7 began as a reformist political movement, representing its 

founders' and core members' background in middle-class, professional, student, and often 

Ortodoxo circles. It promised to overthrow the illegal and corrupt Batista regime and to 

restore Cuba to honest, progressive, and constitutional government. Expressions of the 

inchoate group's economic agenda during its formative years, such as Castro's 1953 
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"History Will Absolve Me" speech at his trial for the Moncada attack, and the group's 

"Manifesto No. 1," issued from Mexico in 1955, were redemptive, nationalist, 

developmentalist, and above all, vague, claiming inspiration from sources as diverse as 

José Martí, Antonio Guiteras' Joven Cuba, the ABC, and Eddy Chibás' Ortodoxía. Its 

early program of agrarian reform, profit-sharing by workers and employers, public 

housing and reduction of rents, nationalization of utilities, confiscation of politicians' ill-

gotten gains, and state support for industrialization and diversification were mild and 

familiar enough to be uncontroversial to the broadest spectrum of liberal opinion.183 

Manifestoes from late 1956 and early 1957, the early insurrectionary period, 

reflected the effort to build coalitions with other anti-Batista groups like the DR and the 

remnants of the Ortodoxos, and to gain support from outside Cuba. They also reflect the 

diversity within the MR-26-7 and the effort to reconcile the views of the movement's 

liberals and reformists such as the economists Felipe Pazos, Rufo López-Fresquet, and 

Regino Boti, literature professor Mario Llerena, engineers Enrique Oltuski and Manuel 

Ray, and ex-Ortodoxos like Armando Hart and Raúl Chibás, on one hand, and more 

radical anti-imperialist socialists like Carlos Franqui, Raúl Castro, and Ernesto "Che" 

Guevara, on the other, a division largely coinciding with that between the civic resistance 

and urban underground and the guerrillas in the Sierra Maestra. Distilling the beliefs of 

the urban wing of the movement, Mario Llerena produced a long essay in early 1957 

promising "a true revolution" that would be "democratic, nationalist, and socially just," 

addressing "the roots of Cuba's problems," which were diagnosed as "the colonial 

																																																								
183 Movimiento Revolucionario 26 de Julio, "Manifiesto Número Uno al Pueblo de Cuba," August 8, 1955, 
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mentality, foreign economic domination, political corruption, and military excess." 

Rejecting the entire architecture of concessions, privileges, and subsidies to foreign 

interests, the manifesto denounced the "unconditional surrender [entrega incondicional] 

to foreigners of the country's most important mineral deposits (nickel, manganese, iron, 

and petroleum)," and promised, vaguely, that, "the state will exercise a policy of control 

over natural resources" and "rescue the riches of the subsoil."184 

Another manifesto, authored by Regino Boti and Felipe Pazos (later to be 

Minister of Economy and head of the National Bank, respectively, early in the 

Revolution), called for "democratic" economic reforms, compatible with individual 

liberty and private enterprise, but "oriented" by the state toward the national interest, 

which lay in agrarian reform, the diversification and modernization of agriculture, and the 

promotion of industrialization. The authors, moreover, were not blind to the crucial role 

that energy would play in this program, calling for the government to "conduct an 

economic study of all the currently known sources of energy in order to formulate the 

plans for exploiting them in order to accelerate the country's industrialization and the 

modernization of its agriculture." Embodying the narrative alleging that the foreign 

companies had not expended enough effort to find and develop Cuba's oil, 

notwithstanding the spurt of exploration after Jatibonico, Pazos and Boti stated that 

Cuba's "real possibilities with oil" remained untapped: "A few years ago the world's great 

oil companies appeared to be uninterested in oil in Cuba, and it was affirmed that we 

lacked petroleum. In this order of things it can be concluded that Cuba's subsoil is still 

virgin and unexplored, and that the investigations and explorations should be oriented for 
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the national interest. The foreign mining firms, principally the North American ones, 

have seen Cuba exclusively as a great mineral reserve." The revolutionary government 

would change all that, forging ahead with Cuba's development by overcoming the island's 

energy deficiencies one way or another. "With its own fuel or with foreign fuel," Pazos 

and Boti vowed, "Cuba will move forward ineluctably with industrialization, once the 

Batista dictatorship's economic malthusianism is cast aside."185 

Fidel himself at this stage did not often refer to oil matters in public, but appeared 

to share this belief that a stronger state hand was needed in oil exploration. In an 

interview with New York Times from the Sierra Maestra, Castro said that a new regime 

should "re-examine all economic arrangements made by the present Government." He 

stated that utilities and other industries should not be nationalized so long as they were 

"operating efficiently" in private hands, suggesting, however, that this was not the case in 

the oil industry: "He said he was 'studying the problem of oil concessions,'" which had 

been operating, he indicated, on overly generous terms under Batista's stimulus law, and 

should receive the same treatment as other foreign enterprises. If significant oil deposits 

were to be found in Cuba, Castro suggested, the state should exact a higher royalty.186  

Like the MR-26-7 manifestoes, Castro's statements to the U.S. press were 

intended to be at once revolutionary and reassuring, to build broad support both in Cuba 
																																																								
185 Regino Boti and Felipe Pazos, "Algunos Aspectos del Desarrollo Económico de Cuba (Tésis del 
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and abroad for the rebel cause. Given that Batista's censors blocked all rebel statements 

from the Cuban media, such declarations published abroad were the only information that 

businesses, the Cuban public, and foreign observers including the U.S. government had to 

go on regarding the rebels' views of how oil exploration should proceed once the 

revolutionaries took power. The fact that the rebel army was using Núñez Jiménez's 

Geografía de Cuba as its main text for revolutionary education among its recruits, 

thereby inculcating the conspiracy theory and the need to nationalize Cuba's oil deposits, 

indicates that rather more radical ideas about Cuba's oil resources were circulating within 

the movement in the Sierra, with the endorsement of the rebel army's leadership, centered 

on comandantes Fidel and Raúl Castro, Camilo Cienfuegos, and Che Guevara.187  

In a sense, therefore, views of oil and energy within the 26th of July Movement 

during the insurrectionary period reflect the prevailing opinions among the opposition to 

Batista as a whole. The sense within the movement – both its liberal and radical wings – 

was that Cuba had unexploited oil deposits waiting to be developed, that successive 

Cuban governments' policies, culminating in Batista's generous concessions and stimulus, 

to facilitate the private development of Cuba's oil had failed, and that the post-

revolutionary Cuban state needed to intervene decisively – in ways yet to be determined – 

to bring these undeveloped oil resources into production in order to promote Cuba's 

economic development and exploit their value for the benefit of the nation as a whole. 

Within this consensus, there remained considerable ambiguity as to the precise role that 
																																																								
187 In the preface to the second edition of his book in 1959, Núñez Jiménez writes that the 1954 edition was 
seized from the publisher and burned on orders from Batista's intelligence agents. Surviving copies were 
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with Castro from Mexico, and it was mimeographed and distributed as part of the indoctrination program 
for the rebel army in the Sierra Maestra and Escambray. Núñez Jiménez himself left his university post and 
joined Che Guevara's rebel column when it entered Las Villas Province in the final weeks of 1958, and was 
quickly promoted to the rank of Captain. Antonio Núñez Jiménez, Geografía de Cuba, Adaptada al Nuevo 
Programa Revolucionario de Bachillerato. 2nd ed. (Havana: Editorial Lex, 1959): 8. 
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the Cuban state, private Cuban capital, and foreign oil companies should play in the post-

Batista era, ambiguities that, due to the imperatives of revolutionary coalition-building, 

were unlikely to be resolved before the fall of the old regime, or indeed, soon after it. 

In the end, however, the appeal and the raison d'etre of the 26th of July 

Movement was more deeds than words. While the guerrilla army provided a symbol of 

resistance in the Sierra, the MR-26-7 urban underground engaged in propaganda, 

sabotage, and insurrectionary violence in the cities throughout 1957 and 1958. Shell, 

Standard, and Texaco were each targeted in various ways as part of the rebels' effort to 

undermine Cuba's economy and thereby force the collapse of Batista's regime. 

As indicated above, the more than 20,000 unionized oil workers in 1950s Cuba 

were among the better compensated and least militant industrial sectors in the country. 

Although there were some significant differences between companies (with Texaco and 

especially Sinclair being the least generous, and Esso the most), oil workers both 

upstream and down enjoyed higher salaries and more security of employment than 

workers in many other industries or in agricultural and service sectors. Supported by 

Batista's labor ministry and his allies in the national CTC confederation controlled by the 

ex-Communist and ex-Auténtico Eusebio Mujal Barniol, the oilworkers' federation won 

significant wage increases from employers during 1957 and 1958, as part of the regime's 

effort to use material gains to placate potentially restive workers and head off challenges 

to Mujal and Batista's control.188 Oil workers do not seem to have figured in any of the 

hundreds of small and large labor disputes – involving bus and railway workers, textile 

workers, port workers, cigar workers, electricity, telephone, telegraph workers, and 
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sugarmill workers and cane cutters – during the dictatorship.189 The oil union's leadership 

was reliably batistiano and mujalista; in June 1957, José Alpendre, head of the National 

Federation of Petroleum Workers, cabled the New York Times along with labor leaders 

from other industries to deny a report that most Cuban workers opposed Batista.190 

The strict union discipline and use of financial incentives for loyalty paid off for 

the regime when the 26th of July Movement called for a general strike in April 1958. 

None of the oil refineries saw significant walkouts or other disturbances.191 The 

movement had counted on the Esso and Shell refineries in Havana shutting down, along 

with other major factories, utilities, communications, and public transport, according to 

bulletins prepared in advance for release during the strike. Poorly planned and executed, 

the strike failed, in a setback for the MR-26-7, especially its urban underground wing.192 

There are indications, however, that rank and file oil workers were not united in 

their support either of Alpendre and Mujal or of Batista. In 1958 the underground MR-

26-7 labor newspaper Vanguardia Obrera called Alpendre "corrupted," and its Noticiero 

Obrero condemned him for blocking rank-and-file workers' call for an assembly "to 

struggle for their gains and concessions and to unmask the traitorous [union] leaders, and 

to condemn the anti-worker policies of the murderer Batista and the turncoat Mujal."193 A 

"Comité Petrolero" is one of two dozen industries represented in the 26th of July 

Movement's "Municipal Labor Section" in surviving clandestine leaflets from Santiago 

de Cuba in November and December 1958, calling on the workers of Santiago and the 
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Cuban public as a whole to stand up for "union democracy" against the mujalista union 

bosses, to seek unity of all working-class opponents of Batista, to resist wage cuts and 

layoffs, and to launch a new general strike to bring down the dictatorship.194 The best 

evidence for division and pro-revolutionary sympathies among the oil workers, however, 

comes from their participation in the actions of the rebel underground. 

The Esso refinery in Havana had an active MR-26-7 cell beginning in mid-1957. 

In January 1958 this cell was responsible for one of the insurrection's most dramatic and 

effective sabotage operations. It arranged for a contractor with access to the refinery to 

place a bomb near a large storage tank; the explosion and ensuing fire destroyed the tank 

and consumed 300,000 gallons of gasoline, caused a reported $100,000 to $150,000 in 

damage, and raised a pillar of smoke visible to habaneros for three days. The spectacular 

action – for which the perpetrator was never caught or punished – inaugurated a new and 

more intense stage of industrial sabotage by the movement. "A month from today all 

Cuba will be in flames," a rebel spokesman warned the New York Times. Esso's manager, 

seeking to avoid a political statement, refused to confirm the rumors of sabotage and still 

insisted three months later that, "We don't know how the fire started."195 

While Esso still kept its distance from politics, Shell's boss, Julio Iglesias, had 

irretrievably tied himself and his firm to the regime. Shell's identification with Batista 

had the unintended effect of providing the perfect cover for Enrique Oltuski, a Shell 
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engineer and marketing officer who was also the MR-26-7 action chief in Havana and 

Santa Clara provinces. "This was perfect for my double life and clandestine activities," 

Oltuski writes in his memoir. "I had the advantage of working for a company that 

everyone considered batistiano.... So when I went anywhere, I identified myself as a 

Shell engineer and had no problems. ...[Batista's soldiers] looked at me as one of theirs. 

That facilitated my work considerably."196 Shell itself, however, suffered due to its 

affiliations with Batista and with the British government. When London agreed to sell 

weapons, including combat aircraft, to Batista after the U.S. imposed an arms embargo 

on Cuba in 1958, Castro called for a boycott of British products in protest, and decreed in 

"Law No. 4 of the Sierra Maestra" in October that companies and governments complicit 

in the dictatorship's atrocities would have their property expropriated after the triumph of 

the Revolution. With allegations swirling that Julio Iglesias had helped to broker the arms 

deal, Shell, one of the most prominent British firms in Cuba, was the focus of the 

boycott; playing on Shell's ad campaign around its gasoline additive, "Shell con ICA!," 

Radio Rebelde denounced "Shell con Sangre! [Shell with Blood]."197 The Shell boycott 

fit seamlessly into a broader pattern, identified by historian Michelle Chase, in which 

middle-class Cubans politicized consumption as a means to oppose the Batista regime.198 

With its new refinery outside Santiago located in the epicenter of rebel activity, 

Texaco was the worst affected of the foreign oil companies. As early as summer 1957, 

the plant's manager reported "several threatening phone calls from Castro adherents," and 
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the plant had to shut down for several days when "our people were afraid to come to 

work" as fighting raged nearby and dead bodies began to turn up on the roadside on the 

way to the plant. The firm began repatriating the North American employees' families for 

their own safety.199 In spring 1958, rebels burned a 4,000-gallon gasoline tank, and armed 

guards exchanged gunfire with intruders trying to get into the complex.200 In the second 

half of 1958, the MR-26-7 began to levy a war tax and demand contributions from 

businesses in Oriente, including $500,000 from Texaco; the U.S. Ambassador, Earl 

Smith, ordered U.S. firms not to pay off the rebels, and Texaco refused these demands.201  

By the fall of 1958, Batista's army had lost control of most of Oriente Province 

outside the confines of Santiago; the city and the Texaco plant across Santiago Bay were 

surrounded by MR-26-7 guerrilla forces. Texaco workers began to sleep at the refinery, 

since the army could not guarantee their safety when commuting from the city on the 

isolated access road. The plant's North American managers still refused rebel demands 

for fuel and other supplies; but there was by then an active MR-26-7 cell among the 

Cuban workers, which collected money, medical supplies, food, and other materials for 

the rebels, and engaged in sabotage and other actions against non-Texaco targets. "In the 

refinery everybody was with the rebels," one of these operatives later told historian 

Alberto Batista Reyes. In late October a Texaco work crew of two North Americans and 

eight Cubans stumbled upon a guerrilla unit waiting to ambush an army patrol. Their 

position compromised, the guerrillas took the workers into custody back to their camp, 

for their own safety, lest the workers denounce them to the army, and for that of the 
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workers themselves, who would have faced reprisals from the army if they had not 

reported the encounter. The State Department called the affair a kidnapping and 

demanded the hostages' release. Held for 72 hours while the rebels used their truck and 

equipment for repairs and fortifications around their camp, the workers were returned 

unharmed, though the guerrillas kept the truck and tools, returning them after the war.202  

After this incident, the rebels grew more brazen, descending on the refinery to 

demand fuel and other supplies, which Texaco management began to reluctantly concede. 

By late November, Texaco's vice-president told the State Department that the rebels, 

abetted by sympathetic Cuban staff, "had taken most of the company's mobile equipment 

and were helping themselves to petroleum products." Management could do nothing but 

report their losses to the U.S. embassy, which reported them in turn to the beleaguered 

government.203 "If Castro had wanted he could have closed us down in 10 minutes," a 

senior Texaco officer told the Wall Street Journal two days after the fall of the regime.204 

Despite the country's descent toward civil war, Cuban oilmen remained optimistic 

for their long-term prospects in early 1958. A TransCuba stock prospectus in March 1958 

assured investors that, "Notwithstanding changes of political leadership, there has always 

been full respect for private property rights in the Republic of Cuba. American capital has 

been invested in Cuba for many years, and the Cuban peso has enjoyed and continues to 

enjoy parity with the United States dollar."205 The Cabaiguán group, more politically 

exposed, nevertheless were planning for the future. As late as August, the firm sent a 
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proposal to the BANFAIC for a $1.75m loan to build a new refinery of up to 5,000 b/d 

capacity at Cienfuegos, a project to take twelve months and be repaid over ten years.206 

"We expect to be in business here a long time," Lawrence J. "Tex" Brewer, 

president of Esso Standard in Cuba, told the Wall Street Journal in April 1958. Esso, like 

other U.S. firms, was wary of Castro's radical nationalism and inured to the fact that all 

Cuban governments since 1933 had shown a penchant for graft and for varying degrees 

of populist and pro-labor economic nationalism; but they were confident that any 

government that replaced Batista would have to maintain a working relationship with 

U.S. businesses in the interest of national progress. "Political differences come and go, 

but we believe in the economic future of Cuba. We expect Cuba will grow and develop," 

and that Esso would continue to be a partner in that development, Brewer declared.207 

By the end of 1958, however, as Batista's regime neared collapse and Castro 

seemed poised to take power, North American oilmen's opinion was shifting. On 

December 2, Ambassador Smith met with representatives from the U.S. business 

community in Cuba, including mining, banking, cement, and G.W. Potts of Esso. The 

"unanimous" opinion of the group, Smith reported, was that the MR-26-7 was 

"Communist-inspired and dominated," although they had no conclusive evidence to 

prove it. Potts argued that Castro's statements were "extraordinarily similar" to those he 

had heard as Esso's manager in Guatemala during the government of its leftist president 

Jacobo Arbenz, overthrown in a CIA-sponsored coup in 1954. Potts and the other 

businessmen implored the U.S. government to jettison Batista and throw its support to a 
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third force of military and civilian leaders in order to keep Castro out of power.208 But 

management at the head offices in the U.S. continued to believe, optimistically, that a 

Castro-led government, like all of its predecessors, would have to reach an 

accommodation with them and with U.S. business as a whole, and so did not see the need 

to pressure the Eisenhower administration to intervene to head off the rebels' victory.209 

In the fall of 1958 the Eisenhower administration, belatedly, did try to maneuver 

Batista out and a third force in. But the dictator clung to power even as MR-26-7 and DR 

guerrillas came down from the hills to fight pitched battles for control of the cities on the 

plains. As his army collapsed, Batista and his family fled Cuba on New Year's Eve 1958, 

taking some $300m in foreign bank accounts.210 Prominent batistianos like Mujal and the 

Iglesias brothers joined him in exile. Panchín Batista and Antonio Iglesias left behind the 

ruins of their Cabaiguán refinery, which Che Guevara's column put to the torch as it 

advanced westward towards the decisive battle for the city of Santa Clara.211 Its ruin 

marks the closing of the circle in the Batista's regime's policy of state-subsidized private-

sector oil development, and the end of an era in the history of Cuban oil nationalism. 

 

Conclusion 

The prevailing interpretation of the Cuban crisis of the 1950s is that it was 
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desperately, had authorized the Grupo to dismantle and relocate the refinery and to continue receiving their 
tax breaks so long as they still met the drilling obligations in their contract with the Development 
Commission. "Autorizan Traslado de Refinerías de Petróleo," CEYF 33:392 (November 1958): 6. 
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fundamentally one of unfulfilled expectations, of Cubans' recognition of the widening 

gap between their aspirations for a modern, independent, progressive, and prosperous 

nation, on the one hand, and their politically and economically stagnant reality, on the 

other, with the root causes of the malaise being some combination of the venality and 

ineffectiveness of Cuba's political class and the structural deficiencies of Cuba's sugar-

dependent economy.212 This interpretation, however, misses a root cause by failing to 

recognize energy's role in bringing about this impasse and these unmet expectations.  

Fulgencio Batista had promised, but ultimately failed to deliver, oil-fueled 

development to Cuba during his almost seven years of dictatorship, and indeed, during 

some two and a half decades of political life from 1933 to 1958. Under his Plan de 

Desarrollo Económico y Social between 1955 and 1958, the Cuban economy created only 

8,000 new industrial jobs, but saw roughly 150,000 young men enter the labor force.213 

The new Esso, Shell, and Texaco refineries symbolized both the best and the worst of 

Batista's development strategy. They were large-scale, prominent, state-of-the-art 

industrial installations, employing skilled and well-compensated Cuban workers, built in 

large part due to his tax breaks and lending policies for attracting capital investment. But 

they were owned by huge multinationals, remitted their profits abroad to foreign 

shareholders, and were managed by foreigners or, in Shell's case, by one of Batista's 

known Cuban cronies. Moreover, the refineries brought Cuba no closer to energy 

independence, running, as they did, on foreign crude.  

It was in oil exploration that the batistato disappointed most. Cubans had seized 

on the Jatibonico discovery in 1954 as a sign that Cuba's long-awaited arrival as a 

																																																								
212 Pérez, On Becoming, ch. 7, advances this interpretation persuasively, but without attention to energy. 
213 Pérez, Cuba Between Reform and Revolution, 228. 
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significant oil producer was finally at hand, and Batista's regime had played up these 

expectations for its own political gain. The ensuing exploration boom had raised 

expectations for an economic transformation that would have been hard to realize even if 

the field had turned out to be much more significant than it did. The ensuing boom and 

bust had left widespread disillusionment with Batista's policies of generous loans and 

concessions for private oil exploration.  

This newly awakened and aggrieved oil nationalism was a potential source of 

convergence for the full spectrum of opposition across constituencies as disparate as the 

PSP, the liberal and radical wings of the MR-26-7, the civic resistance, former Auténticos 

and Ortodoxos, and even conservative business nationalists. Strong currents of thought 

within each of these political tendencies held that oil production was the key for Cuba's 

economic development; that Batista's policies had failed to deliver on their promises; that 

private, especially foreign, oil companies had failed to develop Cuba's expected oil 

resources, which Cubans now almost universally believed to be substantial; and that a 

firmer regulatory hand, at least, from the state was needed to curb fraud and speculation, 

prevent the monopolization and blocking of concessions by foreigners, and to bring about 

more drilling on the island. Potential divergences of course existed, especially on whether 

the foreign majors' lack of oil production resulted from bad luck and insufficient 

investment or from a deliberate decision to sit on Cuba's oil reserves, and on the potential 

role of a state oil company and the future of foreign-owned exploration concessions. But 

even PSP affiliates had signaled some openness to the state's preserving, even assisting, 

Cuban oil companies in their exploration work and foreign companies in the downstream 

sector, if they could reconcile themselves to the post-revolutionary economic nationalist 
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order. By 1958, in sum, politically engaged Cubans agreed that their island had vast oil 

resources waiting to be exploited, and that a revolutionary new approach to state-led oil 

development was needed for Cuba to achieve economic development and independence. 

By the end of the batistato Cuban energy insecurity remained as severe as ever. 

Rising consumption and continued negligible production meant that the country's net cost 

for fossil-fuel imports (coal and oil imports, minus the value of oil-product exports) in 

1958 was over $66m, all in hard currency, and made up its highest-ever proportion of 

total imports at 8.5%.214 But the economic data masked one important change in the 

nature of Cuba's energy insecurity and in the character of the American oil empire of 

which Cuba remained an important, if increasingly discontented, part. Though as 

dependent as ever on foreign crude, the island was now self-sufficient in refining 

capacity. So long as the Cuban government was not inclined to challenge Esso, Shell, and 

Texaco's position in Cuba or the latent hegemony of the U.S. government over Cuba's oil 

supply, being dependent on imported crude versus imported refined products seemed a 

distinction without a difference. But this evolution in the character of the American oil 

empire in Cuba would be of vital importance in the new, revolutionary era. A new 

government, steeped in the most confrontational strains of Cuban oil nationalism and 

committed to the rapid achievement of economic independence, was coming to power 

with both the means and the motive to challenge U.S. hegemony over Cuba's oil industry. 

																																																								
214 Data from Comercio Exterior. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Oil Nationalisms in a Revolutionary Time 

January 1959-February 1960 
 

By the end of 1958, three decades' worth of Cuban governments of all stripes – 

populist, nationalist, democratic, and authoritarian – had raised expectations but largely 

failed to deliver on their promises of economic independence via oil-fueled 

industrialization. The second half of this study proceeds to trace how the tensions and 

contradictions in Cuban oil nationalism built up during the previous decades reached their 

climax and resolution during the first two years of the Revolution.  

Like all of its predecessors since September 1933, the government that came to 

power in January 1959 claimed to embody a revolutionary impulse to transform Cuban 

society. Economic development through agricultural diversification and industrialization 

were once again central to this latest revolutionary nationalist program. Fidel Castro's 

government, like all of its predecessors since Machado in the late 1920s, confronted 

Cuba's energy deficiencies as a fundamental obstacle to this developmental agenda, and 

sought to overcome this obstacle through greater action by the state.  

What distinguished this iteration of Cuban revolutionary oil nationalism was that 

it embraced and acted upon the most confrontational aspects of the narratives of oil 

nationalism that had taken root during the previous decade, propagated, as we shall see, 

by individuals who now held considerable power in the new state. In moving from 

coexistence toward confrontation with the oil companies the Revolution declared that the 

interests of the companies – for maximum profits – and of the Cuban nation – for 

immediately putting the island's oil resources at the service of industrial development – 

were fundamentally incompatible. In rhetoric and in practice, revolutionaries challenged 
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corporate, private-sector oil nationalism by expanding the power of the state. 

This chapter traces the efforts of the oil companies, the Revolutionary 

government, and the U.S. government to reach new modus vivendi during the Cuban 

Revolution's first fourteen months. After a period of uneasy coexistence from January to 

October 1959, relations among these three began to unravel thereafter, as the Cuban state 

signaled that it would move into direct competition with private oil firms. Recent 

accounts of the oil crisis of 1960 (treated in the following chapters) neglect this context; 

early analyses of the Revolution that did acknowledge it did so without the benefit of the 

declassified U.S. and British documents and the Cuban sources analyzed here, and 

without the context of Cuban energy history developed in the previous chapters.1  

Two things distinguished Cuba's new revolutionary government from previous 

regimes. One was the impatience and sense of urgency with which the leadership 

approached the problem of Cuba's need for economic diversification and 

industrialization; continuing a trend visible since the late 1920s, this meant asserting a 

greater role for the Cuban state in the organization of the Cuban economy. The second 

aspect was the extent of its determination to distance itself politically and economically 

from the United States and to assert a more independent foreign policy. In the context of 

the Cold War, this meant expanding Cuba's diplomatic and economic ties to both the 

emerging, nonaligned "Third World" and to the Communist world.  

																																																								
1Richard E. Welch, Jr., Response to Revolution: The United States and the Cuban Revolution, 1959-1961 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985): 52-4; Morris H. Morley, Imperial State and 
Revolution: The United States and Cuba, 1952-1986 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987): 102-
7, 312-3; Lars Schoultz, That Infernal Little Cuban Republic: The United States and the Cuban Revolution 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009): 119-121; Cole Blasier, “The Elimination of United 
States Influence,” in Carmelo Mesa-Lago (ed), Revolutionary Change in Cuba (University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1971): 43-80; James O'Connor, The Origins of Socialism in Cuba (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1970): 160-65; Michael Tanzer, The Political Economy of International Oil and the Underdeveloped 
Countries (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969): 327-44; Harvey O'Connor, World Crisis in Oil (New York: 
Monthly Review Press, 1962): 255-68. 
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The problem of Cuba's energy insecurity brought these two novel aspects 

together. By February 1960 oil became key to this reorientation, in ways that, as we shall 

see, could not have been the case for previous Cuban governments. The Castro 

government's commitment to rapid state-led economic development and to foreign-policy 

independence brought a new player, the Soviet Union, into Cuba's oil picture, a departure 

that virtually guaranteed economic conflict with the multinational oil companies and 

political conflict with the United States. Months before the oil conflict came fully into the 

open, the stage had been set for oil to play a central role in the drama upon which the fate 

of the Revolution and U.S.-Cuban relations would turn. 

 

Initial Optimism 

 When Batista resigned and Castro's rebel movement took power beginning on 

January 1, 1959, a guarded optimism prevailed among oilmen on the island. "As 1959 

starts Cuba has a new government, and the civil war that has divided the country for so 

long has ended," wrote the North American editors of Cuba Petroleum News Digest, the 

country's English-language trade journal, which reflected the views of both Cuban and 

foreign oil executives in Cuba. "Predictions are widespread that Cuba is entering a period 

of prosperity and calm, and it is anticipated that the oil industry will benefit from this 

condition," as exploration and marketing activities could proceed without interference 

after the disruptions of the civil war.2 The new government, like all its predecessors since 

Machado in the 1920s, came to power pledging to foster economic diversification and 

industrialization. Such a policy, of course, would entail increased energy consumption, 

																																																								
2 "Important Notice," Cuba Petroleum News Digest [hereafter CPND] 11:1 (January 1, 1959): 1. This issue 
was delayed due to the revolution. 
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and given the absence of alternative power sources in Cuba, increased oil consumption 

would be the inevitable result. The major oil distributors were of course sensitive to this 

reality, and expected to weather whatever transitional turbulence lay ahead in order to 

continue to participate profitably in the growth of the Cuban market, as they had 

throughout Cuba's chaotic republican half-century. 

Texaco, in particular, had cause for relief. Its refinery outside Santiago had been 

in rebel-held territory for much of 1958, its fuel stocks and deliveries routinely pilfered 

by rebel soldiers, often with the aid of sympathetic employees.3 "If Castro had wanted he 

could have closed us down in 10 minutes," one vice president told the Wall Street 

Journal in the wake of the rebel victory.4 That he had not, and showed no signs of doing 

so now, was a positive sign for the company's management. A return to calm in Cuba, 

and especially in Oriente Province, could only benefit Texaco's operations. 

In early January Esso declared that it "shared the popular jubilation" upon the 

Revolution's triumph and expected to play its part in the country's "rapid recovery."5 

Anticipating further industrialization and agricultural mechanization, the firm invested $1 

million in 1959 to expand the Belot refinery's capacity to produce and blend lubricants 

and greases.6 In March it issued a press release to dispel rumors that it was considering 

pulling out of Cuba: "It is absurd to think that Esso is going to leave Cuba at the very 

																																																								
3 Department of State [hereafter DOS] memorandum of conversation [memcon], Marion J. Epley, Jr. (Vice 
President, Texaco) with Mr. Snow (DOS Bureau of American Republics Affairs [ARA]), Mr. Leonhardy 
(DOS-ARA Office of Caribbean and Mexican Affairs [CMA]), and Mr. Little (CMA), November 28, 1958, 
837.2553/11-2858, Box 4373, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration II [NARA]. All NARA 
documents in this chapter are from the State Department General Records, Record Group 59. Those with a 
decimal are from the Central File, 1955-59 or 1960-3; those from the Lot Files are indicated as such.  
4 "U.S. Concerns Say Cuban Concerns Won't be Hampered by the Change in Government," WSJ, January 
2, 1959, 3.  
5 Revolución, January 10, 1959, 1. 
6 Esso Standard Oil Company, Esso in Cuba: 1882 to Expropriation [pamphlet] (Coral Gables, FL: 1960); 
ExxonMobil Historical Collection, Briscoe Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin. 
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time that petroleum products are most necessary for the industrialization of the country. 

Our business, which has continuously made investments and enlarged its installations, 

includes the largest refinery in Cuba, provides about half the consumption of petroleum 

products in the Cuban market, provides directly work for more than a thousand people 

and benefits, in one way or another, some ten thousand persons connected with our 

operations."7 For now, a Cuba without Standard Oil was simply unthinkable. 

Esso's public relations in 1959 aligned the firm with the Revolution's promotion 

of Cuban industrialization and agrarian modernization. Esso Agrícola, the firm's 

bimonthly magazine for the agricultural sector, continued to highlight the benefits of oil-

based agrarian modernization, running articles 

on the uses and benefits of tractors and 

irrigation pumps and advertisements for Esso 

fuels, lubricants, and pesticides.8 In summer 

1959 Esso launched an advertising campaign 

in several general-interest periodicals to draw 

public attention to the myriad ways in which 

the firm helped foster Cuba's industrialization. 

Esso's plastics, lubricants, and petrochemicals 

were vital inputs for other industries, the ads 

showed, while the Belot refinery and service 

stations provided steady business for Cuba's construction workers and manufacturers of 

																																																								
7 "Esso Squelches Rumors," CPND 11:7 (April 1, 1959): 7. 
8 See for example H.D. Haynes, "Las Maquinarias Amplían el Horizonte Agrícola," Esso Agrícola 15:3 
(June 1959): 4-7, Biblioteca Nacional "José Martí" [hereafter BNJM]. 

Figure 13 Esso lionizes the guajiro and 
Cuba's agrarian modernization. Carteles 
(June 21, 1959). (Library of Congress). 
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textiles, tires, and storage tanks, among others.9 Another campaign, launched after the 

Agrarian Reform Law (discussed below), showed how rural Cubans earned their living 

with the help of Esso-fueled machines. "This tractor is my life," declared a smiling 

guajiro seated on his machine in one example in the series. The caption went on:  

This tractor is part of the life of a man who works from sunup to sundown, pulling 
his family's sustenance from the furrowed earth. Some time ago he changed his 
oxen for this tractor which is today his best friend – and almost runs by itself – 
and the two of them pool their strength to do the day's work, as soon as the rooster 
crows to announce the new day. Esso Standard Oil, which has been developing its 
activities in Cuba for more than 75 years, feels proud to be able to supply men 
such as this, who live and work all across the Island, with the oil products they 
need to earn their living through their day's work. [Figure 13]. 
 

Other examples in the series celebrated Cuba's fishermen and truckers.10 Throughout the 

Revolution's first year, therefore, Standard was publicly supportive of the Revolution's 

economic agenda and its spirit of modernization. 

Shell, by contrast, remained under pressure from the revolutionary movement 

even after the armed rebellion was over, as result of the notorious support of its Cuban 

manager, Julio Iglesias, for Batista. Both men were now in exile, but as the rebels settled 

into governing the island, the boycott of British goods they had declared in Law #4 of the 

Sierra Maestra in October 1958, in retaliation for the British aircraft sale to Batista, 

remained in place. Because of Iglesias' public backing of the dictator, his alleged role as 

broker of the arms sale, and Shell's status as the largest and most prominent British 

interest in the country, Shell products had been the focal point of the boycott. By early 

February 1959, Shell sales were down by as much as 40%.11 Furthermore, the Shell 

employees, in the heady environment of popular mobilization in the Revolution's early 

																																																								
9 Esso advertisements, Carteles 40:26 (June 28, 1959), 40:27 (July 5, 1959), and 40:33 (August 16, 1959). 
10 Esso advertisement, Carteles 40:25 (June 21, 1959), and Diario de la Marina, June 16, 1959. 
11 Embassy of the United Kingdom [UKE] Havana (Ambassador Stanley Fordham) telegram 58 to Foreign 
Office [FO], February 4, 1959; AK1051/32, FO371/139431, United Kingdom National Archives [UKNA].  
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days, were making great demands of the company's interim management, including wage 

increases and the building of 100 houses for the workers at company expense. If 

management were to refuse, the union leaders threatened, the workers would occupy the 

Shell refinery and other company facilities and press the Revolutionary government to 

nationalize the company, as had been threatened in the rebels' Law #4. While stopping 

short of demanding an official apology from the British government for the aircraft sales, 

the union leaders suggested that a statement of regret would help mend relations.12	

Shell management negotiated a deal with the workers, who were in touch with the 

Cuban authorities, and on the night of February 6-7, Fidel visited the Shell refinery to 

make a speech before roughly half of the firm's 4500 Cuban employees, organized by the 

Revolutionary Committee of the company union.13 Under a large "Welcome, Fidel!" 

banner, Castro told the crowd that with Iglesias gone, the interim Shell management had 

met the conditions for the lifting of the boycott by agreeing to contribute to the 

government's housing program and raise salaries by up to 100% for the lowest-paid 

workers, bringing them up to the wages paid by Esso, the best in the industry. Although 

the government would be within its rights to intervene or even confiscate the company 

due to the labor strife and Iglesias' alleged role in brokering the arms sale, Fidel declared 

that, "we are not prepared at this moment for a measure like that. This is the situation: it 

would be a tactical mistake [una medida antitáctica] at this time. ...It would mean 

immersing ourselves in a great conflict, when we have other conflicts ahead of us."14 

																																																								
12 FO telegram 36 to UKE Havana, January 31, 1959; Henry Hankey (FO-American Department [A]), 
minute, February 3, 1959; and UKE Havana (Fordham) Telegram 57 to FO, February 3, 1959, all in AK 
1051/31, FO371/139431, UKNA. 
13 This episode is recounted briefly in Christopher Hull, British Diplomacy and U.S. Hegemony in Cuba, 
1898-1964 (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2013): 155. 
14 Regino Martín, "'Nuestra Petición al Pueblo es Que Cese el Boicot a la Shell,' Dijo el Líder Fidel 
Castro," Carteles 40:8 (February 22, 1959): 58. "Intervention," a Cuban practice since the Revolution of 
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While its effect was reassuring in the short term, at least to oil executives, the statement 

can, with the benefit of hindsight, be taken as a harbinger of conflicts to come. 

The Foreign Office interpreted Fidel's actions as an effort to keep pressure on the 

British government to apologize for selling aircraft to Batista while giving all parties a 

way to smooth things over. British diplomats expressed regret at the misunderstanding to 

their Cuban counterparts, and all the parties took the chance to move forward. Shell had 

been considering a wage increase for some time, so the concessions were not onerous, 

especially given the alternatives of a continued boycott or government confiscation.15  

Indeed, Shell tried to spin the attention 

from the Revolutionary forces into a positive. 

The firm put Fidel's appearance at the refinery 

on the cover of its promotional magazine for 

clients, running a short article emphasizing 

the revolutionary enthusiasm of Shell staff 

while providing no detail whatsoever on the 

substance of Fidel's address or the  

disputes that had brought it about [Figure 

14]. The next issue included a photo spread of 

																																																								
1933, was a measure by which the government temporarily took over management of a private company, 
usually during a labor-management dispute or other crisis that threatened employment or continued 
production in a vital sector, without expropriating and assuming permanent ownership of the firm's assets. 
15 UKE Havana to FO-A, February 11, 1959, with enclosed "Extracts from Dr. Fidel Castro's Speech at the 
Shell Refinery on Friday, February 6, 1959;" AK 1051/37, FO 371/139431, UKNA. Fordham, letter 
1011/59 to Hankey, February 11, 1959; AK 1051/38, FO 371/139432, UKNA. D.H.T. Hildyard (FO), 
memo, "Anglo-Cuban Relations," February 24, 1959; AK 1051/42, FO 371/139432, UKNA. The wage 
hike seems to have applied only to the approximately 500 refinery workers, not the 4,000-strong workforce 
of the Shell service stations across the island; the latter appealed directly to Fidel in early March that they 
too should receive comparable benefits, according to a brief note in the Communist Party newspaper. 
"Movimiento Sindical," Noticias de Hoy [hereafter Hoy], March 4, 1959, 4.   

Figure 14 Shell welcomes Fidel to its Havana 
refinery. Cliente Shell (Nov/Dec 1958 [sic.]). 
(Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba). 
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bearded guerrillas filling up with Shell gasoline on the drive home to Oriente province 

from Havana.16 Shell had belatedly climbed aboard the revolutionary bandwagon; indeed, 

it was now making an effort to be seen filling up that wagon's tank. 

The delicate transition of its labor and government relations accomplished, Shell, 

like Texaco and Esso, publicly aligned itself with the new government's agricultural 

modernization and industrial development agenda and was poised to participate in the 

expected growth of its Cuban market. When Fidel paid a visit to the Shell booth at the 

Exposition of Cuban Products at the University of Havana later that spring, the company 

took the opportunity to transfer the 1950s narratives of the oil companies as promoters of 

national progress into the new context of the Revolution and its national development 

agenda. In the March-April issue of Cliente Shell a photo of the bearded Prime Minister 

inspecting the Shell display was captioned to tout the various fuels and other products 

"made by Cuban hands" in the Havana refinery and highlight those products' role as 

"vital raw materials for the development of our industries in the [Revolution's] vast plan 

to improve the national economy."17 When state-organized agricultural cooperatives were 

formed as part of the Revolution's agrarian reform later that summer, Shell publicists 

went out of their way to display support for the new ventures. Cliente Shell did a glowing 

feature story on the Antonio Maceo Agricultural Cooperative in Havana Province, where 

tomatoes, beans, and root vegetables were being grown under state auspices – using Shell 

pesticides, fertilizers, and tractor fuel – on lands confiscated from "the sadly remembered 

[Eusebio] Mujal," the now-exiled former boss of the national labor federation. Modern 

cooperatives such as this, the story concluded, were "a legitimate source of pride for all 

																																																								
16 "¡Fidel en la Refinería!" Cliente Shell 4:31 (November-December 1958 [sic]): 12-13; "De la Habana para 
Oriente: Barbudos que Viajan con Shell," Cliente Shell 5:32 (January-February 1959): 7; BNJM. 
17 "Shell en la Exposición de Productos Cubanos" Cliente Shell 5:33 (March-April, 1959): 8; BNJM. 
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of us," a declaration firmly aligning Shell with the government's agrarian reform.18  

Like its predecessors since 1938, the new Cuban government sought to promote 

domestic oil exploration as a means to facilitate its economic development program. The 

initial signals were that this exploration push would be undertaken in cooperation, not 

conflict, with private oil companies. In April, the National Development Commission, 

which had been incorporated into the new Public Works Ministry under the leadership of 

the engineer Manuel Ray, announced that the government was studying the possibility of 

issuing a new petroleum law to further stimulate drilling in Cuba. Oilmen received with 

pleasure the indications that more liberal financing from the state may be forthcoming.19 

The new Minister of Agriculture, Humberto Sorí Marín, addressed the Havana Petroleum 

Club on April 10, assuring them that the government had not yet made any decisions and 

that no changes to the existing laws would be made without previous consultations with 

all sectors of the oil industry, perhaps through an open forum. He told the industry 

representatives present "that the government needed the cooperation of all those who had 

been engaged in trying to develop Cuba's oil potentialities, and added that the 

government, for its part, would do everything possible to aid in the search for oil, the 

discovery of which in commercial quantities would do so much for the national 

economy." Sorí Marín's statements, and his maintaining of several competent technicians 

and administrators from the old regime in their posts overseeing the industry, were seen 

as most reassuring to the private oil industry.20 

																																																								
18 " Ellos También Usan Shell: Cooperativa Agrícola Antonio Maceo," Cliente Shell 5:37 (November-
December 1959): 4-6, BNJM. 
19 "Drilling Report," CPND 11:7 (April 1, 1959): 1. 
20 "Agriculture Minister Speaks," CPND 11:8 (April 15, 1959): 6. The U.S. embassy took approving note 
of the address. U.S. Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana (Commercial Attaché Edward Price), Despatch 
1207, April 23, 1959, 837.2553/4-2359, Box 4373, NARA. 
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The expectation that the new sense of dynamism and progress under the 

Revolution would lead to a redoubling of oil exploration by private enterprise was not 

confined to industry insiders. In April the magazine Bohemia, Cuba's widest-circulating 

weekly, ran an article by Nivio López Pellón, one of the investigative journalists who had 

covered the oil boom throughout the 1950s. López Pellón acknowledged that oil drilling 

in Cuba was completely paralyzed and that many foreign exploration companies had 

pulled out entirely; however, he claimed, "It was not for lack of faith in finding oil in 

commercial quantities in Cuba" that had driven the exploration companies out in 1958, 

but rather the civil war. With peace now restored, "This hour of liberation well deserves 

that oil exploration efforts be the work of many, that fresh forces and new capital inject 

themselves, that the many millions of pesos already invested not be in vain, and that the 

new hopes now arising soon bring to Cuba what we all hope for and what geology and 

geophysics continue to affirm about our land: OIL!" The companies might be "indecisive 

for reasons beyond the petroleum economy and perhaps are awaiting a definition of the 

Revolutionary Government's investment policies," he acknowledged. However, neither 

foreign nor domestic investors could ignore the truth that "all of world science holds that 

in Cuba there must be sufficient oil," as reported by Cuban, U.S., Mexican, and 

Venezuelan geologists, and as affirmed by "the oil find at Jatibonico ... [which] like an 

announcement from nature, alerted the world of Cuba's great oil possibilities." All of the 

mid-1950s optimism that oil would transform the economic life of the country remained 

in place in the new revolutionary context. "At any given moment," López reminded his 

readers, a major oil strike would mean "converting us overnight into the richest country 

on earth: sugar and oil, the one, sweet and white, the other, coveted and black; the two 
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wheels upon which to travel happily in this world: food by which the world lives, and 

energy by which men and nations move. ...At any moment [these efforts] can change the 

entire economy of the country; that is what we hope."21 Nature itself, López asserted, 

must be on the side of the nation and the Revolution. 

Commentators such as López Pellón and officials such as Sorí Marín – and 

oilmen themselves – clearly envisioned a cooperative relationship between the new 

government and private capital in oil exploration. Cuban capitalists like Pepín Bosch of 

the Trans-Cuba Oil Company, who had opposed Batista and favored the rebels, remained 

in favor and were celebrated in López's article. But even in the Revolution's early 

months, when moderates still predominated in the new government, there were signs of 

friction and competition between the state and the private oil industry. As early as 

January 21 – even before he assumed the post of Prime Minister – Fidel told a million-

person mass rally in Havana that in order for Cuba to become economically as well as 

politically independent, the new government would annul all the "onerous" concessions 

that Batista had made to the foreign monopolies.22 For the time being, the government's 

conflict was primarily with the U.S.-owned telephone and electricity monopolies, both of 

them longstanding targets of public criticism and whipping boys for the nationalist Left 

since the early 1930s, and not with the foreign oil companies. But the domestic 

beneficiaries of Batista's oil concessions were not immune from government pressure. 

The Refinería Cabaiguán group, the other of the two principal oil consortia 

(alongside Trans-Cuba) founded on Cuban capital during the 1950s, was among the first 

private firms subjected to intervention by the revolutionary state. Given that in addition to 

																																																								
21 Nivio López Pellón, "Nuevas Esperanzas en el Petróleo Cubano," Bohemia 51:16 (April 19, 1959): 46. 
22 "'No Solo Queremos Ser Libres Políticamente Sino Económicamente Libres También' – Fidel," Hoy, 
January 22, 1959, 1.  
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Antonio Iglesias, the group's principal shareholders had included the deposed dictator's 

brother "Panchín" Batista and other prominent batistianos then in exile, the intervention 

was neither surprising nor controversial. Having assumed management of the firm's 

property, the state undertook to rehabilitate the small Cabaiguán refinery, rendered 

inoperable by the rebel column under the command of the Argentine revolutionary 

Ernesto "Che" Guevara had when the fighting reached the central plains in late 1958. The 

plant reopened under National Development Commission management in early August 

1959, bringing the Cuban state for the first time into the oil-refining business.23  

The Development Commission also repossessed the National 75 rig that had 

started the oil boom at Jatibonico in 1954, and announced plans to commence drilling in 

its own right, with Public Works Minister Ray stating that "we are at least going to 

explore where exploration should be done" and where private concessionaires had 

declined. It created a commission, headed by the venerable Cuban engineer Jorge 

Brodermann and staffed by former Esso and Texaco geologists, among others, to produce 

a detailed topographical map of the island within four years, in order to facilitate oil 

exploration, and initiated surface geological studies in Jatibonico and Pinar del Río with 

an eye toward possible drilling operations.24 With these initial steps, the Cuban state by 

August 1959 was finally participating, on its own account, in the oil industry in 

"upstream" exploration work, as well as in refining, albeit on a quite modest scale.  

By late summer 1959 the Revolution was clearly moving in a more statist 

direction. The landmark Agrarian Reform Law of May 17, 1959 brought the first large-

																																																								
23 "Cabaiguán Refinery Reopens" CPND 11:16 (August 15, 1959): 1. The refinery's workers had petitioned 
the new government in February to reopen the plant, stating that its continued closure "without just cause" 
was harming the 100 local families that it had supported. "Resumen Sindical," Hoy, Feburary 13, 1959, 2. 
24 "Government Reorganization," CPND 11:5 (March 1, 1959): 5; "National Development Commission," 
CPND 11:10 (May 15, 1959): 6. 
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scale expropriation of large private landholdings and the creation of a powerful new 

National Institute of Agrarian Reform (Instituto Nacional de Reforma Agraria, INRA) to 

administer their redistribution to tenants and state-run cooperatives. The law also began 

the ascendancy of the radical wing of the Revolution's leadership, embodied by Guevara, 

who became chief of INRA's Industrialization Department. In addition to the lawyer 

Osvaldo Dorticós, the Minister for the Drafting of Revolutionary Laws (and soon to be 

Cuba's President), it was primarily the work of the geologist and geographer Antonio 

Núñez Jiménez, who became INRA's Executive Director, and the economic journalist 

Oscar Pino Santos, who became Núñez Jiménez's second and chief of INRA's Bureau of 

Production and Foreign Commerce. All three had been publicly or secretly affiliated with 

Cuba's Communist Party (the Partido Socialista Popular, PSP) in the 1950s, and the 

latter two (as seen in the Chapter 4) were among the principal authors of the narrative that 

the foreign oil companies had conspired to block the development of Cuba's oil potential. 

Agriculture Minister Sorí Marín, humiliated at his exclusion from the law's drafting, 

promptly resigned, to be replaced by a more leftist figure.25 With him went the promises 

he had made on the government's behalf to the Petroleum Club, and the hope for 

cooperation between the state and private enterprise in oil exploration. The following 

months would see the ascendant Núñez Jiménez, Pino Santos, and other officials put into 

practice the discourse of conflict they had helped to shape while in opposition.   

																																																								
25 Also influential in drafting the law were Alfredo Guevara, also a PSP member, and Vilma Espín, head of 
the Federation of Cuban Women (and wife of Raúl Castro). On the drafting and the consequences of the 
Agrarian Reform Law see Jon Lee Anderson, Che Guevara: A Revolutionary Life (New York: Grove Press, 
1997): 404-6, 423; Oscar Pino Santos, Los Tiempos de Fidel, El Che y Mao: Tal y Como los Conocí 
(Mexico City: Editorial Nuestro Tiempo, 1997): 190-91; Lillian Guerra, Visions of Power in Cuba: 
Revolution, Redemption, and Resistance, 1959-1971 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
2013): 60; Louis A. Pérez, Jr. Cuba: between Reform and Revolution. 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2006): 243-6; and Hugh Thomas, Cuba: The Pursuit of Freedom (New York: Harper, 
Row, 1971): 1215-34. In late July a power struggle would see Dorticós elevated to Cuba's presidency with 
Fidel's blessing, replacing the moderate judge Manuel Urrutia, who had fallen out with Castro.  
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Competition and Conflict 

In the first few months of the Revolution, the foreign oil companies maintained 

satisfactory relationships with the new government. The oil majors, for example, were 

prominent among those large enterprises that paid their 1959 taxes in advance in order to 

bolster the new government's finances – in a rather more popular and much less 

controversial echo of their advances to the Machado government in the early 1930s.26 

Beginning in October 1959, however, the revolutionary government came into open 

competition with the private oil industry, passing two laws that fundamentally reshaped 

Cuba's oil sector. Analysis of the government's statements and actions, both public and 

private, show how the new policy of confrontation was symptomatic of the rising power 

of the more radical elements of the revolutionary leadership, and marked the putting into 

practice of the most confrontational aspects of the nationalist narratives of Cuba's oil 

ecology that had originated in the 1940s and had taken root during the 1950s boom and 

bust. Faced with this official hostility, private oil exploration in Cuba was effectively 

driven out. The big refining and marketing companies – Esso, Texaco, and Shell – still 

believed that they could weather the storm and retain their place in Cuba; but, in the 

midst of a worsening national economic situation, economic factors began to complicate 

the firms' relations with the government.  

By the fall of 1959 Cuba's economic position – already precarious after the civil 

war – further deteriorated. In June world sugar prices on the spot market had reached 

their lowest figure since 1941. The annual budget deficit of $50 million under Batista had 

only worsened under the new government, which struggled to reconcile its commitment 
																																																								
26 Philip Bonsal, Cuba, Castro and the United States (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1971): 147 
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to social and development spending with the drain on export revenues, capital flight, and 

collapsing tourism revenues. The Agrarian Reform Law sapped confidence in domestic 

and foreign businesses in other sectors and led to a marked decline in investment. Foreign 

exchange reserves at the time of Batista's flight stood at only $77 million; with the 

decline in sugar prices, Cuba was expected to lose $150 million during the year. Controls 

on foreign exchange and imports were imposed swiftly, but failed to fully stem the 

outflow.27 In increasingly dire financial straits, the government began to delay 

authorizing the Cuban subsidiaries of foreign companies to exchange the pesos they 

earned in Cuba for dollars to remit to parent companies abroad. The oil companies 

informed the U.S. embassy in October that the backlog of dollar remittances owed to 

them since the last authorization on August 26 had reached $23 million. The Cuban 

branches of Shell, Texaco, and Standard were stuck buying crude oil from their affiliates 

in Venezuela on credit or with dollars borrowed from the parent companies, while the 

revenue from their fuel sales in Cuba were trapped in unconvertible pesos on the island.28 

In the midst of this economic difficulty, the inner circle of the Revolutionary 

leadership remained committed to transforming Cuba's economy; in private, furthermore, 

they determined that this transformation would be done along socialist lines. On October 

1, in his secret first meeting with a Soviet official, Fidel Castro, according to Soviet 

documents, told the KGB's senior Latin America officer that adopting socialism, and 

receiving economic support from the Soviet Union, were the only means through which 

the Revolution could overcome the hostility of big businesses and the U.S. government 

																																																								
27 Morley, Imperial State and Revolution, 76-81. 
28 USE Havana (E.A. Gilmore, Jr., Counselor for Economic Affairs), Despatch 597, October 19, 1959, 
837.00/10-1959, Box 4363, NARA. 
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and achieve real independence.29 A few days later, Che Guevara told a meeting of the 

INRA leadership, including Fidel, Núñez Jimenez, and Pino Santos, that comprehensive 

plans were only just beginning for the development of the national economy. Fidel 

responded that, "in ten years the living standard in Cuba will be the highest in the world." 

When reminded that this was a more ambitious goal even than Maoist China, which had 

announced its intention through the great Leap Forward to overtake Britain within ten 

years, Fidel responded euphorically that within ten years, Cuba would leave Britain 60 

years behind, progressing via a socialist "economic democracy" while Britain's Labour 

and Conservative Parties bickered; "Muchacho, in five years there will be nothing except 

INRA, INAV [the National Institute of Housing and Savings] and the Association of 

People's Stores that will meet and deal will the fundamental problems of the country."30  

In public, at least, it was not clear how exactly this state-led development program 

would proceed, nor at what pace, nor precisely what role Cuba's oil industry would play 

in this process. But the goal was clear, based on the leadership's public statements. The 

new edition of Núñez Jiménez's Geografía de Cuba appeared in September 1959, 

intended as the principal text for secondary and higher education in the new 

"revolutionary" curriculum, as the 1954 edition had instructed the members of the rebel 

army and the underground resistance. The central thesis of the text remained unchanged: 

"Nature blessed our island's territory with resources capable of assuring the well-being, 

and more, of all its inhabitants. If this is not currently the case, it is due to the social 

backwardness now prevailing in Cuba, which is contrary to the better exploitation of this 

																																																								
29 Aleksandr Fursenko and Timothy Naftali, "One Hell of a Gamble": Khrushchev, Castro, and Kennedy, 
1958-1964 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1997): 25-34. 
30 Transcript, "Segunda Reunión Nacional del INRA," October 7, 1959; carpeta 116, Antonio Núñez 
Jiménez papers [hereafter ANJP], Fundación Antonio Núñez Jiménez de la Naturaleza y el Hombre, 
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wealth of resources." Whereas the old regime had failed to properly develop and 

distribute the potential wealth to be derived from Cuba's soil, waters, forests, minerals, 

and human resources, Núñez now declared, "The Revolutionary Government is dedicated 

to putting the exploitation of our resources at the service of the nation, in an intense 

struggle against economic underdevelopment and its disastrous economic, social and 

political consequences." Cuban Nature, Núñez argued, would be fully mobilized to 

support the Revolution's project of national transformation and redemption. 

When it came to oil specifically, Núñez remained convinced both of Cuba's oil 

potential and of the sinister motives behind its unconsummated state. In the wake of the 

1954 Jatibonico discovery, he claimed, "All are in agreement about the important oil 

reserves that our geological structures should contain." The experience of the 1954-58 

boom since his initial publication only confirmed for Núñez the conspiracy narrative 

about the foreign companies all the way back to the discovery of the Bacuranao field in 

1917: "In our country some oil wells have been exploited for some time, but this 

exploitation has not been intense, since the exploration needed to reach the large deposits 

of this hydrocarbon have not been done, or because in the cases in which it has been done 

by large foreign oil monopolies, they have kept their discoveries secret, in accordance 

with their policy of keeping Cuba as an oil reserve while they exploit oil in other 

countries. ... The interest of these companies is to make it appear as though no oil exists 

in Cuba with the idea to maintain our presumptive deposits in reserve in case of war." 

The updated edition reveals how Núñez hoped to definitively change the course of 

Cuba's energy history: "Now, with a Revolutionary Government in power, which has 

demonstrated its deep concern with rescuing Cuba's natural resources and putting them 
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into production for the benefit of the nation, it is to be hoped that the Government will 

put into practice an oil policy that will lead to the discovery of our own oil deposits for 

large-scale exploitation, providing the country with such an essential element in modern 

life and one so necessary for its industrial development." Having long ago formed his 

opinion of the fundamental incompatibility of interests between the foreign companies 

and the Cuban nation regarding the immediate development of Cuba's oil resources, 

Núñez, now among the most powerful figures in the economic administration of the 

Revolution, was in position to act upon that narrative.31   

It gradually became clear that Fidel shared Núñez's point of view. On June 12, 

Castro met with the new U.S. Ambassador, Philip Bonsal, to discuss Washington's 

concerns over the expropriation of U.S.-owned lands under the Agrarian Reform. 

Broadening the conversation, Bonsal defended private enterprise as the best basis for 

development, and upheld the contributions of U.S. investors to the development of the 

Cuban economy; Castro conceded his agreement on this point in general, but reserved 

criticism for "vested interests [intereses creados]" that had gained their position through 

corruption or inappropriate concessions. Asked to explain his government's attitude 

toward private enterprise and foreign investment, Castro responded that his general 

preference was for private over state enterprise, and that foreign investment was welcome 

but national capital was preferable, since the latter was "all in the family" and created no 

internal problems. Basic industries and utilities, he stated, were special cases that should 

be in Cuban rather than foreign hands if possible; state enterprise, he said, was preferable 
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only when the private sector could not or would not "fill an essential need."32   

On September 28 Fidel clarified the oil industry's place in this vision during a 

television appearance with a panel of commentators including Pino Santos. Given the 

foreign exchange crisis, Fidel said, non-essential imports would have to be curtailed to 

prioritize essential industrial inputs, food, and fuel. With that problem in mind, he said, 

"The interest of the nation is fixed on the subsoil and its minerals. The tendency should 

be toward the recovery of these riches, since the nation's resources belong to the nation." 

Approaching the problem with a "revolutionary and patriotic spirit," he said, "We will 

address everything to do with petroleum and minerals." He reassured viewers that the 

government did not wish to pose "obstacles" to private investment in these areas, but in 

an echo of his statements to Bonsal, he declared that where the private sector was not 

working effectively, the state would act. According to Carteles magazine, Fidel's 

"vigorous polemical lines" suggesting a more statist direction and possible confrontation 

with private enterprise caused a "furious journalistic controversy" after his appearance, 

heightening the deepening conflict between the Revolution's liberal and radical bases.33  

The turning point in this broader political struggle came in late October, when 

Fidel made an example of two erstwhile revolutionary comrades-turned-critics, Pedro 

Luís Díaz Lanz and Huber Matos, in order to force Cubans to choose either 

unquestioning loyalty to the Revolution as Fidel defined it or denunciation as a counter-

revolutionary. Díaz Lanz had been chief of the revolutionary air force until he suddenly 
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appeared in exile in the U.S. in September and began to publicly denounce the growing 

influence of Communists in the Revolution. Matos had been military governor of 

Camagüey province until his resignation on anti-communist principle on October 19 and 

ensuing arrest. Both senior officers professed to be loyal revolutionaries but condemned 

what they saw as the creeping and unwelcome infiltration of the Revolution by the 

Communists, particularly in INRA and the armed forces, with the connivance of Che 

Guevara and Raúl Castro. Matos' arrest coincided with the spectacular overflight of 

Havana by Díaz Lanz, who dropped anti-Communist leaflets from a small plane based in 

Miami, and the bombing of the Niagara sugar mill complex by ex-batistiano pilots. 

To display – and enforce – revolutionary unity amidst internal treason and 

external attack, Fidel summoned the people to a million-person mass rally in Havana on 

October 26 and delivered an address that marked a turning point in the Revolution. To the 

febrile crowd he attacked not only the batistiano counter-revolutionaries and traitors such 

as Díaz Lanz and Matos, but also all those who would support them abroad and defend 

them at home. Furthermore, he insinuated foreign (i.e. U.S.) support for the counter-

revolutionaries and posited the fundamental incompatibility of U.S. and Cuban interests. 

The Revolution's policies – agrarian reform, reduction of rents and utility rates, 

protecting domestic industries and encouraging Cubans to buy Cuban products, 

conserving foreign exchange, buying tractors instead of Cadillacs – are nationalist 

policies, Cuban policies, he said. In contrast, "Those who are not Cuban are the foreign 

monopolies. The electric company is not Cuban. The telephone company is not Cuban. 

The latifundios [large estates] of the United Fruit Company and the Atlantic Gulf 

Company are not Cuban. ...These trusts that exploit our mines and obtained privileged 
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concessions are not Cuban. These interests that obtained the gift of the majority of our 

territory capable of producing oil are not Cuban." Just as the Agrarian Reform and the 

reduction of telephone and electricity rates had harmed foreign (U.S.) interests, Fidel 

informed the crowd, so, too, would the forthcoming mining and petroleum laws.34  

Many observers – both contemporaries and later historians – have seen in the 

Matos affair, the Díaz Lanz overflight, and the October 26 mass rally a political turning 

point. For many liberals and non-communist leftists within the revolutionary coalition, 

the events brought marginalization from the Revolution. Manuel Ray and Faustino Pérez 

refused to denounce Matos as a traitor and resigned from the cabinet. Treasury Minister 

Rufo López-Fresquet was marginalized, but stayed on in order to try to undermine Castro 

and the communists from within.35 The pro-U.S. liberal Felipe Pazos, soon to be demoted 

from his post as head of the National Bank and replaced by Guevara, later told Tex 

Brewer, the head of Esso in Cuba, that the speech marked the point of no return for the 

Revolution at which a working relationship with the United States became impossible.36 

The historian Lillian Guerra, in a penetrating recent analysis, argues that Fidel at this 

juncture presented Cubans in and out of government with stark binary choices; from that 

point on, they could either be fully and unquestioningly with him and his hegemonic 

definition of what the Revolution was – even as it lurched in more radical directions – or 

they were to be branded as counter-revolutionaries, in league with the batistianos, 

Washington, and the foreign monopolies. To be patriotically Cuban was to be 

revolutionary, to be revolutionary was to support Fidel, and to support Fidel – and thus be 
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Cuban – was to confront the foreign monopolies.37  

Historians, however, have missed the important connection between this political 

drama and the start of the oil conflict. For having forced the government and the masses 

to stand up and declare their loyalty to the radical revolutionary project, Fidel and the 

revolution's left wing were also using oil nationalism to consolidate public support for a 

confrontation with the oil companies. The day after the mass rally, Fidel affixed his 

signature to Law 608, which instructed the National Development Commission to seize 

the exploration records of all oil companies, domestic and foreign, operating in Cuba. 

Before the law was even published, government officials appeared simultaneously at 

company offices throughout the country on the morning of October 30 to enforce it. "The 

ink had still not dried on the law before they were at our office demanding our files," one 

indignant manager told the Times of Havana. It was, oilmen reported, an unprecedented 

act in the annals of the world oil business, the first such seizure of proprietary exploration 

data by any government of a country in which oil exploration was in progress.38  

The law justified the seizure in terms of the imperatives of national development 

and implicitly criticized the private sector for failing to serve the national interest. "The 

immediate development of oil exploitation in the national territory is necessary as one of 

the possibilities for national economic development, which will contribute to limiting an 

important outflow of foreign exchange," the preamble stated. However, despite this 

national imperative, "The activities carried out up to the present by the oil exploitation 

concessionaires have not achieved production to fulfill the demand of the nation, much 

less under the plan for industrial and agricultural development being carried out by the 
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Revolutionary Government." Furthermore, the government intended to pass a new oil 

law, and detailed knowledge of the companies' exploration efforts was required to inform 

that process.39 The foreign exchange crisis, in the short term, and the development of the 

nation under the guidance of the Revolution, the law asserted, required that the secrets of 

Cuba's subsoil allegedly held by the companies be revealed. 

The pro-revolutionary media, on the one hand, and industry representatives and 

the U.S. and British governments, on the other, starkly differed on their interpretations of 

the law's assumptions. The 26th of July newspaper Revolución charged that, "Interests 

alien to those of the nation" were holding Cuba's mineral and oil wealth as "international 

reserves." However, "Cuba needs the benefits of her mineral wealth right now" to foster 

new industries and create jobs.40 The leadership of the National Petroleum Workers 

Union, declaring its support for the seizure in that same paper, likewise linked narratives 

of economic development, economic independence, and oil nationalism. "The economic, 

political, and social independence of the nation," the union's Executive Committee stated, 

"cannot be achieved while we must depend only on the ups and downs of our sugar in the 

world market." Development of the island's oil resources was critical to Cuba's 

industrialization, and thus to its economic independence. "In the future, then, we believe 

that Cuba will potentially be free to the extent that she manages to obtain her own fuel, 

and for this she has the sincere and patriotic collaboration of the oil workers."41     

"To the latifundio of the soil corresponds also the latifundio of the subsoil, with 

the same conditions of privilege and anti-economic obstruction," declared the fidelista 
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commentary section of Bohemia magazine, linking the pending oil and mining laws to the 

agrarian reform, and the nation itself to its natural resources.  

These obstacles of the past were destined to be removed by a revolution whose 
principal watchword was placing the country at full performance. ... Just like the 
surface of the earth and its surrounding waters, the subsoil of Cuba, with its great 
natural resources, was a traditional victim of the shameful half-century passed; it 
was in the hands of foreigners or unlawfully held by great private interests 
distanced from, and in many cases opposed to, the higher interests of the nation. 
The mineral reform, frankly undertaken by the revolutionary government, 
reclaimed for Cuba that which was hers.42 
 

For the Revolution and its supporters, therefore, the "rescue" of Cuba's subsoil, like that 

of the rest of Cuban nature, was a just and necessary condition for the project of national 

progress and national redemption under the development plans of the new regime. 

Industry insiders and U.S. officials, by contrast, were puzzled and discouraged as 

to how the document seizure and anticipated revolutionary oil law would help develop 

Cuba's oil. Cuba Petroleum News Digest claimed that the companies had "by and large, 

complied with" the provisions of the 1938 oil law requiring them to file regular technical 

reports on their exploration.43 "It's hard to understand this action. Most of the material in 

our files on the exploration of Cuban oil lands already is duplicated in Cuban government 

offices," one oilman told the Wall Street Journal.44 After speaking with industry insiders, 

the U.S. embassy reported that, "The consensus is that the Cuban Government will 

acquire a tremendous volume of maps, reports and other documents, without any real 

hope that they may reveal existence of oil in quantity. It is the general impression that the 

Government is completely wrong in its apparent conclusion that the companies had made 
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discoveries, but are withholding exploitation until markets are more favorable."45 After 

all, the data reported the absence of commercially viable oil deposits at the given 

locations, unless the most sinister conspiracy theories were to be believed. 

Industry representatives saw the document seizure and the impending oil reform 

as the death knell for private oil exploration in Cuba. The Digest editors, who had been 

cheerleading for Cuba's oil prospects for half a decade, wrote sadly that, "An oil law, 

expected to be of a confiscatory nature, is now projected and any new oil legislation, in 

view of the seizure of oil company files, is not likely to encourage the oil industry. 

...Cuba is now, rightly or wrongly, near the bottom of the world exploration ladder. The 

new legislation seems to assure it will remain there." Anticipating that the state would 

drive out private exploration, the editors continued to wish the country well, but feared 

the consequences for the nation of the alienation of private exploration capital:  

It is to be devoutly hoped that Cuba, which so urgently needs oil to provide a 
source of energy for the industrial development of the country, is able to supply 
technicians who can so analyze and interpret the seized data that producing wells 
can be drilled by the government (assuming that commercial deposits exist in 
Cuba, a fact which remains to be demonstrated) and that these technicians and the 
Cuban government can create, where the [private] oil industry has failed, a real oil 
industry. It appears certain in view of present and anticipated legislation, that if 
the Cuban government is not successful it will never again have to face the 
problem it now conceives it faces: i.e., that of major and independent oil 
companies which have amassed great amounts of technical oil data without 
having found oil. If the Cuban government fails to find oil, it may be some time 
before the oil industry again spends $50 to $75 million to search for oil in Cuba.46 
 
The seizure of the documents laid bare the basic disconnect between the 

revolutionary government and the oil companies regarding the country's oil potential. For 

the companies, geological factors explained the absence of significant oil production in 

Cuba; the oil simply wasn't there, at least not where the companies had done their best to 
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look for it. But for the government and its supporters, steeped in the discourse of Cuban 

oil nationalism that had arisen during the previous two decades, the companies' failure to 

produce Cuban oil was economically and politically driven, symptomatic of the 

incompatibility of the foreign companies' alleged interests in holding Cuba as an 

undeveloped reserve with those of the Cuban nation for immediate development. The 

contents of Cuba's subsoil were discursively contested, and that contest, in the context of 

an increasingly radical revolutionary state, was now moving into the political realm. 

The seizure of the documents in late October, in the wake of the mass rally, was 

mere prelude to the comprehensive oil law that would be proclaimed on November 20, 

but its significance should not be underestimated. According to reports that reached both 

the Digest and the U.S. Embassy, both laws were the work of five Mexican oil advisors 

recruited by the National Development Commission and working with Che Guevara at 

INRA's Industrialization Department.47 They had arrived in early October, sparking 

speculation in the industry and the Embassy that the government intended to nationalize 

the entire industry as Mexico had in 1938, and that the Mexicans were hired to advise 

that process based on their experience with Petróleos Méxicanos (Pemex), the state oil 

monopoly.48 It was these advisors, reportedly, who advised the government to seize the 

exploration data before passing the new law regulating concessions, since the companies 

had destroyed or absconded with many such records when they were expropriated in 

Mexico, thereby depriving Pemex of valuable data to guide its own exploration efforts.49 

The Cuban Petroleum Law of November 20, 1959 did not nationalize the oil 
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industry outright, but it did effectively block private activity in the upstream sector. The 

law cancelled Batista's exploration-stimulus decree of 1954 and made sweeping changes 

to his foundational 1938 oil law. Reaffirming the provisions of that law and of the 

Constitution of 1940 that subsoil minerals were the property of the nation and to be 

exploited for purposes of social well being, it announced that the state would grant no 

new exploration concessions. Existing exploration concessions were cancelled, though 

the lapse could be delayed for two years, on a sharply reduced area of up to 8,000 

hectares (down from the maximum 300,000 hectares under the 1938 law) upon filing a 

request justifying the holder's drilling activities since 1956 and submitting detailed 

monthly (as opposed to quarterly) activity reports. Concessions then producing oil, 

meanwhile, saw the gross production royalty summarily raised from 10% to 60%.50  

Given that the industry standard for taxation in the postwar era had been for host 

governments to set royalties and other taxes such that the state and the companies would 

share in the profits of oil production (after expenses) at fifty-fifty, fixing a government 

take of 60% of the gross value of the oil at the wellhead, before other corporate taxes 

were levied in addition, represented an unprecedented, and, in the companies' eyes, 

confiscatory and wholly unacceptable measure.51 Private oil exploration in Cuba, already 

discouraged by the 1950s boom and bust, now had to contend against not only geological 

obstacles but also political-economic ones; the risks, oil men agreed, simply would not be 

worth it. Cuba Petroleum News Digest lamented that, "The law, as expected, is 
																																																								
50 Law #635, Gaceta Oficial, November 23, 1959. 
51 The "fifty-fifty" basis for profit-sharing between the producing companies and host governments, 
established during the 1940s, was being challenged in the late 1950s by assertive nationalist governments 
in certain major producing countries such as Venezuela and Saudi Arabia, an effort that would lead to the 
formation of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in September 1960. Daniel 
Yergin, The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, and Power. Rev. ed. (New York: New Press, 2008): 
413-521. It was customary for countries without proven commercial production – such as Cuba – to try to 
attract investment by offering more favorable terms than those to be had in established producing countries.  
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confiscatory in nature and the universal feeling of oilmen was that [private] oil 

exploration is finished for a long, long time to come."52 The U.S. and British Embassies 

agreed, and relayed home their concerns that the state would next turn its predatory eyes 

downstream, to the Esso, Shell, and Texaco refineries and marketing operations.53  

The law created a Cuban Petroleum Institute (Instituto Cubano del Petróleo, ICP), 

a new agency with wide powers to regulate the industry. Its absorption of the technicians 

and physical plant formerly administered by the National Development Commission, and 

its inclusion within the Industrialization Department of INRA, under Guevara's control, 

further frightened Ambassador Bonsal and other American observers concerned at the 

seemingly unchecked power over the Cuban economy and (formerly) private property 

that INRA – increasingly seen as a communist state-within-a-state – was accumulating.54 

For the revolutionary state and its supporters, however, driving the companies off 

Cuba's soil was justified by the highest needs and aspirations of the nation, as interpreted 

through the lens of established discourses about the relationship of energy to national 

development and the redemptive and transformative goals of the Revolution itself. The 

law's preamble developed these themes and merits quotation at length:  

Whereas: It is the purpose and definitive determination of the Revolutionary 
Government to hasten the economic development of the country and significantly 
improve the standard of living of the people of Cuba. 
 Whereas: The development and control of energy, especially the 
petroleum industry, is an indispensable basic condition and determining factor to 
drive the industrialization and harmonious and independent development of the 
national economy, as well as to raise the wellbeing of the population. 
 

Furthermore, the law was premised upon the association of the oil industry with 

																																																								
52 "New Oil Legislation," CPND 11:22 (November 15, 1959): 1. The editors noted that the issue was 
delayed beyond November 15 in order to report in full on the law. 
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corruption, a narrative, that had originated as far back as Machado's 1930 decree and that 

reached new heights under Batista's dictatorship in the 1950s:  

Whereas: The free initiative and activity of the private sector have not managed to 
achieve a level of production to satisfy the needs of the country, despite large 
areas of land having been granted to them as concessions under exceedingly 
advantageous conditions, which has made the importation of fuel a grave and 
growing burden on the availability of foreign exchange in the Nation and has 
limited its economic development. 
 Whereas: Under the protection of the law proclaimed during the tyranny 
for the development of the national petroleum industry, concessions and credits 
for parastatal entities were awarded with the sole end of providing benefits to its 
most notorious servants, contravening the national interest. 
 Whereas: It is detrimental to the nation's economic interest to maintain 
petroleum concessions that have not been explored by geological and geophysical 
methods and ... which have not been tested by drilling wells to learn of their 
petroleum possibilities, and that consequently have not added to the development 
of the petroleum industry.55 
 

 The law itself stopped short of accusing the major oil companies of outright 

conspiracy to suppress the existence of Cuba's oil reserves, the most confrontational 

aspect of the nationalist narrative as expressed in earlier writings by critics such as Pino 

Santos. However, other official media did not shy from advancing this narrative to 

support the new law. Revolución reported the allegations of the revolutionary oilworkers' 

union that the oil companies "were hiding their oil discoveries in prejudice to the interests 

of our fatherland," and declared support for the law that "guarantees the exploitation of 

Cuba's subsoil and prevents the companies from unscrupulously hiding the existence of 

oil in our fatherland on behalf of foreign interests."56 INRA, in the inaugural issue of its 

magazine, trumpeted the oil law as among the most exemplary acts of the Revolution, 

calling it "one of the measures with the most revolutionary content after the Agrarian 

Reform Law." The "rescue" of unexplored and unexploited concessions, INRA declared, 
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"was a vital necessity," given fuel imports' draining of the nation's foreign exchange, and 

the fact that many of the concessions had not been tested through deep drilling sufficient 

to verify and then develop their oil potential. Referencing the scandal of the abandoned 

Gulf test well in 1949 and later controversies under Batista, INRA declared triumphantly 

that, "This fundamental measure for the Cuban economy puts and end forever to the anti-

Cuban practice of sealing wells, the concessions to powerful foreign companies, and the 

limits imposed upon this important national industry." Simply put, "The Cuban 

Revolution has rescued not only the soil, but also the subsoil, of the Nation!"57 

 

"It Is Time for the Oil to Appear." 

The "rescue" in autumn 1959 of Cuba's imagined oil wealth by the Revolutionary 

government's ascendant left wing was intended to inaugurate a dynamic new stage in the 

revolutionary process and Cuba's political and economic transformation that had begun 

with the Agrarian Reform. At an INRA leadership meeting on December 8, Guevara – 

who had recently replaced the moderate Pazos as head of the National Bank, further 

consolidating his control over Cuba's economy – made a report to Fidel, Núñez Jiménez, 

Pino Santos, and others on the activities of INRA's Industrialization Department, a 

transcript of which is found in Núñez's personal archive. "It is clear to all that the 

Agrarian Reform is no more than one step, that it is by no means an end in itself, and that 

the next goal is the industrialization of the country," Che reported. Industrialization was 

to begin with the industrial processing of Cuban agricultural products under the Agrarian 

Reform, then proceed to the rehabilitation of existing industries that had stagnated in 

recent years, and then proceed to the creation of new industries. The plan was to focus 
																																																								
57 "Ley del Petróleo," Divulgación del INRA, I no. 1, Weekly Supplement, (December 6, 1959): 7; FANJ. 
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first on expanding those industries that saved foreign exchange, followed by those that 

could earn it, and eventually on those producing non-essential consumer goods.  

Petroleum fuels were central to Guevara's industrialization plan. "We arrived at 

the conclusion that there are six or seven directions in which we should put the most 

emphasis," he told the rest of the leadership, "[and] one of those is fuel, in all its phases 

but fundamentally right now with respect to oil, [which] has an extreme importance, 

because we consume about 80,000 barrels a day and we have a very big increase and with 

the work of the Agrarian Reform the natural increase will accelerate even more." To 

serve INRA's growing demand for fuel, he was considering constructing a 20,000 b/d 

refinery in Las Villas Province, to be owned and operated by the ICP. "Furthermore," 

Guevara explained, "we must look for new fuels" in Cuba to meet this growing demand.58  

For a brief moment in December it appeared as though Cuba's subsoil would, 

indeed, obey the needs of the Revolution and yield important new oil production. On 

December 11, just days after Che's report to the INRA meeting, a fifty-foot gusher blew 

out on the Dos Estrellas concession in the Echeverría field at Jatibonico, with an initial 

production of 1600 b/d before it was brought under control. Once again, Revolución 

reported, the nation's attention centered on Jatibonico, as it had five years earlier. The 

concession belonged to the Compañía Petrolera Independiente, a Cuban firm that had 

invested about CP$300,000 in exploration, but which had been intervened by INRA, 

whose engineers were now directing the drilling efforts. The well thus afforded the pro-

government media a favorable opportunity to trumpet the initiative both of Cuban capital 

																																																								
58 Transcript, "Tercera Reuníon Nacional del INRA," December 7-8, 1959, segunda parte; carpeta 118, 
ANJP, FANJ. The other priority industries identified were mining and mineral processing and the 
industrialization of sugarcane derivatives, including the creation of a chemicals industry based on sugar, all 
longstanding development targets going back to the 1940s. 
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and of the state itself in developing Cuba's oil wealth. "In a word, THE OIL IS CUBAN," 

crowed Revolución. "In general, the beginning could not be more promising. Abundant 

and CUBAN oil. The Cuban Petroleum Institute could not have had better incentive to 

realize the fundamentals of the Oil Law which has as its principal object the search for oil 

as a source of supply for our national market."59 

Fidel himself took eager note of the development and capitalized on the public-

relations value of the oil strike. Photographers in tow, he visited the well at Jatibonico, 

climbing impishly up and down the various rigs 

and storage tanks and chatting up the technicians 

[Figure 15]. The photo spread in Revolución was 

captioned, "No aspect of the new well escaped his 

observation, since development of the newly 

discovered deposit is very important for the 

Revolutionary Government and can bring Cuba 

days of incalculable economic development." 

Appearing on Ante la Prensa [Meet the Press] 

shortly after, Fidel enthusiastically brought up the 

new well during a discussion of the government's 

industrialization plans. "Our task is to open more 

wells," he explained. "It is time for the oil to appear. I am sure that it is there in other 

places [also]."60 The Revolution, as if by sheer force of the nation's desire and the leader's 

will, sought to conjure from Cuban nature the solution to the country's fuel problem. 

																																																								
59 "Mantiene Producción Récord el Nuevo Pozo de Petróleo," Revolución, December 14, 1959, 1. 
60 "Fidel Ante la Prensa," Revolución, December 18, 1959, 12. 

Figure 15 Fidel visits the oilfield at 
Jatibonico. Revolución, December 14, 1959. 
(Library of Congress). 
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The state-controlled petroleum industry, under Guevara's guidance and with 

Fidel's eager attention, was poised for rapid expansion; the contrast with the private oil 

industry was stark. As expected, private-sector oil exploration in Cuba essentially ceased 

in the wake of the new oil law, as the Cuban subsidiaries of foreign exploration 

companies surrendered their concessions and withdrew from the country. These included 

the subsidiaries of Atlantic Refining, Gulf, and Standard of California, among others. 

Complicating the closures were conflicts with the oilworkers' union and the Ministry of 

Labor, which required generous severance pay for the Cuban workers being laid off; the 

labor disputes held out the possibility that the state would intervene the companies and 

keep the employees in their posts if satisfactory severance was not negotiated, although it 

is unclear where the money would have come from to pay the workers over the long 

term, since the state had no leverage to force the parent companies to continue to send 

money to Cuba. Red tape notwithstanding, however, between November 1959 and 

January 1960 dozens of exploration companies – Cuban as well as foreign – surrendered 

their concessions and ceased operations.61 By the end of the year, Cuban wells were 

producing 500 b/d, less than 1% of the national demand and barely a third of the 

country's peak production of 1,500 b/d during the oil boom of the mid-1950s.62 

The withdrawal of the exploration companies, the downturn in production and the 

excitement at the new producer in Jatibonico further strengthened the narrative that the 

private, particularly foreign, oil companies had never served the interests of the Cuban 
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nation. This narrative became central in the public presentation of the government's new 

oil policy. As 1959 gave way to 1960, the official and the pro-government independent 

press lauded the state's entry into oil exploration and contrasted the bright future of 

Cuba's oil industry – directed by the Revolutionary state for the good of the nation – with 

the shame and disappointment of its private, foreign-dominated past. INRA took the lead 

both in acting on this narrative through the ICP and in propagating it to the public. 

Núñez Jiménez and his INRA colleagues used the inaugural issue of the Institute's 

glossy new magazine in January 1960 to contrast Cuba's oil future under the ICP with its 

past in the hands of the foreign companies. Gregorio Goldenberg, the article's author, 

painted a grim picture. "There is no place in which the landscape is less Cuban than in the 

south of Jatibonico," he wrote, describing Cuba's oil patch as "devastated," a "wasteland" 

of rusted pipes, rotting woodwork, abandoned wells, and empty barrels that spoke of 

"neglect and disinterest." "What happened to oil in Cuba?" he asked. His answer was that 

Cuba's oil potential, which geologists agreed to be considerable, had been held as 

"reserves for the companies, but never for the people of Cuba or their well-being." He 

asserted that Cuba's 1938 oil legislation had been written by Cuban lawyers serving the 

interests of the foreign companies, not the nation. These "monopolist" corporations were 

granted vast concessions but were not obliged to explore them; they were encouraged to 

build refineries but were allowed to run them on imported crude, while Cuba's own oil 

fields sat undeveloped. In this way, Cuba was kept "'on the edge' of development," 

obliged to import fuel for its industries while remaining trapped in sugar monoculture. 

It was frankly an "impossibility" to "reconcile" the interests of these global 

corporations with those of the nation, Goldenberg argued, and, "Whoever holds illusions 
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in this regard is believing in a mirage." Countries entering into agreements with the oil 

multinationals were bound to be swindled. "The vast majority of underdeveloped 

countries that have granted hopeful concessions have received scarcely a source of 

employment for a handful of workers and a huge air-conditioned Rolls-Royce for the 

local caudillo. The true interests of the nation have been put off indefinitely until a better 

day, and as in the case of Cuba, when small companies dedicate themselves to the work 

of developing the oil, they have seen their efforts broken against the dam of the large 

foreign interests." In the few cases where the industry had been nationalized, moreover, 

its development was blocked by the trusts that control the world market. 

Cuba's fate, however, was to be different. Its oil reserves – estimated at 2.8 billion 

barrels – could be counted on, for "the Cuban workers and technicians assure us that the 

companies did not exploit the wells as they should have, and that the best deposits have 

been sealed after being discovered." The work was now beginning, under the new Cuban 

state, to develop these resources. The ICP, which had begun taking the necessary 

measures to "intensify" the development of Cuba's oil, had estimated that "within a 

relatively short time, we will be in the position to supply the national demand," including 

the projected growth in consumption entailed in INRA's ambitious industrialization plans.  

In keeping with its title, "Oil and Revolution," the piece closed by placing Cuban 

oil at the very heart of the Revolution's redemptive and developmentalist missions:  

A little over a year ago, one of the most radical revolutions of all time won a 
famous triumph. A small group of young people, animated by an ideal of freedom 
and honesty, threw off one of the blackest dictatorships in America and installed 
themselves on the Island. Winds of change began to sweep away the old blots. 
The black smoke of the industrial drive of the new man rises from the chimneys 
of Cuba. And there, in the fields of southern Jatibonico, new pumps, new drills 
pierce the bowels of the old globe to extract that black sap, food for industries and 
electric plants, blood of the vehicles that transport products and happiness for the 
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Cuban people. A new sun shines on the land of Cuba.    
 

Oil production and industrialization under the Revolutionary state, INRA declared, would 

redeem the nation, and indeed create it anew.63 

Another pro-government left-wing journalist, Cristóbal Zamora, expressed 

strikingly similar sentiments in much the same language in an article in the general-

interest magazine Carteles, based in part on an interview with the local INRA 

administrator in Jatibonico. Under the title, "Cuba: An Oil Country," Zamora repeated the 

conspiracy theories surrounded Cuba's unrealized oil potential. "The powerful cartel of 

the global oil industry had managed to keep Cuban mining, especially for oil, inactive, 

jealously guarding the riches of our subsoil until who-knows-what wartime contingency," 

he alleged. Batista had dabbled in oil exploration, but "never did so in such manner as to 

oppose the designs of the North American and English oil trusts, abetting the foreigners' 

policies of sealing wells, choking off a possible source of national wealth." Cuba's oil 

potential could not be disputed, Zamora alleged, for "Bearing witness is the interest with 

which the most important world enterprises frustrated the advance of the industry, 

holding back the Cuban nation's longing for economic emancipation, in shameful and 

criminal conspiracy with the oligarchs under whom we have suffered, through the 

deliberate occultation of the potential oil inheritance of our subsoil."  

Soft-pedaling – or misrepresenting outright – the confiscatory provisions of the 

recent oil law, Zamora asserted that Fidel and the Revolution "in accordance with the 

new mineral law that safeguards the riches of the Cuban subsoil, [have] offered the 

economic and moral support of the State to Cuban oil companies." This policy, he 
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asserted, had directly led to the new production at Jatibonico on the Compañía Petrolera 

Independiente's concession "administered" by INRA. With this new strike, Zamora 

declared, "There is no doubt now that our country must be in time an oil country." In the 

opinion of oil experts, he assured, "the day is near on which there will be found in some 

region or another of the country oil deposits so important that they could at least supply 

the national market for the precious black gold."64 A few weeks later, when another oil 

deposit was found among the caves in the Viñales Valley in the western province of Pinar 

del Río, also on INRA-administered land, Zamora again credited the Revolution's new 

policies for advancing Cuba's oil development and thereby transforming the nation. 

Echoing earlier narratives of geographical oil determinism, Zamora declared that anyone 

who may travel to Viñales "will reaffirm his faith in the destiny of the new patria, 

definitively embedded within the Caribbean petroleum basin: Texas, Veracruz, Zulia, the 

Antilles. That is to say, the United States, Mexico, Venezuela, Cuba..."65  

By February 1960, therefore, the Cuban leadership and its supporters appeared 

increasingly confident that Cuba's oil potential would soon be realized. The subsoil had 

been "rescued" from foreign hands, and the new ICP was embarking on an ambitious 

program to develop the industry, the outlines of which were beginning to take shape. 

Fidel had placed Che Guevara in charge of implementing the new oil policy. Reporting to 

him and administering the new industry was the Director of the ICP, the Mexican 

national Alfonso "Fofo" Gutiérrez, a Pemex-trained exploration engineer who had 

befriended Fidel during his exile in Mexico during the 1950s, was married to a Cuban 
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woman, and who was among the five Mexican engineers recruited in the fall of 1959.66 

Gutiérrez detailed what one skeptical reporter called "grandiose plans" to build an 

integrated, state-owned oil industry. The ICP had taken possession of the National 75 rig 

formerly owned by the National Development Commission, and was negotiating to 

purchase three other rigs then lying idle since their owner, a U.S. drilling contractor, 

could find no clients among the vanishing owners of exploration concessions, and was 

barred from removing the rigs from the country. ICP technicians were reviewing the files 

confiscated from the private exploration companies, and planning the government's 

drilling program. The ICP also intended to build its own refinery of between 10,000 and 

20,000 bbl capacity near the city of Cienfuegos.67 Pending the realization of that project, 

the government nationalized the 1,500 b/d Cabaiguán refinery (already intervened) and 

the associated production and distribution facilities of the Cabaiguán consortium, giving 

the Cuban state – more than two decades after the first moves towards a state refinery – 

the kernel of a downstream industry.68 The de facto nationalization of Cuba's producing 

fields and the Cabaiguán refinery meant that, at the very least, the ICP could begin 

supplying at least some of INRA's fuel; once it built a distribution and marketing arm, it 

could potentially compete with Esso, Shell, Sinclair, and Texaco among consumers.  
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Gutiérrez and Guevara both offered public assurances that the state oil company 

would operate in parallel to the private oil companies. A full nationalization of the 

island's oil industry was not planned, Guevara assured, so long as the private oil 

companies – like those in other basic industries such as metallurgy and utilities – 

consented to submit to the "guidance" and "orientation" of the government to ensure that 

the industry worked for the good of the nation and its economic development.69 All eyes, 

however, turned to the companies with refineries and distribution networks in Cuba. 

Unlike the purely upstream firms, Esso, Texaco and Shell had valuable fixed assets in 

Cuba that remained within reach of a revolutionary state whose grasp seemed ever more 

expansive. In December, Minister of the Economy Regino Boti assured Ambassador 

Bonsal that, while the government intended to control exploration and production, it had 

no plans nationalize the major companies' refineries or marketing operations.70  

Industry executives remained wary. "What's to keep them from taking over the 

foreign-owned refineries when they have had time to train men to operate them?" one 

North American oilman wondered aloud to the Wall Street Journal in late January. "They 

take anything else they want."71 In early November British ambassador Stanley Fordham 

reported that, the head of "one of the largest American oil companies here," that is, 

Standard or Texaco, believed that the government intended to nationalize the entire 

industry, though Fordham believed that step unlikely in the short term.72 It remained to be 

seen whether the island was big enough for the three majors as well as the upstart ICP.  
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The Soviet "Oil Offensive" and the Globalization of the Conflict 

Just as the outline of a new, mixed economy in the Cuban oil industry was taking 

shape, however, a new player entered the mix and added Cold War geopolitics to the 

equation. The Soviet Union, through a bilateral economic agreement in February 1960, 

inserted itself into Cuban political economy and the emerging U.S.-Cuban conflict. 

Soviet oil became the key to the establishment of ties between Havana and Moscow, and, 

in due course, the rupture of Cuba's ties with the United States. 

The Soviet Union had been one of the world's largest and earliest oil exporters in 

the early twentieth century, and the first to nationalize its entire oil industry upon the 

advent of the Bolshevik Revolution, suffering a long boycott by the Western oil 

companies whose properties had been seized. But due to stagnating production and rising 

consumption as a result of the country's rapid industrialization, exacerbated by the 

destructive impact of the war with Nazi Germany, the country ceased exporting oil, and 

was a net importer as late as 1950, the year production returned to its prewar level. But 

the discovery of new fields between the Volga River and the Ural Mountains led to 

rapidly rising production, which outstripped Soviet refining capacity, and made a crude 

oil surplus available by 1955, at which point Moscow resumed oil exports outside the 

Eastern Bloc. Between 1955 and 1961 a Soviet "oil offensive" (as it was labeled in the 

West) pushed Soviet crude oil and fuel products (mostly the former) into new "Free 

World" markets in Western Europe, Japan, Egypt, Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina. 

In the West, particularly West Germany and Italy, the Soviets sold oil for hard 

currency to finance Soviet imports of Western industrial goods and technology. But with 
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cheap Middle Eastern oil also flooding the European market, there was a limit on how 

much Soviet oil the West could absorb. And so Moscow also expanded oil exports to the 

so-called "Third World." Oil deals became a crucial part of a broader initiative to expand 

Soviet political ties to and influence in the emerging Third World, pushed by the Soviet 

leadership under Nikita Khrushchev after the 1955 Bandung Asian-African Conference. 

In contrast to hard-currency sales to Western countries, Soviet oil sales to the 

developing world were generally conducted on a barter basis. Moscow offered crude oil 

to displace that imported from the Anglo-American companies, while in exchange it 

agreed to import agricultural commodities – Brazilian coffee, Argentine meat and wool, 

Indian tea – that could be used to raise Soviet living standards. Crucially, neither side 

would have to pay with scarce hard currency, as would be the case in transactions with 

Western oil companies or commodity dealers, and the commodities involved were 

basically surplus, beyond what the home market and the markets of the developed West 

could absorb. Given the low production costs for Soviet oil, the limited capacity to sell 

this surplus oil in Western markets, and the political advantages to be gained, Moscow 

was often prepared to offer Third World governments crude oil at prices well below that 

of the multinational companies. The result was often quite beneficial to both sides. The 

Soviets could dispose of surplus oil, and Soviet Bloc consumers could gain access to 

more commodities without draining hard-currency reserves; developing countries could 

produce and sell more commodities without lowering world market prices, and could 

raise oil imports and consumption without increased outlay of dollars or sterling.73 The 

																																																								
73 On oil and the broader Soviet "economic offensive" see Arthur Jay Klinghoffer, The Soviet Union and 
International Oil Politics (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977): 58-73; Michael Tanzer, The 
Political Economy of International Oil and the Underdeveloped Countries (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969): 
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losers were the multinational oil companies and the oil-exporting countries of the Middle 

East and Venezuela that saw their markets reduced, and, indirectly, the governments that 

would see their tax revenues and balance-of-payments position decline. 

In this context, the needs and agendas of the Soviets and the Cubans appeared in 

near-perfect alignment. Cuba was seeking to raise oil consumption for industrialization 

but lacked the dollars to pay for it, and was eager to reduce the island's dependence on 

the U.S. and the multinational oil companies; in foreign policy, meanwhile, Havana was 

determined to demonstrate an independent line from the U.S., an agenda expressed 

through diplomatic outreach to non-aligned states such as Indonesia and Egypt as well as 

to the Soviets. Moscow, meanwhile, had a surplus of cheap crude and a political 

incentive to woo Castro's government and other non-aligned Third World nationalists. 

Moreover, in January 1956 the Soviet leadership had announced a special intention to 

expand economic, diplomatic, and cultural relations with Latin America.  

On October 1, 1959, the KGB officer Alexander Alekseev arrived in Havana with 

the mission to get to know the leadership of the Cuban Communist Party (Partido 

Socialista Popular, PSP) and the non-Communists at the head of the revolutionary 

government. During his initial contacts with Alekseev, Fidel decided to invite the Soviet 

Vice-Premier Anastas Mikoyan, who was in the process of touring the United States and 

Mexico at the head of a Soviet economic and cultural exhibition, to add Havana to his 

itinerary.74 At a private dinner with Alekseev on February 3, on the eve of Mikoyan's 

																																																								
78-89; Bevan Sewell, "A Perfect (Free-Market) World?: Economics, the Eisenhower Administration, and 
the Soviet Economic Offensive in Latin America," Diplomatic History 32:5 (November 2008): 841-868. 
74 Fursenko and Naftali, One Hell of a Gamble, 25-34. According to Sergo Mikoyan, his father's personal 
secretary at the time and later a historian, the initiative to invite Anastas Mikoyan came from Camilo 
Cienfuegos and Antonio Núñez Jiménez, principally the former. The elder Mikoyan agreed to visit Cuba 
after receiving a favorable briefing from Alekseev about his impressions of the Revolution's program and 
ideology. Sergo Mikoyan, The Soviet Cuban Missile Crisis: Castro, Mikoyan, Kennedy, and Khrushchev 
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arrival, Castro shared his conviction that the Revolution could not be overthrown either 

by direct U.S. military intervention or by internal counter-revolution; its only 

vulnerability, he believed, was its economic dependence on the U.S., which made it 

vulnerable to U.S. sanctions. Fidel asked that the Soviets support Cuba economically if 

Washington resorted to economic coercion. What Cuba needed most, he said, was Soviet 

oil and a Soviet market for Cuban sugar. Alekseev duly cabled a report to Moscow.75  

The Soviet exposition opened in Havana on February 5, 1960, and provided the 

government and the pro-government media an opportunity to tout the benefits of deeper 

ties to the world's other superpower. Describing the exhibits on Soviet atomic energy, 

electrification, space exploration, heavy industry, and arts and culture, Revolución's 

weekly magazine exclaimed that the Soviet Union "inspires the world anew with the 

advancement of its technology, its high industry, its science." One of the main attractions 

was a display on the Soviet oil industry, including offshore drilling platforms in the 

Caspian Sea. Noting that the Soviet delegation included a seismic specialist able to 

consult on this matter, the story declared that this technology "is of interest for Cuba" 

because "everything," including Núñez Jiménez's Geography, "seems to indicate the 

existence of oil in the submarine platform situated off the north-east of the Island." The 

editors chose for the front-page photo an image of Fidel, Dorticós, and Mikoyan admiring 

this drilling platform.76 The New York Times correspondent noted that the exhibits on 

																																																								
and the Missiles of November (Washington: Woodrow Wilson Center, 2012): 53-55. The PSP – at the time 
scarcely more certain of Castro's true orientation than was Moscow – does not seem to have been 
instrumental in brokering the visit, but did publicly advocate inviting Mikoyan and expanding commercial 
ties with the Soviet bloc, citing the advantages of selling more sugar and gaining access to Soviet 
machinery – including oil-exploration equipment – that could assist Cuba's agricultural and industrial 
development. Jacinto Torras, "Las Relaciones Comerciales con la URSS," Hoy, November 18, 1959, 2. 
75 Naftali and Fursenko, One Hell of a Gamble, 38. 
76 Lunes de Revolución [insert], February 8, 1960, 12. "Inaugurada la Exposición Soviética," Revolución, 
February 6, 1960, 1. 
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Soviet oil exploration and refining were among the most popular displays at the fair.77  

Mikoyan and his party toured the country by land, sea and air, gaining first-hand 

impressions of the Cuban people and the Revolution and exchanging political views with 

the Cuban leadership, particularly Fidel and Che. Both of them told Mikoyan that the 

Revolution must move in a socialist direction, although there was some disagreement as 

to the pace at which this process would take place: Fidel believed that it would take a 

decade for the Cuban people to overcome the effects of anticommunist propaganda and 

be ready for socialism, while Guevara believed that the Revolution had only two to three 

more years to accomplish the transition or else be crushed by the forces of counter-

revolution. Both emphasized, moreover, that while full diplomatic relations needed to 

wait until Cuban public opinion was ready, the initial economic ties that Mikoyan had 

come to Cuba to offer were insufficient; all three leaders agreed that deeper economic 

and political collaboration would be necessary, as the Revolution sought to reorient the 

Cuban economy away from its dependence on the United States.78  

At the close of Mikoyan's visit on February 13, it was announced that the Cuban 

and Soviet governments had concluded a trade agreement. The Soviets had previously 

purchased sugar from Cuba, an average of 300,000 tons per year in 1955 through 1958, a 

half-million tons in 1959, and had already agreed to import 345,000 tons in 1960. With 

the new agreement, however, Moscow agreed to purchase an additional 425,000 tons in 

1960 (for an annual total of 800,000 tons), and then one million tons annually through 

1964. Cuba was thus assured of a large and stable new sugar market, at a time when a cut 
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in its annual quota (at favorable price) in the U.S. market appeared imminent, as hawks in 

the U.S. Congress, business, and the executive branch pushed for an end to U.S. subsidies 

for what they saw as an unfriendly Cuban government. Beyond the significance of the 

size of the deal, however, was the manner in which Cuba was to be paid for its sugar. 

Previously, the Soviets and other Communist countries had paid for Cuban sugar in hard 

currency, and Cuba had not purchased anything in return. In the new deal, however, only 

20% of the price was to be paid in dollars; the remaining 80% was to be paid in Soviet 

goods. For the first time, Cuba would import significant amounts of Soviet products. 

Furthermore, under a second agreement, Cuba received a 100 million-dollar credit (to be 

repaid over twelve years at 2.5% interest) for the acquisition of machinery, the 

construction of industrial plants, and the provision of Soviet technical assistance.79  

Senior Cuban officials presented the agreement as an example of the Revolution's 

exercise of national sovereignty and the advancement of its policy of state-led economic 

development. In a February 24 television appearance, Fidel explained that the Revolution 

would succeed or fail on its solution to the problem of economic development, chiefly the 

expansion of employment in agriculture and industry and the raising of living standards. 

Private foreign investment, he said, was no longer welcome in Cuba, because it had tied 

Cuba in a colonial economy while remitting its profits abroad; henceforth, foreign 

investment would only be welcome when channeled as loans through the Cuban state – 

																																																								
79 The Cuban logic behind the trade agreements are explained in detail in a pamphlet published by Minister 
of Commerce Raúl Cepero Bonilla, Convenio Cubano-Soviético (La Habana: Editorial Echeverría, [c. 
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precisely as the Soviet credit was being employed.80 Minister of Commerce Raúl Cepero 

Bonilla explained in a lengthy interview published in the INRA magazine that the accord 

allowed Cuba to sell more sugar without depressing world market prices, while obtaining 

machinery and expertise for economic diversification without expending foreign 

exchange or increasing the national debt. All of this was possible, he emphasized, 

because the Revolutionary government did business in the national interest with the entire 

world, without seeking permission from Washington.81  

The petroleum industry – as Fidel had suggested to Alekseev – was recognized 

both in Havana and in Washington as the key to the deal. The published text of the trade 

agreement listed crude oil and fuel oil among the Soviet products Cuba would import, 

along with chemicals, metals, machinery and other industrial inputs.82 The State 

Department's research arm reported that "most useful to the Cuban economy in the short 

run would be supplies of petroleum and iron and steel products," which could 

immediately incorporated into the existing economy.83 The Cuban Foreign Ministry's 

Department of International Economics reached the same conclusion. Recognizing that 

"Cuba must employ these credits with great care and thorough planning with the goal that 

what is acquired should produce an adequate return as soon as possible," the department 

recommended that, "a study should immediately be undertaken in order to determine 

what articles of consumption can be imported rapidly from the Soviet Union in order to 

																																																								
80 USE Havana (Braddock), Embtel 2150, February 25, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 463. A similar message 
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avoid an inflationary process. These imports can be state or private. The principal import 

that Cuba can carry out is crude oil, as only this would be sufficient to cover the value of 

the 80% of the sugar exported in exchange for merchandize, and would be equivalent to 

selling the totality of the sugar in dollars."84 

Moreover, Cuba's state oil industry was to be one of the priority channels for the 

Soviet credit for industrial plant and technical assistance. In contrast to the policy of the 

U.S. and British governments, which did not make grants or loans available to state-

owned oil companies in the developing world, the Soviets had used credits and technical 

assistance to state oil companies as a key tool in their economic offensive into countries 

such as Argentina and India, each of which had already received similar credits and 

technical assistance from Moscow to finance government oil exploration, the 

construction of state-owned refineries, and the training of technicians to run them.85 On 

February 24, Fidel announced that a state-owned steel mill and an oil refinery would be 

the first industrial facilities constructed with Soviet aid.86  

Though such a project had been mooted earlier in the year, the construction of a 

new state-owned refinery, even with Soviet assistance, would take many months. In the 

meantime, the ICP, through the recently nationalized refinery at Cabaiguán, had the 

capacity to process only around 1,500 b/d of Soviet crude oil, a tiny fraction of the 

volume of crude to be imported if the trade agreement were to be implemented. Refining 

of Soviet crude oil imports therefore posed a serious, and as yet unresolved, problem. The 
																																																								
84 René Pelleyá (Asesor, Departamento de Asuntos Económicos Internacionales, Ministerio de Relaciones 
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import of Soviet refined products, rather than crude, would significantly raise the costs to 

both sides, and would still pose the ICP with the logistical problems of storage and 

distribution, even if all the fuels were to be consumed by INRA or other state agencies. 

There was, furthermore, the problem of marketing if some of the fuel was to be sold to 

the public, as would be expected if the ICP sought to win market share from the 

companies and thereby reduce the outflow of foreign exchange.  

The Soviet-Cuban commercial agreement, therefore, presented the Revolutionary 

government and the fledgling ICP with an economic opportunity, but also with a number 

of economic and logistical challenges. Moreover, by bringing Cold War geopolitics into 

the equation, the prospect of Soviet oil in Cuba globalized what had begun as a local 

challenge to the American energy empire. In the months ahead, the problem of Soviet oil 

in Cuba would become the hinge upon which the entire Cuban economy and the future of 

the Revolution itself would turn. 

 

Conclusion 

The most critical turning points in the initial stages of the Revolution were the 

Agrarian Reform of May 1959, the nationalization of the subsoil and radicalization of the 

Revolution in October and November 1959, and the Soviet-Cuban economic accord in 

February 1960. Each connected ideas and narratives of economic development, economic 

nationalism, and political sovereignty and independence with the problem of energy.  

The Agrarian Reform redistributed the large estates and sought to unleash the 

productive energies of the Cuban countryside in order to provide a productive base and 

an expanded home market for the industrialization of the country. It also created INRA as 
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a revolutionary state-within-a-state, whose role in the Cuban economy would extend well 

beyond agriculture. But Cuba's industrialization – as had long been recognized – would 

entail rising petroleum consumption, in the absence of other energy sources. Rising oil 

consumption, in turn, required the discovery and development of new fields on the island, 

or increased outflow of dollars to pay for oil imported by the multinational companies, at 

a time when the state's foreign exchange reserves were dissipating alarmingly. 

The "rescue" of the subsoil and the creation of the ICP within INRA in the 

autumn of 1959 must be understood in the context of this dilemma. The oil reform was 

intended to bring about the rapid development of Cuba's supposed oil wealth and create 

an integrated state-owned oil industry, in parallel to the existing private firms, to drive the 

country's industrialization at a more rapid pace. But despite the optimism among the 

Revolution's leadership and their supporters that oil discoveries and rising production 

were near at hand, turning Cuba into an oil country would necessarily take time. Cuba's 

oil, unlike its people, could not be called to the plaza merely by the leader's appeal.  

The Soviet trade agreement of February 1960 was therefore a logical way out of 

the oil/development/foreign-exchange trap. From the Cuban point of view the overall 

intention of the pact was to gain a new export market for Cuban sugar production beyond 

what the "Free World" could absorb, to secure financing and technical assistance for 

Cuban industrialization, and to demonstrate Havana's independence in foreign policy and 

attract Soviet support for the Revolution in its looming showdown with Washington. 

Soviet crude oil was the key to the pact, for it provided Cuba with the oil it needed 

without further drain on foreign exchange, and was the equivalent of Cuba selling its 

extra sugar for dollars. The alternatives – such as providing Cuba with more industrial 
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plant than the island could immediately absorb or fuel, or with consumer goods to replace 

those imported from the U.S., or paying for Cuban sugar in hard currency – were 

unattractive to one party or the other. As in other "Free World" markets, Soviet oil was 

the one product that could readily displace imports from Western countries. That the 

barter deal and Soviet credit also opened Cuba to Soviet-Bloc technical assistance both in 

exploration and refining – aid which was not forthcoming from the Western powers – and 

thus helped to grow the incipient state oil sector in Cuba, made it even more attractive as 

both a short- and a long-term solution to the economic problem of Cuba's oil deficiency. 

The basic problem created by the establishment of the ICP was the extent to 

which it could coexist in a mixed economy alongside the private oil companies, with the 

state monopolizing exploration but competing with the private sector in refining and 

marketing. In other Latin American markets, such as Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay, Brazil, 

and Chile, a heavy state presence, or even full control, in exploration, refining, or 

marketing sectors had proven to be a workable arrangement. Even the entry of Soviet 

crude oil into the state refining and marketing network had been proven workable in the 

case of Uruguay (in the 1930s) and more recently in Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil. 

Only in the case of Mexico, where a fully integrated state monopoly was established 

through the sudden expropriation of valuable productive fields and large refining and 

distribution investments, had Latin American oil nationalism brought the state into full 

and open conflict with the Anglo-American companies and their home governments.87   

Two basic problems, however, portended conflict in the case of Cuba. The first, 

economic and technical in nature, was that the quantity of Soviet oil sufficient to 
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compensate Cuba for the sugar sales far exceeded the capacity of the humble ICP refinery 

at Cabaiguán. A new state-owned refinery could take a year or more to construct. One 

theoretical solution in the meantime would be for Cuba to import Soviet refined products 

rather than crude, but this would raise the costs to both parties, especially since Soviet-

bloc refineries were running at maximum capacity with crude to spare; from Moscow's 

point of view, disposing of surplus crude outside the bloc was among the basic economic 

motives of the "oil offensive." But refining Soviet crude in their Cuban plants, even on a 

temporary basis, raised – as we shall see – a host of problems from the companies' point 

of view. How to refine the large quantities of Soviet crude into usable fuel therefore 

became the fundamental industrial problem raised by the trade pact.  

The second problem posed by the entry of Soviet oil into Cuba was political. 

Unlike that of Argentina, Uruguay, Japan, or Iceland – all recipients of Soviet oil – 

Cuba's basic alignment with Washington in the Cold War, at a time of worsening open 

conflict between Havana and Washington, could no longer be taken for granted. Indeed, 

the oil arrived as Cuba was explicitly shifting into what Guevara called "a third position," 

one that sought to move not only Cuba but also the rest of Latin America out of the U.S. 

camp and into the emerging nonaligned bloc of African and Asian nationalists.88 From 

the Eisenhower administration's point of view, tolerating a mixed oil economy in Cuba, at 
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the expense of the U.S. companies, was therefore a much different proposition than in 

other Latin American markets. In Cuba, as elsewhere in the Third World, the Eisenhower 

administration would view with concern the country's reorientation toward a mixed 

economy and a non-aligned international orientation, and would try outright to fully 

reverse its perceived move to a state-dominated economy and pro-Soviet foreign policy.89 

The following chapter explores in detail how the economic and political contradictions of 

Cuba's oil brought Cuba and the United States into open and ultimately decisive conflict. 
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CHAPTER SIX  
Politics, Economics and the Genesis of the Oil Conflict 

October 1959 - May 1960  
 

Between the fall of 1959 and the early summer of 1960, the revolutionary 

government's policies of state-directed oil nationalism brought the Cuban Revolution into 

increasingly severe and open conflict with the United States government. What began as 

an economic conflict between the revolutionary government and the multinational oil 

companies played out over several key issues, including labor relations, foreign exchange 

and remittances, the erosion of the companies' market share to the new state oil company, 

and, finally, the introduction of Soviet oil imports into Cuba. By spring 1960 this conflict 

transcended the economic plane to assume great political significance. Both the Cuban 

and U.S. governments came to see the emerging oil conflict as vitally important in the 

broader rupture and onset of open hostility between them.  

The Cuban government's decision to import Soviet oil and to compel the 

multinational companies to refine it became the proximate cause of the downward spiral 

in U.S.-Cuban relations. From the Cuban leadership's point of view, Soviet oil was the 

solution to the development bottleneck that had frustrated previous Cuban governments 

for over three decades: how to diversify and industrialize Cuba's economy when the 

increased energy consumption this entailed would drain foreign exchange that the 

country could only earn from sugar exports, the very product that Cubans sought to 

diversify away from, at a time when Cuba's share of the U.S. market looked sure to 

decrease, not grow.  

From the U.S. point of view, however, the conflict with the oil companies and the 

introduction of Soviet oil to Cuba were provocations that helped push the Eisenhower 
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administration toward open economic warfare to try to remove the Castro government. 

But while pushing Washington towards conflict, Soviet oil also provided the Cuban 

government with the means it needed to survive U.S. economic warfare. The Eisenhower 

administration, therefore, chose to pursue a policy of economic coercion at the very 

moment when the U.S. energy empire in Cuba – one of the principal pillars of U.S. power 

on the island – was being fatally weakened. 

 

Labor, Remittances, and the Oil Companies' Frustrations 

As the new oil laws of fall 1959 led to the de facto nationalization of the subsoil 

and of exploration activity in Cuba and as the new Cuban Petroleum Institute (ICP) 

emerged as their competitor, the major integrated oil companies operating in Cuba were 

growing more and more concerned about their position in the country not only because of 

the increasingly hostile political and legal climate, but also due to labor and financial 

troubles. The tenability of Esso, Shell, and Texaco's position was now open to question. 

The three majors had proceeded with caution after the decree of the new upstream 

law in order to avoid giving the government any pretext to intervene their downstream 

operations in the refining and marketing of oil products. Cuban labor laws implemented 

since 1933 had required government permission to dismiss Cuban workers; despite 

having abandoned all exploration activities, the three companies had declined to lay off 

their Cuban exploration technicians, in order to avoid conflict with the government.1  

																																																								
1 Unless otherwise noted, documents from the National Archives and Records Administration II in College 
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In September the leadership of the national oilworkers' union federation (with the 

unwieldy name of the Federación Nacional de Trabajadores de la Industria y Yacimientos 

de Petróleo y sus Derivados) petitioned the Labor Ministry to overcome the companies' 

resistance and impose a minimum salary across the whole sector, and to issue a plan for 

the construction of workers' housing.2 At the end of the month, collective bargaining 

brought a 40% salary increase, and a new pay scale setting wages at between CP$9.70 

and CP$12 per day.3 A new labor law of November 1959 gave the Labor Ministry the 

power to preemptively intervene a company if production or employment were 

threatened due to labor-management disputes.4 This provision made executives nervous 

lest the government exploit – or even foment – labor strife as a pretext for imposing state 

control. Sugar mills and oil refineries, in particular, were beset by labor activism and the 

looming threat of intervention.5 In late 1959 and early 1960, labor activism continued to 

pose the threat of intervention to each of the major foreign oil companies.  

Shell workers in October and November were pressing management for a new 

collective bargaining agreement (their third in less than a year), to be brokered by the 

Labor Ministry, which would give workers a greater share in management and require 

promotion by seniority rather than merit (which gave management greater discretion). 

Management refused to negotiate, and the British embassy reported that Maurice Baird-

Smith, Shell's manager in Cuba, "believes that the employees hope to induce the 
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Government to intervene the company."6  

Texaco workers, meanwhile, were pressing that all positions in the Santiago 

refinery, save the manager and his assistant, be filled by Cubans. Company policy had 

been to gradually reduce the American staff from sixteen down to five or six, with 

Cubans being trained to step in as their qualifications allowed. But such gradualism did 

not satisfy the Texaco union or the national confederation, which disagreed with the 

American executives' protest that Cuban technicians were not yet capable of operating 

the refinery on their own.7  

Esso management, too, was wary of state intervention in labor relations, and paid 

a heavy cost to prevent it. Esso Cuba President Lawrence J. "Tex" Brewer told the U.S. 

Embassy in December that the firm's labor relations had usually been "excellent," but that 

the Esso union was also pressing for a new collective bargaining agreement, a deal that 

Brewer claimed would double the firm's wage bill (by approximately 4 million pesos per 

year) if all the demands were met. In March Esso agreed to a 10-12% wage increase, and 

in early May management conceded additional benefits including one month's annual 

vacation at 150% of pay, a length-of-service bonus of CP$1.50 per month for each year 

of service with firm, and an annual Christmas bonus of half a month's salary. Esso was 

meanwhile shutting down its exploration activities and quietly relocating its Caribbean 

regional administrative headquarters – which had moved to Havana during Esso's Cuban 

expansion in the 1950s – to Coral Gables, Florida. As Cuban administrative staff 

																																																								
6 "Niégase a Discutir Convenio la Shell," Revolución, October 30, 1959, 4. Embassy of the United 
Kingdom [hereafter UKE] Havana (Ambassador Stanley Fordham), letter 1533/59 to Henry A.A. Hankey 
(Foreign Office [FO], American Department [A]), November 4, 1959; AK 1531/5, FO 371/139490, United 
Kingdom National Archives, Kew [UKNA]. 
7 USE Havana (First Secretary Daniel Braddock) Embassy telegram [hereafter Embtel] 2229, March 3, 
1960, 837.062/3-360, Box 2447, NARA. USE Havana (Commercial Attaché Leonard Price), Despatch 
1511, April 21, 1960, 837.3932/4-2160, Box 2452, NARA.  
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"resigned" only to be rehired in Florida, the Labor Ministry warned in March that Esso 

was in breach of laws requiring Ministry permission to eliminate Cuban jobs, a violation 

that made the firm subject to intervention at any time; three Cuban employees, "strong 

fidelistas all," had snitched to the Ministry about Esso's maneuver, Brewer reported.8  

It is difficult to judge conclusively whether these labor-management conflicts 

resulted more from spontaneous worker militancy "from below" or, as Brewer and other 

executives believed, more from incitement by government officials and allied national 

labor leaders seeking pretext for intervention. Indeed, the two are not mutually exclusive. 

Oil workers before the Revolution had a record of effective bread-and-butter unionism 

that placed them prominently among Cuba's labor aristocracy.9 Further empowered by a 

general climate of revolutionary militancy and confrontation, and by the discourse of oil 

nationalism being articulated with increasing urgency by the Cuban government, oil 

workers and revolutionary leaders combined to put pressure on the Anglo-American oil 

firms through the threat of state administration, as seen in the case of Shell's relations 

with its workers and the new government in Chapter Five. The example of Mexico in 

1938, in which the Cárdenas administration had taken control of the oil companies in the 

midst of an impasse between foreign management and Mexican labor, may also have 

been instructive for the various actors in the Cuban scene, particularly the ICP chief 

																																																								
8 USE Havana (Hammond) Despatch 831, December 9, 1959; 837.062/12-959, Box 4366, NARA. USE 
Havana (Braddock) Embtel 1393, December 15, 1959; 837.2553/12-1559, Box 4373, NARA. USE Havana 
(Braddock), Despatch 1391, March 31, 1960; 837.2553/3-3160, Box 2450, NARA; USE Havana 
(Hammond) Despatch 269, August 1, 1960; 837.062/8-160, Box 2447, NARA. 
9 The refineries, particularly the Esso plant which had paid some of the island's highest industrial wages, fit 
the pattern of strong unions, secure employment, high wages, and generous benefits that marked Cuba's 
other large-scale, capital-intensive, highly technical, and usually foreign-owned industries such as the 
electric and communications utilities, mines, railroads and banks, and distinguished them from the relative 
poverty and insecurity of much of the rest of Cuba's agricultural and industrial workforce. James O'Connor, 
The Origins of Socialism in Cuba (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1970): 177-88; Maurice Zeitlin, 
Revolutionary Politics and the Cuban Working Class (New York: Harper & Row, 1970): 114-16. 
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Alfonso Gutiérrez, a Mexican native and former Pemex engineer.  

    While the companies could make wage and other concessions to mollify their 

workers and avert Labor Ministry intervention, less easily resolved, and of greater 

concern for the medium-term viability of the three firms in Cuba, was the growing 

problem of foreign exchange controls and dollar remittances. The Cuban branches of the 

major oil companies, as established in the previous chapter, sold their products in pesos 

and then converted those pesos into the dollars with which they purchased crude from 

their Venezuelan affiliates and remitted profits back to their corporate headquarters. 

Beginning in late August 1959, however, Cuba's National Bank began delaying 

authorization of dollar exchange in order to stem the outflow of hard currency from the 

island. By the end of October the National Bank's dollar reserves had dwindled to $97.6 

million, with a backlog of at least $23m owed to the oil companies alone.10 The annual 

zafra (sugar harvest) beginning in January usually replenished Cuba's reserves, but as 

January 1960 approached, the sugar centrales were having trouble borrowing money 

against the harvest to buy needed fuel and machinery; at the end of December Esso alone 

had $9.5m in unpaid bills from the sugar industry, plus its backlog at the National Bank.11  

The start of the zafra notwithstanding, the remittance backlog continued to 

worsen in early 1960, leading Esso Cuba's management, like their head office, to 

contemplate the end of the firm's 80-year history in Cuba through intervention or 

expropriation. In January 1960, with Esso's backlog at around $13 million (the largest of 

any foreign firm in Cuba), the company was still being rebuffed on its requests for 

dollars, and executives could not even get a meeting with Guevara to discuss the issue. 

																																																								
10 USE Havana (Gilmore), Dispatch 597, October 19, 1959; 837.00/10-1959, Box 4363, NARA. USE 
Havana (Price) Dispatch 827, December 9, 1959; 837.00/12-959, Box 4363, NARA. 
11 USE Havana (Braddock) Embtel 1485, December 24, 1959, 837.2553/12-2459, Box 4373, NARA. 
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Preparing for the worst, Brewer got permission from the State Department to stash five 

thousand dollars and fifty thousand pesos cash in the embassy, to be used to help 

American and Cuban managers leave the country after intervention or expropriation.12 

Bank officials promised in late February to begin making exchange available, but none 

had materialized by March, by which point Esso's backlog stood at some $20m.13 

Meetings in early March between Esso officers and the National Bank leadership, 

subsequently recounted by Esso to U.S. officials, marked a turning point in the drama. 

Bank officials pledged to begin authorizing remittances on a ninety-day open-account 

basis (that is, dollars for a shipment of imported crude would be available 90 days later), 

starting with imports after December 1959; a deal could be reached later to settle the 

earlier backlog over several years, without interest. According to an internal Esso memo 

that Jersey chairman Eugene Holman shared with CIA Director Allen Dulles, Bank 

official Segundo Ceballos told Esso that the Bank "was adopting the definite policy of 

forcing the retention in Cuba of all profits, depreciation and interest, so that these funds 

can be re-invested in Cuba to aid in the industrialization of the country. He further stated 

that if the supplier did not like the conditions established by the Cuban Government, 

Cuba would look elsewhere for petroleum products." He further warned that the new 

policy depended on the United States continuing to buy Cuba's sugar and molasses.14  

On March 2, Brewer finally got his meeting with Guevara. According to Brewer's 

account to the State Department, Che asked for "tolerance" on the remittance backlog, 

																																																								
12 USE Havana (Braddock) Embtel 2044, 16 February 1960, and DOS (Herter) Deptel 1190 to USE 
Havana, February 19, 1960; both 837.2553/2-1660, Box 2450, NARA. 
13 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1344, March 23, 1960; 837.131/3-2360, Box 2447, NARA 
14 Allen Dulles memo to Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson (copy to Rubottom, handwritten notes 
indicate forwarding to Mallory, Hill, Turkel, Wieland, Vallon, and Stevenson), March 21, 1960, enclosing 
Esso, S.A. "Memorandum," March 3, 1960; Document 105, Box 7, Lot 63D91, ARA-CCA Files 1960-3, 
NARA, declassified September 4, 2014, via Freedom of Information Act request. 
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and assured Brewer that he would not discriminate among the several foreign companies 

in the matter, saying in typically sardonic fashion, "I like them all the same." Confirming 

for Brewer the source of the Cuban government's newfound confidence, Guevara "was 

apparently very pleased with the recent Cuban-Soviet trade agreement and mentioned 

that the problem of foreign exchange for oil imports might be solved by the importation 

of Soviet crude." While Brewer felt that Guevara had displayed "a definite hostility 

toward private enterprise," Che reiterated that the government had no plans to nationalize 

the entire oil industry, only to compete with the private firms. But he warned Brewer that 

all U.S. properties in Cuba would be subject to nationalization in the event of U.S. 

"aggression" towards the Revolutionary government, citing especially a potential cut in 

Cuba's sugar quota. At that moment, Brewer recalled, Che had pointed a finger at him 

and warned, "No matter how long you have been in Cuba if this happens you had better 

hide." Standard's long history on the island, Che cautioned, would not save it. Brewer 

volunteered to the State Department his conclusion that "Guevara is becoming more and 

more the power in Cuba with Fidel assuming the role of aping him," and on that basis, "it 

is impossible for the United States to negotiate with the present Cuban regime."15 

Ceballos and Guevara's "take it or leave it" positions highlight the transformative 

impact of the Soviet-Cuban economic agreement. The oil-for-sugar barter arrangement 

eased the pressure on Cuba's foreign exchange position at a critical time, freeing up 

dollars to begin redressing the backlog. Moreover, if the companies were not satisfied 

with the remittance arrangement, the Cuban government could, as Ceballos indicated, 

"look elsewhere" for its oil needs. Brewer confirmed in response to Bonsal and Mallory's 

																																																								
15 DOS memcon, "Standard Oil Operations in Cuba," Martin Jones (Vice President, Standard Oil Company 
of New Jersey [hereafter SONJ]) and Lawrence J. "Tex" Brewer (President, Esso Cuba) with Bonsal, 
Mallory and Torrey (DOS-ARA), March 9, 1960; 837.2553/3-960, Box 2450, NARA.   
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queries that the refineries in Cuba were technically capable of processing Soviet crude, 

though perhaps with reduced efficiency, and also mentioned that, in addition to the Soviet 

deliveries, Cuba was anticipating 10 million gallons of gasoline from Nasser's United 

Arab Republic, a transaction that further highlighted Cuba's move into the nonaligned 

camp. By Brewer's estimates, the Cuban government, chiefly through enterprises taken 

over by INRA such as sugar mills, railroads, and bus lines, controlled about 15% of the 

market for fuel oil and 45% for diesel, as well as 13% of the gasoline market via a 

network of 186 formerly Cuban-owned filling stations now under ICP control. He 

expected up to half of the total fuel market to be under state control within a year or 

two.16 If the government should, as expected, direct these nonaligned and Soviet-origin 

products to supply this market, the companies' position in Cuba – and the leverage that 

Washington and London thereby derived – would be severely eroded. As Bonsal's deputy 

Daniel Braddock reported from Havana after a briefing from Brewer, "With Cuba getting 

its crude from the Soviet Union and gradually taking over the sales business, Esso, 

Texaco, and Shell may in time be left with only their refineries, or with nothing at all."17 

It is important to note that Guevara's partial accommodation on the remittance 

issue seems to have come just in time to avert a potential showdown with the companies, 

who had been considering the drastic step of cutting off oil imports to Cuba, a step, 

moreover, that Washington had already signaled it would not oppose. On December 17 a 

Jersey Standard Vice President, Martin Jones, visited Rubottom to complain and seek 

guidance about his firm's travails in Cuba, particularly the remittance problem. A full 

																																																								
16 Ibid. 
17 DOS memcon, "Conversation of Mr. Brewer, Pres. of Esso Standard Oil, and Dr. Ernesto Che Guevara, 
Pres. of Banco Nacional concerning Future of Foreign Oil Companies in Cuba," Brewer with Braddock, 
March 14, 1960; folder "Petroleum 1960," Box 7, Lot 63D91, ARA-CCA Files 1960-3, NARA 
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record of this meeting, and possible other meetings with officials from the other oil 

companies around the same time, is not available, but according to his summary to an 

interagency meeting a few weeks later, Rubottom "felt that the companies should decide 

this question themselves, without the decision being limited to the U.S. Government," but 

he had "told the oil companies that we would not object if they decided themselves to 

take a tough line on payments," thereby implying that the Eisenhower administration 

would not oppose them suspending oil imports into Cuba in protest over the remittance 

backlog.18 In early March, before news of Brewer's meeting with Che reached New York 

or Washington, Jones and another Jersey vice-president informed Robert Stevenson, the 

State Department's Cuba desk officer, "that they will hold off until perhaps March 15 

before taking a decision to stop oil shipments."19 Jersey chairman Gene Holman told 

Dulles soon after that date that Jersey had decided to give Guevara and the National Bank 

some time to uphold the new 90-day arrangement before taking any provocative action.20 

Although they were not in as close touch with their home governments, Shell and 

Texaco, too, had been contemplating drastic action over remittances. With spare capacity 

in its Santiago refinery beyond the needs of its Cuban marketing operation, Texaco had 

been running the plant at full capacity and exporting the surplus products to other 

Caribbean islands. Being forced, however, to convert these export dollar revenues into 

pesos and keep them in Cuba, Texaco informed the U.S. Consulate in Santiago that it 

																																																								
18 Memorandum of Discussion at the Department of State–Joint Chiefs of Staff Meeting," (Merchant, 
Rubottom, Lemnitzer, Burke, and others) January 8, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 419. See also Rubottom's 
briefing notes before the meeting, which identify Jones and the subject of his visit: Stevenson memo to 
Rubottom, December 17, 1959; 837.2553/12-1759, Box 4373, NARA. 
19 Stevenson, briefing paper (probably for Rubottom), "Major Developments regarding Cuba, February 22-
March 4," March 5, 1960; folder "Briefing Papers – Cuba 1960 (2 of 3)," Box 2, Lot 63D91, ARA-CCA 
Subject Files 1960-3, NARA. 
20 Dulles memo to Anderson, March 21, 1960, op cit. Dulles wrote that, "In my conversation with Gene 
Holman, he did not ask advice as to their course of action, nor did I proffer any." 
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would discontinue its exports and reduce its crude imports accordingly by 8,000 b/d. The 

firm expected that once the Cuban government noticed the reduced foreign exchange 

earnings and sought to punish the company, Texaco would shut the plant down entirely.21  

Shell faced its own remittance backlog of $14m by mid-March. A Shell executive in 

London told the Treasury that, "Shell and the U.S. companies had in mind cutting off 

supplies unless there was an early settlement of the arrears." Recognizing that this move 

"could have far reaching consequences in retaliation by the Cubans," the officer promised 

that Shell would not do so without consultation with the Treasury and Foreign Office.22 

The importance of these talks between the three oil companies and the Cuban, 

U.S. and British governments over the dollar-remittance problem should not be 

underestimated, for they highlight the essentially economic nature of the multi-sided 

crisis taking shape among Havana, Moscow, Washington, London, and the oil majors, 

and they shed light on the final, decisive showdown among them in the summer of 1960, 

which was ostensibly over the issue of refining Soviet-origin crude. By March 1960, 

before the issue of Soviet crude came to the fore, the companies were already considering 

shutting down their refineries and cutting off oil imports to Cuba for purely economic 

reasons, centering on the inability to secure dollars for remittance abroad. They had, 

moreover, sounded out Washington and London, receiving no objection from the former 

to the prospect of cutting off Cuba's oil to force a showdown with Guevara and Castro. 

The Cuban government, for its part, had also made clear to Standard and the other 

companies – and through them, to Washington – that the oil issue was fundamentally 

																																																								
21 USE Havana (Price), Despatch 1511, April 21, 1960; 837.3932/4-2160, Box 2452, NARA. 
22 J.E. Lucas (UK Treasury) to J.T. Fearnley (FO), March 22, 1960, with enclosed Note for the Record by 
Lucas, March 14, 1960, and letter from R.G. Raeburn (Royal Dutch Shell Group) to A. Mackay (Treasury), 
February 10, 1960; AK 1531/3, FO 148293, UKNA.   
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linked to the broader question of the future of the Revolution and its relations with both 

Moscow and Washington. By telling the companies to essentially take it or leave it on the 

remittance issue, Guevara and the National Bank had indicated that the impending arrival 

of Soviet oil products had emboldened the Revolutionary government to the point that it 

need not defer to the companies or to Washington. By strengthening the revolutionary 

government's hand, the availability of Soviet oil made a confrontation with the United 

States more likely. For the first time, a government of Cuba could pursue a policy of 

rapid industrialization, with the attendant rise in oil consumption and imports, without 

exacerbating the island's dependence on the oil multinationals or further draining its 

foreign exchange. Furthermore, Guevara had made clear that the fate of those companies 

in Cuba was linked to the security of Cuba's U.S. sugar quota and the general question of 

U.S. "aggression" against the Revolution.  

 

Oil and the Evolution of Eisenhower's Cuba Policy 

Although they would express the matter in different terms, the question of U.S. 

aggression against the Revolution was also taking on new urgency within the Eisenhower 

administration during these months. Using Ambassador Bonsal's 1971 memoir and the 

State Department and White House documents declassified in the 1980s, historians of 

U.S. policy toward Cuba have established that between October 1959 and March 1960 

the Eisenhower administration moved from its position of cautious watching and waiting 

to one of active opposition to Fidel Castro's government. By mid-March they had 

initiated the early stages of a policy of covert and diplomatic activity designed to bring 
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about its replacement by a moderate alternative.23   

Historians, however, have failed to appreciate the important role that Cuba's oil 

supply played in these discussions. Drawing attention to the role of Cuban energy 

insecurity and the nationalist challenge to American oil hegemony helps to place the 

ultimate breakdown in U.S.-Cuban relations into the full and deeper context of the 

evolution of Cuban nationalism and its conflict with U.S. power in Cuba. It also helps 

explain the failure of U.S. policy to bring about Castro's ouster. During these pivotal 

months, the oil companies' travails in Cuba helped to push the Eisenhower administration 

toward a more active policy of opposition to Castro's government. Certain officials within 

the administration came to see the Anglo-American oil companies as both highly 

vulnerable and potentially useful allies in the accelerating conflict with Castro. 

In late September and October 1959 the relevant State Department officials 

recognized that Washington's Cuba policy was at a crossroads. Their frustration over the 

continuing and uncompensated expropriation of American agricultural properties through 

the Agrarian Reform was worsening. Discontent at the dollar-exchange and remittance 

controls was also mounting. Powerful agricultural interests threatened by the land reform, 

such as the owners of the King Ranch cattle empire and the various sugar companies, 

besieged Herter, Rubottom, and their staff at the State Department, as well as White 

House officials such as Treasury Secretary Robert B. Anderson, Agriculture Secretary 

True Morse, and President Eisenhower himself, to demand that Washington stand up to 
																																																								
23 Philip W. Bonsal, Cuba, Castro and the United States (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1971): 
100-28; Morris H. Morley, Imperial State and Revolution: The United States and Cuba, 1952-1986 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987): 72-130; Stephen G. Rabe, Eisenhower and Latin 
America: The Foreign Policy of Anti-Communism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988): 
117-173; Jules R. Benjamin, The United States and the Origins of the Cuban Revolution: An Empire of 
Liberty in an Age of National Liberation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990): 185-95; Lars 
Schoultz, That Infernal Little Cuban Republic: The United States and the Cuban Revolution (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2009): 104-21. 
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Castro and force him to face stern economic consequences for what they perceived to be 

his assault on their businesses and on private enterprise in general.24 

The question was what, if anything, should Washington do about it? Liberals 

among the policymakers – chief among them Ambassador Bonsal – continued to believe 

that Washington should signal its willingness to offer the carrot of unilateral or 

multilateral balance-of-payments assistance and development aid to Havana, in order to 

strengthen moderate elements within the revolutionary government and among its 

supporters.25 More skeptical officials such as Assistant Secretary for Inter-American 

Affairs Roy R. "Dick" Rubottom, Jr. and especially Rubottom's deputy John C. Hill were 

inclined to believe that the Cuban government was already irredeemable and that U.S. 

hopes should be pinned on opposition outside; any hints of economic aid to buttress the 

Castro government, in that view, would be inappropriate, especially given that it showed 

no interest in seeking such assistance.26 Senior officials including Secretary of State 

Christian Herter, Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Thomas C. Mann, and CIA 

Director Alan Dulles were inclined toward this harder line.27 

By October 23 the State Department had drawn up a revised statement of U.S. 

policy toward Cuba. The Cuban government in its current orientation, the paper stated, 

																																																								
24 Memcon, "Cuban Agrarian Reform Program," Robert Kleberg and Jack Malone (King Ranch) with 
Secretary of State Christian Herter and William P. Snow (DOS-ARA), June 24, 1959; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 
324; Herter, memo to the President, "Recommendations of Mr. Robert Kleberg on the Cuban Situation," 
July 7, 1959; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 329; Memcon, "Meeting with American Sugar Interests Regarding the 
Situation of their Properties in Cuba," Rubottom, Mann, Bonsal, Wieland, Stevenson, and others with sugar 
company executives, September 24, 1959; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 363. See also Schoultz, Infernal, 96-103. 
25 Bonsal memo to Rubottom, "Cuban-American Relations," September 1959 [before September 25]; FRUS 
1958-60, VI, 364. 
26 DOS memcon, "Discussion Based on Ambassador Bonsal's Talking Paper on Cuban-American 
Relations," Rubottom, Snow, Hill (ARA), Rosenson (REA), Wieland, Stevenson (CMA), and Bonsal, 
October 1, 1959, and Wieland to Rubottom, "Summary of Discussion Regarding Nature of Instructions 
Ambassador Bonsal Might Take Back with Him," October 1, 1959; folder Cuba-General 1959 (2 of 2), Box 
2, Subject Files of ARA Office of Caribbean and Mexican Affairs [CMA], 1957-62, Lot 63D67, NARA. 
27 Schoultz, Infernal, 91. 
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did not meet the basic requirements of U.S.-Cuban and hemispheric relations; the goal of 

U.S. policy towards Cuba was now to help bring about, by the end of 1960, a government 

that did meet those standards, by encouraging resistance to extreme policies from within 

the revolutionary coalition and constructive opposition to the government from without. 

Washington was to avoid any actions that would serve to strengthen or consolidate the 

Castro government, and any public impression of U.S. pressure or intervention in Cuban 

affairs. 28 Eisenhower approved the new policy on November 9.29  

The events of late October, including the Matos and Díaz Lanz affairs and the oil 

exploration law pushed even relative optimists in the Department to wash their hands of 

Castro. In light of these events, Bonsal wrote to Rubottom, "Contrary to our earlier 

hopes, moderating forces (National Bank especially) have for present at least lost out in 

contest for influence over Castro. Our bitter enemies Raul Castro and Che Guevara are 

very much in the saddle. They can be counted on to speed up radical agrarian reform as 

well as measures designed to destroy or cripple U.S. mining, petroleum, and public utility 

interests." That said, however, Bonsal urged continued "restraint and patience.... This 

regime – and I believe there is no doubt as to its nonviability due to its own excesses and 

deficiencies within a relatively short period (months rather than years) – must not be 

given 'shot in the arm' of positive actions or threats by us (even assuming such actions 

were open to us)." U.S. officials, he argued, must "defend our legitimate interests" 

without "appearing [to] coerce Cuba's sovereignty or interposing punitive action or 

																																																								
28 Rubottom to the Undersecretary for Political Affairs (Livingston Merchant), "Current Basic United 
States Policy Toward Cuba" October 23, 1960. FRUS 1958-60, VI, doc. 376. 
29 Herter, memo for the President, "Current Basic United States Policy Toward Cuba," November 5, 1959, 
with enclosed "Current Basic United States Policy Toward Cuba (November 1959);" "Cuba (1) [1959]," 
Box 4, International Series, White House Office Files [WHOF], Office of the Staff Secretary, Dwight D. 
Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas [hereafter DDEL]. The cover memo without the enclosed paper is 
FRUS 1958-60, VI, 387. See also Schoultz, Infernal, 104-5. 
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threats" which would lead to "arousing easily exacerbated Cuban nationalism."30 

But facing mounting pressure from business to take sterner action against Castro, 

it was becoming harder to walk the line between diplomatically defending U.S. interests 

and provoking Cuban nationalism. A few days after the confiscatory new oil law was 

proclaimed in November, Rubottom had to reassure the indignant head of Standard Oil of 

California's Cuban subsidiary that the State Department, notwithstanding its public policy 

of forbearance, did not condone the assault on the oil exploration companies. For now, he 

said, Washington could take no action beyond diplomatic protest until the firm exhausted 

hope of remedy through legal channels in Cuba. "The only possible hope" Rubottom 

offered, according to his record of the meeting, "is that the situation is deteriorating so 

rapidly that inevitable consequences of economic chaos and the resultant political 

instability ... are bound to cause the Cuban people to open their eyes." He conceded that 

"it all adds up to a very bleak outlook" that might get worse before it got better.31  

By early December, Rubottom's Western Hemisphere bureau had concluded that 

the administration could no longer tolerate what they perceived to be the harassment of 

U.S. property owners in Cuba or the revolutionary government's rejection of State 

Department efforts to promote conciliation and remedy these abuses. Rubottom 

recommended to Dillon that the Department begin to implement a plan to impose a tax on 

imports from Cuba in order to create a fund to compensate expropriated business owners; 

send a public note of protest to the Cuban government (which it did in early January); and 

pose legislation in Congress to grant the President authority to alter Cuba's sugar quota.32  

																																																								
30 USE Havana (Bonsal) Embtel 1043 to DOS (for Rubottom), November 6, 1959; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 388. 
31 DOS Telcon, "Cuban Petroleum Development," Owen Haynes (California Petroleum) with Rubottom, 
November 25, 1960, folder Cuba-General 1959 (1 of 2) Box 1, ARA-CMA Subject File Lot 63D67, NARA  
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The complaints from business interests, especially Jersey Standard, continued. 

Jones' consultation with Rubottom on December 17, discussed above, was a notable sign 

that concern over remittances had progressed up the chain in both organizations from the 

Havana offices and embassy to the U.S. headquarters. Further confirmation came on 

December 22, when representatives of the National Foreign Trade Council, including 

officers from Jersey Standard as well as United Fruit, the American & Foreign Power 

Company, and others, met with the number-two man at the State Department, 

Undersecretary C. Douglas Dillon, and several Western Hemisphere political and 

economic officers. The Council's Cuba committee, "fearful of the Communist direction of 

the Government," reported its conviction that, "if Castro stays in power, all American 

investments in Cuba are doomed." Moreover, the group warned that so long as 

Washington maintained its patient attitude and refused to put a stop to Castro's assault on 

free enterprise, other nationalist governments in the developing world would be 

emboldened to follow Cuba's example. Jersey Standard's treasurer, citing his firm's 

remittance and labor problems, warned that if the Eisenhower White House and State 

Department would not stand up for free enterprise and protect them in Cuba, the 

companies would mobilize supporters in Congress to do so, most likely by legislating a 

cut in Cuba's sugar quota. Dillon assured the businessmen that the administration shared 

their concern and was working on a program to address the Cuban problem.33  

Pressure from Standard and other businesses combined with strategic concern 

over Communist penetration of the hemisphere to stir the Eisenhower administration to 

action. Echoing the trade delegation's dark prophecies, Rubottom warned Dillon and 

																																																								
33 DOS memcon, "Protection of American Interests in Cuba," Representatives of the National Foreign 
Trade Council with Dillon, Mallory, Hager, Turkel, Vallon, Stevenson, and others, December 22, 1959; 
FRUS 1958-60, VI, 412. 
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other State Department officials "that time is running out and that if Cuba gets by with 

the actions she is taking against American property owners, our whole private enterprise 

approach abroad would be in serious danger."34 Rubottom and National Security Advisor 

Gordon Gray agreed on New Year's Eve that, "Cuba was no longer just a diplomatic 

problem for the United States. The problems of business, finance, and defense relating to 

that country were of such serious proportion that pressures were now impinging on all of 

the Government."35 In January and February of 1960, therefore, the higher levels of the 

Eisenhower administration began to discuss the possibility of actively bringing about 

Castro's ouster, rather than patiently waiting for the Revolution to moderate or implode of 

its own accord. From the start, Cuba's oil insecurity figured in these discussions.  

On January 13, CIA Director Allen Dulles told the Special Group of the National 

Security Council – charged with overseeing covert action – "that he thought other Latin 

American countries, and U.S. business, were becoming highly disturbed over prospects 

for Cuba, citing particularly the nickel situation and the position of U.S. oil companies." 

Sharing these concerns, Dulles "noted the possibility that over the long run the U.S. will 

not be able to tolerate the Castro regime in Cuba and suggested that covert contingency 

planning to accomplish the fall of the Castro government might be in order." He resolved 

to begin inventorying CIA assets in Cuba to determine what could be done covertly, 

emphasizing, though, "that we do not have in mind a quick elimination of Castro, but 

rather actions designed to enable responsible opposition leaders to get a foothold."36 Here 
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was the genesis of the CIA covert program to undermine and oust Castro.37 

The next day, Eisenhower and the full National Security Council took up the 

Cuba matter, and for the first of many times the island's energy insecurity featured 

prominently in their discussion. After a briefing from Dulles on Cuba's expanding ties to 

the Soviet bloc, Communist China, and nonaligned African and Asian states, and a 

narrative of the decline in U.S.-Cuban relations from Rubottom, Eisenhower remarked 

provocatively that, "it might be necessary to blockade Cuba yet." Treasury Secretary 

Anderson – whose action on this issue, as we will see, would eventually be decisively 

important – followed up on Eisenhower's suggestion; after pointing out the worsening 

state of the Cuban economy, Anderson "asked whether elimination of oil shipments 

would be feasible, noting, however, that such action would probably result in Castro 

taking over the refineries in Cuba." In a reference to his December 17 meeting with Jones 

of Jersey Standard, Rubottom responded that U.S. officials "had refrained from urging 

the oil companies to cut off shipments to Cuba, but had told them there was no objection 

to their taking such action on their own initiative." Eisenhower seemed to recognize the 

gravity of this step and to favor a hard line, stating that, "we could take whatever action 

we needed to take if we first made sure that the rest of Latin America was on our side."38  

At a subsequent meeting with Secretary of State Christian Herter, Rubottom, and 

Bonsal, the President showed his continued interest in economic warfare against Castro, 

speculating that the U.S. government "could quarantine Cuba," on the premise that, "If 

they (the Cuban people) are hungry, they will throw Castro out." Ike backtracked when 

Bonsal objected that the U.S. should not punish the Cuban people "for the acts of one 
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abnormal man," but then wondered aloud about "how Cuba could make a living if it 

could not sell its sugar."39 The contrast between Eisenhower's public stance on Cuba and 

the ruminations and machinations beginning to stir within his White House is striking.40 

Thus were raised at the highest levels of the U.S. government in January 1960 – 

before the Cuban-Soviet economic accord in February or the full deterioration of U.S-

Cuban relations that summer – three of the most severe weapons of economic coercion in 

the U.S. arsenal to bring about the end of Castro's revolution: cutting off Cuba's oil, its 

most important import; closing the U.S. market for Cuba's sugar, its principal export; and 

quarantining or blockading the island, closing it off entirely from foreign trade.  

The Cuban-Soviet economic agreement in February simultaneously stiffened the 

Eisenhower administration's resolve to get rid of Castro and weakened its ability to do so. 

Before the deal, Dulles had urged the NSC, in connection with potential blocking of 

Cuba's oil imports, that "we should not stop any measures we might wish to take in Cuba 

because of what the Soviets might do. From our point of view it would be desirable for 

the USSR to show its hand in Cuba; if Soviet activity in Cuba becomes evident, then we 

																																																								
39 Memo of conference with the President (Herter, Rubottom, Bonsal, and White House Staff Secretary 
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will have a weapon against Castro."41 Dulles had expected Mikoyan to offer a small 

credit of $5-6 million along with expanded commercial and diplomatic relations.42 When 

the credit of $100 million and the purchase of one-fifth of Cuba's sugar crop were 

announced, the administration appears to have been taken aback. The State Department's 

intelligence analysts called the deal "a radical departure in Cuba's trade and economic 

policy" and "the most intensive [Soviet] effort ... to involve itself in the technical 

development of a Latin American country."43 At the next NSC meeting, a chagrined 

Dulles ruled that the accord "marked the definitive espousal of Castro by the USSR."44 

Secretary Herter wrote to his British counterpart that Mikoyan's visit was "a long step 

toward the breaking of the remaining links between the Government of Cuba and the 

American family of nations," and likely "the first of a series of steps... to bring Cuba into 

the closest kind of collaboration" with the Soviets economically and diplomatically.45   

Most unhelpful, from Washington's point of view, was the fact that the Soviet 

deal reduced Cuba's vulnerability to U.S. coercive action, even as it strengthened the 

imperative for such action. In January, Rubottom had been skeptical that the Soviets 

would want to supply oil or weapons to Cuba.46 But in the wake of the accord, State 

Department analysts pointed out that swapping Cuban sugar for Soviet oil and machinery 

reduced Cuba's dependence on the U.S. sugar market and on U.S. physical plant and 

U.S.-controlled Venezuelan oil, thereby reducing the impact of potential economic action 
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by Washington in these areas.47 Nevertheless, the decision was made at this point to 

begin exploring and drawing up lists of options for both covert sabotage (by the CIA) and 

economic warfare (by the State, Commerce, and Treasury Departments) to weaken the 

Castro government. Among the handful of steps to be considered on the overt side of the 

program was urging U.S. companies to confront the Cuban government over unpaid 

dollar remittances – an action in which the oil companies were likely to be prominent. 

Specific actions, however, were not to be initiated without Eisenhower's approval.48  

By March 1960, the possible use of the "oil weapon" in Eisenhower's Cuba policy 

was beginning to take shape; so too, however, were its inherent contradictions. 

Convinced that the oil companies, U.S. business as a whole in Cuba, and the private 

enterprise system in the country and the region more broadly were all under assault, the 

Eisenhower administration determined that, one way or another, Castro had to go. In 

deciding to actively seek to bring about Castro's ouster, however, the administration 

embarked upon this new course precisely at the moment when its coercive leverage over 

the island – chiefly the Anglo-American oil companies' control over Cuba's oil supply 

and the importance of the U.S. market for Cuban sugar – was set to erode as a result of 

the Soviet economic agreement. As a full-blown crisis in U.S.-Cuban relations loomed, 

Washington's position was growing at once weaker and more desperate.  
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The Cuban Government's Road to the Oil Conflict 

The simmering conflict between Washington and Havana reached another turning 

point on March 4 when the French freighter La Coubre, delivering a shipment of arms 

that the Cuban government had purchased from Belgium, exploded in Havana harbor, 

killing several crew members and seventy-five Cuban dockworkers. In a striking echo of 

the explosion of the U.S.S. Maine in that same port in 1898, the event helped precipitate 

U.S. intervention to effect regime change in Cuba. In the wake of the incident both the 

Cuban and U.S. governments determined that the conflict was entering its decisive phase. 

The Cuban government, for its part, asserted that Washington and its agents were 

behind the explosion, in an effort to prevent the Revolution from obtaining arms. The 

U.S. government, it was pointed out, had tried to dissuade its European allies from selling 

weapons to Cuba; now, it seemed, they were resorting to more nefarious means to block 

arms purchases. "This was sabotage and not an accident," Fidel charged at the funeral for 

the victims, although admitting that he lacked evidence to prove it. "They want us to be 

defenseless. And why do they want us to be defenseless? So that they can force us to 

yield, so that they can subjugate us."49 As Lillian Guerra has argued, the destruction of La 

Coubre, like the Díaz Lanz and Matos controversies the previous October, became a 

moment in which Castro called on every Cuban to declare total support of the Revolution 

under his direction and total opposition to domestic and foreign counter-revolutionary 

enemies as he defined them. It also marked a turning point at which the radicalism of the 

Revolution accelerated and its suppression of dissent grew more severe.50 

While publicly stoking the fires of conflict with the United States, Fidel and his 
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inner circle were privately deciding to accelerate the pace of socialization of the Cuban 

economy. Alekseev, the KGB's man in Havana, reported that Fidel told him at a private 

lunch with Raúl, Che, and Núñez Jiménez on March 6 that he was certain that the 

Americans were preparing to break diplomatic relations, launch terrorist attacks against 

the Cuban government including Castro personally, impose economic sanctions, and 

eventually invade the island on the pretext of an attack on U.S. property or lives which 

would actually be the work of U.S. agents. According to Alekseev, Fidel indicated that 

the La Coubre incident had freed his hand to begin nationalizing all U.S. property in 

Cuba. On March 15, Fidel told Alekseev that INRA would become a government within 

the government and would gradually carry out the "step-by-step elimination of [private] 

property" in Cuba. "In a few years INRA will be the government," Fidel said, in an echo 

of his private statement to Núñez Jiménez and Guevara at the INRA meeting in 

December cited in the previous chapter.51 Shortly thereafter, INRA absorbed the 

BANFAIC, and a powerful new Central Planning Board (Junta Central de 

Planificación), dominated by left-wing officials, was created to centralize and rationalize 

both domestic and foreign commerce, absorbing organs such as the National 

Development Commission and the National Planning Board.52  

 On March 21, Guevara delivered a major speech on "Political Sovereignty and 

Economic Independence," in which he sought to brace his adopted nation for the 

anticipated conflict. Che reminded the people that Cuba could not yet declare "before the 
																																																								
51 Castro quoted in Naftali and Fursenko, One Hell of a Gamble, 41-42. 
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tombs of its martyrs" that it was economically independent, so long as "one ship detained 

by the United States" or "an order from one of the monopolies" could paralyze Cuban 

industries. Cuba would be independent, he declared, only when it developed its own 

natural resources and had assured, "through treaties, through trade with the whole world," 

that its industries could function without interruption under government planning. 

However, "To win [conquistar] something we must take it from someone," Guevara 

explained unflinchingly, and the chief enemy in this endeavor was clear: "That is to say, 

that our economic war will be with the great power of the North, that it is not a simple 

war; victory over the monopolies and over the North American monopolies concretely." 

Specifically, the oil monopolies were to be the locus of this conflict. The 

latifundistas broken in the Agrarian Reform, Che asserted, were not the key monopoly to 

be defeated; "the most important are in the chemical industry, in engineering, in oil." He 

defended the purchase of oil from the Soviets in both economic and political terms. The 

Soviets were selling crude to Cuba at prices one-third lower than that of the U.S. 

monopolies, despite the greater shipping distance involved. If the oil-for-sugar deal was 

also "political" in the sense that part of Moscow's motivation to offer these generous 

terms was to pique the Yankees, "So what? [¿y a nosotros qué?]" asked Che rhetorically. 

"We are simply selling merchandise and not selling national sovereignty like we did 

before." To applause he declared, "That is what we call economic liberation." 

Guevara closed the address by likening the Cuban Revolution's liberation 

program to that of the greatest example of revolutionary economic nationalism in Latin 

American history. Noting that the anniversary of Lázaro Cárdenas' nationalization of 

Mexico's oil industry 1938 had just passed, Guevara pointed out that at the time of 
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Mexico's revolution, hostile accusations about its alleged radicalism and communism 

"were exactly the same as those which Cuba must suffer today." Guevara told a story of 

an "English gentleman" who warned the U.S. Ambassador in Mexico of the dangers of 

Communism in that revolution; Che's Englishman finally exclaimed in exasperation, "A 

communist is anyone who crosses us [cualquier persona que nos choca]!" Guevara 

analogized, winking at his and Raúl's status as anticommunists' favorite bogeymen:    

You can see how the historical situations repeat themselves; I am sure that all of 
us will vex the other guy quite a bit [que todos nosotros chocamos bastante a la 
otra gente]. It appears that Raúl and I have the honor to be the most vexing. But 
the historical situations have their resemblance. Just as Mexico nationalized her 
oil and was able to move forward, and as Cárdenas is recognized as the greatest 
President that Republic has had, so too shall we move forward. All those on the 
other side will call us whatever they want, [but] the truth is that we are working 
for the benefit of the pueblo, that we will not back down and that they, the 
expropriated ones, the confiscated ones, the butchered ones [los siquitrillados], 
will not return.53 
 

At another key turning point in the Revolution, oil nationalism was again serving 

as a means to rally public support behind the government and to reassure the nation that it 

would be victorious in the conflict with the United States. Expanding state control over 

Cuba's oil industry continued to be key to the Revolution's accelerating leftward 

trajectory and to its leaders' conception and public presentation of the program of 

economic development and independence. Supply, refining, and marketing all received 

increasing attention from the revolutionary leadership, each in ways that portended 

conflict with the established foreign oil companies and their home governments.  

Government sources continued to tout the benefits of the state's new oil policy. 
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"In the oil industry there is only one path," declared a full-page op-ed in Revolución 

rejecting Cuba's history of dependence on U.S. capital: "towards a national policy."  

Photos of an oil rig and of the Cabaguán refinery, "now part of the national patrimony," 

were the two images used to illustrate the piece and represent Cuba's new path of 

independent economic development. Gregorio Goldenberg, its author, argued the 

Guevarist position that a century of U.S. investment in Cuba had produced not mutual 

benefit and advancement, but rather exploitation and dependence on monopoly capital.54 

INRA officials announced the growth of Cuba's state oil sector and contrasted it 

with the industry's disappointing and allegedly sordid past. Núñez Jiménez appeared on 

television in early April to roll out the ICP's new activities. Doing so, he drew upon the 

conspiratorial counter-narrative that he and other authors had articulated during the 

1950s. According to the account in Revolución, Núñez "Affirms that it is certain that 

there is oil in Cuba. What happened is that the great oil 'trusts' have been drilling in Cuba 

to a deliberately insufficient depth. That is to say, the drilling was interrupted just before 

reaching the oil deposits. The Government has documents to prove it. The monopolies 

have considered Cuba a 'reserve in case of emergency.'" In Núñez's explanation, the 

history of unproductive drilling in Cuba by the major companies actually proved the 

existence of oil deposits awaiting exploitation by the state. After all, he said, "If there 

were no oil in Cuba, it would have been pointless for the monopolies' engineers to have 

continued to spend money on drilling. And if it is here, we will find it."55 At the same 

time Gutiérrez of the ICP announced that the Institute's eight rigs would begin drilling as 
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soon as the examination of the documents seized in October was complete.56 

At times the pro-government optimism regarding oil exploration stretched the 

limits of credulity. A front-page banner headline in Revolución on April 1 reported a 

"Valuable Oil Deposit Found on Farm in Bayamo." According to reports from Oriente 

Province, "positive results" had come from oil exploration on an intervened plot under 

INRA management outside the town. "Some years ago," the newspaper reported 

conspiratorially, "an American oil company" had drilled 14 wells in the area and then, 

"having verified the existence" of the oil deposit, had sealed the wells with cement "and 

reported that they had yielded negative results."57 English-language publications were 

skeptical, pointing out that only two wells had ever been drilled within 25 miles of 

Bayamo, that the ICP announcement made no mention of the well's actual production, 

and that wells of the reported depth (300 feet) were seldom productive.58 Worth noting 

also is that the "American" former concessionaire in question was TransCuba, which, as 

seen in Chapter 4, was founded on Cuban, as well as U.S., capital. Revolución appears 

here to have been guilty of undue enthusiasm and inadequate fact checking, at least. 

The process of agricultural and industrial development under the Agrarian 

Reform, Núñez had explained, entailed greater mechanization and thus rising oil 

consumption. "We must face up to this problem and we will achieve its solution through 

our own production," he promised. Pending the anticipated flourishing of domestic 

production, however, where would Cuba get its oil? Publicly and privately, senior 

officials trumpeted Cuba's opening to new suppliers beyond the usual sources controlled 
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by the oil majors. Núñez explained on television that the "monopolies" had charged $3 

per barrel for crude, but U.S. independents were offering Cuba $2.10. Even cheaper, 

however, was Soviet crude, which he stated cost 33% less (that is, an even $2.00). This 

deal saved Cuba $20 million, he explained, all of it in hard currency.59 The conservative 

Diario de la Marina had editorialized against the Soviet trade agreement by arguing that 

the Soviet products to be imported were inferior to North American ones.60 Commerce 

Minister Raúl Cepero Bonilla responded by using the example of Soviet crude oil, which, 

he pointed out, was of equal or even superior quality to crude from Venezuela or the 

U.S.61 When Indonesian leader Sukarno visited Havana at the time, agreeing to 

collaborate with Cuba to unite Latin America, Africa and Asia behind a common Third-

World agenda of economic development and opposition to colonialism, racism, and the 

nuclear arms race, his foreign minister indicated publicly that Indonesian oil supplies 

were under consideration as part of a bilateral economic agreement being concluded.62 

Guevara, in a private meeting with British diplomats about the foreign-exchange problem 

on May 12, volunteered that Cuba hoped to meet its oil needs through imports from the 

Soviet Union, Rumania, Egypt, Indonesia, and an unspecified Latin American country.63 
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Downstream, too, the state was proudly expanding its activities. Gutiérrez 

announced in April that the ICP would 

market its own gasoline in its own 

stations, under patriotic brand names 

such as "Pecuba," "ICP" and 

"Mambí," incorporating the 186 

service stations confiscated from the 

Cabaiguán group as well as others 

willing to cooperate with the state. 

The ICP stations would be painted in 

revolutionary olive green with white 

trim.64 An advertising campaign 

declared that "Now Cuba has its own 

gasoline," telling Cubans that 

by buying ICP motor fuel, 

which was priced as regular-grade but had the octane of special, "you save hard currency 

for Cuba and save money for yourself!" For Cuban consumers, embracing statist oil 

nationalism was both economical and patriotic. [Figure 16]65   

While this state-owned marketing network was being organized, Núñez Jiménez 

signed an important decree voiding all exclusive contracts between service stations and 
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Figure 16 The ICP announces that, "Now Cuba has its 
own gasoline."  Revolución, May 16, 1960. (Library of 
Congress). 
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their suppliers.66 Announced on May 23, the decree effectvely cancelled the exclusive 

arrangements between Esso, Shell, Sinclair and Texaco and their marketing networks, 

freeing all gas stations to retail ICP products. Pro-government organs praised the ICP for 

its action against "monopolies" in this sector of the industry, with the INRA magazine 

calling the measure "a new and important step in Cuba's economic liberation from the 

foreign monopolies, protecting the native oil industry, 

affirming the independence won on the first of January 

1959."67 The Cuban government was therefore boldly 

pushing into new sources of domestic and foreign supply 

and into distribution and marketing. By June, ICP-brand 

stations were supplying 13% of the retail gasoline 

market, almost on par with Texaco's market share.68  

The critical bottleneck for the ICP, however, was 

in refining. The island's consumption of petroleum 

products had reached 70,000 b/d in April 1960, according 

to Gutiérrez, and was growing at an annualized rate of 10%. The ICP was expanding the 

capacity of the nationalized Cabaiguán refinery to 6,000 b/d, and had plans to expand it 
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del Petróleo," Hoy, May 24, 1960, 1. 
68 Gasoline sales for that month – the last one before the foreign companies were intervened – were 69,184 
bbl by the ICP, as against 75,313 bbl by Texaco, 106,772 bbl by Sinclair, 115,423 bbl by Shell, and 
175,302 bbl by Esso, for a total supply of 541,994 bbl). The ICP share of the diesel and fuel oil markets 
was less than 10%, suggesting that the ICP's push into the retail transportation-fuel market had rapidly 
overtaken its entry into agricultural and industrial consumption. Data from USE Havana (Price), Despatch 
282, August 2, 1960; 837.3932/8-260, box 2542, NARA. 

Figure 17 "Another chain 
broken" as the ICP cancels 
distributors' contracts. 
Revolución, May 24, 1960. 
(Library of Congress). 
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further to 14,000 b/d and to build a new 10,000 b/d refinery at Cienfuegos.69 This would 

have made the ICP able to meet a large part of the fuel needs of INRA and other 

government agencies, whose share of the island's consumption Esso officials estimated in 

March to be around 13% for gasoline, 15% for fuel oil, and 45% for diesel.70 The new 

refinery would take many months, however, assuming that the necessary capital, 

materials, and expertise were available, presumably through the Soviet credit and 

technical assistance agreements. In the meantime the government could have processed 

limited quantities of Soviet crude at Cabaiguán and imported refined fuel products from 

the Soviets or other sources, until its stated goal of a self-sufficient integrated state-

owned refining and marketing network was in place, most likely sometime in 1961.71  

But government policy, under direction from Guevara, Núñez Jiménez, and 

similar officials, appears to have been anything but patient. Guevara, in particular, 

seemed bent on industrializing Cuba at breakneck pace. "As you will know, if any of you 

have taken the trouble to listen to any of my talks on television," he told an audience at an 

industrial exposition in Havana on May 20, "I practically have but one theme, or at least 

one central theme, which is the industrialization of the country." Urging his listeners to 

mentally "transport yourselves to the industrialized country of the future, to that great 

industrialized country of the Caribbean that the Cuba of tomorrow will be," Guevara 

proudly informed them that "the number of industries that the Revolutionary Government 

is going to install within a year is incredible, following plans developed entirely in Cuba, 
																																																								
69 Gregorio Goldenberg, "En Mayo Se Venderá la Gasolina Cubana," Revolución, April 20, 1960, 1. Otto 
Vilches, "Nueva Política Petrolera en Acción," Hoy, April 6, 1960, 1. 
70 DOS memcon, "Standard Oil Operations in Cuba," Mr. Martin Jones (SONJ) and Tex Brewer with 
Bonsal, Mallory (ARA) and Torrey (CMA), March 9, 1960, 837.2553/3-960, Box 2450, NARA.   
71 Brewer reported on April 27 that a shipment of Egyptian gasoline had recently arrived, to be retailed 
through the ICP network in May. DOS memcon, "Possibility that Standard Oil will be Asked to Refine 
Russian Crude in its Cuban Refinery," Fisher, Jones, and Brewer with Rubottom and Stevenson, April 27, 
1960; 837.3932/4-2760, Box 2452, NARA.  
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but with the assistance of many countries of the Earth, based also on the exchanges that 

are being undertaken." The work, he went on, was already beginning "on the level of 

steel, of fuels, of chemistry, of mining, of derivatives from sugarcane."72 

Increased petroleum imports were necessary to fuel this rapid industrialization 

drive. The Cuban Communist party newspaper Noticias de Hoy reported on April 6 that 

the government had recently agreed to purchase 300,000 tons (2.25 million barrels) of 

crude as well as 300,000 tons of refined products from the Soviet Union, in a transaction 

totaling $12 million.73 The Soviet tanker Vishinsky delivered the first shipment of 75,000 

barrels of crude to the southern port of Casilda on April 17, for refining at the ICP facility 

in Cabaiguán.74 The government had decided to obtain far more Soviet crude than its own 

modest refining capacity could process. While the first shipments were refined at 

Cabaiguán, further deliveries would far exceed the plant's capacity.75 The reported 2.25m 

barrels of Soviet crude would take over a year to refine at Cabaiguán (375 working days 

at the maximum rate of 6,000 b/d once the refinery expansion was complete). Even more 

Soviet crude appeared to be on the horizon. On May 27, Revolución reported, based on 

information from Gutiérrez of the ICP, that Cuba was to receive 150,000 tons per month 

starting July 1, for a total of 900,000 tons through the end of 1960.76 At about 6.7 million 

barrels, this would be half of the country's expected consumption for the rest of the year. 

How, then, would all of this crude be refined? Declassified British documents 

																																																								
72 "Discurso pronunciado por el doctor Ernesto Guevara en la apertura de la Exposición Industrial en 
Ferrocarril, el 20 de Mayo, en la Habana," Obra Revolucionaria 1:6 (June 6, 1960): 15-16.  
73 Otto Vilches, "Nueva Política Petrolera en Acción," Hoy, April 6, 1960, 1. Soviet crude was 
approximately 7.5 barrels per metric ton. 
74 "Llegan a Cabaiguán 75 mil barriles de petróleo de la Unión Soviética," Hoy, April 19, 1960, 1."First 
Soviet Oil Reaches Cuba," NYT, April 20, 1960, 11.  
75 R. Hart Phillips, "Soviet Oil Forced on Plants in Cuba," NYT, May 24, 1960, 5; James N. Wallace, "Cuba 
to Require U.S. Firms There to Refine Crude Oil from Russia," WSJ, May 24, 1960, 1. 
76 "24 Millones Ahorrará Cuba en Compras de Petróleo," Revolución, May 27, 1960, 1. A summary of this 
article was given in USE Havana (Bonsal), embtel G-299, June 1, 1960, 837.2553/6-160, Box 2450, NARA 
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reveal that the Cuban government made "informal oral enquiries," not reported publicly, 

to Shell about purchasing the company's refinery and distribution network, feelers that 

Shell politely evaded on commercial grounds.77 With large volumes of Soviet crude set to 

arrive, the government lacking the refinery capacity to process it and the capital and time 

and/or patience to acquire or construct such capacity on short notice, and all of the 

island's service stations newly freed to market products from any source, the three large 

foreign-owned refineries became the crucial link between the Soviet crude and the 

consumer market, at least until ICP capacity could further expand. "The large refineries 

will have to process the oil that we buy from the Soviet Union, until we can do it in our 

own refinery," Núñez explained to the public in early April.78  

On May 17, Guevara sent letters to Esso, Shell and Texaco informing them that in 

accordance with the government's program of economic development and in light of the 

foreign-exchange pressures, the state intended to sell each firm, at a price to be 

negotiated, 300,000 tons each of Soviet-origin crude for them to process in their 

refineries for the rest of the year. The blow was unexpectedly cushioned, however, by 

Guevara's pledge to make up to $20m available foreign exchange to begin liquidating the 

remittance backlog from 1959. The figure of $20m – presumably not by coincidence – 

equaled the sum that government sources claimed Cuba would save by bartering for 

Soviet oil to displace Venezuelan crude. Although not explicitly tied together in the 

letter, the provision of these dollars was by implication contingent upon the companies' 

																																																								
77 In a memo to the Foreign Office on June 20, 1960, Shell recounted its dealings with the Cuban 
government leading up to the threat of intervention that month. The memo places the inquiry "only a few 
months ago," which suggests that it was made sometime between the Cuban-Soviet commercial agreement 
in mid-February (since the government had no crude of its own to refine before that) and the request on 
May 17 that Shell and the other companies refine the Soviet crude. Shell, "Aide-Memoire for Submission 
to the Government of the United Kingdom," June 20, 1960; AK 1531/35, FO 371/148295, UKNA. 
78 "Economía de 20 Millones en la Compra de Petróleo a URSS," Revolución, April 7, 1960, 1. 
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acceptance of the Soviet crude.79 The fate of the Revolution and relations between 

Havana, Washington and Moscow would ultimately turn on the companies' response.  

 

The Ambivalence of the Oil Weapon in U.S. Policy 

By March, the threat of intervention due to labor agitation was simmering, but not 

yet boiling over, and the companies had decided to allow time for their 90-day agreement 

with the National Bank over dollar exchange to play out. A crisis over the cutoff of the 

firms' oil imports to Cuba, therefore, had been narrowly averted. The prospect of the 

companies being compelled to refine Soviet crude, however, now came to the fore.  

From the point of view of a vertically integrated multinational oil company, 

Guevara's proposition that Jersey, Shell and Texaco refine Soviet crude in Cuba was a 

serious economic problem. As the industry's authoritative Oil and Gas Journal put it, 

"All three need Soviet crude like they need a hole in the head."80 The primary motivation 

behind the construction of the firms' Cuban refineries was the need to provide outlets in 

the nearby Cuban market for a portion of their Venezuelan affiliates' surplus (and high-

cost) crude production. In the multinational oil industry, the parent companies' 

profitability derived mostly from the production and sale of crude to their refining 

affiliates, rather than from the downstream operations where competition was stiffer and 

profit margins lower. Replacing – "backing out" in industry parlance – about half of the 

refineries' throughput with unaffiliated crude – particularly cheap Soviet crude that 

																																																								
79 The $20m figure is in "Economía de 20 Millones en la Compra de Petróleo a URSS," Revolución, April 
7, 1960, 1, and Otto Vilches, "Nueva Política Petrolera en Acción," Hoy, April 6, 1960, 1. Transcriptions of 
Guevara's letters are enclosed in USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 3316, May 19, 1960, 837.2553/5-1960, and 
USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1679, May 23, 1960, 837.2553/5-2360, both Box 2450, NARA, and in 
AK 1531/154, FO 371/148303, UKNA.  
80 "Soviet Oil for Cuban Refineries?" Oil and Gas Journal 58:22 (May 30, 1960): 71-2. 
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undercut the companies' Venezuelan crude and even low-cost Middle Eastern crude – 

undermined the economic logic of the multinationals' integrated operations. Furthermore, 

there was the problem of precedent. To accept Soviet crude in Cuba would open the 

companies to similar moves by other Third-World nationalist governments tempted by 

Moscow's "oil offensive," further endangering the firms' global operations.81 Thus, the 

Cuban government's oil policy – either deliberately or through a severe misunderstanding 

of oil-industry economics – presented the companies with a serious challenge. 

As with the labor and remittance problems, the companies' decisions regarding 

what could have been simply an economic matter came to acquire political significance. 

Their decision regarding the Soviet crude would be made in close consultation with a 

U.S. government that was coming to see Cuba's oil insecurity as a central aspect of the 

Revolution's conflict with Washington. Confusion and ambiguity in U.S. policymaking at 

this critical turning point, however, would mean that the deployment of the oil weapon as 

a result of the companies' refusal was fatally flawed from the start. 

For U.S. policymakers, Castro's accusations over the La Coubre explosion had 

pushed even erstwhile advocates of restraint, such as the Embassy staff in Havana, to 

accept that the U.S. government should actively try to hasten Castro's ouster.82 Two 

																																																								
81 For example, the same three firms were faced in mid-1960 with an offer from the Indian government to 
displace about half of their crude imports into that market with Soviet crude that New Delhi had obtained 
through a barter deal similar to the Soviet-Cuban one. The companies declined, and the government 
withdrew the offer, choosing instead to import Soviet refined products to be marketed through its own 
network. The companies responded by cutting prices to prevent further erosion of their market share in 
India. The companies' logic on the Cuban matter specifically and on broader economic questions are well 
explained in Michael B. Tanzer, The Political Economy of International Oil and the Underdeveloped 
Countries (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969): 327-33. The Indian case is discussed in Ibid, 178-193. 
82 On March 8, Chargé d'affaires Braddock cabled the "unanimous opinion" of the senior Embassy staff 
that "there is no hope that US will ever be able to establish a satisfactory relationship with Cuban 
Government as long as it is dominated by Fidel Castro, Raúl Castro, Che Guevara, and like-minded 
associates. ... If there was any doubt on this point after Mikoyan visit and Cuban-Russian agreement, we 
feel it has been removed by the... fabricated, irresponsible charge" of American involvement in the 
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parallel tracks began to emerge within the Eisenhower administration's approach to 

ousting Castro. On one side were the officials in the State Department who began to 

explore possible ways to put economic and diplomatic pressure on the Castro 

government, in collaboration with foreign governments and U.S. business executives. A 

second, at times shadowy, parallel track was made up of generally more hawkish 

officials, including some in State but led by like-minded officials in the White House, 

chiefly National Security Advisor Gray, Treasury Secretary Anderson, and Dulles and his 

subordinates in the CIA. This group began to plot Castro's ouster by means of covert 

operations, but also strayed, with important consequences and apparently with 

Eisenhower's approval, into economic warfare and relations with the business 

community. Whereas the State Department as a whole was never fully committed to 

seeing the "oil weapon" – or economic warfare more broadly – as a viable means of 

bringing about Castro's downfall, the Anderson-Dulles group looked to it early and often 

as an important tool to overturn the Cuban Revolution.  

The NSC Special Group met on March 9 to review the covert program being 

drawn up since the February 17 meeting, before presenting it to Eisenhower for approval. 

Dulles also reopened the issue of the oil weapon, by reminding the committee of the 

plight of the oil companies, who "have been delivering oil against Cuban government 

IOUs for a considerable time and naturally question how long they can continue." Dulles 

pointed out that "Secretary Anderson is taking an interest and that it has been suggested 

that the three companies might meet under the auspices of the Anti-Trust Division of the 

Department of Justice ...to explore what concerted action might be possible and legal. He 

																																																								
explosion. Bonsal's absence at the time – he was in Washington for consultations – is noteworthy. USE 
Havana (Braddock) embtel 2301, March 8, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 470. 
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added that the companies feel that they are faced with a dilemma, in that if they should 

cease operations they would probably then be expropriated." Gray volunteered that he 

had recently met – apparently off the record – with a Jersey Standard officer by the name 

of Perkins, and had told him "that the Government could not take an official stand, 

because of the possibility of becoming liable for losses, and also because this would get 

dangerously close to Government dictation of private commercial policy. He had told 

Perkins that if the companies feel they must pull out, the Government will not urge them 

to stay for political or other reasons." The record indicates that, "The consensus of the 

Group was that Mr. Gray's stand was essentially correct, and also that it would be unwise 

for the companies to meet under the Department of Justice's auspices, but they felt that 

there should be more discreet means of inter-company consultation available." 

Notably, the lone skeptical voice came from the State Department representative, 

Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs Livingston Merchant: "While agreeing that 

the Government could not take an official stand, Mr. Merchant expressed his personal 

opinion that if the companies should suspend operations, this would give the Soviets a 

great opportunity, given the fact that the Cuban economy is so dependent on oil. He 

pointed out that no alternative leader to Castro has yet emerged, and that the United 

States would be held liable for any economic crisis that might be precipitated in this 

way." As Merchant saw it, directly or indirectly encouraging the oil firms to cut Cuba off 

from global oil markets would only tag Washington with economic aggression against the 

Cuban people while delivering Castro's Cuba into the open arms of the Soviets.83 

																																																								
83 Thomas A. Parrott, Memo for the Record, "Minutes of Special Group Meeting, 9 March 1960," March 9, 
1960; folder "NSC 5412 Special Group Minutes & Agendas 1960 (4)," Box 1, NSC, Presidential Records, 
Intelligence Files, DDEL. When the group reconvened the following week to approve the plan for 
presentation to Eisenhower, Gray ruled that the matter of an oil cutoff would not be decided until after 
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In an oft-cited meeting on March 17 the President conferred with his senior 

advisers and approved the plan to begin covert action to remove Castro from power, 

including the distribution of anti-Castro and anti-communist propaganda, efforts to help 

opposition elements cohere into a viable movement, the laying of plans for possible 

military intervention, and, most importantly, the training and arming of exiles for a 

possible invasion of the island, which would eventually end at the Bay of Pigs in April 

1961. The second outcome of this meeting, however – and one whose significance 

historians have overlooked – was that Anderson, with support from Dulles, Vice 

President Richard Nixon, and Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Admiral Arleigh Burke, set 

in motion the equally doomed deployment of the oil weapon. 

After Dulles and the CIA presented the covert program, Anderson reminded the 

group that the man whose ouster they had just agreed to engineer "is in reality financing 

his operations out of the funds of the U.S. companies that are operating in Cuba," and 

suggested that U.S. officials should bring business leaders together to consider what 

course of action they should follow. Specifically, "Anderson said that he thought that if 

we were to cut the Cubans off from their fuel supply, the effect would be devastating on 

them within a month or six weeks." Dulles emphasized that "American business in Cuba 

wants guidance," and Nixon and Burke indicated that the government should encourage 

U.S. businesses to shut down their Cuban operations. Eisenhower's response on the 

record was circumspect and rather ambiguous: "The President said we should be very 

careful about giving this. Essentially they will have to make their own decisions."84 

																																																								
Eisenhower approved the covert program. J.C. King, Memo for the Record, "Special Group Meeting, 
March 14, 1960," March 15, 1960, in same. 
84 Memorandum of a Conference with the President, with Nixon, Herter, Merchant, Rubottom, Anderson, 
Dulles, Bissell, Gray, Burke, Goodpaster, and Irwin, March 17, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 486.  
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Indications of Eisenhower's intent, however, can be pieced together from other 

sources. After the meeting, and apparently off the record, Eisenhower instructed 

Anderson and Dulles to establish discreet means of coordination with the leaders of U.S. 

business in Cuba. By March 30 they had set up a committee headed by Eisenhower's 

wartime comrade, the retired General Lucius D. Clay, who by this time was chairman of 

the board at Continental Can, which operated a plant in Cuba.85 The companies 

represented on this secret committee cannot be known for certain. However, given the 

vital role that Texaco and Jersey Standard had in the Cuban economy; the activity of the 

latter firm in previous consultations with Washington over Cuba; the committee's 

eventual recommendation that oil play a key role in U.S. economic warfare; and Clay's 

presence at a decisive meeting between Anderson and Texaco chairman Augustus Long 

and other oil executives (cited below), it is highly likely that one or both companies were 

represented on the committee and influential in its recommendations. 

Secretary of State Herter was apparently informed of this discreet liaison, but his 

subordinates in charge of Cuba policy, chiefly Undersecretary Dillon and Western 

Hemisphere Assistant Secretary Rubottom, were apparently not informed of the 

committee's existence until late April and early May. In the course of entrusting him with 

primary responsibility for coordinating the administration's Cuba policy (Herter being 

immersed in the upcoming Eisenhower-Khrushchev summit in Paris), Gray informed 

																																																								
85 Anderson, Dulles, and Dulles' deputy J.C. King met on March 30 with Clay regarding "liaison with the 
business community which Anderson and Secy [Secretary of State Christian Herter] had previously 
discussed," according to an untitled record of Herter's telephone calls, "–2– (3/30/60);" folder "CAH 
Telephone Calls, 3/28/60 - 6/30/60 (3)," Box 12, Herter Papers, DDEL. A handwritten margin note initialed 
by R.L. says "No distr[ibution]." The existence of this meeting is independently verified in Clay's date book 
in the Lucius D. Clay Papers, George C. Marshall Foundation, Lexington, VA (I am grateful to archivist 
Jeffrey S. Kozak for providing this document). Gray later mentioned in a communication with Anderson 
about Clay's involvement in meetings about the cut to Cuba's sugar quota that "Lucius Clay's activity is at 
the request of high authority," a euphemism used only for the President himself. Gray letter to Anderson, 
June 25, 1960; "White House (Personal) (1)," Box 91, Anderson Papers, DDEL.  
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Dillon on April 29 that, "there is a special activity proceeding under the chairmanship of 

Bob Anderson with which you may or may not be familiar. Allen Dulles has a particular 

liaison with Bob in this matter."86 More importantly, Dillon and Rubottom were not 

brought into the loop regarding the business committee's recommendations.  

On May 4, Clay wrote a four-page letter to Anderson – and apparently Anderson 

alone – with the "unanimous opinion" of the business committee and its uncompromising 

recommendations. "While a policy of delay and conciliation was proper until we found 

out the true intentions of Castro," Clay declared, "we now know that his intentions are 

hostile to the United States." Unchecked, Castro's assault on private enterprise threatened 

to encourage similar outrages throughout Latin America and the developing world, trends 

which "can adversely affect our entire international policy and national security." 

Moreover, Castro was steadily consolidating his power and eliminating possible nuclei of 

opposition, and "present Communist penetration is real and can only grow." In sum, 

"time is no longer running for us, but against us."  

Clay and the business leaders argued that the time for direct and decisive action to 

stop Castro was at hand, and that reservations against provoking Castro or waging 

economic warfare on the Cuban people must be overcome: "There is no hope that by 

																																																								
86 Gray letter to Dillon, April 29, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 512. On May 2, Dillon met with Gray, Dulles, 
and Rubottom, and acknowledged, "that the activity under the chairmanship of Secretary Anderson had not 
been known to him. Mr. Dulles thought that it grew out of a discussion that the President had with 
Secretaries Herter and Anderson following a meeting in the President's office some time ago. Mr. 
Rubottom recalled a meeting on March 17, during which Mr. Anderson referred to some of his discussions 
with businessmen regarding the Cuban situation, but he did not recall that the President suggested the 
establishment of such a committee. Even though there was no record of a telephone conversation or other 
discussion regarding the establishment of this committee, chaired by General Lucius Clay according to Mr. 
Dulles, it was generally acknowledged that the President might have requested Secretary Anderson to 
create the committee and so informed Governor Herter. The Under Secretary said he would raise the matter 
with Secretary Anderson." Memcon, "Cuban Policy and Operations," Dillon, Rubottom, Dulles, Bissell, 
and Gray, May 2, 1960; folder "Chron Memcon 5/60-8/60 (5 of 5)," Box 17, C. Douglas Dillon Papers 
[CDDP] John F. Kennedy Library [JFKL]. Italics added. The words "with businessmen" are redacted in the 
version published in FRUS 1958-60, VI, 514, which cites the State Department records at NARA. 
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refraining from positive action so as to avoid inciting Castro to accelerate his 

expropriation program we may ultimately avoid expropriation altogether. We shall lose 

our properties anyhow, and meanwhile have given Castro the time he needs to prepare, 

with Russian help, to meet some eventual action by the United States. The conclusion is 

therefore that immediate and powerful economic sanctions should be invoked." The goal 

was to employ measures "sufficiently drastic to force a crisis too great for the Russians to 

handle, and paralyzing the economy of Cuba. There is room to hope that either Castro 

would be shocked into a conciliatory policy toward the United States, or overthrown 

within a relatively short period, before expropriation had gone too far to be reversed. A 

policy of gradual pressure would probably hasten expropriation but still allow too much 

time for the Castro and Red regimes to carry their expropriation programs to such lengths 

that restitution would be almost impossible." In short, the full weight of U.S. government 

and North American business leverage had to be brought to bear against Castro and his 

new Communist backers, in order to reverse the Revolution before it was too late. 

Even while recommending that the U.S. wage full-scale economic warfare against 

Castro, the committee acknowledged the inherent limits of this approach. "A sub-

committee met twice to consider possible courses of action to achieve the objectives 

agreed upon by the main committee. It was finally concluded," however, "that no 

available economic measures would have the swift and conclusive effects desired." 

Nevertheless, in what with the benefit of hindsight appears to be a futile gesture, the 

group recommended that the U.S. amend its sugar legislation to allow Eisenhower to 

reduce Cuba's sugar quota and impose a surcharge on sugar imports to compensate 

expropriated U.S. business owners; restrict exports of "critical items" for Cuban industry 
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including spare parts, lubricants, and raw materials; and hinder or block Cuba's exports 

and access to dollars through government action and through encouraging lawsuits by 

expropriated firms "similar to the tactics of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company after the 

Mossadegh seizure of their Persian properties."87 Furthermore, "The Administration 

should examine the possibility of cutting off oil imports by Cuba either by Governmental 

or private oil company action or both." Oil, sugar, and dollars, therefore, were 

recommended to be the key aspects of a program of U.S. economic warfare to disrupt 

Cuban industry and bring down Castro.88 With fateful consequences, Anderson would 

keep his own counsel on these recommendations until the end of the month, before 

intervening decisively to tip U.S. policy and the oil companies' actions.  

Parallel to Anderson's liaison with business leaders, Rubottom and his Western 

Hemisphere bureau staff in the State Department were independently growing more open 

to economic warfare as a means to accelerate Castro's downfall. With Castro remaining 

popular among the majority of Cubans and no coherent opposition existing, Rubottom's 

deputy wrote in early April, "The only foreseeable means of alienating internal support is 

through disenchantment and disaffection based on economic dissatisfaction and hardship. 

...[I]t follows that every possible means should be undertaken promptly to weaken the 

economic life of Cuba," until a hungry and desperate nation turned on Castro.89 On May 

4 (the date of Clay's report to Anderson), Rubottom explained in a memo to Dillon that 

U.S. policy toward Cuba "may be said to be entering a third phase," replacing the 
																																																								
87 In the early 1950s, Iranian Prime Minister Muhammad Mossadeq had nationalized the country's oil 
industry; in response, the multinational companies imposed a global embargo on Iranian oil exports, while 
the U.S. and British governments engaged in economic warfare and sponsored covert activity which led to 
Mossadeq's ouster by a royalist military coup in 1953. 
88 Lucius D. Clay letter to Anderson, May 4, 1960, enclosing undated, untitled paper; folder "Cuba - 
Business Relations with (Secret)," Box 25, Office Files of Secretaries, Undersecretaries, and Assistant 
Secretaries 1932-1965, General Records of the Treasury Department, Record Group 56, NARA.  
89 Mallory, memo to Rubottom, "The Decline and Fall of Castro," April 6, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 499. 
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cautious evaluation of early 1959 and the subsequent "policy of restraint" intended to 

publicly clarify that it was Castro who bore responsibility for the deterioration of U.S.-

Cuban relations, the Cuban economy and political liberty. The third stage, Rubottom 

explained, "will require that the United States [apply] judiciously selected economic 

pressures at those points where Castro's domestic and international policies have 

weakened Cuba's economic structure in order to engender more public discomfort and 

discontent and thereby to expose to the Cuban masses Castro's responsibility for 

mishandling their affairs," but not – it should be noted, with the expectation that 

economic crisis would bring about Castro's swift ouster. Given Cuba's precarious foreign-

exchange position and dependence on imports, U.S. action in such areas as the sugar 

quota and price differential "would have disproportionately large effect in disrupting the 

economy in ways that would be brought home quickly to the consuming public."90 On 

May 11, Dillon presided over a meeting at which it was resolved "that the time has come 

to consider the application of select economic pressures on Cuba" and to begin 

determining how to go about it.91  

Beginning in late April, as the likelihood that the firms would be instructed to 

refine Soviet crude grew, State Department officials kept in ever-closer contact with top 

executives from the oil companies. A Jersey Standard vice president by the name of 

Fisher and Esso's Cuba boss Tex Brewer informed Rubottom on April 27 that if Guevara 

and the National Bank should fail to uphold their commitments on dollar remittances, the 

																																																								
90 Rubottom, memo to the Acting Secretary, "U.S. Sugar Legislation Required for Economic Action 
Against Cuba," May 4, 1960; folder Cuba (April-June 1960), Box 1, Lots 62D418 and 64D15, Subject 
Files of the Assistant Secretary, ARA, 1959-62, NARA. 
91 Rubottom memo to the Undersecretary (Dillon), "Determination of Various Possibilities for Placing 
Economic Pressure on the Present GOC," June 1, 1960; folder Cuba (April-June 1960), Box 1, Lots 
62D418 and 64D15, Subject Files of the Assistant Secretary, ARA, 1959-62, NARA. 
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company would soon cut off its oil imports to Cuba. Furthermore, Fisher volunteered 

"that he wanted Mr. Rubottom to know that should his Company be asked to run the 

Russian crude it would categorically refuse to do so," since complying with the order 

"would constitute a most undesirable precedent as it would open Standard Oil to this type 

of pressure from all around the world." Fisher assured Rubottom, however, that he "well 

realized the importance of Standard Oil in the total Cuban picture and that should 

Standard Oil take such a drastic action it might well serve to precipitate some form of 

business crisis for the foreign firms operating in Cuba," and therefore pledged not to 

confront the Cuban government without prior consultation with Washington. When asked 

for his candid assessment of the Castro government and the direction of U.S. policy, 

Rubottom limited himself to stating "confidentially and quite off the record" that, rather 

than unilateral U.S. military intervention through "harsh measures" contrary to 

longstanding US policy, or the more gradual track of multilateral action through the OAS 

that was being prepared, Washington's preferred outcome was for the Cuban people to 

remove Castro themselves, a possibility that Rubottom saw as increasingly likely given 

what he perceived to be Cuba's rapid economic disintegration and political crisis.92   

On May 11, as the Department was deciding to begin exploring possible 

economic warfare, Rubottom met with Texaco officials and displayed greater inclination 

to encourage the use of the oil weapon. Guevara, the executives reported, had voided 

Texaco's 90-day dollar-exchange agreement after Texaco refused to reinvest all its profits 

and dividends in Cuba; Texaco had received no dollar exchange at all since the new year, 

and its backlog now stood at $30 million. Furthermore, "the Company has been more 

																																																								
92 DOS memcon, "Possibility that Standard Oil will be Asked to Refine Russian Crude in its Cuban 
Refinery," Fisher and Jones (SONJ) and Brewer (Esso Cuba) with Rubottom and Stevenson, April 27, 
1960; 837.3932/4-2760, Box 2452, NARA. 
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gravely troubled" by the indications that Guevara would require them and the other firms 

to refine Soviet crude. They asked Rubottom directly what the U.S. government thought 

they should do. In response, Rubottom seemed to give the green light to the deployment 

of the oil weapon, saying "that at no time had he or Mr. Dillon or other high officials of 

the Department ever suggested that the companies should continue to ship crude into 

Cuba if such action was not in accord with their own over-all commercial judgment of 

the situation." The Cuban people, the oil companies, and the U.S. government could 

collaborate to remove Castro: "He observed that the economic noose seems to be 

tightening around Castro's neck and the country is showing signs of economic strains; 

that it has always been the Department's thought that the best possible solution for the 

Cuban situation would be a Cuban solution. At the same time it is our thought that at 

some stage we might be able to contribute to this solution. The sort of pressure which the 

petroleum companies can exert is one of the pressures which the Department has always 

had in mind." The key question, Rubottom asked, was whether all the companies were 

prepared to act in unison in order to cut the island's oil imports off entirely. 

The Texaco officer were inclined to take a stand, and assured Rubottom that Esso 

and Shell would join them in a united front. One of them declared that, "if the companies 

ceased shipments of crude into Cuba, the whole economy would quickly come to a stand-

still; that petroleum is the essential source of power on the Island." But he warned that the 

oil weapon must be deployed soon: "What the Company fears is that should it cease 

petroleum shipments the Cubans would intervene its refinery and would immediately 

arrange to fly in Russian technicians who could undoubtedly keep the refineries running 

utilizing Russian crude. The Texas Company feels that some decision should be made on 
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this eventuality as soon as possible and before tanker pipeline is filled, so to speak, 

between Russia and Cuba."93 The oil weapon could be viable, therefore, but the window 

was rapidly closing. It was a warning that the U.S. government would fail to heed. 

As the likely time of decision for the oil companies appeared to draw near, 

however, the State Department remained divided over whether or not to encourage them 

to cut off Cuba's oil. Rubottom's Western Hemisphere bureau appeared ready to give the 

green light. Rubottom's deputy prepared a memo for Dillon on May 16 (the day before 

Che's letters to the oil refiners), reminding Dillon as Acting Secretary (Herter being 

engaged with the summit) that, "petroleum is the vital source of energy for the Cuban 

economy" and that the companies "have just about reached the point of making a decision 

to suspend crude shipments" because of the remittance backlog. They now, however, 

faced the prospect of refining Soviet crude. "They are very much disposed to refuse to do 

this," but would expect energetic support from Washington if the Cuban government, as 

expected, seized the refineries and imported Soviet technicians to help process the Soviet 

crude. The bureau therefore recommended that Dillon discuss the matter with Secretary 

Anderson, and then convene a meeting with the oil companies, "indicating to them that 

should the Government of Cuba follow the above course they may count on energetic 

support from the United States, endeavoring thereby to encourage the companies to make 

a concerted resistance to the outrageous treatment which they are experiencing."94 

The Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs and influential Latin America 

																																																								
93 DOS memcon, "Difficulties of the Texas Company in Cuba with regard to dollar remittances and concern 
at possibility it will be asked to refine Russian crude oil," S.P. Crossland, Landon Derby, and James Pipkin 
(Texaco) with Rubottom and Stevenson, May 11, 1960; 837.131/5-1160, Box 2448, NARA. 
94 Mallory (ARA) to the Acting Secretary, draft memo, "Time of Decision Approaches for Petroleum 
Companies Doing Business in Cuba," May 16, 1960; 837.2553/5-1660, box 2450, NARA. A note on the 
document says "never sent," but it was attached to Mann's memo to Dillon on May 17, cited below. 
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specialist Thomas Mann, however, dissented.95 In commenting to Dillon on the memo on 

May 17, Mann pointed out that the companies had to weigh several factors, including the 

costs of continuing to pile up unconvertible pesos; the value of their vulnerable properties 

in Cuba; the chances of ever regaining their Cuban market after being taken over; and the 

prospects for Castro in the short and long terms given the possibilities of Soviet support 

and U.S. sanctions. In Mann's opinion, "these considerations, involving as many 

imponderables as they do, are largely for the companies to weigh, but with, of course, our 

help to the extent of supplying such information as we have and they lack. I doubt we 

should give them advice on whether or not to throw in the sponge. Furthermore, I see no 

reason for an understanding with the companies regarding the actions we will ultimately 

take if they decide to pull out or force an issue which could lead to seizure." The oil 

companies' plight, he argued, was only one piece of the overall picture in U.S. Cuban 

policy, the next step of which should be a cut in Cuba's sugar quota. "Depending on 

developments, it may be we will decide to go all out in an economic warfare fashion. But 

this should be decided on its merits at the proper time and, if such a program is 

undertaken, it should be with the secret aim, disguised as best we can do it, of hastening 

the time of Castro's overthrow which, given time, is inevitable in any case." In this larger 

program, he believed, "The oil companies are entitled to the same consideration that the 

others similarly affected are; but whatever broad measures we take should be directed to 

the problem as a whole and not a particular segment of it."96         

																																																								
95 Mann had served in embassies in Venezuela, Guatemala and El Salvador (the latter as Ambassador), and 
as a deputy assistant secretary in ARA. Along with Dillon and Rubottom he had been one of the architects 
in the Eisenhower administration's shift to greater, if still ambivalent and limited, government support for 
Latin American economic development in the late 1950s. Thomas Tunstall Allcock, "Becoming 'Mr. Latin 
America': Thomas C. Mann Reconsidered," Diplomatic History 38:5 (November 2014): 1017-1045. 
96 Thomas C. Mann (Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affairs) memo to Acting Secretary Dillon 
and Rubottom, "ARA Staff Study on U.S. Petroleum Companies in Cuba," May 17, 1960; DDRS. 
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At the time that Guevara ordered the companies on May 17 to process Soviet 

crude, therefore, the State Department as a whole was undecided on what advice, if any, 

should be given to the firms, even as it geared up to engage in economic coercion against 

the Revolution. The Western Hemisphere bureau under Rubottom was open to offering 

Washington's backing to a united front by the companies in cutting off Cuba's access to 

"Free World" oil, but the Economic bureau under Mann was not yet inclined to take such 

a step. Secretary Herter, back from Paris after the breakdown of Eisenhower's summit 

with Khrushchev, appeared to support Mann's position, telling the NSC on May 24 that 

"this Government would have to be careful about the advice it gave the refineries," and 

calling the sugar quota "the only weapon we had against Cuba."97  

Perhaps dampening the enthusiasm for the oil weapon in the State Department 

was the assessment of its Soviet bureau, which reported to Rubottom's staff on May 26 

that, "the USSR has the capacity to meet Cuba's import requirements for petroleum 

should traditional suppliers leave or be forced out of the market." Rising Soviet 

production meant that Moscow had ample crude for export outside the Soviet bloc, and 

"Soviet interest in economic penetration of Cuba and use of petroleum sales in the 

campaign is already a matter of record." Shipping capacity was available, and any 

technical problems in modifying the refineries to run Soviet rather than Venezuelan crude 

were unlikely to be insurmountable. "It is less certain that the Soviets would be anxious 

to deliver as much as 4 million tons [Cuba's annual consumption] in the short run, but 

they would probably offer enough to meet Cuba's minimum requirements. Such a move, 

midst the usual barrage of propaganda, would probably be just as effective in 

accomplishing Soviet objectives as would larger shipments." The political, economic, and 
																																																								
97 Memo of Discussion at the 445th Meeting of the NSC, May 24, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 521. 
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technical aspects of the problem, therefore, indicated that the Soviets could keep Cuba's 

oil industry running without serious disruption.98 The oil weapon, therefore, was unlikely 

to be viable as a direct means of undermining Castro. Rubottom, despite his earlier 

indirect encouragement to Texaco, seems to have taken heed of this assessment; in a 

report to Dillon dated June 1, he did not list action to disrupt Cuba's oil supply among the 

possible options for placing economic pressure on Castro, even though he included the 

treatment of the oil companies among the litany of Castro's abuses.99 

With ultimately disastrous consequences, however, communication within the 

State Department and between the branches of the Eisenhower administration broke 

down at this critical juncture, and the oil weapon was deployed despite the misgivings 

within State and without full and careful deliberation on the likely consequences. On 

Thursday, May 26, Anderson invited Undersecretary Dillon to a meeting scheduled for 

Tuesday, May 31, that Texaco chairman "Gus" Long and other oil executives had 

requested (on May 20) with Anderson to discuss the Cuban problem; Lucius Clay was 

also to be present. Dillon had a conflict but agreed to send Mann or Rubottom instead.100  

Mann, however, had been in Mexico and returned to discover Dillon's request at 

the last minute; he phoned Rubottom on the morning of May 31 for advice about the 

meeting only minutes before it began, and they scrambled to come up with a coherent 

position. Rubottom recounted for Mann his previous conversations with Standard and 

Texaco, in which, "We have talked to them along the lines that this was a decision they 

																																																								
98 Doris S. Whitnack (RSB/BE) memo to John C. Hill (ARA), "Soviet Ability to Supply Cuba's Petroleum 
Requirements," May 26, 1960; 837.2553/5-2660, Box 2450, NARA.  
99 Rubottom memo to Dillon, "Determination of Various Possibilities for Placing Economic Pressure on the 
Present GOC," June 1, 1960; 737.00/6-160, Box 1603, NARA. 
100 Telcon, Anderson and Dillon, May 20, 1960, 10:45 AM; "Telcons May 1960 (4 of 6)," and Telcon, 
Anderson and Dillon, May 26, 1960, 11:50 AM; "Telcons May 1960 (6 of 6)," both Box 14, CDDP, JFKL.  
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would have to make, but that we would not have any objection to their turning the 

Cubans down on this if they felt they could." The three, he said, "are keeping an eye on 

each other." During these earlier meetings with oil executives Rubottom had found that 

"they were all tough-minded," but since Guevara's order had offered the carrot of dollar 

exchange to gradually settle the remittance backlog if the companies accepted the Soviet 

crude, "he had the impression in recent weeks in talking to many of the oil people that 

they are pretty soft on this now." The Venezuelan government – whose royalties would 

be reduced when Venezuelan crude was displaced from Cuba – had in public been "very 

understanding and sympathetic" to the Cuban government's position, further weakening 

the companies' resolve. Seeking to agree on a position to take at the meeting, "Mr. Mann 

asked what we should do about it – let the companies decide what is best in their own 

interests? Mr Rubottom replied he did not think we should tell them to go ahead and do 

it; on the other hand it would be worse to tell them not to do it. Mr. Mann agreed." 

  Rubottom had apparently been brought into the loop regarding the Clay 

committee's recommendations to Anderson, about which Mann seems to have still been 

unaware. After this exchange Rubottom speculated to Mann that the day's meeting might 

be connected to those recommendations, mentioning the tax on Cuban sugar in order to 

compensate expropriated businesses. Thus prompted, Mann "said if we were to go all out 

to get Castro it would obviously be what we would do. What would the effect be in the 

other Latin American countries? He said we have to maintain a steady pressure and keep 

our motives well disguised in this business." In reply, "Rubottom said he thought the 

ground was paved for us to go ahead. The pressure can be a little more out in the open," 

now that the administration was going to move on sugar legislation. Thus haphazardly 
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prepared and still in a state of ambivalence, Mann, as the State Department's lone 

representative, "went into the meeting completely cold," as Rubottom put it to Bonsal.101 

It was Anderson, therefore, who dominated this crucial meeting with Jersey and 

Texaco officials, an encounter in which, with the benefit of hindsight, it becomes clear 

that U.S. policy toward Cuba and the island's entire international orientation profoundly 

changed direction. It is difficult to ascertain what preparation, exactly, Anderson brought 

to this pivotal meeting. With the exception of the Clay committee's report to him on May 

4, cited above, Anderson's files at the Eisenhower Presidential Library and the National 

Archives are devoid of relevant contemporary documents. This is not to suggest, 

however, that Anderson, a highly influential member of Eisenhower's administration, did 

not understand the oil industry. During his law career in Texas, Anderson for twenty-five 

years administered a trust that operated two thousand producing wells and a small 

refinery; he served for several years as chairman of the Texas Independent Oil and Gas 

Association, and was elected to membership in the American Petroleum Institute, the 

industry's principal trade association. Eisenhower, therefore, generally looked to 

Anderson to take the lead on domestic and foreign petroleum policy, as Anderson later 

explained in a 1984 deposition as part of the case in which Exxon (formerly Jersey 

Standard) sought to write off its losses in Cuba.102  

This deposition provides the only evidence of what Anderson swore to be 

																																																								
101 Rubottom letter to Bonsal, June 13, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 530. 
102 Anderson recalled that, "When I went to Washington, the President said to me that 'You are the only 
member of our Cabinet that has really had any practical working oil experience, and in view of that fact I 
would like to utilize you primarily wherever there is a problem of oil and gas or petroleum or that sort of 
thing,' so consequently, as all through my career, whenever there were significant oil or gas problems either 
in the field of taxation or government policy... I was the principal man responsible." Anderson also recalled 
that in 1953, he had met with oil company executives to coordinate their action in trying to oust Mossadeq. 
Deposition of Robert B. Anderson, June 5, 1984, in the case of Exxon Corporation v. United States Claims 
Court, No. 235-79T; Folder "Exxon Corporation (1)," Box 115, Robert B. Anderson Papers, DDEL.  
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Eisenhower's personal instructions to him about the meeting with the oil companies. 

Anderson maintained that, "It was decided by the President after debate and consideration 

that it would be appropriate for us to ask those American-owned refineries not to refine 

the crude oil," and that Eisenhower then personally directed Anderson to deliver the 

government's request to the oil company executives, a meeting which, Anderson recalled, 

took place "a matter of days" after Eisenhower's instructions.103 But according to 

Eisenhower's appointment log, Anderson did not meet with the president between May 2 

and the afternoon of May 31, hours after Anderson's discussions with Clay, Long and the 

other oil executives that morning.104 Their only telephone call on record that month 

concerned an appointment to a federal tax court.105 If Eisenhower did meet with his 

senior advisors to decide on the approach to the oil companies, and if he did instruct 

Anderson – in person, on the telephone, or in writing – to issue the instruction to the 

companies, he did so entirely off the record and without a trace.106  

																																																								
103 Ibid. 
104 Eisenhower met with Anderson and Dillon from 4:18 to 4:47 PM, immediately after an NSC meeting at 
which no discussion of Cuba appears in the record. It is possible, although it cannot be proven or disproven, 
that Anderson at this point informed Eisenhower and Dillon of his action. "The President's Appointments, 
Tuesday, May 31, 1960;" folder "Schedules - May 1960 (2)," Box 49, DDE Diary Series, Ann Whitman 
File [AWF], DDEL. The NSC meeting records are in Folder "446th Meeting of the NSC, May 31, 1960," 
Box 12, AWF-NSC Series, DDEL.  
105 "Telephone Calls May 26, 1960"; folder "Telephone Calls, May 1960," Box 50, DDE Diary Series, 
AWF, DDEL.  
106 There is reason to doubt the accuracy of Anderson's testimony on this matter two decades later. In 
comparing his testimony with the documentary record from the period, Anderson inaccurately characterizes 
his own positions and those of the rest of the Eisenhower administration regarding the Cuban situation as a 
whole in 1959-1960 and the oil controversy specifically. He states that the administration remained 
"optimistic ... through all of 1960" that Castro could be tempted to reconcile with the U.S., and that 
Eisenhower did not approve the covert training of anti-Castro exiles until late 1960, when both thresholds 
had been crossed by March 1960. He also stated that neither he nor the rest of the administration expected 
that Castro would seize control of the refineries if the companies refused to refine Soviet crude, and that if 
he did, he would obtain crude from Western Hemisphere sources and not from the Soviets, despite 
voluminous evidence that Anderson and others fully expected Castro to seize the refineries and depend on 
the Soviet Union for crude, and despite the administration's ardent efforts to close off other potential 
Western Hemisphere sources of oil (as presented in the following chapter). It is worth noting that, in 
addition to the passage of twenty-five years, and the possible impulse toward self-justification by deflecting 
responsibility for the policy failure from himself onto the deceased Eisenhower and the administration as a 
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The existing records of the meetings of the NSC, of Anderson and Dulles's secret 

liaison with Clay's committee, and of the State Department's activities, however, suggest 

that Anderson, whose hard line on Castro's Cuba and on the oil weapon specifically have 

been established above, acted decisively and unilaterally. He appears to have done so 

solely on the basis of his experience in the U.S. oil industry, his contacts with oil 

executives and other business leaders, and an optimistically hawkish reading of the 

recommendations from Clay's committee, a body whose creation Eisenhower had 

sanctioned, but of whose subsequent recommendations the President was likely unaware.  

Furthermore, Anderson certainly acted without coordinating with the State Department, 

thereby missing the opportunity to avail himself of its knowledge of the Cuban and 

Soviet oil industries and the likely outcome of an oil embargo by the Western companies.   

Anderson's decisive impact on the pivotal meetings in Washington and New York 

on May 31, June 1 and June 2 between the U.S. government and Jersey, Texaco and Shell 

executives can be reconstructed from the State Department and British Foreign Office 

records. As Rubottom subsequently recounted, based on Mann's account of the meeting, 

on May 31, "Mr. Anderson made it clear [to the oil company executives] that it would be 

in accordance with this Government's policy toward Cuba if the companies decided to 

reject the Cuban demand. He also stressed that they themselves would have to make this 

decision. This was in accord with the Department's views previously decided." However, 

as the unprepared Mann looked on, Anderson went farther and gave the companies de 

																																																								
whole, the reliability of Anderson's account may be questioned on the basis of his personal difficulties 
around the time of his testimony. He was hospitalized at least ten times for alcoholism after 1981. He was 
stripped of his law license and jailed for one month upon his conviction for tax evasion in 1987, stemming 
from offshore dealings in 1983-4. Thus disgraced, the former Treasury Secretary died from complications 
from esophageal cancer in 1989. Eric Pace, "Robert B. Anderson, ex-Treasury Chief, Dies at 79," NYT, 
August 16, 1989, B6. Martin Weil, "Former Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson Dies at 79," Washington 
Post, August 16, 1989, B7.    
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facto instructions, making several points "which in the latters' view lay the groundwork 

for their decision unfavorable to Cuba." Anderson told the companies that they should act 

in unison, even if the Cuban government sought to divide them by only taking control of 

one of the refineries to force through the Soviet crude. The Department of Justice, 

Anderson assured them, would not pursue anti-trust action against them for what was, 

after all, an act of collusion. Furthermore, he said, Washington would staunchly back 

them in their demands for compensation if, as expected, their refineries were seized; 

would deter other U.S. oil companies from stepping into the vacuum in the Cuban 

market; and would communicate with other Western Hemisphere governments to urge 

that they support the policy of cutting Cuba off from Free World oil.107 

The blindsided State Department was left to respond to Anderson's fait accompli. 

Rubottom confessed to Bonsal that, "Once the Anderson statement had been made, and 

the companies had agreed not to go along with the processing of Russian crude, we had 

to determine the best way to deal with a situation that would soon be de hecho."108 

Rubottom and Mann met with the company executives in New York on June 1 and in 

Washington on June 2 to follow up, as the top leadership at each firm mulled over 

Anderson's statements and considered how to proceed. The main issues appear to have 

been the companies' desire for further assurances on the anti-trust issue, the question of 

how they would convey their rejection to Havana, and what public posture the U.S. 

government would take in the ensuing conflict. After consulting with the Justice 

Department, Mann assured the companies verbally – acknowledging to his colleagues 

that it was unwise to leave a paper trail – that coordination by the firms would be 

																																																								
107 Rubottom, memo to Herter and Mann, "Action of U.S. Oil Companies (and Shell) in Response to Cuban 
Demand to Process Russian Oil," June 2, 1960, FRUS 1958-60, VI, 525.  
108 Rubottom letter to Bonsal, June 13, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 530. 
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consistent with the U.S. "national interest," and so would not subject them to antitrust 

action.109 The companies agreed to send polite rejection letters to Guevara on June 6. 

Washington, meanwhile, was to issue a statement condemning the Cuban government's 

general hostility toward private enterprise and U.S. interests, in an effort to frame the oil 

conflict in a broader context of Castro's radicalism, and hopefully deflect some of the 

anticipated Cuban and Latin American condemnation of the oil companies' action.110  

British and U.S. documents independently confirm the surprising nature and 

decisive importance of Anderson's intervention. Bonsal reported from Havana that Esso 

Cuba manager Brewer told him "that the policy of his company had been, on the 

assumption that the U.S. Government would take no stand in the matter, that it would be 

inevitable to refine the Russian crude as desired by the Cuban Government. The 

assumption, however, turned out to be contrary to fact," in light of Anderson's statements, 

and, "On the basis of this statement of U.S. Government policy, Standard (Esso) and 

Texaco have decided to refuse to refine Soviet crude."111 The British Ambassador in 

Havana reported that when he met with Maurice Baird-Smith, the boss of Shell de Cuba 

who had been present at the meeting with Anderson, "He gave me the impression that 

Shell had only agreed to act in concert with American companies because they did not 

wish to be out of line and that even Esso and Texaco had only agreed to act so 
																																																								
109 Mann, memo for the files, "Antitrust Aspects of Cuban Oil Situation," June 24, 1960, 837.2553/6-2460, 
Box 2451, NARA. 
110 UKE Washington (Ambassador Harold Caccia) telegram 1132 to FO, June 3, 1960; AK 1531/7, FO 
371/148293, UKNA. UKE Washington (Caccia) telegram 1133 to FO, June 3, 1960; AK1531/8, FO 
371/148293, UKNA. Rubottom letter to Bonsal, June 13, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 530. On June 4, the 
U.S. Embassy delivered an aide-memoire rebutting the Cuban government's "campaign of slander being 
directed against the United States," protesting the backlog of $100m in exchange owed to U.S. companies 
by the National Bank and the uncompensated seizure of U.S.-owned property under the Agrarian Reform 
and other laws, and defending the "substantial contributions to Cuban national development" made by U.S. 
companies during the Republic's history. Aide-memoire, "U.S. Protests Cuban Campaign of Slander 
Against United States," June 4, 1960, in Department of State Bulletin, Vol. XLII, No. 1095, June 20, 1960, 
994-5. See also USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 3559, June 11, 1960; 837.2553/6-1160, Box 2450, NARA. 
111 Rubottom letter to Bonsal, June 13, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 530. 
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precipitately as result of strong pressure from the Administration, particularly from 

Anderson." The Treasury Secretary had reportedly told the companies "that joint action is 

stage 1 in the new 'get tough' policy towards Cuba, and to have expressed the view that 

stoppage of normal supplies of crude which would follow the intervention is likely to 

cause so much disruption to Cuban economy as to bring about the fall of Castro."112   

The fatal flaw in the deployment of the oil weapon was that Anderson's beliefs 

along these lines were contradicted by better-informed opinions both in the State 

Department and among the oil companies. As seen above, Texaco officials had warned 

Rubottom on May 11 that Cuban technicians, perhaps with Soviet help, could keep the 

refineries operating on Soviet crude, and State's Soviet bureau had determined on May 26 

that Moscow was fully capable of supplying the necessary crude, tankers, and technicians 

to avoid serious disruption in a nationalized Cuban oil industry despite a company 

boycott.113 After Anderson's horse had already left the barn, oil executives and diplomats 

in Havana confirmed that the Cubans, with Soviet help if necessary, were fully able to 

run their own integrated oil industry without Anglo-American participation. The British 

Ambassador reported that, "Neither Baird-Smith nor the representatives of the other 

companies to whom we have spoken believe that stoppage of supplies will cause more 

than temporary disruption until Russian crude becomes available."114  

The refining companies, it was pointed out, had been steadily reducing their 

expatriate technicians anyway, with Cubans training to take over. Esso's foreign staff had 
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been reduced to seven by late April.115 Clifford Drake, Texaco's manager in Cuba, told 

the U.S. Embassy that each of his firm's 20 expatriate staff had a Cuban understudy ready 

to step in, while the only foreigner of consequence in the Shell operation was Baird-

Smith himself. Drake therefore believed that in the event of intervention and the 

withdrawal of all foreign staff, some transitional disruption was likely if sufficient Soviet 

crude could not be shipped to Cuba in time to avoid shortages, but "it would still be 

possible for the companies to continue operations with available Cuban technicians and 

that technicians from other countries such as Russia would not be necessary."116 

Given these facts on the ground, Ambassador Bonsal, an increasingly isolated and 

even tragic figure disconnected from the accelerating action in Washington, was 

indignant to be presented with the fait accompli of Anderson's action when briefed on the 

meetings days after the fact during a visit from the better-informed Brewer. "To say that I 

was startled at the news of Mr. Anderson's decision and at the channel through which it 

was conveyed to me would be putting it mildly," he recalled in his memoir a decade 

later.117 He sent a caustic letter to Rubottom on June 6, remarking that "It was indeed 

thoughtful of you to ask Tex Brewer... to fill me in on certain developments of interest to 

me with regard to the Cuban policy of our Government," that the decision had apparently 

been made in Washington to enter what Bonsal called "the show-down phase" in U.S.-

Cuban relations. "The [Cuban] Government will no doubt treat it as a serious challenge 

and a test of its strength as indeed it will be," and would launch an all-out effort to 

maintain steady fuel supplies with Soviet or other assistance, coupling this effort with 
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unrelenting nationalist propaganda against Washington and the oil companies. On the 

optimistic side, Castro had little margin for error, given the island's energy insecurity. 

Furthermore, "The issue of Cuban involvement with the Communist world will be 

brought out with the greatest clarity. I am sure an overwhelming majority of Cubans 

oppose this. If any real hardships develop and persist, the Government will lose a good 

deal." On the other hand, Bonsal warned, "if the Government manages to operate the 

refineries and to maintain an adequate flow of products, it will have gained a significant 

victory, comparable to that of Egypt when it demonstrated its ability to operate the Suez 

Canal." The stakes, therefore, could not be higher. "The outcome of this situation," 

Bonsal wrote, "is hard to forecast. A number of highly complex political and technical 

factors are involved which have, I am sure, been carefully considered by our 

Government. I certainly hope for the best."118  

 

Conclusion 

Bonsal understood Anderson's instruction to the oil companies to reject the Soviet 

crude and force a showdown with Castro for what it was: a bold provocation of the 

Revolutionary government on a matter of existential national importance, undertaken in 

cavalier and haphazard fashion. "I very much hoped that our government knew what it 

was doing in assuming the responsibility for so serious a challenge to the Cuban 

Revolution – one which involved the very existence of that Revolution" he wrote in 

hindsight, confirming that, "The recommendation made by Mr. Anderson to the 

companies does not seem to have been discussed beforehand with officials of the 

																																																								
118 Bonsal letter to Rubottom, June 6, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 526. 
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Department of State having responsibilities for relations with Cuba."119  

Journalists at the time, and early historians of the U.S.-Cuban conflict that relied 

upon them, took the fatalism of the men on the ground in Havana – as well as Castro's 

public statements in June, discussed in the next chapter – as indicating that the companies 

had been inclined to accept the Soviet crude but were swayed by intervention from 

Washington. "If we didn't take it, we would be taken over, so what would we gain?" one 

of the oil company executives in Havana was quoted in the Wall Street Journal of May 

24.120 The declassified diplomatic records show that company managers in Havana had 

indeed assumed that they would have to accept the Soviet crude, but only because, as 

Brewer explained to Bonsal, they had expected that Washington would take no action to 

back them up if they refused, and because they believed that the Cubans, with Soviet aid 

if necessary, could operate the refineries themselves after confiscation. But the full 

declassified record also makes clear that the executives based at the head offices of the 

parent companies had been seeking U.S. government assistance for months, had very 

nearly decided to cut off oil imports over the remittance issue, and had all along been 

loath to accept Soviet crude or to go on tolerating the remittance backlog indefinitely, for 

reasons global as well as Cuban in scope. So while Anderson did indeed push the oil 

firms toward confrontation with Cuba, he was in this sense pushing on an open door.  

 Historians have tended to depict the U.S. government's suggestion to the oil 

companies to refuse the Soviet crude and deploy an oil embargo as part of a calculated 

escalation of U.S. economic warfare to bring the Cuban economy "to a halt" and thereby 

																																																								
119 Bonsal, Cuba, Castro and the United States, 150. 
120 James N. Wallace, "Cuba to Require U.S. Firms There to Refine Crude Oil from Russia," WSJ, May 24, 
1960, 1. Maurice Zeitlin and Robert Scheer, Cuba: Tragedy in Our Hemisphere (New York: Grove Press, 
1963): 174-7, cite this and other Wall Street Journal and New York Times accounts from Havana to make 
this argument their influential first-generation history of the Revolution and the U.S.-Cuba conflict.  
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bring down Castro. They have argued, moreover, that the deployment of the oil weapon 

represented a case of "the [U.S.] government seeking help from the private sector, not 

vice versa," of Washington's taking the initiative and "instrumentalizing the capitalist 

class" in the war on Castro-Communism.121 This characterization is only partially 

accurate. For hawks such as Anderson and Dulles, the oil weapon was, indeed, hoped to 

be just such a measure to paralyze Cuba's economy, and the first in a series of coercive 

steps to rapidly unseat Castro. But historians have failed to ask why it was Treasury 

Secretary Anderson, not the State Department officials responsible for Cuba policy, who 

took the lead in giving the instructions to the companies. Nor have they noted the 

complete lack of detailed understanding that Anderson seems to have brought to the 

decisive conversation, nor the profound discrepancy between Anderson's views and those 

of a State Department that regarded the oil weapon as unviable. It is in this light that the 

surprise emanating from Havana must be understood.122  

Rather than the first step in a cold and calculated policy of economic warfare 

designed by the Eisenhower administration to bring down Castro, the deployment of the 

																																																								
121 Zeitlin and Scheer, Cuba, 177 ("to a halt"); Schoultz, Infernal, 119-121 ("seeking help"); Morley, 
Imperial State, 99-107, 126-8 ("instrumentalizing," 102). Schoultz erroneously suggests that Anderson 
"asked" Mann and Rubottom to deliver the advice to the oil companies. Schoultz also elides the chronology 
of the administration's process by reading National Security Council discussions in June regarding the need 
to deploy sanctions against Castro as retroactively indicating that decisions along those lines had been 
made before the decisive conversations with the oil companies. Morley, meanwhile, states that, "the State 
Department, not Treasury, led the interagency debates preceding the most important American initiatives 
(e.g. the oil, sugar, and trade sanctions)," which inaccurately represents Anderson's championing of the oil 
weapon beginning in January 1960, his decisive role in the conversations of May 31, and the extent to 
which "interagency debates" on the oil issue – rather than siloed parallel initiatives by Anderson, Dulles 
and Clay, on the one hand, and the State Department, on the other – took place at all prior to that pivotal 
meeting, after which these disparate parallel tracks were brought back together. 
122 Indeed, the authorized history of Jersey Standard, written with full access to the company's archives but 
before the declassification of government documents, states that "Robert Anderson and others at the United 
States Department of State [sic] had convinced themselves that Cuba would not dare to nationalize the oil 
refineries," without providing any citation or evidence for this deeply erroneous assertion. Bennett H. Wall, 
Growth in a Changing Environment: A History of the Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), 1950-1971 and 
Exxon Corporation, 1972-1975 (New York: McGraw Hill, 1988): 333. 
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oil weapon was the result of overzealous intervention by an influential but largely 

unprepared Cabinet official, one who seems to have relied on his previous experience in 

the oil industry and the ambivalent recommendations of a business community that was 

sick to death of Castro and seemingly desperate to push the U.S. government to adopt a 

hard line, rather than on anything approaching careful preparation and deliberation on the 

particulars of the Cuban case and the likely repercussions. Anderson's action, 

furthermore, appears to have been as much a consequence of appeals by the private sector 

as it was a case of administration pressure upon it. As Anderson later put it, in order to 

justify to the firm's shareholders the loss of Texaco's investments in Cuba, Texaco's Gus 

Long "wanted to have something to say to his board that would indicate that it wasn't an 

act of his own free will," but rather a step taken in accord with U.S. government 

policy.123 The companies wanted to refuse the Soviet crude, but were reluctant to get out 

in front of the U.S. government by doing so without guarantees from the administration 

that they would have its support in the ensuing showdown with Castro, and that 

Eisenhower would not allow Castro's government to survive the confrontation. They saw 

themselves more as victims of Castro's aggression than as agents of his demise.  

The fatal flaw in the manner in which the Eisenhower administration and the 

companies deployed the oil weapon as a counter to the Revolution's oil nationalism was 

that, in terms of public perception in Cuba and around the world, they got the worst of all 

possible outcomes: the public appearance of inexorable imperialist malevolence, but none 

of the coherence or effectiveness that such a policy could have entailed. Washington and 

the oil companies were publicly exposed to be waging open economic warfare in order to 

coerce Cubans into political moderation or even full counter-revolution. But Castro not 
																																																								
123 Deposition of Robert B. Anderson, op. cit. 
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only survived the oil weapon; he used state-led oil nationalism to consolidate and 

strengthen the Revolutionary government's hold on power. The manner in which this 

process played out will be the subject of the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
The Transnational Politics of the Cuban Oil Crisis 

May-August 1960  
 
 This chapter presents an international and transnational history of the Cuban 

government's seizure of the island's oil industry during the summer of 1960. It is 

international, in the sense that the story necessarily involves relations between 

governments, not only of Cuba and the United States, but also those of the Soviet Union, 

Great Britain, Venezuela, and Mexico. It is transnational, because the events analyzed 

here were the product of interactions between a host of state and non-state actors, some 

based in Cuba, others abroad, including not only these governments but also the 

multinational oil companies, global shipping firms, Cuban labor unions and other popular 

groups in Cuba. Only such a multifaceted analysis, it argues, can explain the eventual 

outcome of this pivotal crisis in the Cuban Revolution and in U.S.-Cuban relations.  

 The chapter's main argument is that the crisis and subsequent reorientation of 

Cuba's oil industry the summer 1960 were the culmination of decades of Cuban oil 

nationalism. They were also the product of a new and unique conjuncture of Cuban 

domestic politics, the economics of the global oil industry, and the foreign policies of key 

regional and global oil powers. It highlights the highly contingent nature of the final 

outcome, which was the government's seizure of Cuba's oil industry and the reorientation 

of the island's fuel supply away from the Western companies and the inauguration of 

Cuban dependence on Soviet oil. The determination of Fidel Castro's revolutionary 

government to change the character of Cuba's energy industry and economic 

development trajectory made such an outcome likely; Soviet inclinations and capabilities 

made it feasible; but only the sum of decisions made independently by a host of state and 
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non-state actors – including also the Eisenhower administration, the major oil companies 

and several minor ones, and the British, Venezuelan, and Mexican governments – made it 

necessary, by closing off all alternatives to Castro except either submission to 

Washington and the companies or total dependence on the Soviets. 

 
Washington and the Companies State Their Case 

As a showdown with the Cuban government approached during the spring and 

early summer of 1960, the major oil companies, particularly Esso Standard Oil Company 

of Cuba, tried to present themselves to the Cuban public and government in a favorable 

light. They drew upon existing narratives that sought to emphasize the companies' 

cubanidad (Cuban-ness) as well as their role in promoting Cuban economic development. 

The efforts by Shell and Texaco in this regard were fairly minor. Shell advertisements' 

emphasis remained on the quality of the firm's products and a general sense of modernity 

and progress, but without particularly nationalist or political content.1 Texaco went a bit 

farther by touting the superior performance of "Cuba's star gasoline," and also sought to 

stoke both national and regional pride in its Santiago refinery in the country's eastern 

province, highlighting that the plant and its products were "cubana y oriental."2      

Esso made a much stronger case, drawing on its longer history and greater 

prominence in the country to assert its deep Cuban roots and its role in the country's 

modernization. "Esso began its operations in Cuba in the year 1882, with a small 

distillation tower and great faith in Cuba's future and the competence of its Cuban 

workers and technicians," read one full-page ad which ran widely in the major national 

publications including the popular weekly magazines Bohemia and Carteles, the business 
																																																								
1 See for example Shell advertisements, Bohemia 52:18 (May 1, 1960), and Revolución, June 24, 1960, 9. 
2 Texaco advertisement, Revolución, March 5, 1960, and Bohemia 52:16 (April 17, 1960): 31. 
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monthly Cuba Económica y Financiera and even the 26th of July Movement's daily 

Revolución. Seventy-eight years later, the ad went on, the fuels produced at the Belot 

refinery "are the outcome of years 

and years producing the high-

quality oil products that this 

country's industrial, economic and 

commercial development have 

demanded."3 Another ad touted 

Esso's contributions to Cuba's 

development with the same slogan, 

"the best oil products made by 

Cuban workers and technicians." 

This one put a human face on 

corporate oil nationalism by 

stressing the loyalty of Esso's 1,000-strong Cuban 

workforce, whose average tenure with the firm 

was 15 years. "You need to work 40 years in the same place to know what one feels for 

it!" testified one grandfatherly refinery worker, one of thirty-three employees with forty 

or more years with the firm. "I am part of Esso," he stated. "I feel proud of having helped 

produce the best oil products for the benefit of my country."4 [Figure 18]  

The companies stuck to similar themes when they each sent polite but 

																																																								
3 Esso advertisement, Revolución, May 11, 1960, Carteles 41:21 (May 22, 1960), Bohemia 52:22 (May 29, 
1960), and Cuba Económica y Financiera 35:410 (May 1960).  
4 Esso advertisement, Revolución, May 30, 1960, Bohemia 52:23 (June 5, 1960), and Carteles 41:23 (June 
5, 1960) and 41:25 (June 19, 1960). 

Figure 18 A human face on corporate oil 
nationalism. Bohemia (June 5, 1960). 
(Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba). 
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uncompromising letters to National Bank President Che Guevara on June 6, accepting his 

proposed terms for liquidating the foreign-exchange backlog but declining to refine the 

Soviet-origin crude oil in their plants. The message in each case was that the firm had a 

long history of supplying fuel to the Cuban market, contributing thereby to the island's 

development and the employment of Cuban workers; that the firm had patiently worked 

with the Bank to try to settle the remittance backlog, meanwhile supplying the Cuban 

market essentially on credit; that their Cuban refinery had been built with the 

understanding that the firm would have complete freedom to supply it with crude from its 

own sources; and that the parent company's commitments to providing outlets for 

affiliated crude supplies from abroad, namely Venezuela, unfortunately made it 

impossible for the company to accept unaffiliated Soviet crude for refining.5 

Delivering the same message, on the same template, on the same morning, the 

three firms left little doubt that they had coordinated their responses, even if the letters 

were worded and sent separately. Furthermore, there could be little doubt that they had 

conferred with the U.S. government (and likely also the British). For two days earlier the 

State Department had sent its own note to Cuba's Foreign Ministry, formally protesting 

what it described as the "campaign of slander being directed against the United States" by 

																																																								
5 The only significant difference between the letters was that Esso and Texaco declined the request to 
process the Soviet crude, whereas Shell, in slightly more conciliatory fashion, merely explained the 
obstacles to compliance and asked Guevara to withdraw the request. The firms did not make the letters 
public, but did give copies to their home governments' embassies. Lawrence J. Brewer (President, Esso 
Standard Oil Company of Cuba), letter to Ernesto Guevara (President, Banco Nacional de Cuba), June 6, 
1960, and Clifford Drake (President, The Texas Company, West Indies), letter to Guevara, June 6, 1960, 
both reproduced in U.S. Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana (E.A. Gilmore, Commercial Attaché), Despatch 
1770, June 7, 1960; 837.2553/6-760, Box 2450, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration II 
[hereafter NARA]. Maurice Baird-Smith (President, Compañía Petrolera Shell de Cuba) letter to Guevara, 
June 6, 1960, enclosed in Embassy of the United Kingdom [hereafter UKE] Havana (Ian Sutherland, 
Counselor) letter to Robin H.G. Edmonds (Foreign Office-American Department [hereafter FO-A]), June 6, 
1960; AK 1531/29, FO 371/148294, United Kingdom National Archives [UKNA]. Unless otherwise noted, 
all NARA documents cited in this chapter are from the State Department General Records, Record Group 
59. Those with a decimal are from the Central File, 1960-3; others are from the Lot Files as indicated. 
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Cuban officials, the injury to U.S. property owners by the Agrarian Reform's 

uncompensated expropriations, and the $100 million backlog in dollar exchange owed to 

U.S. firms, roughly half of which was owed to the U.S. oil companies. The diplomatic 

note prefigured the oil companies' defense of their role in Cuba, "emphatically reject[ing] 

the theme often repeated by various high officials of the Government of Cuba that the 

close economic association between our two countries has worked to the detriment of the 

Cuban economy and well-being. On the contrary, we believe that this association has 

made constructive contributions to the overall development of Cuba."6   

The message from the oil majors and the U.S. government was therefore 

consistent. As they had for decades, the oil companies laid claim to legitimacy as partners 

in and promoters of Cuba's development; but for what they saw as valid commercial 

reasons they refused to accept the Soviet oil or the indefinite continuation of the dollar 

backlog. A united front of the three firms, seemingly backed by their home governments, 

therefore threatened to block the Revolution's entire development strategy of rapid state-

led industrialization and agrarian mechanization, which was predicated on rising oil 

consumption that could be best supplied by bartering for Soviet crude. The very power 

and legitimacy of the Revolution was being challenged.  

 

Cuban Responses to the Companies' Challenge 

How would the Cuban government respond? After an initial period of delay and 

ambiguity, on June 29 and July 1 the government would "intervene" the companies – 

																																																								
6 DOS, Aide-Memoire to Cuban Foreign Ministry, "U.S. Protests Cuban Campaign of Slander Against 
United States," June 4, 1960, in Department of State Bulletin, Vol. XLII, No. 1095, June 20, 1960, 994-5. 
See also USE Havana (Ambassador Philip W. Bonsal), embassy telegram [hereafter embtel] 3559, June 11, 
1960, 837.2553/6-1160, Box 2450, NARA.  
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taking over management, but not legal ownership – in order to refine the Soviet crude and 

supply the Cuban market itself; in August, it would nationalize the Esso, Texaco and 

Sinclair companies (leaving Shell under intervention), bringing the entire Cuban oil 

industry under state control. Before taking control of the industry, however, the 

leadership needed to assure its support among three key constituencies: the Soviet 

government, which would need to provide the intervened refineries with sufficient crude 

and possibly technical assistance to keep the industry operating smoothly; the companies' 

Cuban workers and technicians, who would have to operate the industry without foreign 

management and whose defection from their posts would bring the refineries – and thus 

the island's economy – to a grinding halt; and public opinion among Cubans as a whole, 

whose support for the Revolution and its increasingly statist direction would likely hinge 

upon the government's perceived success or failure in the oil conflict. Support from each 

of these constituencies during the pivotal months of the "Oil Battle" would make possible 

the survival of the Revolution under Prime Minister Fidel Castro's leadership.    

 

"The First Great Trap" 

There is some evidence that the companies' rejection of the Soviet crude may 

have caught the Cuban government off guard, at least judging from the apparent 

inconsistencies in the leadership's initial public statements and the lag time between the 

companies' refusal and the government's action in response. There were certainly mixed 

messages between Castro and Alfonso Gutiérrez, the head of the Cuban Petroleum 

Institute (ICP), who was much milder in his initial public remarks. Gutiérrez had earlier 

suggested that there should be no serious conflict with the companies, pointing out to 
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Revolución that the Soviet crude represented only one-quarter of the firms' annual 

imports and still left them "an ample quota" to obtain wherever they saw fit.7 Two days 

after the firms rejected the Soviet crude, it was Gutiérrez who made the government's 

first comments, responding to questions from the foreign press. "It is not of too much 

importance but we thought we could reduce the amount of American dollar exchange 

owed to these companies. Also, this would prevent the debt from increasing," he said 

mildly, depicting the offer as purely an economic matter. Suggesting that the government 

might simply move on, he said that the ICP was considering asking the Mexican or 

Brazilian state oil companies to refine the Soviet crude on Cuba's behalf, as well as the 

feasibility of importing Soviet refined products instead of crude oil. Most notable was his 

statement that the rejection would not "justify retaliation by the government."8 The Oil 

and Gas Journal, principal trade publication of the U.S. oil industry, saw Gutiérrez's 

response as "surprisingly mild" and surmised that the "companies have won, at least 

temporarily, an uneasy holding action against the revolutionary Cuban government."9 

It is possible that Gutiérrez genuinely did not see cause for confrontation in the 

companies' rejection. Anyone familiar with the economics of the international oil 

business should have expected them to balk at the prospect of "backing out" their 

Venezuelan crude by refining oil from sources other than their own. But appearances 

were not necessarily what they seemed. While the ICP chief's statements were widely 

covered in the foreign press, the only Cuban newspaper that reported them was the 

English-language Times of Havana, owned by and published primarily for the island's 

																																																								
7 "24 Millones Ahorrará Cuba en Compras de Petróleo," Revolución, May 27, 1960, 1.  
8 "Cuba Says it Won't Act Against U.S. Concerns that Refused Soviet Oil," Wall Street Journal [WSJ], June 
9, 1960, 2; see also R. Hart Phillips, "Oil Plan Considered," New York Times [NYT], June 9, 1960, 12. 
9 "Cuba Won't Press Soviet Crude on Refineries," Oil & Gas Journal [OGJ] 58:24 (June 13, 1960): 82. The 
piece does not take account of Castro's more confrontational statements of June 10, examined below.  
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North American community. Cuba's Spanish-language papers, by this time all under 

government influence or offering uncritical support, did not report them.10 The media 

silence led the U.S. and British embassies, in consultation with Esso management in 

Havana, to suspect that Gutiérrez, with Guevara's approval, had made his statement 

purely for foreign consumption, so as to postpone a public showdown with the companies 

until the Cuban government could scramble to arrange alternative supplies.11 No Cubans 

outside the small, elite circle that followed the Anglophone press were likely to have 

been aware of Gutiérrez's comments, which seemed to let the companies off the hook.  

In contrast, Soviet intelligence sources indicate that Fidel and Che had expected 

the companies to reject the Soviet crude, either on their own or due to U.S. pressure. For 

Guevara, indeed, this had been the whole point; prior to May 17, he told Alexander 

Alekseev, the KGB officer in charge of Moscow's mission in Cuba, that he knew the 

companies would have to refuse the Soviet crude and so would give him a pretext to seize 

their refineries. Alekseev later told Guevara's biographer Jon Lee Anderson that he had 

counseled Che not to force the confrontation, but Guevara had proceeded anyway.12 KGB 

chief Alexander Shelepin reported to the Central Committee in Moscow that Fidel had 

privately affirmed to Alekseev on June 13 that the refusal would "provide a good pretext 

																																																								
10 Between February and late May 1960 independent and potentially critical newspapers such as Prensa 
Libre, El País, El Mundo and Diario de la Marina either ceased publication or were taken over by their 
fidelista staff or by the state; the remaining major national dailies were the 26th of July Movement's 
Revolución and the Communist Party's Noticias de Hoy, both of which took their editorial lead from and 
offered uncritical support to the government. The liberal anticommunist Miguel Ángel de Quevedo, owner 
and publisher of the widely-read weekly magazines Bohemia and Carteles, went into exile in mid-July, 
with the magazines taken over by his fidelista staff, whose editorial support for the government's policies 
had increasingly diverged from Quevedo's personal reservations about the Revolution's direction. 
11 UKE Havana (Ambassador Stanley Fordham) telegram 177, June 10, 1960, AK 1531/18, FO 
371/148294, UKNA; USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 3528, June 9, 1960, 837.2553/6-960, and Embtel 
3544, June 10, 1960, 837.2553/6-1060, both Box 2450, NARA. The Wall Street Journal correspondent in 
Havana also believed that the refusal took the Cuban government by surprise. James N. Wallace, "Oil 
Firms Ignore Castro Seizure Threat, Face Showdown in Rejecting Soviet Crude," WSJ, June 13, 1960, 24. 
12 Jon Lee Anderson, Che Guevara: A Revolutionary Life (New York: Grove Press, 1997): 472. 
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for nationalization" of the refineries. Fidel, the KGB reported, "is satisfied with [the] 

present situation, which allows him to present nationalization as an act of self-defense."13  

Whether Gutiérrez's statements resulted from surprise and unpreparedness on the 

part of the Cuban government (as U.S. officials believed), miscommunication between 

him and the revolutionary leadership, or a calculated ploy to gain time (as the Soviet 

sources, more authoritatively, suggest) – or perhaps some fluid combination thereof – 

Fidel shattered any illusions that conflict could be avoided when he confronted the 

companies during his customary Friday evening television appearance on June 10. 

Calling the firms' rejection of the government crude "an unheard-of act of provocation," 

he informed the public that, far beyond an economic matter, the companies' maneuver 

was no less than the opening move of an imperialist plot to overturn the Revolution: 

"With the fuel problem we are facing the first great trap [zancadilla] of the trusts and the 

monopolies directly guided by the American Department of State. We are now facing the 

first act of concrete aggression and a plan to leave the country without fuel. ...[T]hey 

know that they are launching a challenge against the Revolutionary Government." 

Driving home the point, Fidel asked the public to reflect on the gravity of the situation: 

"Think, all of you, what a tremendous trap [trampa] this is: the Nation paralyzed for lack 

of fuel, victim of the global control these three powerful oil companies have. ...What a 

way to crush a revolution! What a way to crush a people, to leave a people without fuel!"  

In a customarily long and diffuse monologue, Fidel framed the pivotal conflict in 

historical terms, drawing on decades of Cuban oil nationalism and positioning this 

challenge as the revolutionary culmination of the nation's long struggle against the 

																																																								
13 Alexander Shelepin letter to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, June 
18, 1960, quoted in Naftali and Fursenko, One Hell of a Gamble, 47-8. 
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foreign oil firms for national energy security and economic development. He began by 

recounting the conspiratorial counter-narrative about the failed oil exploration of the past:  

So this can all be understood, we need to explain a few things. The fuel business 
in Cuba was the most fabulous business there ever was. Cuba was a growing 
consumer market for petroleum and its derivatives. Companies did explorations 
but never troubled themselves to drill. They wanted to know if it existed and 
where it was. They spent on exploration but not on drilling. Why? Because the 
companies that were exploring here were the same companies that owned large 
deposits in other countries. 

  
Producing oil in Cuba would only have reduced their sales from their producing wells in 

Venezuela, he explained; the interests of the companies and of the Cuban nation were 

irreconcilable. "Why invest in drilling if the same company was making fabulous 

earnings from oil already being exploited? ...That is to say, they could not have had any 

interest in drilling.... Therefore, in reality, they never made an effort; what they did was 

explore to know if there was oil or not." The oil majors' multinational network of 

affiliated subsidiaries and vertical integration, Fidel explained, created a "monopoly" that 

allowed the companies to engage in "arbitrary price fixing" by buying their own crude in 

Venezuela and selling it in Cuba at inflated prices, profiteering by as much as a dollar per 

barrel. "They named the price," he averred, "and we were the ones who paid." 

A goal of the Revolution, Castro went on, was to transcend this frustrated history. 

"When the Revolutionary Government came to power, attending to one more aspiration 

of our people, which has been the great aspiration to find our own fuel, it turned attention 

to this oil problem," and created the ICP with advice from Gutiérrez and other Mexican 

oil veterans with "all the experience of the Mexican Revolution's history with oil, great 

experience." Quoting from an ICP report, he laid out the Institute's goals: "To settle once 

and for all whether Cuba is an oil-producing country in commercial quantities;" to reduce 
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the $80 million annual outflow of foreign exchange for oil imports "until national oil can 

be found;" to regulate prices in the various branches of the oil business; to provide 

employment for Cuban workers in the industry; to manage the country's military and 

strategic fuel reserves; and lastly, to "be the organ through which the Revolutionary 

Government can direct its petroleum fuels policy in accord with the plans it has for 

agrarian mechanization, transportation, and industrialization." Now with 700 employees, 

the ICP was already "one of the most efficient" and "most successful" agencies of the 

state, Fidel affirmed, and one with "the best future among the Revolution's institutions." 

The Petroleum Institute's achievements in its short history, Fidel explained, were 

several. Upstream, it had "demanded" by law the technical reports from the exploration 

companies "which practiced their investigations and didn't let anyone know about them." 

With seven drilling rigs and numerous technicians now at its disposal, it would soon 

launch an exploration program to find "national oil" in Cuba. Downstream, it had taken 

over and was expanding the Cabaiguán refinery and had "liberated" the gasoline stations 

from being tied to one supplier, and since May 16 was marketing ICP-brand diesel fuel 

and gasoline. It had also regulated and standardized the price of kerosene – used mostly 

in rural campesino households – throughout the island and was planning to do so for 

gasoline and diesel, thereby reducing a key inequality between Havana and the interior. 

The goal of all this activity was that the state, and not the private companies, could 

supply the growing consumption of fuel products inherent in Cuba's industrialization, 

with the profits to be reinvested in oil exploration on the island and not, as in the past, 

flowing into foreign hands. In typically conversational style (less than fully coherent in 

transcript form), Fidel reminded his audience of their own lived experience of Cuba's 
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confounding oil history: "OK, those are the objectives and what the ICP has done, 

because for our whole lives it was the same thing, importing the oil, 'what's happening 

with oil?' 'what's happening with exploration?' 'they say that they found oil here, that they 

sealed it up,' 'what do they know about oil?' So it was necessary to create an agency...."  

The state oil firm's most important achievement, however, was ending what Fidel 

called the "speculation" in the pricing of oil imports by having the ICP buy crude "for 

what it is really worth." The foreign refiners, Fidel alleged, bought crude from their 

Venezuelan affiliates at $2.80 per barrel. The ICP, he informed the viewers, had in early 

1960 negotiated a deal with Superior Oil, a U.S.-owned independent producing oil in 

Venezuela, for crude at $2.10 per barrel, but the majors, he alleged, had blocked the 

deal's consummation by putting pressure on Superior and also on the tanker owners who 

would be contracted to carry the crude to Cuba. The ICP then went to the Soviets and 

made a deal for a higher grade of crude at $2.14 per barrel c.i.f., for which the majors 

would have charged $3.02. This was, Fidel explained, simply good business: "It is only 

logic that the Institute should buy from where they sell cheaper and save 20 million in 

hard currency to invest in exploration and investigation. But the companies say no."14 

This sound business initiative had now transcended economics and touched one of 

the cornerstones of the Revolutionary government's claims to legitimacy from its advent 

down to the present day: the defense of national sovereignty against alleged foreign 

imperialism. Fidel's televised remarks the previous Friday had prefigured the linking of 

the looming oil conflict with Cuba's domestic sovereignty and independent foreign 

policy: "In other times, one little word from an important functionary in the American 

State Department was enough to make the politicians here tremble. Today this no longer 
																																																								
14 "Comparencia en el Canal 2," Obra Revolucionaria, 1:7 (June 11, 1960): 1-31.  
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has any importance."15 With the oil conflict out in the open the next week, Fidel framed 

the issue again in terms of sovereignty. "Three companies here, accustomed to deciding 

on the nation's problems, arrogated to themselves a faculty that is an absolutely sovereign 

right of a country," he declared. "The Government adopted quite a correct attitude to 

address a vital matter, because what's a country without fuel? A country at the mercy of 

the monopolies." However, "To initiate a petroleum policy of our own was to provoke the 

anger... of those large interests that control North American policy," he explained.16  

Economic warfare by Washington and the oil companies against Cuba was now a 

reality. "Imagine that they left us without fuel, they would paralyze everything for us, 

they would paralyze our electricity, our factories, our agricultural equipment, our ships, 

everything," he reminded the public. Castro therefore closed his appearance with the 

thinly veiled threat to seize the refineries in the name of national survival: "We will adopt 

whatever measures may be necessary to avoid the country being left without fuel. ...And 

as to the companies, let them know that this is a sovereign country and the Revolutionary 

Government is disposed to exact compliance with the laws of the Republic. ...[T]hey 

must decide or rectify... the decision taken or the fault will fall upon them."17 

 With the benefit of hindsight, we can see in Castro's televised confrontation with 

the oil companies on June 10 a turning point in the Revolution both domestically and its 

relations with both the United States and the Soviet Union. Having publicly committed 

the government to overcome the companies' refusal at all costs in the name of national 

survival, and having linked the oil question to the core revolutionary touchstones of 

economic development and national sovereignty, Castro would have found retreat from 

																																																								
15 Vicente Martínez, "Aquí no Hay Problema que no se Resuelva," Carteles 41:23 (June 5, 1960): 37. 
16 "Comparencia en el Canal 2," op cit.  
17 Ibid. 
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the government's demands – such as implied in Gutiérrez's earlier remarks – to be a 

severe blow to his government's prestige. Indeed, his statements must be taken as an 

indication that the government was already confident that it would persevere in the oil 

conflict. Such confidence must, in turn, have been grounded in belief that Cuba would 

have both sufficient crude available for the refineries after they were seized, and the 

skilled technicians to operate them in the absence of the foreign personnel who would be 

withdrawn after the seizure. While Havana's path to reliance on Soviet crude, which will 

be analyzed below, was more complex than has so far been assumed, there is ample 

direct evidence for Castro's confidence in the dedication of Cuba's oil workers. 

 

The Oil Workers Give the Green Light to Intervention 

While James O'Connor has claimed that the Cuban Communist Party maintained 

"a large reservoir of good will" among the oil workers since the Popular Front era, it has 

not been possible to determine from the available sources the precise political affiliation 

of the leadership (much less rank and file) of the oil workers' unions at the level of the 

individual companies or the regional and national federation. However, based on these 

unions' confrontational actions up to May 1960, examined in previous chapters, and on 

the general state of union politics in Cuba by that time, it is reasonable to surmise that the 

oil unions' leadership was in the hands of fidelistas whose relations with the companies' 

(largely foreign) management had been strained, and who were, at the least, not openly 

opposed either to communism or to state control of the oil industry, despite representing 

Cuba's secure and well-paid "privileged" working class of skilled industrial labor.18 The 

																																																								
18 Bitter polemics between communist and anti-communist factions had marked the November 1959 
elections to the 33-person Executive Committee of the Confederación de Trabajadores de Cuba (CTC), the 
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refinery workers' loyalty was to be put to the test, however, in the new oil conflict.  

At the time that the firms' refusal of the Soviet crude became public, it appears 

that the government was fairly – though perhaps not entirely – confident of the refinery 

workers' support. News reporters told the U.S. Embassy that Che Guevara had already 

sounded out the refinery workers about their ability to operate the plants in the absence of 

foreign management.19 In his televised remarks on June 10, Fidel acknowledged that 

company managers, in addition to refusing the Soviet crude, "are even trying to take 

away the Cuban technicians, offering them better salaries, villas and castles, ...to leave us 

without any Cuban technicians." He declared, however, to applause from the studio 

audience that, "In this struggle we can count not only on the technicians who are disposed 

to help us but also on the firm and unconditional support of the workers in these 

refineries, as was to be expected. The refinery workers are at their posts, in full and 

absolute support of the measures taken by the Revolutionary Government!" He urged 

them, moreover, to remain "alert and vigilant" to guard against "sabotage" of the plants.20 

In the days after Fidel's announcement the oil workers' unions and the national 

federation sided decisively with the government in combative and nationalist language. 

The Communist Party newspaper Noticias de Hoy published the resolutions of the oil 

federation's "Administrative Committee." Declaring the government's oil policy "the 

																																																								
national trade-union federation, which elected mostly non-communists. Between January and March 1960, 
the Committee was purged of its vocal anti-communist and allegedly counter-revolutionary members, with 
22 out of the 28 non-communist federation leaders resigning or being replaced, including David Salvador 
of the 26th of July Movement, whom Fidel had installed in spring 1959 as the Confederation's chief. James 
O'Connor, The Origins of Socialism in Cuba (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1970): 189-93, "good will" 
on 192. The individuals heading the Esso, Shell, Texaco, and Sinclair unions, as well as the national 
federation (the Federación Nacional de Trabajadores de la Industria y Yacimientos de Petróleo y sus 
Derivados) in June 1960 were the same as those in leadership positions in October 1959, indicating that 
they had retained their offices through the purges of anticommunists during spring 1960. 
19 USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 3544, June 10, 1960; 837.2553/6-1060, Box 2450, NARA. 
20 "Comparencia en el Canal 2," op cit. 
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most appropriate for the national interest," the union leadership resolved "our absolute 

support for the Revolutionary Government and our support for any measures necessary in 

the present circumstances, and repudiate, once again, the great foreign monopolies and 

the international oligarchy that try to drown our patria." They further voted to "Condemn 

the attitude of the oil companies which, not content to fill their chests with plentiful 

profits extracted from our patria, hope to continue enjoying their privileges against the 

interests of Cuba," and also to "Condemn the international conspiracy of the Oil Trust to 

corral our glorious Revolution, which represents the struggle for national liberation." 

Heeding Fidel's warning, the labor leaders called for, "Mobilization of all the compañeros 

for close vigilance of the refineries in order to prevent the perpetration of sabotage by the 

ownership as part of a premeditated plan against the interests of Cuba."21 

The oil workers' leadership had publicly given the green light to the government 

to seize control of the refineries if it so chose. In order to ensure full support from the 

rank and file, the union leadership initiated a series of "revolutionary orientation 

meetings" in order to build "revolutionary consciousness" among the oil workers – their 

first taste of the sort of meetings that would become a regular feature of Cubans' lives for 

decades. It is reasonable to surmise that such consciousness was not already universal 

among the oil workers, or else such sessions would not have been necessary. And while 

the appearance of armed pro-government workers' militia patrolling the refineries was 

																																																								
21 "Fidel Pidió a los Trabajadores Petroleros y los Trabajadores Petroleros Responden," Noticias de Hoy 
[hereafter Hoy], June 12, 1960, 1. The resolutions were signed by the head of each company union (Esso, 
Shell, Texaco, and Sinclair), as well as the Secretary-General and others of the national federation. 
Revolución also reported the federation and the company unions' declarations, and printed in full the 
declaration from the Esso union. "La Primera Gran Zancadilla Contra Nuestra Revolución," Revolución, 
June 11, 1960, 1; "Enérgica Reacción Popular Frente al Trust del Petróleo," Revolución, June 14, 1960, 1; 
Apoyan la Actitud Contra la Maniobra," Revolución, June 16, 1960, 4. The half-million-strong national 
sugar workers' union, Cuba's largest, also declared its support for the government's oil policy. "500,000 
Obreros con Fidel," Revolución, June 13, 1960, 3.   
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ostensibly a deterrent against sabotage by foreign bosses or other counter-revolutionaries, 

the patrols would also have the effect of keeping wavering Cuban technicians in line.22  

At a nighttime rally of the CTC and various national unions on June 24, which 

culminated in a bonfire burning the pre- and counter-revolutionary union bosses in effigy, 

the pro-government CTC organizers singled out the oil workers for special praise, given 

that they "had a most important value at this moment, in which the Revolution must win a 

battle against the Oil Trust."23 But it is important to emphasize that in these declarations 

of pro-government revolutionary oil nationalism the Cuban oil workers were following 

the revolutionary government, not pushing it, into the conflict with the oil companies, in 

contrast to the revolutionary struggles of the 1930s. Throughout the Revolution's first 

eighteen months they had continually clashed with management over wages, benefits, 

promotion and other issues of bread-and-butter unionism, with the looming prospect of 

state intervention providing leverage; but at no time prior to Fidel's announcement of 

June 10, 1960 had the oil unions called for the state to seize the refineries, nor had they 

threatened to do so themselves. The government, for its part, did not encourage worker 

militancy until after the decision to seize control of the industry had been taken; indeed, 

as seen in Fidel's ending of the Shell boycott in February 1959 (analyzed in Chapter 5), 

the government had previously restrained the oil workers from more aggressive action.24 

																																																								
22 "Obreros Petroleros Se Mantienen Alerta," Revolución, June 23, 1960, 1. The British Embassy reported 
as early as June 14 that mass meetings were being held among the refinery workers and that militia were 
patrolling the plants. UKE Havana (Fordham) telegram 187, June 14, 1960, AK 1531/25, FO 371/148294, 
UKNA. Oral histories conducted by Alberto Batista Reyes show that a workers' militia was formed at the 
Esso plant as early as November 1959, with training led by a former soldier in Batista's army from 1954-56 
who then joined the company. Alberto Batista Reyes, Infidelidades de Tres Hermanas: El Mundo 
Subterráneo de la Esso, la Shell, y la Texaco en Cuba (Havana: Editorial Letras Cubanas, 1986): 140-2.  
23 "Premiaron la Falla de los Petroleros," Revolución, June 25, 1960, 1. 
24 The Cuban situation therefore appears to contrast somewhat with the Mexican oil nationalization in 1938, 
in which oil workers' militancy eventually outstripped even the state's encouragement, essentially 
presenting President Lázaro Cárdenas with a situation in which either the workers or the state would seize 
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The Global Politics of the Conflict 

By mid-June, therefore, the Cuban government seemed to have more or less 

assured the support, or at least compliance, of the Cuban employees who would be 

needed to operate the oil refineries in the event of government intervention. Even if all 

the technicians remained steadfastly at their posts, however, the plants would need crude 

to process, or the Cuban economy would face an energy crisis. To understand how and 

why the Cuban government ended up completely reliant on Soviet crude for virtually all 

of the refineries' input requires an in-depth examination of the actions not only of the 

three major companies and the U.S., Cuban, and Soviet governments, but also an analysis 

of other key players largely overlooked in previous accounts of the oil conflict: the 

independent U.S. oil companies and the British, Venezuelan, and Mexican governments.  

 

"To take a good solid slap at Cuba:" Dissonance and Denial in Washington's Policy  

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the U.S. government's encouragement to 

the companies to deploy the "oil weapon" against Cuba resulted more from dissonance, 

miscommunication, and short-sightedness within the Eisenhower administration than 

from coherent and coldly calculated policy. As the challenge to Castro came into the 

open in June 1960, the dissonance and drift within the administration with regard to the 

oil conflict and economic warfare more generally continued. The heads of large U.S. 

firms with significant interests in Cuba (including United Fruit and American & Foreign 

																																																								
control of the oil industry in the face of the companies' refusal to cede better conditions. See Myrna 
Santiago, The Ecology of Oil: Environment, Labor, and the Mexican Revolution, 1900-1938 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006): ch. 7; Lorenzo Meyer, Mexico and the United States in the Oil 
Controversy, 1917-1942 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1977): ch. 8, and Nora Hamilton, The Limits of 
State Autonomy: Post-Revolutionary Mexico (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982): 216-84. 
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Power, as well as Jersey Standard) continued to meet with administration officials and 

urge them to adopt the most stringent sanctions in order "to cripple the Cuban economy," 

believing that "time is of the essence, and it is running against the United States." 

Undersecretary of State Douglas Dillon, however, summarized the consensus in the State 

Department that "economic pressure alone would not achieve the desired objective" of 

precipitating Castro's removal.25 Reducing or eliminating Cuba's quota for sugar exports 

to the U.S., Dillon and his staff believed, was "the one real weapon we have against 

Cuba," and even its elimination was unlikely to doom Castro.26 Nonetheless, a task force, 

led by Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs Thomas C. Mann, continued to study 

additional means of economic warfare, focusing, in addition to sugar, on the use of 

capital and export controls and the application of the Trading with the Enemy Act.27  

Similar pressure for decisive measures was building in the White House, centered, 

as before, on hard-liners most sympathetic to entreaties from the business community. 

Treasury Secretary Robert Anderson – responsible, as we have seen, for encouraging the 

oil refineries' refusal of the Soviet crude – belatedly emphasized to the National Security 

Council that it was imperative to follow through on economic warfare. According to the 

record of the NSC meeting of June 22, "Secretary Anderson said that a basic question had 

to be answered before any economic warfare action should be taken; i.e. it must be 
																																																								
25 DOS Memcon, "Cuban Situation: Meeting with Representatives of the National Foreign Trade Council," 
Harry Pike (Chairman, NFTC Cuba Committee), M.L. Haider (Director, SONJ) and 6 others, with Dillon, 
Rubottom, Turkel, Wieland, Vallon, Stevenson, Torrey, Kwiatek, Nichols, and 5 others, June 7, 1960; 
Foreign Relations of the United States [hereafter FRUS], 1958-1960, Vol. VI, Document 527. Many 
documents from the State Department and White House were published in FRUS. This chapter cites the 
published version unless the archival version is more complete. 
26 Marion W. Boggs, Memo, "Discussion at the 447th Meeting of the National Security Council [hereafter 
NSC], June 8, 1960," June 15, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 528.  
27 Roy Richard "Dick" Rubottom (Assistant Secretary of State for Western Hemisphere Affairs) 
memorandum to Secretary of State Christian Herter, "Developments in Cuban Situation Since June 12," 
June 18, 1960; folder Cuba (April-June 1960), Box 1, Lots 62D418 and 64D15, Subject Files of the ARA 
Assistant Secretary, 1959-62, NARA. Rubottom, memo to Herter, "United States Policies Toward Cuba," 
June 27, 1960, with enclosures, 611.37/6-2760, microfilm Reel 39, M1855, NARA. 
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agreed that we are prepared to go the whole way in economic action before we undertake 

any action. He specifically referred to tariffs, sugar quotas, and oil." None present pointed 

out the cognitive dissonance in Anderson's statement: Anderson himself, and the whole 

administration, had already undertaken what was being depicted in Cuba as economic 

warfare by urging the companies to refuse the Soviet crude. Instead, sentiments like those 

of Vice President Richard Nixon (chairing the meeting in Eisenhower's absence) 

prevailed. Emphasizing "that the time has come to take strong, positive action to avoid 

becoming labeled 'Uncle Sucker' throughout the world," Nixon agreed with Anderson, 

saying that regarding economic warfare, "we should do everything or nothing."28   

As open economic warfare along these lines drew near, to be accompanied or 

preceded by Castro's seizure of the oil refineries and other major U.S. assets such as the 

utility companies and sugar mills, Assistant Secretary for Western Hemisphere Affairs 

Dick Rubottom wrote to Secretary of State Herter that, "The situation is moving 

satisfactorily, in my opinion." Rubottom and his staff believed – optimistically – that as 

Castro began seizing U.S. property, Washington could place the blame squarely on 

Havana: "In these instances, if we refrain from any extreme overt retaliation, we would 

be the aggrieved party. When the judgment day comes, as I believe it will in the not too 

distant future, we should be able to obtain adequate, just and effective compensation for 

the expropriated properties at the very least, or possibly even to resume our traditionally 

close, commercial ties with Cuba, both in the private and public sector."29    

The dissenting voice remained Ambassador Bonsal in Havana, who shared the 

																																																								
28 "Notes on the Discussion at the Special Meeting of the National Security Council, White House, June 22, 
1960, 2:30 - 3:15 PM," [Nixon, Gray, Herter, Anderson, and others]; FRUS 1958-60, VI, doc. 532. 
29 Rubottom memo to Herter, "United States Policies Toward Cuba," June 27, 1960, with enclosures; 
611.37/6-2760, reel 39, M1855, NARA. Emphasis in original. 
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administration's desire to see Castro's government collapse, but who saw the futility and 

inconsistencies behind the administration's drift into economic warfare, believing it 

destined to be ineffectual and indeed counter-productive. "The situation here is of course 

pretty hopeless," he wrote to Rubottom on June 28. "We are getting more and more into 

the field of unilateral actions by each party designed to retaliate for actions or attitudes of 

the other party and carried out with little or no prior discussion." Above all, he warned 

against just the sort of punitive actions Anderson and Nixon were advocating, measures 

that could satisfy the impulse in Washington to punish Castro but would not succeed in 

removing him from power: "I doubt very much if we want to operate this business in 

such a way as 'to take a good solid slap at Cuba,'" he warned.30 Coming the day before 

Castro was to intervene the Texaco refinery, Bonsal's counsel was too little, too late.   

 

"To hit the bull's eye:" British Concerns over U.S. Policy 

The British, too, shared Bonsal's concerns over the direction of U.S. policy. As 

shown in the previous chapter, Shell had given the British government the impression 

that it had gone along rather reluctantly with the North Americans' refusal to refine the 

Soviet crude; furthermore, the Anglo-Dutch firm, unlike the U.S. companies and 

government, saw their refusal as a commercial decision and not a means to restrict Cuba's 

fuel supply and contribute to Castro's fall.31 Shell's position posed difficulties for Britain's 

Foreign Office.32 Whitehall's goals in Cuba since the advent of the Revolution had been 

																																																								
30 Bonsal letter to Rubottom, June 28, 1960; 611.37/6-2860, reel 39, M1855, NARA. 
31 Reflecting on his recent discussions with Shell's Cuba manager Maurice Baird-Smith, a Ministry of 
Power official wrote on June 15 that, "it seemed to me that the consequential squeeze on oil supplies for 
Cuba had not entered into the calculations of Shell in coming to their recent decision not to refine Russian 
oil." A.B. Powell memo to Mr. MacNeill, June 15, 1960; AK 1531/30, FO 371/148294, UKNA. 
32 Through a complicated series of holding companies and subsidiaries typical of the multinational oil 
majors, the Cuban-incorporated Compañía Petrolera Shell de Cuba was wholly owned by a Canadian Shell 
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to preserve, and if possible expand, British commercial opportunities in Cuba, while 

being careful not to upset Washington as U.S. attitudes toward Castro hardened. British 

officials had no sympathy for Castro (often likening him to their Egyptian nemesis, 

Gamal Abdul Nasser), but saw him as Washington's problem, deferring to the U.S. in its 

sphere of influence and where its economic and political stake was greater. As US-Cuban 

relations worsened, British policy had been to maintain correct relations with Castro 

while doing nothing to buttress his power or hinder incipient U.S. efforts to engineer his 

ouster.33 But Shell's stand with the U.S. oil companies now publicly implicated the firm, 

and thus the British government, in Washington's looming economic war.34  

Shell had kept the Foreign Office informed of their Cuban dilemma and their 

discussions with Standard, Texaco, and the U.S. government, but made clear that the firm 

was not seeking advice on how to proceed; their letter to Guevara of June 6 presented 

Whitehall with a fait accompli, even as its phrasing – requesting on business grounds that 

the offer of Soviet crude be withdrawn, rather than rejecting it outright – left the door to 

compromise slightly ajar.35 Britain's minister in Havana, Stanley Fordham, warned his 

																																																								
holding company, itself wholly owned by a Dutch holding company, which in turn was wholly owned by 
the Royal Dutch Shell Group, in which the British and Dutch parent companies held 40% and 60% stakes, 
respectively, with dual headquarters in London and The Hague. (J.R. Freeland (FO-Legal Department) 
minute, June 10, 1960; AK 1531/12, FO 371/148293, UKNA; J.T.Fearnley (FO-ERD), minute, June 15, 
1960; AK 1531/12, FO 371/148293, UKNA). In practice, "the Group" looked to the London headquarters 
and the British government on matters of foreign policy, and tended to be perceived around the world 
(except in Holland) as a "British" company, as seen, for example, in the Cuban boycott of Shell in 1958. 
33 Christopher Hull, British Diplomacy and U.S. Hegemony in Cuba, 1898-1964 (New York: Palgrave 
MacMillan, 2013): 162-72, and Hull, "Parallel Spheres: Anglo-American Cooperation Over Cuba, 1959-
61," Cold War History 12:1 (February 2012): 51-68. Hull gives an overview of British policy toward 
Castro's Cuba and Anglo-American relations therein, including brief analysis of the oil crisis, based on 
Foreign Office records and the declassified U.S. documents published in FRUS, including many of those 
cited in this chapter. My analysis of Anglo-American-Cuban oil relations expands upon Hull's and 
incorporates the comprehensive U.S. archival record as well as the other sources cited here. 
34 In his June 10 television session, Castro had alleged – not inaccurately – that Shell had been inclined to 
accept the Soviet oil but fell in line with the U.S. companies and Washington on State Department advice. 
35 FO-A memo, "Refining of Soviet Crude Oil in Cuba," June 7, 1960; AK 1531/22, FO 371/ 148294, 
UKNA; J.T. Fearnley (FO-Fuels Division [ERD]), minute, June 8, 1960; AK 1531/6, FO 371/ 148293, 
UKNA; Edmonds (FO-A), handwritten minute, June 8, 1960; AK 1531/6, FO 371/148293, UKNA. 
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superiors that Shell's position put not only its assets but also other British property in 

Cuba in danger of seizure, and made their owners' prospects for compensation remote.36 

The American Department at the Foreign Office saw "very strong arguments in favour of 

our trying to persuade Shell to take an independent line," and considered trying to talk 

Shell into breaking with the U.S. companies and accepting the Soviet crude. But the 

officers saw that Shell was loath to alienate the U.S. majors – with whom it shared global 

interests far more important than its Cuban market and assets – and Washington unless 

Whitehall could persuade the State Department to change course and to help smooth 

things over with Jersey and Texaco. In addition to being probably futile, they deemed 

such an approach unwise, since it would distance London from Washington over Cuba 

and thus complicate the inchoate U.S. plans for ousting Castro.37 In this crisis in the 

American oil empire, Shell and the British were, reluctantly, junior partners. 

British diplomats in Havana, Washington, and London, however, remained 

concerned at what they perceived to be the ambiguities and potential short-sightedness of 

the Eisenhower administration's Cuba policy and the place of the oil conflict therein. 

Believing – correctly, as it turned out – that Washington lacked the leverage to bring 

about Castro's demise by political and economic pressure alone, especially given the 

apparent absence of a coherent and viable political opposition inside Cuba, they were 

puzzled as to why the Eisenhower administration seemed to be pushing the companies 

																																																								
36 UKE Havana (Fordham), Telegram 167, June 6, 1960; AK 1531/11, FO 371/148293, UKNA. 
37 From the American Department, the consultations reached as high as the Deputy Under-Secretary for 
Economic Affairs and the Permanent Under-Secretary (the number-two man in the Foreign Office), before 
the decision not to approach Shell or the Americans was confirmed. Henry A. Hankey (Head, FO-A), 
memo "Cuba" to H. Norman Brain (FO-A), June 8, 1960 (quotation), with comments by Brain (June 8) and 
Sir Paul Gore-Booth (Deputy Under-Secretary, Economic Affairs) (June 9); AK 1531/23, FO 371/148294, 
UKNA; FO telegram 2456 to UKE Washington, June 13, 1960; AK 1531/15, FO 371/148293, UKNA; 
Hankey, memcon, "Cuba," Sir Frederick Hoyer Millar (Permanent Under-Secretary), Sir Paul Gore Booth, 
Brain and Hankey June 14, 1960; AK 1531/41, FO 371/148295, UKNA. 
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into a confrontation that would lead to their expropriation and to Moscow stepping in to 

save the Revolution with Soviet crude. If a Western oil embargo could not remove Castro 

from power, what good would it do to hand the refineries to Castro and Cuba to the 

Russians? The British feared that by embarking on economic warfare, Washington was 

heading down a path that could only end in one of two unpalatable outcomes: U.S. 

military intervention to overthrow the Revolutionary government, or else "a Castro even 

more defiant and dependent on the Sino-Soviet bloc than he is now."38  

The British therefore asked Ambassador Sir Harold Caccia in Washington to meet 

with Secretary of State Herter and his staff to find out "what they really intend doing 

about the situation in Cuba" at this pivotal moment.39 "We are in some doubt as to the 

attitude of the State Department in this matter," his instructions read. "Do they in fact 

wish to manouevre the Cubans into a position in which they become wholly dependent on 

the Russians for supplies of crude, possibly after an interruption in supplies which could 

have a disrupting effect on the régime? Or do they, as Shell appear to think possible, 

consider that the position of the refineries may still be saved if sufficient diplomatic 

pressure, coupled possible with the threat of supplies being withheld altogether, is 

applied?"40 What, in short, was Washington hoping to accomplish with the oil weapon?   

The British Embassy in Washington informed Lester Mallory, Rubottom's deputy 

in State's Western Hemisphere Bureau, of the Foreign Office's concerns in advance of 

Herter and Caccia's meeting.41 In preparing Herter for the talks, Mallory recommended 

that he make it clear to the British, first, "That the Castro Government is beyond 

																																																								
38 UKE Washington (Ambassador Harold Caccia) telegram 1152 to FO, June 8, 1960; AK 1531/15, FO 
371/148293, UKNA; Hankey, minute, June 9, 1960; AK 1531/15, FO 371/148293, UKNA (quotation).  
39 Hankey memo to Brain, "Cuba," June 10, 1960; AK 1531/24, FO 371/148294, UKNA. 
40 FO telegram 2757 to UKE Washington, June 20, 1960; AK 1531/12, FO 371/148293, UKNA. 
41 UKE Washington (Caccia), Telegram 1220, June 22, 1960; AK1531/42, FO 371/148295, UKNA. 
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redemption, (a view which we understand the British share) and that its early demise is 

desired." Second, that the State Department "would have no objection should the 

companies be able to work out an understanding with the Castro Government which does 

not require them to process Russian crude," however unlikely that prospect seemed, 

because a retreat by the Cubans "would mean a considerable setback to Castro and to 

'Che' Guevara who are presently on the defensive in the petroleum matter – the 

companies' decision having taken them by surprise." Finally, British apprehensions were 

to be assuaged with assurances that State was exploring additional avenues beyond oil for 

putting economic and diplomatic pressure on Castro sufficient to force his ouster, and 

that (responding directly to British phrasing), "it is our intention to 'hit the bull's eye' and 

we would welcome British cooperation toward achieving this goal."42   

At the meeting with the British Ambassador on June 23, Herter and Dillon 

emphasized these points, and stressed the need for unity among the companies to deny 

"Free World" oil to Cuba and resist efforts to split the Anglo-American front. According 

to the U.S. record, "The Secretary said that he was gratified at the present firm position 

being maintained by the companies and hopes they will hold steadfast, that should the 

refineries be seized and companies stop shipments of crude, it will raise a considerable 

problem for Castro." Regarding the slim chance that Castro and the companies could 

reach an agreement, Dillon said "if Ambassador Caccia means should Castro back down, 

then we would probably have no objection," though all parties expected the Cubans to 

seize the refineries and the firms to cut off oil imports in response. "While an oil shortage 

alone might not topple Castro," Dillon averred, "we would not be unhappy if it should 

																																																								
42 Mallory (Mann concurring), memo to Herter via Undersecretary, "British Interest in Possibility of Joint 
Representations to Cuban Government on Petroleum," June 23, 1960; 837.2553/6-2360, Box 2451, NARA. 
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have this result."43 The British record also noted Dillon's argument that the need to 

provide a constant stream of long-haul tankers from the Black Sea to keep Cuba fully 

supplied with crude "could make the deal unprofitable" for the Soviets and Cubans.44 

Notwithstanding these assurances, the British saw Herter and Dillon's position as 

a softening by the State Department in the three weeks since Rubottom and Mann had 

gone along with Treasury Secretary Anderson's hard-line instructions to the companies. 

Caccia wrote of his meeting stated that, "Though the United States Government would 

not be sorry to see things come to a head, they were not going to encourage the American 

oil companies to break with Castro, if he was still prepared to conclude a deal which the 

oil companies would regard as satisfactory." The Foreign Office American Department 

was puzzled at the mixed messages coming from Washington: "This paragraph contains a 

much milder statement of the Administration's policy towards the oil companies' dispute 

than the oil companies' representatives themselves received (according to Shell) when 

they first discussed their dispute with the State Department at the beginning of this 

month. The explanation may well be that the Administration themselves are divided on 

how to deal with Cuba in general and the oil dispute in particular."45 

While the British were right to perceive the ambiguities and ambivalence in the 

State Department's approach, there was a certain (if dubious and convoluted) coherence 

to the evolving U.S. position. Having been caught flat-footed when Anderson pushed the 

companies over the line into forcing a confrontation with Castro over the Soviet crude, 

the State Department was now, belatedly, folding the oil conflict into a larger, evolving 

																																																								
43 DOS memcon, "The Cuban Situation," Herter, Dillon, and Stevenson with Ambassador Sir Harold 
Caccia and Lord Hood (UKE Washington), June 23, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 533.  
44 UKE Washington (Caccia), Telegram 1239, June 23, 1960; AK1531/44, FO 731/148296, UKNA. 
45 Edmonds (FO-A), "re Washington's 1239," June 27, 1960; AK 1531/44, FO 731/148296, UKNA. 
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program of economic warfare to try to destabilize Castro's government. If Castro 

retreated, Washington would see it as a victory in the effort to dim his prestige at home 

and in the hemisphere. If, as expected, he followed through and seized the refineries, 

Washington intended to use the economic leverage at its disposal to make life for Castro 

and his newfound Soviet friends as costly as possible. In the long term, though, there did 

not seem to be an answer for what the U.S. would do when and if – as critical observers 

in both diplomatic services anticipated – economic pressure failed to remove Castro. In 

the short term, the State Department's focus was, first, to work with the British to keep 

Shell in step with Jersey and Texaco, and second, to cut Cuba off not only from oil 

controlled by these three firms, but furthermore from the entire "Free World" oil industry.   

 

"A Very Dim View:" Blocking Cuban Overtures to U.S. Oil Companies 

The oil embargo imposed by Shell, Jersey and Texaco on Cuba in July 1960 was 

publicly known at the time and generally (if superficially) recognized in most histories of 

the Revolution and the U.S.-Cuban conflict. Overlooked, however, has been the fact that 

Cuba's break with the oil majors and their ensuing embargo did not necessarily require 

that Cuba become wholly dependent on Soviet oil. In between there was a third way, 

which the Cuban government seemed to prefer and actively pursued before and after 

seizing the refineries and running them exclusively on Soviet crude: obtaining oil from 

other "Free World" sources not controlled by the three companies, in addition to the one-

quarter of its annual needs it had already purchased from Moscow. But a combination of 

economic and political factors prevented Havana from obtaining oil from any of these 

sources. This outcome was by no means inevitable, and its contingency is crucial for how 
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we should understand Cuba's transition to becoming a dependency of the Soviet Union. 

The Cubans approached at least two independent U.S. oil companies during the 

spring and early summer 1960 with a view to obtaining crude oil. As seen above, Castro 

had publicly claimed that the ICP had negotiated a contract with Superior Oil Company 

to receive crude from Superior's Venezuelan fields, but that the majors had blocked the 

deal by pressuring not only Superior but also the tanker companies that would have 

shipped the oil to Cuba.46 It appears that the initial deal, negotiated in March and briefly 

reported in the Cuban press in April, was for three shipments of 30,000 bbl each (a few 

weeks' worth of capacity at the Cabaiguán refinery).47 Without citing direct pressure from 

the industry, officers of other U.S. oil companies indicated privately to the State 

Department that Superior had scuppered the deal "because of financing difficulties."48  

Of greater scope and significance were the Cuban overtures to the Sinclair Oil 

Corporation, which had been importing and marketing refined products in Cuba for four 

decades and had extensive storage and distribution facilities on the island, but whose 

relative importance in the Cuban market had declined after its three larger competitors 

opened their new Cuban refineries in 1957. Prior to foisting the Soviet crude on these 

refineries, the Cuban government had approached Sinclair about obtaining imported 

crude and possibly refined products for the ICP; Sinclair's response had been 

noncommittal. With the refinery controversy heating up in early June, Cuban officials 

made another approach, this time inquiring about Sinclair's willingness not only to supply 
																																																								
46 "Comparencia en el Canal 2," op cit. 
47 "Llegan a Cabaiguán 75 mil barriles de petróleo de la Unión Soviética," Hoy, April 19, 1960, 1. The oil 
had not been delivered, and the ICP reportedly planned to sue Superior for breach of contract. 
48 DOS memcon, "Cuban Petroleum Situation," M.F. Braeckel (Chairman) and Orville Judd (VP, Sinclair 
Oil Company), with Rubottom and Torrey (DOS-ARA-Cuban Affairs), June 8, 1960; 837.2553/6-860, Box 
2450, NARA (quotation); DOS memcon, "First Attempt by GOC to Break Down the Refusal of the Oil 
Companies to Refine Russian Crude Oil," Mark Haider and Cecil Morgan (Standard Oil Company of New 
Jersey) with Mallory, Vallon, and Stevenson, June 21, 1960; 837.2553/6-2160, Box 2451, NARA.  
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the ICP with crude (presumably for some or all of the three refineries facing seizure), but 

also to build a new refinery in Cuba in a joint venture with the ICP, presumably to refine 

Soviet crude, at least in part, with the ICP presumably marketing the products. 

Sinclair's senior management sought the State Department's advice. Diplomatic 

records make clear that while stating that the decision was the company's to make, 

Assistant Secretary Rubottom "clearly intimated that acceptance would be opposed to 

U.S. interests" and that the U.S. government "would take a very dim view of any U.S. 

firm stepping in to supply Cuba with petroleum products" to fill the gap if the majors cut 

off their own shipments.49 As a direct result of this conversation, according to Sinclair's 

manager in Havana, the firm declined to participate in the mooted refinery project, 

ostensibly on the commercial grounds that Sinclair already had sufficient refining 

capacity in the Caribbean to meet its marketing needs. As for selling crude to the ICP, 

Sinclair said that such a deal could only be done under what the firm defined as "normal 

conditions" unattractive to the Cuban government, namely that the National Bank first 

release Sinclair's own $2 million foreign-exchange backlog, and that the crude be priced 

at market rates and not at what Sinclair alleged to be the "dump" prices the Soviets 

offered "to exclude reasonable, competitive, free enterprise prices." As the firm put it in a 

memo to the State Department, by placing itself squarely in line with Esso, Shell, and 

Texaco, Sinclair's message to the ICP amounted to "bring on intervention."50   

On the same day (June 20) as these overtures to Sinclair, ICP officials also 

attempted to break the majors' united front by peeling off Jersey Standard from Shell and 

																																																								
49 DOS (Herter), Circular Telegram 1543 to USE Havana, Caracas, Mexico City, Bogotá, Lima, La Paz and 
U.S. Consulates Trinidad, Curaçao, and Aruba, June 9, 1960; 837.2553/6-960, Box 2450, NARA ("clearly 
intimated"); DOS memcon, "Cuban Petroleum Situation," op. cit. ("the United States").  
50 USE Havana (Price), Despatch 1910, enclosing Sinclair document, June 25, 1960; 837.3932/6-2560, 
(quotations); USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 3745, June 24, 1960; 837.3932/6-2460, both Box 2452, NARA 
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Texaco. The overtures came when Jim Hough, an American working as an advisor to ICP 

chief Gutiérrez (with whom he had family ties by marriage), met with two senior Jersey 

executives in New York.51 As the Standard officers subsequently recounted to the State 

Department, Hough told them "that Fidel himself was most worried about the petroleum 

situation and that the action of the companies in refusing to refine the Russian crude had 

come as a great surprise to the Cuban Government." Gutiérrez, according to Hough, was 

"afraid that the Cubans have bitten off more than they can chew." Gutiérrez and other 

ICP officials, he claimed, "have planted a real worry in Fidel's mind that the Russians 

may not be willing to devote such a sizeable portion of their tanker fleet to save Cuba." 

Accordingly, Hough told the Jersey executives, "The Cubans do not wish to become 

entirely dependent upon Russian crude oil and would like to find some way to keep one 

or more of the American refineries in operation," preferring to do business with Standard 

while taking over Shell and Texaco. While the ICP would run Soviet crude in the latter 

two plants, Hough proposed, Jersey would continue its normal importing, refining and 

marketing operations. As an incentive, he said, the government would make good on 

Esso's remittance backlog. Apparently taking Hough by surprise, the executives rebuffed 

the offer, saying that Jersey expected to share the other companies' fate.52 

Pending the release of internal Cuban government documents it is difficult to 

know how much weight to give Hough's overtures and impossible to verify his 

characterization of Gutiérrez and Castro's states of mind. Hough could have been acting 

																																																								
51 A Cuban informant later told the US Embassy that Hough was employed at the ICP as a Technical 
Advisor for Imports and was married to a Mexican woman said to be a relative of Gutiérrez. USE Havana 
(Gilmore), Despatch 799, October 6, 1960; 837.2553/10-660, Box 2451, NARA. 
52 DOS memcon, "First Attempt by GOC to Break Down the Refusal of the Oil Companies to Refine 
Russian Crude Oil," Mark Haider and Cecil Morgan (SONJ) with Mallory, Vallon, and Stevenson, June 21, 
1960; 837.2553/6-2160, Box 2451, NARA. Given what we now know about Shell and the British 
government's positions, the Cubans would have been better off making overtures at this point to Shell. 
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independently of his superiors, or on instructions from Gutiérrez but without the 

knowledge of Castro or other senior political leaders. Unsurprisingly, Hough appears to 

have had scant access to or first-hand understanding of the inner circle of Revolutionary 

leaders, erroneously assuring the Standard executives "that 'Che' Guevara would be out 

by the end of this month and that Raul would take his place; and that the companies 

would have no trouble in coming to an agreement with the latter." What can be verified is 

that the oil majors and independents, supported by the State Department, presented Cuba 

with a united, negative front and were committed to blocking any Cuban effort to do 

business with any U.S. oil company. The State Department instructed its missions in the 

region's oil-exporting countries to watch for and actively discourage any action by a U.S. 

company to supply oil to Cuba, and pledged to share intelligence with the four companies 

to jointly police such moves.53 Regardless of how serious Cuban officials in the ICP or at 

the senior political level were in seeking to maintain some role, even temporarily, for one 

or more of the Western oil companies in Cuba, economic factors and considerable 

pressure from the State Department made such a prospect impossible. 

 

"An Unfriendly Act:" Venezuela and Cuba  

With the hemisphere's private oil companies blocking any overtures, the Cuban 

government could still potentially turn to the governments of Mexico and Venezuela for 

help. These two were, after the United States, the hemisphere's largest oil producers; 

moreover, they had for decades been traditional sources of supply for Cuba, with 

Venezuelan oil displacing its Mexican predecessor in the Cuban market in the 1950s. 

																																																								
53 DOS (Herter), Cirtel 1543, June 9, 1960, op cit.; Telcon, "re: Cuba," Cecil Morgan (Jersey Standard) 
with Rubottom, June 10, 1960; Telcon, Judd (VP, Sinclair Oil) with Wieland (DOS-ARA), July 1, 1960; 
both in folder "Petroleum Cuba 1960," Box 7, Lot 63D91, ARA/CCA Subject Files 1960-3, NARA. 
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And while a new Venezuelan state oil company existed largely on paper, Mexico's state 

oil monopoly, Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex), was a vertically integrated giant. Each 

government, moreover, could have been expected to come to Castro's aid in the oil 

conflict, on the basis of publicly declared sympathy for the Revolution's goals. In both 

cases, however, economic self-interest and political calculation would demonstrate the 

limits of Mexican and Venezuelan solidarity with Cuba at Castro's moment of need. 

In January 1958 popular pressure had ousted Venezuela's U.S.-backed 

conservative dictator Marcos Pérez Jiménez. In December Venezuelans elected Rómulo 

Betancourt, leader of the social-democratic Acción Democrática (AD) party, as President 

at the head of a broad coalition with the other two major parties, the Christian Democratic 

COPEI and the leftist Unión Republicana Democrática (URD), excluding the Venezuelan 

Communist Party (PCV) and the right-wing supporters of the old regime. Betancourt's 

foreign-policy goals were an extension of his domestic aims. He hoped to preserve and 

expand liberal democracy in the hemisphere, the better to consolidate it in Venezuela. He 

therefore advocated firm anti-communism, opposition to external interference in the 

internal affairs of Latin American democracies, and the collective isolation of the region's 

dictators. Economically, he and his oil minister Juan Pablo Pérez Alfonzo sought to use 

oil revenues to fund a program of gradual economic development and social reform under 

a progressive capitalist regime. To do so they labored to preserve Venezuelan oil's export 

markets and royalty income at a time when Venezuelan market share was threatened by 

cheaper Middle Eastern and Soviet crude and by import quotas restricting access to the 

U.S. market.54 These goals, in time, brought Betancourt and Castro into conflict.   

																																																								
54 Luís Manuel Marcano Salazar, La Política Exterior del Gobierno de Rómulo Betancourt, 1959-1964 
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Castro's first trip abroad after the Revolution came to power in January 1959 had 

been to Venezuela, where he offered the 26th of July Movement's thanks to Venezuelan 

democrats for the aid they had given to the struggle against Batista. The two new 

governments shared common goals of agrarian reform, economic development, the 

removal of the region's right-wing dictators, and the defense of Latin American 

sovereignty against external interference. Meeting privately with Betancourt, Castro 

sought to translate this mutual sympathy into material support for Cuba's revolution, 

asking the Venezuelan president-elect for a $300 million loan to stabilize and develop the 

Cuban economy without increasing its dependence on the U.S. sugar market or U.S. or 

multilateral loans. When Betancourt demurred on the grounds that Venezuela's own 

precarious state finances could not bear such largesse, Fidel requested that the aid come 

in the form of cheap oil, presumably out of the "royalty oil" that the producing companies 

paid as a tax in kind to the Venezuelan government. Betancourt again declined, on the 

basis that the state sold its royalty oil back to the companies and could not forego the 

revenue, any more than Cuba could sell its sugar on credit or at a discount. Recounting 

the episode a few months later to the U.S. Ambassador, Betancourt conveyed an attitude 

of "sadness and sympathy" for the younger Cuban revolutionary's naiveté.55 
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Relations between the two governments remained outwardly warm into the spring 

of 1960. Cuban Foreign Minister Raúl Roa García visited Caracas in late March for a 

cordial visit with his Venezuelan counterpart Ignacio Luís Arcaya, who invited Cuban 

President Osvaldo Dorticós to visit Venezuela.56 In late April, in response to a failed 

right-wing coup attempt in Venezuela by pérezjimenista forces backed by the Dominican 

dictator Rafael Trujillo, the Cuban government organized a public day of solidarity and 

offered to send troops and weapons to aid Betancourt's government.57 In early May, 

Dorticós awarded the Order of the Great Cross of Carlos Manuel de Céspedes to 

Betancourt and Arcaya.58 However, as he accelerated the confrontation with domestic 

and foreign capitalists and with the U.S. government and collaborated more closely with 

the Cuban and Soviet communists, Castro by spring 1960 was increasingly critical of 

reformist, anti-communist Latin American leaders like Betancourt, dismissing their 

gradualism as inferior to his own revolutionary militancy.59 By April Betancourt was 

privately telling U.S. diplomats that he saw Castro as a problem in the hemisphere, in part 

because of the inspiration he gave Venezuela's revolutionary Left, which idolized Castro 

and which, he felt, threatened Venezuelan democracy through its rising militancy and by 

																																																								
Betancourt, takes it as evidence that Castro was already seeking Betancourt's financial support to offset the 
economic sanctions that Castro expected Washington to impose on his government sooner or later. 
56 "Declaración Conjunta de los Ministros de Relaciones Exteriores de Cuba y Venezuela," Caracas, March 
31, 1960; folder "Venezuela 1960 Ordinario," Fondo Venezuela, Archivo Central del Ministerio de 
Relaciones Exteriores de Cuba, Havana [hereafter MINREX]. 
57 "A las 24 Horas de la Petición, Enviará Cuba Tropas a Venezuela," Revolución, April 21, 1960, 1. On the 
coup attempt see Aragorn Storm Miller, "Season of Storms: The United States and the Caribbean Contest 
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provoking right-wing retaliation like that of the failed coup. Once Trujillo was dealt with, 

Betancourt said, he would mobilize Latin American efforts to contain Castro.60 

Into this fraught context entered the Cuban oil conflict. Though most Venezuelan 

oil exports went to the U.S. or Europe, Cuba was Venezuela's eighth-largest market at 

3.2% of total oil exports, a heretofore-reliable market whose potential loss was not to be 

taken lightly.61 The initial Cuban-Soviet deal was to displace six million barrels of 

Venezuelan crude from the three private refineries in Cuba, with a consequent loss to the 

Venezuelan state of roughly $6 million in hard-currency royalties and taxes. When news 

of the Cuban order to the refineries reached Venezuela, newspapers responded with 

scathing editorials accusing Cuba of ingratitude for Venezuelan aid in the struggle against 

Batista and of betraying Latin American solidarity in favor of ties to Soviet bloc. 

According to the U.S. Embassy, Betancourt remarked privately that the Cuban issue, 

which had been a political problem, was now also an economic problem for Venezuela.62   

The available Venezuelan documents show that the Foreign Ministry agreed that 

Cuba's action was "certainly an unfriendly act towards Venezuela" with both political and 

economic significance. Venezuelan diplomats in late May expected the refiners to accept 

the Soviet crude, since by refusing they would face confiscation.63 Above all, the AD 

government sought to preserve as much of its export market as possible. In public, Pérez 

Alfonzo upheld Cuba's sovereign right to import Soviet oil on economically 
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advantageous terms and said that Venezuela would remain neutral in the dispute between 

Havana and the companies. Privately, he told U.S. and British diplomats and oil company 

officials that the three firms should just comply with the order, since the Cuban-Soviet 

deal was only temporary and displaced only half of their affiliates' crude, whereas the 

firms would lose everything if they refused. Furthermore, he sought to use the reduction 

of Venezuela's Cuban market to pressure the U.S. government to compensate by relaxing 

its import quotas on Venezuelan oil; U.S. diplomats firmly resisted this gambit, instead 

urging the Venezuelans to more vigorously defend their existing Cuban market by 

making their displeasure known to Castro.64 British diplomats and Shell representatives 

in Caracas likewise urged the Venezuelans to voice protest to the Cuban government.65  

If Havana was looking for tangible support from Caracas, it was not forthcoming, 

as relations between the two governments worsened. The companies informed Pérez 

Alfonzo of their rejection of the Soviet crude on June 6, stressing that they were acting to 

preserve the Cuban market for Venezuelan crude. Their news came on the same day that 

Dorticós and Roa arrived in Caracas at the invitation of Arcaya, whose URD party 

remained more supportive of Castro than its coalition partners. Betancourt had tried but 

failed to dissuade Dorticós from following through on the invitation, and his press 

secretary confided to the U.S. ambassador that Betancourt was "astonished" and 

"extremely displeased" that Dorticós had actually come.66 Student groups and politicians 

from URD, the PCV, and the new, Cuban-inspired Revolutionary Left Movement 
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(Movimiento de la Izquierda Revolucionaria, MIR) warmly welcomed Dorticós and Roa; 

but the official reception from Betancourt and the rest of his coalition, while formally 

correct, was decidedly cool, according to U.S., British, and Venezuelan diplomatic 

sources. It is not known whether the two presidents discussed the oil controversy during 

their four-hour meeting, but according to a Venezuelan Foreign Ministry official, 

Betancourt told Dorticós that although he would publicly oppose outside intervention in 

Cuba's affairs, he believed several Cuban policies misguided.67 The Venezuelan embassy 

in Mexico – next stop on Dorticós' tour – reported from first-hand Cuban sources that the 

Cubans came away with a "disastrous" impression of their stay in Caracas.68    

  The Venezuelan position towards Cuba in general and the oil issue in particular 

hardened after Dorticós left Caracas. In public, Pérez Alfonzo still downplayed the oil 

controversy and maintained his neutral stance in a press conference on June 9, but he had 

privately assured U.S. diplomats that he and Betancourt would not sell or barter royalty 

oil to Cuba in the event that the companies were seized and cut off their own exports, 

even if Cuban sympathizers in the Foreign Ministry pressured him to do so.69 It appears 

that he need not have worried about such pressure. Foreign Minister Arcaya – ostensibly 

among the most sympathetic members of the Venezuelan cabinet – lamented to his 

ambassador in Washington in a cable that same day that "the internal policy of Cuba 

seemingly advances towards a kind of authoritarian socialism," and blamed the Cuban 

government's "frankly belligerent attitude" for the deterioration in U.S.-Cuban relations 
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and the escalation of Cold War tensions in the Caribbean.70 Then came Castro's televised 

warning to the companies on the evening of June 10, news of which prompted Arcaya to 

cable the Venezuelan embassy in Havana for clarification about the Cuban leader's 

"threats" to the companies, their refineries, and – by extension – Venezuela's market.71  

The next week, as observers awaited the outcome of the standoff between the 

Cuban government and the refining companies, Pérez Alfonzo issued his own public 

warning to Cuba's leaders. In a press release he reiterated the Venezuelan government's 

appeal for the companies and the Cuban government to reach an accommodation that 

would preserve Cuba as the "natural market" for Venezuelan oil. In his press conference 

he assured that the Venezuelan government would take no retaliatory diplomatic or 

commercial action against Cuba. However, in what Oil and Gas Journal called "an 

abrupt about-face" from his previously mild position, he also warned the Cubans that he 

would find new markets for its oil if the Cuban market were to be closed.72 In the event 

that the Cubans should later find their supplies from elsewhere to fall short, he warned, 

Venezuela would not bail them out: "This Señor Fidel Castro imagines that he will be 

able to find oil even under his bed," Pérez Alfonzo averred. "This is not so. Oil can run 

down any day, and then we will make exceptions of no country. We will collaborate with 

the countries collaborate with us."73 British and U.S. diplomats and oil company officials 
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were encouraged that Caracas appeared to have joined the oil companies' united front.74 

 

Mexico and Cuba: The Limits of Solidarity 

Perhaps even more than Venezuela under Betancourt, the Mexican government 

under President Adolfo López Mateos could have been expected to support the Cuban 

Revolution in its hour of need. López Mateos and his hegemonic Partido Revolucionario 

Institucional (PRI) considered themselves the custodians of Mexico's anti-imperialist, 

nationalist revolution, embodied above all in its landmark agrarian reform and 

nationalization of the oil industry. Castro, moreover, had publicly likened his revolution 

to that of Mexico; former President Lázaro Cárdenas, who had presided over Mexico's oil 

expropriation in 1938 and who remained the inspirational leader of the Mexican Left both 

inside and outside the PRI, had been feted as a hero while visiting Cuba as an honored 

official guest at the 26th of July celebrations in 1959, in an echo of the Cuban Left's 

"homage" to him during the oil controversy in summer 1938. When Dorticós arrived in 

Mexico City after his visit to Caracas, he was warmly received and invited to address the 

Mexican Congress, in addition to meeting with Cárdenas and López Mateos.75 

Despite the appearance of goodwill and solidarity, however, the Mexican 

government was cooling towards Castro's revolution. Their agrarian reform and oil 
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nationalization notwithstanding, in the post-Cárdenas era the PRI had sought to remain 

on good terms with domestic and foreign capitalists, believing private enterprise and 

investment to be essential for Mexico's economic development. And while foreign-policy 

independence from the United States – or, barring that, the appearance thereof – was 

important to maintain the government's legitimacy, the PRI wished to avoid too great a 

divergence with Washington over Cuba.76 Indeed, by late spring 1960, as Castro came 

into open conflict with foreign investors and Washington, the López Mateos 

administration had come to see "Castroism" as a threat to domestic stability, inspiring 

agitation on the PRI's left flank among the (formerly moribund) Mexican Communists, 

the student movement, and restive elements within the ruling party who saw in Castro 

and Cárdenas the sort of revolutionary energy that they felt to have stagnated under the 

Mexican Revolution's current custodians.77 In late April, Foreign Minister Manuel Tello, 

speaking frankly in a private meeting with British diplomats, reportedly "made no secret 

of his feeling that Fidel Castro was an irresponsible hysteric. Whatever sympathy the 

Mexicans may have had for Castro in the early stages of his revolution, none, except 

people like ex-President Cárdenas, the more irresponsible University students, the fellow-

travelers and the Communists, have any sympathy for him now."78  

Dorticós' cordial reception and the residual sympathy that the Mexican public and 

governing elite still held for the Cuban Revolution sat awkwardly alongside the growing 

disapproval of Cuba's foreign and domestic policy among the PRI leadership. The British 

Embassy relayed its impression that the vociferous but vague declarations of solidarity 
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that the PRI lavished on the Cuban head of state and his revolution were intended mostly 

to preempt and neutralize the Mexican Left. Notably, Mexican officials conferred no 

approval for any specific policies of the Cuban government in their public remarks or an 

anodyne joint communiqué, lauding only the Revolution's aspirations and the continued 

solidarity of the Latin American republics in general and rather hackneyed terms.79    

Mexico would not come to Cuba's aid in the standoff with the oil majors. At the 

conclusion of Dorticós' visit the Mexico City press reported that the Cuban president had 

requested that Pemex refine some of the Soviet crude on Cuba's behalf, a possibility that 

ICP director Gutiérrez had recently raised in his public remarks cited above. Shell 

representatives discussed the matter with Pemex's Director General Pascual Gutiérrez 

Roldán; as they subsequently informed the British Embassy, Gutiérrez Roldán assured 

these officials that although Pemex did have refining capacity to spare, "for political 

reasons alone, it would be impossible for Mexico to refine Russian crude." Furthermore, 

Mexican oil exports had dwindled as growth in domestic consumption had outpaced that 

in production; by 1960 Pemex exported only occasional small surpluses of a few refined 

products. Pemex therefore had scant ability to supply oil to Castro's Cuba.80 As in the 

case of his visit to Venezuela, Dorticós left Mexico with lukewarm solidarity from the 

neighboring government, passionate backing from the Left on the margins of power, and 

no material support whatsoever in his government's standoff with the oil companies. 
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Cuba's Soviet Turn 

More or less overlapping with Dorticós and Roa's trip through Latin America, at 

the end of May Antonio Núñez Jiménez, PSP affiliate and Executive Director of the 

National Institute of Agrarian Reform (INRA), left Havana at the head of a Cuban 

commercial delegation to Moscow and other East European capitals. The mission was 

charged with fleshing out and implementing the details of the February 1960 trade 

agreement, including the nature of Soviet technical assistance and the construction of 

industrial plants, and with expanding the volume and composition of Cuban trade with 

the Soviet bloc for the rest of 1960 and 1961. Sub-commissions were to discuss Cuban oil 

imports and Soviet training and technical assistance to the ICP, including the loan of 

Soviet experts and the training of Cuban exploration and refining technicians, and the 

potential construction of a new ICP oil refinery with Soviet credit and expertise.81 Núñez 

would recall in his memoir that in discussing the mission's goals with Guevara and Castro 

ahead of time, Fidel had placed particular importance on securing adequate oil supplies.82  

Neither Núñez Jiménez nor the Soviets publicly confirmed the precise volume of 

Soviet oil Núñez Jiménez negotiated to buy. Ostensibly it was the 900,000 tons already 

announced in the Cuban press, constituting one-half of Cuba's needs for the rest of the 

year, rather than the full amount needed to meet Cuban demand in the event of an 
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embargo by the Western oil companies, whose united front other Cuban officials were 

then trying to break.83 By the time Núñez left Moscow for Warsaw on June 20, the two 

governments had jointly announced that, "At the request of the revolutionary government 

of the Republic of Cuba, the Soviet Government has agreed to supply crude oil and oil 

products," and the Cuban state news agency Prensa Latina had reported from Moscow 

that the pact "assures the supply of oil and other derivatives to our nation."84  

It was not until July 21 – three weeks after the seizure of the refineries and the 

imposition of the companies' embargo – that another Cuban mission, headed by Raúl 

Castro, would announce in Moscow that the Soviets had agreed to supply all of Cuba's 

oil needs.85 This announcement seems a direct result of the oil embargo. The Soviet 

Union, Raúl and Khrushchev's joint communiqué announced, had itself survived 

imperialism's efforts to overturn revolutions by armed intervention "and by the bony hand 

of hunger and economic blockade." Moscow, and the rest of the socialist camp, would 

support Cuba against this "unprecedented economic repression" by providing "all the 

necessary products that the United States and other capitalist states deny her." In 

particular, the Soviet government was "prepared to assume the supply of petroleum and 
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other products to fully meet the needs of Cuba in exchange for Cuban products."86 

Pending the full opening of the archives of the highest levels of the Soviet and 

Cuban leadership, it is impossible to verify exactly when, why, and how the two 

governments reached the agreement that the Cubans would seize the three refineries and 

that the Soviets would supply all of the oil that Cuba needed in the event of a Western oil 

embargo. Certainly total dependence on Moscow does not seem to have been the Cuban 

goal or plan all along. Raúl Roa Kourí, the son of Cuba's Foreign Minister then serving as 

a member of Cuba's delegation at the United Nations, recalls adamantly that, "We didn't 

want to become dependent on the Soviet Union," but that oil was Cuba and the 

Revolution's "Achilles heel." Only after the companies refused to refine the 900,000 tons 

of Soviet crude, Roa Kourí recalls, was he instructed to approach a Soviet diplomat at the 

U.N. to inquire if Moscow could supply all of Cuba's oil; within 48 hours the Soviets 

gave an affirmative reply.87 This conviction is fully consistent with the statements and 

actions of the senior Cuban leadership at the time and with the available historical record. 

Nor do the Soviets, for their part, seem to have wanted to make Cuba totally 

dependent on Soviet oil. As noted in the previous chapter, Alexander Alekseev, 

Moscow's man in Havana, had advised Guevara not to force a showdown with the oil 

companies, counsel that Che and the Cubans declined to heed. Official publications such 

as Pravda offered firm support for the Cuban government in its confrontation with the 

companies, including the prospect of seizure of the refineries, throughout June 1960. But 
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the Soviet leadership, like its Cuban counterpart, seems to have expected Cuba to 

maintain as much of its established commercial relationships as possible, now that 

Cuban-Soviet economic and political ties had been firmly established and that Moscow 

committed to preventing the Revolution's economic collapse and deterring a U.S. 

invasion. Soviet aspirations in Cuba at this stage appear to have been limited to bolstering 

Castro in his nationalist defiance of U.S. imperialism and preventing the weakening of 

the Revolution through economic disruption or division among the "progressive" political 

forces on the island; making Cuba a dependent Soviet satellite would have been counter-

productive to these ends. By stepping in to meet Cuba's oil needs, Moscow was seeking 

the validation of supporting a dynamic, progressive, nationalist revolution in the Third 

World, not the burden of indefinitely sustaining an economically unviable client half a 

world away.88  

Given what can be known for now about the activities and outcomes of the 

simultaneous Cuban missions in Moscow, Caracas, Mexico City, and New York in June 

and July 1960, the most reasonable conclusion is that in early June Núñez Jiménez, in 

anticipation of a total Western oil embargo, laid the groundwork for the Soviets to double 

their intended shipments and become Cuba's sole oil supplier if necessary, arrangements 

for which were activated and announced during Raúl Castro's subsequent mission in July 

after Cuba's efforts to maintain partial supplies in the Western Hemisphere failed. The 

Cuban government therefore most likely headed into the showdown and intervention of 

the refineries confident in the security of adequate Soviet oil supplies, but not yet 
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irrevocably committed to – and indeed, hoping to avoid – total dependence on them. 

 

The Intervention of the Refineries 

The prospect of Soviet support was the key source of the Cuban government's 

confidence heading into the final showdown with the oil companies. As Guevara 

explained on national television on June 18, the Revolution's leaders knew that, given 

Cuba's dependence on imported energy, "oil was to be the strategic point at which we 

would have to fight a great battle," whether in the near term or the long, in order to 

achieve the Revolution's ambitious vision of industrial development. "The oil question is 

something that would have probably marked the collapse of the Revolutionary 

Government or the complete surrender of its principles only a few years ago," Che 

reflected, a conflict that would earlier have "paralyzed all of our industries" and sent 

Cuba "back to the era of our Siboney ancestors." However, he explained, "Fortunately 

today there are powers who have oil and who have the complete independence to sell it, 

and furthermore who have the strength to make sure this oil arrives... no matter the 

enemy force. ...[T]he current division of power in the world is what has permitted Cuba 

to step over the line from being a colonized country to a non-colonized one, the 

ownership of her natural resources and her basic industries."89 Soviet oil support, in short, 

had become the essential condition for fulfilling the Revolution.   

While the Western Hemisphere oil market shut its doors to Castro's Cuba, and 

while Cuban officials negotiated in Moscow for the Soviet oil lift that would keep the 

Revolution alive, Esso, Texaco and Shell accelerated the showdown by running down 
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their stocks of crude and fuel products and confronting the Cuban government over its 

unpaid dollar remittances. While Esso had been receiving regular dollar payments on the 

90-day terms agreed upon in March (likely as part of the government's effort to tempt 

them into breaking ranks with Texaco and Shell), Texaco's exchange authorizations had 

recently ceased again, and Shell had received no dollars since the new year; by the end of 

June the National Bank's total backlog to the oil companies had reached $67 million.90 

Texaco was the first of the three to confront Guevara, delivering a verbal ultimatum on 

June 20, informing him that they refused to import any more oil on credit and that crude 

stocks at the Santiago refinery would run out on the 25th. That same day, Shell sent 

Guevara a milder letter simply requesting satisfactory action on the remittance backlog.91  

The official response was couched in terms of legal right, national sovereignty, 

and the state's competence to uphold the national interest. Guevara advised the two firms 

that by refusing the ICP crude, they had violated clause 3 of article 44 of the 1938 

Combustible Minerals Law, which required private refineries "to refine petroleum of the 

State" upon official instruction, and that they would get no dollars until they complied.92 

In his weekly television appearance on June 24, Castro reiterated this legal point (without 

mentioning the dollar debt), declaring the legality of the state's action under the 1938 law 

to be entirely clear and non-negotiable, and warning the companies that they had only a 

few days to correct their course or face consequences. The companies, he predicted, 
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would see that they had no choice and "will agree to refine calmly, quietly, with 

discipline, as a good company should." He also went out of his way to reassure the 

public, acknowledging that after he announced the standoff with the companies on June 

10, "there was a little bit of worry," with people hoarding gasoline amid rumors that 

shortages were imminent and that the refineries were not able to process Soviet oil. Fidel 

assured his viewers that there were ample fuel stocks on the island, that there was an 

"abundance" of oil in the world, and that the Cuban technicians assured smooth refinery 

operations. "We will face up to all the problems," he assured, and "we will solve them."93  

With all sides firmly dug in, Esso issued its own ultimatum on June 27, informing 

Guevara that no more oil would be delivered until dollar exchange approvals resumed; 

Shell did likewise on the afternoon of June 29.94 The firms had already begun cutting off 

Cuba's oil supply. Texaco imported fewer than 200,000 barrels of crude and refined 

fewer than 300,000 barrels in June 1960, as opposed to importing and refining more than 

700,000 barrels in June of 1959; the Esso refinery had cut its daily throughput by half 

(from 30,000 to 16,000 b/d) and ran out of crude the day after it was intervened. With no 

more crude oil arriving, Shell stocks and throughput were also set to drop.95  

By the end of June 1960, the impasse was clear. The Cuban government insisted 

that the companies were legally required to refine the state's crude and would receive no 

dollars until they complied. The companies protested that the state had no right to make 

the payment of its debts conditional upon the companies' compliance with an unrelated, 
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illegal, and commercially unacceptable order to process Soviet-origin crude, and they 

refused to continue importing and refining their own crude on credit. By refusing the 

Soviet crude and suspending their own imports, the companies struck at perhaps the 

Cuban Revolution's most vulnerable point: the island's energy insecurity. By 

accumulating the $70 million debt and turning to Soviet crude as the only feasible 

solution, the Cuban government had painted itself into a corner in which the only options 

were to either retreat from the promised acceleration of state-led industrial development 

fueled by rising oil consumption, on one hand, or to proceed rapidly with the seizure of 

the entire Cuban oil industry no matter the consequences, on the other.  

Breaking the impasse, on June 28 Fidel signed a resolution authorizing the ICP to 

intervene the Texaco plant.96 The next morning ICP officials arrived at the Santiago 

refinery with a delivery of crude oil. When Texaco's managers refused to accept it, the 

ICP officials declared the firm to be in violation of the Combustible Minerals Law and to 

have placed the country's economic security in danger by depleting its fuel stocks, 

thereby necessitating intervention so as to uphold the law and defend the nation. The 

managers withdrew and gave control of the plant to the government; the workers' militia 

stood at attention while the U.S. flag was hauled down and replaced with the Cuban 

single star, and the plant declared to be "Texaco, free Cuban territory."97 The same scene 

played out on July 1 at the Esso and Shell plants in Havana, and at the firms' distribution 
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terminals, administrative offices, and retail outlets.98 Except for Sinclair's importing and 

marketing network, untouched for now, Cuba's oil industry was under state control. 

Two opposing logics had reached an irreconcilable conflict. The Cuban 

government saw in Soviet crude the solution to the foreign-exchange shortage, the 

necessary input for the acceleration of national industrial development, and the tangible 

manifestation of the country's independent foreign policy and sovereignty. The firms' 

refusal blocked the core of the Revolutionary program as its leaders had envisioned it. 

The companies, meanwhile, saw in the Soviet crude and the dollar backlog a violation of 

the entire commercial logic of the integrated global oil industry which they led, and the 

regime of free enterprise in which they believed. Firmly behind them stood a U.S. 

government that saw its own core interests in the region and in global political economy 

under attack by the dual menace of Third World nationalism and communist imperialism.  

The intervention of the oil companies was the culmination of the conflict between 

two narratives about Cuba's energy history that had diverged over the previous three 

decades. The views of the oil companies and the U.S. government were made clear in the 

State Department's official protest to the Cuban Foreign Ministry after the intervention. 

The companies, the U.S. note argued, "have operated in Cuba for over fifty years as law-

abiding entities and have made a valuable contribution to the growth and development of 

the Cuban economy. The modern refineries which have been seized represent the 

investment of many millions of dollars of new capital and re-investment of earnings, and 

reflect responsible and careful planning for the future as well as present fuel needs of 

Cuba." Given the firms' contributions to the country's economy, particularly their 
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forbearance in the face of the foreign-exchange backlog, their unlawful seizure was part 

of "a pattern of relentless economic aggression by the Government of Cuba designed to 

destroy Cuba's traditional investment and trade relations with the free world."99  

Esso presented its own version of this narrative in a pamphlet distributed in 

English and Spanish versions across the country and the hemisphere beginning in August. 

The pamphlet argued that Esso (and by extension the other oil companies) had for 

decades been among the leading contributors to Cuban economic development. They had 

kept the island supplied despite domestic and international turmoil, even during two 

world wars. The oil workers' opportunities for training and advancement and the 

generosity of their wages and benefits had been among the best of any industry on the 

island, and the firms' tax payments and indirect stimulation of other industries had further 

contributed to Cuban prosperity and progress. The history of the private oil industry in 

Cuba, in sum, had been one of "mutual advantage" for the firms and the nation.100  

The Revolution's narrative, by contrast, denied the validity of the Anglo-Saxon 

claims to having been good partners in Cuban national development. The Foreign 

Ministry's reply to the State Department's note argued instead that "the aforesaid 

companies, whose contribution 'to the growth and development of the Cuban economy' is 

very doubtful, have enriched themselves excessively" by over-charging for oil imports, 

even before violating the law by refusing to refine the state's oil. The Revolutionary 

government, "employing the powers which spring from the full exercise of national 
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sovereignty," had adopted legitimate measures to manage its foreign-exchange holdings, 

which had been eroded by years of unbalanced trade with the U.S. and subjected to 

"criminal pillage" by the Batista regime. Furthermore, it had exercised its "inalienable 

right to orient [economic] development through the most propitious channels for the 

interests of our people." When the companies "conspire[d] to paralyze, by surprise and 

simultaneously, the supply of fuel" to the island, the government acted decisively, out of 

sovereign right and urgent necessity, in defense of the national interest, demonstrating 

that "the Cuba of today is not the colonial trading-post [factoría] of yesterday."101 

  The companies would challenge their intervention through the Cuban courts. 

They held that the "petroleum of the State" that the companies were obliged to refine 

under Article 4 of the Combustible Minerals Law of 1938, if read in its proper context, 

applied only to crude produced in Cuba, not imported oil; they further maintained that the 

refinery-stimulus law of 1954, whose provisions explicitly superseded the 1938 law, 

contained an implied freedom for the companies to refine crude of their own choosing, 

and that regardless, neither law (or any other) authorized intervention by the ICP or 

INRA as a response. But regardless of the legal merits of the case, the companies' appeals 

to Cuban judges were doomed in the heady atmosphere of a Revolution and a nation 

whose leaders portrayed the oil conflict as a struggle for the survival of both.102 It was not 

in a Cuban courtroom, but rather in the national and global sphere of political economy 

and in the everyday lives and actions of the Cuban people and particularly the Cuban oil 
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workers, that the outcome of what the Cuban government began to call "The Oil Battle" 

would be decided. On its outcome hinged the future of the Revolution itself.  

 

The Oil Weapon and the Advent of U.S. Economic Warfare 

With the intervention of the oil refineries in late June and early July 1960, 

economic warfare pitting the United States against the Cuban Revolution and its 

newfound Soviet supporters came into the open. The Eisenhower administration unfolded 

a series of measures to put maximum pressure on Cuba's economy, while the 

revolutionary government accelerated two trends already underway: state intervention in 

the economy and deepening political and economic ties with the Soviet bloc. These two 

programs took on a mutually reinforcing character, and when the dust settled after only 

few months, Cuba's basic industries and most of its economy had been nationalized, and 

the linkage between the U.S. and Cuban economies had been severed, to be replaced by 

Cuban dependence on the Soviet Union. Cuba's oil industry was central to this process. 

The most important immediate response from Washington was a drastic cut in 

Cuba's sugar quota. The Eisenhower administration had been lobbying Congress for most 

of the year in an effort to amend existing legislation in order to give the Executive 

discretion to modify a particular country's share in the U.S. market, with discussions on 

Capitol Hill leaving no doubt that the measure was meant with coercion against Cuba in 

mind. The process had stalled amid the competing agendas of domestic beet growers, 

anticommunist hawks, and other parochial interests in Congress. With Congress poised to 

adjourn on June 29 without passing the bill, White House officials moved urgently to 

secure Congressional action that would allow Eisenhower to respond promptly to that 
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day's intervention of the Texaco refinery.103 The bill passed both houses by July 3, and on 

July 6 the administration announced drastic cuts in Cuba's share of the U.S. market for 

the rest of the year.104 That day, Rubottom told his staff at the State Department that, "For 

all practical purposes, we are now in open conflict with the Castro government. We have 

gone as far as we can in distinguishing between the Cuban people and their present 

government, much as we sympathize with the plight of what we believe to be the great 

majority of Cubans."105 The next day, the White House instructed the State and Treasury 

Departments to finalize a detailed plan for the total economic embargo of Cuba.106 

The Eisenhower administration had come to believe that comprehensive 

economic warfare, even if it did not bring about Castro's ouster in the short term, was a 

viable means of advancing U.S. objectives by driving home to the Cuban people and the 

rest of the world the magnitude and the costs of Castro's turn toward association with the 

Cuban Communists and the Soviet bloc, and by maximizing the burden on the Soviets in 

hopes that they would find supporting Castro to be not worth the cost. The U.S. effort to 

isolate and undermine Cuba's oil industry was a key aspect of this effort. As Secretary of 

State Herter explained in a cable, the administration saw Castro's intervention of the 

refineries as "a singular opportunity offered to dramatize to [the] Cuban and Latin 

American people [the] cast of Castro's policies. ...We believe even short term disruption 

of petroleum supplies would bring into focus for Cubans [the] basic fallacy of [the] case 

presented to them by Castro that [the Soviet] Bloc can effectively support him."107  
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Washington's war on the Cuban oil industry was waged along three main 

channels, each of them hemispheric, trans-Atlantic, or even global in scope: ensuring that 

Cuba remained cut off from "Free World" supplies of crude oil and refined products, 

thereby forcing the Soviets to supply 100% of the island's petroleum; blocking access to 

"Free World" oil tankers, forcing Moscow to devote its own fleet to keeping Cuba 

supplied; and degrading the function of the intervened refineries by denying them access 

to critical spare parts, inputs, and technical assistance from the Western oil industry.  

 

Closing Off "Free World" Oil Supplies – The Companies, Venezuela, and Mexico 

As we have seen, Washington's efforts to maintain a united front of Western oil 

companies to deny Cuba access to crude petroleum and refined products had begun as 

early as May, over a month before the seizure of the refineries. These efforts continued, 

and indeed heightened, in July and August, as the Cuban government continued its 

behind-the-scenes effort to maintain at least some supplies from independent or state-

owned Western oil companies despite the intervention of Esso, Texaco, and Shell. 

The State Department made clear to independent U.S. oil companies its desire that 

they cut off their supplies to Cuba and not step in to fill any shortfall left by the Soviet oil 

lift. Unlike the three majors, Sinclair's marketing network in Cuba had not been 

intervened. Rubottom told Sinclair's chairman and other officers that "the decision as to 

whether the company should continue to do business with Cuba was one which the 

Company itself had to make, but that speaking quite frankly, any steps and pressure 

which American firms could take by denying shipments to Cuba would be welcome." 
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Sinclair began reducing its imports and prepared to be taken over by the state.108 U.S.  

diplomats also indirectly urged U.S. firms such as Amoco and Tidewater Oil to stop 

exporting lubricating oils and greases, which the Cuban refineries did not produce.109   

While the U.S. independents joined the economic war against the Revolution, 

there were indications that the Cuban government remained open to making a separate 

peace with Shell. On July 5, Che Guevara gave an interview to the Financial Times 

Havana correspondent in which he emphasized that if Shell had not yielded to U.S. 

pressure and refused the Soviet crude, its refinery would not have been intervened; there 

was, Guevara indicated, no reason why British companies should not follow an 

independent policy and make the most of commercial opportunities in Cuba. Shortly 

thereafter, the Cuban Foreign Ministry made its reply to the British Embassy's formal 

protest at the intervention of Shell, the tone of which was much milder than the stern 

rebuttal to the U.S. note quoted above. The British and U.S. embassies interpreted these 

moves as an effort to signal the Cuban government's willingness to lift its intervention of 

Shell's refinery (while keeping control of the other two and running them on Soviet 
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crude) if Shell would break with the U.S. firms and resume its exports to Cuba.110 Having 

come this far, however, Shell did not follow up on these feelers, preferring to stay firmly 

in line with the U.S. companies rather than facing the awkwardness of having to respond 

to a direct offer from the Cubans.111 

The Venezuelan government, meanwhile, was still seeking to maintain access for 

Venezuelan oil in what Oil Minister Pérez Alfonzo called its "natural market" in Cuba. In 

a series of public statements, Pérez Alfonzo emphasized that the fate of the multinationals 

in Cuba was not his concern, and that "Cuba has not committed any unfriendly acts 

against Venezuela" by intervening the refineries, perhaps temporarily, in an emergency. 

Should the Soviet crude cause technical problems in Cuba's plants, or should problems 

arise in the flow of tankers from the Black Sea, he stated, there was no reason why 

independent companies operating in Venezuela, or even the majors (after settling their 

dispute with Cuba's government) should not resume shipping Venezuelan oil to Cuba.112 

More politically complicated was the question of the Venezuelan state supplying 

its "royalty oil" to the Cuban government for processing in the seized refineries, rather 

than selling it back to the producing companies in Venezuela as usual. The resurgent Left 

of the Venezuelan political scene – the PCV, URD, MIR, student groups and the national 

labor federation – publicly called upon the state to do just that.113 Pérez Alfonzo stated 

publicly that his government was open to doing so, remarks that ICP boss Gutiérrez 

welcomed as a sign of Latin American solidarity in the face of the Anglo-American 
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boycott.114 Citing this "offer" of Venezuelan crude, Castro told the nation that, "We are 

going to conduct government-to-government business to ask them to sell us oil, which 

will further guarantee, further reinforce, the security of the fuel supply."115  

There were, however, economic and political obstacles. It was established 

Venezuelan policy not to sell royalty oil on credit or for barter, and Pérez Alfonzo had 

emphasized that Cuba, like any other buyer, would have to pay in hard currency up front 

at prices besting those paid by the producing companies, which were higher than posted 

market prices and well above the cost of Soviet crude. Such terms were unlikely to tempt 

the Cubans so long as sufficient Soviet oil was available to barter for Cuban sugar, and 

on that basis, Pérez Alfonzo stated on July 8 that he had received "absolutely no" official 

inquiry from Havana, and did not expect to.116 His statement elides the fact that the 

Soviet Ambassador to Mexico had gone to Caracas (in the absence of a Soviet embassy 

there) to meet with Betancourt and Pérez Alfonzo. As Betancourt divulged in 1972, the 

Soviet diplomat, acknowledging the great effort needed to keep Cuba fully supplied with 

oil via tankers from the Black Sea, asked if the Venezuelans would be willing to ship 

their own oil to Cuba. Betancourt and Pérez Alfonzo held firm, however, insisting that 

Castro and the Soviets beat the companies' price in hard currency up front.117 Later that 

month a visiting group of Cuban labor leaders also reportedly asked Pérez Alfonzo about 
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purchasing Venezuelan royalty oil, and apparently received the same response.118  

Betancourt would not sacrifice economically to support Cuba in its conflict with 

the oil companies, a decision that escalated Betancourt's conflict with the Venezuelan 

Left and deepened his estrangement from Havana. On July 22 roughly a thousand pro-

Castro Venezuelans, demanding that Betancourt supply Cuba with oil, demonstrated 

outside Venezuela's Congress, joined by URD, MIR and PCV politicians; police forcibly 

dispersed the demonstration over three hours.119 The next week, addressing a Latin 

American Youth Conference in Havana, Guevara declared that Betancourt was unduly 

beholden to the "repressive forces" in Venezuela that opposed the desire for national 

liberation that animated the Venezuelan people as it did the people and revolution in 

Cuba.120 Guevara's interventions that Betancourt "is simply the prisoner of a regime that 

calls itself democratic" and that Venezuela would benefit from Cuba's revolutionary 

example and assistance prompted a formal protest from the Venezuelan government.121 

With the political chasm widening between Betancourt and Castro, no oil would 

go to Cuba from Venezuela. In September, Gutiérrez told an interviewer that Havana, as 

part of a policy to "diversify" its sources of supply, had made several attempts to initiate 

state-to-state oil sales from Venezuela, with no official reply.122 In late August, 

Betancourt had given Venezuela's approval to an OAS declaration that (after the Cuban 

delegation walked out) implicitly rebuked Castro's deepening ties with Moscow, a move 

that prompted Arcaya to resign on the spot and his URD party to quit Betancourt's 
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coalition.123 The estrangement between Betancourt and Castro deepened along with the 

political crisis in Venezuela. By the end of the year, as Venezuelan security forces battled 

MIR and Communist militants, Cuban official media were denouncing Betancourt with a 

fervor otherwise reserved for the Yankees and the right-wing Caribbean dictators.124 

Mexico's government would likewise face a balancing act between economic 

interests, domestic politics, and foreign pressure when Cuba sought help from Pemex. 

After the refinery interventions and the U.S. sugar and oil cutoffs, pressure built among 

Mexican students, intellectuals, labor and even business groups, who publicly called on 

López Mateos' government to make Mexican oil available to Cuba.125 Former president 

Cárdenas passionately defended Cuba's right to buy Soviet oil and intervene the refineries 

for refusing it. Just as his government had been unfairly branded as communist for 

nationalizing Mexico's oil industry and as fascist for selling oil to the Axis when faced 

with the Western companies' boycott, he said, so the same imperialist interests were 

slandering Castro for doing business with Moscow.126 His remarks elicited a message of 

thanks from Cuban Foreign Minister Raúl Roa, who hailed the example of Cárdenas' 

triumph over "the same interests and instruments" then threatening Cuba's revolution.127  

Led by PRI Senator Emilio Sánchez Piedras, the President of the Permanent 

Committee, both chambers of the Mexican Congress resolved their solidarity with the 

Cuban people and government. Senator Manuel Moreno Sánchez called on the Mexican 
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government to supply oil to Cuba, a measure that Sánchez Piedras also advocated in a 

press conference following his Senate speech on the resolution.128 As a Mexican citizen 

and Director of Cuba's ICP, Alfonso Gutiérrez telegrammed his thanks to the Mexican 

government for these declarations of support.129 A crowd of 4,000 Cubans gathered at the 

Mexican Embassy in Havana to cheer Mexican solidarity with Cuba.130  

Behind the scenes, however, Mexican rhetorical solidarity proved rather hollow. 

A close associate of López Mateos confided to the U.S. Embassy that Sánchez Piedras 

had acted on instructions from the president to affirm Mexican solidarity with Cuba's 

people in general terms, in order to preemptively neutralize Cárdenas and the Mexican 

Left and to position López Mateos as a possible mediator between the U.S. and Castro; 

the senator, however, had allegedly gotten carried away on the oil matter specifically and 

support for the Revolution more generally. López Mateos and his spokesmen publicly 

distanced the administration from the congressional statements, reminding the press and 

public that the executive, not Congress, directed the republic's foreign policy.131  

Amid reports in early July that an ICP delegation then in Mexico to study Pemex 

operations was secretly negotiating for oil, the State Department on July 6 instructed the 

U.S. Embassy to "make what efforts it considers possible to dissuade Mexico from 

complying [with] any Cuban request for oil."132 The ambassador reported that he had 
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already met with Pemex chief Gutiérrez Roldán and "told him bluntly of dangers of all oil 

dealings with Cuba." On July 4 the Pemex boss had assured Shell representatives that 

Pemex would sell no oil to Cuba, would not send any Pemex engineers to work in the 

Cuban refineries, and would not train Cuban technicians in Mexico.133 Despite this 

pledge, in mid-July Gutiérrez Roldán was quoted in the press as having said that although 

domestic consumption meant that Mexico had no crude oil available for export, an 

occasional surplus of 15,000 b/d of residual fuel oil had been offered for sale to Cuba.134  

Perhaps motivated by this offer, on July 19, according to secret cables from 

Mexico's ambassador in Havana, Che Guevara and Alfonso Gutiérrez conveyed to him a 

formal request for Mexico to supply 10,000 b/d of residual fuel oil to Cuba in exchange 

for Cuban-refined gasoline; due to the chemical properties of the Soviet crude, the 

intervened refineries were producing an excess of the latter product, while the former was 

running short.135 When the Mexicans apparently balked at the proposed barter exchange, 

Gutiérrez followed up a few days later proposing to buy the fuel oil directly, and offering 

to send Cuban officials to Mexico to negotiate the sale.136 The Mexican reply is not in the 

file, but a "reliable source" informed the U.S. Embassy in Havana in early August that 

ICP representatives were in Mexico negotiating to purchase this fuel oil.137  

U.S. counter-action appears to have been decisive in blocking the consummation 

of this latest effort for a Cuban-Mexican state oil deal. When a U.S. company expressed 
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willingness to purchase Mexico's surplus fuel oil, the U.S. Departments of Treasury, 

State, and Interior finagled what one U.S. official called "the gimmick he needed" to 

allow this firm to circumvent U.S. import quotas and preemptively buy the fuel itself.138 

Pemex managers later told the Oil and Gas Journal that Cuban efforts to buy fuel oil and 

other products had been "turned down in deference to the United States position."139 

The combination of domestic politics and economics with behind-the-scenes U.S. 

intervention therefore prevented the Mexican government from providing oil supplies or 

other significant assistance to the Cuban oil industry. The extent of Mexican 

collaboration appears to have been in technical assistance. In addition to Alfonso 

Gutiérrez, a handful of other Mexican petroleum engineers had begun working for the 

Cuban government in the fall of 1959.140 There are indications that a few others may have 

joined them during the summer of 1960.141 In August the Cuban press announced an 

agreement for the training of Cuban engineers in Mexico (despite the Pemex chief's 

private assurances to the contrary the previous month), and Gutiérrez led a group of ICP 

technicians for training in exploration and petrochemical production.142 While such 

technical agreements gave both governments evidence to publicly tout their solidarity, 
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837.3932/8-2960, both in Box 2542, NARA. 
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they were a relatively minor exception that proved a more significant rule: private and 

Latin American state oil companies had rebuffed Cuban efforts to maintain some portion 

of the island's petroleum imports from the Western Hemisphere, making it impossible for 

the Cuban government to steer any middle course between complete dependence on the 

multinationals and complete dependence on the Soviets for the island's fuel supply. 

 

The Tanker Battle 

With Cuba cut off from "Free World" oil in nearby Mexico, Venezuela and the 

U.S., an ambitious Soviet oil lift was necessary to maintain a steady 70,000 – 75,000 b/d 

supply of crude to maintain regular Cuban consumption. There being no doubt that the 

Soviets had surplus crude to meet Cuba's needs, the critical factor became Moscow's 

capacity to provide tankers to haul the oil 7,000 miles from the Soviet Black Sea ports to 

Cuba. About three tanker deliveries every five days were needed to keep Cuba fully 

supplied, with the round-trip voyage (with loading and unloading) taking 40-45 days.143    

Western estimates of the size of the Soviet tanker fleet varied widely. Journalists 

and other industry observers reported it to be 80 to 120 vessels, of which 22 to 32 in 

continuous circulation would be needed to maintain Cuba's oil supply.144 In contrast, 

Jersey Standard told the State Department that Moscow had around 67 tankers, of which 

45-50 would be needed.145 This information seemed to undergird the Eisenhower 

administration's overly optimistic view of the burden the oil lift would place on the 

																																																								
143 The standard World War II-vintage T-2 oil tanker had a capacity of 110,000–120,000 barrels; most 
Soviet tankers were smaller, around 90,000 barrels. "Tanker Operators Indicate Russia Could Easily Move 
Large Amounts of Oil to Cuba," WSJ, July 5, 1960, 3; Bernard Nossiter, "Bar on U.S. Tankers to Carry 
Russian Oil to Cuba Seen as Futile," Washington Post, July 20, 1960, A8; Michael B. Tanzer, The Political 
Economy of International Oil and the Underdeveloped Countries (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969): 335-40.  
144 Ibid. 
145 DOS memcon, "First Attempt by GOC to Break Down the Refusal," June 21, 1960, op cit. 
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Soviets. Secretary Herter and Undersecretary Dillon told the British that providing the 

necessary one tanker a day (sic) would be "a significant problem" for Moscow and 

Cuba.146 Overestimating Cuban consumption at 80,000 - 90,000 b/d, Assistant Secretary 

Rubottom believed that "half" the Soviet fleet would be needed for the Cuba run.147     

The obvious solution was for Havana or Moscow to charter additional tankers 

from outside the Soviet bloc to deliver Soviet oil. Before the refinery intervention 

Treasury Secretary Anderson had highlighted the importance of blocking such charters in 

order to make the oil weapon effective.148 Seeing tankers as the critical bottleneck in the 

emerging Soviet-Cuban oil alliance, Washington and the U.S. companies made an all-out 

effort to discourage "Free World" tanker owners from chartering to carry Soviet oil. 

Jersey Standard issued a public statement implying that it would blacklist any tanker line 

that carried Soviet oil; Texaco made similar feelings known to tanker operators, although 

Shell chose not to do the same.149 These warnings could block U.S.-flagged tankers, most 

of which were either owned by or dependent on charters from the major U.S. companies.  

But European-flagged tankers were another matter. As Anderson pointed out, "if 

we did everything possible with respect to Cuba and then the British and the Germans 

came in with trade, shipping, and so forth, we would look like idiots." U.S. officials 

therefore worked behind the scenes to block European charters. CIA chief Allen Dulles, 

																																																								
146 DOS memcon, "The Cuban Situation," Herter, Dillon, and Stevenson with Caccia and Lord Hood, June 
23, 1960; op cit; UKE Washington, Telegram 1239, June 23, 1960; op cit. 
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for example, personally reached out to the Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis.150 

The State Department appealed to all NATO allies to discourage their countries' tankers 

from doing business with Moscow or Havana.151 

But U.S. efforts in this regard were doomed to fail. The Cubans and Soviets 

benefited from a glut of underemployed tankers then available for charter.152 Around 400 

tankers were then operating on this "spot market," of which some 140 were beyond the 

control or influence of the U.S. companies or Washington; dozens were idle and 

desperate for business.153 European governments protested that in the absence of war or 

other emergency they had no legal authority to prevent tankers flying their flag from 

contracting with the Soviets or Cubans.154 The British, in particular, resisted strong U.S. 

pressure – even direct appeals from Eisenhower to Prime Minister Harold MacMillan – to 

deter British vessels from carrying Soviet oil and to urge allies to do the same.155 Albion's 

perfidy arose from a conviction that such intervention was not only legally groundless but 

also pointless given the many independent tanker owners desperate enough to take Soviet 

money despite the wrath of Standard and Texaco. MacMillan pointed out that this effort 
																																																								
150 Memorandum of Discussion at the 450th meeting of the NSC, July 7, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 545. 
151 Ivan B. White (DOS-EUR) to Merchant, memo, "NATO Consultation on Cuba," August 11, 1960, with 
attached summary of US statement of July 13 to NATO Council; folder "Cuba - Briefing Memos," box 13, 
lot 70D265, NSC Meeting Files and Policy Reports, RG 59, NARA. 
152 The glut resulted from a confluence of factors extraneous to the Cuban drama. First was a building 
boom of large, long-haul tankers prompted by the closure of the Suez Canal (most of whose traffic was oil) 
in 1956-7, due to Egypt's war with Israel, Britain and France. The second was the advent in 1958 of 
restrictions on overseas oil imports to the U.S. (to protect domestic producers from low-cost foreign oil, 
ostensibly on national-security grounds). With the Canal reopened, U.S. overseas imports capped, and all 
the new ships ordered in 1956-7 afloat, the late 1950s and early 1960s saw a depressed spot-charter market 
that facilitated the Soviet "oil offensive" into non-communist markets. Tanzer, Political Economy, 150; 
Edward A. Morrow, "Cuba Seeks Bids for Oil Tankers," NYT, July 8, 1960, 2. 
153 "Tanker Operators Indicate," op cit.; "Bar on U.S. Tankers," op cit.  
154 White to Merchant, "NATO Consultation on Cuba," August 11, 1960, op cit. 
155 On July 11, Eisenhower wrote, "We think that there is every reason discreetly to discourage the use of 
Free World tankers to bring Soviet oil to refineries which have been taken from our companies and yours 
and, more importantly, that a petroleum shortage in Cuba would not only raise questions there about 
Castro's capabilities but also crystallize doubts about the reliability of the USSR. Your help, not only with 
respect to British tankers, but in influencing other tanker-owning countries would be invaluable." 
Eisenhower letter to Prime Minister Harold MacMillan, July 11, 1960; FRUS 1958-60, VI, 551.  
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might make life a little more costly for Castro and the Soviets, but would not cause the 

serious oil shortage necessary to bring Castro down. In that case, he wrote to Eisenhower, 

"We – and you – would be in the position of incurring the maximum odium with the 

Cubans and perhaps encouraging them to turn still further to the Russians without 

achieving the aim which you have in mind."156 MacMillan's argument encapsulates the 

broader divergence between Washington and London over economic warfare against 

Cuba, and the basic futility of the U.S. efforts to prosecute this course against the odds. 

As early as mid-July, it was clear that Cuba and the Soviets would win the tanker 

battle. While major shippers like Onassis and Stavros Niarchos declined to carry Soviet 

oil to Cuba, independent Greek, Scandinavian, and British tankers joined Soviet ships on 

that route, while others (including Niarchos) delivered Soviet oil to ports in Europe and 

Japan, which freed up Soviet ships for the Cuba run. The threat of blacklist likely raised 

the rates charged by the independent operators, raising the hard-currency cost of the 

Soviet oil lift, but the flow of oil to Cuba did not significantly diminish.157 By July 21, 

only three weeks after the refinery seizure, the White House already despaired of forcing 

a crisis by blocking Cuba's oil supply, pinning its faith instead on gradually degrading the 

refineries by denying them access to Western spare parts and technical assistance.158  

 

The Degradation of the Cuban Refineries 

On this matter, too, the optimism of the administration's Cuba hawks would prove 
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unfounded. On July 14, Anderson told Herter that Texaco officers had told him that the 

Santiago refinery would break down within 30 days without key replacement parts that 

could only be supplied by a few U.S. or West European firms.159 The Interior Department 

also hoped for serious degradation of refinery output within 3-6 months without certain 

parts and chemical catalysts.160 But a more detailed investigation by an inter-agency 

group with input from Jersey and Texaco concluded that it would be basically impossible 

to halt refinery function even if all Western inputs were denied. Rebutting Anderson's 

impression, Texaco's representative told the group that the Cuban plants were designed to 

run with minimal replacements for 18-24 months, and that the Cuban technicians – who 

before the intervention had been running the plants with minimal foreign supervision, if 

only for a few years – were adept at fixing technical problems in-house. Furthermore, 

with all three plants under state control, technicians and parts could shuttle between them 

as needed, and their spare capacity meant that one of them could shut down or even be 

cannibalized for parts so long as the others operated at full tilt. The chemistry of the 

Soviet crude and shortages of certain inputs like chemical catalyst might affect the yield 

of certain products, but such disruptions would likely be minor for many months.161  

Nevertheless, as with the effort to deter tanker charters, the U.S. government 

made a concerted effort to block the export of "Free World" oil industry materials to 

Cuba. More than two months before legally decreeing export controls, Washington 

imposed an undeclared shadow embargo on a list of critical refinery parts and other 
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inputs, joining Jersey and Texaco in watching for and attempting to deter any orders to 

Western suppliers of various specialized machine parts and chemicals such as catalytic-

cracking catalyst (which helped separate crude oil into various refined products) and 

tetraethyl lead (a gasoline additive).162 For example, U.S. pressure helped dissuade Italy's 

state oil company and its boss Enrico Mattei from providing parts and technical 

assistance to the Cuban refineries.163 The ambiguities of this policy – telling companies 

that there was no legal impediment to shipping critical items to Cuba and that that the 

choice was theirs to make, but indirectly encouraging them not to do so – led to 

frustrations in both government and business. Officials complained when key parts or 

chemicals slipped through the net, while industry executives chafed at having to forego 

business on the basis of off-the-record innuendo rather than legal obligation.164  

Frustrations at the limits and ambiguities of such indirect pressure were resolved 

on October 20 when the Eisenhower administration imposed formal export controls 

blocking the shipment of all U.S. goods save food and medicine to Cuba, a move that the 

administration hoped would exacerbate the technical problems in the oil refineries and 
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other industrial facilities that had recently been nationalized.165 Since May 1960 the oil 

weapon had been the leading edge of U.S. economic warfare against Cuba; by October, 

with Castro still in power, its evident limits had helped bring about the near-total U.S. 

economic embargo that has been the centerpiece of U.S. policy towards Cuba ever since.  

 

The Logic of the Embargo 

In moving to a full embargo, the Eisenhower administration continued to believe, 

if less than confidently, that raising the economic burden on Castro's government and its 

Soviet patrons could help bring about political change in Cuba. "We have no thought that 

export controls alone will 'bring the Cuban economy to a grinding halt,'" Assistant 

Secretary Mann wrote to Secretary of State Herter the day before the embargo took 

effect, "but we do estimate that this action will exert a serious pressure on the Cuban 

economy and contribute to the growing dissatisfaction and unrest in the country. It will 

also bolster the morale of the opposition groups now active in Cuba and elsewhere."166  

Observing the escalation of economic warfare from the increasingly beleaguered 

U.S. Embassy in Havana, Ambassador Bonsal remained a dissenting voice. In a frustrated 

and at times despairing letter to Rubottom on August 2, he lamented that Washington had 

adopted provocatively coercive measures – chiefly cutting off Cuba's oil supply and 

suspending the sugar quota, as well as encouraging other U.S. firms to close down their 

Cuban operations – without input from him or the Embassy. "I hope that the above 
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actions are a part of a carefully thought out program," he wrote, strongly implying that 

they were not. For the foreseeable future, he argued, "None of the above elements of 

economic pressure will bring this government to its knees though they in themselves are 

being increasingly interpreted, even by our friends, as unsuccessful attempts to do so."  

Rather, Bonsal argued, economic warfare was counter-productive. Even if Castro 

fell due to such blatant U.S. pressure, he would become a martyr, not a warning, for other 

Cuban and Latin American nationalists, while any successor government would be 

tainted by the circumstances of its birth. Meanwhile the state and the Communists were 

filling the vacuums created in vital sectors of the economy by U.S. firms' exit. Thus, "The 

immediate result of these actions is, of course, to increase the economic influence of our 

enemies in Cuba at the expense of our own. ...The Cuban economy has been made wholly 

dependent for crude on the Soviet Union, which has so far shown itself able to handle the 

situation. Our companies have lost the refineries and the market. The revolutionary ego 

is, for the time being at least, really inflated as a result of this situation." Rather than 

allowing Castro's government to unravel through what Bonsal saw as its internal 

"incompetencies and incoherences," U.S. coercion was bolstering Castro and the 

Communists' prestige and abetting their seizure of total power by allowing them to pose 

as the defenders of a revolution and a nation under siege. "The current atmosphere of 

resistance and defiance created by overt American economic sanctions," he wrote, "is 

helpful to the Castro Government both because it exacerbates the nationalistic sentiment 

on which Castro lives and because it furnishes a seeming justification for increasingly 

drastic actions to curtail and destroy private property rights."167 The following chapter, a 

thorough examination of how the oil conflict was fought and depicted in the public arena 
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in Cuba during these pivotal months, confirms the accuracy of Bonsal's assessment. 

 

Conclusion 

Historians and commentators have long remarked upon the paradox at the heart of 

Cuba's sudden break with the U.S. and its Soviet turn: a revolutionary regime motivated 

above all by the desire to assert and achieve Cuba's political and economic independence 

ended up trading a dependent relationship to the United States for a similarly severe 

dependence on the Soviet bloc. By highlighting energy insecurity as a fatal vulnerability 

at the heart of the Cuban government's economic development program, this chapter's in-

depth analysis of the Cuban oil crisis of summer 1960 helps explain this paradox.  

The Cuban government's plans for rapid economic development required rapid 

growth in the island's energy consumption. Given the absence of other readily expandable 

energy sources on the island, the only means by which Cuban energy consumption could 

be rapidly increased without draining yet more foreign exchange from the island was to 

import significant volumes of Soviet oil on a barter basis. Cuba's state-owned refining 

capacity, however, was tiny and could not be increased without a considerable investment 

of both time and capital. The three refining companies refused a government order to 

refine this Soviet crude, and Mexico would not refine it on Cuba's behalf. For the Soviet 

crude to be refined, therefore, some or all of the foreign-owned refineries needed to be 

taken over. But this step would cause all three firms to cut off the rest of Cuba's oil 

imports, and lead to open conflict with Washington.  

That the conflict between the multinational oil companies and the revolutionary 

government led not only to the firms' seizure but also to the complete reorientation of 
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Cuba's fuel supply from the Western Hemisphere to the Soviet Union was the product of 

a new and unique conjuncture of Cuban domestic politics, the economics of the 

international oil business, and the foreign policies of the Cuban, U.S., British, Mexican, 

Venezuelan, and Soviet governments. For the first time, the Cuban state was both able 

and willing to defy the multinational oil companies and the U.S. government and seize 

total control of the island's oil industry, steps formerly advocated only by those outside of 

power. For the first time, a foreign state oil company had both the political motive and 

the technical and economic means to supply the island's oil needs on a state-to-state basis 

despite the opposition of the multinational companies and the U.S. government, 

conditions that had eluded Fulgencio Batista's flirtations with Pemex in the 1938-43 

period. The three modern refineries and the cadre of skilled and experienced Cuban 

engineers able to operate them made this step possible; ironically, Fidel Castro and the 

Soviet Union benefited from these tangible legacies of Batista's efforts to promote the 

private-sector development of the island's oil industry. 

A combination of factors – domestic and international, ecological, economic, and 

political – meant that the Cuban government by June 1960 was faced with a stark choice: 

retreat in defeat from its ambitious development program, or seize the refineries and face 

the consequences. Throughout the summer of 1960, the Cuban government tried in vain 

to maintain at least some of its oil supply from the Western Hemisphere via independent 

oil companies and the Mexican and Venezuelan governments; but for economic and 

political reasons, none of them could or would step in to replace the crude that the majors 

had formerly supplied. The economics of the global oil business and the determination of 

the Eisenhower administration to thwart Cuba's efforts to maintain ties to the "Free 
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World" oil industry made a third path, between complete dependence on the major 

multinational oil companies and complete dependence on the Soviet Union, impossible 

for Cuba. Between the humiliating unraveling of its vision – indeed, a generation of 

Cubans' visions – of rapid economic development and the prospect of dependence on 

Soviet support, therefore, Fidel Castro's Revolutionary government chose the latter.  

Did the Eisenhower administration's policies "push" Castro into the Soviets' arms, 

as a generation of New Left authors once argued?168 It is more accurate to say that Fidel 

chose to pursue a set of goals and a course of action that put him on a collision course 

with powerful and politically influential U.S. corporations and with the Eisenhower 

administration. When this confrontation reached its crisis with the oil conflict in May and 

June 1960, both sides chose to escalate the conflict rather than seek compromise. For the 

Eisenhower administration, this meant committing to a policy – economic warfare 

centered on oil and sugar – that could burden, but probably not overturn, the 

revolutionary government, and had the potential to end up being counterproductive.   

But while seizing control of the oil companies and provoking economic warfare 

from Washington, Castro's government tried to maintain ties to the rest of the Western oil 

industry and avoid complete dependence on the Soviet Union. As the most authoritative 

accounts of Revolutionary Cuba's foreign relations have demonstrated, Fidel Castro's 

government was nobody's puppet, vigorously resisting any perceived efforts by Moscow, 

as well as Washington, to circumscribe Havana's autonomy and freedom of action.169 
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This was also true in Cuba's foreign energy policy, the economic bedrock upon which its 

political relationship with Moscow rested. But having made the choice to end the 

country's complete dependence on oil controlled by the major multinational companies 

and to diversify the sources of Cuba's oil by importing Soviet crude, the Cuban 

government found other options rapidly closed off. This was due in part to pressure from 

Washington, but also to economic and political considerations outside of U.S. influence. 

Only the decisions made by the independent oil companies and the British, Mexican, and 

Venezuelan governments to evade or rebuff these Cuban entreaties left Havana with no 

other option but to depend entirely on Soviet oil supplies and technical assistance.  

The Cuban government chose to reach out for Soviet oil, but having done so, it 

found itself pushed farther than it intended. The clash between revolutionary Cuban 

ambitions and the assertion of U.S. hegemony, in the context of broader forces and a host 

of other actors, cut Castro's Cuba off from the U.S.-centered Caribbean energy empire. 

Having sought a third way, Castro found that his only choice, in the end, was between 

two forms of dependence. How his government and its key constituents managed this 

transition and interpreted its meaning is the subject of the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
The "Oil Battle" Transforms the Revolution  

July 1960 - January 1961 
 

The Eisenhower administration's efforts, in tandem with the U.S. oil companies, 

to block access to vital inputs and replacement parts and to encourage the defection of 

skilled oil workers would hinder the refineries' function, but would not render them 

inoperable, just as their efforts to cut Cuba off from Western Hemisphere oil supplies and 

to block their chartering of European tankers raised the costs of Cuba's Soviet oil supplies 

but would fail to produce significant fuel shortages on the island. As in the Cuban 

economy more broadly, U.S. economic warfare in the oil industry would be a burden, but 

not a fatal blow, to the Revolution. 

 Indeed, just as Ambassador Bonsal had warned, these coercive measures made it 

both necessary and possible for the Cuban state to tighten its control over the Cuban 

economy and to vigorously suppress all opposition in the name of the survival of the 

nation, the Revolution, and the Castro government – the three having become 

synonymous, at least in the minds of supporters of the latter two. The failure of 

Washington's oil weapon would help radicalize and consolidate the Cuban Revolution 

and make it an even more formidable and implacable foe. 

This chapter complements the previous chapter's focus on the international 

aspects of the Cuban oil conflict by presenting an in-depth analysis of oil's role in the 

transformation of the Revolution at home as well as in its relations abroad. It analyzes the 

pro-government print media as well as information from inside the Cuban Petroleum 

Institute (ICP, the state oil company) and the National Institute of Agrarian Reform 

(INRA) to demonstrate how the discourse and the practice of oil nationalism were 
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fundamental to the rapid transformation of Cuban political economy and foreign 

relations. Fidel Castro's government did what no previous Cuban government had been 

willing or able to do: break with the U.S. government and the multinational oil companies 

to assert full Cuban control of the island's oil industry. The nationalization of the oil 

industry, in turn, became the driving force in the rapid and profound reorientation of 

Cuban political economy away from its established patterns and into close association 

with both the Cuban Communists at home and the Soviet Union and the rest of the 

Communist world abroad. Oil nationalism became one of the foundations upon which the 

revolutionary government would stake its legitimacy, and one of the constitutive 

elements of revolutionary ideology as it has been deployed and practiced ever since. 

 

Oil Nationalist Discourse and the Radicalization of the Revolution 

Far from weakening its hold on power, as the oil companies and the Eisenhower 

administration had hoped, the "Oil Battle" became one of the primary means through 

which Fidel Castro's government cemented near-total control of the Cuban economy, 

discredited its domestic and foreign opponents, and developed the siege mentality used to 

justify the militarization of society and the suppression of dissent. Paired with sugar, the 

other key commodity in Cuban political economy, oil also became the primary means 

through which the Cuban and Soviet Communists joined Castro in claiming credit as 

defenders of the Revolution and the Cuban nation. From July through December 1960, 

Cuban officials and pro-government media built upon the established nationalist 

narratives of oil to advance the government's new agenda of nationalizing Cuban 

industry, discrediting and marginalizing all opposition, and allying with the Communists. 
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The main elements of the oil nationalist discourse, each analyzed in turn, can be explored 

under the thematic headings of sovereignty, solidarity, transformation, and promise.    

 

Sovereignty 

Building on an aspect of revolutionary oil nationalist discourse established as 

early as the oil law of November 1959 and the Soviet economic accord of February 1960, 

Cuban officials and pro-government commentators continued to frame the oil conflict in 

terms of national sovereignty, in this case, the right of the Cuban state to purchase Soviet 

oil, to compel the companies to refine it, and ultimately to nationalize the island's oil 

industry in the face of the companies' intransigence. This framing effectively undercut 

Texaco, Shell, and especially Esso's long-term efforts to portray themselves as Cuban 

companies, as contributors to and partners in the nation's economic development; instead, 

revolutionary nationalist discourse emphasized that the companies had prioritized their 

global interests and those of the U.S. government over the interests of the Cuban nation 

and the laws of the Republic. Furthermore, framing the oil battle as a struggle for national 

liberation against foreign imperialism allowed the government to appeal for support from 

all patriotic Cubans, even those who may have otherwise been uncomfortable with the 

seizure of private property or with their country's sudden reorientation toward economic 

and political association with – or even dependence upon – the Soviet Union. 

By defying a government order and threatening Cuba with a fuel shortage, the oil 

companies had played into the government's hands by allowing it to pose the seizure of 

the refineries as an act of national self-defense. "The whole world knows ...that we only 

asked the companies to refine the State's oil, which the State bought in accord with the 
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rights of the Cuban State under Cuban law," Fidel explained in a national address on July 

10. Quite simply, he went on, "these companies assume the right to govern or to impose 

their law on the countries where they operate." The oil firms' "economic aggression," 

supported by Washington, had thereby been made plain. Accordingly, Fidel explained, 

"Everyone understands that we had to intervene the oil companies. Why? Because they 

were refusing to obey the law. Who are these companies to not follow the laws of the 

Republic? ...The whole world knows it, and knows that we had no choice but to act."1 

This message resonated in the pro-government media. The intervention was 

justified, the 26th of July Movement's daily newspaper Revolución argued, to avert the 

"paralysis of all of our industries and motors due to lack of fuel."2 The Communist Party's 

Noticias de Hoy depicted the oil embargo as the latest in a litany of acts of "implacable 

aggression" by the U.S. against Cuba that began with the war of 1898 and the imposition 

of the Platt Amendment and the Reciprocity Treaty; in contrast stood the liberating 

Agrarian Reform and purchase of Soviet oil on favorable terms.3 Faced with 

Washington's escalating "economic war" and a "criminal act of sabotage" calculated "to 

leave Cuba without fuel, to paralyze most of its activities, to create an insufferable and 

unsustainable situation," the seizure of the refineries was justified.4  

Notably, the magazine Bohemia, in one of its final weeks under the editorial 

control of its liberal anti-communist owner and publisher Miguel Ángel de Quevedo, 

editorialized along virtually the same lines as the 26th of July Movement and Communist 

Party organs, accusing Washington of waging a "defined and concrete plan of 

																																																								
1 "El Mundo se Vuelve Contra EEUU Dijo Fidel Castro," Noticias de Hoy [hereafter Hoy] July 12, 1960, 1. 
2 "Aseguran el Abastecimiento de Combustible en el País," Revolución, July 4, 1960, 1. 
3 Editorial, "La Implacable Agresión," Hoy, July 6, 1960, 1. 
4 Editorial, "La Guerra Económica y la Respuesta Cubana," Hoy, July 6, 1960, 1.  
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aggression" against Cuba. "The Island's economy depends to a great extent on sugar 

exports: they approve the 'Dagger-in-the-Back Law [Ley Puñal]' against the quota. Fuel 

allows the country's economic life to function: they decree from the shadows the sabotage 

of our oil." The Cuban people, the editorial declared, were firmly behind Fidel in 

confronting this aggression, and so the "insolent attitude of sabotage adopted by the 

international [oil] consortia will only make them lose Cuba's market forever as it opens 

its economy to new suppliers under more favorable conditions than those imposed until 

yesterday by the barons of black gold."5 

Supporters of the refinery seizure catalogued a history of imperialist intervention 

and exploitation in violation of national sovereignty that the oil companies and the U.S. 

government had perpetrated in other developing countries in addition to Cuba. The oil 

majors, authors contended, had worked (usually in tandem with Washington) to provoke 

the Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay in the 1930s, military coups against the 

progressive democratic nationalist governments of Rómulo Gallegos of Venezuela in 

1948, Muhammad Mossadeq of Iran in 1953, and Jacobo Arbenz of Guatemala in 1954, 

as well as prompting the Anglo-French-Israeli invasion of Egypt in 1956 when Nasser 

had threatened to control oil traffic through the Suez Canal. Depicting the history of 

multinational oil companies as one of "blood and oil on five continents" may have been 

expected from Hoy or Revolución, but in the pages of the traditionally liberal and anti-

communist "En Cuba" commentary section of Bohemia, it suggests a broader, Popular 

Front-style coalition of Left and Center in support of the government's policy.6  

The most salient example for several commentators was the Mexican Revolution. 

																																																								
5 Editorial, "¡Venceremos!" Bohemia 52:28 (July 10, 1960): 44. 
6 "Petróleo," Revolución, July 4 1960, 14; "En Cuba" Special Report, "Breve Historia del Oro Negro," 
Bohemia 52:29 (July 17, 1960): 58. 
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The companies' notorious obstruction of Mexican revolutionary nationalism after 1910, 

authors pointed out, was only thwarted by Cárdenas' nationalization of the Mexican oil 

industry in 1938.7 Just as Cárdenas was a beacon to Latin American nationalists in his 

time, so now were Fidel and the Cuban Revolution. "Not since Lázaro Cárdenas have 

such measures been adopted in America," Bohemia editorialized, proudly stating that 

Cuba, by defying the oil trust and Washington, was inspiring "all underdeveloped peoples 

of Latin America and indeed the world" to defend their national sovereignty.8 

The erstwhile liberals at Bohemia stood firmly behind the Revolution as it 

embarked on a nationalist policy to reorient the Cuban economy. The companies' 

"elaborate plan to leave the country without fuel" was "the most serious obstacle placed 

in the Revolution's path," the magazine argued, proceeding to echo point-for-point Fidel's 

depiction of the unfolding of the oil controversy as he had presented it the previous 

month. The oil conflict was a central part of the ambitious plan to change the structure of 

Cuba's economy and its foreign trade, to inaugurate "a new economic order" that would 

raise the national income and living standards of the people. The companies' opposition 

to these ambitions had now been overcome, and "With their exodus one era ended and 

another began in this primordial sector of the national economy."9 The image of Esso, 

Texaco, and Shell pumps under the headline "National Sovereignty Meant Nothing to 

Them" delivered the message in stark terms: 

These three gasoline pumps are symbols of a past that will never return. For many 
years they benefited from the submission... into which slumped the Cuban 
authorities with respect to the foreign consortia. They acted according to their 
own whim. ...To protect their maneuvers they could count on the complicity of 

																																																								
7 "Firmes Contra el Trust Petrolero," Revolución, June 30, 1960, 1; "En Cuba" special report, "Pone Fin al 
Monopolio del Combustible la Intervención Revolucionaria," Bohemia 52:28 (July 10, 1960): 46.  
8 "Pone Fin al Monopolio," Bohemia, July 10, 1960, op cit. 
9 Ibid. 
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crooked union leaders, mercenary lawyers [abogados cipayos] and rented 
legislators. The trio ...took as a dead letter the Revolutionary Government's 
insistence upon national sovereignty and the defense of the public wealth. They 
were three foreign businesses but fancied they could enjoy the same rights of 
extraterritoriality as an embassy. Deceived by this longstanding habit they dared 
to challenge the regime of Fidel Castro, refusing to refine the State's oil. The 
Revolutionary authorities calmly confronted this criminal sabotage of the nation's 
fuel, indispensible to keeping the country's economy moving. There will be oil, 
and Cubans will refine it. No company will succeed in the insolent vanity of 
imposing conditions on the Republic. The single-starred flag that flies on high 
over the refineries that thought themselves to be embassies is the witness. Citizen: 
the list of your vanquished enemies is visibly growing. To be added to it are any, 
like the extortionist oil trio, who attack the national economy.10 
  
The critical factor putting an end to this sordid history and inaugurating the new 

era, the Revolution's supporters proclaimed, was the existence of a Cuban government 

that would stand up for the national interest and sovereignty. As Revolución editorialized, 

"Cuba is not the Iran of Mossadeq and the traitor Reza Pahlavi, but rather the Mexico of 

Lázaro Cárdenas," now decisively "having escaped forever from the chains that bound 

our country to this miserable, intolerable – but now undone – yoke."11 Only Cubans, 

Bohemia argued in an editorial in support of the government's action, had the right to 

interpret and apply Cuban law, a sovereign principle that the Revolutionary government 

was, for the first time, upholding in Cuba.12 Under the headline "Cuban Sovereignty in 

Action" Hoy commented that, "In another time, when the international oil trusts 

dominated the world, that imperialist decision could have been realized. But not now." 

The crucial difference was that Washington and the oil companies "forgot two things: 

that there exist – and have existed for years – laws that oblige the companies to refine the 

fuels, and, furthermore, a government that, now at last, is capable of making them abide 

																																																								
10 Editorial, "Nada les Importaba la Soberanía Nacional," Bohemia 52:28 (July 10, 1960): 43. 
11 "Firmes Contra el Trust Petrolero," Revolución, June 30, 1960, 1. 
12 En Cuba, "Agresión y Despojo," Bohemia 52:29 (July 17, 1960): sup. 6. 
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by those laws and that does not submit to foreign dictates."13 The Revolution's defense of 

Cuban sovereignty in the oil conflict had become one of the foremost pillars of a 

narrative that would undergird the government's claim to legitimacy ever since. 

 

Solidarity 

The "in another time" motif was commonly employed in another aspect of the 

nationalist discourse, one that highlighted the solidarity of other oil-exporting 

governments, whose support meant that in confronting the oil companies and the U.S. 

government "Cuba is not alone." While Soviet oil supplies were the most salient and 

significant, they were rarely presented as unique; typically, Soviet assistance was 

discussed along with other offers – real or potential – of oil supplies from independent 

Third World or Western Hemisphere sources. Rare indeed were remarks like those of ICP 

Director Alfonso Gutiérrez, who did not mention further Soviet supplies when explaining 

in an interview in Bohemia on July 10 that to fulfill Cuba's oil needs, "we plan to enter 

the free market in oil. There are many independent companies in the world, including in 

the United States," as well as independent Latin American companies.14  

More typically, commentators lauded Soviet solidarity along with that of other 

countries. "Cuba has true friends all over the world," Hoy reported right after the seizure 

of the Esso and Shell plants, suggesting that Mexico and Venezuela might join Moscow 

in supplying Cuba with oil.15 A few days later, reporting the arrival of the Soviet tanker 

Chernovci with the first shipment of crude after the embargo was imposed, Hoy cited 

"offers of Mexican and Venezuelan crude" as well as those from "independent North 

																																																								
13 Editorial, "La Soberanía Cubana en Acción," Hoy, June 30, 1960, 1. 
14 "Pone Fin al Monopolio," Bohemia, July 10, 1960, op cit. 
15 Editorial: "Cuba Vencerá en las Batallas del Petróleo y del Azúcar," Hoy, July 2, 1960, 1. 
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American companies" as being under consideration by the ICP.16  Notably, ICP 

advertisements in July and August touting the arrival of the Chernovci and other tankers 

made no mention of the Soviet origins of the oil, only of the uninterrupted fuel supply, 

under state control, that their delivery entailed [Figure 19].17 Revolución reported on July 

4 that in addition to Venezuela, "we can count on other friendly countries with great oil 

riches, like Indonesia, to cite only one example."18 Cuba's Foreign Ministry seems to 

have taken these possibilities seriously. In a cable on that same date, the geographer and 

historian Leví Marrero, by then a diplomatic 

bureau chief, cited Venezuela and Indonesia as 

potential suppliers in addition to the Soviet Union, 

pending the success of the ICP's drilling in Cuba.19 

Later that month Gutiérrez again emphasized to 

Bohemia reporter Nivio López Pellón that in 

addition to the ample Soviet crude available, 

Venezuelan oil remained under consideration; 

tankers flying a host of flags, meanwhile, were 

available to ship the oil to Cuba from anywhere in 

the world. "Cuba Has Not Taken a Leap into the Unknown" ran the approving headline.20 

It was only Marxists who in rare cases acknowledged Soviet oil solidarity as 

being uniquely able to meet Cuba's needs. Speaking to students at a technical school 
																																																								
16 "Llegan Buques Soviéticos con Provisión de Petróleo para el Gobierno de Cuba," Hoy, July 5, 1960, 1. 
17 Shell (under ICP administration) advertisement, Revolución, July 5, 1960, 12; a similar ad celebrating 
that "The oil keeps arriving" ran in Revolución, July 20, 1960, 11, Bohemia 52:31 (July 31, 1960): 19 and 
Bohemia 52:33 (August 14, 1960): 49. 
18 "Aseguran el Abastecimiento de Combustible en el País," Revolución, July 4, 1960, 1. 
19 Leví Marrero, cable 177 to Cuban Embassy Washington, OAS, and UN, July 4, 1960; Legajo 35, 
Expediente 639, Fondo Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores [FMRE], Archivo Nacional de Cuba, [ANC]. 
20 Nivio López Pellón, "No Ha Dado Cuba un Salto en el Vacío," Bohemia 52:29 (July 17, 1960): 36. 

Figure 19 The ICP assures Cubans that 
"oil is still arriving." Bohemia (July 31, 
1960). (Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba). 
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immediately after the refineries were seized, Che Guevara acknowledged that 

Washington had so far succeeded in deterring friendly governments such as Venezuela 

from selling their own oil to Cuba, but assured his student audience that even in the face 

of this blockade, "we can buy all the oil [we need] in the Soviet Union and supply 

ourselves. And they can't prevent that oil from arriving."21 Speaking to the First Latin 

American Youth Congress in Havana at the end of July, Guevara acknowledged that 

without the Soviet oil supplies and sugar purchases, it was uncertain that the Revolution 

could have survived U.S. economic aggression; it was precisely because they could count 

on support from the socialist world, he explained, that the national-liberation movements 

in Latin America and the rest of the Third World would triumph.22 

Unsurprisingly, it was the PSP organ Noticias de Hoy that most forcefully and 

directly lauded the Soviet Union's oil solidarity. "Precisely thanks to the fact that the oil 

monopolies do not rule in the whole world, thanks to the fact that the Soviet Union is able 

to supply us with the necessary oil," the paper declared on July 6, Cuba would foil the 

"imperialist" oil plot.23 A month later, as part of a series contrasting the "two attitudes" of 

the U.S. and the Soviet Union toward Cuba, Hoy's editorial cartoonist depicted a 

nefarious top-hatted capitalist cutting the hose from an oil tanker to a Cuban refinery, 

beside another panel in which a friendly cartoon Russian tossed a hose to a grateful 

Cuban refinery worker. "Imperialism takes away; Socialism provides," ran the caption. 

The accompanying editorial explained that, "Through the battle for oil Cuba 

demonstrated once again the two different attitudes and policies: that of the garrote, the 

																																																								
21 "El Gobierno de los EE.UU. Es hijo directo de grandes monopolios," Revolución, July 1, 1960, 1. 
"Charla del Comandante Guevara Ante los Estudiantes Técnicos," Hoy, July 3, 1960, 3.  
22 "Presidió el Ché Guevara el Congreso de las Juventudes" Revolución, July 29, 1960, 1. 
23 Editorial, "La Guerra Económica y la Respuesta Cubana," Hoy, July 6, 1960, 1. 
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boycott and economic strangulation extolled by the decrepit and rapacious husk of 

Yankee imperialism, and that of the fraternal assistance and effective solidarity with our 

people put forward by the Soviet Union and the thriving and vigorous socialist world."24  

The cumulative message of the Revolutionary discourse of oil solidarity was that 

Cuba was not alone in confronting Yankee imperialism and the monopolies' oil embargo. 

The argument that Cuba had the support of both the powerful Second and the brotherly 

Third Worlds in standing up to U.S. aggression would become one of the hallmarks of 

Revolutionary discourse for the rest of the Cold War, and has continued, in somewhat 

vestigial form, since its end. In the second half of 1960, this message of global solidarity 

helped to ease the transition to what amounted to total energy (and broader economic) 

dependence on Moscow. Some, such as Guevara and the PSP, may have been untroubled 

by Cuba's de facto incorporation into the Soviet economic bloc, but others could salve 

their misgivings through the rhetoric of Latin American and Third World solidarity, a 

task made easier by the government's insistence that "independent" sources there were 

offering oil to Cuba. In reality, for the reasons explored in the previous chapter, such 

Western Hemisphere oil never materialized; neither did significant Indonesian or other 

Afro-Asian supplies.25 Instead, Cuba had exchanged a dependent position in the 

American energy empire dominated by the multinational companies and the U.S. 

government for an equally complete dependence on Soviet oil, a dependence even more 

precarious as it depended as much on the emerging, and still uncertain, political affinity 

between two governments thousands of miles apart as it did on any commercial logic. 

																																																								
24 Editorial and cartoon, "Dos Actitudes," Hoy, August 5, 1960, 1. 
25 Nasser's United Arab Republic announced during a visit to Cairo by Raúl Castro in late July that it would 
send 10,000 tons of petroleum to Cuba, but it is unclear if this token shipment (roughly one day's 
consumption) was ever delivered. "Enviará la RAU Petróleo a Cuba," Revolución, July 29, 1960, 1. 
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The key to the government's efforts to maintain support and legitimacy amid this 

transition to a new form of dependence would be depicting it as both beneficial and 

temporary, while denouncing its doubters as counter-revolutionary and unpatriotic. 

 

Transformation 

Just as the oil legislation of late 1959 had helped accelerate the radicalization of 

the Revolution and its conflict with Washington, revolutionary discourse portrayed the 

seizure of the oil industry in July and August 1960 as a turning point initiating a new 

stage in the Revolution at home and abroad. The oil battle's emancipating, redemptive 

defense of national sovereignty in the face of U.S. economic aggression was used to 

justify the expropriation of U.S.-owned industrial property and the rapid nationalization 

of much of the Cuban economy in a few short months. Throughout this tumultuous 

process, as in the Revolution's earlier stages, oil nationalism – particularly as practiced by 

workers in the oil industry – was used to separate patriotic Cubans from alleged counter-

revolutionary traitors, commanding support from those who identified as the former and 

delegitimizing those who questioned or opposed the Revolution's radical new course.26  

Both through their own agency and as idealized protagonists in government 

discourse, the oil refinery workers were central to the rhetorical separation of good, 

patriotic, revolutionary Cubans from their allegedly counter-revolutionary, unpatriotic, 

and traitorous fellows. As they had signaled in the buildup to the intervention, the oil 

workers' unions gave their full support to the government's seizure of the refineries. After 

impromptu meetings, the company unions and the national federation promptly issued 

																																																								
26 Lillian Guerra has cogently analyzed this discursive process as a whole, without examining the central 
role that oil nationalism played therein. Lillian Guerra, Visions of Power in Cuba: Revolution, Redemption, 
and Resistance, 1959-1971 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2014): 118-50. 
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declarations supporting the government's action.27 "No country's development is possible 

without secure sources of energy," one declaration stated. "At this moment in which the 

patria is being made, selfish sentiments are cast aside in order to think only of a great, 

free and independent Cuba. For her we offer our comrade administrators [interventores] 

from the Revolutionary Government our warmest and most sincere collaboration so that 

the common goal of all might be realized: a Cuba that does not kneel or submit before 

any obstacle, even foreign monopolies."28 Emphasizing the need for continued unity 

among the workers in operating the industry under state management, the ICP official 

who took control of Texaco on June 29 acknowledged that, "The decision to intervene 

would not have been possible without counting on the support of the workers."29 

The discourses of national sovereignty and economic development had won the 

allegiance of the oil workers' leadership, and a similar effect was apparent in other 

popular sectors that formed the radicalizing Revolution's core constituencies. Various 

student, labor, and campesino groups issued similar statements in support of the refinery 

intervention.30 The national taxi-drivers union declared itself willing to accept once again 

the blending of alcohol into gasoline for carburante nacional as a measure to alleviate 

any motor fuel shortages, recalling its use during the fuel crisis of the Second World 

War.31 Echoing official discourse that extolled the need for sacrifice in defense of the 

patria and the Revolution, other citizens affirmed their readiness to endure fuel shortages 

and rationing. A Bohemia cartoon published a few days before the refinery seizure 
																																																								
27 Tomás Lapique, "Comienza Texaco a Procesar el Petróleo del Estado Cubano," Revolución, June 30, 
1960, 1. 
28 "Orden de Refinar a la Esso y a la Shell," Revolución, July 1, 1960, 1. 
29 Enrique Mesa, "'La Decisión de Intervenir no Hubiera Sido Posible sin el Apoyo de los Trabajadores' 
Dijo al Asumir la Intervención de la Texaco Oil Co. el Dr. Eugenio Latour," Hoy, June 30, 1960, 1. 
30 "Unánime Respaldo a la Intervención en la Refinería Texaco," Hoy, July 1, 1960, 1; "Aumenta el Apoyo 
Popular a la Intervención Petrolera," Hoy, July 3, 1960, 1. 
31 "Orden de Refinar," op cit. 
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captured this spirit: a Cuban man, by his dress neither poor nor rich, pokes a finger at a 

gas station attendant and chides, "Listen, I am going to tell you something. People here 

are ready to eat malanga, cook with firewood, light with candles and ride bicycles." 

Cuba's poor and rural dwellers, of course, 

were accustomed to these habits anyway; 

their depiction in this forum is best read as 

an exhortation to Bohemia's more 

comfortable, urban readers to be prepared 

to sacrifice in support of the Revolution 

and the nation [Figure 20].32   

Political leaders made a virtue of 

this spirit of sacrifice and used it to 

rhetorically separate good Cubans from 

bad. Speaking to the metalworkers union 

on July 6, Fidel explained that the oil and sugar conflicts and the government's impending 

nationalization of U.S. property (explained below) would mark another turning point in 

the Revolution. At each point – the decree reducing urban rents in early 1959, the 

Agrarian Reform Law, the oil and mining legislation of late 1959, and now this new 

phase – there had been "hypocrites," "cowards," "traitors" and "deserters" who had 

wanted "Revolution – but not so much!" he said. A true revolution, Fidel explained, 

"Shows us the alliance between the vested interests within the nation and the great 

international interests that exploit the people." Further desertions, he said, would follow 

																																																								
32 Editorial cartoon, Bohemia 52:25 (June 26, 1960): 61. Malanga (taro), a starchy root similar to manioc or 
sweet potato, is a cheap staple and a food of last resort for the poor during the dead season and other lean 
times. "Comer malanga" signifies eking out survival on meager resources.   

Figure 20 Bohemia confronts the oil 
companies. June 26, 1960. (Biblioteca Nacional) 
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during this new battle; eventually, Cuba would remain only for those – chiefly workers 

and campesinos – who were willing to sacrifice and to fight for their country against 

these foreign and domestic enemies.33 Two days later PSP chief Blas Roca delivered the 

same message to the Party's National Committee. The "economic war" of which the oil 

embargo was "the first blow" would separate the "patriots" from the "traitors" by posing 

all Cubans with the simple choice: "either with the patria or against the patria." The duty 

of the Party, Roca explained, was to provide total support to the government, and to help 

unite all workers, campesinos, and other revolutionary forces behind the regime and to 

put them on guard against "sabotage" by the imperialists and counter-revolutionaries.34 

Both Castro's MR-26-7 and Roca's PSP held up the oil workers as examples to 

emulate and to mobilize the nation behind the government in this new stage. A full-page 

ICP advertisement [Figure 21] running in both Revolución and Hoy saluted the refinery 

workers and their militia "for their elevated sense of patriotic duty, demonstrated through 

their immediate cooperation and determined support for the revolutionary administration 

of the oil companies. Their brilliant effort, together with the opportune measures of the 

Revolutionary Government to assure the supply of crude, permit us today to guarantee to 

the nation the normal distribution of gasoline, lubricants and other oil derivatives. Thanks 

to them, Cuba will maintain the accelerated pace of progress that the Revolutionary 

Government has traced as a route to a better, free and sovereign country." Their example 

became a recruiting tool to summon all patriotic Cubans to mass rallies on July 10.35 

																																																								
33 "Esta es una Lucha Entre los Que Quieren Ser Libres y los que Quieren Oprimirnos," Hoy, July 8, 1960, 
3. The speech is also published in Obra Revolucionaria 1:13 (July 16, 1960): 3-12. 
34 "Informe de Blas Roca a la Reunión del Buró Ejecutivo Ampliado del Comité Nacional del Partido 
Socialista Popular, 8 de Julio," Hoy, July 10, 1960, 2. 
35 ICP advertisement, Revolución, July 9, 1960, 12, and Hoy, July 10, 1960, 4. 
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As Lillian Guerra has argued, mass rallies served both to display and enforce the 

impression of total unity in 

support of the 

Revolutionary Government 

and to substitute for 

traditional means of 

political participation such 

as elections and a free 

press.36 Coming at the 

moment when the 

Revolution crossed a point 

of no return in its 

relationship to private 

property, the U.S. and 

the Soviet Union, the 

rallies in Havana and other cities on July 10, 1960 were among the most important in the 

Revolution's history. The Cabinet had on July 5 given the President and Prime Minister 

the power to nationalize any and all U.S.-owned property in response to U.S. economic 

aggression, namely the oil embargo and the sugar quota suspension.37 Furthermore, on 

July 9 Khrushchev had announced that the Soviet Union, in addition to sending oil to 

Cuba, would purchase all the remaining Cuban sugar that had been intended for sale to 

the U.S.; he also announced that Soviet armed forces – including, "figuratively speaking," 

																																																								
36 Guerra, Visions of Power in Cuba, 3-5. 
37 "Poderes Para Nacionalizar," Revolución, July 6, 1960, 1; "Poderes a Dorticós y a Fidel para 
Nacionalizar Propiedades Yanquis," Hoy, July 6, 1960, 1. 

Figure 21 The ICP thanks the oil workers' militia and calls Cubans 
to march in support of the government. Revolución, July 9, 1960. 
(Library of Congress). 
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nuclear missiles – could come to Cuba's defense in case of a U.S. attack. Cuba's 

leadership, facing economic collapse through the oil embargo and sugar quota cut and 

apparently expecting a prompt U.S. invasion, had come fully under Soviet economic and 

military protection.38 The July 10 rally was thus a means to display and enforce 

revolutionary unity at this critical turning point in Cuba's domestic and foreign relations.  

Oil nationalism played an important rhetorical and symbolic role in this event to 

draw together the Revolution's supporters. Fidel himself was absent, reportedly suffering 

from pneumonia and exhaustion, though he made a televised appearance from his 

sickbed. Joining President Osvaldo Dorticós and other ministers on the dais in Havana's 

Revolution Square were representatives of the key pillars of the Revolution's power. The 

commanders of the Revolutionary Armed Forces showed the state's monopoly on force 

and were indicative of the growing militarization of society through the deployment of 

the militias. Labor, campesino, and student leaders displayed the government's popular 

support. Former president Prío and the Ortodoxo stalwart José Pardo Llada suggested the 

co-optation of the social-democratic parties of the 1933-58 era. The inclusion of the PSP 

leadership signified the Communists' full and open incorporation into the revolutionary 

family. Alongside these revolutionary luminaries was Gutiérrez of the ICP. Invited to 

address the multitudes, he acknowledged that the oil and sugar weapons had "provoked 

the most difficult moment" in the Revolution's history, but one that "I already feel has 

passed" because of the government's successful response to the challenge.39  

																																																								
38 Naftali and Fursenko, One Hell of a Gamble, 50-53. U.S. officials suspected that Castro had been upset 
by Khrushchev's declaration of military support, which seemed to weaken Cuba's claim to full 
independence; the Soviet sources Naftali and Fursenko cite, however, suggest that Fidel and Raúl Castro 
welcomed the Soviet commitment as a deterrent to a U.S. invasion that they believed to be imminent.  
39 "Ratificó el Puelbo ante los dirigentes de la Revolución su firme decisión de luchar hasta el triunfo 
definitivo frente al imperialismo," Hoy, July 12, 1960, 1. 
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 The other speakers at the Havana rally drove home the themes of sovereignty, 

solidarity, and transformation at the core of oil nationalist discourse. "With the oil battle," 

Dorticós explained, "the economic war has begun." Acting in "defense of the national 

economy" the government had struck a good bargain with the Soviets; in the latest 

chapter of a history of imperialist exploitation, however, Washington and the foreign 

monopolies had refused to abide such independence. In contrast to the servile regimes of 

the past, the Revolutionary Government sought no Yankee permission and resolutely 

enforced Cuban law on Cuban soil. With the "solidarity" of the Soviet bloc and the 

peoples of Latin America, Cuba was winning the oil and sugar battles and would win any 

more that were necessary to secure Cuba's full independence. In this struggle all Cubans 

faced a basic choice, Dorticós explained: "Either with the patria or against the patria!"40   

On the heels of this rally the government sought to keep the population mobilized 

through the buildup to the seventh anniversary of the Moncada barracks attack on July 

26th, a date that had assumed the status of a national holiday. Oil nationalism was among 

the primary means through which the government sought to build enthusiasm for the 

event. The celebrations in July 1959 had brought a half-million guajiros from across the 

island to Havana to celebrate the rollout of the Agrarian Reform.41 For the 1960 

anniversary, state agencies linked oil consumption under the ICP to the Agrarian Reform 

in a joint discourse of nationalist modernization. In an INRA magazine cartoon, two 

farmers filled up their tractor from an ICP pump, with one of them saying, "Fill it up, fill 

it up, buddy. Nobody can stop this Reform."42 ICP advertisements encouraged habaneros 

to "return the visit" to the countryside by making a pilgrimage to the Sierra Maestra 

																																																								
40 Comprehensive accounts of the rally are in Ibid and in Revolución, July 11, 1960. 
41 Guerra, Visions of Power, 67-74. 
42 Editorial cartoon, INRA 1:7 (July, 1960). 
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mountains in Oriente Province, cradle of the guerrilla war, to join the guajiros at work on 

the new agrarian cooperatives. One ICP ad showed a smart young urbanite shaking hands 

with an older guajiro, urging "Everyone to the Sierra with Fidel!"43 A second patriotic 

ICP message would add a historical dimension. A bearded soldier in a straw hat 

suggesting both a campesino and a mambí (a nineteenth-century independence fighter) 

marched against a background of a Cuban flag displaying the dates of the start Cuba's 

wars of "independence" in 1868, 1895, and 1953: "Three summit dates in the heroic 

struggle for our patria! Today on this July 26 every Cuban's heart beats with greater 

intensity because we are now closer than ever to our historic destiny."44 [Figure 22]  

	

Figure 22 The ICP recalls the wars for independence. Hoy, July 26, 1960 (Library of Congress) 
	

The Cuban communists echoed the government's line and layered on their own 

agenda. Illustrated with a similar cartoon of a square-jawed, straw-hatted soldier on the 
																																																								
43 Intervened Texaco/ICP advertisement, Bohemia 52:30 (July 24, 1960): 35. 
44 Intervened Shell/ICP advertisement, Hoy, July 26, 1960, 4. 
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march, an Hoy editorial enthused, "The current celebration takes place under the sign of 

the unstoppable advancement of the Revolution, which has maintained and developed the 

nation's sovereignty, which has marched with bold steps along the road of full economic 

independence, of the culmination of the Agrarian Reform, of industrialization, of the 

diversification of foreign markets." Taking the opportunity to remind Cuban readers of 

the external factors making the Revolution's triumphs possible, the editorial finished, "On 

this 26th of July the nation celebrates two great victories: the oil battle and the sugar 

battle, won thanks to the foresight and bravery of the Revolutionary Government and the 

support and solidarity of the Soviet Union and the socialist countries."45 

Even more potent nationalist imagery regarding oil exploration and production, to 

be analyzed below, was also deployed in connection with the 26th of July holiday. The 

sum of this imagery was that, on the occasion of the Revolution's principal public 

commemoration, the government used its victory in the oil supply battle and its vision of 

self-sufficient oil production in the near future to rally public support behind the 

Revolutionary state. Oil nationalism had become one of the government's principal 

claims to legitimacy and means of mobilizing public support. 

Having roused the public through a steady blitz of oil nationalist rhetoric and 

imagery throughout June and July, the government on August 6 took the final step, 

nationalizing all Esso, Texaco, and Sinclair properties in Cuba, along with the U.S.-

owned electric and telephone monopolies and all U.S.-owned sugar mills. These large 

foreign enterprises, the resolution declared, had impeded the nation's economic 

development and sovereignty; the oil firms, for their part, "consistently defrauded the 

national economy by charging monopolistic prices that for many years entailed heavy 
																																																								
45 Editorial, "En el 7o Aniversario," Hoy, July 26, 1960, 1. 
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expenditures of foreign currency and, in their eagerness to perpetuate their privileges, 

disregarded the national laws and forged a criminal plan to boycott our country." It was, 

moreover, "the duty of the Latin American nations to endeavor to recover their national 

wealth by removing it from the control of foreign monopolies and interests that impede 

their progress, promote political interference, and disregard the[ir] sovereignty."46 

Announcing the measures in his closing address to the Latin American Youth Conference 

in Havana, Fidel characterized them as a "blow for blow" response to the economic war 

against Cuba, and as an event of continental magnitude, the "Second liberating 

Revolution of America" bringing about the region's "Second Independence."47       

Support for the nationalization came in predictable forms from predictable 

quarters. "While the country's fundamental industry and her energy resources remained in 

foreign hands, the decision for national liberation rested on insecure foundations. Cuba 

has now given it a solid, immovable base, taking into our hands the wealth that the 

imperialists have been seizing from us for sixty years," Hoy editorialized.48 "The hateful 

oil octopus has been vanquished," Revolución declared, calling the oil nationalization 

"without a doubt one of the most decisive steps for our [national] destiny."49 Bohemia, by 

then firmly under the control of its fidelista staff after Quevedo had sought asylum 

																																																								
46 Resolution No. 1, August 6, 1960, Gaceta Oficial, special edition, August 6, 1960. In October the 
government nationalized the remaining U.S.-owned oil interests on the island – exploration outfits 
including the Gulf, Atlantic, Kewanee, and Sun subsidiaries that had been dormant since the oil legislation 
of November 1959 – as part of the expropriation of 166 U.S. firms in retaliation for the imposition of 
export controls by the U.S. government. "Ante la Agresión Imperialista: 166 Empresas Nacionalizadas 
Pertenecientes a Norteamericanos," Revolución, October 25, 1960, 1. The Shell properties remained under 
intervention and were not formally nationalized, leaving open the possibility that the government could 
make a separate peace with Shell if it broke ranks with the U.S. firms and government; in practice, 
however, the Shell brand disappeared and the firm's facilities were incorporated into the ICP monopoly. 
47 "Esta es la Segunda Revolución Libertadora de América," Revolución, August 8, 1960, 3; "Sin Permiso 
de Washington ni de la OEA, la Revolución Seguirá Viviendo," Hoy, August 7, 1960, 1. 
48 Editorial, "Ahora Sí, Hemos Llegado," Hoy, August 7, 1960, 1. 
49 "Destruido el Monopolio Petrolero," Revolución, August 8, 1960, 2. 
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abroad, echoed the government's line essentially verbatim.50 The Executive Committee of 

the oil workers' union declared its support for the expropriation and called upon all its 

members to raise output and efficiency in the nationalized industry in order to contribute 

to "the social transformation of our patria" through the state's industrialization program.51 

The government declared a "Week of Popular Jubilation" to celebrate the 

nationalizations. The week began when revolutionary activists staged mock funerals for 

the expropriated oil and utility companies. Accompanied by a reported twenty musical 

groups on trucks mounted with loudspeakers, a festive funeral cortege bore the coffins 

from the CTC headquarters past the Capitolio through Old Havana down the Paseo del 

Prado boulevard to the Malecón promenade at the mouth of Havana Bay, where they 

pushed the coffins out the sea to the north.52 At the mass rally bringing the week to a 

close, the CTC led its members in an oath on the Capitolio steps before President 

Dorticós; the assembled workers swore to support the Revolutionary Government against 

Yankee imperialism and the counter-revolution, to recognize the support of the peoples 

of Latin America, the Afro-Asian world and the socialist countries, to work to increase 

production while guarding against sabotage, and to defend the nationalizations as "an act 

of economic and total independence of Cuba, for today and for all time."53  

Oil nationalist discourse had reached its ultimate conclusion, and had been one of 

																																																								
50 Editorial, "La Segunda Independencia," Bohemia 52-33 (August 14 1960): 52. 
51 "Saludan los Petroleros la Nacionalización de la Esso, la Texaco y la Sinclair," Hoy, August 9, 1960, 3. 
52 "Grandes Festejos en Toda la Isla por el Entierro de los Monopolios Yanquis," Hoy, August 11, 1960, 1. 
INRA published a photo spread of the funerals. "Se Llamaban," INRA 1:8 (September 1960): 4. 
53 "Juramento Ante le Revolución y Ante la Patria," Hoy, August 13, 1960, 1. "El Pueblo en Masa 
Juramento de Fidelidad," Hoy, August 14, 1960, 1. US Embassy [hereafter USE] Havana (Ambassador 
Philip W. Bonsal), Embassy telegram [embtel] 729, August 14, 1960, 837.062/8-1960, and USE Havana 
(Bonsal), embtel 814, August 18, 1960 (quotation), 837.062/8-1860, both in Box 2447, U.S. National 
Archives and Records Administration, College Park, Maryland [NARA]. Unless noted otherwise, NARA 
documents cited in this chapter are from the State Department General Records, Record Group 59. Those 
with a decimal number are from the Central Files, 1960-1963; others are from the Lot Files as indicated.  
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the principal drivers in the Revolution's rapid transformation. The government's oil policy 

of confrontation and competition in the fall of 1959 had evolved into one of diversifying 

suppliers with the Soviet oil deal in early 1960, and then rapidly became one of 

expropriation in response to the companies' resistance and embargo. From the start of the 

oil controversy in early June, the transformation of Cuban political economy and foreign 

relations was as rapid as it was fundamental. Cuba's basic industries were nationalized 

within two months. Its oil imports and sugar exports – the two commodities at the heart 

of its economy – were reoriented from the First World to the Second, with Moscow also 

signaling that Cuba had come under Soviet military protection. In late August a gathering 

of OAS foreign ministers implicitly rebuked the Revolution's new direction by voting 

(after the Cuban delegation walked out) to denounce attempts by the communist countries 

"to exploit the political, economic or social situations of American states for their own 

ends," to declare any form of totalitarian government incompatible with the inter-

American system, and to condemn any "intervention or threat of intervention by an extra-

continental power" in the hemisphere. Castro in rebuttal proclaimed the further 

acceleration of the Revolution in the anti-imperialist – but notably not explicitly Marxist 

– "Declaration of Havana," issued on September 2 and ostensibly ratified en masse by a 

crowd of hundreds of thousands in a rally dubbed "the General National Assembly of the 

Cuban people." The government followed up by nationalizing the remaining U.S. 

properties and most large Cuban-owned industrial, commercial, and agricultural interests 

by late October 1960, the same month that the U.S. imposed full export controls.54  

As the government had acknowledged through its denunciations of "hypocrites" 

and "deserters," such profound transformation in so short a time was bound to alienate, or 
																																																								
54 Bonsal, Cuba, Castro and the United States, 161-4. 
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at least unsettle, many Cubans, even those not on principle opposed to the nationalization 

of most of the economy, the increasingly close association with domestic and foreign 

communists or the realignment of their country's foreign policy. Indeed, the dominant 

rhetoric in support of the expropriation trumpeted the oil industry's "nationalization" in 

the sense of cubanization and flag-waving nationalism, not of statism, socialism, or 

communism, ideological positions for which few explicit public arguments were made at 

this point, even by the PSP itself. Oil nationalist discourse, however, had a further part to 

play in reassuring the public that these revolutionary transitions were all for the best.  

 

Promise 

The government and its supporters did so by conveying a sense of promise 

inherent in the oil nationalization. The transformation of Cuba's oil industry brought with 

it renewed visions of economic development and a prosperous, oil-fueled national future. 

Government management of the industry, according to this aspect of the discourse, would 

bring hard-currency savings on oil imports; rising oil consumption that would fuel the 

island's industrialization; and success, even self-sufficiency, in finding and producing 

domestic oil. Supporters depicted the nationalization, therefore, as fulfilling the project of 

oil-fueled national economic development that had animated Cubans for decades.  

Revolutionaries continued to highlight the financial benefits of replacing imports 

from the companies with Soviet oil supplies. On the morning of the General National 

Assembly rally, Hoy reported that the price differential between Soviet oil and the world 

market had saved Cuba $780,000 between April and July, all of it in hard currency since 

Cuba had paid in sugar. "This correct policy of the revolutionary government," the PSP 
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organ exulted, had succeeded "thanks to the aid and solidarity offered by the Soviet 

Union which, overcoming all technical and material obstacles, has guaranteed the supply 

of oil to Cuba."55 Interviewed on TV by López Pellón and other journalists the next 

month, Gutiérrez stressed that ICP policy was to buy from the whole world, but "we buy 

from whoever sells the cheapest," and Moscow had offered the best deal by its lower 

price and by accepting payment in sugar instead of dollars. Cuba, he said, would reduce 

its outflow of hard currency by the equivalent of 35 million pesos in the second half of 

1960, and by 75 million in 1961 if it obtained all its oil from the Soviets. "We must 

recognize that the USSR gave us formidable assistance," he said.56  

As a result of this policy, Cuba was able to increase its consumption of oil 

products, a second point in this aspect of revolutionary oil discourse. Hoy reported that 

according to ICP data, Cuba's annual consumption of petroleum products reached 

26,836,200 barrels in 1960, an increase of over 16 percent compared to 1958. Rising fuel 

consumption, the article pointed out proudly, "is an indicator of the stimulus that the 

Revolution has given to the country's economic life."57 Gutiérrez reported in October that 

consumption of oil products was rising by more than 12 percent annually; continued 

growth at this rate could prompt the ICP to construct a new oil refinery, with Soviet 

technical assistance, to meet the island's rising demand. With the oil industry in state 

hands and with oil imports now coming via barter with the Soviet Union, Gutiérrez 

pointed out, fuel consumption could continue to rise without draining hard currency from 

																																																								
55 "Las Divisas que Ahorramos Comprando Petróleo a la URSS," Hoy, September 2, 1960, 5. 
56 "Cuba Llegará a Vender Gasolina," Revolución, October 18, 1960, 1; "Ahorra Cuba 35 Millones de Pesos 
en Petróleo," El Mundo, October 18, 1960, 2; "Nos Hemos Ahorrado 35 Millones en 6 Meses Comprando 
Petróleo a la URSS," Hoy, October 18, 1960, 3. 
57 "Consume Cuba Más Combustibles y Más Manteca," Hoy, August 30, 1960, 5. Presumably the annual 
total for 1960 was based in part on projections for the final months of the year, probably based in turn on 
the scheduled imports from the Soviet Union. 
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the island to enrich the foreign oil companies, as in the past. The difference, he explained, 

was that, "The ICP is not an organization to earn profits, but rather to provide services, to 

supply Cuba with the energy necessary to industrialize."58 The Revolutionary government 

had finally broken out of the trap that had coupled the need to earn more dollars to the 

realization of the goal of increasing fuel consumption and promoting industrialization. 

In the final months of 1960, the government grew more comfortable openly 

touting Soviet oil supplies and technical assistance, regularly mentioning them as part of 

the broader discussion of Soviet assistance to its plan of state-led industrial development. 

Like the February 1960 trade agreement and its subsequent implementation by Núñez 

Jiménez, the pact for 1961 that Guevara negotiated with Mikoyan in November and 

December 1960 gave prominent billing to oil and its role in Cuba's industrialization. The 

joint communiqué issued upon the conclusion of the 1961 agreement stressed that Soviet 

assistance to Cuba came in a three principal ways, one of which was the Soviet guarantee 

to help defend Cuba militarily against external aggression. The other two aspects were 

economic. First were the Soviet commitments "to construct complete industrial plants 

that can assure Cuba of having the principal items necessary for its industrial 

development, such as an iron and steel foundry and an oil refinery; and also pledges with 

respect to the development of oil and mineral deposits and the production of power." 

Second was the exchange of Cuban sugar for "supplies of vitally important commodities" 

cut off by the U.S. embargo, "especially the delivery of oil which has meant much effort 

by the Soviet Union and which gives proof of its present great economic power."59  

In private, as well as in public, Cuban officials appeared wholly satisfied with the 

																																																								
58 "Ahorra Cuba 35 Millones de Pesos en Petróleo," op cit. 
59 The communiqué was published in "Comunicado Cubano-Soviético," Hoy, December 20, 1960, 1, and 
"Texto del Comunicado Cubano-Soviético Firmado," Revolución, December 20, 1960, 10-11. 
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results of this agreement and the pacts concluded with other Eastern European countries 

and China. Commerce Minister Raúl Cepero Bonilla wrote approvingly to Núñez 

Jiménez that these trade agreements had secured stable markets for Cuba's exports of 

sugar and other products, as well as guaranteeing the imports to both meet its 

consumption needs and foster its industrialization. "In 1960 the Revolutionary 

Government decided to break imperialism's control over Cuba's foreign trade," Cepero 

recounted; through the diversification of Cuba's trading partners, and notwithstanding the 

imposition of the U.S. embargo, "We will not lack the raw materials, fuels, spare parts, 

finished products, etc. that we need," he concluded. "The Revolution marches on."60   

Explaining to the public the benefits to be derived from the pacts he had made 

with the socialist countries, Guevara proudly described the dozens of new facilities – the 

steel mill, the oil refinery, factories to turn out industrial spare parts, plants to process 

Cuba's nickel, iron, and copper deposits – that would be built in the next five years with 

Eastern Bloc assistance. Upon fulfilling this plan for rapid industrialization, Guevara 

declared, Cuba would no longer be just an agrarian country, but rather "an industrial 

agrarian country." Stating the government's intention to double Cuba's electricity-

generating capacity in order to power these industries, he acknowledged the problem of 

the island's energy deficiencies. Given that Cuba's rivers were inadequate for generating 

hydroelectric power, the electricity would have to come from burning more fuel oil, 

which made Soviet assistance in this regard vitally important, since "we need to assure 

our supplies of oil, even though we are searching for it [in Cuba]."61 

																																																								
60 "Memorandum al Capitán Núñez Jiménez," signed by "Cepero," with handwritten notes, n.d. (late 
December 1960 or January 1961); Cuaderno 102, Antonio Núñez Jiménez papers [ANJP], Fundacíon 
Antonio Núñez Jiménez, Havana [FANJ]. 
61 Obra Revolucionaria 2:2 (January 6, 1961): 7-17.  
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It was in discussing this search for domestic oil that the government and its 

supporters had been deploying their most inspiring visions of Cuba's promise. On July 12 

Revolución touted the opening of the first well in the government's "vast subsoil drilling 

plan to find the deposits of 'black gold' that are supposed to be abundant" in the selected 

areas of the island. "I plan to take a bath in oil here" boasted the lead drilling technician, 

an Argentine contracted by the ICP.62 A full-page ICP ad running widely the week before 

the 26th of July holiday trumpeted the opening of this well and the search for "our oil, 

Cuban oil." A photo of the government rig was captioned, "Our flag waves proudly at the 

top if this structure, new symbol of our economic independence." Patriotic consumers 

were reminded that by buying ICP 

products they would contribute "to the 

revolutionary ideal that Cuba could 

produce her own oil." Recalling the failed 

explorations of the past, the ICP declared 

that, "Now we'll really know if there is oil 

in Cuba. Thanks to the Revolution, Cuban 

hands with faith in the future are working 

day and night in pursuit of this new 

national wealth."63 [Figure 23]   

The ICP marked the 26th of 

July itself with a stirring image of oil 

nationalism intended to rally support for the government through the promise of oil 

																																																								
62 "Pienso Bañarme con Petróleo en Este Pozo que Iniciamos," Revolución, July 12, 1960, 12.  
63 ICP advert, Hoy, July 18, 1960, 3; Revolución, July 19, 1960, 17; and Bohemia 52:30 (July 24, 1960): 43. 

Figure 23 The ICP drills its first well. Bohemia, July 
24, 1960. (Biblioteca Nacional de Cuba). 
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production. Another full-page ad imagined a vast oilfield with derricks receding into the 

distance, each one topped with a Cuban flag. As a roughneck looks on, a gushing spray of 

crude erupts out of the rig in the foreground. The first great oil battle, the caption 

explains, had already been won, with the refineries working at full capacity and the 

supply of fuel assured. It went on to link the victory in the supply and refining battle to 

the anticipated triumph of the state-led quest for domestic oil production [Figure 24]: 

With the joy of this victory the Cuban Petroleum Institute joins in the people's 
delight on this glorious anniversary and celebrates the 26th of July declaring to 
the nation its definitive goal: a genuinely Cuban oil industry! With our oil, 
extracted from our own subsoil! The drilling has already begun. The oil industry's 
profits that used to flow 
abroad now are 
invested in Cuba in the 
search for Cuban oil. 
Setting this goal today, 
we make the 
commitment to the 
people of Cuba to 
struggle ceaselessly to 
succeed in making this 
ideal another beautiful 
revolutionary reality 
very soon. In this new 
battle, also, we will 
triumph!  

 
	
Deployed on the Revolution's 

high holiday, this powerful 

image was the culmination of 

decades of oil nationalism, to 

be brought to fulfillment by the 

Figure 24 The ICP depicts "Our Goal!" – vast domestic oil 
production. Revolución, July 27, 1960. (Library of Congress). 
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Revolutionary state.64  

The nationalization of the industry in August was likewise imbued with this sense 

of promise. Another ICP advertisement celebrated the state's integrating the entire oil 

industry – "all the sources of production, all the industrial potential, all the technical 

resources" – under one, Cuban flag. "That's how Cuba is guaranteed the supply of so vital 

a product as oil," the text explained. "That's how a new, totally Cuban industry is 

established at the service of the people."65 In the wake of the nationalization the 

government announced plans for the expansion of the refineries to meet growing fuel 

demand, for new lubricant and petrochemical plants, and for the acquisition of Cuban-

flagged oil tankers, as well as an ambitious expansion of exploration and production.66  

Exploration received the most enthusiastic treatment. A dozen wells were to be 

drilled in the second half of 1960, mostly to 3,000 feet but in a few cases as deep as 

12,000.67 Hoy's economics editor, writing under a pseudonym in the INRA magazine, 

reported these drilling plans in a glowing article narrating the brief history of the ICP 

under the headline "Cuba Triumphs in the Oil Battle." With this exploration drive, the 

author declared, "Cuba marches on unstoppably, overcoming obstacles, toward certain 

triumph. Oil is another resource rescued for the people, which will permit the success of 

the country's industrialization and economic development plans."68 Explaining the 

																																																								
64 ICP advertisement, Revolución, July 27, 1960, 17. 
65 ICP advertisement, Revolución, August 19, 1960, 11; also Bohemia 52:35 (August 28, 1960). 
66 "Integrará el ICP Toda la Industria Petrolera," Revolución, August 20, 1960, 6. 
67 "La Exploración y Explotación de Petróleo en Cuba por el ICP," Hoy, September 4, 1960, 5. 
68 Andrés V. Piñeiro, "Cuba Vence en la Batalla del Petróleo," INRA 1:9 (October 1960): 84. Hoy reported 
in late November that its economics editor Otto Vilches had authored this article, and ran a reproduction of 
it under Vilches' byline. The piece was awarded first prize for reporting by the "Concurso Nacional 
Periodístico 'Juan Gualberto Gómez.'" "Trabajo Premiado," Hoy, November 29, 1960, 2. PSP-affiliated 
writers had often used pen names. In this instance, the practice further demonstrates how statist oil 
nationalism helped bring together the PSP and 26th of July through the activities of INRA and the ICP, and 
how INRA's leaders still wished at this point to avoid associating INRA too closely with the PSP in public.  
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drilling program, Gutiérrez told interviewers in October that he and his staff were 

"confident that we are going to discover oil." Through the work then underway and 

planned for 1961, he said, "We hope to be able to find 300 or 400 million barrels," a sum 

that would equal seven or eight years' worth of national consumption.69  

The government celebrated Soviet technical assistance for these exploration 

efforts, thereby linking Soviet support to the fulfillment of Cubans' longstanding 

aspirations for oil production. Gutiérrez acknowledged that the exploration drive to date 

"hasn't gone with the speed we had desired," mostly due to the shortage of drilling 

equipment on the island. Only two rigs were then in operation, with several others lying 

idle for lack of critical parts blocked by the U.S. embargo; but spare parts would soon be 

arriving from the Soviet Union to get these drills back up and running. So, too, would 

complete Soviet rigs, including two that could penetrate as deep as 13,000-15,000 feet.70  

In addition to providing equipment, Moscow would supply expert assistance. By 

the end of 1960, Soviet advisors in Cuba included 14 downstream and administrative 

advisors in the oil industry and 36 geologists, geophysicists, and drilling technicians, 

according to information shared with the U.S. embassy by Cuba's Ministry of the 

Economy.71 Soviet geologists surveyed Cuba's potential deposits of oil and other 

minerals, and suggested that oil might be found in the shallow waters off the north coast; 

Revolución declared these potential riches to be "of the utmost importance for the Island's 

																																																								
69 "Ahorra Cuba 35 Millones de Pesos en Petróleo," op cit. 
70 Ibid, and "Cuba Llegará a Vender Gasolina," op cit. 
71 The precise categories were: downstream: "fuel" (3), "petroleum plant technicians" (5), "petroleum-
overall planning" (6); mineral exploration: "geologists" and "geological mapping technicians" (18), 
"geophysicists" (14), "core-drilling" (4). These were out of a total of 181 Soviet technicians in all 
industries. USE Havana (Gilmore) despatch 1471, December 28, 1960; folder 500 (Economics - General), 
Box 102, USE Havana Classified General Records, 1940-61, Record Group 84, NARA. 
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economic independence."72 Under the 1961 trade agreement, Moscow committed to 

assist with oil exploration on roughly ten percent of Cuba's surface  (10,000 square km).73 

An illustrated piece in Revolución touted this technical assistance as "one of the 'trump 

cards'" in the commercial agreement, one that would facilitate the development of Cuba's 

oil potential. Whereas the foreign firms had selfishly held Cuba's oil in reserve, "Now all 

the oil that Cuba produces belongs to the people, and its source of energy will be used to 

drive the country's industrialization." A photo of a rig was captioned to explain that it had 

been "abandoned" by its former owners, who had sealed their wells "even though all 

indications were that there was oil in commercial quantities." Now, with Soviet help, 

"another great revolutionary task will begin" as this rig and others like it, now in state 

hands, would put Cuba's oil resources at the service of national development.74  

The nationalization of the oil industry and the provision of Soviet exploration 

assistance, therefore, added a new layer to the nationalist oil narrative, providing the 

means through which the nation's oil potential, redeemed from its stagnation under 

foreign domination, would finally be developed. In a sense, the government's message in 

late 1960 was the same as in the fall of 1959 when it began confronting and competing 

with the private oil companies: where they had failed to make Cuba an oil country, the 

Revolutionary state would succeed. But less than a year after that confrontation had 

begun, a confluence of factors – domestic and foreign, political and economic – had led 

the government to move from a policy of confrontation and competition to one of 

expropriation. By the end of 1960, revolutionary oil discourse was touting new means – a 

																																																								
72 "Existen Yacimientos en Zonas Costeras," Revolución, August 25, 1960, 16. The Financial Times also 
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fully integrated government monopoly and collaboration with the Soviet Union – to 

fulfill the same ends: the development of Cuba's oil potential and the deployment of the 

domestic oil industry toward the goal of national economic development.     

As Michelle Chase has recently argued, the first two years of the Cuban 

Revolution marked the apogee, rather than the rejection, of U.S.-style consumerism in 

Cuba. The Revolutionary government – like its predecessors, it should be acknowledged 

– promised Cubans that they would soon enjoy a higher standard of living and more 

access to food and consumer goods, these to be produced, it was promised, by Cuban 

workers in Cuban fields and factories using Cuban resources. As the confrontation with 

domestic and foreign capital and the U.S. government reached the point of expropriation 

and open economic war by early 1961, however, the Cuban state struggled to make good 

on these promises. Impelled by import shortages and problems with production and 

distribution, the state and its supporters increasingly downplayed the consumerist 

discourse and began to emphasize instead a new discourse of shared austerity and 

sacrifice for the good of the nation and the Revolution.75  

It bears noting that the nationalization of Cuba's oil industry represented both 

sides of this discursive shift, and was in many ways a driving force in the transition 

between them. The government and its supporters promised Cubans a bright future of 

domestic oil production and oil-fueled industrialization, fulfilling the frustrated 

aspirations of two generations of Cubans. At the same time, as early as the summer 1960 

they were beginning to brace the country for shared sacrifices and a more austere 

approach to energy use, urging even the middle classes to reduce their use of household 
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gas and cut down on electricity consumption – eating malanga, lighting with candles, and 

cooking with firewood, as the Bohemia cartoon put it. Even as shortages of foods and 

consumer goods began to grow, there remained much greater emphasis on the message 

that oil consumption and production were set to rise than there was on the need to prepare 

for energy austerity in oil nationalist government propaganda and the discursive 

production of the government's supporters in the press and among the oil unions. As 

Cuba embarked on a new, uncertain chapter in its political, economic, and energy history, 

its people were still being routinely urged to expect the best, even if, from time to time, 

they were also being prepared for these expectations to remain, as in the past, unmet. 

 

The Limits of Oil Nationalism Behind the Scenes 

The Revolutionary discourse of oil nationalism was predicated upon the technical 

competence of the ICP to operate Cuba's entire oil industry effectively, and the patriotic 

loyalty of the Cuban oil workers in carrying out their work on behalf of the ICP, the 

Revolutionary state, and the nation. These twin pillars were the foundation upon which 

the Revolution rested – in both the rhetorical and practical planes – after the takeover of 

the island's oil industry in the summer of 1960. 

In the Cuban public sphere in the latter half of 1960, revolutionary oil nationalist 

discourse was hegemonic. The hollowing out of critical and opposition media combined 

with the heady climate of revolutionary nationalism meant that dissenting or skeptical 

voices were heard only in private, or increasingly in exile, as disillusioned former 

supporters of the government began to join its original batistiano opponents in refuge 

abroad. It is possible, though, to recover some of the underside of the transformation that 
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had overtaken Cuba's oil industry during these months. Discontented Cuban oil workers 

and foreign contractors working for the ICP passed information to U.S. and British 

diplomats; the departed Esso, Shell and Texaco managers had their own informants on 

the island and remained in touch with the State Department and Foreign Office. These 

sources reveal some of the limits of the government's claims to technical competence and 

especially to the loyalty of Cuba's oil workers. Behind the scenes, the ICP faced 

significant technical challenges and, more so, problems with workers' morale and loyalty.    

 

Technical Difficulties 

Some technical problems in the nationalized refineries arose due to restrictions on 

access to spare parts and chemical inputs from U.S. and other Western sources. For 

example, Jersey Standard and the State Department worked to block the export of 

chemical catalysts for the catalytic cracking units of the ex-Shell and Esso refineries.76 

The Esso plant's cracking unit was shut for most of September pending the arrival in 

early October of a 240-ton shipment of catalyst (80 days' supply) via ferry from Florida 

just ahead of efforts by the State Department and Esso to block its departure.77 This last 

U.S. shipment turned out to be adulterated – whether deliberately or not is unclear – with 

a chemical impurity that lessened refinery yields and caused further technical problems.78 

After the U.S. imposed formal export controls later in October, difficulties obtaining 

																																																								
76 "Cracking" is the treatment of crude oil ("cracking stock") at high temperature to separate hydrocarbon 
chain molecules of various lengths, yielding different refined products according to their density (from 
asphalt and heavy fuel oil through diesel, kerosene and gasoline to gases such as propane and butane). 
"Catalytic cracking" uses chemicals such as aluminum silicate to catalyze the reaction.  
77 USE Havana (Bonsal), embtel 1585, October 4, 1960, 837.3932/10-560, DOS (Dillon) Deptel 768 to 
USE Havana, October 7, 1960, 837.3932/10-460, and USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 808, October 7, 
1960; 837.3932/10-760, all in box 2452, NARA. 
78 USE Havana (Bonsal), embtel G-175, October 18, 1960, 837.3932/10-1860, and USE Havana (Colby), 
despatch 933, October 25, 1960, 837.3932/10-2560, both in box 2542, NARA. 
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catalyst from non-U.S. sources, and then the resort to alternative chemicals, led to 

problems in producing liquefied petroleum gas (LPG, a mixture of propane and butane), 

which was sold in pressurized tanks for domestic use in cooking and water-heating. In 

late December the Cuban authorities imposed household LPG rationing, decreeing that 

100-pound tanks were only to be refilled to 30 pounds.79 Meanwhile, difficulty obtaining 

the gasoline additive tetraethyl lead from non-U.S. sources caused shortages in the supply 

of premium gasoline and aviation fuel.80 The former was no longer available for retail 

sale by late December, and the latter had to be imported from the Soviet Union.81  

Other production and maintenance problems arose due to the chemical differences 

between Soviet and Venezuelan oil. In industry parlance, the Soviet crude was "sour," 

with higher concentrations of sulfur and salt than the relatively "sweet" Venezuelan crude 

that the refineries were configured to process. Salt buildup tended to corrode the pipes in 

some of the refinery units.82 Production in the former Shell plant was halted twice in July, 

and every two weeks thereafter, to address problems caused by the Soviet crude, and 

sulfur-related problems also occurred in the Esso plant.83 Soviet crude oil was also 

lighter, and so yielded relatively more gasoline and less heavy fuel oil per barrel of crude. 

As a result, the ICP found itself with surplus gasoline and a shortfall of fuel oil, the latter 

of which needed to be imported directly from the Soviets. This Soviet fuel oil, in turn, did 

not burn as cleanly as that derived from Venezuelan crude, which lead to the buildup of 

																																																								
79 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1484, December 29, 1960, 837.3932/12-2960, Box 2452, NARA. The 
decree was reported in "Regulada la Venta de Gas Embotellado," Hoy, December 29, 1960, 5. 
80 USE Havana (Bonsal), Embtel 675, August 10, 1960, 837.3932/8-1060, Box 2542, NARA. 
81 USE Havana (Gilmore), Embtel G-387, December 28, 1960, 837.3932/12-2860, box 2452, NARA. 
82 USE Havana (Price), Despatch 134, July 15, 1960, 837.3932/7-1560, Box 2452, NARA; Embassy of the 
United Kingdom [UKE] Washington (Brown) to Edmonds (Foreign Office [FO] Americas Department 
[A]), November 30, 1960; Maud (FO-A) comments, December 16, 1960; AK 1531/192, FO 371/148305, 
United Kingdom National Archives [UKNA]. 
83 UKE Havana (Marchant), Telegram 336, July 26, 1960; AK 1531/142, FO 148302, UKNA; USE Havana 
(Gilmore), Despatch 808, October 7, 1960; 837.3932/10-760, box 2452, NARA. 
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residue and reduced efficiency in the power plants of the nationalized Cuban Electric 

Company; as a result, in November the government began urging the public to reduce 

electricity consumption, especially during peak periods – a dissonant note amid the 

constant rhetoric promising rising electricity generation and consumption.84  

Exacerbating these problems of a chemical nature was the lack of access to U.S.-

made replacement parts for the refineries. ICP missions in Mexico, Canada, and Western 

Europe sought to obtain substitutes from sellers in those countries, often through dummy 

corporations in order to avoid attracting attention – and subsequent reprisals against their 

suppliers – from the State Department or the oil majors.85 Dissident employees at the two 

Havana refineries provided the U.S. embassy with internal ICP documents from early 

September, one of which stated that already in all three plants, "The spare-parts situation 

is desperate. Belot is practically supplying the other refineries." The documents describe 

routine technical problems of the sort becoming more common: "There is a leak in the 

hydrogen cooler in the Platformer. There are leaks everywhere, and soon they're going to 

have to use chewing gum to plug them. (Although I believe that chewing gum is running 

out)." The authors sarcastically connected the technical problems to Cuba's new 

dependence on Soviet supplies. The high-octane gasoline "sent by our Russian saviors" 

was unusable "trash," and meanwhile, "We haven't been able to obtain cat[alyst] in the 

USA or Holland. Our friends the Russians haven't answered yet."86  

The former Texaco refinery in Santiago was designed for greater flexibility in the 

kinds of crude it could process, and it appears to have suffered fewer production 

																																																								
84 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1140, November 17, 1960; 837.2614/11-1760, Box 2451, NARA. 
85 USE Havana (Gilmore), Embtel G-387, December 28, 1960; 837.3932/12-2860, box 2452, NARA. 
86 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 822, October 11, 1960, with enclosed ICP documents dated September 
5, 1960; 837.3932/10-1160, box 2452, NARA. 
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problems of the kind that plagued the two Havana refineries due to the Soviet crude. 

Oriente Province was exempted from the LPG rationing, for example. But the U.S. 

consul in Santiago reported on November 10 that refinery employees had told him that 

while the plant had run smoothly enough in the four and half months since the 

intervention, "An inspector at the plant stated this week that the parts situation has been 

critical for quite some time and they were getting by at the plant on luck, nothing else."87 

An eight-person Soviet technical mission spent September and October studying 

the three refineries and meeting with ICP engineers and administrators. According to an 

ICP report in early October, later smuggled to the U.S. embassy, the Cuban technicians 

concluded that, "it would be very difficult or at least improbable for the Soviet Union to 

furnish component or spare parts of equipment existing in our refineries." If certain key 

parts could not be obtained clandestinely in the U.S. or from other Western sources, it 

would sometimes be easier to replace entire units of the refineries with Soviet-made units 

rather than trying to integrate Soviet spare parts into units built to U.S. standards.88 "A 

Cuban official who holds an important position in a refinery" confirmed to the U.S. 

embassy in December that entire units corroded by salt and sulfur had been repeatedly 

repaired, but would soon have to be replaced with Soviet units.89 

These technical problems notwithstanding, the ICP as a whole experienced fairly 

smooth operations during its first six months in charge of the three refineries, contrary to 

the hopes of those in the Eisenhower administration who had anticipated the short-term 

																																																								
87 USC Santiago (Consul Edward Eberhardt), despatch 44, November 10, 1960, 837.2553/11-1060, box 
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decline or even breakdown of the refineries' function due to lack of spare parts and 

chemicals. Cuban technicians improvised solutions using parts and materials available on 

the island, obtained critical inputs via other Western countries, and made do with Soviet-

bloc inputs where necessary. The Esso and Shell plants at Havana Bay were shut down 

entirely for several weeks of repairs and modifications around the turn of the year, but 

were back up and running again by late January 1961, having been reconfigured to run as 

one integrated plant. Supplies of petroleum products were generally adequate.90 Privately, 

ICP chief Gutiérrez reflected in his year-end report to his superiors at INRA that, "The 

ICP has managed to maintain the nationalized refineries with the greatest possible 

efficiency and we consider that so far, given the historical circumstances facing Cuba, 

this has mostly been achieved." The imbalance of fuel oil and gasoline had prompted 

certain adjustments, but overall, fuel products were readily available, and the fact that the 

government had not found it necessary to raise retail prices indicates that it was not 

making any serious effort to discourage consumption through pricing mechanisms.91  

The Cuban ability to resolver, to make do, to improvise solutions out of thin air 

with whatever is at hand – an aspect of Cuban life noted by visitors to the island ever 

since – was demonstrated early on in the nationalized oil industry. In the technical field, 

therefore, the government's public rhetoric mostly matched its behind-the-scenes 

experiences, although not without significant difficulties, inefficiencies, near misses, and 

improvisations that remained unacknowledged and mostly hidden from public view. 

																																																								
90 USE Havana, Embtel G-387, December 28, 1960, op cit.; Martin E. Jones (Vice President, SONJ) memo 
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Discontent and Disillusionment Among the Oil Workers 

The workers tasked with solving these technical problems, however, were 

sometimes part of the problem themselves. Behind the public image of total unity and 

support for the Revolution, there was clear evidence that many Cuban oil workers were 

not at all happy with the turn of events in their industry or in their country as a whole. 

Traditional forms of protest such as strikes and political dissent were forbidden to them; 

strikes and overt work slow-downs had been outlawed in the autumn of 1959, when a 

new labor code criminalized the act of "abandoning one's employment" during a time of 

actual or threatened insurrection – a state that, in official eyes, had essentially become 

permanent by the summer of 1960 due to the threat of counter-revolution and invasion.92 

They therefore acted on their discontent through various means at their disposal: by 

emigrating, thereby depriving the state of their expertise; by working inefficiently; by 

participating in state-sanctioned "revolutionary" activities halfheartedly or not at all; by 

passing information to the U.S. embassy in the hopes that it could be used against the 

government; and by actively sabotaging the function of the refineries. These acts of 

dissent and resistance elicited countermeasures from the authorities that often deepened 

the sense of malaise taking hold among many workers in the industry by the end of 1960. 

Upon the intervention of the oil companies in early July, the government took 

steps to ensure the oil workers' loyalty. Some were promoted on the spot to replace the 

departing foreign administrators, and all were assured that their salaries, benefits, and 

working conditions would remain unchanged under state management.93 Their status as 
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privileged workers, therefore, would be respected. Furthermore, they would benefit from 

the pride and prestige derived from the revolutionary public relations campaigns of July 

and August detailed above, in which the oil workers were particularly celebrated. 

Even in these early days, however, there were signs of discontent. A "reliable 

source" told the U.S. embassy of "considerable dissension and confusion in [the] Shell 

staff" as early as July 16, according to a cable from Ambassador Bonsal.94 On August 3, a 

few days before the nationalization decree, a large group of thirty engineers employed at 

the Esso refinery visited the embassy seeking visas to move to the United States; they 

described themselves as opposing the pro-communist and anti-American orientation of 

the government, and did not wish to stay in Cuba working for the state administrators.95 

That same day, two dissidents (a marketing manager and a personnel officer) on the 

administrative staff of the Shell refinery also reported to the embassy. They had jobs 

waiting for them abroad, but had chosen to stay so as to lead an effort to undermine the 

industry and the government from within by reducing efficiency at the plant with the aid 

of like-minded technicians. They had already helped arrange one engineer's defection and 

were preparing to do so with a second. They offered to supply the embassy staff with 

information, tipping them off to an impending shipment of chemicals from Britain that 

they suggested should be tied up in legal action.96 Whether aided by this clandestine cell 

or not, by the end of September, three months after the government assumed control of 

the company, four of the twelve Cuban engineers employed in the Shell refinery at the 
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time of intervention had already left for the U.S. and two more were preparing to do so.97 

In addition to political differences with the Revolutionary government, part of the 

reason for the rising discontent appears to have been the growing demands made of the 

rank-and-file workers after the nationalization. The oil union leadership met with one 

hundred pro-government delegates in Santiago at the end of September in a "National 

Council of Oil Industry Workers," with Gutiérrez present as an observer. The council's 

unanimous resolutions pledged to support the government and defend the nationalization, 

and called on all the workers to strive to increase productivity and to join the workers 

militia in guarding against sabotage and other counter-revolutionary activity. 

Furthermore, they committed the entire union membership to agree to a salary freeze and 

to donate one day's pay toward the acquisition of Cuba's first state-owned oil tanker.98  

Even as the prospect of material incentives like raises and overtime pay 

evaporated, pressure to volunteer for extra work became widespread in the oil industry as 

throughout the Cuban workforce, where unpaid after-hours service in the militia and trips 

to the countryside to cut cane or work on the INRA cooperatives were becoming 

necessary to demonstrate one's revolutionary fervor and to remain in favor with 

superiors.99 A document smuggled out of the Havana refinery complex and shared with 

the U.S. embassy sarcastically noted that "the patriotic personnel of the cracking unit" 

had been "volunteered" to do extra work cleaning machinery and plugging leaks. 

Furthermore, "It seems that the purge is advancing, as they have made us fill out a 
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questionnaire in which they even ask us if we're ready to go to the countryside to work 

and if not, the reasons preventing us from doing so."100 In early October one engineer at 

the former Texaco distribution terminal in Matanzas cited growing pressure to join the 

militia as one of his motives for seeking a U.S. visa, reporting that only one out of twenty 

employees at this installation had joined.101 At the ex-Texaco refinery in Santiago, the 

high salaries from before the intervention had been maintained or even raised, but no 

more than two dozen out of a total of 283 employees at the plant had signed up for militia 

service by early November, according to reports from dissident employees to the U.S. 

consulate; the diplomats, following their informants' lead, attributed the relatively small 

number of defections and resignations in part to the continuing material rewards, but saw 

the disdain toward militia service as an indicator of apathy on the part of the workers.102 

Although it is impossible to determine precisely to what degree the defections of 

Cuban technicians adversely impacted the function of the refineries, the government's 

statements and actions make clear their frustrations. On October 15 Fidel acknowledged 

on Ante la Prensa that technicians in many industries were leaving the island; echoing 

comments he had made four months earlier, he alleged that "Imperialism is making a 

campaign to deprive us of technicians" by offering them "fabulous salaries" to tempt 

them into betraying their country. "Let them go," Fidel averred; the patriotic ones would 

stay, and Cuba would train new ones to replace those who are "so cowardly and so 

mercenary that they have accepted the gold of the enemies of their fatherland."103 Soon 
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afterwards the ICP advertised in Havana newspapers for mechanical and technical 

engineers, diesel engine mechanics, topographers, and students of engineering, physics, 

and mathematics; the U.S. embassy reported that the call "Ties in with other information 

reaching the Embassy to the effect that the ICP is short of technical personnel due in part 

to resignations and defections of many skilled engineers," since the nationalization.104  

A further sign of the deterioration of morale and loyalty in the industry, the 

embassy reported, was that the government had instituted the practice of requiring 

engineers to sign a loyalty oath or be classified as traitors.105 Public performance of 

revolutionary loyalty was also required. Pledging allegiance to the Declaration of 

Havana, to the Patria and to the Revolution, an "Extraordinary National Assembly of 

Cuban Professionals and Technicians" gathered on the steps of the University of Havana 

on November 12 to swear an oath before President Dorticós affirming their "historic 

duty" to use their skills for the benefit of the nation and the Revolution and to denounce 

their colleagues who withheld their skills or used them against the Revolution for their 

"vileness, desertion and treason against the Patria, never to be forgiven or forgotten."106 

This climate of suspicion, derision, and divisiveness had penetrated the everyday 

lives of oil workers on the job. "All petroleum engineers of the former Shell and Esso 

refineries are being shadowed by the Cuban Secret Police," the U.S. embassy's Economic 

Counselor E.A. Gilmore reported on October 7, after debriefing a Shell engineer heading 

into exile. Those skilled technicians suspected of disloyalty were reassigned to low-
																																																								
officer in early 1961 mentions that Shell gave financial support and help finding new jobs in the U.S. to 
employees of the intervened Cuban Shell who wished to emigrate, with assurances that they would be 
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105 USE Despatch 1101, November 10, 1960, op cit. 
106 "Juramento de Profesionales y Técnicos," Obra Revolucionaria 1:29 (November 19, 1960): 10-12. 
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security and even menial jobs far below their skill level, but were kept on hand in case 

they were needed to fix serious problems with the machinery, under close supervision.107  

The next month a discontented ICP administrator explained to Gilmore how a 

network of informers, militia, and officers in the State Security directorate (the G-2) kept 

the Esso and Shell staff in Havana under constant vigilance. Anticipating that Esso would 

eventually be taken over, a Communist marketing assistant by the name of Antonio 

Guardia had reportedly "kept a 'black book' containing the names of 'disloyal' employees 

to be gotten rid of when the company was expropriated." Given the shortage of skilled 

personnel, however, few had been purged. Instead, the administrative staff of Esso and 

Shell (275 people in total) had been consolidated into one building, and G-2 captains 

ensconced on the first and seventh floors. "In each of the sections there is at least one 

employee put there to watch the others and report on their activities; this person may or 

may not be technically qualified for the position he or she occupies. However, all 

employees are encouraged to report to the building G-2 any 'counter-revolutionary' 

activities noted among any of the other employees." A network of informers, led by the 

aptly named Guardia, reported any suspicions to the State Security agents.  

Due to these working conditions, Gilmore reported, "the efficiency of employees 

has dropped considerably, morale is very low and a large number of employees are 

dissatisfied and frightened." His informant estimated that among the employees in the 

combined Esso-Shell complex, "About 65% are believed to be opposed to the Castro 

regime and know that it is Communist [sic], some 30% believe in Castro and 'would spit 

in your face if you said his regime were Communist' and the remainder, about 5%, are the 

hard-core Communists and fellow-travelers who know what it is all about and are in the 
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key positions in the building."108 Even taking the ICP official's precise percentages and 

the assertion that Castro's government at this stage was ideologically Communist with a 

grain of salt, the practices described indicate a general atmosphere of suspicion and 

discontent taking root in the refineries, a climate of which the proliferation of informers, 

militia, and state-security agents was both symptom and cause. 

 The sinking morale among many oil workers cast an odd flavor upon the "Day of 

the Petroleum Worker" celebrations that the government decreed on November 20 to 

commemorate the first anniversary of the ICP's founding. The occasion had all the 

trappings of a major Revolutionary set piece. Raúl Castro presided over the event at the 

integrated Shell-Esso refinery complex in Havana, which was renamed in honor of 

Antonio "Ñico" López, an oil worker and Granma veteran killed during the revolutionary 

war. Presented with a bust of López, the refinery workers laid a wreath in his honor and 

that of other Revolutionary martyrs at the foot of the José Martí statue in Old Havana's 

Parque Central. Joining Raúl were other senior government and 26th of July Movement 

figures including Juan Almeida, Armando Hart, Vilma Espín, Haydée Santamaría, and 

Melba Hernández (a lawyer, Moncada veteran and senior ICP administrator), as well as 

Gutiérrez and the heads of the oil workers' federation and the CTC. The ICP ran a full-

page newspaper advertisement publicly recognizing the oil workers' "enthusiastic 

cooperation and high revolutionary spirit which has made the base of a great and fully 

Cuban oil industry possible," thereby facilitating "the building of a New Cuba."109  

The union bosses gave what by that point had become standard speeches lauding 

the workers' dedication to the nation and the Revolution and highlighting the industry's 
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fundamental role in transforming the national economy. One year earlier, they reminded a 

national audience viewing the event on Televisión Revolución, the refineries and their 

marketing arms had sent their profits abroad to enrich the foreign oil firms. Imperialism 

had shown its true colors when the companies imposed the oil boycott and tried to bring 

the Cuban nation to its knees, a battle through which the ICP had demonstrated its 

paramount value by securing the nation's fuel supply against all obstacles. Today, Cuba's 

oil industry was in the hands of its workers, who operated it for the benefit of the nation. 

Given Cuba's dependence on imported oil controlled by the foreign monopolies, 

"The government always considered that one of the weakest points of the Revolution was 

the matter of oil and its derivatives," Gutiérrez averred in his speech. "And so the ICP 

was created, precisely to attack one of these weak points, which our enemies knew to be 

one of those at which the Revolution was most vulnerable. Fortunately, this battle was 

fought with the support of all the workers and the nation in general. I can say here now 

that we all did our duty and that through this triumph we have converted one of the 

Revolution's weakest points into one of the pillars upon which it has been able to support 

itself." The ICP workers must not rest on their victory in the supply battle, he finished, 

but must rededicate themselves to "the production battle," producing the energy needed to 

power Cuba's development.110  

The workers' revolutionary enthusiasm, however, appears to have existed mostly 

in the dignitaries' rhetoric. A refinery employee later told the U.S. embassy that the ICP 

personnel department had sent a letter to each and every one of Cuba's several thousand 

oil workers urging them to attend the event, but only eighty or ninety – mostly recent 

																																																								
110 The speeches were reproduced in Revolución, November 21, 1960. Further details of the event were 
given in "Rinden Tributo al Mártir Obrero Petrolero Antonio López 'Ñico,'" Hoy, November 22, 1960, 1. 
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hires, militia members, and G-2 agents and informers – had actually turned up. "Raúl was 

said to have angrily upbraided ICP officials the next day on account of the poor 

attendance at his speech," Gilmore reported.111 Perhaps tellingly, the photos of the event 

published in Revolución and Hoy were all close-ups of the speakers and the dais, with no 

wide shots to show the size of the crowd. Around thirty onlookers are visible in the photo 

on the cover of the Obra Revolucionaria issue that published Raúl's speech; most, 

including the prominent uniformed milicianos, appear rather bored [Figure 25].112  

The contrast with Fidel's visit to the Shell plant in February 1959, when over two 

thousand workers had waited until midnight to welcome him warmly, is stark. The "Day 

of the Petroleum Worker" therefore demonstrates both the importance that the 

																																																								
111 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1261, December 2, 1960; 837.3932/12-260, box 2542, NARA 
112 Cover photo, Obra Revolucionaria 1:30 (November 26, 1960). 

Figure 25 Raúl Castro celebrates "The Day of the Petroleum Worker." Obra Revolucionaria, 
November 26, 1960. (Library of Congress). 
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government continued to place on the oil industry's role in the Revolution and on the 

performance and discourse and of oil nationalism, on one hand, and the limits of this 

discourse to overcome many oil workers' disillusionment, on the other.          

Discontent among some of the oil workers at their new workplace experiences 

persisted into the new year. An unidentified "friend from Esso" visited an embassy staffer 

at home in Havana on New Year's Day 1961 to discuss the situation of the Havana 

refinery complex. In addition to confirming the ongoing technical problems with cracking 

catalyst and gasoline additives, he gave the impression that, "Labor is getting up in 

arms." Christmas bonuses, set contractually at 60% of a month's salary, had been reduced 

"with much displeasure" to 50%. Workers had been called in "for some important job" on 

December 26, and were also obliged to work on New Year's weekend. "No mention was 

made [by the management] of double pay," which would formerly have been expected 

for holiday work, "and there is much grumbling about this." Management was reportedly 

pushing to cut salaries across the board, and "especially in the upper brackets," in which 

"salaries such as $800 and $600 a month will be reduced to $350 a month." The 

informant reported that, "95% of higher bracket employees are opposed to [the] present 

regime." Faced with these drastic pay cuts, "there is a concerted move under foot to 

resign in mass if there should be an attempt to reduce salaries."113 As the Revolution 

entered its third year, the highly paid oil workers – once among the most privileged of 

Cuba's industrial workers – were finding their material benefits increasingly under threat. 

One example of discontent at the Shell plant appears to have been motivated as 

much by ideology and a sense of dignity as by grievances about work requirements and 

																																																								
113 Gray (USE), memcon, "Problems at Esso and Shell Oil Refineries," January 1, 1961; 837.3932/1-161, 
box 2452, NARA. 
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compensation. A letter dropped off at the British Embassy on January 19, written 

anonymously in imperfect English by "An Ex Soldier," stated that, "I am one of a small 

group of old men, that have made important contributions towards the success of what 

was once the Shell Oil C[ompañ]ía of Cuba." Lamenting that, "Yesterday the ideal which 

we worship is being deliberately destroyed today," he reported on technical and safety 

problems and low morale at the refinery. He confirmed that the plant had reopened on 

December 31 after being shut down for "a month of intensive repair." That day there had 

been a large and very dangerous gasoline spill due to a control malfunction; "it rain[ed] 

Gasoline for 10 minutes," covering workers from head to toe in the flammable liquid, and 

"it was only the intervention of God that prevented an explosion, or that the whole 

Refinery setting afire." Furthermore, the author reported, "There is also a growing 

discontent with the majority of the workers, caused by the present working conditions, 

such as longer working hours with no extra pay, the stopping of the Provident Fund, a 

system of searching the men entering the plant, soldiers posted in all the Departments 

with rifle and fix bayonet." The letter closed with a condemnation of the state 

administration and a vague hope that outside intervention could improve the situation: 

"With an absence of moral responsibility they have created a state of sordid confusion. 

Hoping that this information may be of some use."114 

Not for nothing were the militia, informers and state security agents on guard; 

given its vital place in the Cuban economy and the discontent of many of its workers, the 

oil industry, like other recently nationalized sectors such as electricity, communications, 

and sugar mills, began to see deliberate attempts at sabotage. "The refineries are an 

																																																								
114 undated anonymous letter enclosed in Sutherland, note 1531/61 to Edmonds, January 24, 1961; AK 
1531/4, FO 371/156231, UKNA. 
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obvious target, and rumours that this or that group intend to blow up one or another of the 

installations are fairly frequent," the British embassy reported in late December.115 Like 

the underground anti-government organizations proliferating at this time, – and indeed, 

like the 26th of July Movement during the revolt against Batista a few short years earlier 

– the refinery workers saw the plants as tempting targets. Two sabotage attempts at the 

Esso and Shell refineries around the first of December were discovered before causing 

serious damage.116 In one of these attempts, a valve to the compressor of one of the 

boilers had been deliberately closed, leading to the buildup of pressure that, if not 

discovered and released, would eventually have caused the boiler to explode. The plant 

management's statement to the refinery employees (later shared with the U.S. embassy) 

addressed the "accident" without acknowledging its deliberate nature, thanking the loyal 

workers for their effective response to the problem and their vigilance in spotting and 

reporting other such "operational deficiencies" in the future. It reminded them that, 

"Formerly, under similar circumstances, we defended our work center as if it meant our 

own lives; today we are also defending the interests of the Republic and the Patria."117  

The attempts on the Havana refinery complex continued, however. On the night 

of December 4 a bomb destroyed the instrument panel in the electrical control room of 

one of the three main units of the former Shell refinery, rendering the unit inoperable for 

several weeks until a replacement arrived from abroad. The destruction of this unit 

combined with the need for extensive repairs due to the corrosion caused by salt and 

sulfur lead entire Shell refinery to be shut down for most of December. Meanwhile 

																																																								
115 Sutherland letter 1531/60 to Edmonds, December 23, 1960; AK 1531/2, FO 371/156231, UKNA. 
116 USE Havana despatch 1261, December 2, 1960, op cit. 
117 "Executive Committee" memo to "Union of the Ñico López Refinery Workers," (USE translation) in 
USE Havana (Gilmore) despatch 1263, December 5, 1960, 837.3932/12-560, box 2452, NARA. 
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another bomb damaged a 6,000-gallon gasoline-storage tank at the former Esso refinery 

on December 8, but did not cause the fire that was presumably intended. In late 

December another bomb similarly damaged another storage tank at the Shell plant. The 

spate of sabotage at Shell and its workers' notoriously anti-government attitudes 

reportedly lead loyal ICP officials to refer to the Shell refinery as "the American 

Embassy" and to one engineer in particular (who fled to the U.S.) as "Bonsal."118 

Government officials adopted a hard line toward acts that were either patriotic 

resistance or treason and terrorism, depending on one's point of view. The ICP official in 

charge of the refineries reportedly ordered that saboteurs caught in the act were to be shot 

on the spot.119 After these incidents at the Havana refineries and a rash of sabotage at the 

nationalized electric company, Fidel and Dorticós addressed a meeting of workers in the 

nationalized industries on December 14, appealing for revolutionary unity and vigilance 

against sabotage. Cuba's industrial plants, Dorticós explained, "Are trenches of the 

Revolution in which a battle must be won."120 Addressing the CTC plenary, Fidel 

declared that, "to be anti-communist is to be counter-revolutionary." Focusing on the 

electrical industry, the CTC expelled alleged counter-revolutionary ringleaders and 

workers accused of conspiracy and sabotage.121 After the bombing of the Shell plant, a 

fatal blast at a nationalized department store in Havana, and further unsuccessful 

sabotage attempts against the electricity grid in late December, the government decreed 

penalties ranging from six to twenty-five years in prison and even death as punishment 

																																																								
118 USE Havana (Gilmore), Despatch 1304, December 9, 1960, 837.3932/12-960, and Despatch 1312, 
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January 3, 1961; AK 1531/3, FO 371/156231, UKNA.  
119 USE Havana, Despatch 1312, December 12, 1960, op cit. 
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Administradores Unidos en Cada Empresa," Hoy, December 15, 1960, 1. 
121 Ibid, and "Fidel: Ser Anticomunista es Ser Contrarevolucionario," Hoy, December 17, 1960, 1. 
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for counter-revolutionary sabotage and terrorism, with the harshest penalties reserved for 

those causing fires and explosions in industrial facilities near populated areas.122  

The oil refineries had, indeed, become trenches in which the life-and-death battle 

over the fate of the Revolution was being fought. The first months of 1961 brought the 

rupture of diplomatic relations with Cuba by the outgoing Eisenhower administration, 

mounting activity by underground anti-Castro organizations, and, in April, a counter-

revolutionary exile intervention sponsored by the United States. With the failure of U.S. 

economic coercion to bring about Castro's ouster, the John F. Kennedy administration 

would inherit the problem of what to do about Castro, and would focus even more 

aggressively on efforts to exploit Cuba's vulnerability to the disruption of its oil industry, 

as the oil refineries became some of the principle targets in the administration's campaign 

of covert sabotage. The behind-the-scenes battle inside the refineries would enter a new, 

more violent phase.   

 

Conclusion 

The Cuban government's nationalization of the island's oil industry was the 

culmination of the decades-long evolution of discourses of oil nationalism in Cuba. The 

Cubans and the Anglo-American oil companies had shared a belief that the oil industry 

was central to the country's economic development. The companies, backed by their 

home governments, had portrayed themselves as partners and contributors to Cuba's 

modernization, and on that basis, they staked a claim to legitimacy on the island. But by 

refusing to refine the state's oil and cutting off their imports, they struck at Cuba and the 
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Revolution's Achilles heel: energy insecurity. Doing so, however, robbed them of the 

cubanidad they had worked for decades to assert. When push had come to shove, on an 

issue of transcendent importance to the life of the nation and to the development 

programs of the Revolution which they had earlier claimed to support, the foreign oil 

companies and the Cuban nation had proven to have incompatible interests, just as Núñez 

Jiménez, Pino Santos, and other confrontational oil nationalists had been arguing for a 

decade or more. For most of the Cuban public in 1960, the oil embargo validated the 

Cuban Left's longstanding argument that Cuban state was the one true guarantor of the 

national interest in the vital matter of energy security and Cuba's oil-fueled development. 

Oil nationalism – as ideology, as discourse, and as practical policy – was decisive 

in the rapid and profound transformation of the Cuban Revolution in its domestic and 

foreign affairs over the second half of 1960. It positioned the revolutionary government 

as the defender of national sovereignty under threat by the imperialism of Washington 

and the multinational oil companies. It justified the expropriation of U.S. property and the 

nationalization of the commanding heights of the Cuban economy. Even before Fidel and 

other leaders explicitly identified the Revolution and the new state as socialist or Marxist-

Leninist (steps that did not come until April and December 1961, respectively), oil 

nationalism had already incorporated the Cuban Communists into the 26th of July 

Movement-led government at home, and legitimized a close economic and political 

alliance with the Soviet Union and the communist countries abroad through the rhetoric 

of "solidarity" and the tangible provision of vital oil supplies and technical assistance. It 

demanded total unity in support of a nation and a revolution under siege, thereby 

discrediting dissent and justifying the militarization of society and increasingly draconian 
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measures of discipline, surveillance, and punishment. And as in the past, oil nationalism 

held out the promise of industrialization and an economically diversified, stable, and 

prosperous Cuba, now to be achieved under state direction. The revolutionary 

government and its supporters in late 1960 therefore positioned themselves as fulfilling 

over three decades' worth of nationalist discourse around energy, development, and 

national progress and independence.  

The island's economic lifeblood and the Revolution's political survival henceforth 

came to rest upon the reliability of Soviet oil supplies and technical assistance to the oil 

industry. There is considerable reason to believe that the officials responsible for making 

these decisions expected this dependence on Soviet oil to be beneficial, partial, and most 

importantly, temporary. A generation of Cubans, including many in influential positions 

in the Revolutionary Government, such as Antonio Núñez Jiménez, Raúl Cepero Bonilla, 

Leví Marrero, and Oscar Pino Santos, believed significant oil deposits to be present in the 

island's subsoil and waiting to be exploited by the state. They saw the expropriation of 

the foreign companies, the nationalization of the industry and a partnership with the 

Soviet Union as the means to find and develop these resources where for decades the 

private sector had failed – indeed, declined – to do so. The available evidence, presented 

here and in the previous chapter, suggests that in choosing to embrace the Soviet alliance, 

the Revolution's leaders were embracing not continued long-term dependence – energy, 

economic, and political – but rather the means to free themselves from it. Certainly this 

was how this abrupt transition was depicted in the Cuban public sphere, and how those 

among the Revolution's millions of supporters who reflected on the matter appear to have 

understood it. Examination of the discourse of oil nationalism in late 1960 is therefore 
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essential to explaining how a revolutionary nationalist government bent on achieving 

economic independence turned Cuba into a dependency of the Soviet Union. 

Now under the control of the Revolutionary state, the refineries and the oil 

industry as a whole remained, as they had been in the last years of the Batista regime, 

vitally important material factors in Cuba's economy and powerful symbols that the 

government and its supporters celebrated as evidence of their economic competence and 

political legitimacy, and of the nation's current and future prosperity and progress. To the 

government's critics, however, they were once again indicative of the shortcomings, 

empty promises, and illegitimacy of the regime. For revolutionary oil nationalism sowed 

the seeds of its own disappointment. Cuba's rapid and entirely unexpected incorporation 

into the Soviet economic sphere brought technical problems in the oil industry and in 

countless other facets of the economy; this reorientation, with its attendant militarization 

of the workplace and everyday life, alienated many Cubans, including many oil workers. 

By 1961, as by 1958, Cuba's oil industry embodied both the best and the worst of Cuban 

political economy, Cubans' highest aspirations and deepest disappointments.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

While acknowledging the boldness and suddenness with which the Revolution 

nationalized Cuba's oil industry, we should not ignore the extent to which the Cuban 

government was already involved in the oil business in Cuba by January 1959. While the 

upstream and downstream activities of the Instituto Cubano del Petróleo state company 

were mere months old at the time of the oil conflict of the summer of 1960, the Cuban 

state had been setting price ceilings on and regulating the sale of oil products since the 

mid-1930s, had confirmed and exercised its exclusive ownership of and power to regulate 

and oversee the development of subsoil oil deposits since 1938, and had provided 

funding, equipment, and technical cooperation to private Cuban oil exploration firms 

since 1951. Each of these activities established discursive and practical precedents for the 

vast extension of the state's powers over Cuba's oil industry under the Revolution. 

Revolutionary Cuba's transition to economic dependence on the Soviet Union was 

in several ways a consequence of Cuba's historical experience of energy insecurity. The 

hostility to the oil companies and the certainty that Cuban oil reserves lay waiting to be 

exploited by the state was the legacy of decades of Cuban oil booms and busts, and was 

the product of the most confrontational strain of a Cuban nationalist narrative that 

blended ideas about oil geography and geology with visions of national progress and 

economic development and independence. Ironically, the new refineries that were the 

most tangible legacy of the prerevolutionary governments' efforts to promote the 

development of Cuba's oil industry in partnership with foreign capital were the critical 

factor that allowed the new international conjuncture to come together, by providing 

Cuba the means to refine the Soviet crude. Were it not for the ambivalent legacy of 
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Batista's nationalist, private-sector oil development policy, there would scarcely have 

been a Cuban oil industry for the Revolution to nationalize, a legal pretext for seizing the 

refineries, or an opening for the Soviet oil offensive to exploit. And were it not for the 

tantalizing results of earlier exploration efforts, the belief in Cuba's vast, untapped oil 

potential would not have been so prevalent, nor the confidence – bordering on certainty – 

in Cuba's future as a major oil producer so strong.  

Given the revolutionary government's determination to challenge Cuba's 

dependence on both Washington and the oil companies, the new international conjuncture 

made the re-orientation toward Moscow both possible and necessary. In contrast to a 

Roosevelt administration that had promoted compromise between Havana and the oil 

companies, the Cold Warriors of the Eisenhower administration, hostile to Third World 

nationalism and flirtation with the Soviets, urged confrontation. The resulting oil 

embargo and the tanker lift were dramatic second chapters after Cuba's 1940s experiences 

of oil insecurity. Cuban oil nationalists, particularly on the anti-imperialist left, had often 

turned to state oil companies – real or imagined – as potential sources of oil beyond the 

multinational companies' control whenever conflict or insecurity had threatened. But 

whereas post-revolutionary Mexico of the 1930s and 1940s had offered, but could not 

deliver, an alternative source of oil for Cuba, the Soviet Union of the 1960s did have a 

state oil company both willing and able to supply Cuba despite the resistance of 

Washington and the multinationals. Viewed in the context of twentieth-century Cuban 

energy history, the Revolution of 1959 and its radicalization in 1960 mark both a 

culmination and a new beginning in modern Cuba's search for security within, and 

ultimately transcendence of, the American energy empire.  
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Viewed from the point of view of the U.S. government and the multinational oil 

companies, Revolutionary Cuba's challenge to the American oil empire came at a point of 

maximum vulnerability. The island's newfound self-sufficiency in refining capacity 

lowered the cost and increased the ease with which Cuba might find new suppliers. The 

tanker glut further facilitated the defiance of the major companies. The training of a 

competent corps of Cuban refining technicians meant that large numbers of foreign 

experts were no longer needed to keep Cuba's refineries running. The Eisenhower 

administration's decision to use the oil weapon as a means of exploiting Cuba's oil 

insecurity through outright coercion could therefore not have come at a worse time from 

the U.S. point of view. Earlier Cuban impulses to challenge the American oil empire – 

the revolutionary strikes of 1933 and 1935, the confluence of the Mexican nationalization 

and the debate over the Combustible Minerals Law in 1938, the fuel crisis of 1942-4 and 

the short-lived one of 1947-8 – had foundered due to logistical factors. The companies in 

those cases could count on sufficient labor control, or lack of tankers, or lack of 

alternative suppliers, or lack of political will on the part of the Cuban government of the 

day, in order to keep Cuba within the orbit of the regional oil economy controlled by the 

U.S. oil companies. In 1960, these factors no longer held true. 

Domestic oil production. Energy security. Industrialization and economic 

development fueled by Cuban oil. An independent foreign policy. This was the vision of 

national progress and independence that the Revolutionary government proclaimed in 

1959 and 1960, as the antidote to decades of dependency and underdevelopment. Cuban 

geology, however, would prove uncooperative. Despite the initial optimism and decades 

of exploration efforts, Cuba is yet to find sufficient oil to meet more than half of national 
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demand. The island has remained dependent on petroleum imports on preferential terms 

from socialist energy patrons, first the Soviet Union for thirty years and then, after the 

economic catastrophe of the 1990s known in Cuba as the "Special Period," in which oil 

consumption and GDP dropped by a third or more, on "Bolivarian" Venezuela. In the 

end, Cuba has found that exiting the American energy empire and achieving energy 

independence, or even energy security, were not synonymous. 

Today, energy insecurity remains among the most serious challenges to the 

Revolution's legacy. Recent years have seen the failure of Cuban efforts, in partnership 

with foreign state oil companies, to develop its potential offshore oil reserves. The U.S. 

embargo blocks most offshore drilling technology from being deployed in Cuban waters 

and stymies private U.S. and many multinational oil companies from exploring in Cuba; 

the removal of these restrictions could be among the most transformative consequences 

of an easing of the U.S. embargo. Meanwhile, economic crisis and political instability in 

Venezuela raises the prospect of the curtailment of Cuba's preferential allotment of 

100,000 b/d or more from its socialist ally, and thus of a new Special Period. That the 

Revolutionary government, after more than five decades, remains in power but 

precariously dependent on imported oil subsidized by a socialist energy patron, while its 

long-term fate remains tied to the political and economic agendas of Washington and the 

multinational oil companies, speaks to the long-term importance of the geology, 

geography, politics, and economics of energy in shaping modern Cuban history and U.S-

Cuban relations.   

There is much that is peculiar and even paradoxical about Cuban energy history in 

the hydrocarbon age. An island in the center of the greatest oil-producing basin of the 
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first half of the twentieth century proved to be frustratingly poor in oil production, despite 

many tantalizing signs that such production was within reach. A country that produced 

practically no hydrocarbons of its own became one of the most fossil-fuel-intensive 

economies in the region, and adopted an oil culture along the lines of its energy-rich 

neighbor to the north. A revolution animated by the goal of national development and 

independence was driven, by a combination of its leaders' choices, its enemies' responses, 

and the force of ecological and economic factors beyond its control, to cut itself off from 

its regional energy network and to accept a new form of dependence on a faraway patron. 

But while Cuban history is distinctive in the degree to which energy insecurity 

shaped the country's political economy, Cuba in another sense differs only in degree, 

rather than in kind, from the broader story of global energy history in the twentieth 

century. For while modern Cuba's economic development was especially unsustainable in 

local terms, due to the island's dearth of hydrocarbon and other energy sources, the global 

hydrocarbon energy regime as a whole is no less unsustainable in the long term, 

predicated as it is on the exploitation of a finite and diminishing resource, the 

environmental consequences of which become better understood and more severe with 

the passage of time. The consequences of Cuba's dependence on fossil fuels brought 

about an economic and political crisis in 1960, the outcome of which still profoundly 

shapes Cuba today. The long-term environmental consequences of the hydrocarbon age 

for Cuba, its neighbors, and humankind and the planet as a whole, remain to be seen. 
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